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Preface 
 
Offshore wind resource is vast and harvesting offshore wind energy is a fast growing industry. To reduce the 
cost of offshore wind energy, the size of the wind turbines has continuously increased and has today reached 
6MW, and it is expected to increase even further in the years to come. Large wind turbines are more 
challenging with respect to aerodynamics, structures and wakes.  
To promote opportunities of sharing the latest research results and accomplishments in offshore wind energy, 
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) is hosting the 2013 International Conference on Aerodynamics 
of Offshore Wind Energy Systems and Wakes (ICOWES2013). Predecessors within the same fields are: the 
2011 International Conference on Offshore Wind Energy and Ocean Energy (2011ICOWEOE) held in Beijing 
in October 2011 and the Wake Conference held in Gotland, Sweden in June 2011.  
Various researchers and experts from Europe, America and Asia will discuss the latest results and 
developments in offshore wind energy and wakes at the conference. 
I wish to express here my acknowledgements to all my colleagues and the scientific committee who greatly 
helped to make the ICOWES2013 conference as engaging, informative, and fruitful as possible. On behalf of 
the scientific committee, I wish everybody will have a very successful and exciting conference. On behalf of 
the organizing committee, I am pleased to welcome you all to Copenhagen and hope you will have a great 
time in the charming and wonderful city Copenhagen. 
 
Wen Zhong Shen, PhD, Dr. Techn. 
DTU Wind Energy 
Chair of ICOWES2013 
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KEY Note Lecture: 
 
Wind Turbine Wakes: Status and Challenges 
Jens N. Sørensen 
 
Department of Wind Energy 
Technical University of Denmark 
 
Wind turbines operating in clusters will always be subject to the influence wakes of neighboring 
turbines. The wake behind the wind turbines has a lower mean wind speed and an increased 
turbulence level compared to the undisturbed flow outside the farm, hence wake interaction leads to 
a decreased total production of power caused by lower kinetic energy in the wind. Furthermore, 
increased levels of fatigue loads are imposed on the turbines in the farm due to turbulent flow. 
Wake modeling can be carried out using different models of varying levels of complexity. The 
simplest models assume linearly expanding wakes and are described by simple integral momentum 
equations, while the most complex models make use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and 
state of the art representations of the rotor blades. For an extensive list of different wake models, the 
reader is referred to Crespo et al. [1], Vermeer et al. [2] and Sørensen [3]. 
The wake behind a rotor consists essentially of a number of helical vortices that owing to roll-up 
effects mainly concentrates in tip and root vortices and which, under the influence of the ambient 
turbulence, breaks down into small scale turbulence. The wake can generally be divided into two 
distinct parts, the near wake and the far wake. Near wake features are related to the genesis of the 
vortex system, where the presence of the rotor is felt directly. The far wake is usually the 
downstream position where the wake dynamics no longer depends on the rotor characteristics.  
In the past year wakes behind wind turbine blades have been studied both experimentally and 
numerically, using analytical tools as well as numerical simulations based on RANS or LES 
methodologies combined with actuator disc or line techniques. From these studies it has been shown 
that helical wakes are inherent unstable and that the flow inside a wind farm to a large extent is 
depending on the ambient turbulence and the stability properties of the atmospheric boundary layer. 
In the presentation we give a status of state-or-the-art modeling of wind turbine wakes, including a 
general description of the challenges of wake modeling and a description of the various models in 
use today. Furthermore, we will present mechanisms for initial breakdown of the vortex pattern in 
the near wake as well as show results from studies of wake interaction and modeling of the 
interaction between wind farms and the atmospheric boundary layer. 
 
References: 
1. Crespo, A., Hernández, J. and Frandsen, S. (1999) ‘Survey of modelling methods for wind turbine 
wakes and wind farms’, Wind Energy, vol. (1), pp. 1-24. 
2. L.J. Vermeer, J.N. Sørensen and A. Crespo (2003), "Wind Turbine Wake Aerodynamics".  Progress in 
Aerospace Sciences, vol. 39, pp. 467-510. 
3. Sørensen, J.N. (2011) ‘Aerodynamic aspects of wind energy conversion’. Annual Review of Fluid 
Mechanics, vol. 43, pp. 427-448. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN ECNWAKEMODEL
H. O¨zdemir1, M.C. Versteeg2, A.J. Brand1
1ECN, P.O.Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, NL, h.ozdemir@ecn.nl
2University of Twente, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, NL, m.c.versteeg@student.utwente.nl
INTRODUCTION
Wind turbines extract energy from the flow field so that the flow in the wake of a wind turbine
contains less energy and more turbulence than the undisturbed flow, leading to less energy ex-
traction for the downstream turbines. In large wind farms, most turbines are located in the wake
of one or more turbines causing the flow characteristics felt by these turbines differ considerably
from the free stream flow conditions. The most important wake effect is generally considered to
be the lower wind speed behind the turbine(s) since this decreases the energy production and as
such the economical performance of a wind farm. The overall loss of a wind farm is very much
dependent on the conditions and the lay-out of the farm but it can be in the order of 5-10%.
Apart from the loss in energy production an additional wake effect is formed by the increase in
turbulence intensity, which leads to higher fatigue loads. In this sense it becomes important to
understand the details of wake behavior to improve and/or optimize a wind farm layout. Within
this study improvements are presented for the existing ECN wake model which constructs the
fundamental basis of ECN’s FarmFlow wind farm wake simulation tool [1].
The ECN wake model is called WakeFarm [2, 3, 4] and, based on the original UPMWAKE
model proposed by Crespo et al. [5, 6], that simulates the wind turbine wakes by solving the
steady parabolized Navier-Stokes equations in perturbation form in three-dimensions. The basic
background flow is modeled by an atmospheric wind profile model based on Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory [7]. The similarity relations suggested by Businger [8] et al. are used. Further-
more the perturbation variables are initialized by a near wake model where the parabolization is
not justified since the axial-pressure gradient term is neglected.
Schepers [2] pointed out the problem in the near wake and used an empirical velocity-deficit
profile as a boundary condition for the far wake. This approach depends on a data-fit with
experimental data and the physics of the flow are not modeled explicitly. Schepers and Van
der Pijl [4] proposed a model for the near wake based on the free-wake vortex method where
the wind turbine is modeled by an actuator disc model and the wake is represented by discrete
constant strength vortex rings. They obtained the solution with a panel method. A near wake
model is presented here based on a free wake-vortex method as well, where the radius of the
1
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wake and vorticity strength of discrete vortex rings are varied as suggested by Øye [9]. The
induced velocities are obtained by a semi-analytical solution of the Biot-Savart law.
The diabatic wind profiles for the surface layer of the atmospheric boundary layer have been
investigated extensively [8, 10]. The atmospheric stability model based on Monin-Obukhov [7]
theory is only valid within the surface layer of the atmospheric boundary layer. Previous studies
[11, 12, 13] show that boundary layer height varies typically between 50  200m under stable
conditions and 500 1000m under unstable conditions. A need for a model that extends to the
entire boundary layer height is obvious considering the sizes of modern wind turbines. Blackadar
[14] and Lettau [15] studied a wind shear model covering the entire boundary layer height under
neutral condition. Gryning et al. [16] extended this model to cover all stability conditions of the
atmosphere based on measurements extending in to the mixing layer region where the surface
layer scaling is connected with the geostrophic drag law. More recently similar work is done by
Pen˜a et al. [17]. Sathe et al. [18] showed that the loads are predicted smaller with the model
proposed by Gryning when compared to models based only on surface layer wind profiles.
Within this study the ECN wake model is extended further based on the model proposed by
Gryning et al. [16]. The numerical solution obtained by the ECN wake model using Gryning
model is compared with the solution obtained by surface layer model and with the available data
obtained by EWTW measurements.
The outline of this paper is as follows: First of all the governing equations of the ECN wake farm
model are presented. Then the near wake modeling is discussed and the results compared with
the original near wake modeling and EWTW data as well as the results obtained for various near
wake implementation cases are shown. The details of the atmospheric stability model are given
and the comparison with the solution obtained for the original surface layer model and with
the available data obtained by EWTW measurements are presented. Finally the conclusions are
summarized.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In the wake model originally proposed by Crespo et al. [5] the wind turbine is supposed to
be immersed in a nonuniform basic flow corresponding to the surface layer of the atmospheric
boundary layer. This surface layer which is modeled by the standard surface-layer scaling based
on the Monin-Obukhov theory, is assumed to be perturbed by the wind turbine. The equations
describing the perturbed flow are obtained by introducing the following perturbation variables
in to the Navier-Stokes equations together with the conservation of mass and energy equations
and two equations for turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic
energy:
u= u0+u0; v= v0; w= w0; p= p0+ p0; q = q 0+q0; k= k0+k0; e = e 0+e0; (1)
with u, v, and w are three components of the velocity vector, p is the pressure, q is the potential
temperature, k is the turbulent kinetic energy and e is the turbulent dissipation rate. Furthermore,
the subscript “0” refers to the undisturbed flow and the superscript ()0 refers to a perturbation
variable. This undisturbed flow does not vary in x  and y directions, but does vary in z direc-
tion.
2
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For the wake flow behind a wind turbine the following assumptions are made: the streamwise
pressure gradient is neglected in the far wake behind the wind turbine while the near wake is
modeled by the free-vortex wake model as part of basic background flow. The streamwise diffu-
sion is neglected leading to ¶ti j¶x = 0 and nt
¶u j
¶x = 0. The undisturbed flow in y  and z  directions
is assumed to be zero meaning that the information is only traveling downstream. Furthermore
the turbulent stresses can be modeled by Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity approximation:
ti j = rnt

ui
x j
+
u j
xi

  2
3
rkdi j: (2)
Under these assumption the Navier Stokes equations that describe the flow can be written in
parabolized form where the elliptic terms are not present anymore. When the Navier-Stokes
equations for the undisturbed flow are subtracted from those equations for the disturbed flow,
the following relations can be derived. Please note that the superscript ()0 is dropped for conve-
nience.
Continuity equation:
¶u
¶x
+
¶v
¶y
+
¶w
¶ z
= 0: (3)
Momentum equations (x, y and z directions):
(u0+u)
¶u
¶x
+ v
¶u
¶y
+w
¶ (u0+u)
¶ z
= (nt +nt0)
¶ 2u
¶y2
+
¶nt
¶y
¶u
¶y
+(nt +nt0)
¶ 2u
¶ z2
+

¶nt
¶ z
+
¶nt0
¶ z

¶u
¶ z
+
¶nt
¶ z
¶u0
¶ z
+nt
¶ 2u0
¶ z2
; (4)
(u0+u)
¶v
¶x
+ v
¶v
¶y
+w
¶v
¶ z
=  2
3
¶k
¶y
  1
r
¶ p
¶y
+2(nt +nt0)
¶ 2v
¶y2
+2
¶nt
¶y
¶v
¶y
+(nt +nt0)
¶ 2v
¶ z2
+

¶nt
¶ z
+
¶nt0
¶ z

¶v
¶ z
+

¶nt
¶ z
+
¶nt0
¶ z

¶w
¶y
; (5)
(u0+u)
¶w
¶x
+ v
¶w
¶y
+w
¶w
¶ z
=   1
r
¶ p
¶ z
+(nt +nt0)
¶ 2w
¶y2
+
¶nt
¶y
¶w
¶y
+2(nt +nt0)
¶ 2w
¶ z2
+2

¶nt
¶ z
+
¶nt0
¶ z

¶w
¶ z
+
¶nt
¶y
¶v
¶ z
  2
3
¶ (k+ k0)
¶ z
+bgq ; (6)
with b is the expansion coefficient.
Energy equation:
(u0+u)
¶q
¶x
+ v
¶q
¶y
+
¶ (q0+q)
¶ z
= (nq +nq0)
¶ 2q
¶y2
+w
¶nq
¶y
¶q
¶y
+(nq +nq0)
¶ 2q
¶ z2
+

¶nq
¶ z
+
dnq0
dz

¶q
¶ z
+
¶nq
¶ z
¶q0
¶ z
+nq
¶ 2q0
¶ z2
: (7)
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Turbulent kinetic energy:
(u0+u)
¶k
¶x
+ v
¶k
¶y
+w
¶ (k0+ k)
¶ z
= (nk+nk0)
¶ 2k
¶y2
+
¶nk
¶y
¶k
¶y
+(nk+nk0)
¶ 2k
¶ z2
+

¶nk
¶ z
+
dnk0
dz

¶k
¶ z
+
¶nk
¶ z
¶k0
¶ z
+nk
¶ 2k0
¶ z2
+(nt +nt0)
"
¶u
¶y
2
+

¶u
¶ z
2
+2
¶u
¶ z
¶u0
¶ z
#
+nt

du0
dz
2
 bgnq

¶q
¶ z
+
¶q0
¶ z

 bgnq0 ¶q¶ z   e : (8)
Dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy:
(u0+u)
¶e
¶x
+ v
¶e
¶y
+w
¶ (e0+ e)
¶ z
=
(ne +ne0)
¶ 2e
¶y2
+
¶ne
¶y
¶e
¶y
+(ne +ne0)
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with,
nt =Cm
(k+ k0)2
e+ e0
 nt0; nq = ntsq ; nk =
nt
sk
; ne =
nt
se
: (10)
where Cm , Ce1 , Ce2 , Ce3 , sq , sk and se are the closure coefficients of the system. The system
of equations given between equation (3) and (9) form a steady, three-dimensional parabolic set
of equations. These equations are discretized with central differences and integrated employing
the semi-implicit ADI scheme. The pressure is evaluated using the SIMPLE method [19].
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are applied at boundaries of the domain [6]. The
numerical values are determined from the undisturbed flow in front of the wind turbine.
The solution domain size is chosen to be at least ten times the wind turbine diameter, D, along
x  direction (i.e., downstreamwake direction) and six times the wind turbine diameter in y  and
z directions. A grid stretching is applied along the x direction within the near-wake region.
For a typical simulation of a single turbine-single wake combination around 1  106 grid points
are used.
NEARWAKEMODEL
In the original ECN wake model the near wake is modeled by a free-wake vortex model where
the vorticity strength of vortex rings are kept constant while the wake radius is varied. The
solution is obtained by a panel method. In the current study the near-wake model is improved
further as suggested by Øye [9]. The wind turbine rotor is modeled by an actuator disc model
and the wake is represented by a thin vortex sheet which is described by vortex rings of variable
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radius and variable vorticity strength leading to a variable transport velocity at infinity. Flow
is assumed to be axisymmetric. Induced velocity profiles are obtained analytically using Biot-
Savart law, where the elliptic integrals are evaluated numerically. The radii along the wake are
calculated by making use of the continuity equation and the solution is iterated until convergence
is reached between the local radius and the vorticity.
In figure (1) a comparison of various calculation methods that have been studied and the original
panel method are presented. The wake radius is plotted against the distance from the turbine
in downstream direction for constant vortex strength (G) and variable vortex strength cases for
uniform and stretched grid distributions. All results are obtained for an axial induction factor of
0:28. The left-hand side of the figure is a close-up of the near-wake region while on the right-
hand side the full domain is presented. In figure (2) the induced velocity just behind the rotor is
Figure 1: Comparison of the wake radius as a function of distance from the turbine up to 5R (left) and
15R (right) with a= 0:28, as simulated by the constant vorticity vortex ring model, the variable vorticity
vortex ring model and the panel method. The new near wake models are simulated on uniform and
stretched grids.
shown for the panel method and the variable vorticity vortex ring method for an axial induction
factor of 0.28. It is clear that the models are comparable, but that inside the wake the induced
velocity in downstream direction is higher in an absolute sense. According to actuator disc
momentum theory the induced velocity just behind the rotor is  aU¥, so the variable vorticity
vortex ring model agrees better with the theory. The results of both original and new wake
models are compared with the experimental data obtained from the measurements at ECNWind
turbine Test field Wieringermeer, EWTW. The test site consists of five state of the art turbines in
a row, a scaled wind farm with 10 wind turbines of 7.5 meter hight and 7.6 meter in diameter and
5 prototype spots for certification of industrial turbines. The five state of the art turbines, with a
hub height and diameter of 80 meters, are situated in a row and a meteorological measurement
mast is located in the proximity of T5 and T6, as can be seen on the left-hand side of figure (3)
[20]. Since there is only one measured point in the field, multiple measurements are combined
to get the horizontal wake profile behind a turbine on a certain distance. The right-hand side of
5
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Figure 2: Comparison of velocity and force profiles just behind the rotor plane at the symmetry plane,
as simulated by the variable vorticity vortex ring model (the new near wake model) and the panel method
(the old near wake model).
figure (3) shows the distance S between the mast and the wind turbines: 2.5D and 3.5D. When
the wind direction is 31 degrees or 315 degrees the velocity at the wake center is measured.
When the wind comes from a different direction, the distance y to the wake center is calculated.
The results of the numerical simulation obtained by the ECN wake model WakeFarm using the
Figure 3: Location of wind turbines and meteorological measurement mast at EWTW (left). When the
turbine yaws the meteorological mast moves along the dashed line with respect to the rotor (right).
original (panel method) and new near wake models are compared with the EWTW data and
shown in figure (4). WakeFarm performs best at 2.5D, but for 3.5D the results deviate more
from the experimental measurements. For the details of the experimental work one is referred to
reference [20].
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY MODEL
In the original UPMWAKE model of Crespo et al. [5] a diabatic wind profile based on Monin-
Obukhov [7] similarity theory and Businger et al. [8] formulation is used given as follows:
u=
u0
k

ln

z
z0

 ym (z=L)

; (11)
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Figure 4: Comparison of EWTW experimental data with velocity profiles in wake direction, as simulated
by ECN wake model using the original and the new near wake model, respectively.
where u0 is the friction velocity near the ground, z is the height, z0 is the aerodynamic roughness
length, k is the von Ka´rma´n constant, L is the Monin-Obukhov length and ym is a universal
stability function which is defined empirically. In the original ECN wake model the above wind
profile is adopted whith the Bussinger et al. [8] form for stability function ym where further
details are given by Panofsky and Dutton [21]. The Monin-Obukhov length, L, is given by the
following expression:
L=
u30T
kgw 0q 00
; (12)
where, T is the absolute temperature, q0 is the potential temperature and w 0q 00 is the virtual
kinematic heat flux.
The diabatic wind profile models using surface layer scaling of Monin-Obukhov [7] are valid
only within the surface layer of the atmosphere. In the current study the extended wind profile
model proposed by Gryning et al. [16] is used which is valid for the entire boundary layer. The
model is given as follows:
For neutral conditions:
u=
u0
k

ln

z
z0

+
z
LMBL
  z
zi

z
2LMBL

; (13)
for unstable conditions:
u=
u0
k

ln

z
z0

 ym (z=L)+ zLMBL  
z
zi

z
2LMBL

; (14)
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Unstable Neutral Stable
L -128 m 321 m 41 m
zi 117 m 205 m 49 m
LMBL 283 m 866 m 69 m
Table 1: Parameters used for figure (5)
for stable conditions:
u=
u0
k

ln

z
z0

 ym (z=L)

1  z
2zi

+
z
LMBL
  z
zi

z
2LMBL

; (15)
with zi is the height of the atmospheric boundary layer and defined as follows for the neutral
conditions [22]:
zi = c
u0
j f j (16)
with c is a constant and f is the Coriolis parameter. The value of c is adopted from the works of
Sathe et al. [18] and Pen˜a et al. [23, 24] as 0:15 for neutral conditions, 0:14 for stable conditions
and 0:13 for very stable conditions.
Stability function, ym, is used from Businger et al. [8] for stable conditions and from Grachev
et al. [10] for unstable conditions. An empirical fit suggested by Gryning et al. [16] for the
scaling parameter, LMBL, is in the following form:
u0
f LMBL
=

 2ln

u0
f z0

+55

e

  (u0= f L)
2
400

: (17)
In figure (5) the influence of various models for an atmospheric boundary layer velocity profile
is presented using the parameters listed in table (1). It can also be concluded from these figures
that the choice for the atmospheric boundary layer stability model is most important for (very)
stable conditions.
Figure 5: Influence of the atmospheric boundary-layer model on the velocity profile for unstable,
neutral and stable conditions.
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Figure 6: Comparison of numerical simulation using Gryning et al. [16] model for stable,
neutral and unstable conditions with the surface layer model and the available data from EWTW
measurements forU¥ = 8m=s (left) andU¥ = 10m=s (right).
Sathe et al. [18] showed the importance of using a diabatic wind profile for the entire boundary
layer. They argued that using a surface layer model predicts the blade and rotor loads along the
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wake direction much larger compared to a model for the entire boundary layer particularly for
stable conditions, since in the surface-layer wind profile model under stable conditions, the wind
profile length scale increases infinitely, leading to large wind gradients, while a wind profile for
the entire boundary layer [16] limits the growth of this length scale using the boundary layer
height, leading to smaller wind shear.
In figure (6) a comparison of numerical simulation using Gryning et al. [16] model valid for the
entire boundary layer for stable, neutral and unstable conditions with the surface layer model and
the available data from EWTW measurements for U¥ = 8m=s (left) and U¥ = 10m=s (right) is
given. The EWTW data is evaluated as described in the previous section. The induced velocity
is predicted lower compared to the surface layer model which is in agreement with Sathe et al.
[18]. It should be noted here that a single EWTW data set is used for the entire stability region
and the simulation results for each stability region are compared with this single data.
Figure 7: Comparison of numerical simulation using Gryning et al. [16] model with the surface
layer model and the data from EWTW measurements for stable and unstable conditions for
U¥ = 8m=s, at 2:5D (left) and 3:5D (right).
There is a necessity of determination of the experimental data for various stability conditions.
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The available EWTW data do not contain any information to categorize the stability of the at-
mosphere at the moment of the measurements. In the literature there are several rough estimates
are given about the estimation of the stability condition of the atmosphere depending on the time
of the day [22]. Based on these rough estimates the data measured between sunrise and sunset is
assumed to be unstable and between sunset and sunrise is assumed to be stable. The comparison
of the numerical simulation using Gryning et al. [16] model with the surface layer model and
the data from EWTW measurements for stable and unstable conditions forU¥ = 8m=s is shown
in figure (7) at 2:5D and 3:5D downstream of the turbine. Although the comparison is not con-
clusive because of the reliability of the data it is shown here for the demonstration purposes.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study improvements to ECN wake model, WakeFarm, are presented in two folds. First
of all, an improved near wake model is shown where the wake is modeled by a thin vortex sheet
represented by discrete vortex rings of variable strength. The solution is obtained analytically
with the Biot-Savart law, where the elliptic integrals are evaluated numerically. It is shown that
the induced velocity is lower than for the original near wake model, which is in accordance with
the theory. Furthermore the diabatic wind profile model is improved by implementing a model
valid for the entire boundary layer as suggested by Gryning et al. [16]. The results are compared
with a diabatic wind model valid for the surface layer and with the data obtained from EWTW
measurements. Although the results seem closer to the data, the EWTW data is a single data
set representing all stability regions. An initial attempt to categorize the EWTW data in to two
stability regions depending on the time of the day of the measured data did not lead to better
conclusions. A need for a better data mining to distinguish the different stability regions and
data from different sites is obvious. In addition, accurate temperature measurements should be
standard for wake measurement campaigns.
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Abstract
A new analytical wake model is proposed and validated to predict the wind velocity distribu-
tion downwind of stand-alone wind turbines. The model is derived by applying conservation of
mass and momentum to two different control volumes and assuming a Gaussian distribution for
the velocity deficit in the wake. This simple model only requires one parameter to determine
the velocity distribution in the wake. The results are compared to high-resolution wind-tunnel
measurements and large-eddy simulation (LES) data. In general, it is found that the velocity
deficit in the wake predicted by the proposed analytical model is in good agreement with the ex-
perimental and LES data. The results also show that the new model is more accurate than other
common analytical models since they are based on inaccurate assumptions such as considering
a top-hat distribution for the velocity deficit and not satisfying momentum conservation.
Key words: wind turbine, wakes, Gaussian distribution, top-hat models, velocity deficit
1 Introduction
Due to the drastic increase in the number of installed wind farms in the world, wind-turbine
wakes have become important topics of study. As many wind turbines in a wind farms have
to operate in the wakes of upwind turbines, they are exposed to incoming wind velocities that
are smaller than those under unperturbed (no-wake) conditions. As a result, turbine wakes are
responsible for important power losses in wind farms [1]. Extensive analytical, numerical and
experimental efforts have been carried out to better understand and predict turbine wake flows.
Although numerical and experimental techniques have become increasingly sophisticated and
accurate in recent years, simple analytical models are still useful tools to predict wind-turbine
wake flows and their effect on power production. They are widely used due to their simplicity
and low computational cost [2]. Various analytical investigations have been conducted on wind-
turbine wakes (e.g., [3-5]), but one of the pioneering models is the one proposed by Jensen [6].
His model assumes a top-hat shape for the velocity deficit in the wake (see fig. 1.a) and states:
DU
U¥
=

1 
p
1 CT

=

1+
2kwakex
d0
2
; (1)
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Figure 1: Schematic of the velocity and velocity-deficit profiles downwind of a wind turbine by
assuming: (a) top-hat and (b) Gaussian distributions for the velocity deficit in the wake.
whereCT is the thrust coefficient of the turbine, kwake the rate of wake expansion, d0 the diameter
of the wind turbine, x the downwind location and DU=U¥ the normalized velocity deficit defined
by:
DU
U¥
=
U¥ Uw
U¥
; (2)
where U¥ is the incoming wind velocity and Uw the wake velocity in the streamwise direction.
Katic´ et al. [3] also used the top-hat model proposed by Jensen [6]. They claimed that the top-
hat model is to give an estimate of the energy content rather than to describe the velocity field
accurately, and hence they considered a top-hat shape for the velocity deficit in the wake because
of its simplicity and low computational cost. Nevertheless, note that the energy available in the
wind varies as the cube of the wind speed [7], therefore an improper evaluation of velocity field
in a wind farm can lead to large errors in the prediction of the extracted energy output. Eq. 1
has been extensively used in the literature (e.g., [8]) and commercial softwares such as WAsP,
WindPRO [9], WindSim [10] and OpenWind. However, there are two important limitations of
this simple model that should be pointed out: (a) Even though Jensen [6] and Katic´ et al. [3]
claimed using momentum conservation to derive Eq. 1, it will be shown in Sect. 2 that in
reality they only used mass conservation to derive their model. (b) The assumption of a top-hat
distribution of the velocity is expected to underestimate the velocity deficit in the center of the
wake, and overestimate it near the edge of the wake [11].
Later, Larsen [12] applied Prandtl’s mixing length to a self-similar velocity profile and pro-
posed a model for the velocity deficit in the wake. Barthelmie et al. [13] proposed an empirical
model based on sodar measurements, but their model has a non-negligible departure from the
experimental measurements [11]. Frandsen et al. [14] applied momentum conservation to a
cylindrical control volume around the turbine and proposed the following expression for the
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velocity deficit in the wake:
DU
U¥
=
1
2
 
1 
r
1 2A0
Aw
CT
!
; (3)
where A0 is the rotor area (area swept by the wind-turbine blades) and Aw the cross-sectional
area of the wake. Although they employed the momentum equation, their model still assumed
a top-hat shape for the velocity deficit in the wake. Ishihara et al. [15], based on experimental
measurements, proposed a wake model assuming a Gaussian distribution for the velocity deficit
in the wake. However, it has been found to overestimate the velocity deficit in the wake [16].
Different growth rates have been proposed for wind-turbine wakes. For instance, Vermeulen
[17] stated that the wake growth rate is given by the added effects of the ambient turbulence
and the turbulence created by the shear in the wake as well as the turbine itself, and proposed
an empirical model for the wake expansion. Jensen [6] assumed that the wake growth rate is
constant for usual wakes and is approximately 0.1. Frandsen [5] empirically established the
wake growth rate as kwake = 0:5=ln(zh=z0), where z0 is the surface roughness and zh the turbine
hub height.
The intention of the work described in this paper is to propose and validate a simple and
efficient analytical model for the prediction of the velocity downwind of a stand-alone wind
turbine. For this purpose, the velocity deficit in the wake is first assumed to have a top-hat
shape and momentum and mass conservations are then applied to two common control volumes
which have been previously used in the context of the analytical models. The results are then
improved by considering a Gaussian distribution for the velocity deficit in the wake. The results
are also tested against wind-tunnel measurements [11] and LES data [18]. Chamorro and Porte´-
Agel [11] investigated the wake of miniature wind turbines in a turbulent boundary flow over
the range of 2 < x=d0 < 20 using hot-wire anemometry. Wu and Porte´-Agel [18] used LES
to investigate the same wake region and validated their results by comparing them with the
experimental measurements reported by Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [11].
In Section 2, mass and momentum equations are applied to two different control volumes,
and then the model is developed by considering a Gaussian distribution for the velocity deficit
in Sect. 3. The results are then presented and compared with wind-tunnel measurements and the
LES data in Sect. 4. The summary and final discussion are presented in Sect. 5.
2 Governing Equations
As mentioned earlier, to apply mass and momentum conservation, the velocity deficit in the
wake is first assumed to have a top-hat shape. Two different control volumes: one is downwind
of the wind turbine, and the other is around the turbine are also considered (see fig. 2).
2.1 The control volume downwind of a wind turbine
Figure 2.a shows a schematic of the considered conical control volume with the left cross-
sectional area (side 1) equal to A0, the right cross-sectional area (side 3) equal to Aw and the
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Figure 2: Schematic of the two considered control volumes: (a) downwind of the wind turbine,
and (b) around the wind turbine.
horizontal axis in the streamwise direction. The incoming flow, U¥, also enters through the
lateral area of the control volume (side 2). According to mass conservation:
m˙2 = rUwAw rUaA0; (4)
where m˙2 is the mass flow rate through the lateral surface, r the density of the air and Ua
the wind velocity just behind the wind turbine (see figure 2.a). Note that if m˙2 is replaced
with U¥(Aw A0) in mass conservation (Eq. 4), without considering momentum conservation,
the basic equation that Jensen [6] used to establish his model will be obtained. It therefore
implies that Jensen model can be derived by considering the mass conservation alone without
any consideration of the balance of momentum.
Using the actuator disc concept, the wind velocity just behind the wind turbine can be written
as: Ua = U¥(1  a), where a is the induction factor defined as a = (1=2)(1 
p
1 CT ) [7].
SubstitutingUa into Eq. 4 results in:
m˙2 = rUwAw rU¥(1 a)A0: (5)
Balance of momentum in the streamwise direction gives:
m˙1U¥(1 a)+ m˙2U¥ = m˙3Uw: (6)
For sake of simplicity, the shear and pressure terms are neglected in the momentum equation.
From Eqs. 5 and 6:
rAwUw(U¥ Uw) = 12CTrA0U
2
¥: (7)
It follows that:
DU
U¥
= 1 Uw
U¥
=
1
2
 
1 
s
1  2CT
(rw=r0)2
!
; (8)
where r0 is the radius of the turbine and rw the wake radius. Eq. 8 states the normalized velocity
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deficit as a function of CT and the ratio of rw=r0. Although the considered control volume is
similar to the one used by Jensen [6], the obtained formulation of the velocity deficit is different
(compare Eq. 1 with Eq. 8). This difference is due to the fact that the Jensen’s model derivation
is based on mass conservation, unlike the new model that satisfies both mass and momentum
conservations.
2.2 The control volume around a wind turbine
The control volume around the wind turbine is considered in this subsection (see fig. 2.b). The
left cross-sectional area of this conical control volume is located upwind of the wind turbine (side
1) and is equal to A0 and the right cross-sectional area (side 3) is equal to Aw. The incoming
flow,U¥, also exits through the lateral area (side 2). According to mass conservation:
m˙2 = rU¥A0 rUwAw: (9)
Momentum conservation in the streamwise direction gives:
m˙1U¥  m˙2U¥  m˙3Uw = T; (10)
where T is the total force over the wind turbine which can be determined by [7]:
T =
1
2
CTrA0U2¥: (11)
For this control volume, the shear and pressure terms in the momentum conservation equation
are also neglected. Note that this assumption is less controversial for this control volume in
comparison to the previous one because, in contrast to the previous one, the left and right borders
of this control volume can be located far from the turbine. Eqs. 9, 10 and 11 result in:
rAwUw(U¥ Uw) = 12CTrA0U
2
¥: (12)
Note that the obtained equation for the velocity deficit in the control volume around the wind
turbine (Eq. 12) is similar to the one for the control volume downwind of the wind turbine (Eq.
7). Therefore, it can be suggested that if the same governing equations are employed, the results
will be the same and regardless of different considered control volumes. In addition, by applying
mass and momentum conservation to two control volumes, we reach to the same formulation as
that proposed by Frandsen et al. [14] (compare Eq. 8 with Eq. 3) whereas, as mentioned in
subsection 2.1, it is different with the Jensen model (Eq. 1).
3 Gaussian velocity deficit of the wake
Gaussian axisymmetric shape of velocity profiles in wind-turbine wakes has been observed in
free-stream flows (e.g., [19]). For turbulent boundary layers, Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [20]
found that, even though the velocity distribution in wind-turbine wakes does not show axisym-
metric behavior, the velocity deficit in the wake has an approximately Gaussian axisymmetric
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shape. Therefore, the Gaussian distribution can be considered for the velocity deficit, regardless
of incoming conditions.
Using the formulation of the velocity deficit, with the top-hat assumption, derived in the
previous section, the normalised total mass flow deficit rate m˙(x) defined by:
m˙(x) =
Z +¥
 ¥
DU
U¥
(x)dA; (13)
can be determined at each downwind location. Then, the model is improved by considering
the Gaussian distribution for the velocity deficit in the wake. Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional
schematic of the Gaussian distribution in comparison to the top-hat distribution for the velocity
deficit at an arbitrary downwind location. The normalized Gaussian velocity deficit is defined
by:
U¥(z) Uw(x;y;z)
U¥(z)
=
DU
U¥
=C(x)
(
1
s
p
2p
e 
(z zh)
2
2s2
)
1
s
p
2p
e 
y2
2s2

; (14)
where the coefficient of C(x) is a function of x, s the standard deviation of the normalized
velocity deficit at each x, z and y are vertical and spanwise directions, respectively. Note that
s is not associated with turbulent velocity fluctuation in this paper. As mentioned earlier, the
relation between the Gaussian and top-hat distribution is that m˙(x) at each downwind location
should be identical. According to Eq. 13, m˙(x) for the top-hat distribution is:
m˙(x) =
+¥Z
 ¥
+¥Z
 ¥
DU
U¥
(x)
top hat
dzdy= prw2
DU
U¥
(x)
top hat
; (15)
and also for the Gaussian distribution,
m˙(x) =
+¥Z
 ¥
+¥Z
 ¥
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U¥
(x)
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dzdy=C(x): (16)
By equating Eqs. 15 and 16, it is concluded that:
C(x) = prw2
DU
U¥
(x)
top hat
: (17)
Inserting Eqs. 8 and 17 into Eq. 14 and arranging, yields:
DU
U¥
=
1
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s
2 
1 
s
1  2CT
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2
!
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+

y
d0
2)!
: (18)
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Figure 3: Normalized wake diameter versus normalized downwind distance: LES data [18]
(crosses), fitted line for the LES data (solid line), Jensen model [6] (dashed line), Frandsen et al.
(2006) model [14] (dotted line), Frandsen et al. (1992) model [5] (square), Vermeulen model
[17] (triangle) and Larsen model [12] (dashed-dotted line).
Eq. 18 gives the normalized velocity deficit in the wake as a function of normalized coordinates
(x=d0;y=d0 and z=d0), CT , rw=r0 and rw=s . In order to use the above equation, two unknown
parameters: the wake expansion rate, kwake = ¶ rw=¶x, and the ratio of the wake radius over the
standard deviation of the velocity deficit, rw=s , should be initially determined.
The following shows that the self-similarity of the wake implies that the ratio of rw=s is
constant throughout the wake. As Johansson et al. [21] stated, there may be different levels
of self-similarity in the wake, but this paper only corresponds to the self-similarity in mean
velocities and is not related to the similarity in the turbulent fluctuation scales. The profile of the
scaled velocity, f (x ), is defined by:
f (x ) =
U¥ Uw(x;r;0)
U¥ Uw(x;0;0) ; (19)
where U(x;r;q) is the velocity in cylindrical coordinates and x = r=rw. In self-similar wakes,
this scaled velocity is believed to collapse to a single curve for different downwind locations.
According to Eqs. 18 and 19, the scaled velocity corresponding to the proposed model is:
f (x ) = e 0:5x
2(rw=s)2 : (20)
As mentioned above, f (x ) should be regardless of the downwind location in self-similar wakes.
As a result, Eq. 20 points out that the ratio of rw=s should be constant over self-similar wakes.
On the other hand, it is widely accepted that the majority of far wake regions satisfy the self-
similarity in mean velocities [21], and thus, the ratio of rw=s , hereafter called b , can be assumed
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to be constant for the wake region behind wind turbines. Comparison between the result obtained
from Eq. 18 and the LES data reported by Wu and Porte´-Agel [18] shows that b = 2:5 yields
the best results.
It is important to note that it is not mathematically possible to define the wake radius, rw, for
a Gaussian distribution. One possibility is to define it as the radius at which the variation of the
velocity along the radial direction becomes smaller than a certain threshold. Since the definition
for rw is not clear, the variation of s instead of rw will be used to evaluate kwake in this paper. In
a Gaussian distribution, s can also be determined by:
s2 =
1
U¥ Uw(x;0;0)
¥Z
0
(U¥ Uw)rdr: (21)
In the literature, Eq. 21 has been used to determine the transverse length scale for bluff body
wakes [21]. We define k as k = ¶s=¶x, and thus, with assuming self-similarity of the wake,
kwake = bk. In contrast to rw, the magnitude of s at each downwind location can be easily
determined for Gaussian distributions.
In the following, the wake expansion behind the wind turbine for the different wake models
as well as the LES data [18] is shown. As mentioned earlier, Wu and Porte´-Agel [18] validated
their LES results by comparing themwith the experimental measurements reported by Chamorro
and Porte´-Agel [11]. The considered wind turbine has a hub height zh = 0:125 m and a diam-
eter d0 = 0:150 m. The surface roughness length is z0 = 0:03 mm and the ambient turbulence
intensity at hub height approximately 0.07. If the inflow velocity at the hub height is 2:2 ms 1,
the thrust coefficient of the wind turbine, CT , will be approximately 0:42. In order to find the
value of the wake expansion rate kwake = ¶ rw=¶x for the LES data, first k = ¶s=¶x is deter-
mined by fitting Gaussian curves to the velocity-deficit profiles downwind the turbine, and then
kwake is estimated by multiplying k by b . As shown in the fig. 3, the wake approximately ex-
pands linearly in the considered range of x=d0 for the LES data [18], and kwake is approximately
constant and equal to 0:058. The model proposed by Frandsen [5], kwake = 0:5=ln(zh=z0), is in
acceptable agreement with the LES data, however, note that this model may not be useful for
a large wind farm because in this case, the dominant factor in the wake expansion inside the
wind farm is likely the turbulence produced by upwind turbines. The figure also shows that the
Jensen model overestimates the wake growth rate. This error is probably due to the assumption
of a constant value for the wake growth rate in Jensen model, whereas in the wake region, the
turbulence created by the wind turbine, a function of CT , seemingly increases mixing and the
wake growth rate as a consequence. Thus, the wake growth rate for a miniature wind turbine,
with a relatively small CT compared with large scale wind turbines, is overestimated by Jensen
model. Even though the empirical formulation established by Vermeulen [17], accounts for the
effects of turbulence created by the wind turbine, it dramatically overestimates the wake growth
rate. Finally, the models proposed by Larsen [12] and Frandsen et al. [14] underestimate the
wake growth.
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Figure 4: Normalized velocity deficit, at hub height, versus normalized downwind distance:
wind-tunnel measurements [11] (open circle), LES data [18] (crosses), new proposed model
(solid line), Jensen model [6] (dashed line), Frandsen et al. (2006) model [14] (dotted line),
Larsen model [12] (dashed-dotted line) and Ishihara model [15] (solid circle).
4 Results
In this section, the results obtained by our proposed and previous models are compared with
the high-resolution wind-tunnel measurements by Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [11] and LES data
by Wu and Porte´-Agel [18]. The variation of normalized mean velocity, at turbine hub height,
as a function of normalized downwind distance for different analytical models, the wind-tunnel
measurements and LES data is displayed in fig. 4. The figure shows that there is a non-negligible
difference between the model proposed by Jensen [6] and the measurements at distances x=d0 <
20. This departure is arguably originated from: (a) assuming a uniform velocity distribution
in the wake which leads to the observed underestimation at the center of the wake (where the
maximum velocity deficit is found), and (b) not satisfying momentum conservation. The model
proposed by Frandsen et al. [14] also underestimates the velocity deficit dramatically at turbine
hub height. In addition to the top-hat assumption for the velocity deficit, the failure of their
model could be partially attributed to assumed nonlinear expansion for the wake which is, as
described in Sect. 3, not in agreement with the LES data at distances x=d0 < 20. The model
proposed by Larsen [12] also clearly underestimates the velocity deficit at distances x=d0 <
14, and the model proposed by Ishihara et al. [15] slightly overpredicts the velocity deficit in
the near-wake region (x=d < 5), but this overprediction increases with increasing downwind
distance. This observed overprediction is in agreement with previously reported results [16].
Note that, as discussed earlier, a small difference in the velocity deficit between the predicted
results and experimental measurements can lead to large errors in the power output predictions.
On the other hand, the velocity deficit at hub height proposed by our model is in good agreement
with the experimental and LES data at all distances.
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Figure 5: Comparison of vertical profiles of the streamwise velocity: wind-tunnel measurements
[11] (open circle), LES data [18] (crosses), new proposed model (solid line), Jensen model [6]
(dashed line), Frandsen et al. (2006) model [14] (dotted line), Larsen model [12] (dashed-dotted
line) and Ishihara model [15] (solid circle).
The vertical profiles of streamwise velocity for the different models, the experimental mea-
surements [11] and the LES data [18] on chosen downwind locations (x=d = 2;3;5;7;10;16)
are shown in fig. 5. The figure shows that the results obtained with our simple model for the
velocity deficit in the wake (Eq. 18) are in acceptable agreement with both experimental and
LES data. Figure 5 also shows that the model proposed by Larsen [12] clearly underestimates
the velocity deficit and the empirical model proposed by Ishihara et al. [15] overepredicts it for
x=d = 5;7;10;16. Furthermore, the top-hat models, proposed by Jensen [6] and Frandsen et al.
[14], not only do clearly underestimate the velocity deficit at hub height but also overestimate it
near the edge of the wake.
5 Summary
A new analytical model is proposed to model the deficit of the streamwise velocity in the wake
of a stand-alone wind turbine. For this purpose, mass and momentum conservations are applied
to two different control volumes: (a) downwind of the wind turbine, and (b) around the wind
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turbine. A top-hat distribution for the velocity deficit in the wake is initially assumed to evaluate
the total mass flow deficit rate downwind of the wind turbine, and then the analytical model is
formulated by considering a Gaussian distribution for the velocity deficit. Finally, the velocity
deficit in the wake can be computed as:
DU
U¥
=
1
4
b 2
 
1 
s
1  2CT
(1+2bkx=d0)2
!
 exp
 
 2b 2
(1+2bkx=d0)2
(
z  zh
d0
2
+

y
d0
2)!
; (22)
where b = 2:5 and k = ¶s=¶x.
The comparison with the high-resolution wind-tunnel measurements [11] and LES data [18]
shows that the velocity profiles obtained with the proposed model are in acceptable agreement
with experimental and LES data. By contrast, the top-hat models, as expected, clearly under-
estimate the velocity deficit at the center of the wake and overestimate it near the edge of the
wake. In addition, the model proposed by Ishihara et al. [15] typically overestimates the ve-
locity deficit, and the one proposed by Larsen [12] clearly underestimates the velocity deficit
at distances x=d0 < 14. Our results also reveal that, although Jensen [6] and Katic´ et al. [3]
claimed using momentum conservation to derive their well-known model, they only used mass
conservation to derive their model.
Future research will consider the effect of inflow conditions such as incoming velocity pro-
file and ambient turbulence intensity on the wake expansion parameter, k. For this purpose,
other experimental and numerical datasets obtained for a range of surface cover types and atmo-
spheric stabilities will be used. In addition, the proposed analytical model will be improved to
evaluate velocity profiles inside wind farms for different farm layout configurations and inflow
conditions.
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ABSTRACT  
 
We present an empirical model for wakes in an offshore wind farm. By analyzing SCADA data from 
three wind farms we identify universal trends of isolated, single wakes. By incorporating a simple 
procedure for wake overlaps we construct a wind farm model. The predictive capability of our model 
is tested through blind validation studies of power ratios along transects and wind farm efficiency 
using data from three separate wind farms that were not used in deriving the model.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Notwithstanding 20 years of offshore wind farming many aspects of wakes remain unresolved. Since 
wakes account for the single largest source of losses in an offshore wind farm, it is critical to 
accurately account for their influence on production. This becomes ever more prescient as wind farms 
increase in size and are clustered closely together. Models that accurately account for the wake effect 
are thus necessary to reduce the uncertainty of energy production estimates and optimize wind farm 
layouts. Several different wake models are presently used in the wind energy industry [1–13]. They 
can be roughly divided into two categories. One group of models attempt a faithful representation of 
the physical flow properties either based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations [7,8] or 
Large-Eddy simulations [9,10]. While such models based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
are in principle very accurate, they are computationally intensive and may require significant effort to 
implement and use. The other class consists of engineering wake models based either on conservation 
laws coupled with assumptions about the wake expansion [3–6] or simplification of the fundamental 
flow equations [11,12]. Wake models that represent the wind farm as distributed roughness elements 
also fall in this category [5,13]. Engineering models are highly efficient in terms of computational 
resources, but since they do not include all of the physics, they are not guaranteed to be universally 
applicable. Both types of wake models are validated by comparing them with production data from 
operational wind farms [2,14–16]. 
 
In this work we construct a new model for offshore wakes based on a bottom-up approach of modeling 
single, isolated wakes. As offshore wind energy is becoming a mature industry, the amount of data 
gathered on wakes in offshore wind farms has reached a critical mass. We can now begin to compare 
wake characteristics across several wind farms with different sizes and turbine types, and in different 
locations. We base our model on more than 10 years of data from a range of DONG Energy’s 
operational offshore wind farms, allowing us to identify the universal wake characteristics. To 
combine the effect of multiple wakes and thus model an entire wind farm we rely on the Kátic wake 
addition formula, which is of common use in the industry [4]. Our DONG Energy Wake Model 
(DEWaM) is subsequently validated against data from wind farms that have not been used in the 
model development.    
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MODEL INPUTS 
 
The model we present here is based on analysis of 10 minute SCADA data from three offshore wind 
farms, see Figure 1. Barrow Offshore Wind Farm and Burbo Bank Offshore Wind Farm are located in 
the Irish Sea, while the third, Horns Rev 2, is off the Danish coast in the North Sea. To isolate 
production loses due to wakes the data are quality-filtered by excluding events where the turbine is 
unavailable or curtailed.  
 
 
Figure 1: The three wind farms included in the modeling. 
 
Due to the high cost of offshore meteorological masts onsite wind measurements are often not 
available. In that case, the meteorological variables that govern the wake behavior must be deduced 
from the turbine production data as discussed in the following. For consistency we have used this 
approach to specify the input parameters for the wake model in all the cases we consider in this paper. 
We have validated the methods presented below for cases with independent on-site wind 
measurements. From the analysis of the SCADA data we derive the free stream wind speed, the wind 
direction and the ambient turbulence intensity. This set of input parameters is not comprehensive and 
could neglect other environmental factors that influence the wakes. 
 
Wind speed 
The wind speed is derived from the turbine power production and the inverse power curve. The latter 
is corrected for non-standard air density, based on temperature measurements on the nacelle. However 
this procedure can only be used for wind speeds below the rated speed of the turbine, where a one-to 
one relation exists between wind speed and power. Results shown in this paper will therefore be 
limited to this range of wind speeds. 
 
Wind direction 
To derive the wind direction we calculate the mean yaw direction sensor signals of all the turbines in 
the wind farm. The turbine yaw signals exhibit significant scatter, since they are referenced to a point 
on the tower, which is set manually for each turbine. In addition, the yaw signals are affected by 
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turbine shut-down and start-up events. As a consequence the average yaw direction differs from the 
true wind direction by a time-dependent offset. To get a reliable wind direction we need to calibrate 
the mean yaw direction. Hence we consider the power deficit  between two reference 
turbines on the edge of the wind farm [17]. The deficit profile as a function of the wind direction will 
be peaked at the direction between the two turbines. By fitting the deficit profile with a Gaussian we 
find the peak position offset angle, which is then used to correct the wind direction. To account for the 
time-dependence of the offset this calibration is performed in a moving time window. We have 
observed offsets ranging from -12° to 14°, which underscores the relevance of the wind direction 
calibration. 
 
Turbulence intensity 
The turbulence intensity is estimated from the approximate relation between the standard deviation of 
the power production , the 10-minute average wind speed , and the 1st derivative of the power 
curve: 
 
  (1) 
  
The constant  compensates for the averaging of the small scale fluctuations over the rotor area. In 
accordance with the recommendations in the literature we use a value of 0.8 for  [14,18]. This 
method relies on a Taylor expansion of the power curve and fails when the wind speed approaches the 
rated speed from below, since the derivative of the power curve approaches zero. In light of this 
limitation we have restricted the analysis to wind speeds between 4 m/s and 11 m/s. Of the three input 
variables derived from the turbine SCADA data the turbulence intensity is the least accurate, but we 
have confirmed that it has a reasonable correlation with the turbulence measured by a mast mounted 
anemometer.  
 
Free stream turbines 
For the best estimate of the undisturbed wind upstream of the wind farm we identify the turbines not 
affected by wakes. This is done for each wind direction by calculating the wake geometry assuming a 
linear wake expansion. To be conservative and reduce sensitivity to any calibration errors in the wind 
direction we use an extraordinarily large waked sector of 35° behind each turbine. Having identified 
the free stream turbines we find the free wind speed and ambient turbulence intensity by averaging 
their derived wind speeds and turbulence intensities, respectively. However, there is significant spatial 
variation of the wind speed among the free stream turbines, indicating that the presence of a large 
wind farm disturbs the inflow, making it heterogeneous. Similar results have been reported for the 
Nysted and Horns Rev 1 offshore wind farms [19,20]. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Our wake model is constructed in two steps. First we analyse and model the isolated, single wakes 
generated at the upstream edge of the wind farm. For each of the three analyzed wind farm we identify 
all single-wake pairs. These are pairs of turbines, where the downstream turbine is only in the wake of 
a single upstream partner facing the free wind. We use a conservative, linear wake expansion to 
calculate the wake geometry for all wind directions corresponding to distinct headings between pairs 
of turbines in the layout. For those directions we identify the downwind turbines that are only in the 
wake of a single upwind partner. The large value of the wake decay parameter ensures that the width 
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of the wakes is overestimated, and we assume that this allows us to single out pairs of turbines, where 
the wake profile is isolated and not overlapping with the wakes from other turbines (see below). Using 
this method we identify a total of 267 single-wake pairs across the three wind farms. These represent 
distances between the constituent turbines in the pairs ranging from 5.2 to 17, where  is the rotor 
diameter. 
 
In the second step we model the complex flow of overlapping wakes in the interior of the wind farm 
by combining single wakes. Using the industry standard approach by Kátic et al [4], the wake deficits 
are calculated independently and subsequently added in quadrature.  
 
Single-wake wind speed deficit profile 
If the derived wind speed at the upwind turbine is  and the wind speed at the waked turbine is  the 
wind speed deficit is defined as 
 
  (2) 
  
Note that the heterogeneity of the inflow is accounted for explicitly, as we define the wind speed 
deficit with respect to the wind speed at the upstream turbine initiating the wake, not the averaged free 
wind speed. 
 
A typical plot of the wind speed deficit profile is shown in Figure 2, where the wind direction has been 
converted into the lateral displacement from the wake centerline. The isolated central peak 
demonstrates that our method has identified a single-wake pair, since the deficit profile is well 
separated from deficits originating from other upwind turbines, marked by the satellite peaks to the left 
and right. To smoothe the data we average them in a moving 5° window. 
 
 
Figure 2: Wake profile for a pair of turbines in Barrow with a separation of 5.5D. The faint grey plusses are the 
data, the filled circles indicated the averaged wind speed deficit, while the dashed line is a Gaussian fit. For 
comparison the Jensen model is plotted with the full line. The wind speed range is 7±0.5 m/s and the turbulence 
intensity lies between 4.5% and 9.5%. The fit parameters are given in the plot. 
 
For each single-wake pair we assume a Gaussian profile for the wind speed deficit as a function of the 
wind direction, as predicted for a self-similar wake [21]: 
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   (3) 
 
Here  and  are the separation of the turbines in the considered pair and the lateral displacement from 
the wake centerline, respectively. The wakes are then characterized by the height  and the width  
of the Gaussian fit, which represent the maximum wind speed deficit and a measure of the wake 
expansion, respectively. They both depend on the separation and on the flow case. The third parameter 
of the Gaussian fit is the offset of the peak position from zero . Ideally, the offset of the deficit 
profile would be zero, but we find that a small residual offset remains even after the calibration of the 
wind direction. The size of this remaining offset is indicative of the uncertainty in our estimation of 
the wind direction. The expectation of a Gaussian profile for a self-similar wake in a free turbulent 
flow far from the wind turbine rotor is met by the generally high quality of the fits. For comparison the 
Jensen model profile (equation (8) in the appendix) is also plotted. The Jensen model overestimates 
the maximum deficit, while predicting a smaller wake width than supported by the data.  
 
For each single-wake pair we analyze 91 different flow cases, representing different combinations of 
the free wind speed and the ambient turbulence intensity. 
 
Single-wake model 
Classic actuator disk theory predicts that the initial wind speed deficit directly behind the rotor is given 
by . To get the best possible description of the data it turns out to be useful to separate 
the dependence of the maximum deficit on the thrust coefficient from the direct dependence on the 
wind speed. Furthermore, similarity theory predicts that the relevant length scale for the variation of 
the maximum deficit  is  [21]. We thus consider a peak deficit of the form 
. Here  is a non-dimensional function of the free wind 
speed , the scaled position variable, and the ambient turbulence intensity. For the wake width the 
natural scaling parameter is the rotor diameter, since it determines the initial wake cross section.   
 
We find that for all the flow cases considered the fundamental wake parameters exhibit universal 
behavior across the all three analyzed wind farms when properly scaled. This is illustrated in Figure 3 
and demonstrates that the set of input parameters included here captures most of the natural variation 
of the wake properties.  
 
The variation of the function  with distance on a log-log plot is nearly linear as illustrated in the top 
left panel in Figure 3, suggesting a power-law dependence of the maximum deficit on the downstream 
distance. The scaled peak deficit increases as the free wind speed is increased, see Figure 3 top right 
panel. The relationship is approximately linear. This observation is surprising, since in actuator disk 
theory the only influence of the wind speed is through the thrust coefficient and the size of the initial 
deficit. Specifically, the deficit increases in a wind speed range where the thrust coefficient is nearly 
constant. 
 
The maximum wind speed deficit in the wake is observed to decrease slightly with increasing 
turbulence intensity (not shown). This reflects the more efficient mixing of the wake with the outside 
flow field as the turbulence level increases. The variation is consistent with the linear relationship 
found in previous offshore studies [19,22].  
 
These observations lead us to investigate the following the model for the maximum wind speed deficit 
in the wake: 
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  (4) 
 
We determine the three model parameter s , , and  by a two-dimensional nonlinear least squares fit 
of the model to the data for each value of the turbulence intensity. The parameters then become 
functions of the turbulence intensity. With an -value around 0.9 the model captures the variation of 
the data very well. 
 
 
Figure 3: Scaled maximum deficit (top row) and wake width parameter (bottom row). The turbulence intensity is 
fixed at 5±2.5%. Left column: variation with separation at a fixed free wind speed of 7 m/s. Right column: 
variation with free stream wind speed for a fixed separation of 9D. The symbols represent data from the three 
analyzed wind farms, and the black solid line is the DEWaM single-wake model.    
 
The width of the deficit profile scales roughly linearly with the distance on a log-log plot (Figure 3 
bottom left panel). Hence the Gaussian width increases approximately as a power of the distance. On 
the other hand, the wake width decreases linearly with increasing wind speed (bottom right panel in 
Figure 3). We find that the turbulence intensity has very limited influence on the width of the wake.  
 
With the behavior of the wake width parameter from the Gaussian fits we are led to a model 
description for the width of the form 
 
  (5) 
 
As for the maximum deficit the model parameters are determined by a surface fit at fixed ambient 
turbulence intensity. Due to a large variance of the wake width data, the quality of the model fit is 
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substantially smaller than for the maximum deficit. Hence there is a larger uncertainty associated with 
the three model parameters determining the width of the wake. 
 
The resulting set of six parameters  and their variation with turbulence intensity 
constitute our single-wake model DEWaM. In Figure 3 the DEWaM prediction is plotted with a solid 
line. Since the DEWaM parameters are derived from two-dimensional least squares fitting, they do not 
necessarily represent the optimal one-parametric regression in each of the four panels. Rather the 
model curves are cuts through the optimal fitting surfaces for the variation of the maximum deficit and 
the Gaussian wake width with distance and the free wind speed. 
 
Wind farm model 
The results presented above and the single-wake model derived from them characterizes the expansion 
of, and the wind speed recovery in, an isolated wake on the outskirts of the wind farm, in situations 
where interference from neighboring wakes is minimal. Inside the wind farm the flow is a complicated 
tangle of interacting wakes. The bottom-up philosophy behind a single-wake model is to treat the 
merging and overlapping wakes as independent, using a separate model for wake addition to derive the 
combined impact of multiple wakes on a turbine in the interior of the wind farm. In this work we adopt 
the wake addition procedure originally formulated by Kátic et al. [4]:  
 
  (6) 
 
For a given wind direction the turbines are sorted from the most upwind one to the one furthest 
downstream. At the th downstream turbine the wind speed deficits  arising from all the 
turbines upstream are calculated independently with the single-wake model and combined in 
quadrature to produce the effective deficit.  
 
VALIDATION OF DEWAM 
 
The validation of a model against measured data is extremely important. A model is only useful 
insofar as its quality has been checked quantitatively and documented. Only then can we address the 
possible bias in the model and its inherent uncertainty.    
 
Figure 4: Wind farms used for the validation of DEWaM. The turbines used for the power ratio transect plots are 
marked in green. 
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The full validation of DEWaM is beyond the scope of this paper, and will be presented later. Here we 
merely illustrate the extent of the agreement between the model and data from three offshore wind 
farms. To ensure independence between the observations and our empirical model we use three wind 
farms that were not included in the modeling for this validation exercise. Horns Rev 1 is located west 
of Denmark in the North Sea, Walney 1 is in the Irish Sea, while Gunfleet Sands is situated in the 
Northern Thames Estuary. 
  
When testing a model is important to align the validation procedure with the intended operational use 
of the model. Likewise the model evaluation should be set up to match as closely as possible the 
procedure used in preparing the data. These considerations inform the choices made when filtering the 
SCADA data and when running the model. In our case the intended use of DEWaM is energy yield 
calculations based on a statistical wind climate. Therefore the appropriate way to generate model 
results is to run the model for all wind directions with some resolution (here 1°) and average the 
results in wind direction sectors. The validation data are averaged using the same sectors. Since the 
eventual wind resource input to the model will include both periods with steady state flow conditions 
and events where the wind direction and/or the wind speed changes abruptly over the area of the 
prospective wind farm, no condition of flow stationarity has been imposed on the validation data. 
 
For Horns Rev 1 and Walney 1 we present a comparison between the observed power ratio and model 
results from DEWaM for a transect corresponding to an exterior row of turbines in the wind farms. For 
wind directions along the transect line we anticipate that the turbines on the edge of the wind farm are 
the least affected by any errors in our wake addition approach, since the lateral merging with wakes 
from neighboring rows is less important here than in the interior of the wind farm. Hence we expect 
that the DEWaM prediction will be most accurate for the exterior turbines. The considered transects 
are marked in green in Figure 4. 
 
For Horns Rev 1 the wind direction is 270°, in the case of Walney 1 the wind direction sector is 
centered on 132°. The sector size in both cases is 5°. We only include timestamps where all the 
turbines in the transect, and all turbines generating wakes affecting the transect, are fully operational, 
since turbines that are curtailed or shut down modify the wake experienced by the downstream in the 
transect. For the free wind speed we use the derived wind speed for front turbine in the row. The 
results presented in Figure 5 are for wind speeds between 8.5 m/s and 9.5 m/s. For each 10-minute 
timestamp the power ratio is calculated relative to the power of the first turbine in the transect. The 
results are then averaged in the chosen sector and wind speed bin. The error bars on the data indicate 
the 95% confidence interval on the mean values, meaning  where  is the standard 
deviation of the  samples.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: The power ratio along a transect. Left: Horns Rev 1 with the wind coming from the west. Right: 
Walney 1 with the wind direction from the south-east. The transects are highlighted in Figure 4. 
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DEWaM is run without any adjustable parameters with an input wind speed of 9 m/s for several wind 
directions in the chosen sector. The ambient turbulence intensity, which is an input to DEWaM, is 
found by averaging the derived turbulence at the first turbine in the transect. The predicted power 
ratios corresponding to the sampled wind directions are averaged for each turbine position. 
 
The results for DEWaM are encouraging, especially since the wake addition has so far only been 
included in an ad-hoc manner. 
 
The comparison for Gunfleet Sands is between the observed wind farm efficiency and that predicted 
by DEWaM. The wind farm efficiency is the ratio of the produced power to the free-stream power   
averaged over all the turbines: 
 
  (7) 
 
For the measurements we allow up to 5% of the turbines to be unavailable to increase the data volume 
significantly. The number of turbines  is updated accordingly for each timestamp. Provided the 
unavailable turbines are distributed randomly through the wind farm the error introduced by this 
should not be large. To test our wake model we create an ensemble by calculating the predicted wind 
farm efficiency for every wind direction with a resolution of 1°. Both the measured and the modeled 
efficiencies are then averaged in wind direction sectors of 5°. Only data corresponding to a free wind 
speed of 9±0.5 m/s are included. In the modeling we assume a homogeneous inflow at 9 m/s and use 
the average measured ambient turbulence as input to DEWaM in each sector. The results are presented 
in Figure 6. DEWaM predicts the variations of the wind farm efficiency with wind direction with good 
accuracy.  
  
 
Figure 6: Wind farm efficiency for Gunfleet Sands. Data and model predictions are averaged in 5° wind direction 
sectors. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have analyzed single-wake wind speed deficit profiles for a range of different flow cases and 
turbine separations. The deficit exhibits a universal dependence on the undisturbed wind speed 
upstream of the wind farm, the wind direction, and the ambient turbulence intensity. Based on this 
observation an empirical model for the propagation of single-wakes is possible, and the construction of 
our new wake model DEWaM is the main result of this paper. In DEWaM the wind speed deficit 
profile is Gaussian, and the wake width and centerline deficit are functions of the flow case and 
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distance the wake has travelled. To treat overlapping wakes we have implemented an industry standard 
approach for adding independent wakes. Our mathematical description of single-wakes together with a 
wake overlap method constitutes a model for the behavior of an entire wind farm.   
 
We have tested the model in three validation cases based on datasets that were not included in the 
construction of the model. Both for power ratio along transects and for the wind farm efficiency as a 
function of the wind direction DEWaM shows promising results. A more extensive validation is 
underway. 
 
DEWaM is still under development. As already mentioned wake addition has only been treated 
superficially by including a commonly used prescription for merging wakes. In future work we will 
analyze overlapping wakes in detail and extend the model to multiple-wake situations. Likewise, in its 
present form DEWaM neglects the influence of wake-added turbulence. An increased turbulence level 
accompanies the wind speed deficit in the wake, generated in the shear layer on the wake boundary. 
Increased turbulence intensity means a more efficient mixing with the high momentum air outside the 
wake and hence a faster decay of the wind speed deficit. At a later stage DEWaM will be extended to 
include this effect. The good agreement found between model predictions and observations at this 
stage is encouraging for future extensions of the model. Our results thus hold the potential to reduce 
the uncertainty of wind energy yield assessments. The implication for the planning and development 
of wind farm clusters is a reduced cost of energy. 
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APPENDIX: THE N. O. JENSEN MODEL 
 
In the Jensen model a simple top-hat shape is adopted for the lateral wake profile. The wake diameter 
is assumed to increase linearly with the distance  from the upwind turbine: . Here  is 
the wake decay parameter, commonly set to 0.04 for offshore applications [2,19].  By balancing the 
momentum flowing into the wake at the rotor with that leaving through a vertical cross section at 
distance , and using actuator disk theory to relate the initial deficit with the thrust coefficient, the 
wind speed deficit in the Jensen model becomes 
 
  (8) 
   
Our implementation the Jensen model includes a factor  accounting for the partial 
overlap between the rotor area  and the wake [6,23]. The area of overlap  
decreases rapidly as the separation between the wake centerline and the center of the downstream rotor 
is increased by changing the wind direction.  
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ABSTRACT
Designing offshore wind farms next to existing or planned wind farm clusters has recently be-
come a common practice in the North Sea. These types of projects face unprecedented chal-
lenges in term of wind energy siting. The currently ongoing European project FP7 EERA -
DTOC (Design Tool for Offshore wind farm Clusters) is aiming at providing a new type of
model work-flow to address this issue. The wake modeling part of the EERA - DTOC project
is to improve the fundamental understanding of wind turbine wakes and modeling. One of these
challenges is to create a new kind of wake modeling work-flow to combine wind farm (micro)
and cluster (meso) scale wake models. For this purpose, a benchmark campaign is organized
on the existing wind farm wake models available within the project, in order to identify which
model would be the most appropriate for this coupling. A number of standardized wake cases
for large offshore wind farms will be analyzed, which provide a reasonable range of conditions
likely to be experienced in offshore wind farms. The systematic evaluation is based upon high -
quality input data that is selected in the sister project IEA - Task 31 “WakeBench”.
INTRODUCTION
With the large offshore wind farms becoming common practice in Northern Europe, the need for
reliable wind farm wake models has never been as critical as today. There exists many different
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types of wind farm wake models that have been developed during the last three decades, some
more complex than others. The wind industry is now to routinely calculating wind farms annual
energy production (AEP) using more and more complex wind farm wake models. For instance,
running non-linear Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
actuator disc model has become practical for most medium size companies. In parallel, the
amount data and understanding of the wind farm power production has increased significantly
during the last 5 years.
The EERA-DTOC project (European Energy Research Alliance - Design Tool for Offshore
wind farm Clusters) is focusing on providing a tool to design wind farm clusters, which is
a combination of several offshore wind farms. An important element in this tool will be the
wind farm annual production estimate, which will rely on one or several state of the art wind
farm wake models. The different partners in the project have developed over the years many
different offshore wind farm wake models that could be (one of) the potential candidate(s) to
be implemented in the EERA-DTOC software. In order to select the right wake models a series
of benchmarks are currently underway in collaboration with the IEA-Task 31 ”WakeBench”
project.
While previous offshore wind farm wake benchmark comparisons have been carried out
during the past decade in the ENDOW project [19] and UpWind project [18], the new and
refined models available for the industry combined with the better understanding and refined
data of the wind farm SCADA make it relevant now to initiate a new benchmark based on the
Horns Rev wind farm within the EERA-DTOC project.
This article will focus on presenting the different models with their specific sub-model as-
sumptions, the Horns Rev wind farm, the challenges of creating a reliable reference dataset for
the comparison with the wind farm wake models, the different test cases and finally a discussion
of the results.
WAKE MODELS
The wind farm wake models present in the EERA-DTOC project are presented in tb. 1.
• SCADA is the processed wind farm data to be compared with the other wind farm wake
models. Wind farm SCADA data are not usually referred in the literature as a model
result. However, considering the amount of assumptions and processing methods that
have to be applied in order to produce comparable results with a wind farm wake model,
a processed SCADA data should in all fairness be treated as a model result. This point is
further detailed in the following section.
• Ainslie is an eddy-viscosity wake model developed by RES-LTD [5-6] based on the orig-
inal Ainslie model [8].
• FarmFlow is a parabolized k-ε actuator disc CFD model tailored for offshore wake simu-
lation developed by ECN, based on the original UPM wind farm wake model from Crespo
[9] combined with a vortex wake model in the close wake.
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• RANS is an elliptic k-ε actuator disc CFD model tailored for offshore wake simulation
developed by Porto University.
• CRESflowNS is an elliptic k-ω actuator disc CFD model tailored for offshore wake sim-
ulation developed by CRES [13-14].
• WAsP/NOJ is the PARK wake model of WAsP commercial software developed by DTU
[10] and based on the original wake model from N.O. Jensen [11].
• NOJ is the original N.O Jensen model [11], using the mozaic tile methode of Rathmann
[21].
• DWM is the Dynamic Wake Meandering model developed by DTU [16-17]. This model
is the only dynamic model presented in this paper.
• GCL is the G.C. Larsen eddy-viscosity wake model v2009 developed by DTU [15].
• FUGA is a linearized actuator disc eddy-viscosity CFD model for offshore wind farm
wake developed by DTU [12].
The wind farm wake models compared in this work can be categorized in different ways
according to their sub-model assumptions. The sub-models considered in this analysis are:
• Inflow model: How the inflow wind speed is described
– Log law: The log law is used to create the inflow condition, based on the sea rough-
ness, the hub height and hub wind speed.
– Homogeneous: The inflow is assumed to be homogeneous. Only the hub wind speed
is needed.
– TI: The turbulence intensity is needed.
– Stability: The inflow conditions are dependent of atmospheric parameters
– Mann: The inflow is generated through the Mann turbulence model. It can also be
tuned to generate different inflow stability conditions and turbulence intensities.
• Hub wind speed model: How the wind speeds generated by the wake model are combined
into an input to the wind turbine model. Here the number of points are indicated as a
reference for how the turbines take into account the inflow partial wakes. The NOJ model
is using a mosaic tile approach, weighting the wake wind speed with the intersectional
area between the rotor and the upstream wake deficits.
• Wind turbine model: How the power and thrust are calculated:
– HAWC2 is an aero-elastic model developed at DTU [7]
– PTC: The Power and Thrust coefficient Curves, that takes the free-stream wind speed
as a reference. Note that an additional method is required when used in combination
with an elliptic CFD code in order to estimate this free-stream wind speed in wake
conditions. This additional method is not considered in the present analysis.
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Table 1: Sub-models assumptions
Institute Model Name Inflow Hub WS Turbine Wake acc Wake flow
DTU WE SCADA Processed wind farm SCADA measurements
DTU WE FUGA Log law 7P PTC Linear FUGA
DTU WE GCL Log law+TI 16P PTC Linear GCL
DTU WE DWM Mann > 100P HAWC2 Max. DWM
DTU WE NOJ Homog. Mosaic PTC RSS NOJ
Indiana Uni WAsP/NOJ Homog. Mosaic PTC RSS NOJ+GPR
RES-LTD Ainslie Homog.+TI 1P PTC ARL Ainslie+GPR
CRES CRESflowNS Log law 1P PTC Elliptic k-ω
Porto Uni RANS Log law 1P PTC Elliptic k-ε
ECN WE FarmFlow Stability 1P PTC Vortex + Parabolic k-ε
• Wake accumulation model: How the wake contributions are accumulated
– Linear: add the velocity deficits.
– RSS: Root-Sum-Square (i.e. Quadratic).
– k-ω or k-ε : The accumulation is done by solving the Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes equations.
– Maximum: The maximum wake deficit is used.
– ARL: Average RSS and Linear velocity deficits.
• Wake flow model: How the wake of one or several wind turbines is calculated. Each
model has a different way to solve the momentum and mass flow conservation equation
and to account for the inflow and wake generated turbulence. The CFD type models
account directly for the ground plane through the Navier-Stokes equations (i.e. FUGA,
RANS, CRESflowNS, FarmFlow); some use a Ground Plane Reflection (GPR) method
(i.e. Ainslie, WAsP/NOJ); finally, some do not account for the ground surface (i.e. NOJ,
GCL and DWM).
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Horns Rev Wind Farm
The Horns Rev wind farm (HR) has a shared ownership by Vattenfall AB (60%) and DONG
Energy AS (40%). It is located 14 km from the west coast of Denmark, with a water depth of
6-14 m. The wind farm has a rated capacity of 160 MW comprising 80 wind turbines, which
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Figure 1: Horns Rev wind farm layout
are arranged in a regular array of 8 by 10 turbines, with a spacing of 560 m in both directions
covering an area of 5x3.8 km2. The layout of the wind farm, fig. 1, is not completely rectangular,
while the direction of the N-S columns is 353◦. The wind turbines are installed with an internal
spacing along the main directions of 7D. The diagonal wind turbine spacing is either 9.4 D or
10.4 D. Fig. 1 illustrates the location of the three offshore meteorological masts associated with
the wind farm. Mast M2, with a height of 62m, was installed prior to the wind farm installation
to document the wind conditions. Two identical masts M6 and M7 were installed as part of
the Horns Rev wind farm wake measurements program with a height equal to the hub height
of 70m. The wind farm comprises VESTAS V80 turbines, which are 2 MW pitch controlled,
variable speed wind turbines with a diameter of 80 m and 70 m hub height. The wind farm has
been in operation since 2004 and the SCADA statistics from 2005 – 2007 is available for the
wake analysis [1].
The dataset for the current wake analysis was limited to three years, from 2005 to 2007, and
includes the SCADA data from the 80 wind turbines and the two downstream wake masts (M6 &
M7). Due to the local wind rose, the wake analysis shall be concentrated to westerly and easterly
inflow sectors centered at 270◦ and 90◦ respectively. Because M6 & M7 are located inside the
wind farm wake for the 270◦ sector, a flow reference has been establish based on wt07 (located
in the most western row of the wind farm) in terms of wind speed derived from electrical power
and wind direction derived from the calibrated wind turbine yaw position. For the western flow
sector, the power curve of wt07 has been validated with wind speed measurements from M2, 62
m level [1]. None of the wind turbine yaw position sensors have been calibrated while these are
not used in the wind turbine control, but the yaw position offset for wt07 has been calibrated
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and found to be constant during the period, according to the guidelines in [2]. The estimated
uncertainty of the wind direction is 5◦. For the eastern flow sector, the measured wind speed and
wind directions are recorded at 70 m level on either M6/M7.
Definition of power deficit
For westerly inflow, the power deficit is determined with respect to the reference wt07:
Power Deficit=
Pwt07−Pwt
Pwt07
(1)
For easterly inflow, the power deficit is determined with respect to the reference wt95:
Power Deficit=
Pwt95−Pwt
Pwt95
(2)
Definition of the error bars
In the plots presented in this article, the error bars on the SCADA plots are the standard uncer-
tainty defined as
u=
σ√
n
, (3)
with σ the standard deviation and n the number of 10-minute data points available for doing the
averaging. Note that this value quantifies the level of confidence in the statistical representativity
of the averaging, and not the amount of data spreading.
Data analysis
When looking at processed wind farm SCADA data it is quite important to keep in mind that it
is the result of a number of assumptions and processing methods. For instance, fig. 2 illustrates
the difference between three processing methods over the same test case: the single wake power
deficit between two turbines (wt07 & wt17) in aligned in westerly inflow. All the curves are
using the same data sample (2005-2009) but different wind direction sensors (the nacelle position
of wind turbine wt07 (NP07) and the mast M7 wind vane), while the curve called we.512 ref
is presenting the results using NP07 from another data sample, when the inflow wind was with
stable stratification. The mast M7, as it can be seen in fig. 1 is located at more than 10km
from the wind turbines wt07 and wt17. By using its wind vane as the sorting sensor, we make
the assumption that the wind direction is the same over the distance of 10km. Because of the
wind direction spatial/temporal variability, the further away the wind direction is measured, and
the less likely this assumption is correct, which introduces an uncertainty in the wind direction
correlated with the distance from the wind direction sensor to the wind turbine of interest. As
discussed in [4], when considering ensemble average wake deficit data, an uncertainty in wind
direction can have the same effect as introducing more partial wake and free wake cases into
the ensemble average. So choosing M7 over a closer wind direction sensor, like NP07, gives an
artificially lower wake maximum deficit.
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Figure 2: Wind turbine wake deficit using different inflow wind direction sensors (NP07 and
M7). The single wakes are compared with a similar data presented in a reference article (we.512
ref).
The effect of wind direction spatial/temporal variability can also be seen by looking at the
power deficit along different rows of wind turbines. In fig. 3, the wind direction is measured at
the first turbine in the row 7. As the spatial/temporal variability is the lowest for the row 7, its
power deficit is also the highest. The further away the rows are from the wind direction sensor,
and the smaller the wake deficit appears to be. By taking the average of all the rows of wind
turbines, the averaged line also have an artificially lower wake deficit compared with the row 7.
Even though the wind direction sensor is the closest possible, other sources of wind direction
uncertainty can have a similar effect as the spatial/temporal variability over the processed wake
data. Fig. 4 illustrates the probability density distribution of the power deficit along row 7 with
a narrow wind direction angle bin. The results show that there is still a quite large spread of the
power deficit, even though we saw previously that the results are better than in the other rows,
or using another source of wind direction. Other unmeasured parameters, such as the large scale
turbulence (with a time scale larger than the 10-minute averaging period) or the wind turbine
yaw misalignment compared to the inflow wind direction, could introduce an uncertainty in wind
direction that could cause these sort of spreading effects. Furthermore, the sub-10-minute inflow
turbulence should cause a natural wake meandering of the wind turbines wake, which could also
create this spreading effect. However, the wake meandering should be partially accounted for
by the wake models, so it is quite difficult to dissociate the natural from the artificial spreading
seen in the measurements.
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Figure 3: The power deficit along different lines of wind turbine in the westerly wind direction
Figure 4: The probability distribution of the power deficit along the row 7.
RESULTS
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This article focuses on three benchmark test cases analyzed in the EERA-DTOC and IEA-Task
31 WakeBench projects. The first one is the single wake power deficit test case, the second one
is the power deficit along a row of wind turbines for different inflow wind direction bins and the
third one is the maximum power deficit, between two turbines, at different downstream distance
as a function of the inflow turbulence intensity.
Single wake power deficit test case
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Figure 5: Single wake power deficit between pairs of wind turbines with a 5◦averaging window.
The power deficit between wt17 and wt07 in the 270◦ wind direction, with an averaging
window of 5◦ is illustrated in fig. 5. The wind direction is measured using the nacelle position
of wt7 (NP07). The wind speed is measured using an inversed power curve using the power
production of the first wind turbine in each row. When directly aligned in 270◦, the wind turbines
have a spacing of 7 rotor diameters.
GCL, RANS and FarmFlow seem to match the closest the SCADA wake deficit shape, while
the other ones seem to over-predict the wake deficit. In the central part of the wake. The RANS
model has an asymmetry on the right side that seems to indicate a speed up of the flow. This
effect is not visible in the SCADA data.
Note that the SCADA point at 270◦ corresponds to the probability distribution data presented
in top left fig. 4. This shows that even though the error bars are quite small (i.e the standard
uncertainty is small), all the wake models are still within the SCADA measurement spreading.
Power deficit along a row of turbines
The power deficit between wt07 and the downstream turbines in row7 in the 270◦ wind direction,
with an averaging window of ∆ = 5◦, 15◦, and 30◦ is illustrated in fig. 6, 7 and 8. The wind
direction is measured using the nacelle position of wt07 (NP07). The wind speed is measured
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using an inversed power curve using the power production of wt07. When directly aligned in
270◦, the wind turbines have a spacing of 7 rotor diameters.
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Figure 6: Power deficit along a row of turbine with and inflow wind direction bin of ∆= 5◦
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Figure 7: Power deficit along a row of turbine with and inflow wind direction bin of ∆= 15◦
As a general trend, most models seem to over-predict the wake deficit for small wind di-
rection averaging window (∆), and have a closer prediction to the largest ∆. Some of the mod-
els, like GCL and RANS have a close estimate of the first turbine downstream, and then seem
to deviate gradually from the SCADA points for ∆ = 5◦ (fig. 6). In the three ∆s, FarmFlow
seems to consistently match closely the shape of the SCADA points. Most models, except NOJ,
WAsP/NOJ and DWM, seem to be very close to the SCADA point shape in ∆= 30◦ (fig. 8).
Note that the SCADA points with an averaging window of 5◦ fig. 6 corresponds to the
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Figure 8: Power deficit along a row of turbine with and inflow wind direction bin of ∆= 30◦
probability distribution data plots in fig. 4. This shows that even though the error bars are quite
small (i.e the standard uncertainty is small), all the wake models are still within the SCADA
measurement spreading.
Maximum power deficit for different inflow turbulence intensity
The maximum power deficit between two turbines for different inflow turbulence intensity is
illustrated at 7 rotor diameters (fig. 9) ad 10.4 rotor diameters (fig. 10).
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Figure 9: Maximum power deficit for different inflow turbulence intensity and a wind turbine
spacing of 7 rotor diameters
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Figure 10: Maximum power deficit for different inflow turbulence intensity and a wind turbine
spacing of 10.4 rotor diameters
Most models seem to capture the trend correctly.All the models have a tendency to over-
predict the maximum wake deficit at 10.4D, even though some of the models (e.g. GCL and
Ainslie) are under-predicting the wake deficit at 7D. There does not seem to be a model clearly
better than the other ones in this benchmark.
DISCUSSION
As discussed in the data analysis section, the small wind direction sectors ∆s are very sensitive to
the wind direction uncertainty used to select the data. As the uncertainty in wind direction is still
quite high because of the sensor used (the nacelle position sensor follows the yaw misalignment),
the benchmarks based on the small ∆s might not give a good representation of the accuracy of
the wake models. The uncertainty in wind direction creates an artificially lower wake deficit
during the ensemble averaging. In these smaller ∆s the models seem in majority to over-predict
the wake deficit, which might be because the SCADA is heavily influenced by the wind direction
uncertainty. When looking at the probability distribution of the SCADA measurements, most of
the models do seem to remain within the spreading of the data. With this in mind, it is quite
difficult to pick one model performing better than the other one over the test castes ∆ = 5◦ and
∆= 15◦.
For modeling more fairly the small ∆s, it could be necessary to post-process the wake models
to account for the effect of wind direction uncertainty in the measurement averaging as proposed
by Gaumond et al. [4].
The wind direction sector ∆ = 30◦ is the ∆ normally used for calculating the AEP. As esti-
mating accurately the AEP is the main focus of the current EERA-DTOC project, it should be
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here considered that ∆ = 30◦ is the more important benchmark compared with the two others
∆s benchmarks. So even thought most models seem to over-estimate the wake deficit in the
smaller ∆s, many are still performing quite well in ∆ = 30◦ and could therefore still produce
very accurate AEPs.
The results of fig. 6, 7 and 8 are very close to a previously published work on the same
Horns Rev wind farm case in the UpWind project [18]. While since then the SCADA data have
been refined (i.e the measurements points have a lower uncertainty), and some of the models
have been re-factored for offshore conditions, the main conclusions stay the same. The wake
model still over predict the narrow sectors, probably due to the wind direction uncertainty, while
they perform satisfyingly for the larger sector.
Looking at the benchmark results, the wake accumulation method might have a strong influ-
ence the shape of the wake deficit along a row of turbine. The DWM (i.e. using the maximum)
and NOJ flavors (i.e. using a RSS) seem to perform the least well to match the SCADA shape,
even at large ∆s. They both present flatter trends compared with the SCADA measurements, that
seems to indicate that if the wind farm was larger their results would deviate even more strongly.
This results are in agreement with previous studies [4,6].
It is somewhat difficult to judge the importance of the other sub-model assumptions as most
models use quite different combinations. For instance, it is not clear how sensible the models
are regarding the number of points needed to produce the hub wind speed. For answering this
specific question, it would be more appropriate to carry out a sensitivity analysis on each specific
model.
Similarly, only one model uses an advanced aero-elastic model with a controller for the wind
turbine (DWM). It is not clear from the results that this would be giving a more realistic estimate
of the wind farm annual energy production. Here again it would be interesting to test each model
independently if they would benefit from a more sophisticated wind turbine model.
While they seem to perform satisfyingly in the first two test cases, the more computation-
ally intensive non-linear CFD models such as RANS and CRESflowNS do not seem to show
any more realistic behavior compared with the order of magnitude faster CFD models such as
FarmFlow, FUGA or even the engineering models such as Ainslie or GCL.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article presented the results of a benchmark campaign carried on within the EERA-DTOC
project, in collaboration with the IEA-Task 31 ”WakeBench” project. A wide scope of different
wake models have been compared on different types of test cases. Because of the complexity
of dealing with large offshore wind farm SCADA data, it is very challenging to create compa-
rable results to the wind farm wake models. Especially, the issue of wind direction uncertainty
is found to create an artificially lower wake deficit. As the models are not directly taking into
account this uncertainty it is important to take a step back from the benchmarking results and
being pragmatic about the performance of the different models. For instance, the performance of
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the wake models in small wind direction averaging windows are not so critical when estimating
the annual energy production, which is the focus of EERA-DTOC.
Within the EERA-DTOC project another test case is planned on the Horns Rev benchmark.
The wind farm efficiency polar distribution, should give a more quantifiable metric of the ac-
curacy of the wind farm wake models to estimate AEPs. Another benchmark is also planned
on the Lillgrund wind farm in collaboration with the IEA-Task 31 ”WakeBench” and Vattenfall
AB, the wind farm owner. The wind turbines are larger and more closely spaced, which should
challenge the wake models in a different manner than the Horns Rev wind farm did.
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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to improve the classical analytical model for estimation of the rate of wake expansion 
and the decay of wake velocity deficit in the far wake region behind a wind turbine.  The relations for a fully 
turbulent axisymmetric far wake were derived by applying the mass and momentum conservations, the self-
similarity of mean velocity profile and the eddy viscosity closure. 
 The theoretical approach is validated using the numerical results obtained from large eddy simulations with an 
actuator line technique at             ambient turbulence level and ambient wind velocity of 10 m/s, and 
0.1% ambient turbulence level and ambient wind velocity of 7 m/s. The obtained results showed that neglecting 
the nonlinear term of velocity in the momentum equation in the far wake region cannot be a fair assumption, 
unlike what is generally assumed in most of text books of fluid mechanics. Therefore the theoretical 
determination of the power law for the wake expansion and the decay of the wake velocity deficit may not be 
valid in the case of the wake generated behind a wind turbine with low ambient turbulence and high thrust 
coefficient. Although at higher ambient turbulence levels or lower ambient wind velocities (higher thrust 
coefficients), this trend may be improved due to the faster recovery of the wake and therefore closer values to the 
theoretical approach may be obtained. In addition, the assumption of self-similarity behavior of the mean 
velocity profile, when scaled with center line velocity deficit, could be correct in the far wake region of a wind 
turbine and low ambient turbulence levels. 
1. Introduction 
Modeling of wind turbine wakes has been a hot research topic during the past few years. Due to the 
generation of the wakes behind upstream wind turbines, the annual power production of a downstream wind 
turbine is decreased but at the same time the fatigue load of the turbine is increased significantly, compared to 
the performance of a free standing wind turbine. Therefore, developing an effective mathematical model for 
precisely simulating the wake behavior behind the wind turbine is highly desirable. Such model can be useful for 
the estimation of energy production, and life time of wind turbines and finally for optimization purposes. 
Today, all the wake models that are used to predict the performance of wind turbines are either CFD based 
models or kinematic wake models. The CFD based models are highly advanced which are able to predict the 
flow behaviors with a high degree of accuracy, but they are very time consuming and require massive computer 
resources. On the other hand, most of the kinematic wake models are mainly based on mass and momentum 
conservations. These models are basically calibrated with several empirical coefficients obtained from specific 
field measurements and therefore have limitations. Although the kinematic wake models use explicit 
representations of turbulence and its impact on the wake expansion, they have not been able to produce 
convincingly better predictions. 
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For many years it was imagined that the turbulence tends to forget its origin and in this context, the self-
preserving state in the flow is obtained, when it becomes asymptotically independent of its initial conditions. 
Consequently, different types of flows, like wakes and other free turbulent shear flows can grow asymptotically 
at the same rate which is independent of their generators. This classical self-preservation approach was 
questioned for the first time in 1989 by George [1], who proposed a new methodology called “equilibrium 
similarity” analysis. In this new method, George [1] argued that the axisymmetric wake will reach a self-
similarity state with respect to the mean velocity profile, if scaled with the centerline wake velocity deficit. 
Therefore, independent of how far downstream the wake moves or how large the Reynolds number is [1],the 
properly normalized mean velocity profiles with the centerline wake velocity deficit always collapse onto a 
unique curve, while the spreading rate and higher turbulence moments will appear differently, depending on 
their source. In 2003, Johansson et al. [2] validated the mentioned theory by using the experimental data for 
axisymmetric wake obtained by Johansson et al. [3, 4], the experimental data for axisymmetric wake behind five 
different generators obtained by Canon [5], and the direct numerical simulation obtained by Gourlay et al. [6]. 
In addition, by using kinetic energy equation and ad hoc assumptions about the dissipation, George [1] showed 
that the Reynolds number is the main factor in determining the rate of the axisymmetric wake width (either 
  
 
       
 
  ) which  were always a doubt. By removing the ad hoc assumptions and using the Reynolds 
averaged equations, instead of kinetic energy Johansson et al. [2] revised this theory. Based on these studies, two 
different equilibrium similarity solutions were obtained for the two different cases of very high and low local 
Reynolds numbers in the axisymmetric wake.  
Kinematic wake models are analytical models which gain a considerable attention for predicting the flow 
behavior behind the wind turbines due to their simplicity and low computational cost [7]. As reviewed in 
Vermeer et al. [8] and Crespo et al. [7] this approach was introduced for the first time by Lissama [9] and up to 
now a lot of researchers work on developing these models.  N.O Jensen model [10, 11] is a single wake model 
based on the balance of momentum which describes the wake behind a wind turbine in terms of Guassian 
distribution of wake velocity deficit and the linear expansion of the wake. Larsen model [12, 13] is another 
kinematic model based on mass and momentum conservation together with the assumption of Prandtl’s turbulent 
boundary layer equations and similarity. This model is described for two different levels of approaches where in 
the first order model, two power lows of 1/3 and -2/3 are obtained for the wake expansion and wake velocity 
deficit respectively while in the second order level these values changed to more complicated relations. In 2006, 
Frandsen [14] suggested a new analytical model based on the mass and momentum conservations, and the 
similarity assumption for prediction of the flow behavior in the wake for any size of wind farms. Compared to 
the previous models, this model is able to handle more condition close to the reality, but it is still required to be 
evaluated and calibrated based on the measurements. Most of the kinematic models that are used for predicting 
the wake behind wind turbine are based on self-similarity assumption of the mean velocity profile. However no 
one has shown the accuracy of this behavior in the far wake region of wind turbine and the possibility of having 
a unique profile independent of its source. In addition, these models are mainly based on the mass and 
momentum conservations, but none of them has considered the turbulent kinetic energy or the Reynolds stress 
equations, that may lead to more accuracy in prediction of the flow behaviors. Also there are still a lot of 
contradictory arguments regarding the spreading rate of the wake, and a lot of uncertainty about applying the 
initial conditions of the wake in these models. 
The aim of the present study is to improve the classical analytical model for estimating the rate of wake 
expansion and the decay of wake velocity deficit in the far wake region behind a wind turbine. The asymptotic 
behavior of the far wake is investigated as well as a detailed theoretical approach is presented in the paper. The 
model has been developed by applying the mass and momentum conservations and Reynolds shear stress. 
Finally, a closed form solution is derived for centerline and radial wake velocity deficit, wake width, mean 
velocity profile, and relations for coefficients by adopting the self-similarity of mean velocity profile and 
utilizing the eddy viscosity closure scheme in the description of turbulent stresses.  
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The theoretical work is verified and validated against the results obtained from Navier-Stokes/Actuator Line 
simulations with large eddy simulation at 0.1% ambient turbulence and an ambient wind velocity of    
     . In addition, the effects of ambient turbulence level and thrust coefficient on the wake recovery and the 
flow behaviors are investigated by analyzing the flow parameters obtained from the numerical data at two 
different ambient turbulence levels of       and an ambient wind velocity of          s, and 0.1% 
ambient turbulence level and an ambient wind velocity of        . 
2. Methods 
2.1 Theoretical approach 
To make theoretical approach, the wake behind a wind turbine is assumed to be incompressible, steady and fully 
turbulent. However these assumptions may not be correct when looking at the instantaneous behavior of the 
wake flow; they will be acceptable if a relatively long time series of the data is considered.  In addition the 
inflow is assumed to be uniform and stationary with time, and the ground effects and pressure gradient outside 
the wake are negligible. 
2.1.1 Basic model equations  
The wake is described in cylindrical coordinates       with the axial and radial velocity components       
respectively. According to the above assumptions, the continuity equations for the mean and fluctuating velocity 
together with the stream-wise momentum equation can be rewritten as follows  
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where   and    are the fluctuating parts of   and  , and a bar over the quantities denotes time average. The third 
and fourth terms on the right hand side of Eq. 2 correspond to the viscous terms and the last term on the right 
hand side of the Eq. 2 is the pressure term. The equations of motion are simplified in the far wake region by 
analyzing the orders of magnitude and discarding many terms that are relatively small. In order to do so, two 
velocity scales (          ̅̅̅̅    and two length scales   and   are used in the far wake, which stand for the ambient 
wind velocity, the cross sectional wake velocity deficit in the axial direction, and the stream-wise and cross-
stream length scales, respectively.    ̅̅̅̅   is the cross sectional wake velocity deficit defined as the difference 
between    and the wake velocity in the axial direction   ̅̅ ̅, while    ̅̅ ̅̅  is the centerline wake velocity deficit. In 
addition,   is equal to the perpendicular distance from the wake centerline to the wake edge (half of the wake 
width) and can be defined as two times of the distance from the centerline to where     ̅ is about 
 
 
  ̅̅ ̅. For 
more information about the order of magnitude analysis the reader is referred to [15]. Consequently, for fully 
turbulent axisymmetric far wake Eq. 2 could be simplified as 
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2.1.2 Momentum thickness and self-similarity analysis  
An infinitely large cylindrical control volume surrounding the rotor is chosen with x-axis as the symmetry axis 
of the control volume. Therefore, using the previously defined assumptions, neglecting the shear forces acting on 
the control volume, and applying continuity equation the momentum theory applied to the chosen control 
volume can be simplified with respect to the mean velocity (neglecting the fluctuating terms) as follows, 
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where     ̅           are the air density, thrust, thrust coefficient, rotor area and rotor diameter respectively. 
Therefore, based on the definition of momentum thickness (showed below) and Eq. 4, the relation between 
momentum thickness and thrust can be found as   
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 Considering the self-similarity assumption, the following relation can be written for the mean velocity profile 
and the Reynolds stress, where                        are the Reynolds stress, the mean velocity deficit, the 
Reynolds shear-stress scaling function and profile, and the dimensionless similarity coordinates, respectively. 
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By substituting Eqs. 6 in Eq. 4 and neglecting the nonlinear term of the momentum equation (due to the far wake  
modelling) Eq. 4 can be simplified as follows, see also Johansson et al. [2] 
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By using Eq. 4 and Eqs. 6 in Eq. 3 and repeating similar analysis for Reynolds stress equations together with the 
elimination of viscous terms, Johansson et al. found the two power laws of 1/3 and -2/3 for the wake expansion 
and the decay of wake velocity deficit for high Reynolds solution in the far wake region, respectively as 
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where the coefficients (a and b) and the virtual origin of the far wake      are highly dependent on initial 
conditions. However, Eqs. 7 can be written based on   (half of the wake width), where the coefficient   ) will 
have a different value compared to the case of   (displacement thickness). 
2.1.3 Mean and radial velocity profile  
By using the relations in Eqs. 8 into Eq. 3, introducing the eddy viscosity in the form of      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅     
  ̅
  
 , and 
employing the relations in Eqs. 7, the following equations were found for the mean velocity profile (f), and the 
relation between a and b coefficients, respectively.  
      ( 
 
 
    )            
   
 
                    (9.)  
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where   
  ̅̅̅̅  
  
, is the turbulent Reynolds number which is assumed to be constant. By using Eqs. 6 and 8 in Eq. 
1, the following relations will be obtained for the radial velocity profile. For more detailed information regarding 
the above calculation, the reader is referred to [15].  
   ̅̅ ̅  
 
  
    
 
     
 
  
    
 
 
          (10.)  
2.2 Numerical approach  
The numerical model used here is a multi-block finite volume code combined with the Actuator Line technique. 
The Actuator Line model was developed by Sørensen and Shen [16] and later on implemented into the three 
dimensional Navier-Stokes solver EllipSys3D, developed by Michelsen [17, 18] and Sørensen [19]. In this code, 
the discretized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in general curvilinear coordinates, are solved by using 
the block structured finite volume approach [20]. In the actuator line model each blade is represented by a line 
and the loading is distributed radially along the lines representing the blade forces. The kinematics of the wake is 
determined by a fully three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, whereas the loading on each blade, is 
determined by using tabulated airfoil data.  
In addition, for Large Eddy simulation (LES), sub grid scale (SGS) models is used to model eddies of size 
smaller than the grid size. Therefore, the equations are obtained by filtering the time dependent Navier-Stokes 
equations in the physical space. The eddy-viscosity-based mixed scale model in [20] is used to model the small 
scales. In addition the Mann turbulence model [21] is used to produce the desired ambient turbulence for the 
simulations.  
2.2.1 Computational domain and boundary conditions 
The computations were carried out in a Cartesian computational mesh of about           grid points      
     with dimensions     in the axial direction    ,     in the vertical direction     and     in the lateral 
direction      The actuator lines were rotating in the      plane and located at    downstream of the inlet and 
the origin of rotation is the center of the plane. Therefore, the computational domain has covered the region 
extending from    before the rotor plane to     downstream of the rotor in the flow direction, and 10R from the 
rotor center in the y and z directions.  
 The grid points of the computational mesh are highly concentrated around and downstream of the rotor and 
distributed equally in order to resolve the strong gradients in the vicinity of the rotor and to maintain the 
generated flow structure in the wake simultaneously. While out of this region, they stretched away towards the 
outer boundaries. Note that in this simulation 16 grid cell is used to resolve a rotor radius in the equidistant 
region. The grid configuration is divided into     blocks (    in cross-flow and    in flow direction) with     
grid points in each block. Figure 1 shows the block configuration which is used in the simulations. 
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Figure 1: Grid configuration used in numerical simulation. 
 
The boundary conditions used here are  
Dirichlet boundary conditions with, constant and uniform flow velocity component (  ) and zero velocity 
component in the   and   directions (         ) at the inlet        , a convective boundary condition at the 
outlet         , and periodic boundary condition at the lateral                 . 
2.2.2 Wind turbine characteristics and flow parameters 
The flow field past a 2.75 MW variable speed pitch regulated “NM80” stiff wind turbine equipped with three 
LM38.8 blades which are constructed with NACA634XX airfoils, is simulated. The rotor diameter of the wind 
turbine is equal to 80 m and it runs with the rated speed of 17.2 rpm. In addition, two different uniform inflow 
velocities of                with air density of       
  
  
  are used in the presented work. Since the 
turbine’s data is confidential, the detailed data are not allowed to be presented.  
3. Results and discussions 
The computation for      ambient turbulence and ambient wind velocity of 10 m/s (corresponding to    
     and a tip speed ratio of        ) has been run first to examine the accuracy of the assumptions and then 
verify and validate the main characteristics of the flow predicted by the theoretical approach. Later on in the 
study, the simulations were repeated for 3 different conditions of (3%, and 6% ambient turbulence level and 
         ) together with (0.1% ambient turbulence level and         corresponding to         and 
a tip speed ratio of        ) in order to evaluate the effects of ambient turbulence and wind turbine rotor 
aerodynamics on the flow behaviors. 
The computations have run on a cluster where three component of dimensionless wake velocity deficit in axial, 
cross-sectional directions                  are saved in     planes, at the distances of 
 
 
         
                                        behind the wind turbine. All the data have been read and 
analyzed in Matlab software with time step duration of     seconds. 
Figure 2 shows the dimensionless axial wake velocity deficit obtained from numerical simulation for        
ambient turbulence level and          averaged in time between 3.3 to 39 minutes in     plane at four 
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different distances of 
 
 
           behind the wind turbine. It can be seen from Figure 2, the decreasing and 
increasing trend of the centerline wake velocity deficit and the wake width as the wake evolves downstream. In 
addition, it is clear from the figure that the wake velocity deficit reaches the axisymmetric condition 
 
 
Figure 2: Dimensionless wake velocity deficit for 0.1% ambient turbulence and an ambient wind velocity of 10 
m/s, at (A) x/D=3, (B) x/D=6, (C) x/D=11, (D) x/D=18 (obtained from numerical simulations) 
 
 
3.1 Verification of steady state condition 
 
Figure 3 shows the variation of the time-averaged dimensionless centerline wake velocity deficit (
  
  
̅̅̅̅
  by 
increasing the time interval of 0.25 min at each step, for       ambient turbulence level and         . The 
first point in Figure 3, corresponds to the value of centerline wake velocity deficit averaged by time 
between                    . These relatively small variations of the time-averaged dimensionless wake 
velocity (less than 5%) shows the fact that the simulation time was large enough for the wake to reach the steady 
state conditions, and therefore satisfying the assumptions used in the theory.  
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Figure 3: Variation of dimensionless centerline wake velocity deficit averaged in different time intervals, for 
0.1% ambient turbulence and an ambient wind velocity of 10 m/s (obtained from numerical simulations) 
3.2 Investigation of cross-sectional parameters 
Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional profile of the dimensionless wake velocity deficit and the turbulence intensity 
at different distances behind the wind turbine for 0.1% ambient turbulence level and         . Note that 
the values shown for the dimensionless wake velocity deficit profile and turbulence intensity in Figure 4 
correspond to the tangential averaged values between                          of these quantities. 
 
 
Figure 4: Cross-sectional dimensionless wake velocity deficit (left) turbulence intensity (right) at different 
distances behind the wind turbine for 0.1% ambient turbulence and an ambient wind velocity of 10 m/s (obtained 
from numerical simulations) 
 
Figure 4 shows that both dimensionless cross-sectional profiles of wake velocity deficit and turbulence intensity 
are decreased as the wake evolves downstream. Figure 4 also shows that the dimensionless velocity deficit 
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profiles reach “a point of balance” and become approximately “bell-shaped with having a maximum 
approximately in the center of the wake”. Since, in the transitional and far wake region the new turbulent 
fluctuations are generated by the radial shear flow, there is less generation of turbulence in the center of the 
wake. However, in this condition the turbulent diffusion is the dominant mechanism which transports the 
turbulent fluctuations to the center of the wake and therefore leads to fair approximation of the turbulence 
fluctuations with bell-shaped form. 
3.3 Variation of flow parameters for different initial conditions 
Comparing the figures of time-averaged wake velocity deficit profile shows that the transitional region ( the 
region where the annular shear layer of the near wake is finished)  for different ambient turbulence levels of 
0.1%, 3% and 6%  and           is started at approximately 
 
 
   
 
 
   
 
 
   respectively, while for 
0.1% ambient turbulence level and         the transitional region will start at 
 
 
  . Figure 5 shows the 
logarithmic behavior of dimensionless half of wake width and centerline wake velocity deficit in transitional and 
far wake region of wind turbine for 0.1%, 3%, 6% ambient turbulence levels and         , and 0.1% 
ambient turbulence level and         corresponding to the time averaging of 35.7 min, 11.7 min, 11.7 min, 
and 35.2 min, respectively. 
 
Figure 5: Log-log plot of dimensionless half of wake width (left) and the centerline wake velocity deficit (right) 
in transitional and far wake region, for different initial conditions 
The wake width is calculated in two ways: 
First approach (FA): Calculate   to be two times of the distance from the wake centerline to which  ̅     is 
about 
 
 
  ̅̅ ̅ , where   ̅̅ ̅ is the time-averaged dimensionless wake velocity deficit at the center of y-z plane. 
Second approach (SA):  Calculate   where  
 ̅
  
   and   ̅ stands for dimensionless wake velocity. 
Comparing the values of dimensionless half of wake width for example at 0.1% and           with Figure 
2 seems that the estimations of  
 
 
 based on the (first approach) is overestimated. Therefore, 
 
 
   for 0.1% ambient 
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turbulence level is also calculated based on the second approach. Comparing the new values of  
 
 
  with Figure 2 
shows that the second approach might lead to more accurate results (for more details regarding calculation of  
 
 
 
the reader is referred to [15], however due to uncertainties at the edges of the wake , 
 
 
  for ambient turbulence 
level larger than 0.1% is only calculated based on the second approach. In addition, the points related to x/D>17 
may be effected by boundary conditions and therefore the last two points are not considered in further 
calculations in the study. 
Comparing the amount of dimensionless half of wake width and centerline wake velocity deficit in Figure 5 
shows that by increasing the ambient turbulence level, the decay of the centerline wake velocity deficit and the 
rate of wake width expansion will increase. Therefore, it can be concluded that increasing ambient turbulence 
level will lead to faster recovery of the wake. This could easily be explained by transferring of more momentum 
into the wake due to the larger gradient between the inside and outside of the flow, in the case of larger ambient 
turbulence levels. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 5 that for 0.1% ambient turbulence level by decreasing 
the ambient wind velocity (higher thrust coefficients), the wake recovery will be faster, but still slower than 3% 
ambient turbulence level. 
In order to find the location where the far wake starts, the dimensionless centerline turbulence intensity ( 
  
  
  is 
plotted at different distances behind the wind turbine under different initial conditions, where    is defined as  
  
  
 √   ̅̅ ̅̅    
  ,  and    is the fluctuating wake velocity deficit. 
 
Figure 6: Centerline turbulence intensity at different distances behind the NM80 wind turbine under different 
initial conditions 
It can be observed from Figure 6 that 
  
  
 has increasing trend up to a certain level but after that it starts to 
decrease by increasing the distances. The main reason of that could be explained by the idea that in the near 
wake region, the turbulence level of the wake is mainly contributed from the ambient turbulence level in front of 
the turbine and the turbulence generated by the wind turbine rotors.  From this region until the end of transitional 
region, the turbulence which is generated by the radial flow shear will start to affect the flow. Therefore, 
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dissipation starts to drain turbulent energy and the wake width increases while the velocity deficit is being 
reduced. This process may explain the gradual reduction of the increasing trend in both terms of 
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
  
  as the wake 
evolves from the transitional region to the far wake, where the diffusion will be the dominant term and the 
turbulence will start to decrease considerably. Therefore, it is possible to find from Figure 6 that the end of the 
transitional region and therefore, beginning of the far wake will be at approximately 
 
 
    
 
 
   
 
 
   
 
 
 
  for T=0.1% and         , T=0.1% and     m/s, T=3%and 6% ambient turbulence levels and 
        , respectively.  
3.4 Power laws for centerline wake velocity deficit and half wake width 
The accuracy of the two power laws of 
  
  
  and  
  
  
 obtained in theoretical approach for the rate of wake 
expansion and decay of wake velocity deficit, are validated by numerical results. In order to do that these two 
powers ( 
 
 
 and 
  
  
   are also considered as two unknowns (       ) in Eq. 8 as following,  
 
 
 
   (
     
 
)
 
         
  ̅̅ ̅
 
   (
    
 
)
 
 (11.)  
It should be taken into consideration that the momentum thickness has decreasing trend in our data, due to the 
effect of pressure gradient, instead of a constant value which is required in Eqs. 8 (For more information, the 
reader is referred to [15]). Therefore, in order to obtain higher accuracy, Eqs. 8 are only non-dimensionalized 
based on the turbine diameter (D) in Eqs. 11 which means that he two coefficients a and b are now changed to A 
and B respectively. However, the relation between a, b in Eqs. 8 and A, B in Eqs, 11 could be easily found by 
using Eq. 5 as following. 
          
 
                  
 
    (12.)  
 
In addition, it is also important to mention that in Eqs. 11,    is substituted by   which seems to give more 
accurate results. This means that the relation between a and b coefficients in Eqs. 9 (       ) is now changed 
to (                ), since    is the choice of  , so that the integral in Eqs.7 (∫        
 
 
 ) will be equal 
to unity. 
 
However in Eq. 11 the system is not closed and the number of unknowns are different from the number of 
equations. Thus, in order to determine the unknowns, the problem is optimized and the best curve fitted with the 
numerical data based on the least square technique is found. The optimization process was down in Matlab by 
using “lsqcurvefit (f0, x00, xdata, Us)” and “lsqcurvefit (f0, x00, xdata, δ)” simultaneously, where f0 is defined 
as f0 = @(x,xdata)x(1)*(xdata-x0).^x(2), 'x','xd';  xdata corresponds the non-dimensionalized distances 
 
 
 behind 
the rotor, and x0 and x00 are the virtual origin of the wake and initial value respectively. The previously 
mentioned “lsqcurvefit “will start at x00 and find the coefficient x to best fit the non-linear function f0 (x, xdata) 
to the data Us and δ (     ) based on the least-square technique [22] as shown in Eq. 13. 
 
    
 
‖                  ‖ 
     
 
∑                    
 
 
 (13.)  
 
Since    is the joint term in both relations shown in Eq. 11, therefore it sets as an independent parameter in the 
non-linear function (f0), and consequently the problem is optimized based on this parameter for both quantities 
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of dimensionless centerline wake velocity deficit and half wake width at the same time. Moreover, optimization 
processes show that the problem is quite sensitive between the two distances where the transitional region is 
finished and the far wake is started. However it is not really possible to find the exact distance where the far 
wake starts. Therefore in order to have reliable results, which could be able to give close trend at both distances, 
the final solutions are chosen based on optimization of the average squared 2-norm of residuals of  
dimensionless centerline wake velocity deficit and half wake width between these two distances. Figure 7  shows 
the fitted curve with numerical data of dimensionless half wake width and centerline wake velocity deficit for 
different values of  
  
 
       , 0.1% ambient turbulence level and          . 
 
Figure 7: Fitted curve with numerical data of dimensionless half of wake width (left) and dimensionless 
centerline wake velocity deficit (right), for different x0/D values, 0.1% ambient turbulence level, and    
        
 
The results obtained from the optimization process for 0.1% and 3% ambient turbulence level and           
are as following. It should be taken into consideration that  
 
 
 is calculated based on the second and first 
approach for ambient turbulence level of 0.1% and 3% respectively, in order to get the most reliable results.  
      ‖        ‖ 
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The above results show that the power which is obtained for the decay of centerline wake velocity deficit is far 
from the theoretical approach, while, the rate of wake expiation is a value between the two values which have 
been determined by Johansson et al. [2], for the two similarity equilibriums.  However, for higher ambient 
turbulence the power laws become closer to the theoretical approach. 
In addition, repeating the optimization processes for 0.1% ambient turbulence level and         gave the 
following results  
 ‖        ‖ 
                                                        
  
 
          
 
 
 (
 
 
)
 
   
      
  
  
  (
 
 
)
 
 
    
 
Comparing the above results with the other two cases shows that the values obtained for the powers will become 
closer to the ones predicted by the theoretical approach as the wake recovers faster. However, comparing the 
rated of wake expansion for 0.1% ambient turbulence level and         with 3% ambient turbulence level 
and          shows a bit contradictory result. The main reason could be the fact of applying the first 
approach for estimation of the wake expansion at 3% ambient turbulence level and a relatively short time series 
of this simulation. 
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The difference between the results obtained from the optimization processes compared to theoretical approach 
might be due to the fact of neglecting of the nonlinear term of velocity deficit (the second term in the left side of 
Eq. 7). Figure 8 shows the percentage of the nonlinear term in the momentum integral in the transitional and far 
wake region behind the wind turbine for 0.1% and 3% ambient turbulence levels and           and 0.1% 
ambient turbulence level and        . As it is seen for 0.1% ambient turbulence, the percentage in the far 
wake region (x/D <12) is larger than 10, meaning that the theoretical approach might not be correct at this 
ambient turbulence level and wind speed. However, this trend improves by decreasing the ambient wind velocity 
or increasing the ambient turbulence level, due to the faster recovery of the wake. 
 
 
Figure 8: Estimation of the nonlinear term of the wake deficit in the momentum integral 
To that end, it is also interesting to find the relations between         , as a function of thrust coefficient for 
0.1% ambient turbulence level, Figure 9 shows these relations. 
 
Figure 9, The relation between changes of          by the thrust coefficient, for 0.1% ambient turbulence level  
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3.5 Verification of the self-similarity behavior in the far wake 
In order to verify the self-similarity behavior in the far wake of the wind turbine, the mean wake velocity profile 
scaled with centerline wake velocity deficit 
 ̅   
  ̅̅ ̅̅
  is plotted in self similarity coordinates       , for the case 
of 0.1% ambient turbulence level and         , in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 10: Mean wake velocity profile, scaled with centerline wake velocity deficit in self-preservation 
coordinate, (compared with the result shown in [2]). 
 
In Figure 10, the numerical results are compared with a fitted curve to the experimental results which have been 
shown in [2] (black dashed line). However in the mentioned reference Johansson et al. argued that this trend is 
independent of the generator and should be similar for all cases. Figure 10 shows that the trends at different 
distances behind the wind turbine are in good agreement with the black dashed line. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the mean velocity profile of the wake behind a wind turbine when scaled by centerline wake 
velocity deficit can reach the self-similarity state in the far wake region. However, the graphs do not collapse to 
a unique curve. This might be due to the presence of the pressure gradients even in the far wake which may lead 
to a small deviation of the above graphs, as the wake moves downstream.  
4. Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to improve the classical analytical model for estimating the rate of wake expansion 
and the decay of the wake velocity deficit in the far wake region behind a wind turbine. Therefore, in the 
theoretical approach, the flow parameters for a fully turbulent axisymmetric far wake were derived by applying 
the mass and momentum conservations, Reynolds shear stress, self- similarity assumption and utilizing the eddy 
viscosity closure. The theoretical approach was validated based on the results obtained from simulations that 
combine large eddy simulations with the actuator line technique for                 ambient turbulence 
level and                . The effect of ambient turbulence level and thrust coefficient on the wake 
recovery was investigated and the rate of wake expansion, and the decay of the wake velocity deficit was 
verified for 0.1%, 3% ambient turbulence level and         , and 0.1% ambient turbulence level and  
       . The results show that the time average of the wake velocity profile for a relatively long time 
domain will lead to axisymmetric and steady sate condition of the wake profile in a far wake region. The 
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nonlinear term of the velocity in the momentum equation in the far wake region cannot be neglected compared to 
the linear term, for low ambient turbulence level and high thrust coefficients. Therefore the theoretical 
determination of the powers for the wake expansion and the decay of the wake velocity deficit may not be valid 
in the case of the wake generated behind a wind turbine and low ambient turbulence level and high thrust 
coefficients. However, faster recovery of the wake by increasing the ambient turbulence level or decreasing the 
ambient wind velocity (higher thrust coefficients) will increase the differences between the linear and nonlinear 
terms of the momentum equations at certain distances behind the wind turbine, which will give closer powers for 
the decay of centerline wake velocity deficit and the expansion of half walk width, compared to the one 
predicted by the theoretical approach. In addition, the mean velocity profile of the wake behind a wind turbine, 
when scaled by the centerline wake velocity deficit, will reach the self-similarity state in a far wake region and 
low ambient turbulence level and high thrust coefficients. 
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Abstract
MIRAS, a computational model for predicting the aerodynamic behavior of wind tur-
bine blades and wakes subject to unsteady motions and viscous effects has been developed.
The model is based on a three-dimensional panel method using a surface distribution of
quadrilateral singularities with a Neumann no penetration condition. Viscous effects inside
the boundary layer are taken into account through the coupling with the quasi-3D integral
boundary layer solver Q3UIC. A free-wake model is employed to simulate the vorticity
released by the blades in the wake. In this paper simulations are presented in an effort to
validate the code for three different rotor geometries, the MEXICO experiment rotor, the
DELFT rotor and the NREL 5MW rotor.
1 Introduction
GPU and parallel computing, endless terabytes of memory, high speed connections, and other
aspects of computer resources have become more powerful and accessible in recent years. How-
ever it is still behind our limits to use Navier-Stokes simulations for the design of wind turbines
due to the large amount of computations involved in an optimization procedure. The free-wake
vortex methods, extensively studied during the last four decades [1] [7] [2] [3], are now a ma-
ture tool with the potential to become the new generation of fast-tools for analysis and design
of wind turbines. This type of code permits a direct interaction between the design procedure
and the blade geometry (CAD) with a low computational cost. Unlike Navier-Stokes codes that
need to solve the entire flow domain, panel methods can simulate the flow around a complex
geometry by distributing singularity elements on the body surface. Panel methods become even
more attractive by the possibility of solving the integral boundary layer equations and take into
account the viscous effects using the transpiration velocity concept [4].
Wind turbine wake is a key element in the performance of rotor blade aerodynamics, having
a strong influence in the rotor plane. From an engineering point of view, the free-wake vortex
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approach is suitable to accurately model the inviscid phenomena that drives the general char-
acteristics of the flow in the rotor wake, including the blade root and tip vortices, which are
the most dominant structures in the wake. The basic free-wake vortex filament method consist
of infinitely thin vortex filaments. To avoid numerical singularities, previous researchers have
applied a viscous core model, modeling in this way a more physical distribution of the velocities
induced by each one of the vortex filaments that forms the wake, desingularizing in this way the
Biot-Savart law near the center of the filament, [8]. The diffusive time scales can be represented
by changes in the vortex core radius as a function of the vortex age, using a turbulence eddy vis-
cosity parameter [15]. Other improvements in the viscous core model include the introduction
of changes in vortex strength due to filament stretching or squeezing, Ananthan and Leishman
[9].
It is known that the viscous effects are important in the area surrounding the body surface,
the boundary layer, playing a key role in the blade aerodynamics, especially at high angles of
attack just before and after separation takes place. During the last decades simplified approaches
to resolve the boundary layer equations have been developed by many researchers. In the two-
dimensional case, panel methods have evolved to include viscous effects by solving the boundary
layer in an integral manner, [10], [11] and [12] amongst others. Recently the Quasi-3D Unsteady
Interactive Code Q3UIC was developed by Ramos-Garcı´a et al. [5] [6] to take into account the
rotational effects arising from Coriolis and centrifugal forces. In the three-dimensional case,
various researchers have previously implemented a viscous-inviscid coupling using the strip
theory approach. Cebeci et al[20] combined a three-dimensional panel method with an inverse
finite-difference boundary layer solver. Pesonen et al [21] and Lemmerman et al [22] coupled a
three-dimensional panel method with an integral boundary layer solver. To the knowledge of the
authors the present method has not yet been applied for the study of wind turbine aerodynamics
and its wake dynamics.
In the present work a zonal viscous-inviscid coupling method is developed in which the
inviscid part is composed by a three-dimensional panel method with a free-wake model, the
viscous effects confined inside the boundary layer are computed with the integral boundary layer
solver Q3UIC. This viscous-inviscid interactive code will be referred as MIRAS, Method
for viscous-inviscid Interactive Rotor Aerodynamic Simulations. In what follows MIRAS is
used to simulate the DELFT and MEXICO wind turbine model rotors and the NREL 5MW
virtual rotor, simulated aerodynamic forces and wake velocities have been compared against
experiments and Navier-Stokes simulations.
2 Governing equations
A wind turbine rotor is usually composed by two or three blades, their rotation generates a spiral
vortex wake convected downstream. The rotor wake is formed by strong vortex structures and
has a large impact in the aerodynamics of the rotor itself. To simulate the flow around a wind
turbine rotor, we use a viscous-inviscid coupling method where the inviscid flow around the
wind turbine rotor is solved using a panel method to simulate the blades, in which the viscous
effects are taken into account by the Q3UIC code. The wake is modeled by vortex filaments
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released at the blades trailing edges in form of straight lines and convected downstream using
the Biot-Savart law.
In the following paragraphs the theory behind this approach will be introduced briefly. For
more detailed information about the model, the the reader is referred to Ramos-Garcia et al [5]
[6].
For a potential flow around a solid body with surface S, the velocity at a point P in the flow
domain can be expressed as a superposition of the undisturbed translating velocity, U
∞
, and the
disturbance velocity created by the solid body, Up, resulting in
U I = U∞ + Up (1)
If the flow is considered to be incompressible, inviscid and irrotational, Up can be expressed as
Up = −∇φ (2)
where φ is a potential function that satisfies the Laplace equation
∇2φ = 0 (3)
As the solid body surface S is impermeable, the normal component of the velocity must be zero
at the wall which gives a Neumann condition of no penetration across the body
∂φ
∂n
= ∇φ · n = U
∞
· n (4)
In practice, the problem is considered in two regions, the solid body and the downstream
wake. The body is simulated by a distribution of quadrilateral surface dipoles, µ, and quadrilat-
eral sources, σ. An extra source distribution, σwT , equal to the transpiration velocity computed
with Q3UIC, is introduced to account for viscous effects confined inside the boundary layer.
The first row of wake elements is simulated using quadrilateral panel dipoles while further down-
stream the panels are converted into wake elements formed by straight line vortex filaments, Γ.
∇Φ =
−1
4pi
∫
b
(σ + σwT )∇
(
1
r
)
+
1
4pi
∫
b
µ∇
[
∂
∂n
(
1
r
)]
+
1
4pi
∫
w
Γ∇
[
∂
∂n
(
1
r
)]
+∇Φ∞
(5)
The vortex wake is released at the bodies trailing edges using the unsteady Kutta-Joukowsky
condition of zero trailing edge loading. To satisfy this condition, at each time step a quadrilateral
panel with a doublet distribution is created as the first wake panel for each one of the span-wise
stations. The strength of these panels, Γfst, is equal to the difference between the corresponding
upper and lower trailing edge quadrilateral doublets
Γfst = µu − µl (6)
Following Katz and Plotkin [7] the first wake panel is convected downstream from the trail-
ing edge with a 30% of the local undisturbed velocity. Downstream of the first row of wake
panels the quadrilateral doublets are transformed into vortex filaments and clustered into vortex
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elements. The strength of the vortex filaments remains constant in time with their motion repre-
sented by Lagrangian fluid markers placed at its end points which are convencted downstream
with the total velocity u
u = u
∞
+ ubody + uwake (7)
where u
∞
is the freestream velocity, ubody is the influence of the solid body and uwake is
the induction created by the other wake elements.
The velocity induced by the wake vortex filaments is computed by applying the Biot-Savart
law. In order to desingularize its behavior as r tends to zero the Biot-Savart formula is modified
following Leishman et al. [13]. Where a viscous core is applied to all the released vortex
filaments during the time updating procedure. Therefore, an approximation to viscous diffusion,
vortex core growth and vortex straining is included modifying the Biot-Savart law as follows
uwake = K
Γ
4pi
dl× r
|r|3
(8)
where K is the kernel parameter, which uses the Scully profile account for the vortex filament
viscous core [14]. To include the core growth rate, Squire model is applied by introducing the
turbulent eddy viscosity parameter [15]. Following Bhagwat and Leishman a straining model has
been implemented to take into account the change in vortex filament radius due to its variations
in length, stretching or squeezing [16].
Once the wake updating procedure is finalized, the new solution for the solid body singu-
larities is calculated. Knowing the doublets, µ, the local inviscid perturbation velocities are
calculated using a nodal interpolation of the doublets strength. Finally, the unsteady Bernoulli
equation is used to compute the surface pressure on each one of the rotor blades,
∂φ
∂t
+
1
2
|v|2 +
1
ρ
p = +
1
ρ
p
ref
(9)
Viscous-inviscid coupling
The viscous boundary layer is solved by using the in-house Q3UIC code. Q3UIC is an
aerodynamic tool developed to solve the quasi three-dimensional integral boundary layer equa-
tions, [5] [6]. The model is based on a viscous-inviscid interaction technique using strong cou-
pling between the viscous and inviscid parts. In Q3UIC, the inviscid part is solved using a
two-dimensional potential flow panel method and the viscous effects are taken into account by
solving the integral form of the boundary layer r− and θ− momentum equations with extension
for three-dimensional rotational effects created by Coriolis and centrifugal forces.
The r and θ integral momentum boundary layer equations can be written in terms of the
boundary layer edge velocity, ue, and the integral boundary layer parameters θ1, θ2, δ∗1 , δ∗2 , δ, δ3, H,Cf
and βw as:
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∂θ1
∂s
= −
1
u2e
d
dt
(ueδ
∗
1)−
∂θ1
ue
∂ue
∂s
(2 +H) +
Cf
2
+ swpr
2ROl
uec
δ∗2 (10)
∂θ2
∂s
= −
2θ2
ue
∂ue
∂s
+ tanβw
Cf
2
−
1
ue
∂ue
∂r
(2δ3 + δ)
+
l
c
(
θ1 + δ
∗
1 − δ − δ3 + swpr
2RO
ue
(δ − δ∗1)
)
(11)
In the laminar flow region, the solution of the integral form of the r− momentum Equa-
tion 10 is obtained using Twaites’ method while in turbulent flow region, the solution of the
integral form of the r− and θ−momentum Equations 10 and 11 is carried out using a set of
three dimensional turbulent closure relations for the streamwise and spanwise boundary layer
variables.
The coupling between the viscous and inviscid parts in MIRAS is done locally for each
of the spanwise stations through the transpiration function using the angle of attack calculated
upstream the blades leading edge to set the viscous computations. Q3UIC is used to compute
the boundary layer parameters and obtain the chordwise distribution of the transpiration veloc-
ity at the center line of the discrete spanwise sections. Q3UIC computations are performed
for the given sectional airfoil geometry at the calculated angle of attack using the following
non-dimensional parameters: Reynolds number, Re =
√
(Ωr)2 + (Qw)2 c/ν, ratio between
rotational speed and relative velocity, RO = Ωr/Urel and ratio between chord length and radial
position, l = c/r.
The transpiration velocity is computed using the following expression,
wT =
1
ρ
∂
∂s
(ρueδ
∗
1) (12)
wT is introduced in the three dimensional panel method as a source distribution, which acts
blowing outwards the limiting streamlines, mimicking the effect of a viscous boundary layer
around the blade contour.
3 Results
In this section results obtained with theMIRAS code for the DELFT model rotor, the MEXICO
rotor and the virtual NREL 5MW rotor will be presented.
DELFT model rotor
In this section MIRAS simulations of flows past the DELFT model rotor, Figure 1, are com-
pared against hot-film measurements performed by Sant [17] in the open jet wind tunnel of Delft
University of Technology. The two bladed DELFT rotor has a radius of 0.6m. The blade has a
constant chord of 0.08m and varying twist angle, constructed using NACA 0012 airfoil along
the full blade span. The incoming wind speed in the presented simulations is 5.5 ms−1 while
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the blades are rotating at a constant angular velocity of 73.3 s−1. A surface mesh consisting of
20 spanwise cells and 50 chordwise cells has been used for the MIRAS simulations.
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Figure 1: The wake behind the DELFT rotor at TSR = 7.96 (a) full free wake (b) tip vortex
filaments.
In Figure 2, the viscous and inviscid axial velocity predictions computed with MIRAS
are compared against measurements at distances of 3.5 cm and 9 cm downstream of the rotor
plane at a radial location of 0.6R along the azimuthal direction from 0 to 360 degrees. Small
differences arise between the viscous and inviscid simulations, and the viscous solution is closer
to experimental data at the 3.5 cm locations and vice versa at 9 cm. Simulations capture pretty
well the axial velocity step created by the passage of the blade at the azimuthal positions of 180
and 360 degrees.
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Figure 2: Axial induced velocity along the azimuthal direction at (a) 3.5 cm and (b) 9 cm
downstream of the rotor and a radial location of 0.6R.
In Figure 3, MIRAS predictions are compared against the measurements performed at a
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radial location of 0.9R and two downstream positions. Calculated induced velocities are in good
agreement with measurements at the 3.5 cm location, implying therefore that the correct rotor
loading was predicted. Larger differences can be appreciated at 9cm, where inviscid simulations
are closer to experiments. The more concentrated tip vortices computed in simulations and
perhaps a deficient prediction of the wake filaments development near the tip region could give
rise to such increasing mismatches between viscous, inviscid simulations and experiments with
the downstream location. The use of a finer angular and spanwise discretization or even an
adaptative mesh approach could improve the vortex roll-up characteristics.
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Figure 3: Axial induced velocity along the azimuthal direction at (a) 3.5 cm and (b) 9 cm
downstream of the rotor and a radial location of 0.9R.
The calculated wake vortex filaments for the viscous simulations presented above are shown
in Figure 4. The influence of the wake passage crossing through the hot-film sampling vicinity
is clearly seen at the 0.9R locations around 180 and 360 degrees, although its influence diminish
with the decreasing radial location due to the weaker vortices shed in that region.
Figure 4: Calculated wake filaments for the DELFT rotor including hot-film location.
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MEXICO model rotor
A further validation of the viscous and inviscid versions of theMIRAS code is carried out for
flows past the MEXICO rotor, Figure 5. In what follows the blade normal and tangential forces
are compared against measurements and wake velocities are validated against PIV experimental
data.
The MEXICO experiment was executed on a three-bladed wind turbine model with a diam-
eter of 4.5m under controlled conditions in the Large Scale Low Speed Facility of the German-
Dutch Wind tunnel Organization DNW with a 9.5 X 9.5 m2 open test section. The test cases
considered here are the rotor rotating with a constant angular speed of 424.5rpm at wind speeds
of 10, 15 and 24 ms−1. The blades are subjected in all the three cases to a negative collective
pitch of δ0 = −2.3◦. Instantaneous velocities were extracted in a plane at 9 o’clock when look-
ing downstream at the rotor when the first blade pointed upwards. For more detailed information
about the MEXICO experiment campaign the reader is referred to Schepers and Snel [18].
A surface mesh consisting of 20 spanwise cells and 50 chordwise cells was used forMIRAS
simulations. Laminar to turbulent transition was forced at a 5% of the chord from the leading
edge on both the upper and lower sides of the airfoil sections.
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Figure 5: MEXICO rotor at TSR = 6.67 (a) full free wake (b) Tip vortex filaments.
In Figure 6, the predictions of the normal an tangential blade forces are compared against
experimental values for the wind speeds cases of 10, 15 and 24 ms−1. As the wind speed in-
creases the inviscid computations predict higher values of both normal and tangential forces
while the viscous simulations are in much better agreement with experiments, except in the root
region where rotational effects arising from Coriolis and centrifugal forces seem to be underpre-
dicted. At 24ms−1 differences between the viscous and inviscid predictions are enormous, this
is related to the existence of regions with trailing edge separation.
In Figures 7 and 8 MIRAS viscous and inviscid predicted velocities are compared against
PIV measurements in axial and radial traverses for a wind speed of 24ms−1. Viscous simulations
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Figure 6: Blade normal and tangential forces at wind speeds of (a) 10, (b) 15 and (c) 24 ms−1.
capture much better the axial velocities while the radial and tangential ones are more difficult to
predict. Overall a good agreement was obtained against experiments in all the cases.
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Figure 7: (a) Axial, (b) radial and (c) tangential velocities in an axial traverse of z = 1.38 m at a
wind speed of 24ms−1.
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Figure 8: (a) Axial, (b) radial and (c) tangential velocities in a radial traverse of x = 0.30 m at a
wind speed of 24ms−1.
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NREL 5 MW virtual rotor
In this section MIRAS simulations are compared against Navier-Stokes computations for
the NREL 5 MW virtual wind turbine. The CFD computations were carried out using the
EllipSys3D code in fully turbulent mode with the k − ω SST turbulence model [19]. The
mesh used by EllipSys3D is a cylindrical mesh of 4.2 · 106 mesh points which covers a domain
with a radius of 245 m and inlet and outlet located at 287 m in front and behind the rotor. A
surface mesh consisting of 20 spanwise cells and 50 chordwise cells has been used in this case
and 14 wake revolutions were simulated with an angular discretization of 10◦.
The wake calculated in MIRAS simulations, Figure 9, shows an important wake expansion
and it can be appreciated how the interaction between the vortex sheets breaks the smooth shape
of the wake as it moves downstream. This effect is clearly observed when following the vortex
filaments released from the blades tip, Figure 9(b). After two wake revolutions the blade to blade
filament interaction grows and generates a vortex pairing phenomena which makes the filaments
tangle with each other as they move further downstream.
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Figure 9: (a) Full free wake (b) Tip vortex filaments of flows pass the NREL 5MW rotor at a
TSR = 6.65.
Predicted normal and tangential forces are compared for the cases at wind speeds of 6ms−1
and 10ms−1, Figures 10 and 11. In terms of normal forces MIRAS viscous predictions are in
excellent agreement with CFD data, while the inviscid ones are overpredicted as expected. From
the figures, it is seen that viscous simulations underpredict the tangential force near the blade
tip region at the higher wind speed case, 10 ms−1, although a better agreement is obtained at
6ms−1.
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Figure 10: (a) Normal and (b) tangential forces on the NREL 5MW blades. Viscous and inviscid
MIRAS and Navier-Stokes EllipSys3D simulations for 6ms−1.
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Figure 11: (a) Normal and (b) tangential forces on the NREL 5MW blades. Viscous and inviscid
MIRAS and Navier-Stokes EllipSys3D simulations for 10ms−1.
4 Conclusion
The MIRAS code, an unsteady three-dimensional panel method coupled with the integral
boundary layer solver Q3UIC has been presented and validated against experiments and CFD
simulations for three different wind turbine rotors.
Near wake axial velocities computed with MIRAS have been compared with hot-film mea-
surements for the DELFT model wind turbine obtaining a good agreement.
Computed axial, radial and tangential velocities have been validated against MEXICO PIV
measurements, as well as normal and tangential blade forces.
To conclude the study, MIRAS simulations of the virtual NREL 5 MW wind turbine have
been compared against Navier-Stokes simulations in terms of blade forces, obtaining an excel-
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lent agreement for the normal forces and a fairly good comparison for the tangential ones.
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ON THE GENERATION OF VORTICITY IN
ROTOR- AND DISC FLOWS
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ABSTRACT
Actuator disc and -line analyses as well as the momentum part of the Blade Element
Momentum models use a given force ﬁeld as input in ﬂow ﬁeld calculations. In most
other aerodynamic analyses the force ﬁeld is the output result instead of input. This
is done by applying boundary conditions at the lifting surface with which the ﬂow is
solved and the pressure at the surface, so the load, is determined. In this respect both
approaches are consistent, but appear to diﬀer with respect to the generation of vorticity.
In the lifting surface approach, usually Helmoltz’s laws are used to show that bound and
free vorticity is conserved, instead of being generated in the force ﬁeld approach. Besides
this, the question is discussed how a force ﬁeld creates vorticity in an inviscid ﬂow, since
many papers consider viscosity as the vorticity generating mechanism. It is shown that
both methods are consistent since Helmholtz’s laws are incorrectly referred to. These
laws have been derived in absence of non-conservative forces, while the surface pressure
distribution is shown to the equivalent of such a force ﬁeld. Furthermore a literature
study reveals that not viscosity but a tangential pressure gradient is responsible for
vorticity generation. This is consistent with the force ﬁeld approach.
A comparison of the convection of vorticity in the wake of a disc, rotor blade and
wing shows several characteristic diﬀerences. The linearised convection model for the
wing, the horse shoe vortex, cannot be applied for wings with small aspect ratio since
non-linear eﬀects in the tip vortex creation and convection become dominant. The force
ﬁeld based methods used in rotor aerodynamics do not account for such an eﬀect.
The paper provides some new ﬁndings but rather than being a research paper its
character is mainly reviewing, resolving some questions on vorticity generation by force
ﬁelds.
                         1 INTRODUCTION
Rotor aerodynamics is one of the few areas in aerodynamics where forces ﬁelds are used
as input in ﬂow calculations. In most other aerodynamic analyses the force ﬁeld is the
output instead of input. One of the reasons why force ﬁelds as input are not used anymore
is that usually they are not known in advance. Furthermore the kinematical method for
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which Lanchester, Prandtl and Joukowsky have laid the basis, has been shown to be very
powerfull. However, particularly in rotor aerodynamics the use of force ﬁelds has some
advantages. The force ﬁeld approach allows for much easier physical interpretation of
ﬂow problems, since the thrust, being the integrated load, is the main parameter deﬁning
ﬂow states. This holds for the classical actuator disc theory and the Blade Element
Momentum (BEM) methods but also for actuator line analyses where blade properties
are replaced by an assumed blade load in order to have a much lower computation time
compared to full CFD solutions. The question how to know the force ﬁelds in advance
is solved by either the deﬁnition of the problem (in actuator disc analyses: based on
physical arguments a load distribution is assumed, e.g. Sørensen, Shen, Munduate [24])
or by iteration with other methods (in actuator line and momentum anlyses: for a given
ﬂow ﬁeld the load is taken from a Blade Element calculation, which is used as force-input
in the calculation of an updated ﬂow ﬁeld, etcetera, e.g. Shen, Zhu, Sørensen [23]).
The kinematical approach (no force ﬁeld, boundary conditions at the lifting surface)
and the dynamical approach (prescribed force ﬁelds) are compatible, as shown by Prandtl
[20] for a wing and by van Kuik [11] for a rotor blade. However, a comparison of both
methods with respect to the generation and convection of vorticity is not yet available
while an important diﬀerence is observed, at ﬁrst sight. A force ﬁeld f is known to
generate vorticity when ∇ × f = 0 so when it is non-conservative. This is the case at
the edge of an actuator disc or at the tip of an actuator line: at these positions vorticity
is produced and trailed into the ﬂow. In the kinematical method the blade is the carrier
of bound vorticity, which continues as trailing vorticity. In other words: vorticity is
conserved instead of generated which is sometimes explained by Helmholtz’s laws for
vorticity conservation. The consistency of both methods with respect to the generation
of vorticity is the ﬁrst topic of this paper. Moreover the question is addressed how a
force ﬁeld can produce vorticity in an inviscid ﬂow, since many authors like Betz [3]
mention viscosity as the main source of vorticity.
A second topic is to compare the vortex scheme of a wing (the horse shoe vortex)
with the scheme of a rotating blade and an actuator disc. The horse shoe model is known
to be valid for slender wings only since non-linear eﬀects in the creation and convection
of the tip vortex become larger for short wings. The question is whether similar eﬀects
are important in rotor ﬂows.
The next section treats the equation of motion including force ﬁelds, after which the
convection of the vorticity is discussed in section 3, followed by a concluding section.
      2 GENERATION OF VORTICITY BY FORCE FIELDS
2.1 The equations of motion
The ﬂow is assumed to be incompressible, homogeneous, inviscid and isentropic. Fur-
thermore only steady ﬂows are discussed here so the Euler equation
(v · ∇)v =
1
ρ
(f −∇p) (1)
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is valid, with v being the velocity vector, ρ the ﬂow density and p the pressure, as well
as the continuity equation
∇ · v = 0. (2)
Rewriting (1) with the vector identity (v · ∇)v = ∇ (v.v) /2− v ×ω yields
f =∇H − ρv ×ω (3)
where H is the Bernoulli constant p+ ρ/2v · v and ω the vorticity.
The use of the force ﬁeld f is discussed in old text books and papers, like von Kármán
& Burgers [7]. Most modern textbooks pay some attention to the force term but at some
moment assume that f is conservative, like the gravity force ﬁeld. A conservative force
ﬁeld satisﬁes ∇× f = 0 or equivalently
f = −∇F (4)
where F , being the potential of f , can be considered as the associated potential energy,
Batchelor [2] p. 138/157. If∇F is supposed to be included in the pressure gradient∇p,
the force ﬁeld term is removed from the equation of motion.
Here the force ﬁeld term is retained explicitly. The force density f is conﬁned
to a limited volume V : force ﬁelds acting throughout space such as gravity ﬁelds are
excluded. The relation between the force density f , dimension Nm−3, and the surface
load F, Nm−2, is deﬁned by integration of f across the thickness ǫ
ǫ
fdx = F . (5)
In general, the force ﬁeld can have both components, non-conservative as well as a
conservative. A non-conservative force ﬁeld f is able to generate vorticity, as shown by
the curl of (3), see Saﬀman [22] p. 10-11
(v · ∇) ω =
1
ρ
∇× f + (ω · ∇)v (6)
The right hand side gives the change of vorticity due to the action of a force ﬁeld or due
to tilting and stretching of already existing vorticity ﬁlament expressed by (ω · ∇)v. If
S is any closed surface encompassing the ﬁnite volume V at which f is distributed, so
f = 0 at S, then Stokes’s theorem gives
V
∇× fdV =

S
f · ds = 0 (7)
with ds being the tangential surface vector. This shows that the net generation of
vorticity of any force ﬁeld f distributed at a volume V is zero. Locally the production of
vorticity can be non-zero since locally∇×f = 0, but this is accompanied by production
of an equal amount of vorticity with opposite sign somewhere else within V . This is
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the force-ﬁeld-based explanation of the fact that any lifting surface produces the same
amount of positive and negative vorticity.
Creation of vorticity implies that angular momentum is added to the ﬂow. The
angular- or moment of momentum balance is satisﬁed automatically when the Euler
equation is satisﬁed, as shown by Marshall [14] p. 50. However, an explicit relation
between this balance and force ﬁelds is not found in literature. In the appendix it is
shown that ∇× f expresses, in diﬀerential form, the torque applied to a ﬂuid element
and similarly (6) the balance of angular momentum. The analysis is restricted to 2D-
and 3D axisymmetric ﬂows without swirl.
A second diﬀerence between conservative and non-conservative forces regards the
conversion of power. For a steady ﬂow Batchelor [2], eq. 3.5.1, gives the expression for
the work done by a distribution of volume forces. Rewritten for inviscid isentropic ﬂow
this becomes
f · v = (v.∇)H. (8)
The contribution of a conservative force ﬁeld f c is found by substitution of (4) in (8)
resulting in (v.∇)(H + F) = 0 so (H + F) = constant. Batchelor [2], p. 158, inter-
pretes this as the total energy of a material element being constant for inviscid, steady,
isentropic ﬂows. Subtracting the contribution by f c from (8) gives for fnc, the non-
conservative load: fnc · v = (v.∇) (H +F). Integration on V yields, using Gauss’s
theorem 
V
fnc · vdV =

V
∇· (H +F)vdV =

S
(H +F) (v · en)dS (9)
with en as unit vector normal to S. It shows that the non-conservative force ﬁeld does
the work expressed as the ﬂux of H +F through surface S.
Summarizing, force ﬁelds in the Euler equation of motion may be distinguished in:
• conservative force ﬁelds which do not create vorticity nor do work. They
change the potential energy but conserve the total energy of ﬂuid elements,
• non-conservative force ﬁelds which create vorticity and perform work.
2.2 Consistency of the force ﬁeld- and lifting surface methods
Prandtl [20] showed that a distribution of normal forces acting on a translating lifting
surface modeled as a bound vortex sheet γ is equivalent to a pressure distribution at
that surface. In the appendix of van Kuik [11] a similar derivation is found for a rotating
blade. Usually the space occupied by a body is excluded from the ﬂow domain, with
appropriate boundary conditions like zero normal velocity applied at the surface. The
ﬂow and pressure around it are determined by solving ρ (v · ∇)v = −∇p resulting in
the pressure acting at the surface. In the force ﬁeld approach this exclusion of the body
volume is not made, but the surface is considered as the carrier of f that induces the
ﬂow ﬁeld according to (1). The surface is considered as a layer of inﬁnitely thin thickness
ǫ, at which f is distributed. After integration of (1) across ǫ the force term becomes F
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Figure 1: The rotor vortex model by Joukowski [6] and the wing model of Prandtl [20].
deﬁned by (5) with f behaving as a Direc delta function. Integration of the other terms
of (1) show that the convective term vanishes for ǫ→ 0 and the pressure term becomes a
pressure jump ∆p. In case the surface covers a lifting body with thickness, the pressure
p0 at the inside is constant, so the result is
F = en (p− p0) (10)
and
∇× F =∇× enp. (11)
This shows the equivalency of force ﬁeld and kinematical approaches. However, the
ability of force ﬁelds to generate vorticity seems to be in contrast to two observations
often found in literature, on the conservation of vorticity and on the mechanisms that
create vorticity.
2.3 The role of Helmholtz’s conservation laws
The ﬁrst observation regards the representation of a lifting surface by a bound vortex
which is continued in the ﬂow by two trailing vortices. For a rotor blade the combination
of the root vortex, blade-bound vortex and the tip vortex constitute a continuous vortex
system, as shown at the left of ﬁgure 1 copied from Joukowski [6]. This is to be considered
as the equivalent of the ’horse-shoe’ vortex of a wing as developed by Prandtl [20],
displayed at the right of ﬁgure 1. When the bound vortex Γ (J in the left part of ﬁgure
1) is assumed to be constant, the models of Prandtl and Joukowsky show a continuous
vortex line of uniform strength which is often explained by Helmholtz’s laws on vorticity
conservation, see e.g. Clancey [4], Katz & Plotkin [8] and Kundu [12]. However, Saﬀman
[22], p. 10, shows that Helmholtz’s vorticity conservation laws are not applicable, since
these have been derived assuming only conservative forces. Consistent with this Meyer
[17], p. 42, shows that Helmholtz’s laws are not applicable to bound vorticity. In
other words, Helmholtz’s laws cannot be used to explain the continuation of bound
vorticity in trailing vorticity. The correct kinematical explanation for the creation of
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trailing vorticity is well described by Lighthill [13] who uses Stokes’ theorem to show
that γtrailing = dΓbound/ds, s being the spanwise coordinate.
These considerations do not aﬀect the validity of the horse-shoe models of Prandtl
and Joukowsky but the physical explanation: these models should not be connected
to conservation of vorticity. Similarly this holds for Kelvin’s circulation theorem. The
circulation around any closed contour enclosing the bound or free vortices equals Γ, so
is conserved. However, this is not due to vorticity conservation since Kelvin’s theorem
is derived assuming only conservative forces with the contour being a material contour
convected with the ﬂow, see Saﬀman [22] §1.6. This is not the case for lifting surfaces,
since a material contour around the tip vortex was a circulation-free contour when it
was still upstream of the surface position. It is clear that the vorticity in the wake, once
created, satisﬁes Helmholtz’s laws or Kelvin’s theorem.
The conclusion for this ﬁrst observation is that a lifting surface generates vorticity
corresponding to the force ﬁeld approach. It satisﬁes the conservation of circulation,
although this is not based on Helmholtz’s laws or Kelvin’s theorem.
2.4 Creating vorticity in inviscid ﬂows
The second observation regards the role of viscosity in the generation of vorticity. Several
authors, e.g. Betz [3], mention viscosity as the main source of vorticity while the force
ﬁelds discussed here act in a non-viscous ﬂow. This is brought up for discussion by some
authors. Von Kármán & Burgers [7] and Saﬀman [22] treat the impulsive motion of
respectively a force ﬁeld and a body as a source of vorticity. With the equivalency of
the kinematical and dynamical method, both impulsive actions become the same. Von
Kármán & Burgers [7] also treat the continuous creation of vorticity for which∇×F = 0
is shown to be the requirement. Prandtl [21] published a class of 2D vortex sheet spirals
representing the vortex sheets emanating from a sharp trailing edge1. Batchelor [2],
section 5.14, distinguishes the generation of vorticity at solid boundaries with a no-slip
condition from the generation at a ’free surface’, deﬁned by the tangential surface tension
being zero: an impulsive moving solid boundary generates a sheet of (initially) inﬁnite
vorticity, a free surface requires a non-zero jump in velocity derivatives and generates
a ﬁnite vorticity. Morton [18] presents a comprehensive treatment on the generation of
vorticity and the role of viscosity herein. He covers the mechanisms discussed above,
concluding that viscosity is responsible for diﬀusion of vorticity but not for the generation
of it. The tangential pressure gradient at the surface creates vorticity, by which this is
possible in inviscid ﬂows. This is in line with (11) showing that ∇× F = 0 is identical
to ∇× enp = 0 being the necessary condition for the creation on new vorticity.
1Van Kuik [10] published a diﬀerent interpretation of this class of spirals, showing that these are
deﬁned at a multi-valued Riemann surface and cannot represent a 2D vortex sheet.
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                 3 CONVECTION OF VORTICITY
3.1 In actuator disc ﬂows
For the actuator disc ﬂow treated in this paper, the force and ﬂow ﬁeld are assumed
to be axisymmetric, so all azimuthal derivatives are zero. The cylindrical coordinate
system (x, r, ϕ) is used with the disc centreline coinciding with the positive x-axis and
with e denoting the unit vector with an appropriate index, see ﬁgure 2. This gives the
following expression for the vorticity ω
ω = ex
∂(rvϕ)
r∂r
− er
∂vϕ
∂x
+ eϕ

∂vr
∂x
−
∂vx
∂r

. (12)
Once generated, vorticity is convected with the ﬂow v and is subject to stretching and
tilting, described by (ω · ∇)v. In the wake f = 0 so the azimuthal component of (6)
becomes
(v · ∇)ωϕ = (ω · ∇) vϕ − ωr
vϕ
r
+ ωϕ
vr
r
(13)
By substitution of the axial and radial components of (12) (ω · ∇) vϕ = ωx∂vϕ/∂x +
ωr∂vϕ/∂r = −ωrvϕ/r is obtained, so
(v · ∇)ωϕ = −2ωr
vϕ
r
+ ωϕ
vr
r
. (14)
According to Darmofal [1] the ﬁrst term at the right hand side describes the change
of azimuthal vorticity due to tilting of radial vorticity. The second term describes the
stretching of vorticity, also described by Saﬀman [22], p. 14. Further simpliﬁcation of
(14) is achieved by substitution of vrωϕ = (vϕ −Ωr)ωr being the condition for a force
free wake as shown by van Kuik [11]
(v · ∇)ωϕ = − (vϕ +Ωr)ωr (15)
Equation (15) shows that ωr depends on the convection of ωϕ, so may be considered as
a dependent component of ω. Both other components have a more characteristic role.
The role of ωx becomes clear by considering the wake circulation Γ = 2πrvϕ. Using
Stokes’s theorem this becomes
ωx =
1
2π
∂Γ
r∂r
. (16)
Across the disc the azimuthal velocity increases by ∆vϕ, so the disc contains bound
vorticity γr,disc = −∆vϕ. Substitution in (16) gives
ωx = −
d(rγr,disc)
rdr
. (17)
If it is assumed that rγr,disc = constant for 0 ≤ r ≤ Rdisc, then the vorticity is con-
centrated in the root vortex and wake boundary. Integration of (16) and (17) then
gives
Γaxis = −2πrγx, wake boundary = −rγr,disc. (18)
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Figure 2: The vorticity system of an actuator disc with rγr,disc = constant and ﬁnite Ω.
Figure 2 shows the decomposition of the wake vorticity. The centreline vorticity, the disc
bound vorticity and the axial wake boundary vorticity constitute a system of connected
vortex lines of equal (integrated) strength satisfying conservation of circulation. This
vortex system induces the swirl in the wake, which is a measure for the work done by
the force ﬁeld as discussed by van Kuik [11].
The azimuthal vorticity is determined by the azimuthal component of the vorticity
production and transport equation (6). The azimuthal vorticity may be considered to
consist of a distribution of vortex rings. A vortex ring is a potential ﬂow element:
when added to a ﬂow, the ﬂow itself will change but all conservation laws are satisﬁed
automatically. From a ﬂuid dynamic point of view a consistent ﬂow will result when
azimuthal vorticity is added or removed, which is not possible for the axial and radial
vorticity. For rotor ﬂows, discussed in the next section, this property of the azimuthal
wake vorticity is absent. A limit transition from rotor wake vorticity to disc wake
vorticity, as done in van Kuik [11] for the force ﬁeld itself, should give insight in this
change of properties.
3.2 In rotor ﬂows
Figure 1 shows the vortex models of Joukowsky for a two-bladed rotor and of Prandtl
for a wing. Comparison with models as shown in ﬁgure 3 show the simpliﬁcations of
the early models: Joukowsky kept the wake radius R as well as the pitch θ of the wake
spirals constant, ∆r = 0 and ∆x = Rϕ tan θ, while Prandtl assumes zero inboard and
downward movement of the tip vortices, ∆x = ∆y = 0. These assumptions generally
have little impact, and make a linear analysis possible resulting in an easy calculation
of the ﬂow.
Several characteristic diﬀerences between the rotor- and wing model are observed.
First is that ∆x = 0 in the rotor model while ∆x = 0 in the blade model. Converted
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Figure 3: Details of the vortices trailing from a rotor blade in hover and a wing.
to the components of the vorticity, this implies that Γx,axis = −Γx,r=R = Γblade for
a rotor blade, while Γx,tipvortices = 0 for a wing. The axial vorticity in the rotor wake
determines the swirl in the wake which in turn deﬁnes the converted power of rotors with
ﬁnite rotational speed, see van Kuik [11]. In other words: the vorticity component that
is least important for a wing is essential for a rotor. Another diﬀerence is the parameter
that indicates when the linear models are not applicable any more. For the wing this
is the aspect ratio AR = span/chord. Küchemann [9], section 4.6, shows that for very
small AR the lift becomes quadratic in the angle of attack since the tipvortices aﬀect the
ﬂow along the entire span instead as∆x and∆y become large at and immediately behind
the wing. For rotor blades the deﬁnition of AR is not meaningful but the tip-eﬀect is.
The spanwise position of maximum blade circulation is close to the tip so knowledge
on the creation and convection of the tip vortex may be necessary to accurately assess
the blade load. Experiments have shown that the tip shape has impact on the load, see
e.g. Gray e.a. [5]. Micallef, [15] and [16], measured at two wind turbine model rotors
an inboard motion of the tip vortex before the wake expands. None of the force based
methods take this phenomenon into account.
                           4 CONCLUSIONS
• The representation of a lifting surface by a force ﬁeld is consistent with the more
common method of applying boundary conditions at the surface after which the
ﬂow- and pressure ﬁeld is solved. The disadvantage of the force ﬁeld method is
that the force ﬁeld needs to be known in advance.
• The pressure distribution at any lifting surface of ﬁnite dimensions is, when rep-
resented as a force ﬁeld, non-conservative.
• The non-conservative part of a force ﬁeld generates vorticity. It is shown that this
mechanism is identical to the local balance of moment of momentum, and is driven
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by pressure gradients, not by viscosity.
• The apparent contradiction of a lifting surface that creates vorticity by its force
ﬁeld and the same surface that satisﬁes Helmholtz’s laws for the conservation of
vorticity by representing it as bound vorticity, is non-existent. The continuation of
bound vorticity into trailing vorticity of equal strength ﬁnds no basis in Helmholtz’s
laws, since these have been derived in absence of non-conservative forces.
• The azimuthal vorticity in actuator disc ﬂows has the property, not present in wing
and rotor ﬂows, that it does not depend on vorticity conservation in the wake.
• The force ﬁeld based methods used in rotor aerodynamics do not account for non-
linear eﬀects in the tip vortex creation and convection.
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           Appendix: Balance of angular momentum
This appendix is restricted to 2-D ﬂows and 3-D axisymmetric ﬂows without swirl. The
curl of the Euler equation (3) gives
1
ρ
∇× f = −∇× (v ×ω) . (19)
In the meridian plane a circle C is deﬁned with polar coordinates (ξ, θ), enclosing area
A. Integration of (19) on A shows, using Stokes’ theorem
1
ρ

C
f·dc = −

C
(v × ω) · dc =

C
vξωϕξdθ (20)
where dc is tangent to C. Using ωϕ = ∂ (ξvθ) / (ξ∂ξ)− ∂vξ/ (ξ∂θ) and

vξ∂vξ = 0 (20)
becomes
1
ρ

C
f ·dc =

C
vξ
∂ (ξvθ)
∂ξ
dθ (21)
=

C

∂ (ξvθvξ)
ξ∂ξ
− vθ
∂vξ
∂ξ

ξdθ (22)
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Multiplication of (22) by ξ∗ and integration for 0 ≤ ξ∗ ≤ ξ gives the torque q about the
centre of C exerted by the force ﬁeld f within C
1
ρ
q =
ξ
0
ξ∗

C
f · dc dξ∗ =
ξ
0

C
(d (ξ∗vθvξ)− vθξ
∗dvξ) ξ
∗dθ
=
ξ
0

C
d

ξ∗2vθvξ

dθ −
ξ
0

C
ξ∗vθd (vξξ
∗)dθ (23)
The second integral is evaluated with the continuity equation (2) converted to the (ξ, θ)
coordinate system
∂vx
∂x
+
∂ (rvr)
r∂r
=
∂vx
∂x
+
∂vr
∂r
+
vr
r
=
∂ (ξvξ)
ξ∗∂ξ∗
+
∂vθ
ξ∗∂θ
+
vr
r
= 0 (24)
by which
ξ
0

C
ξ∗vθd (vξξ
∗) dθ = −
ξ
0

C
ξ∗vθdvθdξ
∗ −
ξ
0

C
vθ
vr
r
ξ
∗
2dξ∗dθ
= −
ξ
0

C
vθ
vr
r
ξ∗2dξ∗dθ (25)
so q is
q = ρ
ξ
0

C
d

ξ∗2vθvξ

dθ + ρ
ξ
0

C
vθ
vr
r
ξ∗2dξ∗dθ
= ρ

C
ξvθvξdC + ρ

A
ξ∗vθ
vr
r
dA (26)
This is the balance of angular momentum with control surface C. The ﬁrst term at the
right hand side gives the 2-D balance in which the torque equals the increase of angular
momentum, being the mass transport ρvξ having an angular momentum ξvθ integrated
along the contour C. The second term gives the change of angular momentum ξ∗vθ as a
consequence of the vorticity stretching (see the last term at the right hand side of (14).
This shows that (19) indeed is the balance of angular momentum in diﬀerential form.
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ABSTRACT 
We present experimental results concerning the pairing instability in systems of one and two helical 
vortices. The vortices are generated in a water channel using carefully designed one- and two-bladed 
rotors. Different modes of local (along the azimuth of the helix) and uniform pairing are triggered by 
suitable modulations of the rotor motion. The resulting vortex deformations are visualized, and their 
growth rate is determined. Comparison with theoretical predictions for local and global pairing in 
spatially uniform helices shows very good agreement, indicating that the pairing dynamics of a given 
vortex segment involve only the nearest neighbours.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The stability properties of helical vortices are of interest for applications such as wind turbine and 
helicopter wakes. In the former, they contribute to the transition from an organized vortex system to a 
turbulent wake behind the rotor, and in the latter they may be related to the inception of the so-called 
Vortex Ring State of the wake of a helicopter in steep descent [1,2]. In this work, we consider the 
particular instability that leads to vortex pairing, for which previous experimental [3,4] and numerical 
[5] studies have shown that it plays an important role in rotor wakes. 
Vortex pairing is a process occurring in (infinite) arrays of identical concentrated vortices, whereby 
small perturbations of their initially equidistant positions are amplified in a way that neighbouring 
vortices approach each other and group in pairs. Lamb [6] has analysed the stability of single and 
double rows of point vortices in two dimensions, representing straight parallel vortex filaments in 
three dimensions. If one defines a non-dimensional growth rate σ* = σ (2h2/Γ) of the pairing 
instability, where σ is the dimensional growth rate, and Γ and h the circulation and spacing of the 
vortices, one finds σ* = π/2 for both cases. Two-dimensional pairing occurs, e.g., in shear layers, as a 
secondary instability of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [7]. It is distinct from merging of two vortex 
cores of like-signed vorticity into a single one, which happens when the two initial vortices come 
sufficiently close to each other (see, e.g., [8]). Merging may take place during the late stages of the 
pairing instability in arrays of real (distributed) vortices. 
Systems of helical vortices, such as those found in the wake of a rotor, present locally arrays of 
identical curved (and slightly twisted) vortices, which are expected to exhibit the pairing instability. 
The simplest system consists in a single helical vortex filament, characterised by its circulation Γ and 
core radius a, as well as the helix radius R and pitch h (fig. 1a). In the frame of reference where the 
fluid at infinity has no velocity in the direction of the helix axis, the fluid inside the helix moves at a 
speed of the order of Γ/h, and the helix itself moves with a velocity of roughly half this value (Γ/2h). 
The latter velocity and h are used here for non-dimensionalisation, which leads to the expression for 
the non-dimensional growth rate σ* given above. 
For small pitch (h ≪ R), the helix geometry is locally very similar to that of an array of axisymmetric 
vortex rings. Levy & Forsdyke [9] have treated analytically the stability of such a system with respect 
to pairing of neighbouring vortex rings. The growth rate now depends also on the core size a, since it 
influences the self-induced velocity of the curved vortices For small separation/pitch (h ≪ R) and 
small core size (a ≪ R), which includes most configurations relevant for applications, the growth rate 
approaches the value π/2. 
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The stability of a genuinely helical vortex filament with respect to displacement perturbations was 
studied by Widnall [10] and subsequently by Fukumoto & Miyazaki [11] (a much earlier study by 
Levy & Forsdyke [12] of the same configuration was shown to be erroneous). For small h and a, 
various unstable modes are found at different wavelengths, all characterised by an out-of-phase 
displacement of successive helix turns leading to “local” vortex pairing, with growth rates again near 
σ* = π/2.  
Finally, Okulov & Sørensen [13] have considered systems of more than one helix, and including also a 
central “hub” vortex (see fig. 1b), which are more representative of realistic rotor wakes. Unstable 
perturbations involve azimuthally uniform displacements for each helix, leading therefore to a 
“global” pairing of the vortex filaments.  
In the present study, we investigate experimentally, under carefully controlled conditions, the stability 
of single and double helical vortices with respect to the pairing mechanism. These vortex systems are 
spatially evolving, since they are generated by rotors in a water channel. The results concerning 
unstable modes and their growth rates will be compared to theoretical predictions, in particular those 
of Widnall [10] and Okulov & Sørensen [13], even though the latter concern spatially uniform, 
temporally evolving configurations.  
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Experiments were carried out in a recirculating free-surface water channel with a test section of 
dimensions 38 cm × 50 cm × 150 cm (length). The vortex system was generated near the test section 
entry by a single- or double-bladed rotor mounted on a shaft and driven by a computer-controlled 
stepper motor outside the test section using a belt (fig. 2a). The rotor blade geometry (fig. 2b) is based 
on the low-Reynolds number airfoil A18 by Selig et al. [14], with chord and twist distributions 
designed to operate in the wind turbine regime and produce a constant radial circulation distribution 
(Joukowsky rotor, see e.g. [15]) over the outer 75% of the span, in order to generate a highly 
concentrated tip vortex. The rotors have a radius Ro = 80 mm and a tip chord c = 10 mm. They are 
rotated at 5-6 Hz and placed in a uniform flow with a free stream velocity U ranging from 35 to 45 
cm/s, which leads to tip speed ratios λ = 2πfRo/U in the range 5 < λ < 9. The tip chord Reynolds 
number is of order 3×104, and the one based on the vortex circulation is Re = Γ/ν ~ 104 (ν: kinematic 
viscosity). The vortex structures are visualized using fluorescent dye illuminated by the light of an 
argon ion laser. The dye is either washed off the blade tip or injected at a fixed location near the blade 
tip trajectory. Quantitative measurements were carried out using two-component Particle Image 
Velocimetry [16] in planes containing the helix axes (e.g., fig. 4a). In the following, polar coordinates 
(r,θ,z) are used, with the origin at the centre of the rotor disk, and z pointing downstream.  
 
(a)     (b)  
Fig. 1: Schematics of the vortex systems considered in this study, including the relevant parameters. 
(a) Single helical vortex; (b) double helix, showing also the central vortex (hub vortex) for the case of 
a rotor wake. 
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3. HELICAL VORTICES 
Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) show the helical vortices produced by the one- and two-bladed rotors for the 
present set of conditions; they are regular and almost unperturbed for about 10 helix turns. The 
separation distance h between successive helix loops (equal to the helix pitch divided by the number of 
helices) is between 3 and 4 cm. Dye injection at a fixed location near the blade tip trajectory (fig. 3b) 
reveals the presence of a strong flow inside the core along the vortex axis. The dye pattern visualises 
the corresponding axial velocity profile and allows an estimate of the peak velocity Va and the vortex 
core diameter 2a (width of the profile at 1/e of its maximum).  
A typical distribution of azimuthal (with respect to the helix) vorticity in the r-z plane of the single-
helix flow can be seen in fig. 4(a). It was obtained by averaging 100 instantaneous fields recorded at 
the same phase of the rotor motion. The cross sections of the helical blade tip vortex, as well as the 
  
(a)                   (b) 
Fig. 2: (a) Side view of the water channel test section, showing the set-up used to generate a single 
helical vortex. (b) Geometries of the single- and double bladed rotors (Ro = 8 cm). 
     (a)   (b)  
     (c)  
Fig. 3: Visualisation of the unperturbed helical vortices. The rotors are on the left; flow is from left to 
right. One-bladed rotor: (a) dye washed off the blade tip; (b) dye injected at a fixed position near the 
edge of the rotor disk. (c) Two-bladed rotor. 
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opposite-signed blade root (hub) vortex, are clearly seen. Due to the presence of the shaft, the root 
vortex takes on a helical shape as well. The shaft “boundary layer” can also be identified. Fig. 4(b) 
shows the azimuthally (with respect to the vortex) averaged velocity profile of the blade tip vortex, 
from which the core size parameter amax can be found.  
The combination of dye visualisations and PIV measurements allows a precise determination of the 
properties of the helical vortex systems. The parameter values for the two reference configurations 
considered in this paper (single and double helix) are summarised in table 1. 
 
 R/amax h/amax Re λ 2πamaxVa /Γ 
Single helix (1-bladed rotor) 27 15 10830 8.4 0.57 
Double helix (2-bladed rotor) 37 17   9100 5.5 0.60 
Table 1: Non-dimensional parameters characterising the reference configurations of the present study. 
2πamaxVa /Γ represents an inverse swirl parameter. 
4. PAIRING INSTABILITY 
Pairing of neighbouring helix loops was then induced in two ways. The first is a controlled variation of 
the blade rotation (details are given in [17]), leading to periodic streamwise displacement perturbations 
of the single helix. The modified helix geometry can be expressed as: 
 z/h = θ/2π +A cos(kθ), (1) 
with normalized azimuthal wave numbers k = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, and a relative displacement amplitude 
A. This choice results in an opposite streamwise displacement, varying in the azimuthal direction, of 
successive loops of the vortex. According to the stability analysis of Widnall [10], these perturbations 
are unstable. Experimental visualizations of these cases are shown in fig. 5. Maximum displacement 
occurs at 2k locations around the azimuth (always including the top), triggering local pairing there. A 
grouping and ‘swapping’ of successive loops is observed, as the helix moves downstream. The 
azimuthal variation of the pairing results in a complicated three-dimensional vortex structure, but no 
merging or breakdown to small-scale structures is seen. Fig. 6(a) shows local pairing for the double 
helix, obtained by a perturbation with k = 1. 
   
       (a)                             (b) 
Fig. 4: Determination of vortex properties from PIV measurements. (a) Phase-averaged vorticity field 
in the r-z plane (Re = 10800; unit of vorticity: 1/s). (b) Mean azimuthal velocity of the vortex inside 
the circle in (a).  
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The second method of perturbation, applicable only to the double helix, consists in slightly off-
centring the two-bladed rotor, which leads to a radial displacement of the two vortices in opposite 
directions. In this case, pairing develops uniformly at all azimuthal positions (fig. 6b), resulting again 
in a swapping of vortex loops at later stages, without merging or breakdown. The initial stages 
correspond qualitatively to the theoretical prediction that can be derived for this configuration from the 
stability analysis by Okulov & Sørensen [13]. 
It is possible to determine the growth rate of the deformations of the helical vortices leading to local or 
uniform pairing. A first method uses video recordings of dye visualizations which contain sequences 
of unperturbed and perturbed flow in the same run. Through a semi-automated process, one can 
measure the average unperturbed and perturbed positions of, e.g., the uppermost portions of the helix, 
and calculate their separation as function of downstream distance, which is equivalent to time. This is 
illustrated in the schematic in fig. 6(b), with an example measurement shown in fig. 7(a). One 
 (a)   (b)  
 (c)   (d)  
Fig. 5: Dye visualization of “local” pairing in a single helical vortex for various wavenumbers.  
(a) k = 1/2; (b) k = 3/2; (c) k = 5/2; (d) k = 7/2. 
                    (a)   
                    (b)   
             Fig. 6: (a) Local pairing with k = 1, and (b) uniform pairing in a double helix. 
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observes indeed a certain time interval over which the increase in the displacement distance varies 
exponentially. A second method uses only visualisation sequences of perturbed vortex systems. It was 
found and confirmed by Direct Numerical Simulation [17] that a combination of separation distances 
between successive vortices in a perturbed helix (fig. 7c,d) also grows exponentially, with the linear 
growth rate of the pairing instability. This somewhat surprising feature allows a growth rate 
measurement without the necessity of correlating distinct video sequences, and in practice one also 
reaches much higher amplitudes, as illustrated in fig. 8. Both methods give essentially the same result. 
(The instability of a counter-rotating vortex pair, the Crow instability, is another example where a 
suitably chosen amplitude grows exponentially with the linear growth rate, well into the non-linear 
regime [18].)  
 
 
 
 
 
   
 (a)   (b) 
   
 (c)    (d) 
Fig. 7: Schematics and parameters used for the determination of the perturbation amplitude from dye 
visualization video sequences. (a) Unperturbed vortex array; (b) vortex displacements d1 and d2 from 
unperturbed positions; (3) distances d12 and d23 between consecutive vortices; (d) visualization 
example with a vortex triplet whose positions are tracked in time. 
 
    
(a)      (b) 
Fig. 8: Examples of growth rate measurements from the temporal evolution of the amplitudes defined 
in fig. 4, for the case of a singe helix and a perturbation with k = 3/2. (a) Method 1, using the distance 
between mean unperturbed and mean perturbed positions; (b) method 2, using the distances between 
successive vortex loops (results shown for 5 vortex triplets in the same run). 
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Growth rate measurements were carried out, using both methods, for the cases of local and uniform 
pairing shown in figs. 5 and 6. When comparing the experimental results to the corresponding 
theoretical predictions by Widnall [10] and Okulov & Sørensen [13], one has to keep in mind that the 
latter have considered helical vortex filaments of Rankine type (constant vorticity in the core) and 
without axial flow, whereas in the experiments, the vortices have a more distributed, smooth vorticity 
profile and a strong axial velocity inside the core (fig. 3b). We here use the concept of “equivalent 
core size”, introduced by Widnall et al. [19], which allows to calculate, for a vortex with arbitrary 
(axisymmetric) velocity profiles, the radius ae of a Rankine vortex without axial flow having the same 
self-induced dynamics. Fig. 9 shows the experimentally measured growth rates for local and uniform 
pairing, together with the relevant theoretical predictions. Although the parameters are not exactly the 
same for local pairing (fig. 9a), the values of the growth rates, as well as the wavenumber trend, are in 
excellent agreement. (It was not possible to determine any reliable growth rate experimentally for the 
very complex mode with k = 7/2.) The same agreement is found for uniform pairing (fig. 9b), for 
which a theoretical prediction with exactly the same parameters as in the experiment could be 
obtained.  
5. CONCLUSION 
The dynamics and stability of helical vortices represent an interesting fundamental topic in vortex 
dynamics, and they are also relevant for a number of practical applications, in particular those 
involving flow around rotors. One mechanism of instability comprises vortex pairing, a phenomenon 
known from shear layer dynamics. In this study we have experimentally observed and analysed in 
detail the pairing instability in the wake of one- and two-bladed rotors. In a single helical vortex, 
pairing can only occur locally along the azimuth, and a number of different instability wavelengths 
were seen. A double helix may exhibit uniform pairing, whereby each helix moves as a whole. The 
growth rates of the various instability modes were determined from dye visualisation sequences and 
compared to previous theoretical predictions, showing very good agreement. The fact that the 
experimental results for spatially evolving helical vortices agree so well with those predicted for 
spatially uniform vortices, seems to indicate that the pairing dynamics of a given vortex only involves 
a few nearest neighbours. It shows that the pairing instability in the wake of a rotor is indeed a 
    
(a)      (b) 
Fig. 9: Growth rates of the pairing instability: comparison between experiment (symbols, Re=O(104)) 
and theory (lines, inviscid). (a) Local pairing of a single helix: experiment with ae/R = 0.06 and 
h/R = 0.56; theoretical result by Widnall [10] for ae/R = 0.1 and h/R = 0.63. (b) Uniform pairing of a 
double helix: experiment with ae/R = 0.07 and; theoretical result by Okulov & Sørensen [13] for the 
same core size and perturbation mode. Dotted lines correspond to σ* = π/2. 
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convective process, and that one can deduce the spatial evolution from the temporal one via the vortex 
convection speed.  
Further work on this topic includes the experimental study of more general pairing scenarios: pairing 
of three or more successive loops, in-phase perturbations of neighbouring vortices, local pairing of 
multiple helices. On the theoretical side, predictions for local pairing of multiple helices, or for 
spatially evolving  helical vortices, are not available so far.  
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ABSTRACT
We performed computations with the aeroelastic wind turbine code HAWC2 for the 2.3 NM80
wind turbine in free inflow conditions and in a full wake situation. The added turbulence in
the wake flow is modelled with a dynamic wake meandering model. The computations were
validated against measurements made during the DAN-AERO MW project. In this project a
NM80 wind turbine situated in a small wind farm consisting of 8 turbines was equipped with
inflow sensors and pressure tabs along the blade at 4 different radial sections. The inflow velocity
and angle towards the blade as well as the normal force were in good agreement in measurement
and computation. We applied an ideal flap control algorithm and investigated the fatigue load
reduction potential for the blade normal force. The relative fatigue load reduction was the same
in free flow condition and in wake operation, but the absolute value of the fatigue loads was
higher in wake operation.
1 Introduction
Wind turbines placed in wind farms often operate in the wake of adjacent wind turbines. The
wake flow creates turbulence which interacts with the atmospheric turbulence. Hence, the overall
inflow turbulence level is increased. It is anticipated that such an operational condition leads
also to an increase of the cyclic loads on the blade which cause fatigue damage. It is very much
desired to decrease those loads.
In the DAN-AERO MW project [1] a 2.3MW NM80 wind turbine situated in a small wind farm
consisting of 8 turbines was heavily equipped with sensors to measure inflow characteristics
and blade loads. During the campaign the turbine operated in free inflow conditions as well
as in wake situations. We evaluated the spectral characteristics of the inflow velocity and the
blade normal force. The data set shows how those characteristics are changed by the wake. It is
also used to validate the Dynamic Wake Meandering (DWM) [2], [3] model which was recently
implemented in the aero-elastic code HAWC2 [4] and validated against full scale measurements
[5]. This model describes in a simple and computationally effective way how the wake of a wind
turbine increases the turbulence level of the atmospheric flow.
It was demonstrated that trailing edge flaps in combination with inflow measurements on the
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blade are an effective measure to alleviate fatigue loads [6]. An ideal feed forward control
algorithm using the measured relative velocity and angle of attack at a blade section to control
the normal force was developed. In this paper the fatigue load reduction potential of trailing
edge flaps for wind turbines operating in wake situations is demonstrated.
2 Methods
2.1 DAN AERO measurements
The measurements presented in this paper were carried out in the DAN-AERO MW project,
funded by the Danish Energy Research programme EFP-2007 under contract Journal no. 33033-
0074. The project was carried out in the period from March 2007 to December 2009 in corpo-
ration between Risø DTU, now DTU Wind Energy, and the companies LM Wind Power, Vestas
Wind Systems, Siemens Wind Power and DONG Energy. More details of the experiment are
presented in [1].
One blade of a NEG-Micon NM80 turbine was heavily equipped with measurement sensors.
The three bladed turbine has a rotor diameter of 80m and the hub height is 57m, the rated power
is 2.3MW. The blade contained among other sensors pressure tabs at radial position r=13m, 19m,
30m and 37m and four five-hole pitot tubes at radial position r=14.5m, 20.3m, 31m and 36m,
figure 1.
Figure 1: The blade of the NM80 turbine equipped with measurement devices.
The turbine was placed in a small wind farm of 8 turbines at Tjæreborg Enge, about 1km away
from the west coast of Jutland, Denmark, figure 2. The other turbines in the wind farm are of
the same type. The nearest turbine was at a distance of 253m away from the NM80, the one
furthest away at a distance of 884m. Calculations were made in [7] to predict for which wind
directions the NM80 operates in the wake of another turbine and how much of the swept area
of the rotor is influenced. The calculations were based on geometrical considerations and wake
diameter variations depending on the induction. Our choice of free inflow and full wake cases
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(a) Location in Denmark (b) Wind Farm
Figure 2: Map of the wind farm in Tjæreborg Enge. NM80: NM80 turbine, WT: wind turbine,
MM: meteorological mast.
was based on those calculations.
A meteorological mast was situated about half way between the two turbines southwest of the
NM80. The mast was equipped with cup anemometers and wind vanes at a height of 17m,
28.5m, 41m, 57m, 77m and 93m to provide wind speed and direction measurements. Addition-
ally there were 3 sonic anemometers at altitude 17m, 57m and 93m. They provided measure-
ments of the three components of the wind vector. Those sensors are suitable to provide the
turbulence intensity of the inflow.
2.2 Aero-elastic model
The simulations in this work were performed with the aero-elastic code for horizontal axis wind
turbines HAWC2 [4]. The code was developed at DTU wind energy over more than 10 years.
The structural part of the code is based on a multibody formulation. Arbitrary large rotation
of the bodies can be handled. The bodies are assembled of Timoshenko beam elements. The
aerodynamic model is based on the classic blade element momentum theory. But the theory was
extended to include the effects of dynamic, skewed and sheared inflow as well as large deflec-
tions and dynamic stall of the blades. The code can simulate trailing edge flaps on the blade.
The dynamic wake meandering model (DWM) is an essential part of this work. The theoretical
background of this model is described in [2], the implementation in the HAWC2 code and tuning
of the model parameters in [3]. The DWM adds the turbulence generated by the wake of another
turbine linearly to the ambient inflow turbulence. The wake generated turbulence consists of two
parts, the meandering of the velocity deficit driven by the large turbulence scales in the atmo-
spheric flow and the small scale wake added turbulence generated by the sheared velocity profile
in the wake and the shed blade bound vorticity.
The flow conditions as experienced during the measurements were described as closely as pos-
sible in the simulations, i.e. the wind velocity profile and the inflow turbulence intensity were
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adjusted to match the measured ten minutes average. Inflow turbulence is described by the Mann
turbulence model [8]. The structural model for HAWC2 of the NM80 turbine is described in [9].
The operational conditions of the NM80 turbine, i.e. the rotational speed of the rotor and the
pitch angle setting, were monitored as well in the experiment and matched in the computations.
Note that the turbine operated with constant rotational speed.
2.3 Fatigue Load Calculation
The equivalent fatigue load range number Seq and the corresponding number of load range oc-
currences neq are defined according to the classical theory of Palmgren-Miner and Wo¨hler. It
was derived in [10] and is given by
Seq =
(
∑niSmi
neq
)1/m
. (1)
The set of fatigue load ranges Si and their number of occurrence ni for a given load time trace are
calculated with the Rainflow counting algorithm [11]. The Wo¨hler exponent m is a parameter
describing the characteristic of the specific material. For wind turbine blades a value of m = 10
is normally used.
The equivalent fatigue load range number Seq gives the range of a periodic load which causes the
same fatigue damage as the set of fatigue load ranges Si, ni when occurring neq times. If we have
a load time trace of of 600s duration and set neq = 600, the equivalent fatigue load range number
can be interpreted as a sinusoidal load fluctuation with a frequency of 1Hz and we denote it with
S1.
3 Results
3.1 Inflow Conditions
The data base of the measurements in the DAN AERO project [1] contained two 10 minute mea-
surement series with very similar inflow condition in terms of wind speed, shear and turbulence
intensity, but the wind coming from very different direction, table 1. The flow conditions of
wake situation free inflow situation
21/07/2009 13:10 19/08/2009 12:30
wind speed at hub [m/s] 7.05 7.21
turbulence intensity at hub [%] 9 7
shear exponent [-] 0.09 0.15
wind direction at hub [deg] 256 161
Table 1: Wind conditions measured by the met mast.
the July measurement resulted in a situation where the NM80 turbine operates in the wake of
turbine 1. The wake shadow coverage was estimated with the method described above, figure
3. According to the computation, 96% of the rotor area is in the wake shadow of the upstream
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(a) Top view. (b) Rotor view.
Figure 3: Wake shadow for measurement on July 21st, 2009, 13:10.
turbine. Turbine 1 is at a distance of 448m away from the NM80 turbine. This corresponds to
5.6 times the rotor diameter.
In the august measurement the flow comes from a direction so that the turbine operates in free
flow conditions, figure 4. The corridor for free flow conditions is very wide for this specific
(a) Top view. (b) Rotor view.
Figure 4: Wake shadow for measurement on August 19th, 2009, 12:30.
range of wind directions. Even though there is an uncertainty in the wake prediction method, in
this situation wake interaction is very unlikely.
3.2 Spectral Analysis of Inflow and Blade Normal Force
The spectral characteristics of the inflow to the blade is changed if the turbine operates in wake.
We compare the measured and computed inflow characteristics for two blade sections, approx-
imately r=20m and r=31m, in figure 5 and 6. Note that the exact measurement position and
the computational node do not exactly coincide. All the spectra are characterized by peaks at
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Figure 6: PSD of the inflow angle.
multiples of the rotational frequency of the rotor. At the inner rotor position we observe higher
spectral levels of the inflow velocity and inflow angle when the turbine operates in wake situa-
tion. For free inflow conditions the agreement between measured and computed inflow velocity
spectrum is excellent. In full wake situation minor differences occur. The characteristic peak at
1 times the rotational frequency is broader in the measurement. For high frequencies the com-
putation gives higher levels than the measurement. For the inflow angle the difference between
measurement and computation are more significant. The size of the peak at a frequency equal to
the rotational frequency is well predicted by the computation in both cases. But in the case of
free inflow the spectral level of the computations is higher than the one of the measurements for
higher frequencies. In wake situation the level for higher frequencies is overestimated, but the
amplitude of the characteristic peaks is underestimated.
At the outer rotor position, the measured inflow velocity shows much higher turbulence levels
as the computed one in both cases. In full wake situation the spectral peak corresponding to the
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rotational frequency is broader in the measurement than in the computation. For the inflow angle
the situation is reversed. The results of the computation have higher spectral levels. In full wake
situation the width of the peak at the rotational frequency is broader in the computation than in
the measurement.
The normal sectional blade force is displayed in figure 7. The agreement between measurement
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Figure 7: PSD of the blade normal force.
and computation at both radial positions is excellent in free flow conditions. In full wake situa-
tion the level of the spectrum is higher than the level in free flow conditions. The computations
give higher values than the measurements in the low frequency range and the peak at the ro-
tational frequency is broader. The low frequency range is mainly influenced by the large scale
movement of the turbine wake. The meandering turbulence level is normally the same as the one
of the atmospheric turbulence. It can be reduced to give a better agreement with the measure-
ment of the normal force. In the computations presented here the meandering turbulence level
was slightly decreased to 7% instead of 9% (measured value of the atmospheric turbulence).
For higher frequencies the amplitude of the peaks corresponding to multiples of the rotational
frequency are underestimated in level by the computation compared to the measurement. This
regime is characterized by the small scale turbulence generated in the wake. The wake generated
small scale turbulence might be underestimated be the DWM model.
3.3 Fatigue Load Analysis
Figure 8(a) shows the 1Hz equivalent fatigue load of the normal force at different blade positions.
The fatigue loads were computed with a Wo¨hler exponent of m = 10. They are highly non-linear
and due to some variation when computed for 10 minutes time series. In the regard of that the
measurement and computation is in good agreement for the free inflow case. The computation
overpredicts only slightly. The fatigue loads increase significantly if the turbine operates in the
wake. The computation overpredicts also in this case, but the relative increase of the fatigue
loads is well predicted, figure 8(b). This is due to the increased level of the blade normal force
in the low frequency range in the computations. Low frequency fluctuations with high amplitude
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Figure 8: 1Hz equivalent fatigue loads of the normal force of the NM80 wind turbine.
count strongly to the equivalent fatigue load when a high Wo¨hler exponent is applied.
The spectrum of the fatigue load cycles at radial position r=19m and r=30m is shown in figure 9.
The size of the second peak in the spectrum at high load ranges dictates mainly the value of the
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Figure 9: Fatigue load cycle spectrum.
equivalent fatigue load because of the high Wo¨hler exponent. The behaviour of the spectrum in
the low load range is of little importance. The computations show higher load ranges than the
measurements.
To illustrate the load reduction potential of flaps we applied the control algorithm [6] to the
time series of the blade normal forces by using the measured inflow velocity and angle at radial
position 20.3m in the case of measurement data and at 18.4m in case of computations. This was
the closest node in the BEM model to the measurement position. The equivalent fatigue load
of the controlled normal force S1c was computed and the absolute fatigue load reduction was
quantified with 1−S1c/S1, figure 10(a). We applied an ideal filter to the blade normal force and
computed the equivalent fatigue load S1 f for the filtered time series. The maximum obtainable
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fatigue load reduction can then be quantified as 1− S1 f /S1, the dashed lines in figure 10(a).
The fatigue load reduction relative to the absolute maximum (S1−S1c)/(S1−S1 f ) are shown in
figure 10(b).
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Figure 10: Fatigue load reduction with ideal flap control.
The achieved fatigue load reduction is different for free inflow condition and full wake operation
in the computations. But relative to the absolute maximum of the fatigue load reduction the
achieved reductions are similar in both cases. The variation of the absolute values is due to the
concrete time history of the inflow turbulence and is not influenced by wake operation. The
fatigue loads were evaluated based on 10 min time series. It would be better to evaluate fatigue
loads based on 1 hour time series. This was not possible in the case of the measurement and
avoided in the computation in order to be consistent.
For the measured normal force a much lower fatigue load reduction was achieved compared
to the computations. This could be due to added noise to the time series by the measurement
system. However, the measurements show that a considerable fatigue load reduction is possible
and the amount of reduction is the same in free flow conditions as in full wake operation.
4 Discussion
In the DAN AERO experiment a huge data set of full scale wind turbine aerodynamic and blade
loading data was collected. The data set contained two measurements with similar wind condi-
tions, but the NM80 wind turbine once operating in free inflow and once in a full wake situation.
We investigated the spectral characteristics of the blade inflow velocity and angle as well as the
blade normal force to evaluate the fatigue loads. The measured data was compared with compu-
tations with the HAWC2 aero-elastic code. The code includes a model describing the dynamic
meandering of the wake (DWM).
The spectral level of the inflow velocity was in general slightly underpredicted by the HAWC2
code in both cases, except for high frequencies at the inboard part of the rotor. Here the level is
higher than the one of the measurements. The spectral level of the inflow angle was in general
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slightly overestimated, but in wake operation, the amplitude of the spectral peaks at multiples of
the rotational frequency are underestimated.
For free flow condition the normal force spectra of computation and measurement were in ex-
cellent agreement. In wake operation, the normal force was overestimated in the low frequency
range. Hence, we adjusted the turbulence level of the large scale movement of the wake. In
the high frequency range the normal force level was underestimated by the computation. This
domain is governed by the small turbulence scales in the wake.
The fatigue loads are much higher in wake operation compared to free inflow situation. This was
confirmed both by measurement and computation, even though the computation overestimated
the fatigue loads compared to the measurement. However, the relative increase of the fatigue
loads due to wake operation was predicted correctly.
The fatigue load reduction potential by flaps is approximately the same in wake and free inflow
situation. Due to the higher absolute value of the fatigue loads is the reduction more valuable in
the case of wake operation. The fatigue load reduction potential predicted by the computations
could not be obtained for the measured time series. Further investigation is necessary here.
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ABSTRACT  
This paper presents a numerical investigation of the smart load control on an Upwind/NREL 5 MW 
reference wind turbine under the IEC extreme wind shear (EWS) condition utilizing newly develped 
aero-servo-elastic platform. The control action was implemented through the local perturbation of a 
deformable trailing edge flap (DTEF) per blade, which was driven by a smart rotor system, based on 
the FAST/Aerodyn and Matlab/Simulink codes. Resutls showed that, compared with the original 
collective pitch control method, the aerodynamic load in terms of blade flapwise root moment and tip 
deflection were effectively reduced. Furthermore, the smart rotor control also positively affected other 
components of the drive-chain as well as generator power and pitch system. It was found that the 
smart control effect altered the nature of the flow-blade interactions, changing the in-phased fluid-
structure synchronization into much weaker couplings. As a result, the damping of the fluid-blade 
system was significantly enhanced, leading to great attenuation on the EWS load on both rotor and 
other drive-chain components.  
I. Introduction 
As we know, both fatigue and extreme loads contribute to the accrued damages in wind turbine 
components, eventually leading to failures. The former is often originated from turbulence, tower 
shadow, wind shear and yawed flow, etc, while the later is frequently induced by drastic wind velocity 
and/or direction changes. However, according to many previous investigations [1], if an effective 
active control method was properly introduced, not only the loadings on the turbine but the cost per 
kWh would be significantly decreased. Therefore, the active loading control has recently become a 
very hot research direction in the field of wind energy.      
 
The controls of fatigue loads on turbines have been widely investigated before, among which the 
researches on the pitch control, including collective pitch control, cyclic pitch control and relatively 
advanced individual pitch control, are in the majority. Nevertheless, this method still suffers from 
several weaknesses [2], e.g. incapability to local fluctuating blades across the rotor disk, slow pitching 
of entire blade and premature wear on pitch components.  
 
On the other hand, about one decade ago, the concept of “smart rotor control” emerged [3,4] and its 
basic idea was to drive local aerodynamic surfaces through a combination of sensors, actuators and 
controllers, and thus provides a higher load control capacity. Due to its inherent advantages over 
traditional pitch control, this concept has nowadays been regarded as a rather potential solution to 
reduce the loading on large-scale wind turbines. Furthermore, the “deformable trailing edge flap 
(DTEF)”, a flap that deforms in a flexible instead of traditional rigid shape, characterized by its 
positive performance, fast response, small size, wide controllable bandwidth and low flow disturbance, 
has been found to be the most efficient aerodynamic control method in contrast to other potential 
candidates [5], such as micro tab, morphing, active twist, suction/blowing, synthetic jet, and active 
vortex generator, etc, and a large amount of work on the fatigue load control has been conducted, 
which can be generally classified into numerical simulation and experimental test. For the former, 
based on the theoretical analysis of aerodynamic, structural dynamic and control in helicopter area, 
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together with the unique characteristics of wind turbine, most of research efforts had been made to 
build an efficient and accurate aero-servo-elastic simulation platform (e.g. GH Bladed, HAWC2, 
DU_SWAMP and Aerodyn/FAST) so that the fatigue loading could be effectively and optimally 
suppressed [6-11]. In respective of experiment, the smart rotor control system had been individually 
tested on 2D airfoil and small prototype turbine to verify this novel idea [12,13].  
 
In contrast, to our knowledge, the smart control of the extreme loads was rarely studied except one 
paper concerned with load alleviation due to gust [14]. But the suppressions of extreme loads on 
turbines, especially on the blades, often play an even more important role in reliable O&M of turbines 
and this is particular true with the increasing size of offshore wind turbines. Additionally, the 
aerodynamic physics behind is still very lack, which may blockage further development of the 
technique in terms of improving numerical modeling, system optimal design and even evaluating 
control performance in the future. It is obvious that the targeted research work is urgently needed. 
 
To this end, the present paper mainly focus on the control effectiveness of one typical extreme load on 
a large-scale wind turbine using smart rotor method with deformable trailing edge flap (DTEF) as well 
as the understanding of the corresponding aerodynamic physics. Specifically, deploying our newly 
developed aero-servo-elastic numerical platform [11], which was built by improving FAST/Aerodyn 
codes with the integration of external controller of deformable trailing edge flap into the 
Matlab/Simulink software, the smart blade control was conducted and assessed on the Upwind/NREL 
5MW reference wind turbine under IEC extreme wind shear (EWS) condition [15]. To uncover the 
involved control physics, the coupling interactions among wind, blade and flap and the associated 
effect on other drive-train components were discussed in detail.       
II. General Description of Aero-servo-elastic Simulation Platform 
Recently, we have developed a new aero-servo-elastic platform, based on FAST/Aerodyn and 
Matlab/Simulink codes, to implement smart fatigue load control using DTEF [11], under which the 
maximum reductions in flapwise root moment and tip deflection of Upwind/NREL 5MW reference 
wind turbine [16], due to IEC Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) and Extreme Turbulence Model 
(ETM) turbulence, were effectively reduced up to 11% ~ 21%. Moreover, the load reduction on blades 
also showed positive effect on the loading of other drive-chain components, collective pitching action 
and power generation.  
 
The previously developed simulation platform was still deployed in this paper. The lift coefficient, 
drag coefficient and pitching moment coefficient of each airfoil, i.e. Cl, Cd and Cm, were computed by 
RFOIL code, with more better characteristics in terms of numerical stability and boundary layer 
description [17] than XROIL code in previous investigations [8,14]. Specifically, Cl, Cd and Cm, as a 
function of  ranged from −20 to 23, were first generated by RFOIL code, with flap deflection 
angles ranging from −10 degrees to 10 degrees in 1 degree increments. After that, airfoil tables were 
pre-processed using AirfoilPrep spreadsheets [18], which apply the Viterna method to expand 
performance to the  range of −180 ~ +180 required by the Aerodyn code. In addition, to further 
improve the airfoil aerodynamic, a semi-empirical Beddoes-Leishman dynamic stall model was 
utilized in Aerodyn/FAST code. 
 
The control system of the wind turbine presently investigated can be separated into two systems, i.e. 
basic control system and DTEF control system. The former system of the reference 5 MW turbine, 
including generator-torque controller and collective pitch controller, was originally built by NREL 
using Aerodyn/FAST codes [16]. The control of the generator torque was conducted through adjusting 
the filtered generator speed, incorporating five regions: 1, 1½, 2, 2½, and 3, and the full-span 
collective blade pitch was manipulated using gain scheduled proportional-integral control based on the 
speed error between the filtered generator speed and the rated one in Region 3.   
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For the DTEF control system, the theory of multi-blade coordinate transformation was utilized. 
According to this, the action of the flap per blade could be independently controlled by a Linear Time 
Invariant (LTI) SISO feedback loop method. Normally, the LTI SISO systems are easily dealt with 
from a control perspective, as classical control techniques such as proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) control can be employed. Presently, we used Matlab/Simulink codes to simulate the influence of 
the DTEF control system on all three blades. The main control architecture is shown in fig. 1. In  
Figure1: Schematic of smart rotor control based on FAST/Aerodyn and Matlab/Simulink codes. 
 
general, the root flapwise bending moments of the three blades, 1ByM , 2ByM and 3ByM , are first 
transformed into the fixed frame of reference using the inverse Coleman transformation, yielding the 
hub yaw-wise and tilt-wise moments, respectively. Then these two moments are used as inputs to LTI 
PID controllers, and the control actions in the fixed frame are exerted through reasonably adjusting the 
proportional coefficient, the integration coefficient and the derivative coefficient. Finally, the resultant 
control is again transformed back into the rotating frame using the Coleman transformation to assign 
the proper flap angle to each blade for optimum control of 1ByM , 2ByM and 3ByM . Here the 
deployment angle range of the individual DTEF, with a length of 10% chord and a distribution of 70% 
~ 90% of each blade span, and the collective DTEF were limited to ±10° and ±5°, respectively.  
 
Using a similar analysis method as Lackner and Kuik [14] and our paper [11], the reduced frequency k, 
i.e., k = cω/U, representing the degree of unsteadiness of an airfoil section subject to external 
disturbance, was examined to be about 0.0106, much less than 0.05, beyond which the aerodynamics 
of airfoil section could be considered to be unsteady. Based on this, we have confirmed that even 
though the aerodynamic of DTEF sections, which may influence the smart rotor simulations, are not 
entirely quasi-steady, it is indeed a safe assumption to do so. Here c, U and ω stand for the local chord 
length of the section, the local relative velocity at the section and the frequency of the disturbance in 
units of radians per second, respectively.  
 
For more detailed information on the simulation platform, readers may go through the paper [11] for 
reference. 
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III. Performances of Smart Rotor Control on EWS Load 
To exhibit and analyze the capability of the smart rotor control, focus was only put on the best results 
in this paper. Figs. 2-3 first show the typical results on the rotor in both time and frequency domain. 
Since it will take some time to stabilize the computation once it is executed, the time origin of abscissa 
is not 0s, but 20s. The typical 50s time histories of longitudinal wind speeds at the hub height ( hubz ) 
and the tip of blade1 are displayed in fig. 2(a). The vertical transient EWS, abiding by the Eq. 1 [15], 
is imposed within the time range of 25s ~ 37s: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Typical time domain results: (a) longitudinal wind speed on blade 1; (b) deployment angles 
( f ) of three DTEFs; (c) blade1 flapwise root moment ( 1ByM ); (d) blade 1 flapwise tip 
deflection ( 1BxD ). 
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.     (1) 
 
where: 
hubV — wind speed at hub height, 11.4 m/s; 
 — wind shear exponent, 0.2; 
 — constant, 6.4; 
D — rotor diameter, 126 m; 
T — transient cycle of EWS, 12 s; 
1 — turbulence standard deviation, given using Eq. 2; 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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1 (0.75 )ref hubI V b                                 (2) 
b — constant, 5.6 m/s; 
refI — the expected value of the turbulence intensity at 15 m/s (= 0.14 for medium turbulence 
characteristics).  
 
It is evident that the existence of strong wind shear greatly differentiates wind speed within the rotor 
plane [Fig. 2(a)]. From fig. 2(b), we can see that all three DTEFs take effect, but about 120° phase 
difference exists among them. Clearly, after the introduction of DTEF, fluctuations in the flapwise root 
moment ( 1ByM ) and blade flapwise tip deflection ( 1BxD ) were evidently suppressed, no matter in and 
out of the EWS process [Figs. 2(c)-(d)]. Correspondingly, the dominant spectral peaks at the 1st 
flapwise mode frequency of the blade1, i.e. Pf1 = 0.2Hz [14], were significantly reduced up to 71.7% 
and 68.7% in the power spectral density of 1ByM and 1BxD , i.e. 1ByME and 1BxDE , while the peaks at 
the harmonic frequencies of 1P mode, i.e. Pf2 and Pf 5.2 , and the 1
st flapwise natural mode frequency 
(
1ByMf  ≈ 0.77 Hz [16]) were a little increased (Fig. 3), possibly related with the energy transfer among 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Typical PSD results of blade1 with and without DTEF: (a) flapwise root moment (
1ByME ); 
(b) flapwise tip deflection (
1BxDE ). 
 
these vibration modes. Note the small peaks at Pf 5.2  were probably originated from the coupling of 1P 
mode and the 1st flapwise natural mode. Besides that, the PSD amplitude at about 0.1 Hz under the 
influence of DTEF is subject to huge reduction, related with the impaired EWS with a transit cycle of 
12 s [Figs. 2(c)-(d)]. From another point of view, the energies of 1ByM and 1BxD associated 
with Pf1 declined by 71.6% and 68.3%, respectively, which were calculated by integrating 1ByME and 
1BxDE over 3 dB bandwidth with respect to the peak value [19]. These results fully prove the smart 
control effectiveness on the extreme rotor load due to EWS. 
 
In addition to the effect on blades, interests were also aroused to assess the function of the smart rotor 
control on other drive-chain components under EWS. Fig. 4 displays the typical time-series results of 
the bending moment of low speed shaft ( LSSyM ), the yaw bearing moment ( YawzM ), the tower top 
deflection ( TTxD ) and the tower root moment ( TByM ) with and without DTEF control. Obviously, all 
these four quantities were subject to very effective reduction, especially when EWS was introduced. 
This is reasonable since the decreased ByM at 1P mode is mainly responsible for the reduced loads on 
these components. Moreover, to see whether the basic collective pitch control was influenced as well, 
the variations of the representative time histories of two critical parameters, i.e. the rated generator 
power wP and the collective pitch angle of blade1, are illustrated in fig. 5. It clearly shows that the 
deviation from the rated generator power (5 MW) is smaller and the amplitudes of pitch angles are  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4: Typical time domain results with and without DTEF: (a) bending moment of low speed shaft 
( LSSyM ); (b) yaw bearing moment ( YawzM ); (c) tower top deflection ( TTxD ); (d) tower root 
moment ( TByM ). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Typical time domains results with and without DTEF: (a) generator power ( wP ); (b) 
collective pitch angle of blade1 ( 1p ).  
 
much lessened for smart control. These results mean the deployment of flap angle may contribute to a 
smoother power output and less wear of the pitch control system.  
 
The overall performances of the two control schemes, i.e. collective pitch control (CPC) and collective 
pitch control with flap control (CPC+FC), are summarized in table 1 for comparison. Here the data 
represent the change in the peak-to-peak value of all quantities under EWS. It can be seen that the 
smart control tends to much more outperform the traditional CPC case in every category, resulting in 
the maximum reduction percentage in ByM , BxD , LSSyM , YawzM , TTxD , TByM , wP and 1p of 43.1%, 
40.1%, 37.8%, 22.5%, 53.6%, 54.8%, 72.3% and 56.4%, respectively, totally agreeable with the trends 
shown in figs. 2-5.  
 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Table 1 Summary of control performances of DTEF 
 
 CPC CPC+FC Reduction/%  CPC CPC+FC Reduction/% 
1ByM  /MN·m 9.7363 6.095 37.4 1BxD / m 6.137 3.676 40.1 
2ByM  /MN·m 8.4039 6.1436 26.9 2BxD / m 5.215 3.664 29.7 
3ByM  /MN·m 9.2115 5.2369 43.1 3BxD / m 5.455 3.628 33.5 
LSSyM  / KN·m 9473 5890 37.8 Yawz
M    
/KN·m 
2306 1788 22.5 
TByM  / MN·m 22.228 10.039 54.8 wP / kW 442.426 122.388 72.3 
TTxD  /m 0.154 0.071 53.6 1p
   
/ degree 
3.444 1.503 56.4 
IV. Discussions on Aerodynamic Physics of Smart Load Control 
To uncover the physics behind the aforementioned aerodynamic control performances under EWS, the 
simultaneously sampled aerodynamic, structural dynamic and flap dynamic data of the blades were 
analyzed using the developed aero-servo-elastic platform. Specifically, the relationships among the 
normal force nF , i.e. the aerodynamic force on the blade element normal to the local flapwise direction, 
the local flapwise acceleration a  and the flap angle f  were interpreted. Since f varies over a very 
small range (±10°), the flaps may be approximately thought to be activated in the local flapwise 
direction. For simplicity, the blade1 case was selected for a typical example. Figs. 6-9 indicate the 
spectral phase shift )/(tan 2121
1
21 mmmmmm CoQ
 and coherence 
21
2
21
2
2121 /)( mmmmmmmm EEQCoCoh   among the three variables. Here 21mmCo and 21mmQ stand for the 
co-spectrum and quadrature spectrum of 1m  and 2m , respectively. 21mmCoh  provides a measure of 
the degree of correlation between the Fourier components of 1m  and 2m  and a fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) scheme is used for spectral calculation. All the analysis methods presented here have 
been successfully deployed during our previous investigations of fluid-structure-acoustic interaction 
control based on a novel perturbation technique [19-22].  
 
Fig. 6 presents the typical spectral phase shift
nf F1 between 1f and nF , which is computed near the 
central part location of DTEF (80.0% span location from the root of blade1). Evidently, under smart 
control, 
nf F1 at Pf1 is close to  , suggesting that the perturbed flap activation and the nearby 
aerodynamic normal force on the blade are in anti-phase or opposite movement at primary 1P 
frequency. Correspondingly, the aerodynamic energy around the blade will be quickly dissipated, 
leading to an effective impairment in nF and thus aero-elastic coupling of flow and blade. To further 
clarify this, the spectral phase of nF and a near flap, i.e. aFn , was also calculated with and without 
DTEF control, shown in fig. 7. Without control, aFn is around zero over a frequency range from 0.19 
Hz to 0.81 Hz (covering Pf1 , Pf2 , Pf 5.2 and 1ByMf  ), indicating the strong synchronizing flow and 
structural vibration. Once perturbed using DTEF control, aFn at Pf1 , Pf2 , Pf 5.2 and 1ByMf  were all 
greatly deviated from 0. This implies a change in the nature of the flow-blade interaction near the flap 
location, that is, the synchronizing nF and a turn into more disorder pattern, especially for 1P mode. 
As a result, aFnCoh at Pf1 , Pf 5.2 and 1ByMf  (Fig. 8) decrease by 96.2%, 97.1%, and 87.5%, respectively. 
For some reason, the peak at Pf2 was invisible. Moreover, at another two typical spanwise locations 
of blade1 (16.7% and 56.7% span locations from the root of blade1), aFnCoh  are still subject to 
significant reductions at these mode frequencies [Figs. 9(a)-(b)]. Since the drastic reduction 
in aFnCoh means a decoupled correlation between flow and the structural vibration of the whole blade,  
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Figure 6: Typical spectral phase between 1f and normal force nF on blade1 near flap1 with and 
without DTEF control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Typical spectral phase between nF and a with and without DTEF control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Typical spectral coherence between nF and a with and without DTEF control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Typical spectral coherence between nF and a at various spanwise locations with and without 
DTEF control: (a) 16.7% span location; (b) 56.7% span location. 
(a) (b) 
f2P 
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the aerodynamic load and subsequent flapwise root moment on the blade will be greatly suppressed.  
 
On the other hand, the variation in aFn and aFnCoh may make one infer that the flow-blade system 
damping must be changed. As we know, damping models the energy dissipation of the system during 
structural vibration and plays an important role in the stability of a structure and its vibration 
amplitude. The synchronizing flow and blade vibration will be effectively attenuated if the damping 
ratio of the system is increased. It is therefore worthwhile examining how the system damping ratio 
has been altered due to the introduction of control. In this paper, we define the effective damping ratio 
e , representing the energy dissipation of a system, as the sum of structural damping ratio and fluid 
damping ratio. The former may be generated by material, friction, impacting, and the rubbing of two 
surfaces in contact, while the latter results from skin friction and viscous dissipation [23]. Similar with 
what we reported in [24], an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) technique with an order of 190 
and 70000 data points was used to calculate e from the time series of blade displacement. It turned 
out that, compared with CPC case, an average increase in e by about 30.0% was obtained at 1P mode 
for smart control, consistent with the results in figs. 6-9.  
 
V. Conclusions 
Using our recent developed aero-servo-elastic platform, the smart blade control of the load on the rotor 
due to IEC extreme wind shear (EWS) was numerically investigated in this paper, with an aim to 
evaluate the control effectiveness and understand the associated aerodynamic physics behind. The 
investigation leads to the following conclusions.    
(1) Compared with the original collective pitch control method, the extreme load on blades was 
effectively reduced under EWS condition. Maximum reduction in the flapwise root moment 
and the tip deflection of blades were up to 43.1% and 40.1%, respectively. 
(2) Extreme load reduction on blades with the smart rotor control system was very helpful to 
suppress the corresponding loads on other drive-chain components of the wind turbine, e.g. 
low-speed shaft, yaw bearing and tower, as well as to decrease the power fluctuation and the 
wear on the pitch control system. 
(3) The presently developed DTEF based smart control effectively turns the strong synchronized 
flow-blade interaction due to EWS turbulence into a much weaker one. This is associated 
with a significant increase in the effective damping ratio of the flow-blade system, implying 
an enhanced dissipation of flow and blade vibration energies and their diminished 
correlation. As a result, the rotor extreme load at the dominant 1P mode and subsequent 
those on drive-chain components are remarkably reduced.  
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ABSTRACT  
Ocean winds have been observed in the Baltic, Irish and North Seas from a combination of ground-
based lidars, tall offshore meteorological masts and satellites remote sensing in recent years. In the 
FP7 project NORSEWInD (2008-2012) the project partners joined forces to ensure collection of these 
data. In particular, an array of wind profiling lidars was deployed at offshore platforms. All lidars were 
tested at the Høvsøre test site at DTU Wind Energy (former Risø DTU) prior to installation at the 
offshore platforms. The lidar operated in the harsh marine environment for several months, a few of 
them for up to two years when the project campaign ended.  
 
The NORSEWInD database on lidar data in total contains around 11 years worth of observations (> 
280.000 10 min data). The wind lidars were mounted such that winds were mapped at or very near 100 
m above sea level. The lidars provide wind profile data and this has been used to characterize the 
vertical wind profile offshore. Also the data from the meteorological masts provide wind profile data. 
In addition, temperature profile observations are available at some of the meteorological masts. The 
temperature data were used to investigate the thermal effects on the wind profile. In conclusion, the 
parameters that influence the vertical wind profiles are found to be stability, surface roughness – the 
sea has changing roughness due to wind-wave interactions - , and boundary layer height, in this order 
of importance. However, it may be noted that for specific conditions, e.g. very stable atmosphere, the 
wind profiles can be heavily influenced by the boundary layer height at the 100 m level in the northern 
European seas. A very interesting part of the analysis includes the shear exponent (alpha) calculated 
during seasons, during 24-hours and for 12 wind directional bins. The latter resulted in so-called 
‘alpha roses’, similar to wind roses but with the values of alpha given. 
 
Satellite ocean surface winds were collected from synthetic aperture radar (SAR), scatterometer and 
passive microwave instruments. All satellite wind data provide winds at 10 m above sea level.  
Satellite winds from Envisat ASAR, QuikSCAT, ASCAT and SSM/I have been compared to offshore 
meteorological data. For the final satellite-based wind atlas 9,000 SAR scenes, collected by CLS and 
DTU, were reprocessed with the same algorithm in order to get an homogeneous data set. The number 
of overlapping SAR scenes varied from a few hundred to more than 1,400 in the study area. For 
QuikSCAT and ASCAT the available number of overlapping scenes is around 7000 and 600, 
respectively. The results are publically available in digital form from GIS, free of charge, through a 
link at www.norsewind.eu. The SSM/I wind maps from covering a period of  25 years were used to 
study temporal and seasonal trends in the power index.  
Introduction 
The EU FP7 project NORSEWInD (Northern Sea Wind Index Database) started in 2008 and ended in 
2012 (www.norsewind.eu). One of the aims was to analyse the wind shear observed from the lidars. 
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Another aim was to produce a wind atlas based on satellite data. There were many more project aims 
such as developing a wind atlas based on numerical modeling using WRF (Weather Research and 
Forecasting model) [1,2], flow distortion modeling around the platform using wind tunnel 
measurements and CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) modeling [3], etc. In this article we focus on 
the analysis of the vertical wind shear observed from lidar and meteorological masts and the satellite 
data analysis. 
Study site 
The study area included the southern part of the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and the Irish Sea. The map 
in figure 1 shows the location of the offshore and near-shore (coastal) lidars. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Northern Seas with location of the offshore and near-shore lidars. 
 
The lidars were installed on existing platforms. The names of the offshore installation spots are 
Babbage (BAB) in the UK, Beatrice (BEA) in the UK, Fino-3 (FN3) in Germany, Horns Rev-2 (HR2) 
in Denmark, Jacky (JAC) in the UK, ORP in Belgium, Schooner (SCO) in the UK, Siri (SIR) in 
Denmark and Taqa (P15) in Belgium. For the coastal sites the installations are in Latvia (LAT) and 
Utsira (UTS) in Norway.  
 
Most of the lidars were pre-deployment tested near the Høvsøre, DTU Wind Energy meteorological 
mast for a short period of time. Most lidars passed or nearly passed the criteria that the slope of the 
linear regression should be within 0.98 and 1.01 and the linear correlation coefficient (R2) should be > 
0.98 for the wind speed range 4 -16 ms-1. This is for comparison of wind speeds at 60, 80, 100 and 
116m. Post-deployment tests for few lidars showed that these performed well also after six month to 
more than two years of offshore deployment. 
 
Another part of work was to investigate the influence of flow distortion from the platforms to the 
observed winds. This work showed that the influence became insignificant around 2.4 times above the 
deck height of the platforms, thus the observations obtained at around 100 m were adequate for 
analysis of the wind shear at this height. 
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On the vertical wind shear observed from offshore lidars 
The wind lidars were mounted on the deck of platforms such that winds were mapped at several levels 
at or very near 100 m above sea level. The lidars provide observations of the wind profile. Through 
analysis of the wind profile data, it is possible to characterize the vertical wind profile offshore. 
Temperature or other additional data were not available at the offshore lidar sites. 
 
At the meteorological masts wind profile data were available and in several cases also temperature 
data. The temperature data were used to investigate the thermal effects on the wind profile. In 
conclusion, the vertical wind profiles were found to be dependent upon stability, surface roughness, 
and boundary layer height. The parameters are mention in their order of importance. However, it may 
be noted that for specific conditions, e.g. very stable atmosphere, the wind profiles can be heavily 
influenced by the boundary layer height at the 100 m level in the northern European seas [4].  
 
A very interesting part of the lidar data analysis includes the shear exponent (alpha) calculated during 
seasons, during 24-hours and for 12 wind directional bins. The latter resulted in so-called ‘alpha 
roses’, similar to wind roses but with the values of alpha given. Finally, the frequency distribution of 
alpha for each node was calculated. Figure 2 shows an example of an alpha rose and distribution. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Wind lidar data from platform Siri in the North Sea, upper panel the alpha rose and lower 
panel the distribution of alpha at 95 m above sea level. Courtesy data: DONG energy. 
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In figure 2 it is clear that the frequency of distribution of alpha vary in each of the 12 wind directional 
bins (sectors). Occasionally the shear is negative. This means that the winds are lower at the higher 
level. Possible reasons for this phenomenon are that the winds at the higher level not being in the 
lowest 10% of the surface boundary layer. This may occur when the boundary layer is shallow. 
Alternatively, the winds at the lowest level could be influenced by flow distortion (speed up) due to 
the platform, but this is not here thought to be the main reason as the investigation on flow distortion 
did not clearly identify this. 
 
The data at Siri were observed between 2 February 2010 and 2 May 2011. The measurements are 
observed at 85 and 105 above mean sea level. From the data the wind shear at 95 m above mean sea 
level was estimated from the data. A total of 20243 10-minute observations are used. The WindCube 
was installed at 45 above mean sea level. There was lack of measurements until mid-June 2011, thus 
the result is based on more data from the summer months compared to winter months. 
 
The frequency distribution of alpha for all sectors summed shows a wide spread of alpha values from 
around -0.8 to 1.0. The general assumption of alpha near 0.2 is close to the observed alpha median 
value whereas the most frequent alpha value observed is seen to be just above 0. 
 
The advantage of the lidar observations is that they represent offshore winds at the height above mean 
sea level which is of main interest for the development of large scale offshore wind farms. The 
average size of turbines continues to grow. For the 3 to 6 MW rotors the vertical wind profile across 
the rotor is important for assessment of the wind energy resource. This information is provided by the 
wind profiling lidar network deployed in the NORSEWInD project. 
On satellite surface wind observations 
Several sources of satellite surface wind observations have been collected and analysed. One unique 
new satellite-derived wind atlas is based on Envisat ASAR scenes. The number of overlapping SAR 
scenes varied from a few hundred to more than 1,400 in the study area. For QuikSCAT and ASCAT 
the available number of overlapping scenes were around 7000 and 600, respectively. The results are 
publically available in digital form from GIS, free of charge, through a link at www.norsewind.eu. 
Also SSM/I passive microwave wind speed map have been analysed. 
 
Envisat ASAR 
An example of an Envisat ASAR surface wind map shows the surface winds at 10 m over the UK on 
22 November 2011 at 21:41 UTC in Figure 3. The map is processed at DTU Wind Energy. Lee effect 
of the Scottish coast is seen in the North Sea. In the project surface wind maps were processed jointly 
by CLS and DTU Wind Energy. Investigation on the accuracy of different geophysical model 
functions (GMF) and input wind directions were tested and compared to selected offshore wind 
observations from meteorological masts. In the Baltic Sea observations from 10 offshore masts were 
collocated with Envisat ASAR winds in the period 2003 to 2010 [5]. The results compared to previous 
analysis from the North Sea [6, 7]. Generally, the linear regression results show root mean square error 
around 1.2 to 1.6 ms-1 and correlation coefficient (R2) around 0.8 for wind speed. The differences 
between different GMF were not very large for this study area. It was decided to use one processing 
method for the entire archive of Envisat ASAR scenes, combined from CLS and DTU Wind Energy. 
CLS undertook this massive reprocessing of the full archive. Thereby a homogenous data set of 
surface wind maps were obtained.  
 
The second part of the processing into satellite-based wind resource statistics was done at DTU Wind 
Energy using S-WAsP (Satellite- Wind Atlas and Application Program). As mentioned already the 
number of overlapping scenes was between a few hundred to more than 1,400. This ensured a unique 
new wind atlas for the study area. It is valid at 10 m above sea level and the spatial resolution is 
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around 2 km by 2 km. The resulting winds map, mean wind speed, Weibull scale and shape 
parameters and energy density are freely available at the web. In figure 4 the energy density map is 
shown. It may be noted that Yellow icons are placed in the map. It is possible to view a wind roses for 
each of these locations. As an example we show the wind roses from the Norwegian Sea near Norway 
and in the central southern Baltic Sea in Figure 5. Comparison of wind roses from the Horns Rev-1 in 
the North Sea and satellite SAR showed good results as reported in [8].  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Ocean surface winds observed by Envisat ASAR on 22 November 2011 at 21.41 UTC around 
the UK. DTU Wind Energy and Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory. 
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Fig. 4. Energy density maps based on 9,000 Envisat ASAR surface wind maps. The digital version is 
available at  http://soprano.cls.fr  /winds/statistics(L3) select Norsewind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Wind roses observed in the Norwegian Sea near Norway and in the central southern Baltic 
Sea based on Envisat ASAR surface wind maps. 
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QuikSCAT and ASCAT 
Surface vector wind observations from the scatterometers ASCAT and QuikSCAT have been 
analysed. The scatterometers were launched with the specific aim of observing surface ocean vector 
winds. QuikSCAT operated from 1999 to 2009  whereas ASCAT-1 was launched in 2006 and is in 
operation at present. The main advantage of scatterometer ocean winds as compared to SAR-based 
wind mapping is the more frequent observation cycles. For QuikSCAT it was twice per day in the 
study area while for ASCAT around every second day. The spatial resolution is around 25 km by 25 
km. However, the new coastal ASCAT wind product is also available at 12.5 km by 12.5 km 
resolution. 
 
The ASCAT and QuikSCAT mean surface wind speed climatology is presented in Figure 6. For 
ASCAT the data cover 2 years from 2006 to 2007 whereas for QuikSCAT the data cover 10 years 
from 1999 to 2009. The overall picture is rather similar with roughly the same wind speed levels in the 
study areas: the North Sea and the Irish Sea. The relatively lower mean winds east of the British Isles 
is clear in both maps. The ASCAT map is including more coastal regions, note e.g. the Danish inner 
waters. At the coast near the Netherlands some pixels show very high winds and we suspect this to be 
a spurious result due to the presence of many large container ships. When the microwave radiation is 
reflected from such hard targets it will be translated to too high winds. 
 
The QuikSCAT 10-years data archieve has been used to study temporal and spatial variations. The 
result are presented in [9, 10]. The analysis include comparison to in-situ wind observations from 
several offshore meteorological masts. 
 
SSM/I 
The SSM/I wind maps from 25 years were used to study temporal and seasonal trends in the power 
index. [8]. The data from Remote Sensing Systems were used for the analysis. 
Discussion 
The overall aim of the NORSEWInD project was to observe ocean winds for wind resource 
assessment and to model the wind resource from mesoscale modeling in the Northern European Seas. 
The paper presents several new results based on observations from ground-based wind lidar and 
satellite SAR and scatterometer.  
 
From the lidar observations, very interesting results on the variations of the shear exponent (alpha 
value) are presented. From the result it is seen that the often used value of 0.2 is not valid at all times. 
In fact, negative alpha values are observed occasionally which indicate that the typical assumption of a 
logarithmic wind profile is not always fulfilled offshore  around  hub-height of modern wind turbines. 
The results are shown from one lidar only, but in [4] the results from several more wind lidars and 
from some offshore meteorological masts are presented. At all locations, the distribution of alpha 
values has a wide range and includes negative values. 
 
From satellite observations, the wind resource statistics provide a detailed view on the spatial 
variations across the study area. The maps are unique in providing spatial statistics based on 
homogeneous processing of observations. The satellite winds are valid at 10 meter above mean sea 
level. The next step is ongoing research on lifting the satellite wind statistics to hub-height using a 
combination of atmospheric stability information from mesoscale modeling [11]. 
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Figure 6. Mean wind speed maps observed from scatterometerin the Northern European Seas. Upper 
panel) ASCAT from 2006-2007. Lower panel) QuikSCAT from 1999-2009. 
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Conclusion 
Offshore winds in the Northern European Seas vary both vertically and spatially. The observations 
from ground-based lidar provide new insight to the variation in the vertical shear, whereas the satellite 
SAR and scatterometer satellite observations provide maps with high spatial detail.  
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1 Introduction 
Many projects have sought to characterize offshore wind resources and flow conditions, but as wind 
farms increase in size, the scale and type of measurements has had to evolve. Some of the earlier work 
used solely meteorological masts [1], later experiments included more remote sensing such as sodar 
[2] and lidar [3], [4] and satellite remote sensing [5]. Here we focus on a model-measurement 
integration at a wind farm spatial scale. 
The Great Lakes 3D wind experiment is designed to address four key objectives: 
1. Evaluation of remote sensing technologies for applications to wind energy. This research is 
thus a component of efforts to better characterize the performance of the latest generation of 
ground-based remote sensing technologies relative to ‘standard’ meteorological 
instrumentation. 
2. Evaluation of strategies to integrate data from a variety of different platforms and from 
numerical weather prediction models to provide a holistic understanding of flow across the 
scales of current generation wind farms. 
3. Evaluation of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) as simulated using the Weather Research 
Forecasting model using uniquely detailed data sets. 
4. Evaluation of coastal zone effects relevant to offshore (but fairly near coastline) wind farms. 
An initial pilot field experiment was conducted at a northern Indiana wind farm in May 2012. The 
experiment was designed primarily to address objectives 1 and 2 (i.e. measurement intercomparison 
and develop an analysis framework suitable to quantify 3D wind characteristics over the area of a 
wind) (Figure 1). Data are also being integrated with simulations from the Weather Research and 
Forecasting model (WRF) which are in turn being conducted for a range of horizontal and vertical 
resolution and for a range of PBL schemes (objective 3).  
A second experimental (and modeling) campaign will be conducted in May 2013 when all of the 
instrumentation will be deployed offshore in Lake Erie in 2013. That experiment will focus more 
specifically on objective 4 but will contribute to addressing the other three objectives. 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the Great Lakes 3D Wind Experiment in terms of the spatiotemporal scales 
considered and the link to wind industry relevant parameters 
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2 Experiment 1: Northern Indiana wind farm 
The pilot experiment was conducted at a large wind farm in Northern Indiana. The terrain across the 
wind farm is relatively flat (change in elevation < 10 m), and the overall farm shape is roughly 
rectangular. The turbine layout is such that in the west-east direction the wind turbine spacing is ~ 5 
rotor diameters (D) (where D = 80 m, and the range of spacing is 3.8-5.5 D), and in the south-north 
direction the turbine spacing is ~20 D (range; 18-22 D). The remote sensing instruments were 
deployed at 2 meteorological masts () located on the southwest and northeast corners of the wind 
farm suite (Table 1 and Figure 2). Thus two ZephIR lidar systems and  a Galion scanning lidar were 
deployed at the SW mast (Figure 2), while a single ZephIR was deployed at the NW mast. The 
distance between the sites is approximately 19 km. A tethersonde and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV) were operated from a private airstrip () 2 km to the southwest of the SW mast (Figure 2). 
Table 1. Instrument suite deployed 
Instruments/Platform Measurements 
ZephIR lidars [6] 
Continuous wave laser (upward pointing) 
Air temperature from mast 
Wind speed, wind direction and turbulence 
intensity at 40, 80, 120, 160 and 200 m 
Galion lidar [7] 
Scanning pulsed lidar (range of scanning 
configurations) 
Wind speed and direction 
Range gate = 30 m 
Anasphere Tethersonde mounted anemometers 
Cup anemometers deployed as part of instrument 
package deployed on a tethered line below 
balloon 
Wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, 
pressure and relative humidity (2 probes) at 40, 
80, 120, 160 and 200 m 
UAV mounted sonic anemometer 
 
u, v and w components of the flow, plus sonic 
virtual temperature 
Meteorological mast mounted cup anemometers 
and vanes (NRG) 
Wind speed, wind direction at 80 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Overview of the site from Google maps (left) and showing the instrument layout at the SW 
corner of the wind farm (right).  
The WRF simulations are conducted using a single nested grid. The outer grid has 324 x 274 cells of 9 
km resolution (covering almost the entire eastern USA), while the inner nested grid (which was 
 
 
  
Solar panels 
and battery  
15 m 
70 m 2 ZephIR lidars 
SW Mast May 6‐20 2012
Met. Mast 
 (80 m) 
Galion lidar 
Propane  power  cell
+ battery  
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centered on the wind farm) was 310 x 259 grid cells of 3 km. The simulations from which output is 
presented here were run with 35 vertical levels, the physics options selected include the 
Mellor‐Yamada‐Janjic PBL scheme, and the land cover was specified at a resolution of 0.7 km. 
Pre‐experiment testing focused on evaluation of (i) the independent power supplies (Midwest Portable 
Power: Figure  3) and (ii) wind speed measurements from the ZephIR lidars in comparison with the 
mast measurements. There were no power quality issues with the running of any of the lidars. The 
Galion scanning lidar needed 300 W of maximum power so a propane fuel cell was employed. 
Correlation coefficients for wind speed measurements from the mast-mounted cup anemometers and 
the ZephIR wind speeds during the pre-experiment period exceeded 0.98 and the intercept of a 
regression line was 0 ±0.05 m s-1. 
 
Figure 3. Solar panels used to power the 100 W ZephIR lidars. 
For the main experiment there were three ZephIR lidars. These use a continuous wave laser to 
determine wind characteristics from the backscatter by atmospheric aerosols. They were operated to 
measure at five fixed heights (40, 80, 120, 160 and 200 m). The Galion scanning lidar also uses the 
Doppler shift of radiation backscatter to determine wind characteristics but with a pulse signal. The 
range-gate length was 30 m and azimuthal spacing between beam products < 3o with range up to a 
maximum of 4 km distance/ 750 m height. A range of different scanning geometries used (Figure 4) to 
facilitate comparison of derived wind products from the various measurement configurations. 
Approximately 30 hours of tethersonde measurements were collected in 10-minute increments at 40-
80-120-160 m heights using two sondes separated by ~40 m. These heights were selected to match the 
heights of the mast anemometers (40 and 80 m) and those selected for the operation of the ZephIRs. 
The UAV was operated with a nose-mounted sonic anemometer. Data from the sonic anemometer 
along with airspeed, components of acceleration  and GPS position, heading, and ground speed were 
collected on the Golden Eagle during 9 flights of ~20-30 minutes duration. 
 
 
Figure 4. The percentage of the 
measurement period during 
which the Galion was operated 
in different scan modes. Where 
VAD  = Vertical Azimuth 
Display, PPI = Plan Position 
Indicator and RHI =Range 
Height Indicator 
Although this location was selected to represent homogeneous conditions (in terms of land cover and 
flat terrain), even at this site there are important spatial gradients of wind speed (of up to 1 ms-1)  over 
17%
6%
46%
13%
2%
8%
8%
VAD
NNW PPI +VAD
SSW PPI + VAD
Wake PPI
ZephIR PPI
RHI Scans
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the wind farm as indicated by the WRF simulations like due to small variations in land cover and 
importantly in soil moisture availability. These spatial gradients are typically largest overnight (Figure 
5) and erode during the daytime as conditions become more convective. 
 
Figure 5. WRF simulations of 80 m height wind speeds (ms-1) for the morning of May 18 2012 
Data from the instrumentation operated continuously at the SW meteorological mast indicate a high 
degree of coherence and indicate relatively good agreement with the WRF simulated hub-height wind 
speeds (Figure 6). However, it is worthy of note that there are some discrepancies between the Galion 
when operated in PPI mode and the cup anemometer and the ZephIR lidars that are linked to the 
greater spatial aggregation of the Galion (i.e. in the PPI configuration used the volume over which 
wind speeds are sampled has an approximate depth of 20 m and depending on the elevation angle may 
be up to 300 m from the tower). 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Frequency distribution of wind 
speeds at 80 m from the different 
instruments/platforms for the period May 10-
17. Data are only included if valid 
measurements are available from all 
instruments, however the temporal averaging 
is not consistent for all platforms. Output from 
WRF is at an hourly interval but is 
‘instantaneous for a time step (in this case 10 
seconds), while the measurements are 10 
minute averages. 
There is generally good agreement between the diurnal cycle and vertical profile of wind speed 
measured by the various instruments and simulated by WRF at 80 m height. However, as shown for 
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May 17 in Figure 7,  WRF gives higher wind speeds overnight and is slower to simulate the 
development of convective conditions and breakdown of the shear layer than is implied by the 
observations. It is also worthy of note that the discrepancies between the Galion and other instruments 
overnight were only observed at 80 m, at the remaining heights at which wind speed comparisons were 
made there was much better agreement. The  vertical wind speed profiles on May 18 (shown in Figure 
8) also show an example of the transition from stable to unstable conditions, and in this example WRF 
and the various in situ measurements exhibit a higher degree of accord  across all measurement 
heights. 
 
Figure 7. Wind speeds at 80 m height simulated by WRF and measured by the tethersonde 
anemometers, ZephIR lidar and the cup anemometers mounted on the meteorological during May 17 
2012 
 
Figure 8. Wind speed profiles on May 18 2012. 
3 Experiment 2: Lake Erie 
The instrumentation deployed for the pilot experiment will shortly be redeployed in Lake Erie and will 
be supplemented by additional sonic anemometers. A sonic anemometer and one ZephIR lidar will be 
deployed on a water intake (Crib) located approximately 5 km offshore, while the Galion lidar and a 
second ZephIR lidar will be deployed close to the port at the water edge, along with a second sonic 
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anemometer on a crane (Figure 9). The third ZephIR lidar will be deployed further south along the 
shoreline. The UAV and tethersonde will be flown from close to a private airport, and the UAV will 
be flown along tracks out to the crib location. It is intended that this experimental design will allow 
detailed quantification of spatial gradients of wind speed and turbulence in the coastal zone and links 
to atmospheric stability.  
 
Figure 9. Overview of the planned experiment in Lake Erie May 2013 
4 Summary 
Data analysis for the 2012 experiment is ongoing, but initial results are very promising in terms of the 
instrument cross‐calibration. ‘Lessons learned’ are being integrated into the planning for the 2013 
Lake Erie experiment.  
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ABSTRACT 	  We	   present	   a	   new	  model	   for	   the	   interactions	   between	   large-­‐scale	   wind	   farms	   and	   the	  atmospheric	   boundary	   layer	   (ABL)	   based	   on	   similarity	   to	   canopy	   flows.	   Wind	   farms	  capture	  momentum	   from	   the	   atmospheric	   boundary	   layer	   both	   at	   the	   leading	   edge	   and	  from	   above.	   Based	   on	   recent	   findings	   that	   turbulent	   flow	   in	   and	   above	   wind	   farms	   is	  similar	   to	   canopy-­‐type	   flows,	  we	  examine	   this	   further	  with	  an	  analytical	  model	   that	   can	  predict	   the	   development	   length	   of	   the	   wind	   farm	   flow	   as	   well	   as	   vertical	   momentum	  absorption.	  Within	  the	  region	  of	  flow	  development,	  momentum	  is	  advected	  into	  the	  wind	  farm	   and	  wake	   turbulence	   draws	   excess	  momentum	   in	   from	   between	   turbines.	   This	   is	  characterized	  by	   large	  dispersive	   fluxes	  of	  momentum.	  Once	   the	   flow	  within	   the	   farm	   is	  developed,	  the	  area-­‐averaged	  velocity	  profile	  exhibits	  an	  inflection	  point,	  characteristic	  of	  canopy-­‐type	   flows.	   The	   inflected	   velocity	   profile	   is	   associated	   with	   the	   presence	   of	   a	  dominant	   characteristic	   turbulence	   scale,	   which	   may	   be	   responsible	   for	   a	   significant	  portion	  of	   the	  vertical	  momentum	   flux.	  Prediction	  of	   this	   scale	   is	  useful	   for	  determining	  the	  amount	  of	  available	  power	  for	  harvesting.	  The	  new	  model	  is	  tested	  with	  results	  from	  wind	   tunnel	   experiments,	   which	   characterize	   the	   turbulent	   flow	   in	   and	   above	   a	   model	  wind	   farms.	   The	   model	   is	   useful	   for	   representing	   wind	   farms	   in	   regional	   scale	  meteorological	  and	  wind	  resource	  assessment	  models,	  for	  the	  optimization	  of	  wind	  farms	  considering	  wind	   turbine	   spacing	   and	   layout,	   for	   assessing	   the	   impacts	   of	   upwind	  wind	  farms	  on	  nearby	  wind	  resources,	  and	  the	  environment.	  	  
INTRODUCTION 	  The	   prediction	   of	   the	  mean	   flow	   in	  wind	   farms	   is	   important	   for	   determining	   the	  mean	  momentum	   sink	   from	   the	   atmospheric	   boundary	   layer	   (ABL).	   This	   is	   needed	   for	   new	  parameterizations	  for	  the	  ABL	  in	  weather	  and	  climate	  models	  to	  account	  for	  the	  increasing	  presence	  of	  wind	  farms	  globally.	   	  Additionally,	  optimization	  of	  wind	  farm	  layouts	  can	  be	  improved	  with	  an	  adequate	  model	  for	  describing	  how	  the	  wind	  farm	  harvests	  wind	  energy	  from	  the	  ABL.	   	  Finally,	   turbulence	   in	   the	  ABL	  mediates	   transport	  of	  moisture,	  pollutants	  and	  climate	  controlling	  trace	  gases	  (e.g.	  CO2	  and	  CH4).	  	  Prediction	  of	  scalar	  transport	  from	  the	  surface	  requires	  prediction	  of	  the	  surface	  shear	  stress	  and	  transport	  efficiency	  at	  the	  ground	   surface	   below	   the	   wind	   farm	   rotor	   level.	   For	   offshore	   wind	   farms,	   the	   surface	  shear	  stress	  is	  an	  important	  parameter	  needed	  to	  model	  the	  surface-­‐layer	  dynamics	  in	  the	  ocean.	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A	  wind	  farm	  can	  be	  classified	  as	  a	  type	  of	  penetrable	  roughness,	  a	  term	  first	  introduced	  by	  Brutsaert	  [1].	  Commonly	  referred	  to	  as	  canopies,	  this	  includes	  forests	  and	  built-­‐up	  urban	  areas.	  In	  such	  flows	  the	  momentum	  sink	  is	  not	  simply	  a	  skin	  drag	  as	  is	  assumed	  in	  surface	  layer	  schemes	  for	  the	  ABL,	  but	  includes	  vertically	  distributed	  drag	  due	  to	  the	  turbines	  as	  well.	  Depending	  on	  the	  efficiency	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  at	  absorbing	  momentum	  from	  the	  ABL,	  shear	  stress	  may	  or	  may	  not	  be	  applied	  at	  the	  ground	  or	  water	  surface.	  The	  ABL	  in	  regions	  of	  tall	  roughness	  elements	  has	  three	  characteristic	  layers:	  a	  roughness	  sublayer	  (RSL),	  an	  inertial	  layer	  where	  the	  log-­‐law	  applies	  and	  an	  outer	  layer.	  The	  RSL	  for	  a	  dense	  canopy	  is	  generally	  about	  twice	  the	  thickness	  of	  the	  layer	  occupied	  by	  the	  roughness	  elements	  (2ZH),	  the	   log-­‐layer	   region	   where	   Monin-­‐Obukhov	   Similarity	   Theory	   (MOST)	   is	   applicable,	  resides	  between	  the	  RSL	  and	  the	  outer	  layer,	  or	  between	  about	  2ZH	  and	  about	  15%	  of	  the	  total	  ABL	  thickness.	  Generally	  the	  ABL	  thickness	  is	  approximately	  1000	  m,	  and	  the	  height	  of	   wind	   farms	   is	   approximately	   100	   m.	   	   Therefore	   the	   log-­‐layer	   would	   generally	   exist	  below	  150	  m.	   	   In	   the	   case	  of	   a	  wind	   farm	  however,	   the	  RSL	  may	  be	  100	  –	  200	  m	  deep,	  based	   on	   the	   above	   scaling,	   and	   therefore	   it	   is	   likely	   that	   the	   log-­‐layer	   does	   not	  consistently	   form	  over	   large	  wind	   farms.	  This	  may	  mean	   that	   the	  approach	  of	  modeling	  the	   wind	   farm,	   as	   surface	   roughness	   is	   not	   applicable,	   as	   the	   concept	   of	   aerodynamic	  roughness	   is	  based	  on	   the	  zero-­‐crossing	  elevation	  of	   the	   log-­‐law.	  For	  mesoscale	  models,	  often	  the	  first	  grid	  level	  resides	  in	  the	  log-­‐layer	  of	  the	  ABL	  (~10	  –	  100	  m)	  and	  using	  the	  roughness	  parameterization	  for	  the	  surface	   is	  common.	  However	  because	  the	  wind	  farm	  layer	   intersects	   this	   region,	   it	   becomes	   necessary	   to	   model	   the	   drag	   of	   the	   wind	   farm	  within	  the	  lowest	  layers	  to	  better	  represent	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  on	  the	  structure	  of	  the	  ABL	  (e.g.	  [2]).	  	  Recently	  the	  turbulence	  statistics	   for	   fully	  developed	  flow	  in	  and	  over	  a	  wind-­‐farm	  were	  analyzed	   and	   it	   was	   found	   that	   the	   properties	   of	   the	   flow	   including	   the	   transport	  efficiencies	   for	   momentum	   and	   scalars	   are	   more	   similar	   to	   those	   of	   canopy-­‐type	   flows	  than	  that	  of	  a	  surface	  layer	  [3].	  However,	  unlike	  dense	  canopies	  (e.g.	  a	  forest),	  due	  to	  the	  relatively	  large	  spacing	  between	  wind	  turbines,	  the	  flow	  exhibits	  features	  that	  are	  unique	  to	  sparse	  canopies,	  namely	  large	  contributions	  of	  dispersive	  stresses	  and	  significant	  wake	  production	  of	  TKE.	  	  Additionally	  we	  studied	  the	  impact	  of	  wind	  farms	  on	  surface	  heat	  flux	  	  	  
	  Figure	  1:	  Schematic	  of	  a	  developing	  wind	  farm	  canopy	  flow.	  The	  distance	  required	  for	  the	  flow	  to	  develop	  𝐿! 	  and	  the	  shear	  penetration	  𝐿!	  are	  directly	  related	  to	  the	  drag	  force	  on	  the	  canopy	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and	   found	  a	  net	   reduction	   for	   a	   fully	  developed	   staggered	  wind	   farm	   [4].	   From	  canopy-­‐type	  flows	  we	  know	  there	  are	  two	  important	  characteristic	  length	  scales	  that	  can	  be	  used	  to	   characterize	   the	   interaction	  between	   canopies	   and	   the	  ABL.	   They	   include	   the	   canopy	  drag	  development	  length	  scale	  Lc	  and	  a	  shear	  length	  scale	  Ls	  ([5]	  and	  references	  therein).	  Figure	   1	   shows	   a	   schematic	   illustrating	   both	   length	   scales	   for	   an	   idealized	   wind	   farm	  canopy.	   Lc	   and	   Ls	   are	   the	   horizontal	   and	   vertical	   scales	   related	   to	   the	   absorption	   of	  momentum	  and	   are	   important	   quantities	   for	   understanding	   the	   overall	   efficiency	   of	   the	  wind	   farm.	  Both	   of	   these	   scales	   are	   derived	   from	   the	   dynamic	   interactions	   of	   the	  mean	  drag	  induced	  by	  the	  wind	  farm	  on	  the	  ABL	  flow.	  The	  vertically	  distributed	  drag	  in	  the	  RSL	  causes	   an	   inflected	  mean	   velocity	   profile,	   leading	   to	   the	   formation	   of	   Kelvin-­‐Helmholtz	  type	  instability	  near	  the	  top	  of	  the	  wind	  farm.	  In	  order	  to	  determine	  these	  length	  scales	  we	  need	  a	  model	  for	  the	  mean	  wind	  profile	  through	  the	  wind	  farm.	  	  	  	  Markfort	  et	  al.	  [3]	  found	  that	  the	  turbulent	  flow	  in	  wind	  farms	  is	  similar	  to	  that	  of	  canopy-­‐type	  flows	  and	  the	  mean	  velocity	  across	  the	  rotor	  plane	  can	  be	  modeled	  using	  the	  classic	  model	  of	  Inoue	  [6].	  We	  examine	  for	  the	  first	  time	  whether	  analytical	  canopy-­‐type	  models	  can	  represent	  the	  turbulent	  flow	  within	  a	  fully	  developed	  wind	  farm.	  The	  assumptions	  of	  the	   models	   are	   examined,	   weaknesses	   investigated	   and	   improvements	   proposed.	   In	  Markfort	  et	  al.	   [3]	  we	  used	  the	  model	   from	  Inoue	  [6]	   to	  determine	  the	   thrust	  coefficient	  and	  estimate	  Lc	  based	  on	  the	  mean	  wind	  profiles.	  Here	  we	  compare	  those	  results	  against	  results	   from	   the	   spatially	   averaged,	   time	   mean	   momentum	   equations	   often	   used	   to	  represent	   canopy-­‐type	   flows.	   A	   new	   model	   for	   sparse	   canopies	   is	   considered	   that	   can	  reproduce	   the	   effects	   of	   the	  wind	   farm	   drag	   on	   the	   flow	   as	  well	   as	   predict	   the	   surface	  shear	  stress	  at	   the	  ground	  or	  sea	  surface.	  Ultimately	   the	  goal	  of	   this	  work	   is	   to	   improve	  parameterization	   of	   mean	   wind	   and	   shear	   stress	   of	   wind-­‐farm	   flow	   useful	   in	   weather,	  climate	  and	  wind	  farm	  optimization	  models.	  	  
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 	  
2.1	  Formulation	  of	  the	  Wind	  Farm	  Canopy	  Model	  	  To	   avoid	   having	   to	  model	   the	   details	   of	   individual	  wakes,	   the	   formulation	   incorporates	  averaging	   a	   unit	   volume	  of	   the	   flow	   that,	   for	   a	   uniform	   canopy,	   is	   defined	  based	  on	   the	  spacing	   and	  height	  of	   the	   canopy	  elements.	  We	  also	   assume	  neutral	   stratification	  of	   the	  ABL.	  Developing	  field	  averaged	  equations	  for	  the	  flow	  through	  a	  wind	  farm,	  𝑢 = 𝑈 + 𝑢′′+𝑢′	  where	  𝑈 = 𝑢 	  is	   the	   time	  and	   spatially	   averaged	  velocity	   signified	  by	   an	  overbar	   and	  angle	   brackets,	   respectively,	  𝑢′′ = 𝑢 − 𝑈	  is	   the	   spatial	   variation	   of	   the	   time	   mean	   flow	  around	   individual	   turbines,	   and	  𝑢! = 𝑢 − 𝑈 − 𝑢′′ 	  are	   the	   turbulent	   fluctuations.	   The	  spatially	  and	  temporally	  averaged	  momentum	  conservation	  equation	  takes	  the	  form:	  	  	   − !" !!" = !! !"!" + 𝑓wf(𝑧),	   (1)	  	  where	  𝜏 𝑧 = 𝑢!𝑤! + 𝑢′′𝑤′′ 	  is	  the	  total	  wall-­‐normal	  shear	  stress,	  where	   𝑢!𝑤! 	  is	  the	  average	  kinematic	  turbulent	  shear	  stress,	   𝑢′′𝑤′′ 	  is	  the	  dispersive	  flux	  of	  momentum,	  𝜌	  is	  air	  density,	  𝑃	  is	  mean	  pressure,	  and	  𝑓wf(𝑧)	  represents	  the	  vertically	  distributed	  turbine	  induced	  force.	  The	  dispersive	  stress	  is	  the	  horizontally	  unresolved	  subgrid-­‐scale	  quantity	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that	  arises	  from	  horizontal	  spatial	  filtering	  of	  the	  momentum	  equation	  and	  represents	  the	  contribution	  to	  momentum	  transfer	  from	  correlations	  between	  spatial	  variations	  in	  the	  time-­‐averaged	  flow.	  
	  
2.2	  Turbine	  Drag	  Parameterization	  	  A	  standard	  parameterization	  for	  the	  turbine-­‐induced	  force	  is	  employed,	  where	  	  	   𝐹! = !! 𝜌𝐶!𝐴!𝑈!.	   (2)	  	  The	  thrust	  coefficient	  is	  𝐶! 	  and	  𝐴! 	  is	  the	  rotor-­‐swept	  area.	  The	  force,	  per	  unit	  mass,	  distributed	  over	  the	  unit	  volume	  occupied	  by	  turbines	  in	  a	  wind	  farm	  is	  
	   𝑓wf = 𝐹𝑇𝑍𝐻𝐴𝑓 =   𝑈2𝐿𝑐 	  ,	  	   (3)	  	  where	  𝑍! 	  is	   the	   top-­‐tip	   height	   of	   the	   wind	   farm,	   and	  𝐴! = 𝑆!𝑆!𝐷!	  is	   the	   unit	   area	   of	  ground	   per	   turbine,	  𝐷 	  is	   the	   rotor	   diameter.	  𝑆! 	  and	  𝑆! 	  are	   the	  𝑥 	  (streamwise)	   and	  𝑦	  (spanwise)	  spacing	  between	  wind	   turbines	   in	  multiples	  of	  𝐷.	  𝑓wf	  can	  be	  simplified	   to	   the	  mean	  velocity	  squared	  divided	  by	  𝐿! .	  The	  drag	  development	  length	  scale	  𝐿! 	  can	  be	  written	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  geometry	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  as,	  	  	   𝐿! =    2𝑍𝐻𝐴𝑓𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑟 = 8𝑍𝐻𝑆𝑥𝑆𝑦𝜋𝐶𝑇 	  .	   (4)	  	  It	  approximately	  scales	  with	  the	  distance,	  from	  the	  front	  edge	  of	  the	  wind	  farm,	  required	  for	  the	  spatially	  averaged,	  time	  mean	  flow	  to	  develop	  within	  the	  wind	  farm.	  A	  numerical	  study	  of	  the	  ABL	  transition	  to	  urban	  canopies	  revealed	  that	  the	  flow	  development	  length	  scales	  as	  about	  3𝐿! ,	  with	  a	  form	  that	  follows	  an	  exponential	  decay	  [7].	  	  
2.3	  Reynolds	  Stress	  Parameterization	  	  The	  Reynolds	  stresses	  can	  be	  parameterized	  using	  the	  mixing	  length	  formulation	  as,	  	  	   − 𝑢!𝑤! =    𝑙!! !"!" !,	   (5)	  	  and	  rearranging	  allows	  for	  determining	  the	  mixing	  length	  based	  on	  measured	  turbulence	  profiles	  as	  	  	   𝑙! = − u!w! !/!/ !!!! .	   (6)	  	  For	   a	   surface	   layer,	  𝑙! = 𝑙!" =   𝜅z,	   where	  𝜅	  is	   the	   von	   Karman	   coefficient	   (=	   0.4).	   	   For	  dense	   canopy	   flows	   𝑙! = 𝑙! = 2𝛽!𝐿! ,	   following	   [6],	   where	  𝛽 = 𝑢∗/𝑈!! .	   For	   sparse	  canopies	  where	  momentum	  is	  absorbed	  by	  roughness	  elements	  as	  well	  as	  the	  ground,	  it	  is	  likely	   that	   a	   combination	   of	   these	   two	  mixing	   lengths	   are	   important,	  with	   surface	   layer	  scaling	  being	   important	  near	   the	  ground	  and	  canopy	  scaling	  more	   important	  away	   from	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the	  surface.	  Coceal	  and	  Belcher	  [7]	  proposed	  a	  model	  that	  smoothly	  varies	  between	  these	  two	  length	  scales	  following	  a	  harmonic	  interpolation	  function	  	  	   !!! ! = !!!" ! + !!! !	  	   (7)	  	  where	  𝑁	  can	  be	  used	  to	  adjust	  the	  weights	  of	  the	  contributions.	  This	  results	  in	  the	  mixing	  length	  being	  constrained	  by	  the	  smaller	  of	  the	  two	  length	  scales	  depending	  on	  height,	  and	  it	   is	   found	   that	  𝑁	  =	   4	   best	   fits	   the	  measurements	   in	   this	   study.	   	   The	   dispersive	   stresses	  contribution	  is	  often	  small	  and	  therefore	  neglected	  as	  a	  first	  approximation.	  	  
EXPERIMENTS 	  
3.1	  Characterization	  of	  Fully	  Developed	  Wind-­‐Farm	  Flow	  	  Measurements	  of	  the	  fully	  developed	  wind-­‐farm	  flow	  were	  obtained	  in	  a	  boundary-­‐layer	  wind	   tunnel	   study,	   reported	   in	   Markfort	   et	   al.	   [3].	   The	   experiments	   considered	   the	  development	   of	   a	   neutral	   boundary	   layer	   flow	   through	   and	   over	   an	   array	   of	   scaled,	  operating	   wind	   turbines.	   Two	   layouts	   were	   considered	   to	   investigate	   changes	   in	   wind	  direction.	   Perfectly	   aligned	   and	   perfectly	   staggered	   configurations	   provided	   insight	   on	  how	   the	   ABL	   develops	   over	  wind	   farms.	   The	   spacing	   of	   the	   turbines	  were	  𝑆! = 5𝐷	  and	  𝑆! = 4𝐷	  in	  both	  configurations.	  The	  diameter	  of	  the	  rotors	  were	  𝐷 = 12.8	  cm	  and	  the	  top-­‐tip	  height	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  was	  𝑍! = 16.8	  cm.	  For	  the	  staggered	  case,	  the	  even	  numbered	  rows	   were	   shifted	   laterally	   by	   y	  = 2𝐷 .	   The	   area	   of	   the	   rotor-­‐swept	   plane	   was	  𝐴! =  0.013  m!	  and	  the	  unit	  area	  of	  ground	  per	  turbine	  was	  𝐴! =   0.34	  m2.	  Figure	  2	  shows	  the	  vertical	   distribution	   of	   rotor	   area	   per	   unit	   ground	   area,	   normalized	   by	  𝐴!/𝐴! .	   To	  characterize	   the	   spatially	   averaged	  mean	   flow,	   profiles	  were	   collected	  downwind	  of	   the	  12th	  and	  11th	  rows	  of	  turbines	  at	  four	  selected	  locations	  for	  the	  aligned	  and	  staggered	  wind	  farms,	   respectively.	   The	   representativeness	   of	   the	   spatially-­‐averaged	   flow	   by	   these	  profiles	  was	  confirmed	  by	  simulations	  of	   the	  wind	   farm	  using	  a	  validated	  research-­‐level	  LES	  code	  [8].	  
	  Figure	  2:	  Vertical	  distribution	  of	  the	  normalized	  local	  rotor	  area	  per	  unit	  volume,	  𝑎!(𝑧)	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Figure	   3	   shows	   the	   mean	   velocity	   profiles	   for	   the	   aligned	   and	   staggered	   wind	   farm	  configurations,	  as	  well	  as	  total	  stress	  profiles	  and	  contributions	  of	  the	  dispersive	  stresses.	  The	   velocity	   exhibits	   an	   inflected	  mean	  wind	   profile,	   which	   is	   characteristic	   of	   canopy-­‐	  type	  flows	  and	  leads	  to	  large-­‐scale	  instability	  in	  the	  flow.	  Also	  unlike	  dense	  canopy-­‐flows,	  the	  velocity	  does	  not	  go	  to	  zero	  within	  the	  canopy	  layer,	  but	  is	  significant	  near	  the	  surface.	  The	   inflection	  point	  and	  height	  of	  maximum	  shear	  stress	  occurs	  at	  𝑧 ≈ 0.9𝑍! .	  This	  point	  defines	   the	   top	   of	   a	   canopy	   flow	   from	   a	   dynamic	   perspective	   and	   provides	   the	   best	  estimate	  for	  the	  drag	  and	  shear	  penetration	  length	  scales.	  The	  shear	  stress	  is	  reduced	  with	  height	  due	   to	   the	  drag	  of	   the	  wind	   turbines.	  Approximately	  20%	  of	   the	  maximum	  shear	  remains	   to	   be	   absorbed	   at	   the	   ground	   level.	   Dispersive	   stresses	   were	   found	   to	   be	  especially	  significant	  for	  the	  aligned	  wind	  farm	  at	  40%	  of	  the	  maximum	  total	  stress.	  	  The	  maximum	  dispersive	  stress	  was	  10%	  for	  the	  staggered	  case	  [3].	  	  Due	  to	  the	  large	  dispersive	  stresses	  and	  indications	  that	  the	  flow	  through	  the	  aligned	  wind	  farm	  may	  not	  be	  fully	  developed,	  based	  on	  the	  estimate	  of	  𝐿! ,	  we	  will	  only	  considering	  the	  flow	   in	   the	   staggered	   wind	   farm	   for	   this	   analysis.	   The	   aligned	   case	   may	   be	   generally	  considered	  a	  special	  case,	  occurring	  infrequently	  when	  the	  wind	  is	  perfectly	  aligned	  with	  the	  rows	  of	  turbines	  such	  that	  the	  direct	  upwind	  turbines	  wake	  turbines	  in	  adjacent	  rows.	  Based	  on	  measurements	  from	  Barthelmie	  et	  al.	  [9]	  this	  may	  be	  rare.	  The	  flows	  from	  non-­‐aligned	  directions	  may	  be	   considered	   staggered.	   In	   general	   the	  wind-­‐farm	   flow	  behaves	  closer	  to	  that	  of	  the	  staggered	  arrangement.	  As	  shown	  in	  [3],	  the	  flow	  development	  within	  a	   staggered	   wind	   farm	   requires	   less	   distance	   than	   an	   aligned	   wind	   farm	   due	   to	   more	  efficient	  lateral	  mixing	  of	  wakes	  evidenced	  by	  smaller	  dispersive	  stresses.	  	  
	  Figure	  3:	  (Left)	  Mean,	  spanwise	  averaged	  velocity	  profiles	  measured	  within	  an	  aligned	  and	  staggered	  wind	  farm.	  (Right)	  Total	  stress	  and	  dispersive	  stress	  profiles	  normalized	  by	  u∗!	  	  
3.2	  Thrust	  Coefficient	  	  The	   drag	   coefficient	   used	   in	   meteorological	   applications,	   e.g.	   flow	   in	   canopies,	   often	  incorporates	   the	   factor	  of	  ½	   into	  𝐶! .	   	  However,	  here	  we	  use	   the	  engineering	  convention	  and	  maintain	  the	  factor	  separate	  from	  the	  estimate	  of	  the	  trust	  coefficient	  𝐶! .	  To	  estimate	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𝐶! 	  from	   the	   measured	   turbulence	   profiles	   using	   Eqn.	   1,	   the	   turbine	   thrust	  parameterization	  defined	  above	  in	  Eqs.	  3	  and	  4,	  is	  employed	  and	  rearranged	  to	  give	  	  	   𝐶! = −2 !" !!" !!!!!!!!!! .	   (8)	  	  	  Figure	  4	  shows	  the	  distribution	  of	  𝐶! 	  measured	  across	  the	  rotor-­‐swept	  region	  of	  the	  wind	  farm.	  The	  distribution	  is	  well	  represented	  by	  a	  Gaussian	  function	  following	  	  	   𝐶! = 𝑎  𝑒𝑥𝑝 − !!!! !!!! ,	   (9)	  	  where	  𝑟/𝑅 	  is	   the	   distance	   form	   hub	   height	   normalized	   by	   the	   rotor	   radius	   and	   the	  coefficients	  a  =  1.06,	  b  =  0.086,	  c  =  0.385.	  Calculating	  the	  depth	  averaged	  value	  for	  𝐶! 	  we	  determine	   for	   the	   staggered	   configuration	  𝐶! =  0.49.	   	   This	   compares	   well	   with	   results	  based	  on	  large-­‐eddy	  simulation	  (LES)	  for	  flow	  through	  a	  single	  turbine,	  modeled	  after	  the	  turbine	  used	  in	  these	  experiments,	  where	  𝐶! 	  was	  determined	  to	  be	  0.45	  (Wu,	  pers.	  comm.).	  Using	  the	  experimentally	  determined	  value	   for	  𝐶! 	  and	  the	  dynamic	  height	  of	   the	  canopy,	  we	   can	   determine	  𝐿! 	  to	   be	   approximately	   16	  m,	   or	  𝐿!/z!   ≈	  100	   for	   the	   staggered	  wind	  farm.	  	  This	  agrees	  with	  the	  estimate	  presented	  in	  Markfort	  et	  al.	  [3].	  	  
	  Figure	  4:	  Plot	  of	  the	  distribution	  of	  the	  measured	  thrust	  coefficient	  in	  the	  fully	  developed	  staggered	  wind	  farm	  and	  a	  Gaussian	  fit	  	  
3.3	  Momentum	  Penetration	  	  The	  depth	  of	  the	  large	  scale	  eddies	  that	  carry	  momentum	  down	  into	  the	  wind	  farm	  from	  the	  ABL	  above	  is	  related	  to	  the	  shear	  instability	  caused	  by	  the	  inflection	  point	  in	  the	  mean	  velocity	  near	  the	  top	  of	  the	  wind	  farm.	  The	  shear	  instability	  scale	  can	  be	  approximated	  as	  	  	   L! = U!.!!!/ !!!! !!!.!!! .	   (10)	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The	   measured	   shear	   length	   scale	   for	   the	   experiment	   is	  𝐿!/𝑍! =   3.0.	   For	   plane	   mixing	  layers	   it	  can	  be	  assumed	  that	   the	  distribution	  of	   large-­‐scale	  vorticity	   is	  symmetric	  about	  the	   point	   of	   the	   velocity	   inflection	   and	   penetration	   is	  ~  1/2𝐿! .	   However	   due	   to	   the	  presence	  of	  the	  drag	  elements	  that	  cause	  the	  shear	  flow	  in	  this	  case,	  it	  is	  likely	  that	  eddies	  penetrate	   a	   fraction	   less	   than	   half	   of	  𝐿!.	   Another	   measure	   of	   the	   shear	   scale,	   may	   be	  defined	  based	  on	  the	  mean	  velocity	  above	  the	  canopy	  and	  deep	  within	  the	  canopy.	   	  Here	  we	  define	  the	  scale	  of	  vorticity	  penetration	  as	  	  	   𝛿! =   𝑈𝑧=2𝑍𝐻−𝑈𝑧=0.1𝑍𝐻𝜕𝑈𝜕𝑧 𝑧=0.9𝑍𝐻 .	   (11)	  	  For	   the	   fully	   developed	   staggered	   wind	   farm,	  𝛿!/𝑍! 	  =	   1.25	   or	   about	   40%	   of	  𝐿!.	  	   From	  Thom	  [10],	  the	  zero-­‐plane	  displacement	  of	  the	  log-­‐layer	  above	  the	  canopy	  can	  be	  defined	  as	  	  	   !!! = 1 − !! !!!! .	   (12)	  	  This	  results	  in	  𝑑/𝑍! =	  0.37	  for	  the	  current	  experiment	  and	  is	  similar	  to	  the	  value	  𝑑/𝑍! =	  0.38	  determined	  in	  Markfort	  et	  al.	  [3]	  based	  on	  the	  velocity	  profiles	  above	  the	  wind	  farm.	  	  
ANALYTICAL CANOPY MODEL  	  
4.1	  Dense	  Canopy	  Model	  	  Inoue	  [6]	  developed	  an	  analytical	  model	  for	  dense	  canopies	  that	  describes	  the	  mean	  wind	  profile	   in	  a	   fully	  developed	  canopy	  flow.	  The	  model	  essentially	  utilizes	  an	  assumption	  of	  constant	  mixing	  length	  to	  formulate	  an	  exponential	  decay	  relationship	  for	  𝑈 𝑧   following,	  	  	   𝑈 𝑧 =   𝑈!!𝑒𝑥𝑝   𝛼 !!! − 1 ,	   (13)	  	  where	  𝛼	  is	   an	   attenuation	   coefficient	   that	   increases	   with	   canopy	   density	   (𝛼 = 𝛽Z!/𝑙!).	  Results	  from	  Markfort	  et	  al.	  [3],	  compared	  with	  results	  from	  the	  previous	  section,	  indicate	  the	  model	  performs	  reasonable	  well	  for	  describing	  the	  mean	  wind	  across	  the	  rotor	  plane	  and	  is	  useful	  for	  determining	  the	  momentum	  absorbed	  by	  the	  wind	  farm.	  	  One	  weakness	  of	   this	  model	   is	   that	   it	  does	  not	   faithfully	  capture	  the	  no-­‐slip	  condition	  at	  the	  surface.	  Unlike	  dense	  canopies	  for	  which	  the	  model	  of	  Inoue	  was	  formulated,	  the	  mean	  wind	   near	   the	   surface	  may	   be	   significant	   in	   wind	   farms.	   The	   result	   is	   that	   wind	   farms	  behave	  more	  like	  sparse	  canopies	  where	  the	  turbines	  absorbs	  significant	  momentum	  but	  a	  non-­‐negligible	   amount	   of	   momentum	   may	   be	   transferred	   to	   the	   ground	   as	   well.	   The	  assumptions	  for	  the	  dense	  canopy	  model,	  including	  the	  local	  density,	  drag	  coefficient	  and	  mixing	  length	  are	  all	  constant	  and	  the	  momentum	  is	  fully	  absorbed	  by	  the	  canopy,	  may	  not	  hold	  true	  when	  applied	  to	  wind	  farms.	  To	  develop	  a	   formulation	  useful	   for	  sparse	  wind-­‐farm	   canopies,	   these	   assumptions	  must	   be	   relaxed	   to	  more	   accurately	  model	   the	  mean	  wind	  and	  shear	  stress,	  particularly	  near	  the	  surface.	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4.2	  Sparse	  Canopy	  Model	  
	  A	   sparse	   canopy	   is	   defined	   as	   a	   cluster	   of	   roughness	   elements	   that	   are	   tall	   enough	   to	  absorb	   significant	   momentum	   by	   form	   drag,	   however	   there	   remains	   significant	  momentum	  that	  is	  transferred	  to	  the	  surface	  and	  absorbed	  through	  skin	  friction.	  	  Similar	  flows	  have	  been	  addressed	  in	  the	  context	  of	  urban	  meteorology,	  as	  building	  density	  tends	  to	   vary	   significantly,	   leading	   to	   a	   need	   to	   depart	   from	   the	   simplified	  model	   in	   Eqn.	   13.	  	  Generally	  the	  sparse	  canopy	  problem	  has	  been	  addressed	  using	  numerical	  models	  to	  solve	  the	  momentum	   conservation	   equation	   utilizing	   similar	   forms	   of	   the	   quadratic	   drag	   and	  mixing	  length	  parameterizations	  as	  presented	  above	  (e.g.	  [7]).	  	  The	   requirement	   to	   handle	   the	   problem	   numerically	   arises	   from	   the	   nonlinear	  relationship	   between	  mean	  wind	   speed	   and	   the	   canopy	   drag	   force.	   Alternatively,	  Wang	  [11]	  proposed	  a	  linearization	  of	  the	  drag	  force	  equation.	  	  Here	  we	  employ	  this	  assumption	  for	   the	   turbine-­‐induced	   force	  by	   relating	   the	   force	   to	  𝑈𝑈!! 	  instead	  of	  𝑈!.	   Employing	   the	  above	  parameterizations,	  Eqn.	  3	  and	  5	  are	  substituted	  into	  Eqn.	  1,	  and	  assuming	  there	  is	  a	  negligible	  longitudinal	  pressure	  gradient	  results	  in	  	  	   − 𝜕𝜕𝑧 𝐾 𝜕𝑈𝜕𝑧 = 𝐶! 𝐴𝑟𝐴𝑓𝑧𝐻𝑈(𝑧)𝑈!! 	   (14)	  	  where	  𝐾 = 𝜅𝑧𝑠𝑢∗.	  This	  allows	  for	  an	  analytical	  solution	  with	  the	  form	  	  	   𝑈 𝑧 = 𝐶!𝐼! 𝑔(𝑧) + 𝐶!𝐾! 𝑔(𝑧) 	   (15)	  	  where	   the	   coefficients	   of	   integration	   are	  𝐶!	  and	  𝐶!,	   and	  𝐼!and	  𝐾!	  are	   the	  modified	  Bessel	  functions	  of	  the	  first	  and	  second	  kind,	  respectively,	  of	  order	  0.	  𝐼!and	  𝐾!	  depend	  on	  	  	  	   𝑔 𝑧 = 2 𝐴 𝑧 𝑧! ,	  	  	   (16)	  where	  	   𝐴 = 𝐶! 𝐴𝑟𝐴𝑓 (𝜅𝛽𝑠(z))!!.   (17)  	  Rewriting	  Eqn.	  7	  as	  	  	  	   𝑙! = 𝜅𝑧𝑠(𝑧),	  	   (18)	  	  where	  	  	   𝑠 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑐(𝑙𝑐)𝑁+(𝜅𝑧)𝑁 1/𝑁	  	   (19)	  	  provides	  the	  distribution	  of	  the	  mixing	  length,	  smoothly	  varying	  with	  height.	  In	  Eqn.	  17,	  𝐴	  can	   be	   interpreted	   as	   a	   dimensionless	   attenuation	   coefficient	   that	   characterizes	   the	  reduction	  of	  wind	  speed	  within	  the	  wind	  farm.	  The	  coefficient	  determines	  the	  shape	  of	  the	  velocity	  profile	   integrating	   the	   effects	   of	   turbine	   size	   and	   spacing,	   as	  well	   as	   the	  mixing	  length	  and	  𝐶! 	  by	  way	  of	  the	  linearized	  drag	  coefficient,	  𝐶! .	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The	   two	   integration	   coefficients	   are	   determined	   by	   solving	   Eqn.	   15	   for	   the	   no-­‐slip	  condition	  at	  𝑧 = 𝑧!	  and	  for	  a	  known	  𝑈!! ,	  as	  	  	  	   𝐶! = 𝑈(𝑧!) 𝐼! 𝑔(𝑧!) − 𝐼! 𝑔(𝑧!) 𝐾! 𝑔(𝑧!) /𝐾! 𝑔(𝑧!) !!,	   (20)	  	  and	  	  	   𝐶! = 𝐶!𝐼! 𝑔(𝑧!) /𝐾! 𝑔(𝑧!) .	   (21)  	  The	  linearized	  drag	  coefficient,	  𝐶! ,	  can	  be	  solved	  by	  way	  of	  solving	  for	  𝐴	  iteratively	  based	  on	  the	  boundary	  conditions.	  Alternatively,	  based	  on	  a	  number	  of	  model	  runs,	  varying	  the	  above	  controlling	  parameters,	  Wang	  [11]	   found	  that	  𝐴	  could	  be	  well	  characterized	  based	  on	  the	  shear	  length	  scale	  𝐿!	  as	  expressed	  in	  Eqn.	  10,	  and	  ultimately,	  was	  well	  represented	  with	  a	  simple	  quadratic	  relationship	  based	  on	  frontal	  area	  index,	  which	  for	  the	  wind	  farm	  is	  simply	  𝐴!/𝐴! .	   	  The	  relationship	  that	  best	  fits	  the	  results	  can	  be	  written	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  geometry	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  as	  	  	   𝐴 = 4.52 𝐴!/𝐴! + 0.62 𝐴!/𝐴! !.	   (22)	  	  In	  this	  study	  we	  use	  Eqn.	  22	  to	  estimate	  𝐶!	  at	  𝑧 = 𝑧! 	  and	  then	  allow	  𝐴	  to	  vary	  with	  height	  following	  Eqn.	  17.	  	  	  Figure	  5	  shows	  the	  comparison	  between	  the	  measured	  mean	  velocity	  within	  the	  staggered	  wind	  farm	  (from	  Fig.	  2)	  and	  the	  prediction	  of	  the	  sparse	  canopy	  model.	  Allowing	  𝐴	  to	  vary	  vertically	  produced	  a	  result	  that	  is	  closer	  to	  the	  observed	  velocity	  profile	  across	  the	  rotor	  plane	  than	  if	  it	  is	  held	  constant	  based	  on	  Eqn.	  22.	  	  	  	  	  
	  Figure	  5:	  Plot	  comparing	  the	  normalized	  wind	  profile	  for	  the	  fully	  developed	  wind-­‐farm	  flow	  in	  a	  staggered	  configuration	  with	  the	  prediction	  from	  the	  sparse	  canopy	  model	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This	   also	   leads	   to	   a	   better	   approximation	   of	   the	   velocity	   gradient	   at	  𝑧/𝑧! = 1 	  and	  therefore	  a	  better	  prediction	  of	  𝐿!.	  Two	  key	  features	  are	  captured	  by	  the	  model,	  first	  is	  the	  exponential	   attenuation	   of	   the	   velocity	   with	   height	   near	   the	   top	   of	   the	   wind	   farm	   and	  across	  the	  rotor-­‐swept	  region,	  and	  second	  is	  the	  no-­‐slip	  condition	  at	  the	  surface.	  	  From	  Eqn.	  6	  the	  variation	  in	  mixing	  length	  is	  determined	  based	  on	  the	  measured	  profiles	  of	   mean	   velocity	   and	   shear	   stress.	   Using	   Eqs.	   5,	   15	   and	   18,	   we	   calculate	   the	   effective	  mixing	   length	   and	   the	   resulting	   shear	   stress	   based	   on	   the	   model.	   Figure	   6	   shows	   the	  results	   of	   the	  model	   compared	  with	   the	   data.	   The	  mixing	   length	  model	   reproduces	   the	  general	   features	   of	   the	   length	   scales	   of	   the	   flow	  with	   the	   values	   near	   the	   surface	   being	  weighted	   toward	   surface	   layer	   scaling	   while	   the	   mixing	   length	   approaches	   a	   constant	  value	  of	  𝑙! 	  near	   the	   top	  of	   the	  wind	   farm.	  However,	   the	  measurement	  reveals	  a	  different	  behavior	  as	  the	  maximum	  measured	  value	  occurs	  near	  the	  center	  of	   the	  rotor	  plane	  and	  then	  decreases	  up	  to	  𝑧! .	   	  Then	  the	  measured	  mixing	  length	  approaches	  the	  inertial	   layer	  near	  the	  top	  of	  the	  wind	  farm	  that	  was	  identified	  in	  [3].	  The	  mixing	  length	  model	  does	  not	  capture	   this	   behavior	   but	   is	   a	   good	   first	   approximation	   that	   is	   simple	   to	   implement,	  captures	  the	  average	  behavior	  and	  results	   in	  a	  reasonable	  profile	   for	  the	  shear	  stress.	   In	  particular	  the	  shear	  stress	  profile	  correctly	  partitions	  the	  amount	  of	  momentum	  absorbed	  by	  the	  wind	  farm	  and	  the	  shear	  stress	  near	  the	  surface.	  The	  result	  reveals	  the	  remaining	  stress	  absorbed	  by	   the	  ground	  or	   sea	  surface.	   	   In	   the	  present	   configuration	   the	   result	   is	  approximately	   15	   -­‐	   20%	   of	   the	  momentum	   absorbed	   by	   the	   wind	   farm	   remains	   at	   the	  surface.	   	  
	  Figure	  6:	  Plots	  comparing	  measurements	  with	  the	  results	  of	  the	  sparse	  canopy	  model	  for	  Left:	  mixing	  length,	  and	  Right:	  shear	  stress	  	  
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 	  We	   have	   shown	   that	   an	   analytical,	   sparse	   canopy	   model	   can	   reasonably	   represent	   the	  mean	   wind	   and	   non-­‐negligible	   surface	   shear	   stress	   for	   flow	   through	   a	   wind	   farm.	   The	  model	   reproduces	   the	   no-­‐slip	   condition	   at	   the	   surface	   and	   the	   surface	   shear	   stress	   by	  allowing	   the	  mixing	   length	   to	   vary	  with	   height	   inside	   the	  wind	   farm.	  The	  model	   can	  be	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applied	  when	  the	  details	  of	  the	  flow	  around	  individual	  turbines	  are	  not	  required,	  and	  only	  overall	  spatially-­‐averaged	   features	  of	   the	  wind-­‐farm	  flow	  are	  of	   interest.	  This	  model	  can	  be	   solved	  using	  basic	   spreadsheet	   software,	   and	   can	  be	   cheaply	   employed	   into	   regional	  scale	  atmospheric	  flow	  models	  for	  weather	  prediction	  and	  wind	  farm	  development.	  Wind	  turbine	  spacing	   is	  an	   independent	  variable	   in	  the	  model	  and	  therefore	  the	  model	  can	  be	  used	   to	   optimize	   the	  design	  of	  wind	   farm	   layouts.	   The	   optimum	   turbine	   spacing	   can	  be	  estimated	  by	  minimizing	  the	  amount	  of	  momentum	  transferred	  to	  the	  surface.	  At	  the	  same	  time	   the	   shear	   penetration	   scale	   should	   be	   kept	   large	   to	   efficiently	   transfer	  momentum	  down	   from	   the	   ABL	   above	   the	   wind	   farm	   to	   the	   entire	   rotor-­‐swept	   region.	   Given	   for	  example	  the	  wind	  farm	  layout	  studied	  here,	  with	  the	  same	  surface	  roughness,	  the	  turbines	  could	  be	  spaced	  closer	  together	  to	  capture	  the	  remaining	  momentum	  currently	  lost	  to	  the	  surface.	  For	  onshore	  installations,	  the	  model	  could	  be	  used	  to	  study	  the	  effect	  of	  changing	  land	  cover	  below	  the	  wind	  turbines	   to	  examine	  how	  a	  change	   in	  surface	  roughness	  may	  affect	  the	  partitioning	  of	  momentum	  between	  the	  wind	  farm	  and	  the	  surface.	  For	  offshore	  wind	   farms,	   the	  surface	  shear	  stress	   is	  an	   important	  boundary	  condition	   for	   sea-­‐surface	  mixing.	  If	  a	  wind	  farm	  absorbs	  all	  the	  momentum,	  the	  mixing	  and	  temperature	  structure	  in	  the	  surface	  mixed	  layer	  of	  the	  ocean	  will	  be	  dramatically	  changed	  compared	  to	  before	  the	  wind	  farm	  was	  installed.	  The	  model	  should	  be	  tested	  for	  full-­‐scale	  wind	  farms	  flows,	  using	  carefully	   measured,	   spatially	   representative	   wind	   profiles	   and	   in	   a	   validated	   LES	  framework.	  	  Although	  the	  main	  goals	  to	  represent	  the	  mean	  wind	  and	  shear	  stress	  within	  a	  wind	  farm	  are	  achieved	  with	  the	  current	  formulation,	  additional	  testing	  at	  full	  scale	  will	  provide	  the	  necessary	  data	  to	  improve	  the	  mixing	  length	  model	  and	  lead	  to	  a	  more	  robust	  formulation.	   Incorporation	   of	   dispersive	   stresses	  will	   allow	   for	   the	   consideration	   of	   the	  development	  region	  of	  the	  flow.	  Additionally,	  the	  mixing	  length	  model	  could	  be	  modified	  to	  account	  for	  atmospheric	  stability.	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Abstract 
This study presents the external wind conditions for the design and assessment of wind turbine 
loading in tropical cyclone regions, including physical constants, wind speed (cyclone classes), wind 
shear, turbulence intensity, turbulence length scale and turbulence spectral models. For the extreme 
condition, this study focuses on the wind characteristics of the cyclone eye-wall region that carries the 
strongest wind. For the dynamic response of wind turbine structures, it is worth the effort to 
characterize the size of eddies constituting turbulent wind. The turbulence integral length scale for 
cyclone wind is defined and validated with various measurements. Moreover, several turbulence 
spectral models are validated with field measurements and the ESDU von Karman model gives the 
best fit.   Based on the external wind conditions, a new turbulent cyclone wind model is created with 
the associated load case(s). A state-of-the-art load analysis is performed using this new cyclone wind 
model and the results for the relevant turbine components are compared with the existing loads 
envelope. Finally, the question of whether a wind turbine could survive in a cyclone is addressed. 
1. Introduction 
The blooming of the wind energy industry has 
led to the desire for installing wind turbines in 
coastlines close to regions of high population 
density. Several of these areas are also prone 
to cyclones, such as the east coast of the U.S, 
the south-east coast of China, Taiwan, Japan 
and Korea. With respect to the extreme wind 
conditions, the current extreme load cases of 
the IEC 61400 standard [1] and the GL 
Guideline [2] may not be enough to predict the 
extreme loads in cyclones. It would be a very 
risky proposition to simply install an existing 
type of wind turbine in regions affected by 
tropical cyclones without taking into account 
the wind characteristics in the Cyclone 
Boundary Layer (CBL).  
In the current IEC standard, a maximum 10-
minute mean wind speed of up to 50 m/s at 
hub height for the extreme wind speed model 
is foreseen as the maximum standard wind 
class I. The turbines to be erected in tropical 
cyclone risk areas will have to be designed 
specifically to withstand higher wind speeds, 
depending on the cyclone class. In addition, 
analysis of wind loads on wind turbine 
components requires knowledge of the 
turbulence structures impinging upon them. 
The current definition of the parameters 
describing turbulence structures is aimed for 
normal ambient boundary layer, such as the 
definition of the velocity standard deviation 
and length scale in the IEC 61400-1 standard. 
For estimating the loads in cyclones, the 
characteristic features of the CBL need to be 
studied. Germanischer Lloyd is working on a 
Technical Note “Certification of Wind 
Turbines for Tropical Cyclone Conditions”. 
This study may be considered an extension of 
this preparatory work with an emphasis on 
characterizing the turbulence to design wind 
turbines prevailing against cyclones.   
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2. Objective and Scope 
The objective of this study is to present the 
external wind conditions for the design and 
assessment of a wind turbine in tropical 
cyclone conditions and to perform a state-of-
the-art load analysis to address the question 
“Can a wind turbine survive in a tropical 
cyclone?” The loads of relevant turbine 
components will be reviewed and compared to 
the existing loads envelope. The turbine is 
assumed to be installed at an onshore location 
near the coastline in the cyclone region. The 
wind conditions in the CBL will be quantified 
to define a new cyclone wind model and the 
associated load case(s). 
3. External conditions 
3.1. Physical constants 
The term ‘tropical’ refers to the geographical 
origin of the cyclone which is the region 
surrounding the Equator. A cyclone forms in 
oceanic regions where the sea-surface 
temperature (SST) is higher than 26.5 °C. It 
always has the most notable feature, the eye, 
which is a low-pressure centre surrounded by a 
circular rotating region called the eye-wall that 
carries extremely strong wind and heavy rain.  
As the storm is forming and being fuelled in 
the ocean, the air is characterized by high 
moisture content and the relative humidity 
(RH) is usually up to 80% [3]. As a 
consequence, the water vapour makes the air 
less dense than standard dry air because the 
molecular mass of vapour is less than the mass 
of dry air.  
In the cross-section of a cyclone structure, the 
strongest horizontal wind is at the cyclone eye-
wall and the wind speed drops abruptly either 
side of this region. In addition, the air pressure 
drops quickly and the temperature increases 
inside the eye-wall. This unique climatic 
condition can affect the integrity and safety of 
wind turbines. For cyclone load calculations, it 
is more meaningful to define physical 
constants of the tropical cyclone instead of 
using the values for normal climate in the IEC 
standard 61400-1. To be specific, the physical 
constants in the eye-wall are defined since this 
is the region that has most influence on the 
wind turbine extreme load analysis.  A list of 
physical constants for a typical cyclone eye-
wall region is summarized in Table 3-1. 
Temperature [°C] 30 
Pressure [hPa] 950 
RH [%] 80 
Moist air density 
[kg/m3] 
1.094 
Air viscosity [kg/ms] 1.82E-05 
Table 3-1 Typical physical constants in a 
cyclone eye-wall 
3.2. Cyclone class 
Tropical cyclone classes are commonly 
categorized by the maximum sustained wind 
speed at the cyclone eye-wall region. For wind 
turbine loads assessment, Germanischer Lloyd 
(GL) refers to the well known Saffir-Simpson 
Hurricane Wind Scale (SSHWS), which is a 1 
to 5 categorization according to the cyclone’s 
maximum sustained wind speed (peak 1-min 
wind speed at the standard meteorological 
observation height 10m). The scale was 
developed by Herb Saffir and Bob Simpson in 
the 1970s. Its earlier versions incorporated 
central pressure and storm surge as 
components of the categories, known as the 
Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale. However, in 
order to provide a more scientifically 
defensible scale and reduce public confusion, 
the scale was revised removing the associated 
phenomena such as central pressure, flooding 
impact and storm surge. The latest version was 
released in 2012 and is shown in Table 3-2. 
The standard has been an excellent tool for 
alerting the general public to the possible 
damage of cyclones. [4] [5] [6] 
One potential weakness of the SSHWS when 
used for wind turbine applications is that it is 
categorized by the 1 min sustained wind speed 
at 10m height while the wind energy industry 
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uses the 10-min averaged wind speed at hub 
height as the reference wind speed. This is due 
to the fact that the spectral gap for turbulent 
wind is in the region between 2 hours and 10 
minutes, in which there is very little energy in 
the frequency spectrum. Thus any shorter 
time-scales may cause large variations in 
turbulence energy spectrum [7]. 
Tropical 
cyclone class 
Sustained winds 
1 119-153 km/h 
33.1-42.4 m/s 
2 154-177 km/h 
42.5-49.1 m/s 
3 178-208 km/h 
49.2-57.8 m/s 
4 209-251 km/h 
57.9-70.2 m/s 
5 >252 km/h 
>70.3 m/s 
Table 3-2  Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind 
Scale (SSHWS) [5] 
To convert these wind speeds to associated 10-
min average values, the guideline from the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
[8] can be used. In this guideline, 
recommended factors are defined to convert so 
called sustained wind speeds to 10-min mean 
wind speeds in tropical cyclone conditions: 
                     (3-1) 
Terrain 
category 
A B C 
Surface 
roughness 
z0 [m] 
~ 0.18 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.03 
Conversion 
factor K 
0.84 0.87 0.89 
Table 3-3 Tropical cyclone terrain 
categories and their surface roughness 
length 
The conversion factor K varies with terrain 
surface roughness. It is important to note that 
the terrain categories used in the WMO 
guideline are different from the IEC terrain 
categories for characterizing turbulence. The 
surface roughness and the conversion factor of 
the terrain type C have been slightly modified 
to match the existing turbulence classes A, B 
and C in the IEC standard. 
3.3. Wind shear 
To define the relevant wind speed at hub 
height for extreme load cases, the mean wind 
profile in the eye-wall region is required. 
Powell et al. [9] have measured mean wind 
profiles inside tropical cyclones using the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) since 1997.  
They have found that mean wind profiles 
generally follow the logarithmic law and the 
CBLs belong to the neutrally stable boundary 
layer with 500-700m above sea level 
depending on wind speed. For wind turbine 
engineering practice, it can be assumed that 
the mean wind profile follows the longitudinal 
shear profile: 
    
  
 
         (3-2) 
 Where, 
 
   = wind speed at hub height 
[m/s] 
   = friction wind velocity 
[m/s] 
  = von Karman constant = 
0.41 
z = height [m] 
   = surface roughness length 
[m] 
 
The wind speed profile can be given in the 
power law as well: 
 
         
 
     
 
 (3-3) 
Where  
    = wind speed at 10m 
height [m/s] 
  = slope exponent 
     
   
      
    = reference height = 10m 
3.4. Turbulence 
Essentially, the wind near ground is turbulent.  
A detailed understanding of the turbulence 
structure in the wind is important for designing 
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wind turbines to prevail against cyclones. In 
the wind industry, turbulent behaviours are 
often defined in term of the velocity standard 
deviation and the integral length scale. 
3.4.1. Turbulence intensity 
The Turbulence Intensity (TI) is a non-
dimensional parameter I defined as: 
    
  
 
 (3-4) 
Where 
V = longitude mean wind 
velocity [m/s] 
  
i 
= 
= 
velocity standard 
deviation [m/s] 
u, v, w for longitudinal, 
lateral and vertical 
directions  
 
There are plenty of measurements of the 
turbulence intensity in cyclones published by 
Schroeder [10], Li [11], Wang [12] and An 
[13]. There is no evidence from these studies 
that the turbulence intensities in the CBL are 
any different from those in the normal ambient 
boundary layer. Therefore, the Normal 
Turbulence Model (NTM) in the IEC standard 
can be also used to calculate the representative 
value of the turbulence intensity in the CBL. 
Since the value for the TI does not vary much 
in the high wind speed region for a given 
terrain category, the TI can be assumed as a 
constant value across the cyclone wind speed 
categories and it only varies with surface 
roughness. The approximate expression of the 
longitudinal turbulence intensity is given in [8]: 
 
   
 
          
 (3-5) 
An et al. [13] have also analyzed the ratios 
between the turbulence intensities in the three 
wind directions from various references. 
According to their study, the components in 
the lateral and vertical directions have similar 
ratios as stated in the IEC standard: 
          (3-6) 
          (3-7) 
3.4.2. Turbulence length scale 
The second parameter required for modelling 
the turbulence spectrum in cyclones is an 
integral scale parameter called the turbulence 
length scale. This is used to characterize the 
size of the large eddies constituting turbulent 
flows. This scale is given by 
 
 
  
          
 
 
 (3-8) 
Where 
 
    = corresponding 
autocorrelation function  
  = characteristic time [s] 
i = u, v, w for longitudinal, 
lateral and vertical 
directions 
 
From equation (3-8), the turbulence length 
scale can be calculated but it requires the 
autocorrelation function which is related to the 
spectral density function through the inverse 
Fourier transform [14]. This function needs to 
be derived from raw data of field 
measurements which makes the equation 
difficult to use for defining the length scale of 
the numerical spectral models.  
 
However, there are other smart ways to find 
the length scale. The ESDU model [14] gives 
an equation for estimating the length scale in 
the high frequency region, where the well 
established spectral density equation due to 
Kolmogorov can be used to derive an 
expression for the spectral density which is 
dependent only on the mean wind speed 
profile parameters. If the von Karman spectral 
model is used for estimating the spectral 
density, the longitudinal length scale is given 
as 
 
   
 
 
           
  
     
                      
 
(3-9) 
Where 
  =                            
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h = height of the boundary layer 
   = Kolmogorov parameter 
 
At the standard observation height (10 m), 
where z/h->0, the equation can be simplified 
as: 
 
  
  
    
  
   
 (3-10) 
The only variable in equation (3-10) is the 
Kolmogorov parameter Kz. For isotropic 
turbulence, the ESDU model suggests that Kz 
is equal to 0.15 regardless of surface 
roughness. Following this assumption,   
  
equals 63.5m at 10m height for all terrain 
categories.  
 
However, a re-analysis of the data has been 
performed, incorporating more recent data 
obtained from measurements relatively close 
to the ground; which suggests that Kz varies 
with surface roughness and the height of the 
boundary layer [14]. For a tropical cyclone, 
the height of the boundary layer h is 
approximately from 400 to1000m as measured 
by Vickery et al. [15]. This boundary layer 
height may be a function of the inertial 
stability of the cyclone which is related to its 
radial distance from the centre of the storm. 
The height of the CBL will certainly be 
influenced by terrain roughness; however, it is 
hard to formulate a simple equation to 
calculate h according to the surface roughness 
length. Although there is an equation given in 
the ESDU 85020 report, it is not suitable for 
the CBL as the errors resulting from this 
equation are far too large compared with 
measurements.  
 
For onshore turbine design, the height of the 
CBL is assumed as 700 meters for all terrain 
classes. The Kolmogorov parameter weakly 
depends on the roughness which is 0.134, 
0.131 and 0.131 for the terrain category A, B 
and C, respectively. The turbulence length 
scale in equation (3-10) hardly varies with 
surface roughness. Therefore, for engineering 
purpose, it is suggested to use a single length 
scale 77m at 10m height instead of three.  
 
In wind energy applications, the reference 
length scale for the spectral probability density 
models is defined at hub height instead of at 
10m observation height. The length scale from 
equation (3-10) therefore has to be converted 
to the hub height of wind turbines. Several 
guidelines are presented here, defining 
conversion laws.  
 
Eurocode 1 [16] quotes a converting equation 
from Couniham for wind engineering 
applications: 
 
 
    
    
  
 
  
 
     
     
 
   
 
               
 
            
(3-11) 
The length scale     
  here is for the Kaimal 
model in Eurocode 1 which is slightly 
different from the length scale in equation 
(3-8). It can be converted to the integral length 
scale by multiplying by 0.73.  
 
Dyrbe and Hansen [17] have also proposed a 
simple relationship between the longitudinal 
length scale and the height for structural 
design: 
 
 
  
     
  
 
   
 
   
 (3-12) 
Here,    
 = 100m and is independent of surface 
roughness.  
 
Perhaps the most popular conversion law is 
equation (3-13) which comes from Edition 3 
of the IEC 61400-1 international turbine 
design standard. This has been widely used for 
many years in wind turbine design and 
certification. However, according to this 
equation, the length scale becomes constant 
when the hub height reaches 60m. This does 
not agree with the results from cyclone field 
measurements.  
 
  
          
     
          
        
  
(3-13) 
The length scale   
  here is the Kaimal length 
scale which is equal to 2.33*  
 .  
 
Equation (3-9) can be also used to convert 
length scale to a given height. However, if we 
assume the boundary layer height is 700m, the 
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length scale according to equation (3-9) 
increases linearly with height which doesn’t 
match the measurements.    
 
Figure 1 Longitudinal length scale versus 
height 
Figure 1 shows the length scales according to 
the above conversion laws plotted alongside 
measured length scales from cyclones between 
10m and 500m above the ground (taken from 
reference [11] [12] [13] [18] [19] [20]). It can 
be seen from this graph that none of the 
conversion laws shows good agreement with 
the measured length scales from cyclones. The 
Dyrbe and Hansen model described in 
equation (3-12) fits well with most of 
measurements below 40m height but fails to 
match the values measured at 400 and 500m. 
For wind turbine application, it is hard to 
conclude which converting law is the best due 
to the lack of data at the turbine hub height 
region (50-100m). Anyhow, measurements at 
400 and 500m indicate the length scale is 
likely to follow a power law. The conversion 
law in the current IEC 61400-1 standard does 
not look reasonable in the CBL, perhaps 
because it was tuned for the normal 
atmospheric boundary layer. Hence, a 
converting law for length scales in the CBL 
needs to be specified. In this study, Dyrbe and 
Hansen model has been adapted, given by 
 
  
     
  
 
   
 
   
 (3-14) 
With    
  = 77m and     =10m 
Figure 2 shows the same graph but zoomed 
into the region near the wind turbine hub 
height (50~100m). The length scale from the 
adapted Dyrbe and Hansen model (3-14) is 
quite similar to the one for the length scale 
from Eurocode 1 category A model. Due to the 
lack of field measurements, it is not conclusive 
that equation (3-14) reflects the reality in the 
best way. Nevertheless it is on the 
conservative side for loading on wind turbine 
structures and has the advantage of being 
simple to use. Terrain category does not have 
to be considered in this model. 
 
Figure 2 Longitudinal length scale versus 
height 
3.4.3. Experimental validation of the 
turbulence length scale 
The Florida Coastal Monitoring Program 
(FCMP) [21] focuses on full-scale 
experimental methods to quantify near-surface 
hurricane wind behaviour. The program 
collected tropical cyclone data from 10m-
towers during the 1999-2003 Atlantic 
Hurricane Seasons. Figure 3 shows the 10-min 
length scales recorded during this 
measurement campaign binned by their 
associated roughness lengths and mean wind 
speeds. It can be seen from this graph that the 
length scales first decrease with increase of 
surface roughness length, then, they remain 
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constant when the roughness length increases 
above 0.07m. The length scales not only vary 
with roughness but also with wind speed. 
However, due to limited number of records in 
high wind speed, it can not be said with 
confidence that the length scale continues to 
decrease with increasing wind speed. The 
brown dashed line in Figure 3 is the 77m 
length scale from equation (3-10). The 
numerical value shows good agreement with 
experimental data for all three terrain 
categories defined in Section 3.2. 
 
Figure 3 Length scales measured in the 
FCMP [21] 
The equation (3-10) is also validated with two 
measured tropical cyclone time histories in 
reference [10] and [22]. Both measurements 
show that the longitudinal length scales have 
very large variances (roughly between 50 and 
500m). As a result, it is hard to select one 
length to capture the entire cyclone life time. 
While the numerical length scales from 
equation (3-10) do predict the values near the 
maximum sustained wind inside cyclone eye-
wall.  
Wang [12] has analysed a series of high 
resolution data collected at 10m height in four 
typhoons (Washi, Damrey, Chanchu, and 
Prapiroon) in South China. In this study, the 
10-min longitudinal integral length scale 
showed good agreement with the value from 
equation (3-10) . 
3.4.4. Spectral analysis 
There are four commonly used spectral models 
to characterize turbulence for wind turbine 
design. The Kaimal spectrum is an empirical 
model based on the measurements at 5.66m, 
11.3m and 22.6m height over flat terrain [23]. 
The model was slightly adapted in the IEC 
standard and it is given as 
 
       
  
  
    
      
       
          
 (3-15) 
Here n is the frequency and       is the auto 
spectral density function for the longitudinal 
component. The only free parameter in both 
spectral models is the longitudinal length scale 
which shifts the spectral energy to higher or 
lower frequencies. In order to have the same 
high-frequency asymptotic limit for both 
models, the length scale of the Kaimal model 
is related to the integral length scale which is 
the length scale used in the von Karman model 
according to,   
        
  .  
 
The von Karman spectrum addresses the 
spectral and correlation functions of a three 
dimensional homogeneous isotropic turbulent 
field. [24] The model is better defined than 
Kaimal’s from a theoretical point of view. All 
the spectra and cross spectra functions in a 
turbulent flow field are well described and the 
assumptions involved are exactly formulated. 
For many years, it has been recognized as the 
best representation of turbulence spectra for 
strong winds [14]. However, one disadvantage 
is that this spectrum model is based on the 
assumption of isotropic turbulence. The ratios 
of the turbulence intensities in the three wind 
directions are always one which doesn’t match 
the conclusion in Section 3.4.1. What is more, 
the turbulence spectrum shape seems to 
change with the height due to the shear effect.  
Harris [25] improved the Von Karman model 
for these disadvantages. The model is also 
quoted by the ESDU and well-known as the 
ESDU von Karman model.  
Mann [26] also improved the isotropic von 
Karman spectral model by taking the shear 
effect into account. His model has one more 
adjustable parameter than the Kaimal and the 
von Karman model: the shear parameter Γ 
which controls the shape of the spectrum. If 
this parameter is zero, it means no shear effect 
on the spectrum and then the model becomes 
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the von Karman model. If it is 3.9, the Kaimal 
shape spectrum appears. One advantage of the 
Mann model is that all coherence functions are 
automatically generated for the given shear 
parameter and length scale [27]. However, one 
disadvantage of the Mann model is the TI 
ratios in the three directions are constrained by 
the shear parameter which is not easy to adapt 
to fit the measurements.  
 
None of these spectral models exactly 
characterizes the turbulence in the CBL. 
Experimental verification and validation is 
needed to find the most suitable model for 
calculating loads in the CBL. To validate 
spectral models, two field measurements for 
the normalized longitudinal spectral 
probability density are presented here. Five 
spectral models are run with given length scale 
and velocity standard derivation, as follows: 
 
von 
Karman  
Using the von Karman spectral 
model 
ESDU von 
Karman 
Using the improved von Karman 
model from reference [14] 
Kaimal Using the Kaimal spectral model 
IEC Mann Using the Mann spectral model 
in IEC 61400-1 with shear 
parameter = 3.9 
Mann:  Using the Mann spectral model 
and the integral length scale 
from equation (3-8), adapting 
the shear parameter in order to 
fit the measured spectrum. 
 
Figure 4 shows the normalized longitudinal 
spectrum of the measured data (black line) 
from Typhoon Sally by Li et al. [11]. The data 
are measured at the height of approximately 
384m. The mast was placed on Di Wang 
Tower in Shenzheng City. The data were 
measured in 1996 during the passage of 
Typhoon Sally. Unfortunately, the measured 
wind speeds were given in hourly mean values 
instead of 10-min averaged values. The 
spectral density of the wind speed shown here 
is for the whole period of 25 hours with the 
integral length scale of 255m. The mean 
turbulence intensity is 11.5% and the 
corresponding mean wind speed is 12.2 m/s.  
Figure 5 shows the normalized longitudinal 
spectrum of Typhoon Muifa, measured by An 
et al [13]. The data were recorded at 492m on 
top of the Shanghai World Financial Center 
(SWFC) when Typhoon Muifa passed the city 
in August 2011. This measurement provided 
very detailed data of wind speeds, turbulence 
intensities and turbulence spectra which are 10 
min averaged. The measured spectra are 
binned by wind speed which is very helpful for 
validating the turbulence spectra at the cyclone 
eye-wall region for the extreme load cases. 
The spectrum of mean wind 30.3 m/s (the 
purple line in Figure 5) has been chosen for 
validating the numerical models. The 
longitudinal turbulence intensity is 14% for the 
numerical models. The average observed value 
of the longitudinal length scale is 217.6m, 
however, it is not clear which value shall be 
used to generate the spectrum at mean wind 
speed 30.3 m/s. For the purposes of this study, 
a length scale of 247.8m is used, calculated 
from the equation (3-14) . 
 
 
Figure 4 normalized u-spectrum on the basis of 
the measured data in Typhoon Sally [11] 
The von Karman type spectral model shows 
the best representation of the measured 
spectral shapes in both figures. Within the 
low-frequency range, only the von Karman 
and ESDU von Karman spectrum fits well 
with the measurements, while the other 
spectral models overestimate the spectral 
probability density at this range. The Kaimal 
spectrum model and the IEC Mann model both 
underestimate the peak of the spectral 
probability density. The fit improves when a 
different shear parameter value is used for the 
Mann model.  However, the TI ratios based on 
this shear parameter don’t match the measured 
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values. 
 
Figure 5 normalized u-spectrum on the 
basis of the measured data in Typhoon 
Muifa [13] 
A similar conclusion was reach from a spectral 
comparison by Cao et al. in [28]. In their study, 
a measured spectrum at a 10-min mean wind 
speed of 30 m/s was compared with different 
spectral models, and it fits well with the shape 
of the von Karman spectrum model. Another 
study by Muecke et al. [29] comes to the same 
conclusion, although their work is not 
specially for cyclones.  In their work, the 
measured wind spectra at the FINO1 mast in 
the Alpha Ventus wind farm is compared with 
various theoretical spectral models. The ESDU 
von Karman spectrum fits very well with the 
measured spectra at 61.5 and 81.5m, while the 
Kaimal spectrum does not give a good fit for 
any of the cases. Some significant differences 
in loading were also found for some key 
components of a wind turbine in the dynamic 
simulations using different theoretical spectral 
models. The same components are also 
selected in Section 4 for extreme loads 
comparison. Unfortunately, real load 
measurements have not been published yet and 
it is not possible to conclude which spectral 
model best predicts the real loads.  
Nevertheless, it can be said that the turbulence 
spectral model significantly affects turbine 
loading and it should be selected with caution.  
4. Design situation and load case 
Based on the defined external turbulent wind 
parameters, the Extreme Cyclone Wind Model 
(ECWM) is defined in this chapter for wind 
turbine loads analysis. A new Design Load 
Case (DLC) is defined here to use the ECWM 
for ultimate loads analysis.  
4.1. Extreme cyclone wind model (ECWM) 
For the ECWM, the basic parameters for wind 
modelling are listed in Table 4-1. Only the   
wind speeds of the SSHWS class 3, 4 and 5 
are included as the class 1 and 2 wind speeds 
have already been covered by the reference 
wind speed in the IEC standard. The mean 
wind speeds at hub height which have been 
converted from the sustained values to the 
corresponding10-min mean values for each 
terrain class using equation (3-1). Since 
cyclones only occur in tropical climate, a value 
for air density of 1.094 kg/m3 is used instead 
of 1. 225 kg/m
3
 as given in the IEC standard 
(see section 3.1). 
The CBL is assumed as the neutral stable 
boundary layer with a wind profile defined as 
in equation (3-3). The turbulent wind inflow is 
defined with representative values of the 
turbulence intensities as given in equations 
(3-5) ~ (3-7). The integral turbulence length 
scale is defined in equation (3-14).  
  Vhub [m/s] Surface 
roughness 
[m] 
Cyclone class 3 4 5 
Terrain 
class 
A 41.2 48.6 59.1 0.18 
B 42.7 50.4 61.2 0.07 
C 43.7 51.5 62.6 0.03 
Table 4-1 Basic parameters for the ECWM 
On the basis of the above analysis in Section 
3.4.4, the recommended turbulence spectral 
model for cyclone load calculations is the 
ESDU von Karman model in [14]. Once the 
longitudinal length scale is given, the other 
length scales required in the ESDU von 
Karman model can be automatically generated 
by the equations in [14].  
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Other spectral models should be used with 
great caution as the choice may significantly 
affect the loads. The length scales for other 
spectral models may also be defined 
differently from the integral length scale of 
turbulence in the ESDU von Karman model. In 
this case, the length scale from equation (3-14) 
needs to be converted to the appropriate value 
before using it. For instance, the length scale 
of the Kaimal model is 2.33  
 .  
4.2. Load case definition 
Based on the ECWM, the DLC 6.x in the IEC 
61400-1 standard has been adapted to create a 
new DLC for cyclone loading. It is very likely 
that wind turbines will lose electrical grid 
during cyclones. A grid failure will lead to 
yaw misalignment from all possible wind 
directions unless power back-up is provided 
for the control and the yaw system for the 
period of cyclone eye-wall passage. Since the 
grid failure is very likely to occur, the DLC 
shall be classified as normal (N) load cases for 
the ultimate load analysis (U). The associated 
safety factor is 1.35 for loads. 
Design situation Idling 
Wind condition ECWM 
Other conditions Loss of electrical 
network connection 
Type of analysis U 
Partial safety factor N 
Table 4-2 Summary of the ECWM DLC 
5. Cyclone loading 
This section presents some simulation results 
showing loads from the cyclone DLC, and 
how this compares to the existing loads 
envelope.  A set of simulations were carried 
out using the NREL 5MW wind turbine [30]. 
For illustration, the class 4 and class 5 
cyclones over the terrain class B have been 
simulated according to the ECWM defined in 
the previous chapter. The wind fields are 
generated using the ESDU von Karman model, 
the Kaimal model and the Mann model. For 
each model, six stochastic turbulent wind 
fields are generated with random seeds. 
 
 
Turbulence 
model 
ESDU 
von 
Karman 
Kaimal Mann 
Blade root Mxy 0.94 0.89 0.94 
Tower base 
Mxy 0.89 0.82 0.92 
Yaw bearing 
Mxy 0.33 0.33 0.34 
Yaw bearing 
Fxy 0.97 0.87 0.98 
Table 5-1 Extreme loads for cyclone class 4  
In order to have a clear idea if the turbine can 
survive in cyclones, the extreme loads results 
for some key turbine components are 
normalized by the corresponding values in the 
loads envelope. If a value is greater than one, 
it means the turbine component is likely to fail 
in cyclones.  
Turbulence 
model 
ESDU 
von 
Karman 
Kaimal Mann 
Blade root Mxy 1.46 1.41 1.44 
Tower base 
Mxy 
1.33 1.21 1.40 
Yaw bearing 
Mxy 
0.55 0.47 0.50 
Yaw bearing 
Fxy 
1.46 1.31 1.55 
Table 5-2 Extreme loads for cyclone class 5 
Table 5-1 shows the extreme loads from the 
three chosen turbulence spectral models for the 
class 4 cyclone. All normalized loads are less 
than one which means the NREL turbine can 
prevail against the class 4 cyclones. However, 
things look differently for the class 5 cyclone. 
Table 5-2 shows the extreme loads results 
from the three turbulence spectral models for 
the class 5 cyclone. The bending moments in 
the blade root, tower base and yaw bearing are 
almost 50% larger than their reference values. 
Most likely, the turbine will collapse in the 
class cyclone 5.  
 
Notable differences with respect to turbulence 
model also appear in the load predictions. 
Table 5-3 shows the variations in percentages 
of the extreme loads from the Kaimal and 
Mann model for both cyclone cases in 
comparison with the baseline results from the 
ESDU von Karman model. The extreme loads 
of tower base and yaw bearing from the 
Kaimal model are significantly smaller than 
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the baseline results, while the Mann model 
predicts a similar level of loads to the ESDU 
von Karman model. Due to the lack of real 
loads measurements, it is hard to conclude 
which model is best for load prediction. 
Nevertheless, the ESDU von Karman and the 
Mann spectral model give more conservative 
results than the Kaimal model. 
 
 Cyclone class 4 Cyclone class 5 
 Kaimal Mann Kaimal Mann 
Blade root 
Mxy 
-5.8% -0.7% -3.0% -0.8% 
Tower base 
Mxy 
-8.5% 3.1% -8.9% 5.2% 
Yaw bearing 
Mxy 
-0.1% 2.4% -13.7% -9.3% 
Yaw bearing 
Fxy 
-11.0% 1.0% -10.3% 6.6% 
Table 5-3 Variation in percentages of the 
extreme loads 
6. Conclusion  
This paper presents the necessary parameters 
for the design and assessment of wind turbines 
in tropical cyclone conditions. The 
characteristics of the turbulence have been 
paid special attention. The turbulence 
longitudinal length scale at 10m observation 
height has been defined and shows fair 
agreement with length scales from various 
field measurements.  
For turbulence spectral models, the ESDU von 
Karman spectrum model matches the 
measured cyclone spectra better than the other 
models. Although it is not possible to say with 
certainty which model is best for load 
predictions, the ESDU von Karman model 
does give conservative values of load and its 
spectral shape is closer to the measurements. 
This model is recommended to use for cyclone 
loading assessment. Thus, it is recommended 
using the ESDU von Karman model for 
cyclone loading assessment. 
Finally, the question in the heading is 
answered here; the NREL turbine can not 
survive during the passage of the eye-wall of a 
class 5 cyclone. The loads are far beyond the 
envelope and the components need to be re-
designed to prevail against a cyclone of this 
class. However, if the site only has cyclones 
below class 5, this turbine can survive during 
the cyclone passage. 
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Abstract
To gain insight into the differences in onshore and offshore turbulence, pressure fluc-
tuations were measured in offshore wind for different environmental conditions. A robust
piezoelectric sensor was used to sample data at 50 kHz. Offshore measurements were per-
formed at 100 m height on Germany’s FINO3 offshore platform in the German Bight. Re-
cent studies on various turbulence statistics were presented.
The statistical evaluation revealed that no dependency of simple turbulent properties
like wind speed, wind direction or turbulence level (variance) on environmental conditions.
Therefore, we relate higher statistical properties (described by the statistics of increments)
to the stability state in the atmospheric boundary layer. Temperature data was provided by
Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD).
Special emphasis was given to the shape factor acording to Castaing’s et al [4] superpo-
sition model.
Measurements for temperature and velocity are available at 100 m height and 10 m
height. By estimating a gradient Richardson-number the boundary layer state is determined.
The statistics were sorted to be either within the unstable/neutral state or the stable state.
The turbulence intensity is similar for unstable or neutral boundary layers, while at stable
conditions the intensity is lower. This will also influence the statistical behavior of the
turbulent pressure.
In case of unstable stratification the shape factor s2p is close to zero, indicating that an
unstable environment produces close-to gaussian distributions.
In addition a probabilistic approach to shape-factors-distribution is proposed.
1 Introduction
Site assessment for wind farms become more and more sophisticated even under off-shore con-
ditions. In most cases turbulence is defined in the context of loads meaning that fluctuations
with frequencies higher than few Hertz may be neglected.
In contrast to that it is well know from general turbulence theory that more structure may
be contained which may be summarized with the term intermittency. In addtion aerodynamical
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Figure 1: Locations of measurements on-shore at Kaiser-Wilhelm-Koog test site and off-shore
at FINO3 platform 80 km behind the island of Sylt. c©FuE-Zentrum FH Kiel GmbH, Graphics: Bastian Barton
turbulence triggering early transition from the laminar to the turbulent state of the boundary
layer on the blade lies in a much higher frequency range up to several kHz.
Therefore several measurement campaings were undertaken on- as well as off-shore to gain
insight into the small-scale structure of atmospheric turbulence and possible differences of on-
and off-shore wind.
2 Measurements
The measurements were done using a piezoelectric pressure sensor from PCB Piezotronics
(fig. 2) that was connected to an imc Meßsysteme GmbH CS-1208 data logger. The diameter
of the sensor was 15 mm for the sensing element. The minimal pressure resolution was 0.13 Pa
and the possible temporal resolution ranged from 2.5 Hz to 80,000 Hz. In our measurements
the pressure data was sampled at 50 kHz with a total length of 100 seconds. Wind speed and
temperature were sampled at 1 Hz temporal resolution.
Before the field measurements began, the piezoelectric pressure sensor was verfied against
a hot wire anemometer in a wind tunnel at University of Oldenbourg. The turbulent wind speed
from the hot wire anemometer and the turbulent pressure variations had the same turbulent char-
acteristical behavior [6].
The on-shore measurements were done in Kaiser-Wilhelm-Koog test site of GL/GH (see
fig. 1). A lattice tower of 60 m height provided booms for mounting the pressure sensor and
other measurement equipement. The pressure sensor was mounted at 55 m height. Wind speed
and wind direction were recorded at 55 m height by calibrated cup anemometers and wind vanes,
respectively. The temperature was recorded at 53 m height by a resistor-type thermometer.
The off-shore measurement platform FINO3 provided the location for the off-shore measur-
ments. About 80 km behind the island of Sylt (see fig. 1) the platform was buildt near the future
locations of the wind farms DanTysk and Sandbank 24. The tower is also a lattice tower with
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booms for the measurement equipment. Two pressure sensors (fig. 3) were mounted at about
100 m height above mid sea level for parallel operation. The data acquisition for meteorological
data was similar to the one on-shore. Wind speed and wind direction were available at 100 m
height, temperature at 95 m height above mid sea level.
3 Analysis
The recorded data sets were categorized by wind speed classes of 6 m/s, 12 m/s and 16 m/s.
An additional class at 10 m/s was used off-shore. For each measurement the statistical char-
acteristics were analyzed with respect to power-spectral density, increment distributions, shape
factor, structure functions, autocorrelation and taylor microscale. In this section the methods
were explained, that were used in this study.
For a temporal quantity, like velocity or pressure, the increment can be defined as its differ-
ence between two times:
∆u= u(t+∆t)−u(t) ⇔ ∆p= p(t+∆t)− p(t) (1)
where u is the velocity, p the pressure, t the time and ∆t a fixed increment delay. With the
increment, the mean value is eliminated and the stochastic variation of the signal remains for
a specific time scale ∆t. The increments are the base for increment statistics as the structure
functions or the shape parameter.
An ansatz from Castaing et al. [4] suggests that the distribution of increments was an overlay
of normal distributions, but their variance was lognormal distributed. Here, the shape factor was
a measure for the strength of intermittency and was computed by numerical integration. To be
able to compute the shape factor s directly from the time series, Beck [2] superposed a normal
distribution with a log-normal distribution. The combination of the flatness for both distributions
Figure 2: Pressure sensor after six month in
off-shore service.
Figure 3: Installation of two parallel pres-
sure sensors T1 and T2 on FINO3 platform.
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results in the shape factor
s2 = ln
(
1
3
〈
∆u4
〉
〈∆u2〉2
)
⇒ s2p = ln
(
1
3
〈
∆p4
〉
〈∆p2〉2
)
. (2)
where s2 is the shape factor for the velocity and s2p for the pressure, respectively. The brackets
〈x〉 define the mean value of a quantity x. An interpretation of this shape factor is given in [2].
A value of s2 ≈ 0 represents a normal distribution while for s2 6= 0 the distribution deviates from
the normal distribution.
It is clear from the work of Batchelor [1] that turbulent velocities and pressure obey differ-
ent scaling laws ∼ k−5/3 and ∼ k−7/5, resp. although seemingly related by p ∼ v2 according to
Bernoulli’s law. Direct comparison of hot-wire and piezo-electric pressure senor show compa-
rable power-density spectra up to 4 kHz (unpublished, see [6]), however. Theoretical as well as
experimental investigations [11] are still incomplete, so that there is no clear answer so far how
s2(u) and s
2
p are related to each other exactly.
When heat transfer occurs, such as in the atmospheric boundary layer, stratification of the
flow becomes important. In a stratified flow, the static stability of the boundary layer determines
the characteristics of turbulence. As was shown by Sathe et al. in [9], turbulence intensity and
power spectral density are different for a stable and an unstable flow.
The states of a stratified boundary layer exposed to heat transfer were defined by Obukhov [8]
to be stable, neutral or unstable. Different methods allow to define the state of the atmospheric
boundary layer [8] depending on the known variables. In our case the definition of the Richard-
son number is applicable. It is defined as:
Ri=
g
T
∂θ/∂ z
(∂v/∂ z)2
(3)
where g is the acceleration of gravity, T is the mean absolute temperature, z is the height normal
to the surface and ∂v/∂ z is the mean velocity gradient. The z-direction is orthogonal to the
surface. The potential temperature θ is defined as
θ = T
(
p0
p
)R/cp
(4)
where p is the pressure and p0 = 1000 hPa the reference pressure, R = 289 Jkg K is the specific
gas constant and cp = 1005 Jkg K is the specific heat capacity of air.
In equation (3) the quantity gT ∂θ/∂ z determines the forces introduced by heat transfer in
the boundary layer. The term (∂v/∂ z)2 represents the momentum forces in the boundary layer.
Now let us consider two points in the boundary layer at height z1 and z2 where z1 < z2 and
∆z= z2− z1. Ri from (3) can thus be rewritten with the differences between the two locations as
Ri=
g
T
∆θ/∆z
(∆v/∆z)2
=
g
T
(θ2−θ1)/∆z
((v2− v1)/∆z)2 (5)
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We can assume that the boundary layer has a positive velocity gradient when v1 < v2 which is
the case for a non-moving surface and a velocity v>> 0 for z>> 0. With this assumption only
the convection part in eq. (5) remains. Three situations are possible to occure:
θ2 > θ1 The surface is colder than the fluid and the gradient becomes ∂θ/∂ z> 0 and there-
fore Ri> 0. Heat is transported by conduction only, a convection flow does not occur. In
this case the stratification is strong, turbulence gets damped. The boundary condition is
STABLE for Ri> 0.
θ2 = θ1 The temperature gradient is zero and therefore Ri = 0. There is no temperature
gradient and therefore no conduction nor convection. This condition is called NEUTRAL.
θ2 < θ1 The surface is warmer than the fluid and the gradient becomes ∂θ/∂ z < 0 and
therefore Ri< 0. Heat is transported by conduction and by convection from the surface to
the fluid. The convection results in a vertical, upward component of the flow that interacts
with the horizontal velocity component. This leads to production of turbulence in the
boundary layer and therefore is called UNSTABLE.
From the measurements we obtained the values for p, Tair at 100 m height, wind speed vair
and wind direction as well as the sensor signal of the piezo electric microphone. Assuming the
air to be a perfect gas, the density ρ can be calculated by the perfect gas law.
For the derivatives ∂θ/∂ z and ∂v/∂ z the temperature and wind speed in a second height
must be known. Unfortunately, this data was not available for most of the measurements. There-
fore, these gradients had to be approximated in a different way.
The ground temperature Tgnd was estimated using data from the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD).
For the onshore measurements the ground temperature at a nearby location was available at
hourly samples. The temperature of the sea for the offshore measurements was interpolated
from the measurement stations at Helgoland and in List (Sylt).
The sign of Ri is most dependent on the temperature gradient, so the velocity gradient can
be assumed to be of lower importance. Therefore, a rough estimation was to use vgnd = 0 for the
computation of the velocity gradient. This effects most the absolute value of Ri but not the heat
transfer conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer.
With this data an estimate for Ri was possible. The indentification of stable and unstable
states were simple. However, the neutral state required a value of Ri= 0 which is hardly possible
with our assumptions. To identify the neutral state, a bandwidth of |Ri| < 0.02 was defined for
this condition.
4 Results
The computation of the shape parameter was straightforward and the results are shown in fig-
ure 4. The scale for the shape factor is shown on the left, colors indicate locations and symbols
represent velocity classes. Time series, in which s2p < 2 were greyed out and will not be consid-
ered in the following. For comparison reasons, the shape factor for the velocity measurements
from Sreenivasan and Dhruva [10] at Brookhaven National Laboratory was included.
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Figure 4: Shape paramters for all undertaken measurements. Colours represent locations: Off-
shore, Onshore land, Onshore closer to sea. Symbols represent the velocity classes for the wind
speed. Measurements with max(s2p)< 2 are in grey.
The general behaviour of shape parameter functions for velocity and pressure agree, whereas
absolute values may differ significanlty. This behavior was also observed in [7]. Surprizingly,
most of the pressure measurements of s2p close to zero. This was not reported for velocity
measurements so far. So there might be a difference between turbulent velocity- and pressure-
statistics.
One difference between the measurements of velocity and pressure were the different sample
rates and the length of the time series. An increase of the sampling rate would only result in an
extension to lower increment delay times and would therefore extend the curves to the left in
figure 4. An increase of the length of the recorded time series would effect the curves of the
shape parameter in a very different way.
In fig. 4 four offshore curves were marked with numbers in brackets. They were all recorded
on the same day and almost at the same time:
(1) October 19, 2010, 8:44 a.m.
(2) October 19, 2010, 8:54 a.m.
(3) October 19, 2010, 8:55 a.m.
(4) October 19, 2010, 8:57 a.m.
Each time series was 100 s long. For (1) s2p is high. But then the pressure data resulted in
s2p ≈ 0 until the values increased eight minutes later at (2). The time series (2), (3) and (4) were
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Table 1: Summary of ABL stability cases. Potential temperatures θ , wind speeds vW and tur-
bulence intensities Ti from cup anemometers, Ri numbers and estimated state of the boundary
layer for some of our measurements.
Date & Time Location θair θgnd vW Ti Ri Boundary
(K) (K) (m/s) (%) (-) layer state
2010 Oct. 21, 7:56 a.m. Offshore 279.3 285.0 6.6 8.2 -0.54 Unstable
2008 Apr. 28, 9:35 a.m. Onshore 287.6 290.0 6.1 11.9 -0.15 Unstable
2010 Oct. 19, 8:57 a.m. Offshore 283.1 286.8 10.8 2.2 -0.13 Unstable *
2010 Oct. 19, 8:44 a.m. Offshore 283.6 286.8 10.2 3.1 -0.12 Unstable *
2010 Aug. 19, 8:13 a.m. Offshore 288.8 291.3 12.7 2.8 -0.06 Unstable
2008 Mar. 25, 2:55 p.m. Onshore 274.2 276.0 11.3 10.8 -0.03 Unstable *
2008 Mar. 29, 11:44 a.m. Onshore 279.1 280.1 15.3 10.6 -0.01 Neutral
2008 Mar. 30, 6:04 p.m. Onshore 282.9 283.1 15.7 5.6 0.00 Neutral *
2008 Apr. 28, 2:20 p.m. Onshore 288.3 288.2 5.8 2.1 0.01 Neutral *
2008 May 1, 2:55 a.m. Onshore 284.7 283.3 6.0 6.0 0.10 Stable
2008 Apr. 12, 7:24 p.m. Onshore 282.7 279.6 5.2 11.0 0.28 Stable
consecutive, so it can be said that the shape parameter for the turbulent pressure fluctuations var-
ied in time. When the time series from 8:44 to 8:57 were concatenated and evaluated according
to s2p, a curve similar to the one for the velocity fluctuations was seen. This was shown in [5].
This behavior was not reported for the velocity measurements at high sampling rates. But
these measurements were very few until today, so it could be explained by different states of the
atmospheric boundary layer. With the estimation of the Richardson number the state could be
determined. A selection from our 119 measurements is shown in table 1. Measurements with
s2p > 0 were marked with a star behind the boundary layer state.
As can be seen in this table, conditions were found in the range from unstable to neutral
and stable. However, for the occurance of high s2p a correlation with the Richardson number,
boundary layer state or the potential temperatures was not seen.
4.1 Transient behavior of a Sample Time-Serie
For the measurement on Oct. 19, 2010 the transient behavior of the shape factor was investigated
in more detail. The information from that day are shown in table 2 in chronological order.
The measurement started at 8:44 a.m. when s2p was high and the turbulence intensity from
cup anemometers was low. In the following time series it was found that s2p ≈ 0, the mean
velocity and the potential temperature of the air remained constant. Only the turbulence itensity
was rising. Beginning with 8:50 a.m. the mean velocity began to fluctuate for the 100 seconds
time series, while turbulence level and temperature remained constant. At 8:54 a.m. the shape
factor began to rise (see also curve (2) in fig. 4). Promptly, the turbulence intensity dropped
more than 5.5 points and also the potential temperature of the air decreased by 0.4 K with rising
shape factor.
In our interpretation the unstable conditions of the boundary layer caused vertical transport
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Table 2: Development of Time-Sereoi on Oct 19. Potential temperatures θ , wind speeds vW and
turbulence intensities Ti from cup anemometers, Ri numbers and estimated state for 2010, Oct.
19 measurements (offshore).
Time θair θgnd vW Ti Ri Boundary s2p 6= 0
(K) (K) (m/s) (%) (-) layer state
8:44 a.m. 283.6 286.8 10.2 3.1 -0.12 Unstable *
8:45 a.m. 283.5 286.8 10.2 3.9 -0.13 Unstable
8:47 a.m. 283.4 286.8 10.0 7.5 -0.14 Unstable
8:49 a.m. 283.4 286.8 10.1 7.3 -0.13 Unstable
8:50 a.m. 283.5 286.8 9.3 6.7 -0.16 Unstable
8:52 a.m. 283.5 286.8 11.2 6.0 -0.11 Unstable
8:54 a.m. 283.5 286.8 10.8 7.7 -0.11 Unstable *
8:55 a.m. 283.2 286.8 11.2 4.2 -0.12 Unstable *
8:57 a.m. 283.1 286.8 10.8 2.2 -0.13 Unstable *
effects to occur. In the time from 8:45 to 8:49 the boundary layer was stratified, streamlines were
horizontal and the cup anemometers were perfectly aligned. Also the turbulent fluctuations of the
pressure were distributed normal. At 8:50 a.m. a cluster of warm air rised from the warm surface
to the higher and colder regions of the boundary layer (θair ≈const., vW fluctuating). In the
wake of the warm cluster a second cluster with cold air sank from the higher levels towards the
surface (θair dropped). This lead to strong vertical shear and disturbed the turbulent fluctuations
of the pressure, their distribution began to deviate from the normal distribution (s2p > 0 and
increasing from 8:54). At the same time the turbulence intensity was sinking, too. Strong vertical
flows somehow stratified the horizontal velocities that were seen by the cup anemometer. This
interpretation is also illustrated in figure 5.
Figure 5: Sketch of boundary layer profiles at unstable conditions with warm and cold clusters
of air that impact on the FINO3 platform.
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Table 3: Correlation of Occurence-Probability of high shape-factor to boundary layer states for
all 119 measurements
Boundary layer state
Unstable Neutral Stable Total
All 84 23 12 119
Offshore 65 0 0 65
Onshore 19 23 12 54
All s2p 6= 06 6 7 4 0 11
Probability (%) 8 17 0 9
Offshore s2p 6= 06 6 4 0 0 4
Probability (%) 6 -/- -/- -/-
Onshore s2p 6= 06 6 3 4 0 7
Probability (%) 16 17 0 -/-
4.2 Probabilistic considerations
As was seen in the evaluation of boundary layer state and shape factor, the occurence of high
shape factors (highly non-gaussian behaviour) is connected to turbulence as well. Therefore a
probabilty for such an intermittent burst may be estimated. The counts and probabilities are
listed in table 3.
In the first row the number of all measurements and their state are listed. Of a total of
119 measurements were 84 at unstable, 23 at neutral and 12 at stable conditions. The following
two rows list the numbers for offshore and onshore locations with their states. In the fourth row
the counts for high shape factor events were listed for all measurements. The probability for the
occurence of a high-s2p event at a specific boundary layer state was shown in the following line.
The same was done for both locations off- and onshore.
One may notice that all measurements offshore were done at unstable conditions while for
the onshore measurements all three states were covered. The cause could be found at the season
when the experiments were done. The onshore measurements took place in spring 2008 during
March to May. At this time of year the ground begins to warm up slowly while the air heatens
up much faster. So the ground may be cooler than the air and stable states occur. Also the air
might be chillier on a cloudy day or in the evening, and unstable conditions my occur. The
offshore measurements were performed in late summer and autumn 2010. The sea was still
warm from the summer season while the air began to chill down. Thus, only unstable conditions
were covered by our measurements.
To relate boundary layer state and the occurence of high shape factors for the turbulent
pressure fluctuations the focus was laid on the onshore measurements. With a probability of
about 16 % a high-s2p was found for unstable and neutral states (tab. 3). But at stable conditions
high-s2p was not observed. So it was concluded that the turbulent fluctuations of the pressure may
deviate from a normal distribution at unstable or neutral boundary conditions but not at stable
conditions.
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4.3 Confidence considerations
To check our confidence in the above conclusion, possible errors were checked. Individual
measurements at the onshore location were recorded at different hours and days, so they could
be assumed to be random samples. The probability for the occurence of a high-s2p event at
unstable or neutral conditions was Φ0 = 1/6 and a binomial test was assumed.
Let us state the hypothesis that the probability for a high-s2p event at stable state is the same
as in unstable/neutral states. The hypothesis should be true, when one or more events occured,
and false, when no events occured. For the twelve measurements at stable conditions this leads
to a mean of 2 and the variance as 5/3. The possibility for no events was P= 0.112 = 11 %. So
we can reject the hypothesis of identical probabilities with a certainty of 89 %.
The confidence in the reliability of the assumed probability Φ0 was checked. From the
offshore measurements the probability for the occurence of high-s2p was estimated to Φ1 = 0.06.
Let us fomulate the hypothesis that the probabilityΦ0 is correct. And we also state the alternative
hypothesis that the probability is indeed lower thanΦ0 and the real probablility for the occurence
of high-s2p events is Φ1. The 42 onshore measurements were used as the set of random samples,
and the hypothesis would be rejected for less than four events. This assumptions lead to a
probability of 6%, where Φ0 = 1/6 would be assumed to be true despite it was wrong. Also, the
probability Φ0 might be rejected despite it was true with a possibilty of 24
It could be concluded that onshore the probability for high-s2p events was about 16 % with a
confidence level of 96 %.
5 Conclusions
Highly resolved measurements of pressure and velocity for on- and offshore wind were investi-
gated with respect to atmospheric boundary layer stability. It was found that high shape factors
occur with about 10 % probability. Comparing on- and off-shore conditions the level of oc-
curence seems to be almost doubled for the first case. All in all we notice the usefullness of the
superposition-model of Castaing et al as was mentioned earlier by others [3].
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ABSTRACT 
As evidenced by the recent development of IEA Wind Task 31 WAKEBENCH [1], there is a need to 
improve wake models for use in designing/operating large wind farms that are currently being built 
primarily offshore in Europe and on land in the USA. Establishing model credibility in a robust way is 
critically contingent on evaluation of model skill from a process-level perspective using appropriate, 
robust and reliable statistical metrics. Thus this paper will focus on providing: 
1) A context for wake model evaluation that ensures models and measurements are being 
compared on an equivalent basis  
2) A list of simple and readily quantifiable (robust) metrics to quantify discrepancies between 
measurements and models, and can diagnose model performance and serve to indicate whether 
model performance is improving  
3) An open access resource of available/public data that can be used to develop and evaluate 
wake and wind farm models 
1 Introduction 
Challenges to evaluating wind turbine wake models are manifold. A number of potential approaches 
have been adopted in model evaluation studies including the use of case studies, and use of average 
composites, and any approach is likely a compromise between model type (statistical or prognostic), 
data availability and time constraints. Irrespective of the nature of the model evaluation exercise, 
model evaluation must be based on a quantitative metrics to objectively assess and diagnose model 
performance. Hence, in conjunction with the obvious need for robust frameworks under which to 
conduct model performance analyses, there is also a need for high quality data for use in model 
evaluation, such as are available from the open access on-line repository called the Virtual Wakes 
Laboratory. We describe this repository and provide example analyses based on these data with a focus 
on skill metrics and diagnostic analyses of wake models.  
2 Observations 
2.1 A context for wake model evaluation: Observational challenges 
A major issue in quantifying wind turbine wakes and the physical controls on wake properties derive 
from challenges to making sufficiently precise and accurate measurements. Thus prior to discussing 
appropriate methods for wake model evaluation it is important to acknowledge some of the challenges 
to providing in situ measurements against which the models can be compared. 
Given the velocity deficit in wakes is quantified by comparison with freestream conditions, one of the 
most important issues is correct characterization of the freestream wind and turbulence profile [2]. 
Additionally, the freestream flow will change over time or be non-homogeneous over the area of the 
wind farm [3]. Thus, despite the emphasis placed on accurate measurements of wind speed in wakes, 
the most important measurement by far is that of the freestream flow. Without an accurate freestream 
wind speed profile, all subsequent analysis will have uncertainties that are at least the equivalent of the 
uncertainty in the velocity deficit (except perhaps that of the near-wake under moderate wind speed 
conditions where the velocity deficit may be as much as 60% of the freestream wind speed at hub-
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height [4]). Even in superficially homogeneous environments, given the scale of wind farms being 
built there is likely to be variability in the freestream wind speed across the wind farm. So in addition 
to capturing temporal variability that is introduced from situations such as the passage of fronts, spatial 
variability in the freestream wind speed must be incorporated into wake calculations. Gradients of 
wind speed in coastal areas [3] can introduce large-scale variability that is non-trivial and can even be 
of similar magnitude to more obvious inhomogeneities generated by complex terrain. Figure 1 
illustrates the complexity of interpreting measurements from the first offshore wind farm located in 
Vindeby, Denmark. The mean wind speed distribution is mainly a function of the large scale synoptic 
flow with higher wind speeds from the southwest. The wind speed reduction at Sea Mast South (SMS) 
from wakes at 8.6 rotor diameters (D) from the single turbine 6E at 22º and from the row of turbines 
1W to 5W at 320º  is clear. However, in the absence of topography and impacts from wind turbine 
wakes it might be anticipated that the normalized wind speed would be equal to 1 in all wind 
directions. The large ratio of wind speeds at the SMS relative to the LM occurs for wind directions 
centered at approximately 85º and 220º which arise from the wind speed increase over the sea to SMS 
whereas the fetch to the land mast (LM) is over land. These kinds of gradients in wind speed at the 
coast can have an impact over much larger distances than the 2 km indicated here. Modeling and 
measurements from Nysted indicate gradients in hub-height wind speed extend and are detectable over 
at least 15 km, and further in stable conditions [3]. Thus over a large wind farm it is unlikely that even 
un-waked turbines (e.g. along the edge of an array) will experience a single inflow wind speed and 
turbulence profile. This issue is even more pronounced in complex terrain. 
 
Figure 1. Hub-height (38 m) wind speed at Sea Mast South (SMS) normalized by wind speeds at the 
Land Mast for the period 1993-1996. 
 
In addition to the freestream wind speed at turbine hub-height, wake behavior is also a function of the 
wind speed profile and turbulence intensity [5]. It has previously been demonstrated that vertical shear 
across the wind turbine blades not only influences the power production of a turbine [6] but the level 
of ambient turbulence is also a critical control on the transfer of momentum into the wake and thus the 
‘wake recovery’ [5]. Recent improvements to remote sensing technologies have improved 
comparability of the resulting data to traditional anemometry for both wind speeds and turbulence [7-
9], and offer the potential to obtain more vertical detail in  profiles (of wind speed and turbulence) than 
can typically be obtained using instrumentation deployed on meteorological masts, and thus offer the 
potential for improved characterization of both freestream and wake conditions. However, there is 
need for further evaluation of these technologies to ensure data quality [10]. 
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Given that the wind and turbulence characteristics in the wake are non-linear function of the wind 
turbine power and thrust coefficients (which are function of incident wind speed at turbine hub-height 
and the wind shear across the blades), for model evaluation exercises these must be known, bearing in 
mind that the onsite power curve may not be equivalent to the manufacturer’s power curve. 
Realistically, the turbine power curve that is likely to be available to potential end users will likely be 
the manufacturer’s power curve rather than the onsite power curve, although substantial deviations 
have been observed in the field [11] which may influence momentum extraction and turbine added 
turbulence intensity, and thus impact downstream wake behavior. 
Further confounding issues to data interpretation and identification of appropriate initial and lateral 
boundary conditions for models arise from; (i) measurement errors in the wind direction (and thus the 
angle at which a wake impacts downstream turbines) or wind turbine yaw alignment errors and (ii) the 
role of atmospheric stability in dictating wake expansion and/or meandering. A frequent problem in 
use on in situ data for wake quantification is that wind direction measurements have bias issues (due to 
the difficulty of correctly aligning the direction measurement at installation on a meteorological mast), 
or that yaw measurements or the yaw control mechanism on individual turbines are imperfect. 
Alternatively the wind direction measurement (which typically derives from a wind vane) can drift 
over time, or under light wind speeds, the wind direction can change over the distance between the 
meteorological mast measurement and the turbine. As has been discussed previously [2] wake models 
typically assume one wind direction with no standard deviation of direction and hence overestimate 
wake losses because they focus on the wake center maximum velocity deficit, while the measurements 
contain directional variability due to stochastic effects in the atmosphere, and thus typically show a 
wider but shallower wake profile. 
2.2 The Virtual Wakes Laboratory 
A major bottle-neck confronting attempts to quantify the physical and dynamical controls on wind 
turbine wakes and to evaluate and improve wind turbine wake models (and wind farm models) is 
access to high quality observational data sets. The Virtual Wakes Laboratory (VWL) was designed to 
meet at least some of this need (Figure 2). The Virtual Wakes Laboratory is a freely accessible 
resource that currently contains wake and wind farm data that have been made available by a number 
of agencies. At present the VWL contains the data sets shown in Table 1 and can be accessed through: 
http://mypage.iu.edu/~rbarthel/Welcome.pdf. To gain access to the site potential users are required to 
register but there-after access to all data is provided. 
 
Table 1. Data sets currently available in the Virtual Wake Laboratory 
Type Period Site Source Reference
SCADA data for turbines with array 
presented as time series (2 data sets) 
2001-
2004 
Middelgrunden Middelgrunden Wind 
Turbine Cooperative 
[11] 
SCADA data for turbines with array 
presented as time series (2 data sets) 
1996-
2004 
Vindeby Originally from SEAS [12, 13] 
Case studies of wind and turbulence 
conditions in and out of wakes data 
collected with ship-mounted sodar 
2001 Vindeby ENDOW project [14] 
SCADA data for case studies of 
wake characteristics for specific 
wind direction and wind speed 
classes 
2004-
2006 
Nysted DONG/Vattenfall [15] 
SCADA data for case studies of 
wake characteristics for specific 
wind direction and wind speed 
classes 
2005 Horns Rev DONG/Vattenfall [16] 
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Figure 2. Interface for the Virtual Wakes Laboratory (http://mypage.iu.edu/~rbarthel/)
2.3 Model evaluation 
Many previous wake model evaluation exercises have relied upon visual inspection of time series of 
velocity deficits downstream of wind turbines, but such analyses lack performance metrics and error 
attribution. A new approach is needed that addresses the following questions: 
• What is the goal when comparing models with measurements?  
• Which variables should agree, and to what level of precision and accuracy? 
• What can or does the model simulate? Is this the same identical quantity under the same 
circumstances as is given in the measurements? If not, to what degree could they be expected 
to agree? 
• Where models are shown to deviate from the observations, what types of model diagnostics 
can be undertaken to facilitate error attribution (and ultimately model improvement)? 
In the following we present methods that can be applied to address at least some of the questions (see 
Table 2). 
On the most fundamental level an individual wind turbine wake can be quantified using the following 
descriptors; the wake location (centerline), the wake magnitude (i.e. maximum velocity deficit at the 
centerline), and a wake width. Thus key evaluation metrics should include the wake depth (maximum 
velocity deficit for the wake center) at a given distance and the wake width (distance across the wake 
at which a reduction in the freestream wind speed can be detected) (Table 2 and Figure 3). Naturally, 
both metrics require that the freestream velocity profile is known. Since the normalized velocity will 
not be 1 in reality but might be lower or higher due to inhomogeneous in the flow or to wake 
‘shoulders’ (over-speeding at the edges of wakes), it is necessary to set a threshold for recovery (that 
could be e.g. 95% of the freestream) that describes the ‘wake edge’. A more systematic approach to 
determining wake metrics might be to assume a Gaussian distribution of velocity deficit and to 
determine the wake width and depth in terms of the standard deviation of distribution. If at a fixed 
point downstream from a turbine, one could define a wind direction associated with direct flow from 
the upstream wind turbine to the observational point. However, for slight variations in wind direction 
from this direction, the meteorological mast (or remote sensing volume) is impinged upon not by the 
centerline of the wake but a peripheral part of the wake, and thus by conditionally sampling the wind 
speed data for slight variations in the wind direction a picture such as that shown in Figure 3 can be 
developed. One standard deviation of wind direction around the centerline would contain 68% of 
observations inside the wake and correspond to a recovery of about 95% of the maximum velocity 
deficit at the center while two standard deviations would contain 95% of observations and about 0.99 
of the maximum velocity deficit. Thus a robust estimate of true wake width can be derived.  
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Table 2. Wind turbine wake model evaluation. The first columns provides a summary of approaches 
for wind turbine wake model evaluation. The second column shows sample quantities that can be 
measured/modeled for comparison. The third columns summarizes statistical (skill) metrics to be used 
to quantify model-measurement agreement 
Approaches  Quantities Statistical Metric 
Mean (time average)  Turbine power output Standard deviation 
Mean (statistics of similar 
cases) 
 Wind speed/turbulence intensity  at hub-
height 
Root Mean Square 
Error 
Case studies  Wake width and wake depth Bias 
Dynamic cases  Momentum deficits through the wind 
speed profile 
Standard error 
 
 
Figure 3. Possible wake model evaluation metrics -  wake depth and wake width. 
 
An alternative integrative metric for determining wake recovery is the momentum deficit at individual 
points across the wake or integrated across the wake (see example in Figure 4) [2].
 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of the cumulative momentum deficit across the rotor plane for a single wake 
experiment (at 2.8 D downstream) in the Vindeby wind farm. In this analysis the freestream wind 
profile and the wake profile were measured using a boat-mounted sodar, and the models were 
initialized with the sodar derived freestream wind profile [2]. The measurements of the actual 
cumulative momentum deficit is shown by the curve denoted sodar freestream – where the same sodar 
was used to determine the freestream profile and the wake profile). The colored lines show momentum 
deficits computed from a variety of different wake models (with varying complexity). As shown, even 
at this short downstream distance some models under-predict the wake width and the momentum 
deficit, indicating too rapid wake recovery.  
 
These types of evaluations provide a more systematic framework for wake model evaluation, are 
useful in terms of identifying model biases, and can be coupled with quantitative ‘skill’ metrics such 
as Root Mean Square Error if the comparisons can be undertaken across a range of – for example, 
wind speed classes, ambient turbulence intensity conditions etc. They can also be leveraged to more 
diagnostic approaches that can be used to attribute model error (or to diagnose the occurrence of 
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compensating errors). An example of this type of analysis is given below in the context of the 
components that contribute to an observed wake width and depth [17]. The actual wake width 
measured at some distance downstream from a  turbine is comprised of contributions from; (i) the 
rotor diameter plus (ii) wake expansion (due to momentum transfer) plus (iii) meander (wind direction 
variability) (Figure 5). Quantifying these components rather than examining one wake width metric 
facilitates understanding of whether models are correctly parameterizing the components of wake 
width and therefore be more useful in terms of diagnosing the effectiveness of different 
parameterizations.  
 
Figure 5. The ratio of wind speed at Vindeby mast SMS to mast LM by direction for the single wake 
(black line). Horizontal lines indicate the approximate contributions of the rotor diameter (D0), wake 
expansion (DE) and wake meandering  (DM) to the total wake width (DW). The wake profiles of Ainslie 
[18] with and without wake meandering are shown in grey (Adapted from [17]). 
 
The examples given above implicitly presume that the evaluation is cast in a framework where 
multiple case studies are conducted. That is each simulation is for conditions during a relatively short 
time window during which stationary can be assumed, and that these simulations are conducted for a 
realistic range of initial conditions (e.g. classes of wind speed, direction, ambient turbulence intensity, 
stability etc.). Obviously not all wake and wind farm models are suitable for this type of dynamic 
evaluation, for example some of the more parameterized models seek to describe the statistical 
properties of wakes rather than instantaneous realizations thereof, while some of the more 
computationally demanding models are more suited to a limited number of case studies than to 
producing large statistical ensembles. In either case we argue that a more quantitative approach is 
needed that does not simply compare, for example, the mean velocity deficit at the wake centerline, 
but includes some estimates of, for example, the standard deviation or the bias of model v. 
measurement agreement across a range of simulation conditions that can be objectively used to 
determine how closely models and measurements match.  
When moving beyond evaluation of the simulations of individual wind turbine wakes, other 
approaches need to be adopted to evaluate wake models. Model complexes that take into account not 
only individual wakes, but wake-wake interactions and wind farm-atmosphere interactions are needed 
to fully capture the complexity of the flow fields [19]. Approaches to evaluating key aspects of models 
that capture wake-wake interactions include, but are not limited to: 
(i) ‘Down-a-row’ (i.e. embedded wakes). In these analyses model-measurement comparisons have 
been conducted using a range of approaches to define the free-stream conditions, but then 
conditionally sampling by wind direction to select flow such that each turbine is in a direct wake 
of upstream turbine(s). The power output from each turbine is then normalized by the turbine that 
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experienced free-stream condition for comparison with wake models (e.g. [16]) compared with 
observations. Such comparisons are useful to assessing some aspects of wake-wake interactions, 
and represent a worst-case scenario in terms of wake related power-loss, but again are not trivial to 
interpret since the ambient data will always incorporate some directional variability within a wind 
speed class whereas most models assign zero directional variability. 
(ii) Evaluation of overall wind farm efficiency [5]. In this approach the power produced over the 
entire wind farm can be integrated and compared to values from a wind farm model. This is useful 
in terms of perhaps best representing the apriori expectations for a given wind farm layout. 
However, in order to diagnose actual model performance it is necessary to disaggregate to 
individual turbines in order to determine whether the model is representing the actual power 
production gradients (and thus getting the right answer for the right reason). An example of the 
spatial variability of power output (normalized to the mean of all turbines within an array) is given 
in Figure 6 from Nysted, Denmark  [20].  
 
 
Figure 6. Example of the average wake losses by turbine from Nysted, Denmark, where the wake loss 
at each turbine is shown as the difference in power from the average for the whole wind farm (%) [20]. 
3 Summary 
It is difficult at present to answer the question ‘What is a successful outcome in terms of wake model 
evaluation?’ or ‘How much of the uncertainty is due to random noise rather than measurement or 
model error?’ Until these questions can be addressed, wake modeling continues to be less quantitative 
than is needed to move forward in terms of optimization of wind farm layouts. This paper discusses 
the context for evaluating wake and wind farm models and measurements and focuses on moving 
away from visual inspection to defining a set of metrics that set out to describe and quantify model 
agreement with measurements based on a more systematic approach to the evaluation (e.g. as used in 
short-term forecasting). The paper advocates a greater focus on (i) dynamic studies, (ii) process-level 
experiments (and error attribution analyses) and (iii) quantitative metrics for model evaluation. As an 
aid to wake model evaluation the Virtual Wake Model Laboratory is described that is an open access 
resource that provides wake and wind farm data. 
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ABSTRACT
In this paper the basis for introducing thrust information from microscale wake models into
mesocale model wake parameterizations will be described. A classification system for the dif-
ferent types of mesoscale wake parameterizations is suggested and outlined.
Four different mesoscale wake parameterizations are demonstrated in the Weather Research and
Forecasting mesoscale model (WRF) in an idealized atmospheric flow. The model framework
is the Horns Rev I wind farm experiencing an 7.97 m/s wind from 269.4o. Three of the four
parameterizations use thrust output from the CRESflow-NS microscale model.
The characteristics of the mesoscale wake that developed from the four parameterizations are
examined. In addition the mesoscale model wakes are compared to measurement data from
Horns Rev I. Overall it is seen as an advantage to incorporate microscale model data in mesocale
model wake parameterizations.
INTRODUCTION
Presently there are two main types of turbine wake model. There are models which resolve
individual wakes from a number of individual turbines, such as the wake model Fuga [1] and the
CRESflow-NS model [2]. These models operate at rather fine resolution, on the order of metres,
and thus are called microscale models. There are also models which model the collective impact
of multiple wakes from several wind turbines. These are used in mesoscale models, and thus are
called mesocale wake models, for example [3], and have resolution on the order of thousands of
metres. Mesoscale models are used to calculate atmospheric flow and meteorological processes,
they are routinely used in national and commerical weather centres for weather forecasting, and
for wind resource assessment. Initially the two modelling approaches had little cross-over. In
this paper however the cross-cover of information provided by the microscale to the mesoscale
models is developed, demonstrated and evaluated.
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The main objective of wake modelling in this paper is to capture correctly both the interaction of
wakes on neighbouring downwind turbines, and the total wake effect of a wind farm, including
the wake at long distances from the wind farm (the so-called mesoscale far wake).
For such a range of scales microscale and mesoscale models must be used together. The
mesoscale model cannot explicitly model the individual turbines wakes, yet the microscale
model alone cannot model influences of mesoscale circulations (at scales of several kilome-
tres), such as coastal winds, convective systems, and orographic forced flow which may have
a strong influence on the wake behaviour. The basic idea is that information from microscale
wake models is passed in some form to the mesoscale models. Several strategies for how this
can be done are set out in this paper.
The Weather and Forecast Research [4], WRF, a very widely used community mesoscale model,
already has an implementation of a parameterization of wind turbine wakes [3]. This model
applies a thrust, via the prognostic velocity tendency equation. The thrust is vertically distributed
across model vertical levels proportional to the turbine rotor swept area over the model levels. In
addition, turbines are parameterized as a turbulent kinetic energy source. The presence of wind
turbines is expressed as a turbine number density per grid cell and rated power is prescribed.
Exact turbine position is not needed and there is no interaction of one turbine wake on another
turbine, within a grid cell, i.e. all turbines experience the same hub height wind speed. This
parameterization will be denoted by WRF-WF.
A new wind turbine wake parameterization, called WRF-EWP [5], imposes a wind turbine wake
velocity deficit which is vertically distributed according to a diffusion based model for wake
expansion. The presence of wind turbines is determined by a turbine number per grid cell and
power and thrust curves (i.e. power and thrust as funtion of hub-height wind speed) are em-
ployed. As in WRF-WF, exact turbine position is not needed and there is no interaction between
turbines insider the same grid cell.
On the microscale side, for turbine wake modelling there are models such as CRESflow-NS
[6][2], the amended GCL model [7], and FUGA [1]. These models work on actual wind turbine
positions and account for wake impacts on downwind turbines. On the other hand, a spatially
homogeneous and steady large scale wind forcing is assumed, i.e. the undistrubed flow sur-
rounding the wind farm is uniform and constant.
By combining microscale wake models and mesocale models, the strengths of each can be com-
plementing and the weaknesses of each mitigrating. In the next section, methods for combining
microscale wake and mesoscale models will be described. This is followed by a section giving
some results. The penultimate section discusses the results, future work and implications. The
final section gives short conclusions.
METHOD
In this section four mesoscale model wake parameterizations will be compared. Three of the
parameterizations use results from the microscale model CRESflow-NS [6][2]. The basis for
including the microscale model results in the mesoscale parameterization is universal and thus
can be used with any other microscale model.
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The model simulations’ set-up is designed to provide a simple way of comparing the behaviour
of the different parameterizations. The WRF (v3.4) mesoscale simulations for all parameteriza-
tions are run using an idealized model set-up with wind speed of 7.97 m/s and direction 269.4o
at hub height (70 m above surface level). The details of this idealized WRF set-up can be found
in [5]. The model horizontal grid spacing is 2240 m. The domain covers 180 x 65 km in the
horizontal, from surface to 10 km in the vertical, using 40 model levels in the vertical. Near the
surface the vertical spacing between levels is of order 10s of meters. The wind farm set-up that
generates the wakes is that of Horns Rev I, off the west coast of Denmark. The wind farm con-
tains 80 Vestas V80 wind turbines each with a rated capacity of 2 MW. The farm configuration
is a slightly rhomboidal array with 10 rows from west to east and 8 rows from south to north.
The turbine spacing is 560 m.
In general it is possible to classify the wake parameterization in two types according to where the
thrust information, creating the wakes, comes from. For type I, the turbine thrusts come from the
mesocale parameterization itself, i.e. from turbine thrust curves. For type II, the turbine thrusts
come from a microscale model, precalculated and passed to the mesoscale parameterization in
some way.
Within type II there are two ways the turbine thrusts can be expressed. For type IIA the thrust
is given as a single turbine thrust value with no information about its distribution in space. For
type IIB, the whole flow field is available and via momentum theory the effective distribution
of thrust for a given volume can be obtained. Type IIB has some special issues which will be
discussed in a later part of the paper.
Within Type IIA and IIB there are different ways to aggregate the turbine thrusts. It can be done
either by summing up the thrusts on the basis of the mesoscale grid cells, type IIA/Bi, or by
summing up thrusts on the basis of the whole wind farm, type IIA/Bii. The type IIA/Bii was
used in Prospathopoulos and Chaviaropoulos [2].
Next, it is possible to consider how the sub-mesoscale-grid scale vertical wake expansion is
handled. The horizontal resolution of the mesoscale model is 2240 m in this study. The wake
will develop within this distance, however, there is no means within the mesoscale model, that
this can be modelled, due to lack of resolution. Therefore, this sub-grid scale process needs to
be parameterized or addressed in some way. In this paper, only two methods are examined. The
first uses a diffusion based vertical wake expansion. It is written up in detail in [5]. The second
method actually neglects sub-mesoscale-grid vertical expansion. In this case the turbine thrusts
are distributed across mesoscale model levels according to the swept area of the turbine rotor on
each model level, as in [2].
Table 1 describes the four wake parameterization compared in this paper. The first WRF-EWP
has been described in full in [5]. It serves as a reference parameterization here. The other pa-
rameterizations feature the inclusion of the microscale model CRESflow-NS results. For WRF-
CRES-EWP the turbine thrusts are aggregated on the basis of the mesoscale grid. It features the
sub-mesoscale-grid vertical wake expansion used within WRF-EWP. For WRF-CRES-ROTOR
the aggregation basis is the same as WRF-CRES-EWP, but no sub-mesoscale-grid wake expan-
sion is included. For WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA, there is no sub-mesoscale-grid wake expansion
and the aggregation basis is the whole wind farm (along the wind direction axis).
In practice, all the parameterizations, except WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA, impose a thrust on 6
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Parameterization thrust calculation vertical thrust distribution aggregation
WRF-EWP turbine thrust curve diffusive wake expansion meso grid aggr.
WRF-CRES-EWP CRES diffusive wake expansion meso grid aggr.
WRF-CRES-ROTOR CRES proportional to rotor swept area per level meso grid aggr.
WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA CRES proportional to rotor swept area per level wind farm aggr.
Table 1: Table summarizing the different wake parameters tested in this paper.
mesoscale grid points (3 along wind direction x 2 normal to wind direction), covering the hor-
izontal extent of the farm. Whereas for the WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA parameterization thrust is
imposed on 2 grid points (1 along wind direction x 2 normal to wind direction).
Figure 1a provides a schematic view of the how the parameterizations are constructed. The
rectangular boxes represent a vertical slice of a mesoscale grid cell containing three wind tur-
bines. The vertical extent of the rectangular box contains a number of vertical model levels. The
microscale model explicitly models the wake from each turbine and the interaction of wakes
on downstream turbines. Thus the turbine thrusts will not necessarily be the same. This is a
departure from the wake parameterizations of type I, where the turbine thrusts within a single
mesoscale grid cell will be the same.
Next, Fig. 1 shows that for the mesoscale parameterization each turbine is treated separately, the
turbine is placed in the centre of the grid cell, and the thrust distribution across vertical model
levels is calculated. The grid point total thrust is the sum of the individual vertically distributed
thrusts.
Figures 1b and 1c shows the difference in the vertical distribution of the thrust using the rotor
distribution and the diffusion based vertical wake expansion. Note that for the wake expansion,
the wake length is always half the grid point spacing. In the wake expansion case, it can be seen
that the thrust also determines the degree of vertical wake expansion. This is because the scale
parameter for the vertical wake expansion is determined by a sub-grid scale wind velocity, as
well as the horizontal grid size and the rotor diameter.
In Fig. 2 plan view of the same turbines as in Fig. 1 is shown. The square box represents a
mesoscale grid cell. The microscale model explicitly models the horizontal expansion of the
wake from the same three turbines. However, the evolution of the horizontal characteristics of
the wake cannot be retained in the mesoscale model. A single value of thrust for each model
level for each grid point must be reached in the parameterization.
RESULTS
In Figure 3 the wake characteristics in the horizontal and vertical can be seen for the differ-
ent parameterizations. The two parameterizations using the diffusive vertical wake expansion,
WRF-EWP and WRF-CRES-EWP (Figs. 3a and 3b) are rather similar. The minimum wind
speed obtained is approximately 6.8 m/s in the downwind portion of the wind farm. The hori-
zontal extent of the wake is slightly longer for WRF-EWP. The vertical profile of velocity deficit
is also similar between WRF-EWP and WRF-CRES-EWP, with the 0.8 m/s deficit reaching
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1: Schematic diagrams showing (a) the vertical expansion wake from three wind turbines
of the same type calculated by a microscale model where the wind is blowing from the west
(left) to east (right). Thrusts are calculated, and due to wakes effects on the downwind wind
turbines, the thrust decreases as one moves eastwards. Schematic diagrams in (b) and (c) show
how the microscale model calculated thrust can be used inside a mesoscale model. In (b) the
thrust is distributed proportional to the swept area of the rotor on the mesoscale model vertical
level. In (c) the thrust is distributed according to a vertical wake expansion contained in the wake
parameterization scheme. In both cases there is no interaction between the turbines. It is as if
the turbines were each in their own seperate mesoscale grid cell. The total thrust is the addition
of the three separate vertical distributions of thrust.
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(a)
(b)(c)
Figure 2: Schematic diagram showing (a) the horizontal expansion of wakes from the same 3
wind turbines shown in Fig. 1, calculated by a microscale model where the wind is blowing
from the west (left) to east (right). The schematic diagrams in (b) and (c) illustrate that within
the mesoscale grid cell the vertical distribution can be resolved (b), however the horizontal
distibution cannot (c). Note: For mesoscale models, typical horizontal grid spacing is 1000s of
metres, and vertical level spacing is 10s of metres near the surface.
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(a) WRF-EWP
(b) WRF-CRES-EWP
(c) WRF-CRES-ROTOR
(d) WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA
Figure 3: Plots giving maps of wake (left) and vertical sections of wake velocity deficit (right)
for simulations having an inflow westerly surface wind of 8 m/s using different wake param-
eterizations, (a) WRF-EWP, (b) WRF-CRES-EWP, (c) WRF-CRES-ROTOR (d) WRF-CRES-
ROTOR-FA. The wake maps (left) show the westerly component of wind speed at 70 m above
surface level. The x-axis has 180 km extent and the y-axis has 65 km extent. The vertical sec-
tions of wake velocity deficit (right) are a slice through the wind farm. The x-axis extent is 180
km, the vertical extent is from 0 – 350 m above surface level.
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approximately 150 m above surface level. However the WRF-EWP wake has a slightly large
vertical extent.
For the two parameterizations using the vertical thrust distribution proportional to rotor swept
area per level (i.e. no vertical wake expansion), WRF-CRES-ROTOR and WRF-CRES-ROTOR-
FA, the minimum wind speed obtained is approximately 6.2 m/s and 6.0 m/s respectively. How-
ever the horizontal wake extent is shorter than for the diffusive vertical expansion parameter-
ization. The shortest wake is for the WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA parameterization. The vertical
profile of velocity deficits are markedly different compared to WRF-EWP and WRF-CRES-
EWP. The deficit exceeds 1.8 m/s in both cases, a little higher in the WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA
parameterization. However, the 0.8 m/s deficit reaches only 120 m above surface level. Con-
sistent with the neglect of a sub-grid scale vertical wake expansion, it can be seen the deficit
is more concentrated in the vertical in the WRF-CRES-ROTOR and WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA
parameterizations.
The difference between the mesoscale grid aggregation and wind farm aggregations parameter-
izations can be assessed by comparison of the WRF-CRES-ROTOR and WRF-CRES-ROTOR-
FA results. The main differences are seen in the proximity of the wind farm, but further down-
wind the differences are reduced.
In Figure 4 the results from the mesoscale model parameterizations are compared with the mea-
surements from the wind farm. The measurements are for wind speed within the range 7.5 – 8.5
m/s and wind direction within the range 255–285o. The measurements are described in more
depth in [8][5]. In Fig. 4 the wake wind speed deficit can be seen inside the farm at each turbine
row and downstream of the wind farm at anemometers M6 and M7.
Considering WRF-EWP (Fig. 4a) as the reference [5], we can see that WRF-CRES-EWP (Fig.
4b) gives a slighly smaller wake deficit. Both parameterizations show good agreement with the
measurement data, and lie well within the error bars. Considering next WRF-CRES-ROTOR
(Fig. 4c), it can be seen that the wake deficit is large inside the wind farm, on the lower bounds
of the error bars of the measurement data. Downwind of the wind farm, the difference compared
to WRF-EWP is less pronounced, however the velocity deficits are still larger. Considering
WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA (Fig. 4d), it can be seen that inside the wind farm the deficit is very
strong, below the lower bounds of the error bar. Downwind of the wind farm the difference is
much reduced and agreement with measurement at masts M6 and M7 is good.
DISCUSSION
The differences in the wake simulations for the Horns Rev wind farm in this idealized set-up can
be used to examine the characteristics of the various parameterizations.
The advantage of using turbine thrust information based on microscale modelling is that complex
aspects of turbine interactions can be captured. For example, the difference in the behaviour
between WRF-EWP and WRF-CRES-EWP is mainly due to the reduced turbine thrusts in the
WRF-CRES-EWP parameterization.
The sub-mesoscale-grid vertical wake expansion is a necessary feature to capture the wake be-
haviour inside the wind farm and the near wind farm wake (c.f. WRF-CRES-EWP and WRF-
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(d) WRF-CRES-ROTOR-FA
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Figure 4: Recovery validation plots for different parameterizations used, (a) WRF-EWP, (b)
WRF-CRES-EWP, (c) WRF-CRES and (d) WRF-CRES-FA. The x-axis is the distance in metres
from the first turbine row, the y-axis is the wake horizontal wind speed expressed as a fraction
of the inflow wind speed, both at 70 m above surface level, i.e. for first row turbines the value is
1. The black dots are measurements based on wind turbine power or from anemometers at mast
6 (M6) and mast (M7) downwind of the wind farm.
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CRES-ROTOR). Without the vertical wake expansion the wake deficit tends to be too concen-
trated in the vertical, and associated with that, have too strong a deficit.
However, moving downwind of the wind farm into the far wake, the difference caused by includ-
ing sub-mesoscale-grid vertical wake expansion, or not, becomes much less pronounced. In the
far wake it is the mesoscale model that determines the wake and the initial vertical distribution
of the wake becomes of less importance.
Aggregating the turbine thrusts according to the mesoscale grid or wind farm extent, has a large
impact on the mesocale modelled wake within the wind farm. When imposing the thrust of
the wind farm at 2 grid points rather than 6 grid points, the maximum wake deficit is too large
compared to measurements. However, moving downwind of the wind farm, the model wake
agrees well with measurement. It remains a question to what extent it is neccessary or beneficial
to impose the wind farm thrust at few grid points.
Earlier in the paper it was stated that momentum theory can be used to determine the distribution
of thrust associated with vertical wake expansion. This has the advantage that a model for the
vertical wake expansion would no longer be required. However, there is a complication, if the
wind farm covers several mesoscale grid cells. In that case, the inflow and outflow velocities of
the grid cells, could be used to determine wake related thrust, but would include the effects of
the continued expansion of wakes caused by turbines upwind of the grid cell in question. This is
a problem, because the mesoscale wake parameterization should only address the representation
of wakes caused by turbines in a single grid cell. The mesoscale model should thereafter alone
deal with the developement of the wake downwind of the grid cell where the wakes originated.
It is for these reasons that a whole wind farm aggregation has some benefits, because in that case
the application of momentum theory would be for a volume which envelops all turbines, and
there would be no risk of double counting wakes by the microscale and mesoscale models.
A promising future development along these lines is the application of the FUGA microscale
model [1]. In this model the application of momentum theory to determine wake thrust aggre-
gated over mesoscale grid cells is possible because it is a linearized model, and a velocity deficit
can be directly attributable to turbines in a single grid cell, even though there are developing
wakes present from turbines in upwind grid cells.
In this paper only a single wind speed and wind direction is used, however the approach is
readily extendable to any wind speed and direction by precalculating tables of turbine thrusts,
for a number of wind speeds and directions. This data can be stored in a look-up table. Then
within the parameterization the correct thrust data is retrieved depending on the mesoscale grid
point wind speed and direction. However, a complication arises here. For unsteady mesoscale
situations, the parameterization will be drawing from microscale model results, which assumed
steady and unform flow situations. The impact of this mismatch needs to be addressed.
In the future, the mesoscale model also can provide upstream information such as wind speed
(sheer), direction (veer or backing) and Richardson number for the microscale models. An exten-
sion of the cross-over between the two modelling scales is the application mesocale variability
of conditions in the microscale models. For example, within a very large wind farm there may
be significant variation of mesoscale wind conditions (speed and direction). This information,
which can be provided by mesocale models, could be used in the microscale modelling of wakes,
which at present assume a homogeneous mean wind speed and direction.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the basis for introducting thrust information from microscale wake models into
mesocale model wake parameterizations was described. Different types of mesoscale wake pa-
rameterizations were outlined.
Four different mesoscale wake parameterizations were used in the mesoscale model WRF in
an idealized atmospheric flow configutation. Three of the four parameterization used thrust
output from the CRESflow-NS microscale model. The characteristics of the mesoscale wake
that developed from the four parameterization was examined. In addition the mesoscale model
wakes were compared to measurement data from Horns Rev. Overall it is seen as an advantage
to incorporate microscale model data in mesocale model wake parameterizations.
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Abstract
Wind turbines arranged in a wind plant impact each other through their wakes. Wind plant
control is an active research field that attempts to improve wind plant performance by mod-
ifying individual turbine controllers to take into account these turbine-wake interactions.
In this paper, we use high-fidelity simulations of a two-turbine fully-waked scenario to
investigate the potential of several wake mitigation strategies. The strategies, including
modification of yaw and tilt angle, as well as repositioning of the downstream turbine, rep-
resent a mix of known and novel approaches. The simulation results are compared through
change relative to a baseline operation in terms of overall power capture and loading on the
upstream and downstream turbine.
1 Introduction
Wind turbines influence nearby turbines aerodynamically as they extract energy from and en-
hance turbulence in the wind. Recently, wind turbine control systems researchers examined
how these influences can be accounted for and adjusted such that increased wind power plant
efficiency and reduced turbine loads can be obtained. Often in the literature, this is done by
adapting the axial induction of individual turbines through pitch and torque control, [1, 2, 3]. In
these methods, an axial induction factor is found that results in lower individual turbine power
for an upstream tower, but higher plant power due to increased power capture by downstream
turbines.
An alternative approach to wind plant control focuses instead on redirecting wakes around down-
stream turbines. One method of achieving this redirection that has been published in the litera-
ture is through intentional yaw misalignment in an upstream turbine. In [4] field-tests are carried
out in a scaled wind plant test field, whereas in [5], computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) simu-
lations are performed using actuator disk models of a wind turbine.
1
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In this paper, we describe two-turbine simulation experiments of wake redirection based wind
plant control using a high-fidelity wind plant simulator, the NREL SOWFA (Simulator for
Off/Onshore Wind Farm Applications) tool [6]. SOWFA, described in Section 2, couples a com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver with the aero-elastic turbine simulator FAST [7]. Using
SOWFA, controllers can be compared in terms of their effects on power production and loading
of upstream and downstream turbines. This is an important capability since a controller’s effects
on power production must be weighed against its effects on turbine loads.
In addition to evaluating the yaw misalignment method, we also introduce two additional con-
cepts. First, we modify the tilt angle of an upstream turbine in order to redirect the wake ver-
tically. The second method does not redirect the wake but instead repositions the downstream
turbine (in the case of floating turbines), as proposed in [8]. Additional analysis of the yaw and
tilt methods can be found in [9], which analyzes the ability of a single turbine to redirect the
wake.
The control methods are evaluated using a simulation of two 5MW turbines, 7 rotor diameters
apart, aligned in a turbulent inflow. For each method, the setpoint (yaw misalignment angle, tilt
angle or downstream turbine position) is varied, and a 1000 second simulation is run. Addi-
tionally, because these techniques might move the downstream turbine from full wake to partial
wake, which induces loading [10], we consider the cases where the downstream turbine is and
isn’t using independent pitch control (IPC) to mitigate uneven distribution of wind speed across
the rotor plane. The results are compared in terms of total power output and key component
loads on both the upstream and downstream turbine across all cases.
The contributions of the paper are: (1) the addition of a new method for wake-redirection wind
plant control, using adaptation of the rotor tilt angle (with [9]), (2) an analysis and comparison
of three methods of wind-plant wake mitigation using a high-fidelity simulator in terms of power
and loading of an upstream and downstream turbine, and (3) an investigation into the use of IPC
for mitigating the effects of partial wake on turbine loads.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
simulation tool SOWFA used in this work. Section 3 provides a description of the simulation
scenario in terms of dimension, inflow properties, turbine properties and individual control laws.
Section 4 presents and analyzes the results of the study. Section 5 provides some discussion
points and considerations for future work. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 6.
2 SOWFA
In this work, a parametric study of the proposed control actuation methods is performed using
a high-fidelity tool: Simulator for Off/Onshore Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA) [6] which
is a large-eddy simulation (LES) framework coupled with NRELs aero-elastic turbine code [7]
for studying wind turbines embedded in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). The kernel of
the LES framework is based on open-source OpenFOAM libraries [11] which solves the in-
2
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compressible Navier-Stokes equations augmented with a buoyancy term (based on Boussinesq
approximation) and Coriolis acceleration to simulate atmospheric boundary layers under various
conditions. The transport of potential temperature is solved in parallel to account for buoyancy.
This set of governing equations are discretized over an unstructured finite volume mesh with sec-
ond order central differencing scheme. The collocated formulation of the velocity and pressure
variables is decoupled using the Rhie-Chow [12] interpolation method to avoid numerical insta-
bility. The time advancement method follows the predictor-corrector pressure-implicit splitting
operation (PISO) of Issa [13] with three sub-step iteration to maintain second order accuracy.
The Moeng model [14] is adapted to estimate the local time-varying shear stress. The sub-grid
scale (SGS) turbulence closure employs the standard Smagorinsky [15] formulation with a con-
stant of 0.135.
The turbine blades are represented by the actuator line (AL) method of Sørenesen and Shen [16],
in which the blades are discritized along the radial line where the lift and drag forces are com-
puted based on the incoming flow and the airfoil geometry at the actuator points. These force
vectors are projected on to the computational domain space using a three-dimensional Gaussian
filter which, as a collective whole, produce the wake structures similar to those from blade-
geometry resolved simulations at significantly reduced computational cost. In SOWFA, the
incoming flow velocity data at the actuator points from the flow solver are fed into FAST, from
which the computed aerodynamic lift and drag forces and the shifted actuator points (caused by
the blade deflections) are projected on to the momentum equation as a body force term complet-
ing the two-way coupling cycle. The structural loading responses induced by the aerodynamic
forces are collected as FAST outputs which are later presented in this study. Further details on
SOWFA can be found in [17].
With SOWFA, simulations of proposed wind plant control schemes can be analyzed. Because
the simulation includes high-fidelity modeling of the atmosphere, and the turbine structure, it is
possible to study simultaneously a controller’s impact on power and turbine loads.
3 Experimental setup
As described in the introduction, the objective of the paper is to compare three strategies of wake
mitigation (yaw-misalignment based, tilt-misalignment based and repositioning of the down-
stream turbine) using SOWFA. To this end, an “open-loop” two-turbine simulation study is per-
formed in which the yaw, tilt, and position setpoints are swept and held fixed for separate 1000
second simulations with constant wind direction. Later research will develop active closed-loop
control strategies for time-varying wind directions.
A scenario was developed to simulate two NREL 5-MW baseline turbines [18] in turbulent in-
flow. The turbulent scenario is that of a neutral boundary layer, selected based on a previously
published study. [17] The inflow is generated in a precursor atmospheric LES on a domain that
is 3 km by 3 km in the horizontal and 1 km in height. The horizontally-averaged wind speed is
driven to 8 m/s at the turbine hub height and is controlled through a time-varying mean driving
3
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Figure 1: Overview of the experimental setup in the baseline case.
4
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Figure 2: Example velocity fields for different wake redirection methods, generated by SOWFA.
pressure gradient. The wind comes from the southwest (300◦) so that the elongated turbulent
structures in the surface layer are not ”trapped” by the periodic boundaries, continually cycling
through in the same location. In the baseline case, the turbine rotor axis is aligned with the wind
direction. The surface temperature flux is set to zero, although a capping inversion initially at
750 m above the surface is used both to slow boundary layer growth and because it is a real
feature of atmospheric boundary layers. The surface aerodynamic roughness is set to 0.001 m,
which is typically of flow over water. Details on positioning of the turbines and meshing of the
domain are given in fig. 1.
Screenshots from time averaged slices of the flow for the different control strategies is provided
in fig. 2. SOWFA requires significant computational power in order to run high-fidelity sim-
ulations: using a sample time of 0.02s, the time steps take an average 2.5s to calculate on the
Sandia/NREL Red Mesa supercomputer [19] using distributed computation with 256 processors.
This yields an execution time of 34.4h for each simulation.
In each case, the turbines use the baseline controller defined in [18]) independently. Because
wake redirection can move the downstream turbine from full wake to partial wake, inducing
loads [10], we compare the use of IPC with the standard collective pitch control by switching
on load-reducing IPC on the downstream turbine for the last 400s of the simulation. The IPC
implementation is based on the design first presented in [20], using the parameters as specified
in [21], with some adaptations to be able to use the load-reducing IPC in below-rated conditions.
5
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A supervisory wind plant controller [22] collects the data from the individual turbines.
4 Results and Analysis
Following completion of the runs, the data was collected from each case and post-processed
as follows. First the 1000s of time domain data for each was broken into segments. The first
200s of each run was discarded since the wake was not fully developed. The last 100s were
also discarded due to system problems on the cluster leaving some files incomplete. Finally, the
remaining time histories were divided into 200s-600s, in which the downstream turbine is not
running IPC, and 700s-900s, when it is and the IPC startup transients have vanished. Although it
should be possible to start IPC smoothly, since the transition was not our research focus we ramp
it on rather abuptly. In the baseline case, IPC is never enabled, to provide a basis for comparison.
From these two blocks of time (200-600s and 700-900s), several metrics are computed. First,
the average power is computed for each turbine. Next, loads are computed for blade out-of-plane
(OOP) bending, drivetrain torsion, tower bending and yaw bearing moment. In the case of the
tower load, a combined load is computed from the separate fore-aft and side-side loads using a
root-sum-square combination. This is likewise done to combine the separate My and Mz loads on
the yaw bearing. Individual loads are provided in the appendix. For each of these load signals,
a damage equivalent load (DEL) is computed. The DEL is a standard metric of fatigue damage
(see [23]). These results are summarized in figs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison of methods in the case where the downstream turbine does not use
IPC. For each method, there is a sweep across possibles setpoint (yaw angle, tilt angle or repo-
sition of downstream turbine position). The top row shows the total power output of each case,
with the horizontal line indicating the baseline level and the numbers above each bar denoting
percent change from the baseline case. The remaining rows of the figure indicate percent change
in DEL for the components examined.
Starting with yaw-based control, in the best case the method shows an increase in power of
4.6%. Additionally, the simulation shows that for the upstream turbine with misaligned yaw,
significant load reduction is observed for blade OOP bending, tower bending and yaw bearing
moment. The downstream turbine however experiences a rise in blade OOP bending, drivetrain
torsion and yaw bearing moment. This change is most likely due to the movement from full to
partial wake overlap.
In the tilt case, a maximum power gain of 7.1% is observed. At this peak of power capture, it
is seen that for the upstream turbine, the blade and yaw bearing loads have gone up while the
drivetrain and tower loads have declined a small amount. As in the yaw case, the downstream
turbine experiences an increase in blade loads, most likely due to partial-wake overlap. There is
also a decrease in tower loads and increase in yaw bearing loads.
Tilt misalignment shows larger potential power production improvements than yaw when con-
6
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Figure 3: Summary of results of two tubine simulation. The 3 columns are divided by control
action. The top row shows the combined power output for each case, compared to the baseline
case on the far left. The remaining rows indicate the percent change in load compared to the
baseline.
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sidering large positive tilt angles. With a positive tilt angle, the rotor would face downwards, and
for conventional upstream turbine designs this would cause the blades to hit the tower. There-
fore, a positive tilting mechanism is more suitable to downwind turbines [24]. Both negative
and positive tilt angles will redirect the wake away from the downstream turbine rotor, but the
positive tilting has the advantage that it will redirect the wake towards the ground, allowing high
velocity air from higher altitudes to flow towards the upper part of the downstream rotor, re-
sulting in a higher power production of the downstream turbine. Additional details on the wake
displacements that can be achieved using yawing or tilting can be found in [9].
Repositioning of (floating) turbines produces the most substantial gains in power if the rotor
of the downstream turbine is moved more than 25 meters out of the rotor axis of the upstream
turbine (up to 41% improvement when the downstream turbine is moved a full rotor diameter).
Observing the loads for the downstream turbine, there is little change for small changes in po-
sition, significant change for the discplacements yielding partial overlap, and then no change
again when the turbine is moved a full rotor diameter.
Looking at the loads across experiments, the upstream turbine either sees an increase or decrease
in blade OOP bending, depending on the angle chosen. Also, for the upstream turbine, yaw and
tilt angle adjustments either decrease or minimally increase the drivetrain, tower and yaw load.
A possible explanation for this effect is that these methods generally reduce the power capture
of the upstream turbine, and derating can be considered as a load mitigation strategy. For the
downstream turbine, all loads generally increase somewhat, and this is most likely due to mov-
ing from full to partial wake overlap.
Fig. 4 performs the same analysis, but now for the case where the downstream turbine is using
IPC to mitigate the effect of partial wake overlap. Note that these results are based on 200s of
simulation versus 400s in Fig. 3, and are from a different point in the simulation. The results
are dramatic: the blade loads, tower loads and yaw bearing loads are consistently reduced when
compared to the baseline case (which does not use IPC). The drivetrain loads are the excep-
tion, but the lack of a clear pattern indicates that perhaps this is a somewhat stochastic load.
Missing from the current controller is a drivetrain damper, a very common element in industrial
controllers that could be used to minimize the changes in drivetrain loads. Overall, the results
indicates a very strong motivation for the use of IPC, in general, and as a way to eliminate the
negative impacts of using wake-mitigation strategies.
The appendix provides the full results listed in absolute values (not relative to baseline).
5 Discussion
It is important to acknowledge the shortcomings of this current work. First, due to computa-
tional/time constraints, current results are based on simulations of only one inflow case. Future
work will combine results from simulations using multiple wind inputs and better establish the
robustness of these results. Additionally, the experiments are not of a closed-loop control, but
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Figure 4: Comparison of data as in fig. 3, however with the downstream turbine operating with
IPC in all cases except for the baseline. Note that due to system problems, one case is missing
but will be present in final version.
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of settings that take advantage of a stationary wind direction. This is a good first step, but in
order to be applicable to real wind plants, future work must establish control loops which can
accomplish similar results for changing wind direction conditions.
6 Conclusions
This report shows very good potential for all methods considered. For each case, operating
points exist which couple improved power capture with, mostly, reduced loading. It is important
to point out though that presently, the technology only exists to implement yaw misalignment.
However, given that tilt and repositioning are capable of yielding more power capture, perhaps
the effects could be considered in the design of future turbines. A second result of the paper
is the very good potential of employing IPC to mitigate partial wake effects. This improves the
benefit of the wake redirection or repositioning techniques by reducing the partial-wake-induced
loads on the downstream turbine.
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Blind Test 2 calculations for two wind turbines in tandem
arrangement
F. Pierella1, L. Sætran1, P.A˚. Krogstad1
1Nowegian University of Science and Technology
fabio.pierella@ntnu.no
ABSTRACT
In this paper we report on the results of the Blind Test 2 challenge, a benchmark of calculation
models for wind turbine wake and efficiency prediction applied to two machines in a tandem
arrangement. Modelers with a suitable code were given boundary conditions and geometry of
the test case, and invited to submit the calculation without knowing the experimental results a
priori. The comparison showed that the performance calculation of the upstream turbine repre-
sented a challenge despite being a well known problem, while the performance and thrust of the
downstream turbine was still in a preliminary phase and was affected by a large scatter. Models
using 2D airfoil data suffered more than fully resolved methods, due to the higher complexity
of the flow and to the importance of 3D effects in the downstream rotor flow. Mean flow calcu-
lations at X = 1D from the downstream turbine showed that including the tower and the hub in
the simulation improved the precision of the predictions, especially for what concerned asym-
metries in the wake. Further from the rotor, X = 4D, the actuator line models perform very well
and were able to capture the main features of the mean and turbulent flow, while actuator disc
models showed their limitations especially for what concerned turbulent stresses prediction.
Introduction
The Blind Test 2 challenge had the purpose of validating the reliability of current turbine perfor-
mance and wake calculations models, applied to a case where two turbines were positioned in a
tandem with a downstream separation of S= 3D The wake behind one turbine was addressed in
a previous Blind Test challenge (hence referred to as BT1), held in Bergen in 2011. The results
of the test can be found in Krogstad and Eriksen (2011, 2013). Other examples of Blind Test are
present in literature, like the NREL Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment, described by Simms
et al. (2001), which addressed the same issue but on a larger rotor.
The results of these blind test and recent literature reviews, like Vermeer et al. (2003), high-
lighted the lack of well-documented experiments that facilitate the modelers when comparing
their results with literature data. Key factors like free-flow turbulence levels, rotor and wind
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tunnel geometry, experimental errors magnitude, tip speed ratio of the machines are usually not
well documented and do not allow a precise benchmark of the modeled results.
In full scale experiments, inflow conditions are hard to monitor. Turbulence is rarely mea-
sured, and the effects of stability are difficult to take into account. Moreover, the complexity of
the test rig adds additional uncertainties in the experimental results for which the comparison is
often difficult, see Vermeer et al. (2003) and Krogstad and Eriksen (2013).
A major challenge for wind tunnel experiments is correctly scaling the experiment. Match-
ing the tip speed ratio (λ ) of a full scale turbine is not difficult, while it is more complicated
to match the Reynolds number. A typical Reynolds number of a full scale turbine, based on
the tangential velocity of the tip and on the blade tip chord, is in the order of 106, while for
a wind tunnel experiment this number usually varies between 104 and 105, see e.g.Alfredsson
and Dahlberg (1981); Smith (1990); Medici and Alfredsson (2006). Anyway, the scope of the
current experiment is not to simulate a full scale case but rather to provide a well documented
case for model benchmarking, and as other authors suggest the limitation can be neglected if the
characteristics of the airfoil used are known, see Grant et al. (1997) and Vermeer et al. (2003).
Some early models are well described by Vermeer et al. (2003). The author divides between
near and far wake models: nevertheless, far wake has the near wake as initial condition, so it is
difficult to neatly separate the two. In most of the wind farms the downstream turbines work in
the far wake of the upstream ones in the main wind direction, being the spacing S ≈ 10D), but
in cross wind and in some wind farms with a very tight spacing like Lillgund the downstream
machine works in the near wake of the upstream ones, see Dahlberg and Thor (2009).
Ainslie (1988) presented a parabolic model called EVMOD which assumed axisymmetric
and self-similar wakes and used an eddy viscosity model to close the turbulence equations. The
model needs quite a few constants, and agrees well with wind tunnel experiments, but cannot
handle complex features like turbulence enhancement on the top tip region and wake centerline
downshift.
Crespo et al. (1988) takes the turbine into account as a perturbation inducing a velocity deficit
and additional turbulence, which iss resolved by means of a k− ε turbulence model. The model
can include the effect of wind shear and turbulence and stability effects, and captures 3D effects
like the maximum velocity deficit downshift. The model compares fairly well with wind tunnel
experiments. An extension of this model from Crespo and Herna´ndez (1989), applied to wind
farms, showed a overestimaton of the velocity deficit when assuming linear superimposition of
the velocity deficits of multiple turbines.
The same conclusion is drawn by Smith (1990) when elaborating a model to fit his wind
tunnel experiments: the turbulence saturates after a few wind farm rows and reaches an equilib-
rium value. His model for the superposition of multiple wakes is based on a simplified version
of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations coupled with an eddy viscosity model
for turbulence closure, including shear on the incoming wind. The model agrees fairly well with
the experiments, but needs to be calibrated on experiments.
More recently, with the increase of available computational power, full CFD models were
employed in order to resolve the wake in more detail, using LES o RANS methods for turbulence
modeling. In one example, Zahle and Sørensen (2007) shows how the wake grid size influences
the rotor characteristics. The grid for the far wake has to be fine enough in order to to catch
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Figure 1: Setup and airfoil geometry
the small vortical structures, while the near wake (X/D < 0.5) grid size is critical for a correct
power and thrust prediction of the rotor.
The modeling of the rotor, nevertheless, remains the key issue. Fully resolving the rotor is
computationally demanding, e.g.Zahle et al. (2009), but usually gives fairly good agreement.
When more than one turbine has to be simulated, other models become more convenient. In
the actuator disc approach from Sørensen et al. (1998) the turbine is represented as an actuator
disc, while in the actuator line modelTroldborg (2007); Troldborg et al. (2010) the turbine blades
are represented as rotating point forces. Both models are coupled with a N-S solver using a LES
approach, but RANS or U-RANS can be also used.
The model turbines in this study were designed in 2008, in order to be used as test cases. This
is the reason for many of the design compromises achieved, very well argumented in Krogstad
and Eriksen (2013).
Fig.1a depicts the two turbines object of this work positioned in the wind tunnel. T1 is the
upstream turbine, while T2 is the downstream one. The two machines have the same bladeset,
but slightly different hub size, which leads to different rotor diameter,: D1 = 0.894 m while
D2 = 0.944 m. The wind tunnel length is 12.4 turbine diameters, yielding a limited distance for
wake measurements. The two three-bladed rotors have the same bladeset, based from root to
tip on the s826 airfoil from NREL, see Somers (1999). The turbines had a maximum efficiency
at λ = 6. We remark that a nominal diameter of ca. D = 0.9 m will be used for the non-
dimensionalization of the parameters.
Scaling
As previously mentioned, wind tunnel experiments present scaling issues that limit the compar-
ison to full scale turbines. The tip speed ratio similarity was easily achievable, notwithstanding
the small diameter, since the rotational velocity could be easily adjusted via frequency converter
controlled motors. The turbines were designed in order to be operated at a velocity of 10 m/s,
and the were designed for an optimum performance at λ = 6. This means that for a reference
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velocity of Ure f = 10 m/s the rotational speed of the turbines had to be set to ω ≈ 1200 rpm.
At ω ≈ 2500 rpm the turbine would reach the runaway point. When the flow is attached on
the blades and the turbine is working at optimum, there is no spanwise flow. After stall, a sig-
nificant amount of spanwise flow arises: in a separated bounday layer, in fact, the streamwise
momentum is relatively small, so the centrifugal force starts pumping fluid towards the tip of the
blade. The spanwise moving fluid is subject to a Coriolis force directed toward the trailing edge
of the blade, which can significantly delay stall and alter the 2D characteristics of the airfoil, see
Hansen (2008). This effect is supposed to be more pronounced in wind tunnel tests than in full
scale turbine, due to the high rotational velocity involved.
The local Reynolds number based on the blade tip speed and the tip chord is Rec ≈ 105 for
the upstream turbine at maximum performance, while for a full scale wind turbine this parameter
is one order of magnitude higher. The deviation is even larger for the downstream wind turbine,
which is operating at a lower λ . To make this difference as small as possible, the blade chord
was designed to be 3 times larger than what would normally be used for such a rotor diameter.
This implied larger local Reynolds number, a positive effect, but a quite low lift coefficient
of the blade sections at turbine design condition, see also Krogstad and Eriksen (2013). The
low Reynolds number is acceptable if the airfoil characteristics are known for the particular
Reynolds range, and if the outer blade sections are above the critical Reynolds number, see also
Grant et al. (1997) and Vermeer et al. (2003). The minimumUre f that would guarantee Reynolds
independency for the turbine rotors was investigated by Krogstad and Adaramola (2012), who
found a critical velocity of Ure f > 9 m/s.
The Reynolds number based on the diameter of the largest of the cylinders composing the
tower of T2, DT = 10.2 cm, and a freestream velocity of Ure f = 10 m/s was ReTD ≈ 7 ·104. For
a similar Reynolds number the drag coefficient of a smooth cylinder would be CD = 1, as from
Delany and Sørensen (1953). For a full scale turbine tower the Reynolds number can be as high
as ReTD = 10 · 106, and the tower drag coefficient drops to CD = 0.4. The wake of the tower is
therefore much wider in the experiment than in a full scale case. In a typical 2.3MW Siemens
wind turbine the ratio between the tower and the rotor diameters would be 0.05, with DT = 5 m
and D= 93 m, while in the current experiment the ratio was 0.11, twice as big. For these reasons,
we expect the velocity deficit caused by a full-scale turbine tower to be shallower and thus to
recover at a shorter downstream distance from the rotor.
For a discussion on blockage effects please see the results from Blind Test 1 in Krogstad and
Eriksen (2013).
Test Case
The experiments were carried out in the NTNU closed-loop wind tunnel facility. The wind
tunnel dimensions at the inlet were L= 11.15 m,W = 2.72 m and H = 1.80 m. The height of the
roof was adjusted in order to have a zero pressure gradient in the whole test section, therefore
increasing at greater distances from the inlet.
The test case is well documented in an invitation document from Pierella et al. (2012) to
which we refer to for more complex technical details. A detailed description of the wind tunnel
is present in Krogstad and Adaramola (2012), Adaramola and Krogstad (2011) and Krogstad
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and Eriksen (2013).
The upstream turbine T1 was positioned 2D from the wind tunnel inlet, in order to avoid
perturbation of the incoming velocity profile. The downstream turbine T2 was positioned at S=
3D from the upstream turbine, and both turbines had the same hub height, Hhub = 0.817 m (fig.
1a). Both turbines were horizo tally c ntered in the wind tunnel (fig. 2), and were alternatively
positioned on an aerodynamic balance in order to measure the thrust on the rotor. The thrust of
the tower and nacelle was measured and subtracted from the thrust of the turbine, to yield the
trust of the rotor alone.
The invitation file for the Blind Test competition, see Pierella et al. (2012), included all the
geometrical details of the turbines, which were made available to the modelers also under form
of 3D CAD files.
Blade Geometry
As previously mentioned, the blades use the NREL S826 airfoil along the entire span. The
profile was designed to have high lift coefficients, CL ≈ 1.40 for Rec = 2 · 106, low sensitivity
to roughness, and docile stall characteristics, to be used on the tip of low solidity and highly
tapered blades, as stated in Tangler and Somers (1996). The stall is controlled by a so-called
separation ramp, a steep slope which confines the separation to a zone close to the trailing edge.
In fig.1b the normalized airfoil coordinates are sketched; a complete description of the airfoil is
given by Somers (1999).
A CAD file was provided to the participants, containing a 120 degrees segment of the nacelle
of turbine T2 with one blade mounted in the correct position.
Further references about the blade structure and design can be found in Krogstad and Eriksen
(2013), Krogstad and Lund (2011), Adaramola and Krogstad (2011) and Pierella et al. (2012).
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Required Output
The modelers were asked to provide predictions for performance and thrust coefficients and for
wake mean and turbulent velocity in a set of three cases. The reference velocity of the wind
tunnel was set to be constant, Ure f = (10±0.1) m/s. In all the setups, the upstream turbine T1
was rotating at peak efficiency, or λ1 = 6. The downstream turbine T2, positioned at S= 3D, was
running at three different tip speed ratios, one close to optimum efficiency in wake operation,
one close to runaway conditions and one lower than optimum. All the tip speed ratios were
calculated with respect to the reference velocity Ure f .
• Setup A: λ1 = 6, λ2 = 4 (Compulsory)
• Setup B: λ1 = 6, λ2 = 7 (Optional)
• Setup C: λ1 = 6, λ2 = 2.5 (Optional)
The required output was represented by the thrust and power coefficient for the upstream
and downstream turbine, defined as:
CP =
2P
ρU3re fA
(1) CT =
2P
ρU3re fA
(2)
Velocity measurements were also part of the required output, in particular the non-dimensional
streamwise mean velocity, U∗ =U/Ure f , and the normalized streamwise reynolds stress, u′∗ =
u′u′/U2re f along two perpendicular diagonals at three different downstream distances from the
tandem, X = [1D,2.5D,4D].
The compulsory output, necessary to be admitted to the competition, was represented by
both performance and wake predictions for Setup A, while Setup B and C were optional.
Methods Description
We received data from 8 instutitions, which contributed with one simulation each, except Gex-
Con which submitted two dataset. Most of them solved all the three Setups, while Uzol from
METU only submitted the mandatory output.
The participants were asked to submit a method description in order to document the features
of their models. Here follows a brief description of each of them.
Acona Flow technology
Manger from Acona Technology was the only participant who modeled the entire rotors and the
wind tunnel, reproducing the whole test case as it was represented. The turbine structure and
blades were finely meshed, and the total number of cells was 30 ·106. The flow was solved using
Fluent v. 14.0 and a k−ω turbulence closure model. The method performed quite well in the
first Blind Test, also due to the choice of the modelers of including the hub, the nacelle and the
walls in the simulation.
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The results from Manger will be labeled as Acona.
CMR Prototech
The simulations were perfomed by Hallanger and Sand using a in-house CFD code called Music.
The code was developed at CMR, and uses a standard steady state k− ε model for turbulence
closure, using the coefficients given in Launder and Spalding (1974).
A sub-grid turbulence model is also used to represent the turbulence generation by the wind
turbines. The discretized equations are solved on a co-located grid with the SIMPLE algorithm
as from Ferziger and Peric´ (1999).
The hubs are taken into account as a flow resistance, but the axial extent of the nacelles are
not represented. The total number of grid points for the case was 3.9 · 105. The rotors were
represented by a generalized BEM model with rotation, and the 2D airfoil data were produced
by Xfoil, see Drela (1989). The walls were included in the simulations, while the tower of the
turbines was not modeled.
The results from Hallanger and Sand will be labeled as CMR.
de Vaal - NTNU Marintek
De Vaal performed his calculations in Fluent, where a finite volume discretisation of incom-
pressible N-S was implementd. The rotor wasmodeled as an axisymmetric actuator disc via
BEM model, and the 2D airfoil data was calculated via the Q3uick software implemented by
Garcı´a (2011), and were the same dataset used by the DTU contributors. The tower and the
nacelle was not simulated by de Vaal, while the wind tunnel walls were taken into account. The
turbulence closure model was Reynolds Stress modeling, whose implementation is included in
the Fluent package.
The simulations from de Vaal will be marked as DeVaal.
DTU and Linne´ Flow Center
Mikkelsen and Sarmast performed a large eddy simulation using the EllipSys3D code developed
by Risø and DTU. The computational domain is a regular cartesian grid, composed by a total of
42.46 million mesh points. The turbine rotor was represented by 43 points along each blade, on
which the blade loads were calculated. The boundary conditions were constant inflow velocity
and convective outflow, and the wind tunnel walls were included using no-slip boundary condi-
tions. The wind tunnel turbulence was modeled by introducing synthetic turbulent fluctuations
at X = 1.5D upstream of the first wind turbine, following the method from Mann (1998). The 2D
airfoil data were obtained from the in-house developed viscous-inviscid interactive code Q3uick
from Garcı´a (2011).
The simulations from Mikkelsen and Sarmast will be labeled as DTU-KTH
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GexCon
GexCon was the only modeler who submitted two simulations. The GexCon group, represented
by Melheim, Slen and Khalil used a in-house the software package FLACSeWind developed by
GexCon. This is a transient CFD solver which in this case used the standard k− ε turbulence
model. The computational domain was similar to the wind tunnel dimensions, but the increase
in tunnel height to compensate for the growth of side wall boundary layers was not included.
The rotor was represented as an actuator disk, and the turbine tower was not included in the
simulation. The 2D airfoil data were obtained by Hansen via XFoil, see Drela (1989). The
model used for the two simulations is the same, with the difference that in what is marked as
GexCon-sim1 the walls and the floor were taken into account as no-slip boundaries, while in
GexCon-sim2 they were represented as symmetry conditions.
University of Puerto Rico
Leonardi and Martinez Tossas, from the university of Puerto Rico, performed a LES simulation
of the test case where the turbine rotors were simulated as actuator lines. The subgrid turbulence
was taken into account via a standard Smagorinsky model. The walls, roof and floors were
included in the simulation as no-slip conditions, but the towers and the nacelles of the turbines
were not simulated. The tool AirfoilPrep from NREL was used to calculate the airfoil data.
The results from University of Puerto Rico will be labeled as Leonardi.
Meventus
The simulation from Meventus were performed by Lund and Bhutoria. The rotors were simu-
lated as actuator lines, and the flow resolved via a LES simulation, with a Smagorinsky subgrid
scale model. The code used was SOWFA, implemented by NREL in OpenFOAM, which in-
cluded an actuator line model implementation together with other useful tools for simulating
wind farm applications, see NWTC (2012). The 2D airfoil data were calculated via XFoil, see
Krogstad and Lund (2011) for further details. While the walls were included in the simulation
by setting a zero velocity at the tunnel boundaries, the effect of the nacelle and of the tower was
not modeled.
The results from Meventus will be labeled as Meventus.
METU
The results from METU, the Middle East Technical University, were elaborated by Uzol and
Sezek Uzol. The authors used the free-wake code Aerosim, a 3D unsteady free-wake vortex
panel method. When simulating the turbine, the blades were discretized using quadrilateral
panel elements, and vortex ring elements were placed within each element. During an unsteady
run, at each time instant, the influence coefficients of surface panels are calculated using the
induced velocity values from each vortex segment on the collocation points using Biot-Savart
law. Then the blades are moved and a new solution is calculated for the new timestep. No tower
and hub were modeled, while the walls of the wind tunnel were imposed as a zero velocity
boundaries.
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The results from METU will be labeled as Uzol.
Numerical and Experimental Uncertainties
The modelers were asked to provide proof of grid independency of their solution. As an example,
the documentation from DTU-KTH showed that the calculations performed on a very fine grid
with 2.4 times the number of cells than the grid for the submitted results, led to a change in the
calculated CP of 2%. The grid independency presented by CMR showed the same discrepancy
between the CP calculated on the finest grid and on the final grid used for calculations. The
discretization schemes were at least second order in space and time.
The experimental uncertainty on the performance measurements was ±2% on the peak effi-
ciency, while it was estimated to be lower than 5% on the mean velocity measurements.
Results
Performance and thrust
In fig. 3a, the calcluations for the upstream turbine showed a large scatter (±20%) around the
experimental value. The experimental case presented a few challenges that made the prediction
of the power coefficient of a free standing turbine, which in theory is a well known case, more
complex. First of all, the performance curve of the upstream turbine showed a dip at λ = 5,
which is most likely an indication that the flow on the rotor was not fully developed. Moreover,
the characteristics of the airfoil S826 were not experimentally known for the relatively low local
reynolds numbers, which means that every modeler had to produce his own 2D airfoil data for
the relatively low local Reynolds number of the experiment.
Even when the same airfoil data was used in different models, like in the case of de Vaal
and DTU-KTH, the predicted performances varied significantly. Acona’s method, the only one
which resolved the whole rotor surface and the turbine structure, performed quite well, as in the
previous Blind Test 1 challenge. The actuator line (AL) methods performed averagely better
than actuator disc (AD) models.
Fig. 3b shows a similar dispersion for what concerns the thrust coefficients. The free vortex
from Uzol is far off, while all the other methods generally underpredicted the thrust on the
rotor. Acona’s results again had the best agreement, while the AD from de Vaal and CMR
managed to match very closely the thrust of the rotor. All the actuator lines methods had a
tendency to underpredict the thrust, similarly to what happened for the Blind Test 1, where
Leonardi performed best. The only simulation which did not include the walls, GecCon-sim2,
showed lower values than the relative one with walls, GexCon-sim1, showing, as expected, an
enhancement of the thrust when the rotor is in a bounded flow Sørensen et al. (2006).
The efficiency calculations of T2, fig. 3a, show an averagely larger relative scatter than for
T1. At λ2 = 4 (Setup A) the downstream turbine had an optimum in theCP curve, while in Setup
B the turbine was close to the runaway point, reached for λ2 = 7.3. In Setup C the performance
of the turbine was less than optimum, where the root of the blades is stalled and the tip region is
generating lift.
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At λ2 = 4, GexCon-sim1 performed best, matching the experimental results. The same
simulation without the walls (GexCon-sim2) predicted a dramatically lower performance. The
fully resolved simulation from Acona performed well, yielding to a slight overestimation of the
power extraction. Despite using the same 2D airfoil data, DTU-KTH and DeVaal had markedly
different results. The actuator line model was more precise in reproducing the turbine behavior
when the incoming flow was characterized by strong shear and high turbulence levels. Also,
DeVaal’s method assumed axisymmetry, a too strong assumption in such a complicated flow.
The free wake method from Uzol dramatically overestimated the turbine power production, like
all the actuator line models. In this particular situation, the AD codes seemed to be averagely
closer to the experiments, even though the scatter caused by the different 2D airfoil data used
for the prediction makes the comparison between them quite complicated.
At λ = 2.5 the scatter between the different methods is smaller. The fully resolved rotor
from Acona still gave a good agreement, together with GexCon-sim1. All the other methods
overestimated the power production, except for the GexCon-sim2. At λ2 = 7 the situation is
more interesting: the power production is very close to zero, but most of the method did not
catch the presence of the runaway point. Again Acona performed well, together with the AD
method from CMR and GexCon-sim2. Acona’s good results are not surprising: at this TSR the
inner part of the rotor is working in propeller state, giving birth to strong spanwise flow which
is very difficult to capture with methods based on 2D airfoil predictions.
All the simulations predicted the top performance at λ2 = 4 except for DeVaal, while only a
few methods found a lower efficiency for λ2 = 7 than for λ2 = 2.5. There seems to be no average
trend for which AL is better than a AD model, which means that for performance calculations a
more complex model does not give a better prediction than a relatively less complicated one. The
incoming flow on the second turbine was not a required output for the current experiments, so it
is not possible to state whether the errors in prediction come mostly from wrong calculations on
the first wake or rather from wrong calculations on the second turbine rotor.
The thrust calculations for T2, fig.3b, are equally scattered around the experimental values
for low TSRs, while generally underpredict the thrust at high rotational regimes. The CMR
method performs remarkably well throughout the whole span, reaching a close agreement with
the experiments. At λ = 4 the GexCon simulations give low values, which happened for all the
cases under exam, which may be rooted back to a wrong estimation of the 2D airfoil perfor-
mance. At λ = 7 the thrust seems to be lower than expected for all the simulations, except the
one from Leonardi. Amongst all the actuator line methods, the one from DTU-KTH is the one
which agrees best with the data throughout the analyzed TSR range. Again, it is not possible to
estimate a secure winner between Actuator Disc and Actuator Line methods: despite the rela-
tively simpler model and the lower computational power demand (e.g. the total number of cells
for CMR is ≈ 105 while in DTU-KTH it is 34 ·106), the method outputted fairly good results.
In figure 4a the mean wake X = 1D behind the turbine tandem in Setup A is depicted. The
models who did not include the walls predicted a too high velocity outside of the wake. The only
modelers who included the effect tower, directly as in the case of Acona, or indirectly, as CMR
did, found a velocity profile closer to the experimental one. The overshoot which is visible in the
other profiles was due to the fluid bypassing the center of the rotor where no energy extraction
takes place. The experimental velocity profile is highly asymmetric, due to the perturbations of
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Figure 3: Performance and thrust coefficient of the upstream turbine T1
the tower and of the nacelle, and only the Acona model managed to reproduce the non symmetry.
The predictions from Uzol showed a too shallow wake and a very non-uniform velocity profile.
The width of the turbine wake seems to be captured by mosto of the models, even though some
of them predicted a too shallow velocity deficit, e.g. GexCon-sim1 and Leonardi.
For what concerns the streamwise Reynolds stress, fig, 4dalmost all the model predicted a
turbulence intensity of the same order of magnitude of the measurements, contrarily to what
emerged from BT1 where the difference was of some order of magnitude. The experimental
profile was highly asymmetric, with one peak twice as strong as the other. The DTU-KTH model
caught this non-symmetry but specular to the experimented one, and not as marked. The CMR
model predicted an averagely too high turbulence intensity, especially inside the rotor span. The
model from Meventus matched very well the turbulence peak value, but had no secondary peak
at the center of the wake and showed no asymmetry. The model from Acona predicted very low
turbulence levels, but it is unclear whether it was the strenght of the tip vortices or rather the
turbulence production in the shear layer which was underestimated. One factor to note is that
the models using a two equation closure for turbulence (Acona, CMR, GexCon) were invited to
calculate the normal turbulent stress assuming turbulence isotropicity:
u′2/U2re f =
√
2/3k (3)
This assumption is not appropriate, and cannot be confirmed by the current measurements.
The experimental vertical mean velocity profiles at X = 1D for Setup A showed a somewhat
different picture, in fig. 4c: the velocity on the negative Y axis does not recover to free stream
value, due to the presence of the tower. This behavior could be captured only by the simulations
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taking the tower into account, like Acona. CMR included the effect of the hub but not of the
tower, hence their profiles look symmetric. The methods who have not included the hub experi-
enced particularly high values of the velocity at Y/D= 0. The methods from Acona, Meventus
and DTU-KTH actually matched the maximum velocity deficit of the Y/D> 0 side, but only the
first managed to reproduce the asymmetry in the peak values of the velocity profile. The simu-
lations confirmed that the wake of the tower has a great impact on the symmetry of the velocity
profiles and on the different wake propagation rates in the vertical and horizontal direction, as
previously highlighted by dedicated experiments.
The experimental values for the vertical stresses, in fig. 4d, showed two peaks of equal in-
tensity, differently from the horizontal diagonal. Meventus and CMR predicted the maximum
stress levels very accurately, while Acona’s results were once more very low. The predictions
from deVaal and DTU-KTH have the highest peak values both on the horizontal and vertical
diagonal, a striking similarity considering that they use the same 2D airfoil data. GexCon pre-
dicted the turbulence values quite well, even though the turbulent stresses were too high inside
the rotor span. KTH-DTU and GexCon were the only modeler who reproduced the turbulent
peaks generated by the root vortices of the blades, even though their results show an additional
dip which is most likely related to the absence of the hub in their simulations.
In Setup B the downstream turbine was running close to the runaway TSR, fig. 5a. The high
values of the U/Ure f at the rotor center indicate that the inner part of the rotor is working as a
propeller, transferring momentum into the wake. Acona’s simulation closely matched the meak
wake profile, and was the only one who correctly predicted the performance for the setup. CMR
managed to reproduce the velocity deficit in the wake centerline, while all the other methods
overestimated it, having neglected the presence of the hub. GexCon-sim2 performed well in
Setup B, even though it failed outside of the wake. All the models predicted the width of the
wake with acceptable accuracy.
The turbulence levels for Setup B, fig. 5b, showed peaks of different intensity in the positive
and negative axes. The model from Acona caught this non-symmetry, even though the turbulent
stresses were 4 times lower than expected. The predictions from DTU-KTH overpredicted the
turbulent stresses, but reproduced the peaks in the turbulence profiles induced by the root vor-
tices. Meventus performed very well on the tip region, but poor at the centerilne. The turbulent
stresses in GexCon-sim1 agreed reasonably well across the rotor span.
X/D= 4
Farther from the rotor, X = 4D, the experimental mean velocity profile for Setup A looked much
smoother than in figure 4, since the steep gradients were evened out by the turbulent transport and
diffusion. The wake width was generally well caught, apart in the case of Uzol. The models that
had predicted a low turbulence intensity inside the rotor disc at X = 1D, like DeVaal, Meventus
and Leonardi, still featured a high velocity zone caused by the absence of the nacelle. Acona’s
model worked fine outside of the wake but predicted a slightly too high velocity deficit at the
centerline. For what concerns the turbulent stresses, fig. 6b, the DTU-KTH model showed an
almost perfect agreement with the experiments, together with the deVaal model. All the models,
except Meventus, predicted markedly lower peak turbulent stresses at X = 4D than at X = 1D,
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(b): u′ at X = 1D, Horizontal
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Figure 4: Performance and thrust coefficient of the upstream turbine T1, Setup A
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(a): U at X = 1D, Horizontal, Setup B
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(b): u′ at X = 1D, Horizontal, Setup B
Figure 5: Wake predictions for the turbine tandem, Setup B
while in the experiments they were of the same magnitude, u′2/U2re f = 0.02. This means that the
turbulent production happening in the shear layer was generally underestimated.
In Setup B, fig. 6c, the wake models predicted equally well the wake width, even though the
best performance came from DTU-KTH. Again, models with a low turbulence intensity at the
rotor centerline at X = 1D failed to predict a smooth profile. AD methods like GexCon-sim1
and CMR performed reasonably well, but calculated too low turbulent stresses.
Fig. 6d shows that DTU-KTH performed very well, together with the BEM from deVaal.
Acona’s model again exhibited very low turbulent stresses, while Meventus predicted far too
high turbulence levels.
Concluding remarks
This paper discussed the performance of numerical models for predicting the characteristic
curves and the wake features of two wind turbines in tandem arrangement. The modelers were
given boundary conditions and geometrical details of the test case, and had to predict the ex-
perimental results in a Blind Test challenge, i.e. perform the calculations without knowing the
experimental results a priori.
For what concerns the performance of the upstream turbine, the models which fully resolve
the flow around the turbine blades showed the best agreement. Simple AD models predicted the
performance quite well, even though all the models generally underpredict the torque.
The relative scatter on the second turbine perfomance calculations was larger. The only
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(a): U at X = 4D, Horizontal, Setup A
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(b): u′ at X = 4D, Horizontal, Setup A
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(c): U at X = 4D, Horizontal, Setup B
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(d): u′ at X = 4D, Horizontal, Setup B
Figure 6: Wake predictions for the turbine tandem, Setup B
model resolving the rotor geometry, from Acona, showed the best agreement, and correctly pre-
dicted the close to runaway point at λ2 = 7. One AD code, from CMR, matched the experiments
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quite well in all the TSR range, bur as a general tendency there was no secure winner among
actuator discs and actuator line models, and more complex models did not yield significantly
better results. The thrust was underpredicted by most of the models, especially for high TSR,
where the inner part of the rotor works in propeller mode and represents a big challenge for
models who base their predictions on 2D airfoil data.
Most of the models did not manage to capture the finer details of the near wake, especially
the asymmetries in the profiles induced by the presence of the hub and of the turbine tower.
The predicted turbulence levels are generally of the same order of magnitude of the exper-
imental values, with some exceptions. The fully resolved rotor simulation gave good results
for the mean flow but showed poor agreement with the experimental turbulent stresses. Less
detailed models, like actuator discs, generally overestimated the turbulence inside the rotor disc
and underestimated the turbulence in the tip region.
Farther from the rotor, the actuator line models were the most accurate, with the DTU-KTH
model showing very good agreement both in mean and turbulent flow, for what concerned Setup
A.
In more complex working conditions, where the downstream turbine was close to runaway
operation, the predictions of the fully resolved model have the best agreement on the mean flow
near the rotor, while further downstream the AL models, when properly set, gave very reasonable
estimates both for mean and turbulent flow.
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INTRODUCTION
Many systems develop helical vortices in their wake (propellers, wind turbines, helicopters).
Such flows can be assumed, at least locally, to be helically symmetric, i.e invariant through
combined axial translation of distance ∆z and rotation of angle θ = ∆z/L around the same z-
axis, where 2piL is a constant called the helix pitch. Analytical [1] and numerical [2] works
describing stationary vortices are mostly restricted to inviscid filaments and patches. Here, we
present results from a direct numerical simulation (DNS) code with built-in helical symmetry [3].
This code is able to simulate the viscous dynamics of distributed vorticity profiles, it contains
in a simple way the effects of 3D vortex curvature and torsion, and allows one to reach higher
Reynolds numbers when compared to a full 3D DNS.
In this framework, the long-time (or equivalently far-wake) dynamics of regularly spaced
helical vortices is investigated. In this article, we focus on the case of three identical vortices, and
simulate their dynamics as their pitch and Reynolds number is varied. This fundamental work is
indeed motivated by the case of wind turbine wakes, which are known to be dominated by helical
tip and root vortices. At rated wind velocity, the reduced pitch L of tip vortices is related [4] to
the rotor radius R and to the tip-speed ratio λ (which is the ratio between the tangential blade-tip
velocity and the wind speed) by L =√2R/(3λ ): typical tip-speed ratios λ = 5− 10 yield L/R
values as low as 0.05− 0.1, but smaller as well as far larger values can be reached for other
wind speeds. Typical Reynolds numbers Re = Γ/ν based on the circulation Γ of the vortices (ν
denotes the kinematic viscosity) are of several million. In these systems, the real flow conditions
are made far more complex because of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer and of coherent
structures possibly shed by an upstream turbine, especially in farms. Accurate modelling can
be improved if the vortex dynamics and the transition in such complex flows is understood at
a fundamental level, and this can be achieved only at the cost of severe simplifications. The
present study is done in this spirit. Here, the Reynolds number does not exceed 104, the effects
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of nonuniform incoming flow conditions are disregarded and, as a first step, the root vortices
are not taken into account. This allows us to focus on basic helical vortex interactions occuring
in this system. At large L/R, a “classical” three-vortex merging is shown to take place, which
somewhat resembles the twodimensional two-vortex merging. When L/R is reduced, it takes
more and more time for the vortices to merge, as their rotation speed around the system axis
is slowed down by self-induced vorticity effects. This phenomenon is explained by following
the interplay between vorticity and streamfunction in the co-rotating frame of reference [5], and
tracking the locus of hyperbolic points of the streamfunction. At low L/R-values, typically less
than 1, the exponential instability described by Okulov [6,7] is obtained, resulting in various
grouping and merging scenarii at the nonlinear stage of evolution. At intermediate L/R-values
of the order of 1, only viscous diffusion acts, resulting in a, slow, viscous type of merging.
Other types of instabilities which are fully threedimensional are not described within this
helical framework. The helical code run on a short period of time allows one to generate a
quasi-steady flow state which may then be used to investigate such instabilities.
NUMERICAL CODE WITH HELICAL SYMMETRY
Governing equations
A flow displays helical symmetry of helix pitch 2piL along a given axis if its velocity field is
invariant under the combination of an axial translation of ∆z and a rotation of angle ∆z/L around
the same axis. The flow characteristics are identical along the helical lines θ − z/L = const.
L > 0 corresponds to a right-handed helix and L < 0 to a left-handed helix. A scalar field
is helically symmetric if it depends on only two space variables r and ϕ ≡ θ − z/L. Helical
symmetry for a vector field u can be expressed as follows:
u = ur(r,ϕ , t)er(θ)+uϕ(r,ϕ , t)eϕ(r,θ)+uB(r,ϕ , t)eB(r,θ) (1)
where the orthonormal Beltrami basis (see fig. 1) is defined as
eB(r,θ) = α(r)
[
ez +
r
L
eθ (θ)
]
, er(θ), eϕ(r,θ) = eB×er (2)
with
α(r) =
(
1+
r2
L2
)− 12
, 0≤ α(r)≤ 1 . (3)
A general incompressible helical flow can be expressed with only two scalar fields as:
u = uB(r,ϕ , t) eB +α(r)∇ψ(r,ϕ , t)×eB (4)
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φ ≡ θ − z/L = cst
eB
er
eφ
rθ
z
Figure 1: Local helical basis.
where ψ(r,ϕ , t) is a streamfunction. Its vorticity field can be expressed as follows:
ω = ωB(r,ϕ , t) eB +α∇
(
uB(r,ϕ , t)
α
)
×eB . (5)
The global field is given by the two scalar fields ωB(r,ϕ , t) and uB(r,ϕ , t) : indeed the stream-
function ψ is slaved to both the component of vorticity ωB and of velocity uB along the unit vector
eB by
ωB =−Lψ +
2α2
L
uB (6)
where the linear operator L is a generalized Laplace operator:
L(·) = 1
rα
∂
∂ r
(
rα2
∂
∂ r (·)
)
+
1
r2α
∂ 2
∂ϕ2 (·) . (7)
The dynamical equations can be thus formulated within a generalization of the standard 2D
ψ–ω method. The equation for uB reads as
∂tuB +NLu = V Tu (8)
where the nonlinear and viscous terms are given by
NLu ≡ eB · [ω ×u] ,
V Tu ≡ ν
[
L(
uB
α
)− 2α
2
L
ωB
]
.
(9)
The equation for ωB reads
∂tωB +NLω = V Tω (10)
where the nonlinear is given by
NLω ≡ eB ·∇× [ω ×u] , (11)
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and the viscous term by
V Tω ≡−ν eB ·∇× [∇×ω ] = ν
[
L(
ωB
α
)−
(
2α2
L
)2
ωB +
2α2
L
L(
uB
α
)
]
. (12)
The boundary conditions are regularity conditions at the axis and potential flow conditions at
the outer circular boundary. As variable ϕ = θ − z/L is 2pi-periodic, the numerical code uses
Fourier series along that direction, and second order finite differences in the radial direction. The
time advance is performed using second order backward discretisation of the temporal derivative.
Nonlinear terms appear explicitly through second order Adams–Bashforth extrapolation whereas
the viscous terms are treated implicitly. More details can be found in [3].
Here we simulate the evolution of three identical helical vortices of circulation Γ. Their
maximum vorticity is at distance R0 from the axis, and are equally distributed along the az-
imuth. Each vortex has an initial small core size a0 and a pitch 2piL. It would be possible to
make quantities dimensionless using the helix radius R0 as space scale, quantity R20/Γ as time
scale. The physical problem would then depend on three dimensionless parameters, namely the
Reynolds number Re = Γ/ν , and the two ratios L/R0 and a0/R0. However, the problem can
be made generic and dependent only on two parameters if one considers the vortex dynamics
starting from a singular helical vortex of radius R⋆, pitch L and core size a⋆ = 0 at a certain
time origin, say t⋆. Selecting different core sizes a0 as initial conditions for the simulation at
t = 0 then amounts to perform a shift of t⋆ to different points in the past. This procedure, com-
mon for rectilinear vortices in 2D vorticity dynamics, is extended here to helical vortices. In
the following we thus adopt the quantities R⋆ and R2⋆/Γ as space and time scales. The dynamics
is governed by the two parameters Re and the reduced pitch ¯L ≡ L/R⋆. The initial condition at
t = 0 is arbitrarily chosen with core size a¯0 ≡ a0/R⋆ = 0.2 and radius ¯R0 ≡ R0/R⋆ = 1. At the
very beginning of the simulation, the radius abruptly increases by less than 1% as the initial con-
dition is no equilibrium state. How the vorticity and velocity distributions are built and the time
t⋆ computed is explained in the following section. Hereafter, all quantities are dimensionless,
and, for sake of simplicity, we drop the bars above the corresponding variables.
Generic initial conditions for a set of helical vortices
When defining an initial condition with finite core size, it is thus important to ensure that this
state results from the time evolution of an initial singular helical vortex line. First, within the
helical symmetry, the conservation of vortex circulation Γ and axial momentum Πz leads to
∫
ωz dS = Γ ,
∫
rωθ dS =
R2⋆Γ
L
. (13)
Let us choose the distribution ω˜B in the (r,ϕ) plane, which corresponds to a Gaussian helical
vorticity profile of size a0 in a plane orthogonal to the singular filament. When L → ∞ such a
solution is an inviscid equilibrium which diffuses via diffusion from a singular filament. When
L is finite it is an approximate inviscid equilibrium.
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In order to fully determine the flow field, it is necessary to determine the helical velocity
distribution uB. A possible initial condition is such that uB/α = Γ/(2pi L). This is the case when
the vorticity field is everywhere tangent to helical lines. In the inviscid framework, it is known
that it remains so. When viscosity is present, this does not hold anymore, and it can be shown
that a gradient of uB/α is generated via viscous coupling between ωB and uB. Let us define the
function f as
f (r,φ)≡ uB
α
− Γ
2pi L
.
It can be established that in the limit of small f , the following relationship holds:
f (r,ϕ) =−2(t− t⋆)
L Re
αωB(r,ϕ) .
For the generation of the initial condition, we hence assume f to be proportional to αωB. We
then seek two normalisation constants C and D such that
αωB = Cαω˜B and f = Dαω˜B .
These constants are obtained using the conservation laws (13). In order to compute the time
origin t⋆ corresponding to the singular vortex state, we use another conservation law linked to
the angular momentum: ∫
f dS =−2(t− t⋆)
L Re
,
that directly yields t⋆ when applied to the initial condition at t = 0.
The computation is done on dimensionless variables hence Γ = 1, R0 = 1, a0 = 0.2. The
numerical domain is a disk of radius Rext = 3, meshed by Nr×Nθ grid points. For Reynolds
number Re = 5000 and 10000, one choses Nr = 512 and Nθ = 384. When Re = 1000, these
values can be reduced to Nr = 256 and Nθ = 192.
MERGING OF LARGE PITCH VORTICES
A typical case: L = 2, Re = 5000
In this section, we consider three helical vortices with large pitch, typically L≥ 2, and describe
the merging process. Fig. 2 displays the helical vorticity ωB and velocity uB/α components in
the z = 0 plane for several times during the simulation at L = 2 and Re = 5000. Also plotted
are the streamlines in the frame rotating with the vortex system, obtained as isocontours of the
co-rotating streamfunction ψR. These figures can be discussed in association to fig. 3a and 4a
which characterize the motion in the z = 0 plane of the point with maximum helical vorticity
ωB, more specifically its radial position rmax(t) and its angular velocity Ω(t). In a first phase,
the vortices rotate (see snapshots at t − t⋆ = 156) counterclockwise and grow in size through
viscous diffusion. Around a critical time t1− t⋆ = 363, the vortices enter a second phase of
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Figure 2: Isocontours of (a) ωB (colored and filled) and ψR (white lines) and (b) uB/α (colored
and filled) and ψR, at t− t⋆ = 156,376,456,956. Simulation for L = 2 and Re = 5000.
the dynamics, namely a motion towards the center (see snapshots at t− t⋆ = 376), while their
angular velocity drastically increases. As there is a continuous shift from phase 1 to phase 2,
we use the geometrical construction shown on fig. 3a to define t1. As for the case of two-vortex
merging, the second phase stops when the vortices are at a certain distance from the center, here
for t− t⋆ ≈ 400. A third phase (400 < t− t⋆ < 600) then begins with radial oscillations while the
vortices keep on expanding (see snapshots at t− t⋆ = 456). This expansion leads to an azimuthal
overlap of the vortices and to an eventual axisymmetric corona of helical vorticity. This feature
is absent for two-vortex merging where a single central vortex is formed. A fourth phase then
begins (600 < t − t⋆ < 816) where the maximum of vorticity inside the corona gently drifts
towards the axis, as the asymptotic state is Gaussian (fifth phase). This phenomenon is seen in
fig. 3a where a plateau without any oscillation is present as phase 4, which has no counterpart in
the case of two-vortex merging.
Influence of the Reynolds number
The influence of the Reynolds number on the dynamics is shown on fig. 3b. Increasing the
Reynolds number has several effects:
• Phase 1: the initial diffusion phase 1 is longer as viscous diffusion is diminished, and it is
observed from the simulations that the duration of this phase ∆t1 = t1− t⋆ is proportional
to Re at a fixed value of L.
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Figure 3: Radial position rmax of the vorticity maximum as a function of time t − t⋆ (a) for
L = ∞,3,2.5,2 and Re = 5000, (b) for L = 2 and Re = 1000,5000,10000.
• Phase 2: it is seen that the distance rmax(t2) at the end of the radial compression phase 2
weakly depends on the Reynolds number, and this phase is shorter for higher Reynolds
numbers.
• Phase 3: the frequency of the oscillations during phase 3 do not depend on the Reynolds
number, and they are less damped at high Re.
• Phase 4: the duration of this purely diffusive phase is directly proportional to the Reynolds
number.
Influence of the helical pitch
On fig. 3a, it can be seen that decreasing the pitch L from its infinite 2D value at constant
Reynolds number Re has a marked slowdown effect on the merging process. One may be
tempted to attribute this slowdown process to the fact that the vortices rotate at a weaker an-
gular velocity as L is decreased, as depicted in fig. 4a. This reduced rotating speed comes from
the increasing role of the self-induced velocity which tends to make vortices rotate clockwise.
This effect is at the origin of the longer time scales observed as L is decreased, but not in a
straightforward fashion, as explained below.
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Figure 4: (a) Rotation rate Ω of the position of maximum vorticity with respect to time t− t⋆
for L = ∞,3,2,1.5,1,0.5 and Re = 5000. The circle denotes a state for which the maximum
vorticity is at this axis, a square denotes a symmetry breaking instability. (b) Squared core size
of individual vortices a2 as a function of time t− t⋆ for L = ∞,3,2.5,2,1.5 and Re = 5000. The
dashed-line shows the 2D diffusion law a2(t) = a20 +4 t/Re.
It should be first noticed that changing L has no significant effect on the time evolution of
the vortex core size during phase 1 (see fig. 4b). The evolution law remains close to the 2D one
a2(t) = a20 + 4 t/Re. Yet, the critical core size a(t1) at which phase 2 begins increases as L is
decreased. An explanation can be found by recalling the way the twodimensional vortex merging
works in the two-vortex case: there, the convective merging phase 2 begins while a significant
amount of vorticity has escaped the closed atmosphere of the two vortices, and begins to form
filaments in the surrounding fluid. A similar scenario takes place here, as shown on fig. 5: at
critical time t1, vorticity has filled the atmosphere of the three vortices, and begins to escape into
the peripheral rotating fluid through the hyperbolic points of the corotating streamfunction such
as H1, because of viscous diffusion. The subsequent formation of filaments is believed to be
associated to the convective phase 2 whereby vortices are radially pushed towards the axis. It
has been shown [8] that, for different values of L and Re, the pertinent parameter for convective
merging is not the ratio a/rmax, but rather the ratio between the core size a and the distance
d ≡E1H1 between the vortex center and the outer hyperbolic point (see fig. 5). Now, as L is
decreased, the rotation speed decreases also, causing the hyperbolic points of the co-rotating
streamfunction to move away from the axis, i.e. d increases. It is observed from the simulations
that, at critical time, the ratio a/d remains near the value 0.54±0.05 for all L and Re (this value
is 0.36 for 2 helical vortices). Hence the critical core size increases together with d as L is
decreased, which makes phase 1 last longer.
Fig. 5 also shows the topology of the flow in the vicinity of the axis: contrarily to the two-
vortex case, a small central region is present, here of triangular shape. This structure seems
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Figure 5: Isocontours of ωB (colored and filled) and ψR (white lines) for L = 2 and Re = 10000
near critical time before the convective phase 2. The streamline pattern displays two types of
hyperbolic points and two types of elliptic points.
robust — in the two-vortex case, we have here a single hyperbolic point [8] — since it prevents
the merging of the vortices at the end of the oscillation phase 3 (see fig. 2 at t− t⋆ = 456).
DIFFUSIVE MERGING AT INTERMEDIATE PITCH
At intermediate pitch L ≈ 1.5, the rotation speed of the system is weak so that the hyperbolic
points such as H1 are situated far from the axis (typically at distance r > 2), so that neither
filamentation, nor convective merging occurs. The behaviour of the system is thus dominated
by viscous diffusion and successive vortices smoothly merge (fig. 6a), forming an axisymmetric
corona of vorticity at a radial distance from the axis of order unity, since rmax ≈ 1.
INSTABILITY OF SMALL PITCH VORTICES
At small pitches, an array of helical vortices is known to be unstable [5,6] with respect to dis-
placement modes, a phenomenon responsible for the destabilisation of propeller and wind tur-
bine wakes. Okulov [6] showed that the critical pitch under which such instability occurs for the
three vortex case with zero core size is Lc = 1.132. In the simulation at L = 1.5 of fig. 6a, the sys-
tem is a priori stable with respect to Okulov’s threshold. In order to check this, the simulation has
been launched for the same parameter values, with an initial perturbation on the position of the 3
vortices (one of them has been radially pushed by 0.001, and one other azimuthally displaced by
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Figure 6: (a) Isocontours of ωB and ψR at t − t⋆ = 260,560,660,960. Simulation for L =
1.5 and Re = 5000 without initial perturbation. (b) Isocontours of ωB and ψR at t − t⋆ =
261,361,461,661. Simulation for L = 1.5 and Re = 5000, starting from a state in which the
vortex positions have been perturbed by an amount 0.001.
0.001). The results are depicted in fig. 6b. It seems that an instability is active, and its effects are
felt from t− t⋆ = 300, causing two of the vortices to merge (see snapshot at t− t⋆ = 361). After
an exchange of vorticity (see snapshot at t− t⋆ = 461), the system adopts a stable configuration
with two thick-cored helices (see snapshot at t− t⋆ = 661). One possibility is that the finite core
size significantly alters the instability threshold, but this remains to be ascertained.
At the pitch value L = 1, the system should definitely be unstable. However, if no per-
turbation is initially set and the growth rate is small enough, the system may diffuse into an
axisymmetric helical sheet before the Okulov instability develops significantly. This is illus-
trated on fig. 7, up to time t− t⋆ = 572. It can be also observed that the newly formed sheet is
unstable with respect to an azimuthal perturbation m = 1 (see at t− t⋆ = 402). This leads to a
destruction of the sheet (around t− t⋆ = 452) and the system asymptotically converges towards
one single helical vortex with a thick core (see at t−t⋆ = 852). However, two reservations can be
made: (a) at larger Reynolds numbers, the instability may become active before the sheet forms,
(b) the restriction of the study to a helically symmetrical flow with fixed L presumably affects
the way the sheet destabilizes: an instability mode is selected, but other waves with different
pitches may be more unstable.
If a perturbation of small amplitude is initially set on the system for L = 1, then the instability
is rapidly felt on the dynamics of the three vortices. This is illustrated on fig. 8, near time
t− t⋆ = 122. One of the helical vortices is then strongly stretched and merges with one of the
others (see t − t⋆ = 142 and t = 162.) This is reminiscent of the vortex grouping observed in
some experiments [9]. The subsequent evolution is also interesting: the smaller vortex in turn
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Figure 7: Isocontours of ωB and ψR at t− t⋆ = 172,372,402,422,452,872. Simulation for L = 1
and Re = 5000 without initial perturbation.
gets stretched by the bigger one and they merge together (see t− t⋆ = 172 and t = 192). This
event yields one strong helical vortex with a very unsteady behaviour.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of three helical vortices with respect to their helical
pitch. At large pitch, vortex merging occurs that bears many analogies with the two-vortex sys-
tem. The main difference lies in the structure of the axisymmetric state that is reached, namely
a corona of vorticity that eventually diffuses smoothly towards a Gaussian vortex. At intermedi-
ate pitch L ≈ 1.5, the system rotates slowly around the axis, and diffusive effects dominate the
dynamics. However, a slight shift of the initial vortex positions is able to destabilize the system.
At lower values of L, an axisymmetric sheet may also form, but it is found unstable with respect
to a m = 1 mode. By contrast, shifting the initial vortex position leads to a rapid destabilisation
of the system, and grouping and merging events are observed. This latter case is presumably
relevant in real turbine wakes where the nondimensional helical pitch is rather small and large
perturbations are due both to incoming flow and rotor geometry.
The three-vortex system can thus reach various asymptotic states either axisymmetric, or
helical with one or two vortices depending on the Reynolds number and the pitch. Predicting
precise frontiers between the various regimes is not an easy task, because the instability prop-
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Figure 8: Isocontours of ωB and ψR at t− t⋆ = 82,122,142,162,172,192. Simulation for L = 1
and Re = 5000, starting from a state in which the vortex positions have been perturbed by an
amount 0.001.
erties at small pitch strongly depend on the vortex core size. Such sizes are not constant in the
viscous regime, and the way they evolve in time is still an open question.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss the assumption that the helical vortex wake, such as the wind turbine
wake, can be considered as an infinite vortex filament or tube. In the real life, vortices in helical
wakes are of finite length. We compare the velocity field induced by an infinite helical vortex-
filament and the velocity field induced by a finite length one. The analytical solution given by
Fukumoto & Okulov is used for the infinite case and a Biot-Savart formulation is used for the
finite case. A basic difference is found for the radial induced velocity due to the asymmetry of
the finite helical vortex (near its boundaries). For the axial velocity field, the distance behind the
rotor plane required to superimpose the two models is given and it is found weakly related to the
pitch-radius ratio (h/R).
Keywords: Helical vortex tube/filament, Biot-Savart Formulation, rotor wake
INTRODUCTION
Helical vortices are observed in various types of flows. They are often created as tip vortices in
rotating devices such as propellers, wind turbines, etc. This type of flow has been the subject of
many theoretical, experimental and numerical studies. Many proposed analytical models, espe-
cially the Joukowsky model, assumed that the helical vortex wake can be modeled as an infinite
vortex filament or tube (or N vortices in the case of a N-bladed rotor). This idealistic model was
used for the stability analysis of helical vortex systems [2,6,8,9] and the design of rotor blade
[1,7,10]. In this context, Hardin [3] developed in 1982 an exact solution for the velocity field,
both interior and exterior, induced by an infinite helical vortex filament using Kepteyn’s series.
Recently, Fukumoto & Okulov [5] succeeded to represent this analytical solution in closed form
using a singularity-separation technique. However, in the real life, vortices are of finite length
(Figure 1).
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In the present work, we study the influence of the geometric parameters of the vortex (pitch-
radius ratio h/R and the number of coils Nc) on the validity of the above assumption. We calcu-
late, for a finite-length vortex filament, the number of coils needed to consider that the induced
velocity field coincides with that of an infinite filament (Nc = ∞) with the same circulation Γ,
radius R and pitch h. So, we compare the induced velocities of an infinite filament ~V I , given by
Fukumoto and Okulov solution [5], to those of a finite-length one ~V F , given by a Biot-Savart
formulation [4]. Particular attention is given to the axial induced velocity knowing that it is the
important component in wake modeling and blade design.
Figure 1: Helical vortex system: (left) an infinite helical vortex-tube, (right) a semi-infinite
helical vortex-tube
FORMULATION
Velocity field induced by a finite helical vortex-filament
We consider a right-handed helical vortex-filament (figure 2) of circulation Γ and constant pitch
h, with a finite length L = 2pihNc, the axis of which is that of a cylinder with radius R. The
position of the vortex filament is given, in a cylindrical coordinates system, (r,θ ,z), z being the
axial direction, by the following equation:
−→r ′(θ ′) = R−→er (θ ′)+hθ ′−→ez . (1)
The velocity induced by the finite filament on a point M (−→r (θ) = R−→er (θ)+ z−→ez ) is given by the
Biot-Savart relation as follows:
~V F(~r) =
Γ
4pi
∫
Helix
~t ′(s′)∧ (~r−~r′(s′))
‖~r−~r′(s′)‖3 ds
′, ~r /∈ Helix (2)
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Figure 2: Geometry of the helical vortex filament
where~t is the unit tangent vector to the helical vortex and s′ is the (curvilinear) abscissa along~t
and is given by :
~t ′ =
d~r′
dθ ′
‖ d~r′dθ ′ ‖
=
d~r′
ds′
(3)
ds′
dθ ′
= ‖ d~r
′
dθ ′
‖ (4)
~r′(θ ′) = R~e′r(θ
′)+ kθ ′~ez (5)
~r(r,θ ,z) = r~er(θ)+ z~ez (6)
(7)
with
~e′r = cos(θ −θ ′)~er + sin(θ −θ ′)~eθ (8)
~e′θ = sin(θ −θ ′)~er + cos(θ −θ ′)~eθ (9)
This allows us to write :
ds′ =
√
R2+ k2dθ ′ (10)
~t ′ =
1√
R2+ k2
(R~e′θ + k~e
′
z) (11)
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and so,
~t ′∧ (~r−~r′) = 1√
R2+ k2
 Rsin(θ −θ ′)Rcos(θ −θ ′)
k
∧
 r−Rcos(θ −θ ′)Rsin(θ −θ ′)
z− kθ ′
 (12)
Finally, the velocity induced by the finite filament is given as follows:
~V F(~r) =
Γ
4pi
∫
[θ ′]
1(
(r−Rcos(θ −θ ′))2+R2 sin2(θ −θ ′)+(z− kθ ′)2)3 /2 Rcos(θ −θ ′)(z− kθ ′)−Rk sin(θ −θ ′)k(r−Rcos(θ −θ ′))− (z− kθ ′)Rsin(θ −θ ′)
R2− rRcos(θ −θ ′)
dθ ′ (13)
Velocity field induced by an infinite helical vortex-filament
For the velocity induced by an infinite filament,~V I , we consider the solution given by Fukumuto
& Okulov [3]:
ur(r,χ) =− Γ2pirk
4
√
(k2 + r2)(k2 +R2)Im
[
eiχ
e∓ξ − eiχ ±
k
24
(
2k2+9R2
(k2+R2)3/2
− 2k
2+9r2
(k2+ r2)3/2
)
ln(1− e±ξ+iχ
]
(14)
uθ (r,χ) =
Γ
2pir
((
0
Nb
)
−
4√k2 +R2
4√k2 + r2
Nb
∑
n=1
Re
[ ±eiχn
e∓ξ − eiχn +
k
24
(
3r2−2k2
(k2+ r2)3/2
+
9R2+2k2
(k2+R2)3/2
)
ln(1− e±ξ+iχ)
])
(15)
uz(r,χ) =
Γ
2pir
((
Nb
0
)
+
4√k2 +R2
4√k2 + r2
Nb
∑
n=1
Re
[ ±eiχn
e∓ξ − eiχn +
k
24
(
3r2−2k2
(k2+ r2)3/2
+
9R2+2k2
(k2+R2)3/2
)
ln(1− e±ξ+iχ)
])
(16)
where
χ = θ − z/k (17)
χn = χ+
2pi(n−1)
Nb
(18)
eξ =
r(1+
√
1+R2/kl2)exp(
√
1+ r2/k2)
R(1+
√
1+ r2/k2)exp(1+
√
1+R2/k2)
(19)
where Re[.] and Im[.] indicate the real and imaginary parts of the complex expression, respec-
tively. For the notations ’±’ and ’(:)’, the upper sign or symbol in parenthesis corresponds to
r < R and the lower to r ≥ R.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Radial induced velocity at the rotor plane
In what follows the induced axial flow-velocity of the infinite helical vortex is chosen as a veloc-
ity scale. One effect of breaking the symmetry of the wake is the creation of a radial velocity in
the rotor plane. Figure 3 shows that the azimuth-averaged radial velocity in the rotor plane has
a magnitude with same order as the axial induced velocity (only the h/R = 1 case is presented
here, but the same behavior is found for different h/R). The presence of the radial velocity
brings into question many theoretical approaches which neglect the radial velocity effect on the
wind turbine wakes or does not consider it in the blade design process.
The non-zero radial velocity at the rotor plane is the most important difference between the two
approaches considered here (infinite and finite vortex filament).
0 1 2 3
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−0.6
−0.4
−0.2
0
0.2
r/R
<
V r
>
θ
 
 
Finite case
Inifinite case
Figure 3: Radial induced velocity, averaged in the azimuthal direction, 〈Vr〉θ : comparison be-
tween velocity induced by the finite helical vortex and the infinite helical vortex at the rotor
plane and for h/R = 1.
Axial induced velocity
As the axial induced velocity is the important component for the wake modeling and blade
design, we discuss here its behavior for the two considered configurations.
As shown in Figure 4, the azimuth-averaged axial velocity induced by a finite helical vortex-
filament depends on the pitch-radius ratio (h/R) and the number of coils which form the filament
considered.
It’s found that, for small h/R values, a high number of coils is needed to consider that ~V F is
equivalent to~V I (i.e., ||(~V F−~V I)/~V I||= ε, ε 1) , contrarily to the cases with high h/R where
few coils are sufficient. In what follows, unless otherwise stated, ~V F and ~V I are evaluated at
r = 0 and z = L/2, and only results for their axial components, V Fz , and V
I
z are shown.
From an experimental point of view, the helical tip vortex generated during few rotor revolutions
is equivalent to an infinite helical vortex with the same parameters (Γ, R, h) when h/R ∼ O(1)
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Figure 4: Comparison between a finite vortex filament (Biot-Savart formulation) and an infinite
one (Fukumoto and Okulov analytical solution) for different h/R: the azimuthal average of the
axial-velocity relative-difference is presented as a function of the number of coils Nc.
which is the case of wind turbine rotors. But for small h/R which is the case of helicopter rotors,
the helical vortex generated can not be considered equivalent to an infinite helical vortex until it
is formed by a large number of coils.
Based on our calculations, the relative difference between the two velocities V Iz and V
F
z , for a
given h/R, follows the following law:
|V Fz −V Iz |
|V Iz |
= exp(−Nc/N∗c ),
N∗c =
α
β +h/R
. (20)
We find α ' 2 and β ' 2 10−3, two coefficients approximating the characteristic number
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of coils N∗c . Note that this law is the same (data not chown) for r 6= 0 if 〈V Fz 〉θ and 〈V Iz 〉θ are
considered with 〈.〉θ the average in the azimuthal direction θ .
It is interesting to note that, the number of coils can be transformed to a non-dimensional
axial distance d, behind the rotor plane, given by:
d = Nch/R (21)
As shown in Figure 5, the difference between the two (azimuth-averaged) axial induced-velocities
has a similarity behavior, i.e., all the curves collapse when the variable d is used, and
|V Fz −V Iz |
|V Iz |
= exp(d/d∗),
d∗ = N∗c h/R =
α
1+βR/h
, (22)
It is shown in Figure 6 that d∗ converges quickly to a constant value equal to α (i.e.,d∗ = 2),
it is weakly related to h/R, unlike N∗c , ans so d is weakly related to the pitch-radius ratio. It
is shown in the Figure 7 that the axial velocity field induced by the finite helical filament is
equivalent to that given by an infinite helical filament for a nondimensional axial position d ' 8
from the rotor plane (with less than 1% relative difference). So the length, L, of the finite helical
vortex-filament, that must be considered to ensure that the axial induced velocity coincides (near
L/2) with that of an infinite vortex-filament prediction, is at least L/R = 2d ' 16 as sketched in
Figure 8.
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Figure 5: The comparison between the averaged axial velocity induced by the finite filament and
that induced by the infinite filament at r = 0 as a function of the axial distance d, for different
h/R : ∗ h/R= 0.01, ◦ h/R= 0.1,× h/R= 0.5,  h/R= 0.8, / h/R= 1, . h/R= 2, + h/R= 10,
−.− exp(−d/1.65), −− exp(−d/2).
Furthermore, this study justifies that the axial velocity induced by a finite helical vortex at
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Figure 6: The characteristic distance d∗ converge rapidly to α = 2 for increasing pitch-radius
ratio h/R
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Figure 7: Axial distance behind the rotor plane as a function of |〈V Fz −V Iz 〉θ/〈V Iz 〉θ |: −.− h/R=
0.01, −− h/R = 10.
the rotor plane is the half of the velocity induced by an infinite helical vortex if L≥ 16R. Figure
9 shows the difference between the averaged axial velocities at the rotor plane (d = 0) and at
axial position d = 8.
Comparison with a numerical simulation of a rotor wake
In this paragraph we present a comparison of azimuth averaged velocities, of infinite and finite
helical (filament) vortices, with those of a finite helical vortex (with a core) in the wake of a
rotating blade, obtained in a numerical simulation using the actuator line method [11]. A helical
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Figure 8: Sketch of the behavior of the axial velocity, V Fz , induced by a finite helical vortex-
filament of length L/R = 2d = 16. Near the central part, L/2, the velocity V Fz is equal to that
induced by an infinite helical vortex-filament V Iz .
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Figure 9: Axial induced velocity: 〈V Fz 〉θ |d=0 = 1/2〈V Fz 〉θ |d=8 for h/R = 1.
vortex filament, having the circulation and radius of the hub vortex, is also used in the finite
and infinite computations of vortex filament velocities (see figure 10). The azimuth averaged
velocities, in the rotor plane, are presented in figure 11. In the finite cases, the lengths of vortices
are L ' 16R. It is shown that average velocities of finite length vortices are in good agreement,
however they are different from those of the infinite case. Note, however, the factor two in
magnitude between the finite and infinite cases for azimuthal and axial velocities.
CONCLUSION
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Figure 10: A sketch of the tip and hub vortices used to calculate velocities for comparison with
those of the actuator line method.
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Figure 11: Azimuth averaged velocities at the rotor plane. Green color: infinite vortex; blue
color: finite vortex with a length L ' 16R; red color: numerical simulation using the actuator
line method in a computational box with an axial length L' 16R.
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A comparison between an infinite helical vortex-filament and a (realistic) finite helical vortex-
filament has been done. The study allows to verify the validity of some approximations used to
model wind turbine wakes and/or to design new blades. The main results of this study can be
summarized as follows:
• 1. The symmetry of the infinite helical vortex-filament is broken when we consider a
finite helical vortex-filament. Therefore, a not-negligible radial velocity appears at the
rotor plan.
• 2. For a helical vortex-filament with a length L ≥ 16R (Figure 8), the axial induced ve-
locity could be considered equivalent to that induced by an infinite helical vortex-filament
near L/2, with a relative difference less than 1%. This length has been found to be inde-
pendent of the pitch-radius ratio h/R.
• 3. The axial induced velocity at the rotor plane is found equal to the half of the velocity
induced by the infinite vortex when L≥ 16R.
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Abstract
Wind plant control is an active field of research in which controllers seek to maximize over-
all wind-plant performance in terms of power production, loading, or both. Such control
strategies are often different from those that are optimal for an individual turbine. One type
of wind-plant control method is to redirect the wake of an upstream turbine in order to avoid
downstream turbines. In this paper, we investigate several possible methods for redirecting
a turbine’s wake, including some existing and some novel approaches. The methods are
compared in terms of their ability to redirect turbine wake, the effect on turbine power cap-
ture, and turbine loading using the high-fidelity wind plant simulation tool SOWFA.
1 Introduction
Wind turbine wakes are complex and difficult to model. When turbines are located together in
wind power plants, wake interaction between turbines can decrease energy capture and increase
turbine loads. Therefore, recent research has focused on the design of wind plant controllers to
mitigate these effects. Often in the literature, the controllers are based on modifying an individ-
ual turbine’s axial induction factor by adjusting pitch and torque. Example studies that use this
approach to optimize the global wind plant power capture include [1, 2, 3].
An alternative approach to wind plant power optimization is to redirect the wake using yaw mis-
alignment rather than to optimize induction. In this method, when two turbines are aligned in the
wind direction, the upstream turbine intentionally misaligns its yaw angle so as to apply skew
to the wake such that it avoids the downstream turbine. This method has been studied experi-
mentally in [4] and in compuational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation in [5] with encouraging
results. In a similar way, vertical wake redirection obtained by changes in rotor tilt angle has
been investated in [6] using a CFD model. Note that both [5] and [6] use an actuator disk model
of the turbine and [6] assumes laminar flow.
In this paper, we examine the potential of turbine controllers to redirect the turbine wake. This
study is done through experiments with the high-fidelity wind plant modeling tool SOWFA
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(Simulator for Off/Onshore Wind Farm Applications) [7]. SOWFA allows simulations to be
performed that return performance results in terms of effects on the turbine (for example, power
and loading) as well as on the flow (wake redirection).
Wake redirection methods to be examined include both the yaw- and tilt-angle based methods
discussed above. We further add an additional novel, to the best of our knowledge, approach.
The method attempts to employ individual pitch control (IPC) to achieve a horizontal or vertical
wake skew by intentionally inducing a yaw or tilt moment. IPC is typically used to remove
these moments, but we use it in reverse to apply them. The four techniques to be evaluated are
illustrated in fig. 1.
The contributions of this paper are: first, we introduce a novel approach to achieving wake redi-
rection (IPC). Second, we use high-fidelity simulations to evaluate the methods both in terms of
their capability to redirect wakes and in terms of the effect on turbine power and loads.
Figure 1: Techniques considered for redirecting the wake. Note that arrow directions in yaw and
tilt case correspond to positive increases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the high-fidelity wind
plant simulation tool, SOWFA, used in this study. Section 3 provides details of the simulation
experiment setup. Section 4 provides the results and analysis of the experiment. Conclusions
are given in section 5.
2 SOWFA
SOWFA [7] is a CFD tool coupled with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL’s)
FAST turbine simulator tool [8] for studying wind plant behavior. The CFD solver is based on
the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox [9]. Specifically, a large-eddy simulation (LES) is used, which di-
rectly resolves the larger, energy-containing turbulent scales, to simulate the atmospheric bound-
ary layer and the turbulence contained within it. Then, actuator line turbine models are placed
2
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in the flow to create wakes that interact with one another, and the actuator lines are coupled with
FAST. Extensive details are given by Churchfield et al. [10], and are summarized here.
The flow is computed using an unstructured, collocated, variable, finite-volume formulation
that is second-order accurate in time and space. The filtered momentum equation is solved
along with an elliptic equation for pressure that enforces continuity. Buoyancy effects are in-
cluded through a Boussinesq term in the momentum equations necessitating the solution of a
temperature transport equation. Velocity-pressure decoupling that would normally occur with
a collocated incompressible method is avoided through Rhie-Chow [11] interpolation and the
Pressure-Implicit Splitting Operation algorithm [12] is used solve the equation set. The linear
systems that arise when discretizing the implicit equations are solved using preconditioned iter-
ative solvers.
Coriolis forces account for the Earth’s rotation. The lower surface boundary conditions based
on Monin-Obuhkov [13] similarity theory is used, which is common practice in the atmospheric
LES community. The upper boundary is a stress-free, rigid lid. First, a laterally periodic atmo-
spheric boundary layer precursor simulation with no turbines is performed to generate the tur-
bulent atmospheric boundary layer. Once that simulation has reached quasi-equilibrium, planes
of inflow data are saved every time step. These data are then used as inflow boundary conditions
for the non-periodic wind turbine simulation, and the downstream boundaries are outflow.
Sørensen and Shen’s [14] actuator line method is used to model the interaction of the wind tur-
bine blades with the wind. The basic idea is that each blade is represented as a line, and each
line is discretized into segments. For each segment, the blade airfoil type, twist, and chord are
known. The velocity vector experienced by that segment can be sampled from the LES flow
field giving the velocity magnitude and angle of attack. Airfoil lift and drag tables are then used
to compute the force vector at each actuator line segment. The forces are then projected, using
a three-dimensional Gaussian at each actuator line segment, onto the flow field as volumetric
body forces that enter the momentum equation. Large-scale structures like the rotor wake and
blade tip, root, and bound vortices are resolved.
FAST is two-way loosely coupled to the actuator line model. The LES model samples the ve-
locity along the actuator line segments and returns those values to FAST. FAST, which normally
computes those velocities using blade element momentum theory, operates instead in blade-
element mode because the LES solver computes induction caused by the rotor. The blade forces
computed with FAST are returned to the LES solver and imposed as the body forces described
above.
Validation of the SOWFA tool is an ongoing process. In [15], SOWFA was used to simulate
the 48-turbine Liligrund wind plant, and the results were then compared with field data, with
good agreement throughout the first five rows. Additionally, [10] includes documentation of
experiments testing SOWFA’s capability to simulate the inertial range in the turbulent energy
spectra and the log-layer mean flow.
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3 Simulation experiment
In this study, numerous simulations are run within SOWFA of a single turbine subject to the
four proposed methods shown in fig. 1, which are applied in individual simulations with vary-
ing settings of yaw misalignment, tilt angle, or IPC moment set-point. The wind inflow is the
same for all simulations. From the simulations, we extract the turbine’s average power over the
simulation, as well as the metrics of loading for several components. From the flow, we use a
correlation method to idenitfy the wake-center at all locations downstream from the turbine. The
results allow for a trade-off analysis of wake redirection potential vs. turbine effects.
Note that this study is limited to a single turbine and an examination of the flow behind it.
However, an important consideration is the effect of changes made by an upstream turbine on a
downstream turbine. Additionally, it is also important to learn if a reduction in the power output
of the upstream turbine is compensated for by an increase in the power output of the downstream
turbine. These issues are addressed in a related paper [16].
We simulate an NREL 5-MW baseline turbine [17] in turbulent inflow. The inflow, which is
based on the study reported in [10], is that of a neutral atmospheric boundary layer. This inflow
was selected because it had previously been validated and represents a realistic scenario. The
inflow is generated in a precursor atmospheric LES on a domain that is 3 km by 3 km in the
horizontal and 1 km in height. The horizontally averaged wind speed is driven to 8 m/s at the
turbine hub height and is controlled through a time-varying mean driving pressure gradient. The
wind comes from the southwest (300◦) so that the elongated turbulent structures in the surface
layer are not “trapped” by the periodic boundaries, continually cycling through in the same lo-
cation. In the baseline case, the turbine rotor axis is aligned with the wind direction. The surface
temperature flux is set to zero, although a capping inversion initially at 750 m above the sur-
face is used both to slow boundary layer growth and because it is a real feature of atmospheric
boundary layers. The surface aerodynamic roughness is set to 0.001 m, which is typical of flow
over water. Details on the positioning of the turbine and meshing of the domain are given in
fig. 2.
The yaw and tilt wake redirection strategies are tested for a range of settings. Each setting is
tested in a simulation with 1,000s of simulated time. SOWFA requires significant computational
power in order to run high-fidelity simulations: using a sample time of 0.02s, the time steps take
an average 2.5s to calculate on the Sandia National Laboratories/NREL Red Mesa supercom-
puter [18], using distributed computation with 256 processors. This yields an execution time of
34.4h for each simulation.
In each case, the turbine uses the baseline controller defined in [17] for pitch and torque control.
The IPC implementation is based on the design first presented in [19] using the parameters as
specified in [20]. It is adapted so that IPC can be used in below-rated conditions and to induce
an asymmetric moment, rather than remove one. Details on this IPC implementation are given
in the Appendix.
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Figure 2: Overview of the experimental setup in the baseline case.
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4 Analysis and discussion
Following completion of the experiments, slices are extracted from the simulation outputs and
a method is used to determine the mean wake center based on ideas of de Mare [21], which
has been further developed at NREL. We take a horizontal slice of the mean velocity field at
the turbine hub height and a vertical slice aligned with the mean wind and passing through the
turbine centerline. From the horizontal slice, we take the mean velocity along lines within the
slice plane and perpendicular to the flow at successive downstream locations. When plotted, the
velocity along each line is a mean velocity profile. In the near wake, the velocity profiles are
double-Gaussian in shape, and in the far wake, they resemble a normal Gaussian. The profiles at
each downstream location are correlated with a Gaussian of similar width and depth. The point
of maximum correlation is taken as the wake center position at each downstream location giv-
ing the lateral wake deflection. We follow the same process to find the vertical wake deflection
using the vertical slice of mean velocity; however, we first subtract the vertical profile of mean
velocity to remove the effect of vertical shear that is present in the atmospheric boundary layer.
Fig. 3 shows the output of the wake center-line identification algorithm for several cases in the
horizontal and vertical planes.
The cases shown in fig. 3 are representative of the collected results fully summarized in table 1.
Wake center tracking results in the yaw and tilt simulations demostrate significant displacments
of wake center, in agreement with the previous literature. The IPC methods produce some redi-
rection. While it does not achieve as much redirection as yaw or tilt angle adjustments, the skew
is in some cases significant. Also noted, that while the intention of the IPC algorithms were to
approximate yaw misalignment through an IPC-induced yaw moment, or tilt via a tilt moment,
the results show that the largest vertical skew is given when a yaw moment is targeted and the
largest horizontal skew for a high tilt moment.
In addition to measurements of the wake, data were collected from the FAST turbine output. The
data included time series of output power, blade out-of-plane (OOP) bending moment, drivetrain
torsion, tower fore-aft and side-side bending, and the yawing and tilting moments experienced
at the yaw bearing. Using a root-sum-square combination, the separate tower and yaw moments
are combined into a single moment. An average power output is computed, as well as the dam-
age equivalent load (DEL) for each load signal. The DEL is a standard metric of fatigue damage;
see [22] for an example implementation. These results are summarized in table 1. Note that the
measurement of wake displacement is taken at 7 rotor diameters from the turbine, which is a
typical location for a downstream turbine.
Reviewing table 1, there is a positive result for yaw-based wake skew. One can see that when the
turbine yaws in the positive direction, wake redirection and load reduction for all components
are simultaneously achieved for a number of operating points. Using a yaw misalignment to
reduce turbine loads has been studied in the literature and these results are consistent with those
findings. [23] There is a loss of power, however the intention is that this reduction should be
compensated for by a larger gain in a downstream turbine. [24]
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Table 1: Full results of experiment. Turbine wake redirection is summarized by the wake center
7 rotor diameters downstream from the turbine, bold indicates the larger offset.
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Baseline 0.08 0.03 0.0% +0.0% +0.0% +0.0% +0.0%
Y
aw
-B
as
ed
-40o 0.33 0.02 -39.4% +5.6% -17.3% -20.3% -13.9%
-35o 0.32 0.03 -31.2% +8.9% -10.7% -17.7% -0.7%
-30o 0.27 0.00 -23.8% +9.5% -6.1% -15.2% -6.7%
-25o 0.24 0.02 -16.8% +14.2% -0.8% -14.9% -8.0%
-20o 0.17 0.02 -11.2% +11.7% +2.3% -7.7% -9.8%
-15o 0.10 0.02 -6.0% +7.2% +1.5% -10.5% -3.5%
-10o 0.05 0.02 -2.6% +8.6% +1.0% -10.3% -2.8%
-5o 0.03 0.02 -0.4% +5.3% +0.8% -5.9% -3.1%
5o 0.17 0.05 -0.3% -4.0% -1.6% -0.1% -5.1%
10o 0.24 0.06 -2.6% -5.2% +1.3% +0.1% -9.7%
15o 0.30 0.06 -5.7% -9.9% -0.4% -3.2% -11.1%
20o 0.35 0.05 -10.6% -13.3% -1.0% -6.0% -14.4%
25o 0.43 0.08 -16.2% -14.4% -6.2% -7.4% -14.8%
30o 0.49 0.05 -23.3% -17.1% -10.2% -12.7% -8.1%
35o 0.51 0.05 -31.3% -20.1% -14.9% -7.9% -13.5%
40o 0.54 0.10 -40.1% -24.4% -22.2% -7.1% -1.5%
Ti
lt-
B
as
ed
-15o 0.05 0.14 -6.0% -14.7% +10.4% -2.0% -8.6%
-12o 0.10 0.14 -3.6% -12.2% +7.8% -3.6% -7.7%
-9o 0.08 0.09 -1.9% -10.0% +5.0% -2.0% +2.5%
-3o 0.10 0.02 0.1% -0.6% +0.7% +5.5% -3.2%
3o 0.11 0.10 -0.3% +1.3% +0.6% -1.8% -1.3%
6o 0.11 0.10 -0.5% +4.1% -2.0% -3.3% -4.9%
9o 0.13 0.13 -1.6% +8.3% -2.0% -4.8% -3.1%
12o 0.14 0.16 -3.2% +5.8% -2.8% +3.0% -0.9%
15o 0.11 0.18 -5.4% +7.0% -3.9% -3.4% +1.4%
IP
C
-B
as
ed IPC-Yaw Max 0.05 0.08 -9.2% +138.1% +1.7% +5.9% +33.2%
IPC-Yaw Min 0.14 0.08 -15.2% +64.7% +6.2% +5.2% +22.4%
IPC-Tilt Max 0.17 0.03 -11.8% +91.0% +1.4% +10.0% +26.5%
IPC-Tilt Min 0.05 0.06 -13.2% +130.4% +89.3% +1.9% +34.2%
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(a) Tracking wake center in horizontal slices (b) Tracking wake center in vertical slices
Figure 3: Tracking the wake center using Gaussian correlation. The magneta lines pass through
the turbine hub and are parallel to the inflow direction to indicate a zero skew base.
Tilt similarly demonstrates potential for wake redirection with, mostly, positive load impacts.
Observing the loads in the 12 degree case, all are reduced with the exception of blade bending,
which has gone up 10%. It should be pointed out that currently there is no means of modifying
tilt angle in the field. However, the effect of causing the higher-speed higher-altitude winds to
be pulled downward might be rewarding enough to justify further investigation, although given
that positive tilt angles would cause the blades to come closer to the tower on upwind turbines,
this is appropriate more for downwind machines. [25]
The results for the IPC-based methods are mixed. Signficant wake skew is achieved for some
cases, however, because the method is maximizing an asymmetric rotor moment, the blade loads
are substantially increased. This leads to the notion that while it may me possible to achieve
wake redirection with IPC, this particular IPC algorithm is not a good method. Finding an IPC
controller which achieves wake skew with reduced blade loads would be very useful because
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IPC is already possible to implement on many existing turbines (unlike changes to tilt), and can
be adjusted more quickly than yaw angle.
In considering the results, the authors now believe the initial concept for IPC-based wake redi-
rection followed in this paper was fundamentally flawed. Specifically, while IPC can reproduce
the rotor moments generated by yaw or tilt misalignment, this moment is not what can create
skew. In the left of fig. 4, the conceptualization of yaw-misalignment induced wake redirection
from [5] is redrawn. In it, the thrust force of the turbine is shown to act along the axis of the
rotor shaft. When the wind inflow is at an angle to this direction, the thrust can be divided into
components fx and fy. fx is parallel to the flow and slows the wind, while fy is perpendicular
and applies the force which causes wake redirection. A moment produced in IPC is based on
an uneven plane of thrust force. This yields a moment from the turbine’s perspective, but no
perpendicular force on the flow. However, IPC can cause a perpendicular net force on the flow.
Observing the right section of fig. 4, when the blade torque through a rotor rotation is uneven
(in the sense that rightward torque is not matched by leftward torque), a skew can result. This is
because the reaction force on the flow is now also unbalanced, and a net perpendicular force is
applied resulting in wake skew. Notice that the IPC configuration draw in fig. 4 will yield a tilt
moment on the turbine (because the blade thrust is most different between the top and bottom
azimuth positions) and a horizontal wake skew (because the flow reaction forces are most dif-
ferent in the horizontal force directions), which agrees with the results presented earlier.
Figure 4: Demonstrating the difference between yaw/tilt and IPC-based methods for achieving
wake skew. The figure on the left, based on the explanation given in [5], shows the thrust force
decomposed into components. IPC, shown on the right, generates an asymetric rotor torque
which can yield a force perpednciular to flow direciton.
This analysis hopefully indicates that while the IPC algorithm first developed, which seeks to
9
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apply skew by maximizing yaw or tilt moment, is problematic, an alternative implementation
may be possible. This implementation, the subject of future work, should attempt to maximize
the wake skew through torque imbalance while minimizing rotor moments.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, the NREL wind plant simulation tool, SOWFA, was used to simulate and inves-
tigate several methods for wake redirection. Wake redirection is one proposed method for im-
proving wind plant overall performance. For yaw misaligment, simulations showed significant
redirection effects coupled with reductions in loading across measured components, a positive
result. Tilt angle adjustment was shown to also achieve wake redirection while reducing all
turbine loads except for blade OOP bending. Although modifying tilt angle is not currently a
controllable feature of wind turbines, knowledge of the capability of this effect might be useful,
especially if the effect of pulling in faster wind yields greater overall power gains.
IPC-based methods also demonstrated an ability to affect wake skew, however this was achieved
with a substantial increase in blade loading. Analysis presented indicates that the IPC algorithm
employed in this paper, while enough to prove the concept that IPC can redirect wake, it too
simplistic for actual implementation and future work will focus on the determination of more
optimal designs.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Implementation of IPC with induced yaw or tilt moments
This section explains how individual pitch control (IPC) was implemented to allow yaw and
tilt moments to be induced by the IPC. The implementation also can be used in below-rated
operation with varying rotor speeds. Let ϕ denote the rotor speed in rad/s, let {My,i}3i=1 denote
blade root vibrations of each of the three blades, let Mr,yaw, Mr,tilt denote setpoints for the induced
yaw and tilt moments, and let s denote the Laplace operator. Then the 1P and 2P IPC additive
adjustments to the pitch,
{
δθi, jP
}3
i=1, are given by: δθ1, jPδθ2, jP
δθ3, jP
= L(s) I3×3P jP (ϕ+δ jP)[ Ki, jP,yaws 0
0 Ki, jP,tilts
]
×
 2
3PTjP (ϕ)N jP (s) I3×3
 My,1My,2
My,3
−[ Mr,yaw
Mr,tilt
]
for j = 1,2, with Coleman transformation matrices:
PjP (ϕ) =
 cos( jϕ) sin( jϕ)cos( j (ϕ+2pi/3)) sin( j (ϕ+2pi/3))
cos( j (ϕ+4pi/3)) sin( j (ϕ+4pi/3))
 ,
and with inverse notch filters N jP, and low-pass filter L:
N jP (s) = K jP 2ζ jPω jPss2 +2ζ jPω jPs+ω2jP
, L(s) = ω
2
L
s2 +2ζLωLs+ω2L
,
with ω jP = jϕ , and parameters K•,ζ•,ωL,δ jP as specified in [20]. The filters are used in a
Tustin discretized form with a sample time of 0.02s. The pitch angles are saturated to a 5 degree
amplitude, and the pitch rates are limited to 8 deg/s. In the IPC induced moment test cases, Mr,yaw
or Mr,tilt are chosen large enough such that the pitch angles vary with maximum amplitude, in
order to find the maximum effect of IPC action on the wake.
12
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ABSTRACT 
 
The generation and evolution of the wake of a vertical axis wind turbine is investigated with an 
experimental and numerical approach. The experiments were conducted in an open-jet wind tunnel at 
Rec=80’000 on a two straight blades turbine of 1 m diameter with a NACA0018 airfoil operating at a 
tip speed ratio of 4. Two-component particle image velocimetry measurements on the mid (symmetry) 
plane focused on the horizontal wake expansion and vorticity evolution, while three-component 
measurements based on a stereoscopic approach focused on the tip vortices dynamics on different 
vertical planes. The numerical simulations were performed with a 3D unsteady potential flow solver. 
The numerical model combines a panel method for the discretization of the blades and a free vortex 
wake method for the wake. Results from the 3D numerical simulations show a fast roll-up of the 
vortex filaments close to the blade tips which result in strong tip vortices. Such vortex structures 
undergo a vertical motion which causes a contraction of the wake in the inner part of the rotor area and 
an expansion on the boundaries. Results are consistent with previous simulations and the vertical 
contraction of the wake suggests a possible transport of energy by the tip vortices enhancing wake 
recovery.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
The direction where wind energy industry is going [1] (floating, large wind farms of multi-MW 
turbines) has made Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) recently gain new popularity in the wind 
energy community, as their use can potentially alleviate some of the new challenges posed by this 
trend. VAWTs are, mechanically speaking, simpler machines than HAWTs, having no yaw, and often 
no pitch, mechanisms. They show higher potentials of scalability, overcoming some of the limitations 
of HAWTs in this aspect [2],[3]. Moreover the possibility to place the generator under water helps 
stability and would decrease the size and cost of the floating support structure. Different research 
programmes in Europe and US are exploring the potentials of floating large VAWTs [4]. 
This renewed interest finds however a fragmented research field: after its peak during the 80’s, VAWT 
research was discontinued for almost 15 years, during the 90’s and early years of 2000. The 
commercial success of the Danish concept of horizontal axis turbines drove most of the research effort 
of the wind energy community, with few isolated researchers focusing on the vertical counterparts, 
and their use limited to small turbines for urban environment. VAWTs missed the extensive research 
characterizing HAWTs, resulting in a lack of knowledge about some basic aerodynamic behavior and 
an underdevelopment of proper models [5]. High order methods, namely CFD, need to face their 
inability to cope with high vorticity problems due to their inherent numerical dissipation. Accurate 
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wake dynamics is by these means hard to predict. Low order engineering models developed for 
HAWT have been adapted for VAWT design and analysis without considering the inherent 
differences, resulting in poor predictions. Also the experimental activity is poor compared to that of 
HAWTs, resulting in a lack of physical insight. This is the gap in VAWT aerodynamic research, the 
lack of a solid phenomenological background and proper tools to assist analysis and design. 
The results presented in this paper are part of a research aimed at gaining a better understanding of the 
aerodynamics of the wake of a vertical axis wind turbine. This paper presents results from an 
experimental campaign on the flow inside the rotor and in the near wake of an H-VAWT and 
compares with results from a numerical analysis based on vortex theory.  
 
 
Experimental setup 
 
The experiments have been performed in the Open Jet Facility (OJF) of Delft University of 
Technology in March 2013
1
, on a wind turbine model using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
technique. 
 
Wind tunnel 
The OJF is a closed-circuit open-jet wind tunnel driven by a 500 kW electric motor. With an octagonal 
cross-section of 285x285 cm, jet is free to expand in a 13.7x6.6x8.2 m (LxWxH) test section. The flow 
velocity ranges from 3 m/s to 34 m/s, with a turbulence level of 0.24% and a flow uniformity of 0.5%. 
A 350 kW radiator system is used for keeping a constant temperature of 20°C.  
 
Turbine model 
The model is a 2-bladed, H-rotor type, VAWT with a rotor radius of 0.5 m. A NACA0018 airfoil 
spans uniformly across the straight, un-tapered blades of 1 m span and 6 cm chord. The turbine has an 
aspect ratio of AR = 1 and a blade solidity of σ = 0.11. Each blade is supported by two struts, mounted 
at 0.2R from the tips. The turbine is supported by a 3 m steel shaft connected to a 200 W DC brushless 
motor in order to drive the turbine at low wind speed and regulate rotational speed. An optical trigger 
mounted on the shaft is used to synchronize the PIV system for phased-lock acquisition. The turbine 
was operated at a tip speed ratio λ = 4 (CP = 0.4 and CT = 0.8, from the numerical simulations), with a 
rotational speed of 380 RPM and a free stream velocity of 5 m/s, reaching a chord-based Reynolds 
number of Rec = 80’000.  
 
PIV setup 
The measurements were performed with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system in two 
configurations: a 2C-PIV (planar) for horizontal plane measurements and a 3C-PIV (stereo) for 
vertical plane measurements.  
Diethyl glycol-based seeding particles of 1 μm diameter were produced by a SAFEX® twin fog 
generator located at the end of the open test section. A Quantel Evergreen® was used as the light 
source. The system consists of a double pulsed Nd:YAG laser, producing visible green light of 
wavelength 532 nm with a 400 mJ pulse energy. Two LaVision® Imager pro LX 16M were used for 
image capturing. The 12-bit camera has an image resolution of 4870x3246 pixels with a pixel size of 
7.4 μm. For the first configuration, measurements were taken in the horizontal plane at midspan 
position. Given the symmetry of the rotor and neglecting the presence of the tower, the flow was 
considered to be 2D, thus standard 2C-PIV set-up was used for this case. Two independent cameras 
                                                     
1
 A second set of measurements started in April 2013 (currently in progress) in the same facility with an 
improved turbine model and a smoother strut-blade connection. The Reynolds number was increased (from 
80’000 to 180’000) and two different TSR (2.5 and 4.5) were measured. The flow around the blades at several 
azimuth positions was captured to determine the loads, and close-up analysis on blade vortex interaction was 
also performed. The data in the present version of this paper refer to the first experiment. Data from the second 
experiment will be presented at the conference and possibly included in the paper in the review phase. 
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were mounted on an horizontal beam, side by side at 1.3 m from the horizontal laser sheet. Each 
camera is equipped with a f = 105 mm Nikon lens, with an aperture number f# = 4, resulting in a 
magnification factor of M = 0.08. The Field of View (FOV) of the combined window is 476x388 mm, 
with short edge in the free stream direction. Image calibration showed a fit RMS of 0.30 and 0.52 for 
the two cameras, assuring a good data quality. 
In the second configuration, measurements were taken in the vertical planes aligned with the free 
stream with stereoscopic PIV, obtaining all the components of the velocity vector in the planes. The 
two cameras were mounted on a vertical beam. The lower camera was placed at 1.7 m from the 
measurement plane with a viewing angle of 41°; a Nikon f = 180 mm lens gave a magnification factor 
of M = 0.10. The upper camera was placed at 1.4 m with a viewing angle of -11°; a Nikon f = 105 mm 
lens resulted in a magnification factor of M = 0.08. The shared FOV is 366x280 mm. From the 
calibration the fit RMS of two cameras are 0.40 and 0.28.  
 
 
 
System of reference and measurement windows 
The origin of the coordinate system coincides with the turbine center, downwind direction is denoted 
as the positive x-direction, positive y-direction points to the windward side of the rotor (right if facing 
the wind) and positive z-direction points upwards. The θ = 0° position is with the two blades in the 
most upwind and downwind positions and a positive rotation is counter-clockwise seen from above. In 
both configurations a two degrees-of-freedom traversing system, with a stream-wise range of 1.5 m 
and a cross-stream range of 1.0 m, allowed synchronized motion of cameras and laser maintaining 
calibration. Due to its range limitation, the traversing system was placed in two x-positions: the first 
position spanned from x/R = -1.33 to x/R = 0.91 and the second position ranged from x/R = 0.83 to 
x/R = 3.90. In y-direction the traversing system ranged from y/R = 1.33 to y/R = 0.49. To cover the 
whole rotor area the turbine was mirrored (the blades flipped and the rotational direction inverted), 
allowing to measure the same half of the rotor area overcoming the obstruction of the supporting base 
and the central shaft without relocating the traverse system again. 
For the horizontal measurements (first configuration) the whole rotor area was measured, except a 
region around the tower; the position of the measurement windows was determined by optical 
considerations to minimize blade shadows, which results in large overlap. In the wake region, 
measurements were limited to the central and boundary regions of the wake. 
For the vertical measurements three cross-stream positions were used (y/R = -0:8; 0; 0:8) and the 
windows were center at 0.9H, capturing the flow at the tip height. 
 
  
Figure 1: experimental setup for the measurement in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) planes 
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Figure 2: System of reference and measurement windows for the  
horizontal (centre) and vertical (right) planes 
 
Data acquisition and data processing 
LaVision® Davis software was used for image acquisition and data processing. For each interrogation 
window, 200 image pairs were taken with a pulse separation of 320 μs. Phased-lock data were 
acquired at two azimuth angles of 0° and 90°. The resulted raw data were pre-processed with a 
background noise removal; a sliding background removal and a 3x3 Gaussian filter to eliminate high 
frequency components. The smoothing process reduced the likelihood of peak-locking given the low 
magnification factors. The pre-processed images were processed using multi-pass correlation with 
final window size of 32x32 pixels and a 50% overlap ratio, resulting in a vector spacing of 1.2 mm.  
 
 
Experimental results 
 
Results from the PIV measurements are shown in the present paragraph for the horizontal mid-plane 
(contours of the two velocity components 𝑈𝑥, 𝑈𝑦 and of the vorticity ωz) and for the vertical planes 
(contours of the three components of velocity and in-plane vorticity). All results are for 𝜆 = 4 and 
averaged over the phased-locked sampling at 𝜃 = 0°; all velocities are normalized with 𝑈∞ and 
vorticity with 𝑐/𝜆𝑈∞ .  In the plots the wind direction is left to right, in-planes velocities are oriented 
accordingly to the plot axis, out-of-plane velocity and vorticity vectors are positive out of the paper.   
 
Horizontal mid-plane 
 
Figure 3: phased averaged normalized stream-wise velocity contours (𝑈𝑥/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
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Figure 4: phased averaged normalized cross-stream velocity contours  (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Figure 5: phased averaged normalized vorticity contours  (ω𝑧𝑐/𝜆𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Experimental results of the horizontal mid-plane clearly show the horizontal expansion and the 
velocity deficit in the near wake (Figure 3). The wake almost doubles its cross-stream extension 2 
diameter downstream. The stream-wise velocity reaches a minimum of 10% of U∞ in the centre of the 
wake at the most downwind measured distance with no sign of recovery. The distribution of stream-
wise  velocity in the cross-stream direction is not completely symmetric with respect to the centre, 
with a thinner shear layer in the windward half (𝑦 > 0). Figure 3 shows also the wake of the central 
shaft in the rotor area impinging the blade at θ=180° and its deflection to the windward side due to the 
upwash of the rotating shaft.  
Figures 4 and 5 show the dynamics of the vortical structures in the shear layers and in the blades 
wakes. The vortex sheet shed by the blade during its rotation is crossed several times by the blades 
while moving downstream with the onset of instabilities which rapidly grow in a Kelvin-Helmothz 
fashion and roll up in bigger vortical structures. This is more visible (Figure 5) in the leeward region 
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(𝑦 < 0) where the onset of the instabilities, the roll-up in three distinct vortical structures of different 
scales and the strechting and diffusion due to the shear layer is shown in five consecutive wake paths. 
The windward region presents a stronger roll-up and a single, bigger vortical structure is noticeable 
after the third wake path. 
 
Vertical planes 
 
Figure 6: phased averaged normalized stream-wise velocity contours (𝑈𝑥/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Figure 7: phased averaged normalized vertical velocity contours (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Figure 8: phased averaged normalized cross-stream velocity contours  (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
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Figure 9: phased averaged normalized vorticity contours (ω𝑦𝑐/𝜆𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
Measurements in the vertical planes show the evolution of the tip vortex released from the upwind and 
downwind blade at different y-position. The difference in the vertical motion and in the strength of the 
vortex can be observed in figure 9. The strongest vortex is released by the tip of the upwind blade at 
θ=0°, where the angle of attack and the bound vorticity of the blade is highest, in agreement with 
previous study [5]. The vortex moves then downwind at almost the same height before reaching the 
centre of the rotor and then starts moving slightly upward. The tip vortex released from the blade at 
θ=180° is of considerable lower strength  and starts to move inboard to the middle of the wake. In the  
leeward region of the rotor (y/R = -0.8) the tip vortices have a similar behaviour while in the windward 
region (y/R = 0.8) the vortices move upward and quickly disappear from the measurement windows.  
These results are only partially in agreement with previous experimental works [6], where an inboard 
motion was observed for the tip vortex released at θ = 0° and an outboard motion approaching the 
edges of the wake. A possible explanation to this disagreement can be found in the high influence of 
the strut and of the blade-strut connection creating an opposite vortex structure which counteracts the 
tip vortex roll-up and consequent vertical motion. The high effect of the struts can be partially seen in 
Figure 9 as a sheet of positive vorticity at the lower boundary of the measurement window, starting at 
y = 0 and evolving at  y/R = 0.8.  
Figure 6 shows also a huge difference in the stream-wise velocity in the wake moving from the 
windward to the leeward region. In the vertical range of the measurement windows (0.3 < z/H < 0.6), 
the measurements show a narrow shear layer (y/R = 0.8) which decreases (y/R = 0) to disappear in a 
region of almost uniform flow at 80% of U∞ (y/R = -0.8). 
 
 
Numerical model 
 
The model used for this numerical investigation is a free vortex wake method developed at TUDelft. 
The most computational expensive functions relative to the wake-to-wake and body-to-wake induction 
have been implemented in CUDA-C and run on parallel on GPU to speed up the calculations.  
The blades are discretized with flat panels of constant source and doublets strengths, able to model 
thick lifting surfaces in attached flows. Source singularities ensure the non-entry boundary condition 
while doublets provide the circulation around the lifting body and their strength is established by the 
linearized Kutta condition at the trailing edge. The geometric discretization of 60 panels spanwise and 
30 panels chordwise is clustered towards the leading and trailing edges and towards the tips of the 
blades to account for curvature and higher gradients. No deformation of the body is accounted for.  
The wake is modeled as a lattice of straight vortex filaments: the spanwise filaments account for the 
spatial variation of circulation along the blade and represent trailed vorticity, while the chordwise 
filaments account for the temporal variation of circulation of the blade sections and represent shed 
vorticity.  Wake elements are emitted only by the trailing edges, no wake elements are emitted in the 
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spanwise direction from the tip of the blades. For each time step the induction field of all the wake 
filaments and of the body panels is solved on the location of the wake markers (the filaments 
endpoints) and these are then free to evolve. The filaments have a viscous core with a Gaussian 
distribution to ensure desingularization. No viscous diffusion of the filament vorticity is currently 
included in the present results. As the endpoints of the filaments are used as markers, vortex stretching 
and tilting is automatically considered (the 𝜔 ∙ ∇u term in the vorticity equation). The velocity recover 
is performed via direct integration of the Biot-Savart law, which leads to an exact solution with the 
exclusion of the viscous filament core.  
A 2° azimuth step is used resulting in 180 time steps per rotation and an Adam-Bashforth second order 
time scheme is used. The solution is run till convergence of the integral values of CT, for the case 
considered this is ensured after 15 rotations which corresponds to a wake extension of 12.5 diameters 
downstream. No wake cut-off is used: all wake elements are retained for the whole simulation, 
resulting in a final amount of 130K elements.  
The model is able to catch the unsteady, 3D aerodynamics of the VAWT wake. Because of its 
completely lagrangian formulation it requires no grid creation and avoids numerical dissipation of the 
vorticity. 
The simulation is run for further 15 rotations after convergence and location and strength of the vortex 
filaments and the panels are saved for every time step. The saved data are then post-processed and 
velocity fields are reconstructed from the vorticity distribution. Phased-lock averaged vector fields are 
obtained by averaging the last converged 15 rotations. 
 
 
Numerical results 
 
Results from the numerical simulation are shown in the present paragraph. To limit the number of 
plots presented, only results from the 3D model are presented for the horizontal mid-plane (contours of 
the two velocity components 𝑈𝑥,𝑈𝑦) and for the vertical planes (contours of the three components of 
velocity). All results are for 𝜆 = 4 and averaged over 15 rotations at 𝜃 = 0°.  All contours plot have 
the same colorbar of the relative experimental results for easier comparison and all the same 
conventions on the vector direction apply. 
 
Horizontal mid-plane 
 
Figure 10: phased averaged normalized stream-wise velocity contours (𝑈𝑥/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
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Figure 11: phased averaged normalized cross-stream velocity contours  (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
Results from the numerical simulation show a less pronounced expansion of the wake in the horizontal 
mid-plane, compared to the experimental results. The wake deficit is also considerably lessened 
(Figure 10) with a minimum stream-wise velocity of 30% of U∞ right downwind the rotor area and a 
fast wake recovery with an almost uniform flow at 0.8U∞ after only 2 diameter downwind. The 
simulation well captures the induction field in the upwind part of the rotor while the discrepancies 
increase in the downwind part and in the wake. Figure 11 shows the cross-stream velocity which again 
well compares with experimental results (Figure 4) in the upwind part of the rotor (except for the 
viscous regions in the blades wake) but not in the downwind part and in the rotor wake. Here after 1 
diameter downstream there is an inversion in the shear layer evolution with a contraction of the wake 
and outer, more energetic flow, is transported inside the wake re-energising it. 
 
Vertical planes 
 
Figure 12: phased averaged normalized stream-wise velocity contours (𝑈𝑥/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
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Figure 13: phased averaged normalized vertical velocity contours (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Figure 14: phased averaged normalized cross-stream velocity contours  (𝑈𝑦/𝑈∞ , 𝜃 = 0°, 𝜆 = 4) 
 
 
Numerical results for the flow in the vertical planes show a good agreement with experiments for the 
leeward region, except for an inboard motion of the tip vortices after 1D downstream, while the 
experiment showed a slight outboard motion. In the middle region of the wake similar results can be 
seen, with a pronounced inboard motion of the tip vortices which is not seen in the experiments. The 
greatest difference interests the windward region where the simulation shows a tip vortex inboard 
motion for y/R = 0.8 (the motion will reverse direction only for greater values of y/R) while the 
experiments showed a quick upward motion. These numerical results are in agreement with previous 
numerical studies [7], where inboard motion of tip vortices was observed 
Also the stream-wise velocity (Figure 12) shows a good comparison only for the leeward region, with 
a smaller induction and a more pronounced velocity recover in the rest of the wake. Results are in 
agreement with the ones for the horizontal mid-plane. Also in this case it has to be highlighted the 
absence of the shaft in the simulation, and for the tip vortex motion also the absence of the struts 
which have been identified as a possible cause of a reduced (or absent) inboard motion. Moreover it 
has to be considered that the numerical model doesn’t have numerical dissipation and a diffusion 
model is not implemented, thus the strength of the vortices is conserved and a stronger roll-up is to be 
expected with respect to the experimental data. 
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Conclusions and further work 
 
The near wake of a 2-bladed H-rotor VAWT has been investigated with PIV (Rec=80’000) and with a 
free vortex wake, panel method. Measurements focused on the mid (symmetry) plane, where it was 
possible to capture the horizontal wake expansion, the generation and evolution of the cycloidal blade 
wake pattern and the onset of instabilities in the blade wake triggered by blade vortex interaction and 
evolved in coherent vortical structures. Stereoscopic measurements in the vertical planes aligned with 
the free stream captured the generation of the tip vortices and their vertical motion. Numerical results 
showed a less pronounced wake expansion in the mid-plane and a faster wake recovery with respect to 
the experiments. In the vertical planes a strong vertical inboard motion of the tip vortices is observed, 
in agreement with previous numerical works. The difference between experimental and numerical 
results have to be searched in the absence of the central shaft and supporting struts of the numerical 
model, and in the stronger roll-up of the vortices in the vortex method for which no diffusion is 
implemented.. A new experimental activity has already started on a modified version of the turbine 
model with a better blade-strut connection (with less interference in the flow and in the tip vortices 
motion) and allowing a higher Reynolds number (Rec=180’000). This should allow having results 
more easily comparable with the numerical model.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
CFD analysis of a two-dimensional two-bucket Savonius rotor was made using ANSYS FLUENT 
solver. Gaps between buckets in non-dimensional form were s/d=0.1 and s/d=0.2, where s was a width 
of the gap and d was a diameter of the Savonius bucket. Calculations were made for an inlet velocity 
of 7 m/s and a tip speed ratio in the range of 0.4 to 2.0. Computations of power characteristics for the 
Reynolds number corresponding to the inlet velocity of 14 m/s were made as well. 
 
The computed power coefficients were compared with an experimental data coming from Sandia 
National Laboratories report.   
 
Following turbulence models were used for simulation of a flow around the Savonius rotor: the 
Spalart-Allmaras, the k-epsilon, the RNG k-epsilon, the realizable k-epsilon and the k-omega. The 
Spalart-Allmaras and the RNG k-epsilon turbulence models gave a good agreement of the power 
coefficients with the experimental ones. A discrepancy of the experimental and CFD results was in the 
range of 2 to 8% for a tip speed ratio in the range of 0.4 to 1.2. Above a tip speed ratio of 1.2 the 
discrepancy was higher.  
 
An impact of a side force and a downwind (drag) force acting on the Savonius rotor was also 
investigated. Calculations were made for four tip speed ratios: 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6. It turned out that 
the downwind force and the side force were of the same order in magnitude.  
 
From the point of view of a future three-dimensional analysis of the Savonius rotor and assumed short 
computation time, a mesh without a boundary layer mesh was used.  
 
The impact of dimensions of a computational area (the area of a virtual wind tunnel) was tested. The 
Savonius rotor was put into the center of an area in the shape of a square. The minimum length of the 
side of the square was 20 meters for the Savonius rotor diameters of approximately 1 meter. 
  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A wind turbine with a Savonius rotor usually is a vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT). It is a drag-type 
machine but because of an airflow between buckets (the bent sheets of the Savonius rotor) an 
additional lift force appears on the buckets. The Savonius rotor was the biggest achievement of 
Finnish inventor Sigurd Johannes Savonius who patented it in 1926. The typical Savonius rotor is 
equipped with two buckets, but three or more buckets are possible. It usually has an S-shape cross-
section. The wind turbine with such a rotor can achieve even 30% of the maximum power coefficient 
comparing with 60% following from Betz theory. However, this turbine needs 30 times greater surface 
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of the buckets comparing with a wing area of a conventional wind turbine to give the same output 
power. That is why the Savonius rotors are small and they are low energy devices. They can work as 
water pumps, drives for small electric generators, Flettner ventilators (developed by German aircraft 
engineer Anton Flettner in 1920s and still manufactured in the UK by Flettner Ventilator Limited). 
The Savonius wind turbines can provide water agitation to keep stock ponds ice-free during winter. 
Anemometres often are Savonius type turbines due to small costs and reliability. Because of a very 
small a starting torque of a Darrieus turbine, the Savonius rotor is sometimes used as a starter for these 
machines. Undoubtedly, one of the advantages of the Savonius rotor is a possibility of using it by 
residents of the Third World countries leaving without electricity. A worn out and empty oil barrel can 
be used as a low-power device.  
In spite of very simple structure of the Savonius rotor its aerodynamics is very complicated for 
modeling. One can observe a lack of simplified aerodynamic methods for modeling of this type of 
wind turbines. One model (perhaps the only one) noticed by Paraschivoiu is a mathematical model 
proposed by Chauvin basing on the pressure drop on each side of the blades. It enables computing the 
power of the two-bucket Savonius rotor without a gap between the buckets. But the Savonius rotor 
without the gap is only a drag-type device and its maximum power coefficient is much less than that 
one for the rotor with the specific width of the gap. There are only two ways to possess the 
aerodynamic performances of the Savonius rotor: using Computational Fluid Dynamic methods (CFD) 
and/or via an experiment. 
Numerical computations of the flow pattern around the rotor require integration of the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Direct integration of these equations (Direct Numerical Simulation – DNS) requires very 
small mesh and very efficient super computers. It gave the impulse for further development of the 
CFD methods. The CFD methods base on averaged in time Reynolds equations (Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes – RANS) or averaged in space equations (Large Eddy Simulation – LES). Using them 
one can solve the large scale problems and that is satisfactory for many practical applications. 
The optimization of the geometry of the Savonius rotor is possible employing experimental or CFD 
methods. Many shapes and configurations of the Savonius rotor are used now. Some rotors are in the 
shape of a drill or the two-unit two-bucket Savonius rotors rotated 90˚ apart. It decreases the pulsation 
of the torque coefficient with the azimuth. Flat circular discs are attached at the ends of the Savonius 
rotor. Sometimes an additional shaft is used. It makes the structure more stiff. [1], [2], [6], [7] 
 
2.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
Power characteristics of the 2D two-bucket Savonius rotor were obtained using the computational 
fluid dynamic solver – ANSYS FLUENT. The power characteristics are expressed by a power 
coefficient as a function of a tip speed ratio. The power coefficient and a tip speed ratio are as follows: 
 
 TSRCmCp  , (2.1) 
 inV
RTSR  
, (2.2) 
 
where: ω  turbine rotational speed; R – rotor radius (see Figure 3.1); Vin – inlet velocity (velocity at 
the inlet of the wind tunnel); Cm – torque coefficient, which is defined as: 
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 RAV
MCm
sin 
 221  ,  (2.3) 
 
where: ρ – density of the air; As – turbine swept area; M – turbine torque. 
 
The rotor swept area is defined as: 
 
   14  srAS  , (2.4) 
 
where: r – bucket radius (see Figure 3.1); s – bucket gap width; 1  unit height of the Savonius rotor.  
 
Moreover, a side force Fy and a downwind (drag) force Fx acting on the Savonius rotor as a function 
of azimuth position were investigated during the analysis (see Figure 2.1). They are given in non-
dimensional form:   
 
 Sin AV
FyCFy  221  , (2.5) 
 Sin AV
FyCFy  221  . (2.6) 
 
 
Figure 2.1: A side force Fy, and a downwind force Fx, exerted on a Savonius rotor.  
 
3.  GEOMETRICAL MODEL OF THE ROTOR  
 
A two-dimensional geometrical model of the Savonius rotor necessary for numerical computations 
was created basing on Sandia’s report. The model is given in Figure 3.1. A considered configuration 
of the Savonius rotor consists of two the same buckets (blades) of a radius r = 0.25m. The typical 
Savonius rotor has a gap between the buckets. Two non-dimensional widths of the gap were 
investigated: s/d=0.1 and s/d=0.2, where d is a diameter of the bucket and d=2r. Other symbols in the 
Figure 3.1 are: R – rotor radius; θ – bucket angular position (azimuth). Because of lack of the 
information about a thickness of the bucket wall, two millimeter thickness of the bucket has been 
assumed.  
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Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional model of the Savonius rotor.  
 
The impact of dimensions of the wind tunnel on the power coefficient was tested (see Figure 3.2). 
Three dimensions of the wind tunnel were examined: W  width of the wind tunnel, Z  length 
between an inlet of the tunnel and the axis of rotation of the Savonius rotor, and T  length between 
the axis of the Savonius rotor and an outlet. An analysis of this chart has shown that the square work 
area of the wind tunnel with a side length of 20 meters was acceptable, but the length of 30 meters was 
used for better accuracy. The rotor radius R was 0.47m and 0.45m. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Influence of the dimensions of the computational area on the power coefficient.  
 
4.  MESH AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
 
The computational area around the Savonius rotor was approximated by finite elements. The flow 
around the buckets of the Savonius rotor may be in different directions for different azimuth position 
therefore triangle elements were used. Turbulence models available in ANSYS FLUENT allow users 
to choose the way of calculations. There are two possibilities depending on a non-dimensional length 
of the first layer of the mesh closest to walls of the buckets, so-called wall y. It is very important to 
this parameter was in specific limitations for chosen way of calculations and for chosen turbulence 
model. A mesh (see Figure 4.1) reached a wall y parameter in the range of 30 to 230 for a tip speed 
ratio in the range of 0.4 to 1.2 for every tested turbulence models. Above a tip speed ratio of 1.2, more 
and more values of wall y were below limit of 30. That means that an uncertainty appeared for power 
coefficients obtained for tip speed ratios above 1.2. The number of elements of this mesh was 41 336. 
Edges of the buckets were divided into 90 elements. The mesh consists of two parts: a square of 30m 
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and a circle with a diameter of 1.8 m inside the square. The circular area can “rotate” during the 
simulation relatively to the motionless square area. The flow of the data between elements of these 
two areas was provided due to an interface condition.   
Two types of boundary conditions were used: velocity inlet and pressure outlet at the inlet and the 
outlet of the wind tunnel respectively. Edges of the buckets were regarded as impermeable walls. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: A mesh around a Savonius rotor without a boundary layer mesh.  
  
5.  TURBULENT MODELS  
 
A choice of an appropriate turbulence model for CFD codes necessary to achieve satisfactory power 
characteristics is very important issue. There is no such turbulence model which gives good results for 
each class of flow. Generally, different turbulence models were developed for precise description of 
the specific classes of flows. Turbulence models differ each other in number of equations and a level 
of complexity. The models based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes system of equations.  
Following turbulence models were used for computations: the Spalart-Allamras, the k-epsilon, the 
realizable k-epsilon, the RNG k-epsilon and the k-omega.  
The Spalart-Allmaras model is one-equation model, originally developed for aerospace applications 
(two-dimensional flows around an airfoil). It is also used in turbomachnery applications. The Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model solves a transport equation for the turbulent viscosity.  
The k-epsilon model is one of the most popular, semi-empirical turbulence model which was created 
for low-speed incompressible flows. It was proposed by Launder and Spalding. The k-epsilon model 
has been modified many times and there are many specialized versions. The k-epsilon model solves 
two transport equations to calculate the kinetic turbulence energy – k and the dissipation rate – 
epsilon.  
The RNG k-epsilon model is similar to the standard k-epsilon model but it has additional refinements. 
The RNG model was derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations using a statistical 
technique called renormalization group theory (RNG). 
The realizable k-epsilon turbulence model is another specialized version of the standard k-epsilon 
model. It contains an alternative formulation of the turbulent viscosity and a modified transport 
equation for the dissipation rate, epsilon. It has been derived from an exact equation for the transport 
of the mean-square vorticity fluctuation.   
The standard k-omega turbulence model is an empirical model which solves two transport equations 
for the turbulence kinetic energy – k, and the specific dissipation rate – omega. The k-omega model in 
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its standard form, available in ANSYS FLUENT, is based on Wilcox k-omega model. This model 
incorporates modifications for low-Reynolds number effects, compressibility and shear flow 
spreading. [4], [5] 
 
6.  VALIDATION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS AND THE RESULTS 
 
There is a shortage of experimental data referring to performances of the Savonius rotor, therefore a 
report of Sandia Laboratories has been used in our investigations. This report is available on the 
Sandia’s web page. It contains experimental results of fifteen configurations (two- and three-bucket) 
of the Savonius rotor wind turbine which were tested in the low speed wind tunnel. [2]   
 
CFD computation of the flow around the Savonius rotor, which was presented in chapter 3 were made 
for following airflow parameters: inlet velocity, Vin, of 7 m/s, angular velocity (turbine rotational 
speed), ω, was in the range of 5.88 to 29.4 rad/s,  tip speed ratio, TSR, was in the range of 0.4 to 2.0.  
Airflow velocities around the Savonius rotor were relatively low therefore an incompressible gas 
model was employed. Following parameters of the air were assumed: density of 1.225kg/m3 and 
dynamic viscosity of 1.789410-5 Pasec. Turbulence parameters of an airflow at the inlet were as 
follows: the turbulent intensity 5%, and the turbulent length scale 0.01 m. Such the value of the 
turbulent intensity corresponds to a high-turbulence case typical for turbines and compressors. 
 
In Figures 6.1 and 6.2 the curves are given of a torque convergence as a function of simulation time 
for a tip speed ratios 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 and for three turbulence models: the Spalart-Allmaras, the 
RNG k-epsilon and the k-omega. Stability of the torque coefficients can be seen for a tip speed ratio in 
the range of 0.4 to 1.21.4. Only 4 or 5 full revolutions of the Savonius rotor were necessary for 
minimizing the impact of the initial conditions. For a tip speed ratio above 1.21.4 there were no 
stability of the torque coefficients for each used turbulence model, even after several dozen revolutions 
of the rotor.  
 
 
Figure 6.1: Torque convergence as a function of simulation time for TSR=0.4 (the left chart) and for 
TSR=0.8 (the right picture).  
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 Figure 6.2: Torque convergence as a function of simulation time for TSR=1.2 (the left chart) and for 
TSR=1.6 (the right picture). 
 
Differences between torque coefficients, Cm, as a function of azimuth position for one full revolution 
and for three sample turbulence models are more visible in the common graphs. These results are 
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. As it can be seen, three turbulence models give quite considerable 
discrepancies of the torque coefficient.  
 
 
Figure 6.3: Torque coefficient as a function of azimuth position for one full revolution of the Savonius 
rotor for TSR=0.4 (on the left) and for TSR = 0.8 (on the right).  
 
Figure 6.4: Torque coefficient as a function of azimuth position for one full revolution of the Savonius 
rotor for TSR=1.2 (on the left) and for TSR = 1.6 (on the right).   
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The torque coefficient as a function of azimuth position for a sample turbulence model of Spalart-
Allmaras and for an usable range of a tip speed ratio from 0.6 to 1.2 is shown in the common graph in 
Figure 6.5. The obtained results show that up to a tip speed ratio of 1.1 the maxima of torque 
coefficient curves are at the same level. For increasing tip speed ratio, the minima of these curves 
reach smaller values up to -0.2.  
 
 
Figure 6.5: Torque coefficient as a function of azimuth position for six values of tip speed ratio and for 
sample turbulence model of Spalart-Allmaras.  
 
Power characteristics of the Savonius rotor were obtained after averaging the torque coefficients 
corresponding to specific tip speed ratios and  for each turbulence model. The results are shown in 
Figure 6.6. The obtained  power characteristics were compared with the experimental results. Black 
dots correspond to the data from the Sandia’s report. The curve corresponding to the RNG k-epsilon  
turbulence model coincides with the experimental data in the whole tested tip speed ratio range. The 
curve for the Spalart-Allmaras model gave overestimated results for the tip speed ratio above the value 
of 1.2. Other tested turbulence models gave unsatisfactory results. 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Power curve of the Savonius rotor for different turbulence models.  
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 Basing on previous considerations, the Spalart-Allmaras and the RNG k-eps turbulence models were 
recognized as these giving satisfactory results especially for a tip speed ratio in the range of 0.4 to 1.2. 
Moreover, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model appeared less time-consuming in comparison with 
the RNG k-epsilon model. That is why the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was used for final 
analysis of the problem.  
The power characteristics shown in Figure 6.7 concern two geometrical configurations of the Savonius 
rotor. In this test the influence of a width rate of the gap between two Savonius buckets was examined 
(s/d=0.1 and s/d=0.2). According to the Sandia’s report, the Savonius configuration with the width rate 
of the gap of 0.10.15 reached the best  performance – maximum power coefficient was highest. The 
CFD results of the power coefficient confirmed conclusions from the experiment.  
 
 
Figure 6.7: Power coefficient as a function of a tip speed ratio for two width ratios. 
 
The tests of the influence of the inlet velocity Reynolds number confirmed another experimental 
conclusion - the maximum power coefficient slightly decreases with an increase of the inlet velocity. 
Power characteristics for two cases of the inlet velocity 7 m/s and 14 m/s are shown in Figure 6.8. The 
results were compared with the experimental ones.  
 
 
Figure 8.8: Influence of the Reynolds number on performances of the Savonius rotor.  
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Authors of the Sandia’s report have written: “Recent analytical studies, along with unpublished data 
of the authors, indicate that the Savonius rotor experiences side forces that are of the same order of 
magnitude as the downwind (drag) force”[2]. It was decided to verify this thesis using ANSYS 
FLUENT solver and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Results of CFD computation of 
downwind force coefficients, CFx, and side force coefficients, CFy, as a function of azimuth position 
for tip speed ratios: 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 are shown in Figure 6.9. The force coefficients CFx and CFy 
corresponding to the same tip speed ratios are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 on polar diagrams. It 
can be seen that the maximum values of the downwind force coefficient, CFx, increase with increase 
of a tip speed ratio. The maximum values of CFx for a tip speed ratio of 0.4 are higher than in the 
previously announced cases. However, the minimum values of the downside force are approximately 
at the same level. Values of the side force coefficients CFy are mostly negative. Minimum values of 
CFy curves decrease with increase of the tip speed ratio. Both forces are of the same order in 
magnitude.  
 
 
Figure 6.9: Side force coefficient (on the left) and downwind force coefficient (on the right) as a 
functions of azimuth position for four values of tip speed ratio.  
 
Figure 6.10: Polar graphs of force coefficients for TSR=0.4 (on the left) and for TSR=0.8 (on the 
right).  
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 Figure 6.11: Polar graphs of force coefficients for TSR=1.2 (on the left) and for TSR=1.6 (on the 
right).  
 
7.  CONCLUSIONS  
The purpose of this study was an assessment of power characteristics (the power coefficient as a 
function of a tip speed ratio) for a given Savonius rotor geometry using the CFD solver – ANSYS 
FLUENT. Moreover, the side force and the downwind force acting on the rotor were evaluated. The 
choice of an appropriate turbulence model was one of the most important issue for the problem 
solution. 
The CFD study confirmed experimental results such as: 
- the width ratio of the gap taken in the range of 0.1 to 0.15 gives the highest values of the power 
coefficient, 
- with increase of the Reynolds number the maximum power coefficient slightly decreases. 
From all studied turbulence models, two gave the best results: the Spalart-Allmeras and the RNG k-
epsilon. The first one gave good convergence of the results with experimental ones for a tip speed ratio 
in the range of 0.4 to1.2. The second one was acceptable in the whole tested range of the tip speed 
ratios. But for each turbulence models the torque convergence was poorer for a tip speed ratio above 
1.2, therefore results of the power coefficient above 1.2 appeared uncertain.  
Analysis of the impact of the side force on the Savonius rotor confirmed a assumption that this force is 
of the same order in magnitude as the downside force. It should be taken during the design process of 
a such type of the wind turbine.  
Dimension tests of the square-shape computing area showed that the minimum length of the square 
side should be 20 meters.  
Experimental results of the velocity pattern around the Savonius rotor and wake vortex pattern behind 
the rotor are necessary for further analysis of the received CFD results. 
Further studies of the mesh are also necessary. The choice of appropriate mesh seems to be an 
important issue. Rational using of the tools offered by ANSYS FLUENT solver is very important. 
The presented method can be used for investigations of similar rotors. Computations for the mesh 
shown here may be executed using a standard personal computer.  
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ABSTRACT 
Series of noise measurements were carried out on a 1.5MW, direct drive, permanent magnet, 
horizontal axis wind turbine, with the rotor diameter of 88.2m and the hub height of 75.0m. A 
double-elliptic shape array consists of 32 microphones was positioned about one hub height upwind 
from the wind turbine. Conventional beamforming algorithm with diagonal removal and 
CLEAN-PSF, a deconvolution algorithm with higher resolution and lower side-lobe, were both used. 
To validate the algorithms, the measurement of a static noise - car horn by a circle shape microphone 
array was carried out in an anechoic chamber and the source map was correctly obtained. 
Distributions of noise sources on the rotor plane were mapped in frequency domain. Operation 
parameters of the turbine were recorded synchronously with the array signal acquisition by the control 
center inside the tower. The rotor speed dependence of the hub noise is investigated. It is obvious that 
noise generated near the blades tip is dominant. It is also revealed that the blade acoustic power level 
peak moves to the blade tip and decreases with increasing frequency. The trailing edge noise is the 
dominant noise source verified by the 5th power principle.                                                                                                                             
1. INTRODUCTION  
As for wind turbines, the noise constitutes an important hindrance for widespread application. In 
order to reduce wind turbine noise, we must locate and reduce the dominant noises. Phased 
microphone arrays technique is the most advanced technique at present to locate noise sources of a 
wind turbine. Phased microphone arrays originated in fields of astronomy, sonar and seismology has 
been greatly developed in the past 2 decades[1] and nowadays more and more popular in use as a 
standard tool for locating acoustic sources of aircraft and wind turbine. A large number of researches 
using this technique were carried out around airfoils, blades and wind turbines. W. M. Humphreys 
developed a microphone directional array to obtain high resolution noise localization maps for 
locating the accurate sources on airfoils[2], L. Koop and K. Ehrenfried developed a method to 
consider background noise effects on source maps[3]. Stefan Oerlemans deeply described the 
algorithm of this technique and applied it on noise source detection in frequency domain on 
commercial wind turbines[4]. He then made similar efforts on two modified blades with trailing edge 
serrations and an optimized airfoil shape, respectively, showing trailing edge noise reductions and 
average overall noise reductions[5]. R. C. Ramachandran achieved broadband acoustic source maps 
on a wind turbine with a time-domain locating algorithm[6][7].  
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Conventional beamforming algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm for detecting noise 
sources in frequency domain for wind turbines. However, the resolution of conventional beamforming 
is not good enough because turbulent medium always causes the coherence loss that widens the main 
lobe of sound sources, and the main lobes of main sources may be covered by other sources and side 
lobes. “Diagonal Removal” processing can remove the self-noise contamination of microphones, 
which efficiently reduces the side lobe level and thus improves array resolution. In order to maintain 
“cleaner” source maps, advanced beamforming algorithms are developed. The CLEAN algorithm 
based on spatial coherence(CLEAN-SC) was developed by Sijtsmain，2007, which uses the 
conventional beamforming map as the dirty map and subtracts out the dominant coherent source[8]. 
CLEAN-SC algorithm is relatively robust since it manually reduces or eliminates minor sources as 
well as the background noise and the side lobes. 
In this paper, noise source measurements were carried out on 1.5MW commercial wind turbine at 
a wind farm. The initial purpose of these experiments is to locate the position of a tonal noise source 
that was detected when a noise measurement was carried out according to IEC 61400-11. The noise 
source maps in frequency domain were obtained by both conventional beamforming - Diagonal 
Removal and CLEAN-SC algorithm. Further investigations on the blade noise characters were made. 
2. STATIC NOISE SOURCE MEASUREMENT IN ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
A static noise source measurement was carried out in an anechoic chamber to validate the 
algorithms we used (Fig.1). A circle-shaped microphone array with a radius of 0.5 m consisting of 32 
BSWA MPA416 microphones was positioned 2.5 m away from the static noise source-car horn. The 
car horn faced the array center. A waveform generator was connected to the horn to create tonal noise 
at 500Hz.The source distributions using conventional beamforming - Diagonal Removal and 
CLEAN-SC algorithm are showed in Fig.2. The algorithms could correctly fix the noise source 
position and prove its availability. It is shown that the main lobe of noise source is smaller and side 
lobes are mostly suppressed by using CLEAN-SC algorithm compared with the result of 
beamforming - Diagonal Removal. 
 
Fig.1 The static noise source measurement in an anechoic chamber 
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(a)                                      (b) 
Fig.2: Sound power level distributions of a static noise source using conventional beamforming 
(a) and CLEAN-SC (b) 
3. WIND TURBINE NOISE MEASUREMENT 
The experiment was carried out on a 1.5MW, direct drive, permanent magnet, horizontal axis 
wind turbine, with the rotor diameter of 88.2m and the hub height of 75.0m. The wind speed varies 
from 4.2 to 7.0 m/s during the experiments, which corresponds to variable rotor speed of 12.8 to 17.0 
RPM. The microphone array was located at 75m upwind from the turbine, with its major axis 
directing to the tower (Fig.3). 
 
Fig.3 Test turbine and array set up 
The array consists of 32 BSWA MPA416 microphones, each with a windscreen. Each microphone 
is tied up to a small stick and then mounted directly on the ground. A bubble level is used to make 
sure all the membranes of microphone are parallel to the horizontal ground and positioned at the same 
height. The array has a double-elliptic shape. The outer and inner ellipse respectively consists of 20 
and 12 microphones and has a semi-minor axis length of 2m and 1m (Fig.4). An array in this shape 
can simultaneously ensure low side lobe levels at high frequencies and a good resolution at low 
frequencies. The semi-minor axis lengths are set half of the semi-major axis lengths, and the center of 
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the array is positioned about the same length of hub height upwind from the wind turbine, in order to 
obtain approximately the same array resolution in the horizontal and vertical direction of the rotor 
plane. 
 
Fig.4 Microphone array set up 
Sound pressure data from the microphones were synchronously measured by NI PXIe-4496 at a 
sample frequency of 50kHz and a total sampling time of 15s. The data were divided into 2500 sample 
blocks, each of which contains 0.5s sound pressure information, with a rectangular window and no 
overlap, yielding 300 averages and a narrowband frequency resolution of 20Hz. No filter was used 
since we would like to consider the sound pressure in all frequencies without weighting the signals. 
The following turbine operation parameters were acquired at a sample rate of 1Hz synchronously 
with microphone measurement: wind speed at the rotor hub, rotor speed, blade pitch angel, yaw angle. 
The test program lasted from Aug.5th to Aug.11th, 2012. A total number of 120 measurements 
were performed, corresponding to 120 data bases. By applying the following constrains, 8 most stable 
measurements were selected for further analysis: 
1）Rotor speed within 1 RPM of average; 
2）Wind speed within 1m/s 
3）Yaw angle stable 
Conventional beamforming and CLEAN-SC were respectively used to process the sound signals 
of each data base. The scanning grid is 50m in both x and z directions with a mesh size of 1 m in each 
direction. The effects of wind and blades movement were both considered. The acoustic sources of 
wind turbine were averaged over the complete sampling time of 15s.  
The wind turbine noise source distributions of 1/3-octave center frequency are showed in Fig.5 
and Fig.6. Sources are represented as the sound power level (SWL). Some of the frequencies are a 
little deviation from the 1/3-octave center frequency for the frequency resolution in these 
measurements is 20Hz. The turbine rotating speed is 17.0 RPM and the wind speed is 7.0m/s. 
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Fig.5 Average SWL distributions on the rotor plane using conventional beamforming 
Rotor speed 17.0 RPM, wind speed 7.0m/s 
 
Fig.6 Average SWL distributions on the rotor plane using CLEAN-SC  
Rotor speed 17.0 RPM, wind speed 7.0m/s 
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It is shown that the SWL of uncorrelated noise, side lobe and fake sources caused by coherence 
loss are decreased or eliminated by using the CLEAN-SC algorithm compared with the results of 
conventional beamforming –Diagonal Removal. Fig.6 provides much clearer source maps especially 
for high frequencies. 
It is obvious that the dominant noises are produced during the downward movement of the blades, 
which is consistent with the experiment results of Oerlemans[4]. The dB scale range is set to 12dB for 
all frequencies in Fig.5 and Fig.6, which indicates that the SWL produced during the downward 
movement is at least 12dB more than during the upward movement for observers standing at the 
position of the microphone array. This phenomenon is observed not only for this operation condition 
but also for all the other measurements. 
It is shown that the blade noise sources are not positioned at the very tip of the blades. The SWL 
peak location of the blade sources moves outwards with an increasing frequency, which is showed in 
Fig.7(a).The radius of noise peak position increases practically linearly under a frequency around 
750Hz and then reaches the tip radius. It is revealed in Fig.7(b) that the SWL of blade source peak 
decreases with increasing frequency, and higher RPM and wind speed result in higher SWL at all 
frequencies. 
   
(a)                                  (b) 
Fig.7 Variations of the blade source peak radius (a) and SWL (b) with the frequency  
The hub noise can be observed at a frequency about 320Hz in Fig.5-6. This phenomenon is 
confirmed by the frequency spectrums. Fig.8 is a typical spectrum processed within 1s SWL data 
from a specified working condition with the rotor speed of 13.9RPM and wind speed of 5.3m/s: 
 
Fig.8 Overall noise spectrum, roter speed 13.9 rpm, wind speed 5.3m/s  
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It is showed that the tonal noise source is produced at about 280Hz. At the same time, several 
spectral lines with relatively high amplitude are observed around 2320Hz. The noise source 
distributions at both frequencies obtained using CLEAN-SC are shown in Fig.9: 
   
Fig.9: Tonal noise SWL on the rotor plane (rotor speed 13.9 rpm, wind speed 5.3m/s) 
The conclusion can be made that the hub noise dominates blade noise at both these frequencies, 
which is abnormal since the noise from the blades appears to be the dominant sources at most 
frequencies. Similar results can be achieved when processing variety of turbine working conditions. 
The results confirm the observation that the frequency of the hub tonal noise at around 300Hz varies 
in direct proportion to the rotor speed (Fig.10), while the approximately 2320Hz tonal noise remains 
stable in all the measurements.  
 
Fig.10: Variations of the hub tonal noise frequency with the rotor speed 
Fig.11 shows that the SWL of the hub tonal noise initially increases and decreases quickly 
afterwards as the rotor speed and the wind speed increase. Moreover, the percentage of hub tonal 
noise contributions to the total SWL reveals the same tendency as the absolute tonal noise SWL.  
It is also revealed in Fig.11 that the blade noise is indeed the dominant noise on the rotor plane. 
Comparing to the hub tonal noise, blade SWL is approximately linearly increasing with the rotor 
speed and the wind speed. 
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(a)                                     (b) 
Fig.11: Variations of the hub tonal noise, blade noise and integrated SWL (a) and the percentage of 
the hub tonal noise and blade noise (b) with the rotor speed, wind speed and resultant velocity 
Furthermore, as we have known that trailing edge noise is commonly regarded as the prominent 
noise source for large wind turbine blade and the acoustic power of trailing edge noise is 
approximately proportional to the 5th power of the inflow velocity. So the relationship between the 
square of blades noise pressure and the 5th power of resultant velocity is shown as Fig.12. The Fig.12 
shows the trailing edge noise source is the dominant noise source for the wind turbine blades used in 
our experiments. 
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Fig.12: Variations of the square of blade noise with the 5th power of integrated blade speed 
4. CONCLUSION 
Wind turbine noise measurements were carried out on a three-bladed, 1.5 MW horizontal axis 
wind turbine. Conventional beamforming and CLEAN-SC were used to analyze the noise sources and 
the algorithms were validated by a static noise source experiment in an anechoic chamber. A 
double-ellipse shaped microphone array were positioned about one hub height upwind from the 
turbine to obtain the sound pressure signals from the wind turbine. The source distributions on rotor 
plane are shown in frequency domain. It is shown that blade noise emitted during the downward 
movement is the main source of the wind turbine rotor. The dominant blade noise sources locate near 
the blade tip and acoustic power level peak moves to the blade tip and decreases with increasing 
frequency. The trailing edge noise is the dominant noise source verified by the 5th power principle. 
Two tonal noise sources were located on the hub. The hub tonal noise decreased remarkably with 
increasing rotor speed and wind speed. On the contrary, the blade noise is approximately linearly 
increasing with the rotor speed and the wind speed. 
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For Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT), the aerodynamic performance of the blade will become different when the geom-
etry of the blade is bent backward in the rotor plane, which is usually called backward swept blade. In this paper the aerody-
namic performance of backward swept blade rotor will be analyzed by Free Wake Lifting Line Model. In order to make it pos-
sible to apply lifting line method for analyzing swept blade, a proper 3D effect modification model is needed to be added in the 
computation. Firstly, a new 3D stall delay model is established, named Inviscid Stall Delay Model (ISDM), which is derived 
from the simplified Navier-Stocks (N-S) equations. In the model we treat the stall delay effects differently by the delay of the 
separation point on the airfoil, and aim to capture the further negative pressure reduction in the separation area due to the span 
wise flow. Secondly, a Free Wake Lifting Line Model is created and it is validated by the experimental results of NREL Phase 
VI wind turbine blade. Thirdly, based on the blade of the NREL Phase VI, two backward swept blades are constructed by dif-
ferent manners and their aerodynamic performance is explored by the lifting line code. From the results it can be concluded 
that due to the increased effective radius, the power captured by the backward swept blade is higher than that of the straight 
blade at lower wind speed condition. However, the performance of the backward swept blade is influenced by the local swept 
angle and the projected inflow speed.  
Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT), Back Swept Blade, Free Wake Lifting Line Model, Inviscid Stall Delay Model 
(ISDM), NREL Phase VI Wind Turbine  
 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
With the development of the wind turbine technology, 
the advanced geometry of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine 
(HAWT) blade is getting more and more attention. 
Among the different configurations, the backward swept 
blade rotor is considered to be able to decrease the aero-
dynamic loads and loads fluctuation acting on the blade, 
which is good for reducing the structural problems. Fig. 
1 is the schematic diagram of backward swept blade and 
forward swept blade. 
In the past few years, the aerodynamic performance of 
the backward swept blade is widely studied. However, 
there are different opinions about the aerodynamic per-
formance of the backward swept blade.  
 
Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of backward swept blade and for-
ward swept blade. 
Some authors concluded that the backward swept 
blade can increase the output power and lower the loads. 
S. Larwood analyzed the dynamic behavior of the swept 
blade by the modified FAST code and the results showed 
a 5% annual energy production increase and a decrease 
in the flap-bending fatigue load over the straight blade 
[1]. R.S. Amano studied the backward swept blade rotor 
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by CFD method and found out that the span wise flow 
due to the swept edge geometry delays the stall point, 
which results in the power increase at higher wind 
speeds [2].  
In contrast, there are some scholars who held different 
opinions. By using a hybrid Navier-Stocks/vortex panel 
solver, K. Suzuki et al studied the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the wind turbine blade influenced by different 
swept parameters. The results showed that the 10% 
backward sweep does not change the power and the 
bending momentum significantly [3]. T. Maggio et al 
analyzed the swept blade based on an aeroelastic model, 
which is a combination of a free wake lifting line code 
and a simplified structure model. He concluded that the 
backward sweep decreased the power and the thrust of 
the rotor [4]. Besides, Verelst et al [5] made an analysis 
of the different swept blade configurations by HAWC2 
simulator. The results also showed a decrease in the en-
ergy production for the backward swept blade.  
For engineering analysis of the swept blade, the lifting 
line and BEM methods are usually applied, which are 2D 
simulating tools. Due to the special 3D geometry char-
acteristic of the backward swept blade, a proper 3D ef-
fect modification model is needed to be added in the 
computation of these models.   
  During the past decades, different 3D stall delay mod-
els have been developed. Snel et al. analyzed the 3D 
boundary layer on wind turbine blade by dimensional 
analysis and set up a stall delay model which has quad-
ratic relationship with the local ratio between the chord 
length and the span wise position [6]. Based on his work, 
Chaviaropoulos and Hansen used a quasi-3D Na-
vier-Stocks (N-S) solver to analyze the rotational effects 
of wind turbine blade and added the influence of the lo-
cal twist angle to their stall delay model [7]. Snel’ work 
was also developed by Du and Selig by assuming the 
velocity profile in the boundary layer to be Pohlhausen 
type [8]. Du’s model is more comprehensive which con-
tains the blade tip speed ratio etc. parameters. Corrigan 
and Shillings thought that the stall delay effects can be 
modeled by the delay of the stall angle of attack (AOA) 
of the airfoil and an additional portion of lift coefficient 
should be added to the 2D lift coefficient through the 
slope of the inviscid lift-incidence curve [9]. 
  Different from the stall delay studies mentioned above, 
Lindenburg had made a deep analysis of the stall delay 
phenomenon based on the ‘Centrifugal Pump’ concept 
[10]. He proposed to add the ratio between the rotational 
speed at blade tip and the local relative speed to the 
model of Snel. Based on his analysis, Corten further de-
veloped the ‘Centrifugal Pump’ model and made a di-
mensional analysis of the N-S equations instead of 
boundary layer equations [11]. Based on the experi-
mental study, Corten simplified the N-S equations and 
established the Inviscid Stall Model.  
  In this paper the Inviscid Stall Model will be further 
analyzed and its result will be involved in the computa-
tion of the lifting line code. The following content is 
mainly divided into four parts. In the first part, the Invis-
cid Stall Delay Model (ISDM) is derived step by step. 
After that, the free wake lifting line model will be de-
veloped and the validation is carried out based on the 
NREL Phase VI experimental results. In the third part, 
two different backward swept blades are constructed by 
different manners, and their aerodynamic performance 
will be computed by the lifting line model. At last, the 
conclusion will be given.    
2.  The Derivation of Inviscid Stall Delay 
Model 
2.1 The Inviscid Stall Model  
 
Fig. 2 The schematic diagram of Inviscid Stall Model [11]. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the Inviscid Stall Model proposed by 
Corten is aim to capture the mechanism of the stall delay 
effect influenced by the span wise flow in the separation 
area. Under the cylinder coordinate, the equations of the 
Inviscid Stall Model, which is derived from the N-S 
equations, are listed below.  
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 (1) 
2.2 The Analytical Solution and the Inviscid Stall Delay 
Modification Model 
Assume the dimensionless span wise velocity has the 
following expression. 
 * * * *( ) ( ); ( )
r
V h r g h q r r   (2)  
 * *,
r
rV rV r
U R
   (3) 
where U is the inflow speed and R is the radius of the 
blade. 
By separating the variables, the analytical solution of 
the Inviscid Stall Model can be derived in the following 
form, 
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      (6)                                                              
where C and D are constants,  is the tip speed ratio 
(TSR), *r and  are the span wise and chord wise cyl-
inder coordinates respectively.  
  Based on the analytical solution, 3D effects influenced 
by the span wise flow can be further analyzed. However, 
there is another problem needed to be solved that the 
span wise flow is the result of the overall 3D flow field 
while the local aerodynamic coefficient used in the lift-
ing line model is just determined by the local 2D flow 
condition. So firstly, the following hypothesizes are 
needed to be introduced. 
(a) Assume for 2D separation condition, the pressure 
distribution in the separation area is a constant, 
which is consistent with the analysis of Corten [11]. 
 *2 4dp D  (7) 
    In this paper, the constant is approximately taken as 
-0.5.    
(b) In Eq. (5), the pressure coefficient is nondimension 
alized by the inflow speed U . At any span posi-
tion, the local 2D flow condition is determined by 
the relative inflow velocity. As a result, U  has to 
be replaced by the local relative inflow speed relU . 
So assume the 3D dimensionless pressure coefficient 
is  
 
2
* * *
3 2 2 2 *2
1
( ) 1d
Up p p
U r r


     (8) 
(c) Assume the pressure difference induced by the span 
wise flow in the separation area mainly affects the 
normal force of the local airfoil, which is defined by 
the normal direction of the chord. This is similar to 
the analysis of Lindenburg [10].   
 2 * *
3 2
1 ( )
2
s
rel
t
n d dC U p p rd

      (9) 
   s and t are the cylinder coordinates of the sepa-
rating position and trailing edge location respective-
ly.  
(d) The local AOA may have impact on the magnitude 
of the span wise flow (see Eq. (4)). From previous 
study, we found out that at primary stage of separa-
tion, the magnitude of the span wise flow is not as 
much as that in the condition when the flow com-
pletely separates from the surface. So we assume the 
pressure coefficient (Eq. (5)) has quadratic rela-
tionship with the AOA increase in the process of 
flow separation. This effect can be represented by 
the modification factor ( )g   which will be dis-
cussed later.   
According to these hypothesizes, the Inviscid Stall Delay 
modification can be created. Based on Eq. (5)-Eq. (9), 
the normal force coefficient can be written as   
 3 21 22 *2
4
( ) 1{ [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
1 6 2
D ( )}
s t s t s t
n
s t
Dr g A D
C c r
      
 
      
 
(10) 
In order to make a quantitative analysis, the area of the 
trailing edge separation ( s ) is needed to be estimated.  
Generally speaking, in the wind turbine flow field the 
trailing edge separation on the blade is a complex 3D 
unsteady problem, which is usually in association with 
the geometry of local airfoil, the TSR and the Reynolds 
number etc. In order to obtain the explicit formula of the 
trailing edge separation, the Kirchhoff-Helmholz model 
is used in this paper, which is based on the potential flow 
theory and is commonly used in the dynamic stall com-
putation [12]. In the Kirchhoff-Helmholz model, the re-
lationship between the trailing edge separation factor f 
and the normal force coefficient is  
 ,0 20
1 1
( )( )
2
n
n
C f
C  
     (11) 
where  is the AOA, ,0nC   is the slope of the 
nC  curve in the linear stage, 0  is the AOA corre-
sponding to the zero normal force coefficient and the 
trailing edge separation factor f is defined as  
 s tx xf
c
  (12) 
sx  and tx are the positions the flow separating point 
and the trailing edge, and c is the chord length.   
 
Fig. 3 The comparison between the results of Eq. (13) and the exper-
iment.  
  Through the normal force coefficient, the trailing edge 
separation factor f can be computed by the following 
Equation. 
 
2
,0
0
1 (2 1)
( )
n
n
Cf C  
   
 (13) 
To validate the result of Eq. (13), the trailing edge 
separation factor f of S809 airfoil is computed based on 
the lift and drag coefficients proposed in [10], and the 
result is compared with the experimental data [13] as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
  From the result of the separation factor, the modifica-
tion factor ( )g   can also be fixed. In the flow separa-
tion process, assume the flow separation begins at 0  
AOA and when the flow completely separates from the 
surface, the corresponding AOA is 1 . Then ( )g   
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can be written as  
 
2
0
0 12
1 0
( )( ) , ( , )
( )
g      
 
 (14) 
  From Fig. 3 it can be seen that for S809 airfoil, 
0 and 1 can be approximately taken as 5o and 23o. 
According to the relationship between the normal 
force coefficient and the lift and drag coefficients,  
 cos( )l nC C     (15) 
 sin( )d nC C     (16) 
and based on Eq. (4)-Eq. (16), the Invisid Stall Delay 
Model (ISDM) can be created and the lift and drag coef-
ficients can be corrected as following,  
 3 2 1 cos( )l d l dC C H S    (17) 
 3 2 2 sin( )d d d dC C H S    (18) 
 * 3 21
2 42 *2
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Dr gS A r t t D t t
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      (19) 
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*2( , ) 4 ( 1 1)
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    
 (20) 
 *; ;fc r Rt r
r R U


    (21)                
where 1D , 2D , 3D , 4D  and 1H , 2H  are empirical 
parameters and S is named as the ISDM correction factor. 
In this paper these parameters are taken as 
1 2D  , 2 1D  ， 3 1.0D  ， 4 0.5D   ， 1 0.5H   and 
2 0.5H  . The relationship between S and its dependent 
parameters under a typical condition of NREL Phase VI 
wind turbine is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
Fig. 4 The relationship between the correction factor S and its de-
pendent variables  
The Fig. 4 clearly shows the relationship between S 
and the chordlenth c, separation factor f, *r and the TSR 
 . S is significantly increased by the reduce of *r and 
the increase of the  . 
2.3 Validation Case: NREL Phase VI Wind Turbine 
In order to validate the ISDM, the model is applied to the 
blade of NREL phase VI wind turbine. For S809 airfoil, 
two commonly used experimental data are from the ex-
periments of Ohio State University (OSU) wind tunnel 
and the Delft University of Technology (DUT) Low 
Speed Laboratory low-turbulence wind tunnel [14]. Lin-
denburg had made an analysis of the differences between 
these two experimental results and he proposed the lift 
coefficient of OSU should ‘shift’ of -0.53 degree, and the 
lift coefficient in the stall area should also be modified 
[10]. Fig. 5 shows the lift coefficients of OSU, DUT and 
data modified by Lindenburg. We can see that the lift 
coefficient seems to be averaged by the modification 
when the AOA is between 19 and 23 degrees. In this pa-
per, the data of Lindenburg will be used. 
 
Fig. 5  The comparison of the lift coefficients from OSU, DUT ex-
periments and that modified by Lindenburg. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. The modified lift and drag coefficients comparison of NREL 
Phase VI rotor blade. 
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Fig. 6 shows the lift and drag coefficients modified by 
the ISDM and the comparison with the results of exper-
iment and some other 3D stall delay correction models. 
From the figure, it can be seen that the 3D experimental 
data is significantly different with that of the 2D condi-
tion especially near the root of the blade. The 3D rota-
tional effects improve both of the lift and drag coeffi-
cients in most of the span positions. At 30% span posi-
tion, the ISDM is the only one that can predict the de-
crease trend of the lift coefficient. The sudden increase 
of the lift coefficient near 20o AOA is due to the effect of 
( )g  . At 63.3% span position, the lift and the drag co-
efficients modified by ISDM are similar to the results of 
Du model. At 95% span position, all of the models failed 
to predict the low lift coefficients. Generally speaking, 
the ISDM has good predictions of the 3D stall delay ef-
fects of the airfoil coefficients, but the differences be-
tween the results of experiment and ISDM illustrates that 
the ( )g   expression is needed to be further carefully 
studied.  
3.  The Free Wake Lifting Line Model 
3.1 The Main Computational Process of Free Wake 
Lifting Line Model  
 
Fig. 7  The vortexes distribution in the Free Wake Lifting Line Mod-
el. 
  As shown in Fig. 7, the strength of the bound, trailing 
and shedding vortexes are the most important three 
quantities in the computation of the Free Wake Lifting 
Line Model which determine the accuracy of the final 
results. When all these three vortex strengths and the 
positions of the wake nodes are solved in the previous 
time step 1jt  , the velocity induced by all the wake vor-
tex can be computed by Biot-Sarvart Law, shown in the 
following equation,     
 
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
( )( )
4 ( )
r r r r
u
r r r r r r
  
   

     
 
 (22) 
where 1r

 and 2r

 are the position vectors pointing 
from the endpoints of the straight vortex to the evalua-
tion point and  is the vortex strength. After that, at any 
control point on the bound vortex line, the total relative 
incoming velocity and the corresponding AOA can be 
determined by adding the induced velocity, the free in-
coming velocity and the relative rotational velocity. Then 
based on the lift coefficients modified by ISDM, the 
strength of the new bound vortex can be iteratively 
computed by the Kutta-Joukowski Law, as shown in Eq. 
(23).  
 , , , ,
1 ( )
2bound rel Lri tj ri tj ri tj ri tj
U C c   (23) 
  Finally, the strength of the newly generated trail and 
shed vortexes are obtained by the differential of the 
bound vortex as shown in Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), and 
after that the time index moves to the next step. The de-
tailed computational process is listed in Fig. 8. 
 1, , 1, ( ) / ( )first shed bound bound j jri tj ri tjri tj t t       (24) 
 1, 1,, ( ) / ( )first trail bound bound i iri tj ri tjri tj r r       (25) 
 
Fig. 8.  The flow chart of the Free Wake Lifting Line Model compu-
tation.  
3.2 The Viscous Vortex Core Model  
The induced velocity computed by the Biot-Sarvart Law 
is singular when the evaluation point is just located on 
the vortex line. So in order to remove the singularity and 
involve the viscous effects, the Biot-Savart Law is need-
ed to be modified by a viscous model. In this paper, the 
Leishman model is used, which is firstly proposed by 
Leishman in analyzing of the helicopter wake [15], as 
shown in the following,  
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where er is the effective diameter of the vortex line and 
n is the empirical coefficient. As a result, the Bi-
ot-Sarvart formula changes into 
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Fig. 9 The dependency of the viscous modification factor on the em-
pirical factor n. 
Fig. 9 shows the relationship between K  and the 
empirical coefficient n. It has been demonstrated that 
when n=2 the model is similar to the Lamb-Oseen vortex 
model [15]. In the following computation n=2 is taken.  
In Eq. (27) The effective diameter of the vortex line 
er  can be used to simulate the growth of the vortex core 
due to the viscous effect. In this paper, the Ramasamy 
and Leishman vortex core model is utilized [16, 17].  
 ( )e c
l lr r
l
   (29) 
 0 14 (1 Re )cr r a a t     (30) 
l  is length of the vortex line, a and 1a are model pa-
rameters, they are taken as 1.25643 and -56.5 10  
respectively.    
3.3 The Validation of the Free Wake Lifting Line 
Model  
 
Fig. 10 The computational history at 7m/s wind speed condition. 
 
Fig. 11 The shape of the free wake at 7m/s wind speed condition. 
Based on the established Inviscid Stall Delay Model and 
Free Wake Lifting Line Model, the output power and the 
thrust of NREL Phase VI wind turbine rotor are com-
puted. Fig.10 shows the computational time history of 
the output power at 7m/s wind speed and Fig.11 shows 
the corresponding shape of the free wake after 4 revolu-
tions. We can see that the helical wake vortex becomes 
more and more disorganized with the downstream de-
velopment. So the viscous vortex core model is very 
necessary in the free wake lifting line computation.     
 
 
Fig. 12 The comparison of the power and thrust force between the 
NREL Phase VI experimental data and the results computed by Free 
Wake Lifting Model based on different 3D correction models. 
The obtained results of the power and thrust force of 
the NREL Phase VI rotor are compared with the experi-
mental data, as shown in Fig. 12. It is needed to be men-
tioned that the 3D correction model of Snel is used for 
comparison. It can be seen that by adding the ISDM, the 
results computed by the Free Wake Lifting Line Model 
show excellent agreement with the experimental data. In 
contrast, the results computed by the data of 2D and Snel 
are either underestimated or overestimated the power of 
the rotor, when the wind speed is greater than 13m/s. The 
results demonstrate that the Free Wake Lifting Line 
Model coupled with ISDM is capable of analyzing the 
aerodynamic performance of wind turbine rotor. In the 
following section, the backward swept blade rotor will 
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be analyzed.  
4.  The Performance Analysis of the Back-
ward Swept Blade Rotor 
4.1 The construction of different backward swept 
blades  
Based on the blade of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine, 
the swept curve of the backward swept blade is created 
by the following exponential method, as proposed by 
reference [5],   
 0
0
( )b
e
z zx a
z z
 
 (31) 
where x is the sweeping distance compared with the 
straight blade, z is the span wise location, 0z is the start 
point of the sweep, a and b are the geometry parameters. 
Assume the blade starts to sweep at the hub, the values 
of 0z  and ez are taken as 0.508m and 5.029m respec-
tively. Besides, the swept geometry parameters are se-
lected as 1, 3a b  . The comparison of the geometry 
curves between the swept and straight blades is plotted in 
Fig. 13, from which we can see that the effective radius 
(from the original point to the local span position) of the 
swept blade is obviously longer than that of the straight 
blade.  
 
Fig. 13 The geometry curve comparison between the swept and the 
straight blades. 
 
Fig. 14 Two different construction manners of swept blade: (A) the 
local airfoil plane is perpendicular to the swept curve; (B) the local 
airfoil plane is perpendicular to the original straight blade span wise.  
  Then considering the different construction methods 
may affect the aerodynamic performance of the swept 
blade, two different construction manners are used in this 
paper, as shown in Fig. 14, where   is the angle be-
tween the relative inflow vector and the plane in which 
the airfoil located, so that it is named as local swept an-
gle. For swept blade A, the local airfoil plane is perpen-
dicular to the swept curve, while the swept blade B is 
created by shear translating the airfoils in the plane of the 
original straight blade.  
4.2 The output power and thrust force comparison of 
the backward swept blades  
The aerodynamic performance of the swept blades is 
computed by the Free Wake Lifting Line Model and the 
results are compared with experimental data and that of 
the straight blade, as plotted in Fig. 15. It can be seen 
that the power of the backward swept blade rotor is 
higher than that of the straight blade when the wind 
speed is below 12m/s. This is mainly because of the in-
creased effective radius. However, with the wind speed 
increasing, the power of the swept blade shows a de-
crease and becomes lower than that of the straight blade. 
Besides, we can see that the swept blade A captures more 
wind energy than B when the wind speed is between 
12m/s to 17m/s. For the thrust aspect, both of the swept 
blades and the straight blade show a similar trend.  
Besides, it should be noticed that there are differences 
between the results of the swept blade A and B. It means 
the construction manner of the swept blade has impact 
on its aerodynamic performance. In the future work, the 
created swept blade should be optimized, which has 
more practical meaning.     
 
 
Fig. 15 The comparison of the power and thrust among the Swept 
Blades constructed by method A and B, the straight blade and the ex-
perimental data. 
Fig. 16 shows the near wake vortex development of 
the different rotors after one revolution. It can be seen 
that for all these conditions the strength of the wake vor-
tex are mainly concentrated at the tip and hub positions, 
forming the hub and tip vortexes respectively. Compared 
with the tip vortex, the hub vortex is more disorganized. 
Besides, we can see that the different span wise position 
of the backward swept and the straight blades result in 
different span wise shapes of the shedding vortex. Con-
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sidering the induced velocity of these wake vortex, it 
may affect the subsequent development of the wake vor-
tex system.     
 
 
Fig. 16 The comparison of the power and thrust between the NREL 
Phase VI experimental data and the results computed by Free Wake 
Lifting Model based on different 3D correction model. 
4.3 The influence of the local swept angle and the pro-
jected wind speed  
 
Fig. 17 The distribution of the local swept angle of the straight and 
swept blades constructed by method A and B, at 9m/s condition. 
In the lifting line computation, the local swept angle 
determines the projected wind speed in the plane where 
the local airfoil located. This is another important factor 
that influences the power and trust force of the rotor.  
Fig. 17 shows the span wise distribution of the local 
swept angle of the swept and straight blades at 9 m/s 
wind speed condition. In the figure we can clearly see 
that   of the straight blade are nearly zero, but those 
of the swept blades are growing rapidly with the span 
wise position moving to the tip of the blade. It can be 
also seen that sweeping construction method A brings in 
larger  values than B. 
Fig. 18 shows the comparison between the relative in-
flow speed and the corresponding projected speed. As we 
know, the longer a blade radius is the larger magnitude of 
the relative inflow speed it will bring in. From Fig. 18 
we can see that although the relative inflow speed of the 
swept blade is larger than that of the straight blade, the 
condition of the projected speed is opposite. This is be-
cause of the projection effects of the local swept angle.  
 
Fig. 18 The comparison of the relative and projected wind velocities 
for straight and swept blades at 10m/s condition. 
Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that the in-
creased effective radius of the backward swept blade is 
the main reason that lead to the increase of the output 
power at lower wind speed and the existence of local 
swept angel.   
4.4 The comparison of the AOA and the bound vortex 
strength   
 
 
Fig. 19 The comparison of the AOA and the strength of the bound 
vortex distribution of the straight and the swept blades constructed by 
method A and B. 
The distribution of the AOA and the strength of the 
bound vortex along the span are shown in Fig. 19. The 
difference of the AOA and the bound vortex strength 
between the swept and straight blades is not obvious 
except in the outboard region. At 9m/s wind speed, the 
AOA of the swept blade is about 8o-10o near the blade tip, 
which is larger than that of the straight blade. This is 
another reason that causes the higher output power of the 
swept blade at 9m/s wind speed. At 14m/s wind condi-
tion, the AOA of the swept blade is about 20o, while that 
of the straight blade is about 15o. From the lift and drag 
coefficients (Fig. 6), we can see that the corresponding 
lift coefficient of the swept blade is much lower than the 
straight blade. This is consistent with the output power 
result (Fig. 15).  
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5   Conclusion    
In this paper, the aerodynamic performance of the 
swept-blade wind rotor is analyzed. In order to modify 
the wind turbine 3D effects resulted from the span wise 
flow, a new 3D stall delay model, ISDM is created, 
which is derived from a simplified N-S equations. The 
ISDM can capture the further negative pressure reduc-
tion in the separation area due to the span wise flow. The 
comparison between the results of the model and exper-
imental data demonstrates the accuracy of the ISDM. 
After that, based on the 3D correction model, a Free 
Wake Lifting Line Model is developed, which is vali-
dated by the NREL Phase VI experimental results.  
Based on the lifting line model, the aerodynamic per-
formance of the swept-blade wind turbine rotor is ana-
lyzed and it can be concluded that (i) the aerodynamic 
performance of the swept blade is closely related with 
the swept blade construction manner; (ii) the swept-blade 
rotor gains more wind energy at low wind speed condi-
tion, this is mainly because of the increased blade radius; 
(iii) although the sweep increases the radius of the blade, 
the local swept angles decrease the magnitude of the 
effective wind speed and limit the output power. In the 
future work, the 3D CFD computation about the back-
ward swept blade will be carried out to further analyze 
the detailed 3D flow field.   
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ABSTRACT 
In order to study the unsteady aerodynamic loads on horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT) during the 
operation with yawing and pitching, an unsteady numerical simulation method is developed. It 
includes a nonlinear lifting line method for computing the aerodynamic loads on blades and a 
time-accurate free vortex method for simulating the wake. To improve the convergence property in the 
nonlinear lifting line method, an iterative algorithm based on the Newton-Raphson method is 
developed. For increasing the computational efficiency and the calculation accuracy, a new wake 
vortex model, consisting of a viscous vortex model, a vortex sheet model and a tip vortex model, is 
used. Wind turbines with different scale as, NREL Phase VI, TU Delft model turbine, and Tjæreborg 
wind turbine, are taken to validate the method for rotors operating in given yaw and/or pitch angles 
and in yawing and/or pitching process under different wind speeds. The results, including blade loads, 
rotor torque and location of tip vortex in the wake are in good agreement with the measured data and 
the data got with other methods. It is shown that the method developed could be well used for 
predicting the unsteady aerodynamic loads and the rotor wake in the operation process of blade 
pitching and/or rotor yawing. 
 
Key words: HAWT, dynamic numerical simulation, unsteady, free vortex wake 
 
1 Introduction 
Horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWT) operate in unsteady conditions with yaw wind, shear wind and 
gust wind, etc. Because of unsteady inflow conditions, fatigue and extreme loads on blades are 
generated, which affects the life time and security of wind turbines. Modern large scale wind turbines 
use the active control techniques (e.g. active pitch or yaw, etc.) to control the aerodynamic loads on 
blades. Researchers have shown that advanced active control techniques (e.g. individual pitch control) 
of HAWTs may play an important role in reducing the fatigue and extreme loads [1]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to undertake research to improve methods for the prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loads 
of HAWT’s blades in the control process. 
 
Due to its high cost and computing time, the Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) 
equations are still difficult to use in dynamic simulation of HAWT in engineering applications. The 
conventional method, Blade-Element-Momentum (BEM) method, is still widely used. Liu et al. [2] 
applied the acceleration potential method to amend the BEM theory. The corrections considered the 
dynamic inflow effect. Juan [3] used the BEM method coupled with the controller to optimize the 
HAWT’s control strategies. However, the BEM method is based on some empirical equations, which 
lacks correctly model the complex flow fields. As a result, the accuracy of BEM method is still 
unsatisfied for predictions of aerodynamic loads on HAWT in complex inflow conditions [4]. 
 
The Free-Vortex Method (FVM) is based on the assumption of the potential flow. In essence, the 
FVM method is made up of the blade aerodynamic model and the wake model. The blade 
aerodynamic model describes the flow fields around the blade and computes the circulation strength of 
the trailing and shed vortices released to the blade wake. It could be based on panel method, lifting 
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 surface method or lifting line method. The model describes vorticity fields in wake through the use of 
vortex filaments. These vortex filaments are trailed by each blade and convected into the downstream 
wake. With the blade rotating, the spiral wake is generated. The free-vortex method simulates the 
unsteady flow fields around the blade more accurately than BEM method. Furthermore, its 
computational efficiency is also higher than CFD method.  
 
Regarding to the blade aerodynamic model, the nonlinear lifting line methods are widely used in 
aerodynamic simulation for wind turbine blades. In this method, the airfoil aerodynamic data, which is 
usually obtained by experiments or CFD simulations, is coupled with the calculation of the vortex 
circulation strength. Therefore, not only the blade aerodynamic loads but also vortex circulation 
strengths have taken viscous effects into account. However, the widely used iterative method, called 
simple iterative method [7], may cause a poor convergence for the nonlinear lifting line method. In 
this method, the iterative process to solve the circulation is independent on each bound vortex 
filament. Thus, the relevance of the iterative process between different bound vortex filaments is not 
considered in this method. 
 
With reference to the wake model, the vortex sheet model is made up of trailing and shed vortex 
filaments. Based on the Helmholtz and Kelvin law, this model is more accurate. However, there are 
too many vortex filaments in wake, and the computation efficiency decreased rapidly. Thus, a 
simplified wake model is needed. 
 
Leishman et al. presented a time-accurate free wake method and used it in the aerodynamic 
simulations of the helicopter’s rotor [5]. In this method, the blade was modeled by the lifting surface 
method, the wake model was simplified by the tip vortex filaments, which considered the trailing 
vortices, but the shed vortices are neglected. Xi Shen et al. used this method to research the 
aerodynamic loads on HAWT’s blades under shear wind conditions [6]. Moreover, a FVM method has 
been already used for HAWT. It is made up of the nonlinear lifting line model and vortex sheet model. 
Sebastian et al. use this method for simulating the unsteady aerodynamic loads on offshore floating 
wind turbine [7]. 
 
In this paper, an improved free-vortex (IFVM) method is presented. The nonlinear lifting line method 
is used for the blade aerodynamic model. In order to improve the convergence of equations for the 
nonlinear lifting line method, the Newton-Raphson method is used. To increase the computation 
efficiency and keep the accuracy of the wake model, a hybrid wake model is presented. The wake near 
the rotor is modeled by the vortex sheet model, which consists of the trailing vortex filaments and the 
shed vortex filaments. In the far wake region, with the rolling up of the vortex sheets at the blade tip, 
the tip vortex filaments displaces the vortex sheet model. The viscous vortex core model is used for 
considering viscous effects in wake. Vortex filaments are numerically solved by the second-order 
backward difference (PC2B) method. The method is presented by Bagai and Leishman [8]. 
 
The paper is organized as follows. In the Methodology and Models section, the improved iterative 
algorithm for the nonlinear lifting line method, the hybrid wake model and the solution process are 
presented. In the Testing Models and Programs section, the testing wind turbines: NREL Phase VI, TU 
Delft model turbine and Tjæreborg wind turbine, and testing programs are introduced. In the Results 
and Discussions, the IFVM method is validated by being compared with the experiments, BEM 
method, FVM method [6] and GDW method [3]. The observed computed loads on the blades in 
pitching and yawing processes are analyzed. 
2 Methodology and Models 
2.1 Nonlinear lifting line method 
The blade aerodynamic model is based on the nonlinear lifting line method. The blade is modeled by 
multiple bound vortex filaments, which are located at quarter-chord location (c/4). The bound vortex 
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 filaments are discretized by the cosine segmentation and with refinement in blade tip and root. The 
trailing and shed vortices are modeled by trailing and shed straight-line vortex filaments (Fig.1). Each 
bound vortex filament has a circulation strength, which corresponds to the local aerodynamic load on 
the blade. On the basis of Helmholtz and Kelvin theorem, the trailing vortex circulation strength is the 
derivative of the bound vortex circulation strength with respect to the blade radius; the shed vortex 
circulation strength is the derivative of the bound vortex circulation strength with respect to the 
physical time. 
 
 
Figure 1Schematic of blade model and vortex wake model 
 
Based on Kutta-Joukowski theorem, the lift force of a blade stripe obtained through 
 P BL u Γ l     (1) 
where ГB is the circulation strength of the bound vortex filament. 
 
The lift force may also be obtained from knowledge of the lift coefficient Cl of the blade strip,  
 
2
V 1 2L u c l Cl      (2) 
where ρis the air density, c is the local chord length of the blade, l is the width of a blade strip. The 
lift coefficient Cl of the blade is obtained using the airfoil aerodynamic data obtained by experiments 
or CFD methods. The viscous effects have been taken into account, such as the boundary layer on 
blade surface, the effects of separated flows. The relative velocity of the control point (located at 
middle point of a bound vortex filament) is u. It includes the inflow velocity u0, the rotation velocity 
Ωr, yawing velocity um and induced velocity uI. 
 0 m Iu    u Ωr u u  (3) 
where the induced velocity uI at a given point is due to the bound, trailing and shed vortices from all 
rotor blades, and can be solved by Biot-Savart law [11]. 
 
On the basis of Kutta-Joukowski theorem, the equation of bound vortex circulation strength can be 
obtained by setting ΔLP equals to ΔLV. Solving the equation is an iterative process. The conventional 
method is the simple iterative method [7][12], which is simple but easily causes the problems of 
convergence.  
 
For solving the problem, a new iterative algorithm is developed. The equation of the bound vortex 
circulation strength is 
  2P V =0L L      (4) 
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 In order to accelerate the convergence speed, the left hand side of the equation is set to the square of 
the difference between ΔLP and ΔLV. According to the Newton-Raphson method, in each iterative step, 
the difference f between ΔLP and ΔLV is defined by 
    2P Vf L L       (5) 
Thus the iterative equation is obtain by 
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where n is the total number of the bound vortex filaments on blades, ΔΓB is the difference of ΓB 
between two iterative steps. The iterative process is described as follows, 
(i) Guess an initial circulation strength of bound, trailing and shed vortex filaments, and initial wake 
geometry 
(ii) Calculate the relative velocity and the angle of attack (AOA) at each control point of the blade 
(iii) Obtain the lift coefficient Cl of each control point at the angle of attack by interpolation in the 
corresponding airfoil aerodynamic data 
(iv) Obtain for the ‘f’ with Equation (1), (2), and (5) 
(v) Compute the Jacobi matrix in Equation (6) 
(vi) Obtain for the ΔΓB with Equation (6) and convergence judgment with the equation: 
  B B 0.001maxΓ Γ   (7) 
If Equation (7) is satisfied, the iterative process of ΓB has converged. Otherwise, the ΓB will be 
updated with under relaxation factor ω:  
 new oldB B BΓ Γ Γ    (8) 
and then, go to step (ii).  
  
In Equation (8), the recommended value of ω is 0.5. In Equation (5), the Jacobi matrix is solved by the 
numerical differentiation method. 
 
If the bound vortex circulation strength is solved, the circulation strength of trailing and shed vortices 
filaments, which are located at the blade chord surface, can be computed in each time step [11]. At the 
same time, the blade aerodynamic loads are also obtained. Considering the effects of 
three-dimensional flows, the 3D stall delay model (Du-Selig stall delay model [13]) is used. 
 
2.2 Algorithm of free vortex wake 
2.2.1 Vortex wake model 
With the blade rotating, the trailing and shed vortices are generated, and convected into the 
downstream wake. Since the trailing and shed vortex filaments model the vortices field, according to 
the Helmholtz and Kelvin law, these vortex filaments should be used in the whole wake region. 
However, the computation time increases rapidly with the increasing of the vortex filaments number. 
Thus, a simplified model is needed.  
 
A hybrid wake model has been presented in Fig.1. The wake region can be divided into two regions: 
In region I which is behind the blade, the vortex sheet model is used, which is made up of trailing and 
shed vortex filaments; the tip vortex filament model is used in Region II, and connected to the centroid 
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 point of the rolling up region of the vortex sheet. The hybrid wake model based on these assumptions 
can be summarized as follows: 
(i) Because of the large strength of the tip and root vortices, the vortex sheets are rolled up into two 
concentrated vortices [9][10]. However, in the far wake (Region II) the tip vortices are dominant. 
(ii) When the shed vortices convect into the far wake, they will dissipate gradually. Thus, the shed 
vortices are neglected in Region II. 
(iii) The circulation strength of each vortex filament is constant. However, the vortex core radius of a 
vortex filament is variable in motion process. 
 
To compute the circulation strength of the tip vortex filament (Γtip), the following method is used: at 
the last row of the vortex sheet, the trailing vortices circulations (ΓT) are integrated from the radius 
(the radial position of the maximum bound circulation, r′) to the blade tip. The integral value is the tip 
vortex circulation strength as follows. 
  tiptip T drrΓ Γ r r    (9) 
where r is the local radius on the blade. 
 
In order to take the viscous effects in wake into account, and avoid the singularity of the velocity field 
around the vortex filament, the vortex core model (Lamb-Oseen model, Equation (10)) is used [11] 
  
2
V 1 24 4
c
hK
r h


 (10) 
where the radius of the vortex core rc is obtained by 
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 (11) 
where a is a constant, which equals to 1.25643.ε is the strain rate of a vortex filament. δV is the 
turbulent viscosity coefficient. Sc is the time-offset parameter. ν is the kinematic viscosity. 
 
2.2.2 Solution process 
The governing equation used to describe the motion of vortex filaments in wake is as follows [8]. 
 w w w 
   
r r u
Ω  (12) 
where rw is the position vector of the node (fig.1)on the vortex filament. ψ is the azimuth angle of the 
blade in the absolute coordinate system. ζ is the azimuth angle of the node in the rotor coordinate 
system. Ω is the angular speed of the blade. uw is the velocity at the node in wake, which is the 
resultant velocity of the inflow velocity u0 and the induced velocity uI. Equation (12) is discretized 
with the second-order backward difference (PC2B) scheme: 
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where j is the number of the step of ψ. k is the number of the step of ζ. To solve Equation (13), the 
pseudo implicit algorithm [8] is used. The free-vortex method presented in this paper is a 
time-marching method. The solution process is illustrated by Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2 Flowchart describing the numerical solution process of IFVM method 
3 Testing Models and Programs 
For verification and validation of the method, three scales of wind turbines are used here as testing 
examples: 
NREL Phase VI is a stall-regulated turbine and a power rating of 20 kW. It is designed by national 
renewable energy laboratory (NREL). The experiments were performed in the NASA Ames wind 
tunnel (24.4×36.6 m) [14], which have been considered a benchmark for evaluation of wind turbine 
aerodynamic methods [15]. 
 
TU Delft model turbine is designed for wind tunnel test and with a 1.5kW generator. The 
experiments were performed in the 2.24m-diameter open jet wind tunnel of Delft University of 
Technology. The experiments focus on the rotor wake measurements [16], which include the wake 
velocity field measurements and smoke visualization of tip vortex cores, etc., and can be considered an 
important reference for wake researches. 
 
Tjæreborg wind turbine is a pitch-controlled wind turbine with a rotor diameter of 61.1m, a hub 
height of 60m and with a 2MW induction generator. It is built in Tjæreborg, a village on the west coast 
of Denmark, on 1987. The experiments were performed in the wind farm, and include the operating 
data in the control process [17]. These experimental data have become a valuable reference for the 
research on the dynamic process of wind turbines. 
 
The geometric features of testing wind turbine rotors are given in Table 1. 
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 Table 1 Rotors of testing wind turbine geometric features 
Wind turbine NREL Phase VI TU Delft Tjæreborg 
Number of blades 2 2 3 
Airfoil section S809 NACA0012 NACA 4412-43 
Diameter of rotor 10.046 m 1.2 m 61.1 m 
 
The testing programs consist of four parts, as follows: 
(i) Verifications of the wake model 
Because the hybrid wake model (vortex sheet model and tip vortex model) is used, one should 
make sure that the vortex sheet extends far enough downstream. The distribution of induced 
velocity of the blade should be independent to the scale of vortex sheet model. Moreover, for the 
distribution of induced velocity at the blade, the hybrid wake model should approximate the 
vortex sheet model which is used in whole wake.  
 
(ii) Case of given yaw angle and pitch angle 
NREL Phase VI rotor is computed at wind speeds of 5 to 12m/s, the pitch angle of 3°, axial 
inflow condition. The power and thrust are computed and compared to the experiment [14]. 
Moreover, the wind turbine rotor is computed at multiple given yaw angles (10°, 30°, 45°and 
60°)at the wind speed of 7m/s. The distributions of Cn and Ct at the blade are compared to the 
experiments, BEM method and FVM method [6]. The FVM method is made up of the lifting 
surface model and the tip vortex model. 
 
The wake geometries of TU Delft rotor are computed in the conditions of multiple tip speed ratios 
(6, 8) and pitch angles (0°, 4°, 6°) and compared to the experiment [16]. 
 
(iii) Case of pitching process 
Tjæreborg wind turbine is computed in two pitching processes: (1) at the wind speed of 7.4 m/s, 
the blade is pitching from 0.5°to 2.5°;after about 29 s, back to 0.5°; (2) at wind speed 10.6 m/s, 
the blade is pitching from 0.2°to 3.9°;after about 29 s, back to 0.2°. All of the computed results 
are compared to the experimental data. Moreover, for process (2), the IFVM method is compared 
to BEM method [3] and GDW (generalized dynamic wake) method [3].The generalized dynamic 
wake (GDW) method is presented by Suzuki[18]. 
 
(iv) Case of yawing process 
NREL Phase VI rotor is simulated in yawing processes at yaw rates of 5°/s and 20°/s, at the wind 
speed of 7m/s. In these processes, the shaft torque of each blade is computed. 
4 Results and Discussions 
4.1 Verifications of the wake model 
The scale of the vortex sheet model is defined by its number of revolutions (nRevVS) or its relative 
length (lVS/D, D is the rotor diameter) in rotor axial direction. The vortex sheet model includes most of 
vortex filaments, which are close to blades. Therefore, its scale affects the induced velocity of the 
blade, and dominates the computation efficiency. If the induced velocity at the blade is independent of 
the scale of vortex sheet model, the wake model is converged. 
 
For the case of NREL Phase VI, the angle of attack (AOA) of the blade in 0.75R is computed at four 
positions (3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock, ) on the rotor plane at the wind speed of 7m/s, yaw angle of 30°. The 
research work of SANT [11] has shown that the numerical accuracy is satisfied while the azimuth 
angle for each time step is less than 10°, and the number of strip elements is between 21 and 31. In the 
following computation, the azimuth angle for each time step is 3.75°, and each blade includes 28 strip 
elements. Thus, the numerical accuracy is satisfied. 
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Because the AOA is a function of the induced velocity, it is used for the criteria of wake model 
convergence. The results show that if the nRevVS is more than about 1.33 (model III), the wake model 
is converged (Fig.3 (a)). Fig.3 shows the wake model III (nRevVS=1.33) approximates the vortex sheet 
model that is used in whole wake region (nRevVS>5) to compute the AOA of the blade. Therefore, in 
the following computations, the nRevVS of the vortex sheet model is between 1.0 and 1.33.  
 
 
Figure 3 (a) AOA as a function of the nRevVS in 0.75R (b) four typical scales of wake models 
 
4.2 Case of given yaw angle and pitch angle 
Fig.4 presents the computed power and thrust of NREL Phase VI at the pitch angle of 3°and for axial 
inflow condition. The airfoil aerodynamic data of S809 is used. The three-dimensional effects are 
considered by the 3D stall-delayed model (Du-Selig model [13]). The results agree well with the 
experiment at wind speeds less than 10m/s. . However the computed power deviates away from the 
experimental curve when the wind speed is more than 10m/s. The main reason is that the blade has 
been stalled, and strong three dimensional separated flows occur on the suction surface of the blade 
[13]. However, the 3D stall-delayed model cannot represent this phenomenon correctly.  
 
 
Figure 4 Comparison of the computed power and the thrust with respect to the wind speed,  
NREL Phase VI 
 
In Fig.5, NREL Phase VI rotor is computed at multiple given yaw angles (10°, 30°, 45°and 60°), at the 
pitch angle of 3° and the wind speed of 7m/s. The tip speed ratio (TSR) is 5.41. The azimuth angle for 
each time step is 7.5°. Each blade is discretized by 28 strip elements. The distribution of normal and 
tangential force coefficients (Cn, Ct [14]) of the blade is computed by the improved free-vortex 
method (IFVM), the free-vortex (FVM) method [6] and BEM method. Fig.5 shows that the results of 
IFVM method are closest to the experiment. With the yaw angle increased, the Ct distribution, which 
is computed by BEM method, moves away from the experimental data in the root region of the blade. 
The reason is that the flow fields around the blade are very complex at large yaw angles. The BEM 
method cannot describe the complex flow fields correctly. Being compared to the experiment, the 
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 results of the FVM method [6] are lower. One possible reason is that the scale of the vortex sheet is 
too short (nRevVS≤0.17). And the shed vortices are neglected in this FVM method [6], which also has 
influence on the accuracy of the results. 
 
 
Figure 5 Comparison of the radial distributions of the computed normal and tangential force 
coefficients at multiple yaw angles, NREL Phase VI, TSR=5.41 
 
For validation of the computed wake vortex geometry, TU Delft model turbine is computed under the 
axial inflow condition, and at multiple tip speed ratios (6, 8) and pitch angles (0°, 4°, 6°). The azimuth 
angle for each time step is 8.18°. Each blade is discretized by 21 strip elements. Fig.6 compares the 
computed wake geometries to the measured wakes [16]. The results show that in different inflow cases 
the IFVM method can simulate the rotor wake correctly. 
 
 
Figure 6 Comparison of the computed wake geometry, TU Delft model turbine 
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4.3 Case of pitching process 
Fig.7 shows the comparison of the computed shaft torque and electrical power of Tjæreborg wind 
turbine to the results from experiment, BEM method [3] and GDW method [3]. In Fig.7 (a), the blade 
is pitching from 0.5°to 2.5°, after about 29 s, back to 0.5°, at the wind speed of 7.4m/s under the axial 
inflow condition. And the pitch rate is 1°/s. The azimuth angle for each time step is 7.5°. One time 
step is about 0.06 seconds. Each blade is discretized by 28 strip elements. Fig.7 (a) presents that the 
computed shaft torque by IFVM method agrees with measured data [19]. Because of the pitch control 
system, the curve of pitch angle is fluctuated slightly in pitching process, and the computed shaft 
torque takes corresponding fluctuations.  
 
In Fig.7 (b), the blade is pitching from 0.2° to 3.9°, after about 29 s, back to 0.2°, at the wind speed of 
10.6m/s under the axial inflow condition. The pitch rate is 3.7°/s. Compared to the computed electrical 
power computed from other three different methods, the results of IFVM method is more close to the 
measured data.  
 
 
Figure 7 Comparison of the computed shaft torque and electrical power in pitching processes, 
Tjæreborg wind turbine,(a) pitching from 0.5°to 2.5°, after 29s return back to 0.5°, at wind speed of 
7.4m/s, (b) pitching from 0.2°to 3.9°, after 29s return back to 0.2°, at wind speed of 10.6m/s 
 
In Fig.7, when the pitching process is paused, the aerodynamic loads on blades will overshoot. One 
possible reason of the phenomenon is the unsteady characteristics of flow fields. And the delayed 
effects of the viscous flows around the blade could be another possible reason. On the other hand, 
according to the Helmholtz and Kelvin law, with the variations of the bound vortex circulation, the 
trailed and shed vortex circulations in wake have corresponding changes and affect the aerodynamic 
loads on blades. When the blade pitching is stopped, the vortex wake is tending towards stability. At 
the same time, it affects the blade more and more slightly. The aerodynamic loads on the blade will be 
stable. 
 
4.4 Case of yawing process 
In this section, NREL Phase VI wind turbine is computed in the yawing process from 60°to 0°, at the 
wind speed of 7m/s, at pitch angle of 3°. The azimuth angle for each time step is 7.5°. One time step is 
about 0.56 seconds. Each blade is discretized by 28 strip elements. In Fig.8, (a) the yaw rate is 5°/s, (b) 
the yaw rate is 20°/s. In the yawing process, the computed dynamic shaft torque of each blade is a 
function of the physical time as shown in fig.8. Moreover, the computed amplitude and mean values of 
shaft torques of Blade I at multiple given yaw angles (60°, 45°, 30°, 10°) are also presented in Fig. 8. 
As can be seen in this figure, there are three phases in the yawing process.  
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 First of all, before rotor yawing, the yaw angle is fixed at 60°. In this phase, since the yaw angle is 
stable, the dynamic shaft torque of the blade is fluctuated periodically, and the amplitude is constant 
and equal to the case of the given yaw angle. 
 
And then, the rotor is yawing from 60° to 0°. With the yaw angle decreasing, the shaft torque of the 
blade is dynamically increased. At the yaw rate of 5°/s, the amplitude of the dynamic shaft torque of 
the blade is close to that at given yaw angles. While at the yaw rate of 20°/s, the amplitude of the 
dynamic shaft torque is increased rapidly, and larger than the case of given yaw angles. The main 
reason is the relative velocity generated by the yawing affects the distribution of AOA at the blade 
dramatically. 
 
At last, when the yaw angle is stable at 0°, the rotor stops yawing. At the yaw rate of 5°/s, the 
fluctuations of the shaft torque of the blade are disappeared rapidly. While at the yaw rate of 20°/s, the 
fluctuations only appears in a short time. The main reason is the delayed effects of the wake. Fig. 9 
illustrates the variations of the wake at the yaw rate of 20°/s. In this figure, six instantaneous wake 
geometries correspond to six different time in Fig.8 (b).  
 
 
Figure 8 Computed shaft torque of the blade as the function of time at the different yaw rates, 
NREL Phase VI, (a) the yaw rate is 5°/s, (b) the yaw rate is 20°/s 
 
 
Figure 9 Computed instantaneous wakes of the rotor at the different time in the yawing process at 
the yaw rate of 20°/s, NREL Phase VI 
5 Conclusions 
A novel method for predictions of dynamic aerodynamic loads on HAWT’s blades in yawing and 
pitching process is presented in this paper, which is based on the free-vortex method. Three scales of 
wind turbines are computed in the conditions of the given yaw and pitch angles and pitching or yawing 
process. The computed results are compared to the experimental data, as well as other methods. The 
variations of aerodynamic loads and wakes are analyzed. 
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The results show the method can predict the aerodynamic loads on blades accurately, and have higher 
computation efficiency. Compared to the experiment and other methods results, the method developed 
in this paper is more accurate. The analyses show the trailed and shed vortices affect the variations of 
aerodynamic loads in the pitching process; the yaw rate and dynamic wakes affect the shaft torque of 
the blade in yawing process. 
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Wind turbine blade is one of the most important components in wind power system. In 
order to meet the high power and large scale wind turbine development trend in China’s low 
speed wind fields, the blade is designed longer and longer. To guarantee the structure strength 
requirement of the long blade, thick airfoil is adopted in inboard region, which can provide 
better structure rigidity, lower blade weight and fatigue load, as well as smaller production 
cost. However, thick airfoil is more prone to generate flow separation because of the large 
angles of attack. When separation occurs, the lift, which normally is rapidly increasing with 
the angle of attack, stops rising and the drag, which normally is very small, becomes 
comparable to the lift. These phenomena mentioned above will lead to wind energy absorption 
ability reduce
[1]
 and are unfavorable to the power generation
[2,3]
. Sandia national laboratories
[4]
 
carried out 3D CFD simulation on rotor performance and loads, which refered to twist, fence 
and flatback.  
In this paper, modeling and simulation of 1.5 MW wind turbine blade with and without a 
ring fence was made and analysed the fence effect on flow separation and power generation. 
We adopted SST k-ω turbulence model which is one of the most widely used eddy viscosity 
model, combining the advantages of k-ω model in near wall region with the advantages of the 
k - ε model in far field and have a good numerical stability. Besides, the pressure distribution 
and torque can be accurately forecast by the SST model.  
1. Geometric model and grid generation 
Because of the rotationally symmetric structure of the three-blade wind turbine, we just 
need study one of the blades, and the other two blades can be obtained by successively rotated 
120°. The computational domain – 1/3 cylindrical section – was set as follows: 6 times of 
blade length in radius, 10 times of blade length in upstream and downstream direction 
respectively (see fig. 1). The first layer grid thickness is 1e-5 and the total grid number is 3.5 
million. 
 
Figure 1: Computational domain and grid. 
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2. Flow field contrast at different wind speeds 
We installed a ring fence (see fig. 2) that was 5% of the maximum chord length height and 
no thickness under the premise of not changing the blade structure characteristics. Under three 
different conditions: 7m/s, 11m/s and 15m/s wind speed, wind turbine blades with and without 
fence were made CFD calculation. Based on the original blade (that is blades without fence), 
flow separation was observed in inboard region, and the degree of separation aggravated along 
with the wind speed increase. We would analyze the fence’s role that played on the blade 
through fig. 3. The fence could truncate the flow in spanwise direction and guide the flow 
along the string forward, which improved the blade surface flow separation condition. 
Separation area was obviously confined by the fence, and the flow field improved, output 
increased the most during the three conditions. When the wind speed was large enough, 
separation was more severe and the range of the fence influence was confined. If blade pitch 
was considered, the results at higher wind speeds would be better, due to the lower angles of 
attack and the slightly decreased separation region. 
 
 
Figure 2: Fence at the maximum chord position. 
 
Figure 3: Limiting streamline of blade suction surface. 
Took the 11m/s speed for example, we analysed the change of the flow field by the fence. 
After adding the fence, negative pressure peak value decrease and the adverse pressure 
gradient of the blade pressure surface at 13% and 15% length was smaller, which was benefit 
for the airflow attachment on the blade surface and the stall delay appeared. The fence made 
no effect on the pressure distribution at 30% and 40% length (see fig. 4). The influence on the 
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flow field (see fig. 5) at different section had similar regularity as the pressure distribution 
alteration.We would find that fence could indeed improve the flow condition on the blade 
surface and mitigate the adverse pressure gradient near the fence especially at 11m/s and 15 
m/s. The influence on the flow field mainly concentrated in the nearby region behind the 
fence. 
      
(a) 13% of the blade length                (b) 15% of the blade length 
    
(c) 30% of the blade length                   (d) 40% of the blade length  
Figure 4: Pressure distribution at 11 m/s 
 
(a) 13% of the blade length 
 
(b) 15% of the blade length 
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(c) 40% of the blade length  
Figure 5: Streamline distribution at 11 m/s 
3. Power generating capacity assessment  
After verifying the fence’s positive effect, more wind conditions from 3 m/s to 25 m/s were 
calculated. Combined with wind speed of the probability density distribution, we could get the 
annual energy output. 
In spite of the interannual variability of annual average wind speed is difficult to predict, the 
wind speed changes of the year can still be described by a probability distribution. Formula (1) 
is the fraction of time for which the hourly mean wind speed exceeds U, while formula (2) is 
the fraction of time for which the hourly mean wind speed between Ui and Ui+1. The shape 
parameter K was preferred to 2, which was actually a fairly typical value for many locations. 
The scale parameter 1exp[ (1 )]A U
K
    , and chose the hub height of annual average wind 
speed U as 8.5 m/s (according to IEC international standard definition of IEC II medium 
wind), we could get the probability density distribution of different wind speeds (see fig.7). 
                ( U ) e x p [ ( ) ]K
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Figure 6: Probability density distribution of different wind speeds. 
The annual power generation is the sum of power under different wind speeds, which can be gained by 
formula (3). 
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(3) 
Computations were made, and the original wind turbine annual power generation was 6.50667×10
6
 
kW/h, while the modified was 6.54442×10
6
 kW/h. Comparing the results from blades with and without 
fence, fence brought the wind turbine annual generation in a 0.58% increase. 
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4. Conclusions 
(1) From the calculation of original wind turbine blade, flow separation was observed in 
inboard region, and the degree of separation aggravated along with the wind speed increase.  
(2) Fence could confine the separation region by truncating the flow in spanwise direction 
and guiding the flow along the string forward, which improved the blade surface flow 
separation condition.    
(3) Fence could lead to negative pressure peak value decrease and the adverse pressure 
gradient of the blade pressure surface become smaller at 13% and 15% blade length, while less 
effect at 30% and 40% even farther of the blade length. The influence on flow field was 
similar like this. 
(4) The fence brought the wind turbine annual generation in a 0.58% increase in IEC II 
medium wind.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an integrated method for designing airfoil families of large wind turbine blades. For a given rotor 
diameter and tip speed ratio, the optimal airfoils are designed based on the local speed ratios. To achieve high power 
performance at low cost, the airfoils are designed with an objective of high Cp and small chord length. When the airfoils 
are obtained, the optimum flow angle and rotor solidity are calculated which forms the basic input to the blade design. 
The new airfoils are designed based on the previous in-house airfoil family which were optimized at a Reynolds number 
of 3 million. A novel shape perturbation function is introduced to optimize the geometry on the existing airfoils and 
thus simplify the design procedure. The viscos/inviscid code Xfoil is used as the aerodynamic tool for airfoil 
optimization where the Reynolds number is set at 16 million with a free-stream Mach number of 0.25 at the blade tip. 
Results show that these new airfoils achieve high power coefficient in a wide range of angles of attack (AOA) and they 
are extremely insensitive to surface roughness.  
 
1 Introduction 
The earliest work on airfoil design began at 1900’s where laminar airfoils were the main focus. Due to the development 
of computer technologies during the past century, flat plat theory was no longer popular for airfoil design, instead, 
numerical tools are mainly used for airfoil optimization. Hicks et al. [1] are one of the earliest aerodynamicists who 
made the airfoil design by numerical optimization. The design work of wind turbine airfoils were initiated by Tangler 
and Somers [2, 3] resulting in a family of NREL airfoils dedicated for wind turbine blades. More recently, researchers 
at DTU have made significant contributions in designing the wind turbine airfoils [4,5,6]. All these wind turbine airfoils 
meet the demand of high lift to drag ratio around design lift.  
 
The state of art wind turbine airfoils generally have a high aerodynamic performance which provide the wind turbine 
blade to operate with high power performance. However, wind turbine blades designed with these airfoils do not 
necessarily operate in an optimum state because of the separated design of the airfoil and blade. More rigorous wind 
turbine blade design shall be integrated with specific airfoil design. The goal of maximizing annual energy product 
(AEP) can be better achieved by coupling an airfoil optimization routine together with the blade element momentum 
(BEM) theory or other similar tools. The integrated method increases the design complexity and addresses some other 
issues more than energy capture. The success of the integrated design work requires a sufficiently elaborated 
optimization tool. This paper provides a starting point for such an integrated design optimisation.  
 
The core of the present optimization work is to develop large wind turbine blade with lower cost of energy (COE).  To 
achieve this goal, new airfoils are designed and employed at specific blade radial positions. At every local blade station, 
the design objective of each airfoil is high power coefficient and small chord length. Beside this objective, various 
constrains are imposed, such as roughness insensitivity, maximum lift to drag ratio etc. The objective and constrains are 
different from each airfoil due to their different local flow condition. In the state of variable speed operation, the flow 
geometry over the rotor is preserved such that the flow angle is maintained at its optimum position. The blade platform 
designed in this paper ensures that the blade will have optimum flow geometry such that the axial induction factor 
approaches 1/3. The optimum flow geometry will not be guaranteed if the blade is constructed with other airfoils 
because these airfoils are not dedicated to such a blade. Ideally, a perfect rotor can be designed using the integrated 
method, i.e., construct the blade with airfoils specially designed and use the resulted optimal blade platform. 
 
The paper is organized as following: Section 2 describes the integrated design method; Section 3 presents the airfoil 
design method and the results; Section 4 shows the platform of the optimum rotor; Conclusions are given in the final 
section. 
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2 The Integrated Design Method 
 
The integrated design of airfoil family and blade can be started from the 2D-BEM analysis of an airfoil section at a 
given blade station. The core of the analysis is the iterative computation of the power coefficient of an airfoil. Because 
the power performance is an important measure of blade performance, it has often been used as a key reference number 
during design process [7]. With an aim of decreasing the cost, we introduce the rotor solidity as another parameter 
together with the power coefficient. In this analysis, we also involve the Prandtl’s tip correction to the integrated design 
where the design of thin airfoils near tip might be affected.  
 
According to the 1D-momentum theory, the solution of the power coefficient is maximized when the axial induction 
factor is a=1/3. With this condition being valid, it can be shown that the power coefficient of an airfoil section can be 
written as:  
                                                           ܥ௣ = [(1 − ܽ)ଶ + ݔ(1 + ܽᇱ)ଶ]ݔܿ௫ߪ                                                                        (1)                     
where the solidity is 
                                                                         ߪ = 2ܨsinଶ(߶)                                                                                          (2) 
and a, a’ are the axial and tangential induced velocity interference factors, respectively, x is the local speed ratio, xc and 
yc  are the tangential and axial force coefficients, respectively, σ is the rotor solidity, ϕ is the local flow geometry and F 
is the Prandtl’s tip loss function. 
 
It is known that the Prandtl’s tip loss function corrects the assumption of solid disk. Thus for rotors with a finite number 
of blades the correction has to be implemented to the blade design and well as airfoil design. Although various tip loss 
functions can be used for the design purpose [8], here we use one of the simplest corrections proposed by Prandtl which 
is written as: 
                                                                      ܨ = 2 cosିଵ(݁ି௙) /ߨ                                                                                    (3) 
where          
                                                                 ݂ = ܤ(ܴ − ݎ)/(2ݎ sin߶)                                                                                  (4) 
 
In Eq. (1), not all of the variables have been explicitly given except for the axial induction factor that must equal to 1/3. 
The other parameters can be divided into two groups. Parameters in group 1 contain the values that will not enter into 
the BEM iterations. Such as the local speed ratio x, the length of the blade R, the number of the blades B and the airfoil 
normal and tangential force coefficients. To compute xc and yc , the lift and drag coefficients from the airfoils are 
needed during every step of airfoil optimization, such that 
 
                                                              ܿ௫ = ܿ௟(sin߶ − ܿௗ/ܿ௟ cos߶)                                                                                (5) 
 
                                                              ܿ௬ = ܿ௟(cos߶ + ܿௗ/ܿ௟ sin߶).                                                                               (6) 
 
The other group of the variables will be iteratively solved due to their dependency. These parameters are the power 
coefficient Cp, the flow angle ϕ and the tangential induction factor a’. The values of Cp, ϕ and a’ are initialized with 
zero before the first BEM iteration.  
 
The geometric parameters in group 1 shall be fixed for a given blade design. In the present study, we take the 5MW 
reference wind turbine [9] as the reference rotor. This reference wind turbine has a maximum rotational speed of 12.1 
RPM and the blade length of 63 m. In this task we are going to design a wind turbine rotor with a rated power about 
20MW. Therefore the length of the new blade shall be approximately computed as 
 
                                                            ܴ = 63݉ඥ20ܯܹ/5ܯܹ = 128	݉.                                                                      (7) 
 
According to the reference rotor, in the present work we fix the blade length at R=130 m and the tip-speed-ratio (TSR) 
of 8. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the integrated design. 
 
The integrated design process is summarized in Figure 1. As seen in the flow chart, the main loop goes through the 
airfoil shape optimization and the 2D-BEM iteration is inside the main loop. The 2D-BEM calculation is an important 
part of the integrated design concept which links the airfoil optimization with the optimal blade design. The BEM 
iteration requires input from airfoil aerodynamics and blade local speed ratio etc. When the BEM converges, it forms an 
output to both the airfoil optimizer and the optimal rotor design. The final optimal rotor is found when the airfoil 
optimizer finds a converged solution. 
 
3 Airfoil design and analysis  
 
Before starting the design work, two key parameters are pre-defined for the blade: the rotor size and the TSR. As 
mentioned earlier the design TSR is 8 and the blade length is 130 m. This is considered as an upscaling case of the 
5MW virtual wind turbine [9]. The local speed ratios, the local blade radius and the number of blades are the basic 
inputs to start the integrated design. 
 
3.1 Design conditions  
The design Reynolds number is estimated to be about Re=16x106 depending on the radial location. The Mach number at 
the blade tip is set to M∞=0.25. The Mach number changes according to the local speed ratio. Design angle of attack is 
between 3o and 10o. Numerical computations go through each angle of attack between 3o and 10o. The wide range of 
angle of attack takes into account the off-design condition. Free transition simulation is based on the en model with n=9; 
forced transition simulation is carried out by fixing the upper and lower transition points at 5% and 10% chords 
measured from the leading edge, respectively. The numerical tool used for airfoil design is the Xfoil code developed by 
Drela [10]. The Xfoil code is iteratively used inside the optimization loop. All the above mentioned flow conditions are 
written as an input script that is recognized by Xfoil code. 
 
3.2 Design variables 
The choice of design variables is directly related to airfoil shape parameterization. Although lots of functions can be 
used to describe airfoil shapes, however, it is imperative to choose proper functions to represent airfoil geometry. In the 
Airfoil Shape Generation 
Call XFOIL 
Cl & Cd 
BEM Model Iteration 
Cp & σ 
Optimizer
Other Constraints 
N/Y End 
x, R, r, B 
x, r, c, ϕ of an 
optimal rotor 
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present study, instead of creating a new airfoil shape, a shape perturbation function is applied to modify an existing 
airfoil. The idea of using such function is to save computational time and inherit the shape from previous airfoils. The 
sum of the shape perturbation function used for the upper surface is 
 
                                                                  
=
=Δ
N
k
uuu ikPkfiy
1
),()()(                                                                              (8) 
and similar for the lower surface, 
                                                                   
=
=Δ
N
k
lll ikPkfiy
1
),()()( .                                                                              (9)  
 
In Eq. (8) and (9) the lower subscripts u, and l stand for the lower and upper airfoil surfaces, respectively, i is the index 
of the x and y coordinates, k is the index of the shape modes. The shape functions for each mode along the x-coordinate 
are 
 
                                                                  ))((sin),( )(kguu ixikP π
ξ
=                                                                          (10) 
                                                                   ))((sin),( )(kgll ixikP π
η
= .                                                                        (11) 
 
The amplitudes fu and fl  in Eq. (8) and (9) are the design variables, and plus two more power factors of ξ, η, this gives a 
total number of design points dofs=2*N+2.  g is a given vector which is the exponent of x. For example, the choice of g 
could be g=[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3 5 8]. Because ݔ௨,௟ ∈ [0,1], functions (8) and (9) give zero value at leading edge and 
trailing edge points. Therefore leading edge and trailing edges are naturally fixed without being perturbed. 
 
Figure 2. Example of the shape function. 
 
Figure 2 shows an example of the shape perturbation function. The sum of the mode shapes will be added to the 
reference airfoil. One can add more shape modes to put more focus at any chord-wise location. For example, adding 
more values of g<0.1 leads to more detailed changes at leading edge. The amplitude coefficients fu and fl are updated 
after each iteration until the final airfoil shape is found. 
 
3.3 Design objective 
The design objective is the blending of power coefficient and the rotor solidity, such that  
 
                                                                           ܱܾ݆ = ݇ܥ௣ + (1 − ݇)ߪିଵ                                                                      (12) 
 
where  k=0.5 for the middle part of the blade. The k value shall be modified along the blade station while the solidity 
changes.  
 
To obtain good off-design property, the power coefficient is weighted between clean and rough conditions with the 
angle of attack ranging from α=3o to α=10o.  
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If the converged solution can be found by the optimizer, Eq. (13) indicates that the resulted power coefficient will be 
insensitive to surface roughness and will keep high value over wide range of AOA. 
 
3.4 Design constrains 
The design constrains are: 1. thickness to chord ratio; 2. limited maximum lift; 3. limited difference in maximum lift for 
clean and rough cases to ensure less roughness sensitivity; 4. maximum thickness location xmax/c, for shape 
compatibility consideration; 5. Thickness constrain near the trailing edge, for structure consideration; 6. smooth surface 
curvature for surface structure consideration. The tolerance used for these constrains is between 10-4 and 10-3 depending 
on the type of constrains. 
 
3.5 Optimization results 
Since the new airfoils are optimized using our baseline DTU-LN2-xx airfoil family, for the purpose of this paper the 
resulting airfoil will be referred to as DTU-R130-xx airfoils. The designed airfoil family has five airfoils of thickness to 
chord ratio ranging from 18% to 30%. These geometries are plotted in Figure 3. To ensure less three dimensional 
effects due to curvature change along the blade span, the airfoils are designed to have smooth geometrical transition 
between each other. The shape compatibility is well controlled by the design constrains. 
 
Figure 3. Airfoil shapes. 
 
Some key design values are given in Table 1. The outer part (110-130m) of the blade is constructed with R130-18. The 
middle part (40-80m) contains R130-21, R130-24, R130-27 and R130-30. The inner part (0-40m) is interpolated 
between cylinder and R130-30. The corresponding local speed ratios are calculated in the table which are inputs to the 
optimization model. For sake of manufacturing, the resulting airfoils have increased trailing edge thickness along the 
blade. Considering the blade shape compatibility, the maximum thickness location also increases while thickness 
increases, it is referred to as xmax/c, the values are seen in the table as well. The design lift and maximum lift for the 
clean and rough cases are calculated for all the airfoils. According to the design constrains, the difference in Cl between 
clean and rough cases has to be small. For example of the R130-18 airfoil, the design lift coefficients CLde are 1.24 and 
1.21 for clean and rough conditions, respectively. In general, all the designed airfoils have good characteristics of 
roughness insensitivity.  
 
Thickness 18 18 18 21 24 27 30 50  100 
Step1: Pre-define blade length and TSR 
r (m) 130 125 110 80 65 50 40 30 0 
λ 8 7.69 6.77    4.92 4 3.08 2.46 1.54 - 
Step2: Airfoil design based on the local TSR 
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Bluntness - - 0.2 0.23 0.3 0.5 0.6 - - 
xmax/c - 0.278 0.278 0.308 0.314 0.314 0.327 - 100 
CLde - - 1.24/1.21 1.25/1.21 1.4/1.34 1.39/1.29 1.41/1.24 - - 
CLmax - - 2.04/2.03 1.97/1.96 1.97/1.95 1.89/1.86 1.89/1.85 - - 
(CL/CD)max - - 146/137 160/130 150/ 119 151/108 132/84 - - 
Step3: Blade construction based on the optimal airfoils 
Chord(m) 0 2.4 3.57 4.91 5.37 6.99 8.67 10 7 
β(º) - 0.62 0.68 1.65 2.34 4.96 7.7 11 - 
ϕ (º) - 5.62 5.68 7.65 9.34 11.96 14.7 18 - 
Solidity - 0.009 0.015 0.029 0.039 0.668 0.10 - - 
Re (ä106) - 12.4 16.3 16.4 14.8 15.1 15.4 10 5 
 
Table 1. Airfoil characteristics and blade parameters. 
 
Figure 4 gives a closer look at the lift and drag characteristics of the R130-airfoils. A curve that weights between clean 
and rough flow conditions is shown in each sub-figure (solid line with triangles). The weighting coefficient is the same 
as used in Eq. (13). By looking at the horizontal axis, it is seen that the difference between maximum lift of clean and 
rough cases are small. The R130-18 and R130-21 airfoils have similar maximum lift and the other airfoils have less 
maximum lift due to increased thickness. The maximum lift has been limited at a certain level to keep maximum thrust 
under a certain level. By looking at the vertical axis, it is observed that the lift to drag ratio is kept at high level over 
wide range of lift which implies good off-design property. It is interesting to check the local power coefficients since it 
is an index that measures the quality of the optimization. The Cp values at different angles of attack are shown in Figure 
5. It is found by numerical simulation that the Cp values are relatively high for all the airfoils. And more importantly the 
Cp curves are quite flat, i.e. between 5 to 9 degrees.  These are the aerodynamic properties expected as the design 
objective. 
 
   (a)                                                                                (b) 
 
    (c)                                                                                (d) 
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(e) 
Figure 4. Lift against lift to drag ratios. (a) R130-18; (b) R130-21; (c) R130-24; (d) R130-27; (e) R130-30. 
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
 
 
(c)                                                                             (d) 
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(e) 
Figure 5. Cp at different AOA. (a) R130-18; (b) R130-21; (c) R130-24; (d) R130-27; (e) R130-30. 
 
 
4 The platform of the optimal rotor 
 
For each airfoil shown in Figure 1, according to Eq. (12), a local high Cp value can be obtained at a given blade radial 
position and it is the same for the local solidity. When such objective is achieved after some steps of airfoil optimization, 
the optimum values of chord length and flow angle are obtained. The chord and twist distributions form the basic 
platform of the optimum rotor, such distributions are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These numbers are also seen in 
Table 1. Until now the whole process of the integrated design has been shown with a result of high Cp value and small 
solidity. However, these results are based on the assumption of an idealized normal induction factor 1/3. Further blade 
optimization shall be carried out based on the present baseline platform. The more detailed blade optimization must 
include the sophisticated BEM model which also calculates the induction factors. Beside this, the measured airfoil data 
are required as input to the BEM code. 
 
 
Figure 6. Chord distribution of the pre-designed blade. Platform envelop based on the designed airfoils. 
 
Figure 7. Twist distribution of the pre-designed blade. 
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5 Conclusions 
 
An integrated method to design airfoils and rotor blade is introduced. The design procedure mainly includes three steps. 
The first step is to pre-define the TSR and the rotor size. These two parameters determine the output airfoils and the 
blade platform. Step two is the airfoil optimization based on the blade local speed ratio. 2D airfoil BEM computation is 
involved during airfoil optimization which provides values of local power coefficient and rotor solidity for the airfoil 
optimizer. In step three, results from BEM are collected at the final iteration of the airfoil optimization loop. Such 
results represent the condition of the optimal flow angle and chord length exists. Most of the computational effort has 
been put in step two where airfoils are optimized. The common characteristics of the resulted airfoils are high Cp over 
wide range of angle of attack. The airfoils are also very insensitive to roughness condition. As a result of the BEM 
computation, the optimal platform for the blade is obtained which can be regarded as the baseline shape for further 
optimization. 
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ABSTRACT 
Despite the fact that the design of a new blade is a multidisciplinary task, often the different disciplines are 
combined together at later stage.  
Looking at the aerodynamic design, it is common practice design/select the airfoils first and then design the 
blade in terms of chord and twist based on the initial selection of the airfoils. Although this approach is quite 
diffused, it limits the potentialities of obtaining optimal performance. 
The present work is focused on investigating the benefits of designing the external shape of the blade including 
the airfoil shapes together with chord and twist. 
To accomplish this, a design approach has been developed, where an advanced gradient based optimization 
algorithm is able to control the shape of the blade. The airfoils described in the work are the NACA 4 digits, 
while the chord distribution and the twist distribution are described through Bezier curves. In this way, the 
complexity of the problem is limited while a versatile geometrical description is kept. 
After the details of the optimization scheme are illustrated, several numerical examples are shown, 
demonstrating the advantages in terms of performance and development time of integrating the design of the 
airfoils during the optimization of the blade. 
INTRODUCTION 
The design of a new rotor is a multidisciplinary task. The aerodynamics plays a crucial role, but of course an 
efficient structural design is also important to reduce the weight, while supporting the loads generated during the 
lifetime of the wind turbine. In regards of the general objective to decrease the cost of energy associated with the 
turbine, the aero-elastic behavior of the turbine cannot be neglected, as well as the role of the control strategies. 
The present work is considering only of the aerodynamic side of this complex problem. Despite this, an 
important and innovative aspect is included, that is the integration of the airfoil design with the optimization of 
the chord and twist distributions. 
Very often, the airfoils are selected in advance by using specific databases (i.e. ECN tool ATG), based on 
general requirements and experience of the designers. On one side this approach is convenient if the data related 
to the airfoils are experimental. This reduces also the uncertainties attached to the design. The airfoil 
aerodynamic characteristics play a fundamental role in designing the external shape of the blade, especially if a 
tool based on Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory is used, where the 2D performance of the airfoils are a 
needed input that drives the optimization itself. The usage of existing, well known airfoils is also beneficial from 
structural point of view, since the internal layout should not reserve any surprise, once the shapes are 
investigated. The drawback of such approach is the limitation in terms of innovative solutions that can be 
obtained and design flexibility in regards of specific requirements. 
In alternative, new airfoils can be designed depending on the actual requirements of the turbine. Starting from 
the middle 1980’s, quite some work has been done to develop new airfoils specifically designed for wind 
turbines
1-4
. Specific studies
5-10
 have been performed on airfoil design also at ECN. The main advantage of 
designing new airfoils is the possibility to address specific requirements in very effective way. On the other 
hand, extra expertise is required to develop new airfoils and ensure that the properties of the airfoils are 
gradually changing along the blade. From the design point of view, the right connection between airfoil 
performance and rotor performance is needed, since the design of new airfoils has the goal to improve the airfoil 
performance and , as consequence, the performance of the blade. 
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The novelty and the challenge of the present work is to explore the possibility of designing the external shape of 
the blade in just one design process that involves the design of the proper airfoils depending on the region of the 
blade and the optimization of chord and twist distribution. The main advantage is that the airfoils are designed 
directly based on rotor performance/requirements. 
In the next paragraph the design approach, that is based on numerical optimization, is illustrated. Particular 
attention is paid in regards of the evaluation of the objective function and the geometrical parameterization; this 
is because the difficulty behind this integration is to combine the modeling of airfoils and blade. 
Finally, some examples are presented to show the potentialities of this design scheme. 
INTEGRATED DESIGN APPROACH 
As mentioned in the introduction, the challenge of the present work is to be able to design an optimal blade 
including the 2D part (airfoils) and the 3D part (chord-twist distribution) at the same time. This implies a design 
approach that is robust, general and flexible. 
The design scheme implemented in this work is based on multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO). In the 
most general sense, numerical optimization
11,12
 solves the nonlinear, constrained problem to find the set of 
design variables, Xi, i=1, N, contained in vector X, that will: 
 
Minimize )(XF   (eq.1) 
 
subject to: 
 0)(Xg j , Mj ,1   (eq.2) 
 
 0)(Xhk , Lk ,1   (eq. 3) 
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Equation 1 defines the objective function which depends on the values of the design variables, X. Equations 2 
and 3 are inequality and equality constraints respectively, while equation 4 defines the region of search for the 
minimum. The bounds defined for each degree of freedom by equation 4 are referred as side constraints. As it 
can be seen, the methodology is very general and able in principle to describe in a compact, efficient way 
problems with complex, interconnected sub components. 
The FFSQP algorithm
13
 has been implemented, that is a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) gradient based 
algorithm. The gradients have been approximated by finite differences. 
Looking at the optimization process, different approaches are possible to combine the optimization of the airfoils 
with the optimization of the blade.  
One option is to keep separate the design of the airfoils from the design of the blade. In this way, the design 
procedure is formed by two sub-optimization processes focused on airfoil and blade design. In practice, this 
would result in a complete optimization process of the airfoil(s) for each change in chord/twist. 
Alternatively, the design process could be a so called “all in once” approach, where the optimization process is 
just one, including both the airfoils and the blade at the same time. From the implementation point of view, a 
single data structure is necessary in this case, containing degrees of freedom for both aspects of the design. 
Decide in advance what is the best approach is hard. Depending on the specific problem, one procedure can be 
more convenient than the other one, in regards of quality of the optimal solution, computational time, robustness 
of the process. In this paper, the second approach has been preferred , mainly due to the interest of having a 
single design process dealing with the complete problem and trying to distinguish the roles/effects of the 
different sub-components. 
Objective function evaluation 
In order to evaluate the quality of the design produced by using this integrated approach, the performance of the 
rotor such the Cpmax and the annual energy production (AEP) have been used as objective functions. 
The open source code WT_Perf
14
 developed by NREL, has been implemented in the design procedure. WT_Perf 
is based on BEM theory, so the aerodynamic properties of the airfoils are a needed input. In the design scheme 
then, also a 2D solver is necessary to generate these input. XFOIL
15,16
 panel code has been used, coupled with 
Viterna-Corrigan
17
 analytical model to extend the numerical data between -180 and 180 degrees. 
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Geometrical parameterization 
The selection of the most convenient degrees of freedom for the problem in exam, plays a crucial role in order to 
obtain an efficient and robust design scheme. In this case in particular, two parameterizations are needed: one for 
the airfoils and another for the blade. Looking at the design procedure from a computational point of view, it 
would be convenient to reduce as much as possible the total number of parameters to keep low the complexity of 
the problem. On the other hand, from the design perspective, being able to control the geometrical characteristics 
in details would be highly desirable. 
Regarding chord and twist distributions these have been described through variable order Bezier curves. The 
main property of this approach is the fact that the shape of the curve is controlled by the position of few control 
points, as sketched in figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 Example of chord distribution, by using fourth order Bezier curves. 
 
The same approach could be conveniently used to describe the shape of the airfoils, as discussed by Samareh
18
 
and developed by Grasso
10
. However, a simplified approach has been preferred, that makes use of the 
geometrical parameterization of the NACA 4 digits airfoils. These geometries are described by a set of three 
equations related to the thickness distribution and the camber distribution. 
 
 (eq. 5) 
 (eq. 6) 
 
The parameters that control the shape of the airfoils are the airfoil thickness (t), the maximum camber (m) and 
the chord wise location of the maximum camber (p). The complete description can be found in Abbott
19
. 
Although the usage of such class of airfoils limits the space of solutions that can be explored during the design, 
there are several advantages connected to this choice. It has been already mentioned the crucial role of the 
number of degrees of freedom in regards of the computational complexity of the design problem; for this 
parameterization, only three parameters are needed for each airfoil. The second and more important aspect is 
connected to the geometrical properties of the airfoils generated; due to the analytical description, any set of 
three parameters leads to a smooth shape. Especially in this first attempt to couple airfoil design and blade 
design, this fact allows to skip many checks on the regularity of the airfoil geometries, reducing the 
computational time and the number of trial unfeasible designs eliminated during the process. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this paragraph, several examples regarding the integrated airfoil/blade design are illustrated. The reference 
geometry has been a two blade rotor developed at ECN for marine applications, equipped with NACA 4418 
airfoil (see table 1). 
 
Table 1: Main characteristics of the reference blade. 
Rotor radius [m] 4.022 
Design water speed [m/s] 1.5 
Rotor speed [RPM] 24.93 
Pitch angle [deg] -1.3 
AEP [GWh/year] 0.018 
Cpmax [-] 0.438 
 
 
Also, for all the examples, a rectangular blade with zero twist, equipped with NACA 4418, airfoil has been used 
as baseline. 
In terms of degrees of freedom, fourth order Bezier curves have been selected for the twist and chord 
distributions. Regarding the airfoils, the thickness has been kept constant to 18%. This is due to the absence in 
the current design scheme, of structural constraints; without these, very preliminary tests showed the tendency to 
reduce as much as possible the thickness of the airfoils in order to reduce the drag. The implementation of a 
simple structural model in further development, is expected to counter balance this trend and provide a more 
realistic solution. 
Example 1: chord, twist and two airfoils to maximize the Cp 
The objective of the test is to design a blade where the Cpmax is optimized, changing the chord and twist 
distributions and the camber characteristics of two airfoils installed along all the blade. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
optimal distributions for the chord and the twist.  
Looking at the results, the Cp improves significantly compared to the baseline, but also in regards of the above 
mentioned reference blade, the Cp has larger value. It should be noticed that the baseline is a rectangular blade 
without any twist, so a very low Cp should be expected. 
In figure 4, the comparison between the shapes of the airfoils is illustrated. As it can be seen, the optimal airfoils 
are quite different in terms of camber line, since they are more aft loaded. In figure 5 and 6, the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the airfoils, calculated with XFOIL, are shown. It should be noticed that both the new airfoils 
have better lift and efficiency performance. 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Optimal chord distribution. 
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Figure 3 Optimal twist distribution. 
 
 
Figure 4 Optimal airfoil shapes. 
 
Blade Cp Airfoil 1 Airfoil 2 Time 
[sec] 
Baseline 0.2249 4418 4418 - 
Opt 0.4531 6518 5518 8675.2 
Table 2 Summary of the optimization process. 
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Figure 5 Lift curves of the airfoils involved during the design. XFOIL predictions. Free transition, 2 millions 
Reynolds number. 
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Figure 6 Efficiency curves of the airfoils involved during the optimization. XFOIL predictions. Free transition, 2 
millions Reynolds number. 
 
Example 2: chord, twist and three airfoils to maximize the Cp 
The same test illustrated in the first example has been performed by increasing the number of airfoils along the 
blade, in order to check the robustness of the design procedure. As it can be observed, both the chord and twist 
distribution are still smooth, the airfoils are consistent with each other and the performance of the blade are 
improved.   
 
 
Blade Cp Airfoil 1 Airfoil 2 Airfoil 3 Time 
[sec] 
Baseline 0.2249 4418 4418 4418 - 
Opt 0.4534 6518 5518 5518 19286 
Table 3 Summary of the optimization process. 
 
 
Figure 7 Optimal chord distribution. 
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Figure 8 Optimal twist distribution. 
 
 
Figure 9 Optimal airfoil shapes. 
 
Looking at the computational time, this increased in the second example, due to the increase of degrees of 
freedom and the amount of airfoil calculations for each iteration. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation focused on the integration of airfoil design into blade design has been performed. In this first 
attempt, open source solvers have been used, coupled with an advanced optimization algorithm. 
The first results proved that design the blades in combination with airfoil design, lead to better overall 
performance, including a fair distribution of airfoils along the blade. 
In order to obtain more realistic results however, the description of the airfoils should be generalized by using for 
instance, Bezier curves also for the airfoil shapes.  
Also, more accurate solvers, like RFOIL and Aeromodule, should be implemented. In the present work, the 
selection of the tools has been driven by the objective to focus the investigation on the basic aspects of such 
integration, more than on obtaining optimal solutions.  
From this point of view, it cannot be neglected the importance of the structural model to work in 
multidisciplinary way with a complete design scheme. In the examples, the thickness has been prescribed; by 
adding a structural model, the thickness distribution along the blade could let be free to change and the optimal 
value would be a result of competing structural and aerodynamic tendencies. This will be the subject of future 
work. 
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ABSTRACT
The aerodynamic lift and drag of wind turbine blades covered with bio-inspired mushroom-like
fibrillar structures is measured in order to demonstrate the lift enhancement and drag reduction
potential of this novel structured surface. The micro-fibrillar structures forming the fiber array
are composed of cylindrical stalks which gradually become larger close to their terminal end.
The fibers are 100 µm in length, 50 µm in stalk diameter, and 100 µm in tip diameter. The
micro-fibers are applied to the mid-section of an S809 airfoil wind turbine blade model and
tested inside the Corssin Wind Tunnel at Johns Hopkins University. The blade was tested at
a free-stream velocity of 10 m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number based on chord, Rec of
2.08x105 at a range of discrete angles of attack, α . Measurements of blade surface pressure and
wake velocity deficit were made in order to compute the lift and drag coefficients. Preliminary
results suggest that lift and drag are respectively significantly enhanced and reduced, where
maximum drag reduction of about 38% occurred at α = 0◦. These promising results motivated
a more comprehensive study consisting of direct high-resolution load cell measurements on a
similar S809 wind turbine blade model at Texas Tech University. Details of the blade design
and experimental setup are presented in this paper, however the results are not included due to a
conflict of interest pending journal publication.
INTRODUCTION
Bio-inspired structured surfaces have been the subject of considerable investigation over the last
decade. The desire to employ the evolutionary design and functionality found in nature and bio-
organisms to engineered man-made systems is of keen interest to the scientific community. The
architecture of biological materials is highly organized from the molecular-scale to the macro-
scale, which results in a material with a myriad of properties that provide multi-functionality.
The properties of the materials and surfaces result from a complex interplay between the physical
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and chemical surface structure and its interaction between a fluid or solid medium. Such bio-
inspired surfaces can be utilized to develop multi-scale systems and devices that exhibit superior
functional properties. This may be accomplished by understanding the surfaces’ fluid/ structure
phenomena and utilizing this knowledge to synthesize robust surfaces that can withstand real-
world environmental conditions.
A variety of synthetic structured surfaces with unconventional topographical characteristics
have been developed and analyzed to show a diverse set of functional attributes. Some of the
more common properties include: superhydrophobicity, self-cleaning, selective adhesion, drag
reduction in fluid flow, and energy harvesting/ conversion. Many times these surfaces display
multi-functionality, as is the case with superhydrophobic surfaces [1] which also have the ability
to self-clean [2] in the presence of a liquid or water. Such functional materials were inspired from
nature after the famed lotus leaf [3] which repels water by forming it into droplets which roll off
its surface. One bio-inspired surface in the form of tubercles was inspired from the humpback
whales’ flippers which give the whale enhanced maneuverability. Bio-inspired tubercles have
already been implemented as a passive flow control technique to delay stall on flipper-like wind
tunnel models [4]. Studies have shown that leading edge tubercles have the ability to delay stall
at high angles of attack, and therefore increase turbine power when the blades operate in limited
post-stall flow conditions [5].
A bio-inspired surface directly relevant to that of the current study is the synthetic shark
skin [6]. The skin of fast-swimming sharks reduces the drag experienced by the shark as it
swims through water. Tiny scales covering the skin are shaped like riblets and are aligned in the
direction of fluid flow. Although shark-skin inspired surfaces have been shown to provide drag
reduction of up to 9.9% [7], it is an incremental increase and not sufficient to have a significant
impact in applications where this technology may be applied.
In the current investigation, a novel bio-inspired surface in the form of micro-fibrillar struc-
tures synthesized on a rubber substrate was applied on the smooth surface of an S809 airfoil
wind turbine blade model. The geometric design and micro-fabrication of the fibrillar struc-
tures were inspired by the shape of mushrooms and is outlined in the study by Aksak et al. [8].
The functionality of these structures for aerodynamic performance enhancement (particularly
drag reduction) was tested by measuring the lift and drag generated by the wind turbine blade.
Prior research on the subject has demonstrated that by manipulating the surface characteristics,
i.e. surface roughness, chemistry, wall compliance and by altering the near wall fluids proper-
ties such as effective viscosity, one can impact the genesis, growth and dissipation of near wall
coherent structures which correlate strongly with high wall shear stress events that dominate
viscous skin friction and drag Sheng et al. [9] and Hong and Katz [10].
Preliminary results obtained at Johns Hopkins University (limited by the use of indirect lift
and drag measurement methods) are presented. These results represent a feasibility study for
drag reduction and served as a motivation to perform accurate load cell measurements with a
specially designed S809 wind turbine blade at Texas Tech University.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS
Bio-inspired Micro-fibrillar Structures
Mushroom-tipped fibrillar structures are used as drag reduction surfaces in this study. The indi-
vidual structures forming the fiber array are composed of cylindrical stalks which gradually get
larger close to its terminal end. The fibers are 100 µm in length, 50 µm in stalk diameter, and 100
µm in tip diameter. The arrangement of the fibers is square packing with center-to-center dis-
tance of 120 µm. In addition, the alignment of the stalk and the tip can be controlled separately
from 0 to 45 degrees which aids in creating surfaces with directional drag properties. Moreover,
it is possible to create fiber arrays with heterogeneous fiber geometry such that the individual
fibers forming the array have varying cross-sectional shape, diameter, and spacing. This tuning
ability could provide optimal performance for transitional flows. For improved durability, fibers
are made of a commercially available two-part polyurethane (ST-1085, BJB Enterprises). The
manufacturing process starts with the fabrication of cylindrical fibers out of a photoresist (SU-8,
Microchem) and then molding them with a silicone rubber to obtain a negative flexible mold
Aksak et al. [8]. This flexible mold is then used to fabricate polyurethane microfibers. A post
processing fabrication step based on dipping is performed to obtain the mushroom tipped fibers
used in this study, Murphy et al. [11]. Finally, the cost of manufacturing and the scalability of
the fabrication technique make this technology commercially viable.
Wind Tunnel Methods and S809 Wind Turbine Blade Model
The wind turbine experiments of the feasibility investigation were performed at the Corrsin Wind
Tunnel at The Johns Hopkins University. This facility is a two-story closed-return wind tunnel
with a 25:1 primary and a 1:1.27 secondary contraction. The test section contains a 1.22 m
width, 0.91 m height, and a 10 m length where the background turbulence intensity is less than
0.1% at the end of the test section under normal operation. This unique facility is equipped with
a removable active grid in order to generate free-stream turbulence. However, the experiments
were conducted without the use of the active grid.
The wind turbine blade tested is designed with the S809 airfoil which is a 21% chord thick-
ness airfoil utilized in horizontal-axis wind turbines. Figure 1(a) is a schematic of the S809
airfoil with the lift and drag forces representative of the experimental setup. The blade model is
fabricated from an array of polycarbonate S809 airfoil ribs covered with a flexible plastic skin
to retain its precise curvature. The 2-D blade spans the width of the wind tunnel test section
(1.2 m) and has a constant chord of 0.25 m. The operating Reynolds number based on chord
at the experimental free stream velocity of 10 m/s was Rec = 2.08x105 which corresponds to
the laminar flow regime. The blade was instrumented with an array of 36 static pressure ports
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(18 each on the suction and pressure surfaces) at the mid-span location to acquire the pressure
distribution for both the baseline surface and the micro-fiber film surface. Figure 1(b) is a pho-
tograph of the wind turbine blade mounted in the wind tunnel. Notice the micro-fibrillar film
(white surface) around the blade and the pitot-tube directly behind it. The pressure taps were
logarithmically distributed as a function of the chord, with a higher concentration of taps near
the leading edge to capture a greater spatial resolution in the pressure readings in this region of
the blade compared to the trailing edge. The blade pressure taps were individually connected to
a pressure transducer capable of sampling the pressure differential, P−P∞ between the pressure
tap on the surface of the blade and the reference free-stream pressure. A complication exists
in the application of the micro-fibrillar film, which creates a small “step” between the baseline
surface (which is flush with the pressure ports) and the film. This is expected to create a small
error in the transducer reading of the surface pressure reading. The sample time was one minute
at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz from which an average pressure differential reading was obtained.
The blade is mounted inside the wind tunnel using two metal brackets which were adjusted to
change the angle of attack to a range of angles of attack from 0 to 14 degrees.
Figure 1: (a) Schematic of an S809 airfoil with lift and drag forces and (b) S809 wind turbine
blade covered with micro-fibrillar structures on the center section
The velocity deficit in the wake of the blade was measured utilizing a minimally intrusive
2-mm diameter pitot-tube connected to the total (stagnation) pressure and static pressure ports of
a pressure transducer sampled for one minute at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The pitot-tube was
mounted on a traverse mechanism and traversed across the wake in 5 mm increments at a fixed
downstream distance of one blade chord length, 1c (equal to 0.25 m) behind the blade trailing
edge. A study has shown that this is an adequate downstream distance for valid wake velocity
deficit measurements in airfoils at angles of attack below stall [12]. However, the accuracy
of these measurements captured with a pitot-tube (as opposed to with hot-wire anemometry)
decreases as the size of turbulent scales and intensity in the wake increases as the flow begins
separating.
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Integrated Load Cell S809 Wind Turbine Blade Model
An integrated load-cell S809 wind turbine blade model was specially designed for high-resolution
lift and drag measurements in order to conclusively test the functionality of micro-fibrillar struc-
tures for aerodynamic enhancement of airfoils in an air-fluid medium. The results of this ground-
breaking study are omitted for conflict of interest reasons, however some details of the blade
design and fabrication are worth mentioning. The blade model consists of a metal skeleton with
two outer “dummy” blade sections serving as a foundational ground (and to prevent wingtip vor-
tices and ensure two-dimensionality of the flow) for the middle blade section which is mounted
to two load cells (ATI Mini40-E with a resolution of Fx,Fy = 1/100N and Fz = 1/50N) on either
side. This section is the portion of the blade where the aerodynamic loads are measured and is
covered with micro-fibrillar structures on the top (suction) and bottom (pressure) surfaces. The
blade contains a total span of 1.3 m and a constant chord (2-D) of 0.375 m. The center blade
section spans 0.6 m and the outer dummy sections span 0.5 m each. A CAD assembly drawing
of the wind turbine blade skeleton is shown in fig. 2(a) while a photograph of the fabricated
blade is shown mounted inside the wind tunnel at Texas Tech University in fig. 2(b). Notice
the the micro-fibrillar structures (white surface) applied to the mid-section of the blade. The
relatively large area of synthesized micro-fibers (about 0.47 m2) demonstrates the large scale
manufacturing capability of this structured surface, which could otherwise become a barrier for
practical application in medium to large-scale aerodynamic systems.
Figure 2: (a) CAD assembly drawing of the S809 wind turbine blade skeleton (b) Load-cell
integrated S809 wind turbine blade covered with micro-fibrillar structures on the center section
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Blade Surface Pressure Measurements
Figure 3: Blade pressure distributions for baseline (a), (c), (e) and micro-fiber (b), (d), (f) cases:
(a) and (b) α = 0◦, (c) and (d) α = 4◦, (e) and (f) α = 8◦
The blade surface pressure coefficient, CP distributions as a function of the non-dimensional
chord distance, x/c were acquired in order to compute the normal force coefficient, CN (which
is a significant component of the lift coefficient) for each case via numerical integration using
Simpson’s 1/3 Rule. The pressure coefficient at each pressure tap was acquired according to the
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procedure described above and is equivalent to the static pressure at the pressure tap, P minus the
reference free-stream pressure, P∞ upstream of the wind turbine blade divided by the dynamic
pressure, 1
/
2ρU2∞.
Figure 3 are plots of the pressure distributions for the baseline fig. 3(a), (c), and (e) and
micro-film fig. 3(b), (d), and (f) cases at angles of attack of 0◦, 4◦, and 8◦. We observe that at
α = 0◦, both the upper (suction) and lower (pressure) pressure coefficient curves, CP, U and CP, L
respectively overlap each other. This suggest that when numerically integrated, the normal force
coefficient (which is equivalent to the lift coefficient at α = 0◦) will be computed to a value close
to Cl = 0. As the angle of attack is increased to α = 4◦, the suction peak of the micro-fiber case in
fig. 3(d) reaches a higher negative value of CP '−1.0 compared to CP '−0.72. This translates
to a higher numerically computed normal force coefficient (and thus lift) for the micro-fiber
case, as will be shown later in the aerodynamics results. This trend of a higher suction peak and
more negative upper pressure coefficient values for the micro-film cases continues as the angle
of attack is increased further to α = 8◦, and α = 12◦ and 14◦ shown in fig. 4(a) and (b) and fig.
4(c) and (d). These results indicate that micro-fibrillar structures enhance lift at these angles of
attack.
Figure 4: Blade pressure distributions for baseline (a), (c) and micro-fiber (b), (d) cases: (a) and
(b) α = 12◦, (c) and (d) α = 14◦
Blade Wake Velocity Deficit Measurements
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The velocity deficit in the wake of the wind turbine blade was measured utilizing a pitot-tube as
described earlier. The purpose is to compute the total drag coefficient of the blade via numerical
integration of the momentum deficit in the wake velocity distribution. The wake was measured
for the angles of attack of 0, 4, 8, 12, and 14 degrees and are presented respectively in fig. 5(a)
to (e).
Figure 5: Wake velocity deficit distributions for the baseline and micro-fiber cases: (a) α = 0◦,
(b) α = 4◦, (c) α = 8◦, (d) α = 12◦, and (e) α = 14◦
The measured Probe Height on the vertical, y axis is relative to the blade trailing edge, i.e. a
height of zero corresponds to a pitot-tube probe measurement at the same height as the trailing
edge. Plotted on the horizontal, x axis is the wake Velocity Deficit, (u¯−U∞) defined as the pitot-
tube measured stream-wise u component of velocity minus the free-stream velocity outside the
wake, U∞. The velocity deficit was measured 0.25 m (one chord length) downstream from the
blade trailing edge. The resulting baseline and micro-fibers drag coefficient from numerical
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integration of the wake distributions is also labeled in the plots. However, the drag coefficients
will be discussed more details in the aerodynamics results of the next section. As shown in fig.
5(a) for the cases at α = 0◦, the micro-fibers significantly reduce the momentum loss in the wake.
The velocity deficit for a given probe height (particularly in the wake region below the blade) is
lower than the baseline case. Due to the smaller wake profile, the integration from the bottom
to the top of the wake results in a reduction of the baseline drag from Cd = 0.051 to Cd = 0.032
which represents a 37% drag reduction. As the angle of attack is increased to α = 4◦ and 8◦ in
fig. 5(b) and (c), the relative size of the baseline and micro-fibers wake distributions diminishes
such that the drag coefficient of the blade with micro-fibers approaches that of the baseline case
and the percentage of drag reduction decreases significantly. For angles of attack approaching
stall at 12◦ and 14◦ in fig. 5(d) and (e), the role of the micro-fibers is drastically reversed where
these cases create a larger momentum loss and thus drag compared to the baseline cases. It is
important to note however, that the error associated in pitot-tube measurements increases with
angle of attack; the pitot-tube can only measure the steady stream-wise u velocity component
and not fluctuations in the vertical v component associated with turbulent wakes. These drag
feasibility results, particularly at the higher angles of attack are intended only as estimations that
motivated valid and direct load cell drag measurements of a similar S809 airfoil blade model as
discussed.
Numerical Integration and Aerodynamic Lift and Drag
In this section, we examine how the aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients are obtained from the
pressure coefficient and wake velocity deficit distributions presented earlier. Regression analysis
was performed which consists of fitting 3th and 4th order polynomials to the experimental data
resulting in negligible approximation errors (r-squared values close to one). For the pressure
coefficient, CP distributions, 20 discrete elements between a and b along the chord is given in
Eq. 1 utilizing Simpson’s 1/3 Rule. The variables a and b represent the non-dimensional chord-
distance x/c = 0 and 1 respectively and n is the number of elements.
∫ b
a
CPd (x/c)≈ (b−a)3n [CP(x/c)o+4CP(x/c)1+2CP(x/c)2+4CP(x/c)3+ · · ·+CP(x/c)n] (1)
Similarly for the wake profiles, the numerical integration of the velocity deficit, (U∞− u¯) utiliz-
ing Simpson’s 1/3 rule across the wake in the wall-normal direction, y is expressed as follows.
The number of elements for each wake profile varies and is correlated to the number of pitot-tube
measurements made across the wake in order to resolve it properly.
∫ b
a (U∞− u¯)d(y)'
(b−a)
3n [(U∞− u¯)yo+4(U∞− u¯)y1+2(U∞− u¯)y2+4(U∞− u¯)y3+ · · ·+(U∞− u¯)yn]
(2)
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Where a and b are the lower and upper edge of the wake profile where the velocity deficit
approaches zero. The normal force coefficient, CN was computed by expanding Simpson’s 1/3
rule on Eq. 1 to the integration of the lower minus upper pressure coefficient curves, CP, Land
CP, U shown below.
CN =
∫ x/c=1
x/c=0
(CP, L−CP, U) d (x/c) (3)
The drag coefficient, Cd was computed by substituting the expression for the numerical integra-
tion of the velocity deficit in Eq. 2 into Eq. 4, where U∞ and c is the free-stream velocity and
wind turbine blade chord, with constant values of 10 m/s and 0.25 m
Cd =
2
U∞c
∫ +∞
−∞
(U∞− u¯) dy (4)
Prior to calculating the lift coefficient, the tangential force coefficient, CT was calculated ac-
cording to the relation.
CT =
Cd
cosα
−CN tanα (5)
Finally, the lift coefficient, Cl is found by substituting the normal and tangential coefficients into
the expression below.
Cl =CN cosα−CT sinα (6)
The lift and drag coefficients were computed and plotted as function of angle of attack in
fig. 6(a) and (b) respectively. The plot of lift coefficient suggests that there is significant lift
enhancement for all angles of attack except at α = 0◦ with micro-fibrillar structures. These
results should be scrutinized in light of the small “step” that exists between the pressure taps
and micro-film surface. Physically speaking, a higher lift coefficient caused by more negative
pressure coefficient measurements via the pressure taps is a manifestation of higher speed flow
over the pressure tap, UP as considered by the equation, CP = 1−
(
UP
/
U∞
)2. This suggest that
the pressure transducer is measuring higher overall flow velocities with the micro-fibers surface,
which may be due to the small circular cavity created by the micro-fiber surface and the actual
blade surface. Such large enhancement in lift has not been shown in the literature with any other
structured surface, hence these results are most likely erroneous and should be either validated
or disproved with high resolution load cell measurements.
The drag coefficient plot of fig. 6(b) displays a peculiar behavior, namely there is a reversal
in drag reduction at about α = 8◦. The micro-fibrillar structures on the blade cause significant
drag reduction at angles of attack below this angle, and equally adverse drag penalty at the
higher angles of α = 12◦ and 14◦. The baseline drag coefficient curve decreases from Cd values
of 0.051, 0.045, and 0.031 respectively from α values of 0◦, 4◦, and 8◦. For these same angles
of attack, the micro-fiber cases yield Cd values of 0.032, 0.030, and 0.029. This represents de-
creasing drag reduction of 37%, 33% and 6%. However, at α = 12◦ and 14◦ the drag coefficient
increases from 0.036 to 0.040 for the baseline case and from 0.078 and 0.088 for the micro-fibers
case, which implies a very drastic drag penalty of 117% and 120%. Aside from a possibly sig-
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Figure 6: Aerodynamic coefficients: (a) Cl vs α and (b) Cd vs α
nificant error introduced by measuring the wake with a pitot-tube at the higher angles of attack,
it is unclear what fluid/ boundary layer mechanisms are responsible for the drag reduction and
penalties computed. Various structured surfaces in the literature have demonstrated the potential
for modest drag reduction. It is believed that this is accomplished via a reduction in the wall
shear stress (and thus skin friction) created by the existence of a slip velocity at the structure/
fluid boundary. The increase in the drag observed in the micro-fibers cases at α = 12◦ and 14◦
would imply however that the micro-fibers may transition the fluid to turbulent flow due to the
production of stream-wise vortices by the micro-fibers. More detailed experiments, particularly
to analyze the structure of the boundary layer are necessary in order to understand and apply
micro-fibrillar structures for aerodynamic systems.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant drag reduction of high-Reynolds number energy systems and transportation vehicles
has enormous implications on the energy and sustainability of these systems, yet the develop-
ment and application of a suitable structured surface has eluded science. In this feasibility study,
we show that significant drag reduction may be possible with proposed micro-fibrillar structures.
These structures were applied on a small section of an S809 wind turbine blade and the surface
pressure distributions and wake velocity deficit was measured at a free-stream velocity of 10 m/s
(resulting in a Reynolds number of 2.08x105) and a range of angles of attack. It was shown via
indirect and approximate drag coefficient computations that maximum drag reduction of 37%
(compared to the baseline) occurs at zero degrees angle of attack. However, at angles of attack
of 12◦ and 14◦ these results suggest a significant drag penalty.
Fundamental questions remain, of which most important is addressing the mechanism by
which micro-fibers yield significant drag reduction, and how the inner and outer flow of the
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boundary layer interact. Further studies are planned, which include high resolution load-cell
measurements with the specially designed wind turbine blade discussed earlier. One of the
main goals is to resolve the boundary layer and analyze its inner and outer flow structure uti-
lizing laser-based flow techniques such as particle image velocimetry (PIV). Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS) will be performed in parallel in order to gain insight and complement the
experiments. This will lead to an understanding of how to create optimum micro-fiber geome-
tries in order to increase drag reduction and apply it to a wide range of multi-scale systems and
Reynolds number flows.
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ABSTRACT  
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory is a widely used technique for prediction of wind turbine 
aerodynamics performance, but the reliability of airfoil data is an important factor to improve the 
prediction accuracy of aerodynamic loads and power using a BEM code. The airfoil characteristics 
used in BEM codes are mostly based on 2D wind tunnel measurements of airfoils with constant span. 
However, a BEM code using airfoil data obtained directly from 2D wind tunnel measurements will not 
yield the correct loading and power. As a consequence, 2D airfoil characteristics have to be corrected 
by using some models before they can be used in a BEM code. In this article, the airfoil data for the 
MEXICO (Model EXperiments in Controlled cOnditions) rotor are extracted from CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) results. The azimuthally averaged velocity is used as the sectional 
velocity to define the angle of attack and the coefficient of lift and drag is determined by the forces on 
the blade. The extracted airfoil data are put into a BEM code without corrections of rotational or tip 
effects, and the calculated axial and tangential forces are compared to both computations using BEM 
with Shen’s tip loss correction models and experimental data. The comparisons show that the present 
method of determination of angle of attack is correct, and the re-calculated forces have good 
agreements with the experiment.  
 
Key words: wind turbine, rotor aerodynamics, airfoil data 
 
1 Introduction 
BEM (Blade Element Momentum) theory is widely used to perform the aerodynamic prediction of 
horizontal axis wind turbines due to the requirement of less computational time. The load prediction 
accuracy of BEM depends on the reliability of the data of airfoil characteristics1. When wind turbine 
blade is rotating, the centrifugal force drives the air in the boundary layer flow to the blade tip. The 
Coriolis force produces an additional pressure gradient along the chordwise direction and drives the air 
flow to the trailing edge of the blade. All these make the boundary layer become thinner and the 
separation point of flow moves close to the trailing edge. So the stall angle of attack of airfoil at 
rotating condition is larger than at static condition, this phenomenon is so called stall delay. Because 
of the differences between the aerodynamic characteristics of blade in rotating and static condition, the 
two-dimensional airfoil characteristic data cannot be directly used in BEM to predict the performance 
of a rotating blade, and aerodynamic correction should be made for two-dimensional airfoil 
characteristic data. Some scholars have performed some research work on the correction for airfoil 
data by using of theoretical analysis and experiment. Various models have been developed by e.g. Snel 
et al.,2 Du and Selig,3 Chaviaropoulos and Hansen.4 The airfoil characteristics can also be derived 
from experimental velocity and pressure data.5 
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 With the development of computational technique, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 
method is widely used to perform research on predicting aerodynamic performance of wind turbines 
and developing new airfoils. Although CFD method takes a long time for calculation and has high 
requirement on computer hardware, CFD plays an important role on displaying detailed structure of 
flow (checking up and estimating the region of flow separation) and validating the empirical 
calculation model. Airfoil data can also be extracted directly from CFD rotor computations.6  
In this article, CFD method is applied to perform numerical simulation on the MEXICO (Model 
EXperiments In Controlled cOnditions) rotor at three operational wind speeds. The data of airfoil 
characteristics extracted from the calculated result are applied in BEM to predict the performance of 
MEXICO rotor under other operational conditions, and the result calculated by BEM will be compared 
with experimental data to validate the prediction accuracy of CFD. 
2 MEXICO rotor 
The MEXICO project7 was funded by the European Commission under FP5. The main objective was 
to create a database of detailed aerodynamic measurements on a wind turbine model to be used for 
model validation and improvement. The experiment was carried out at the Large Scale Low Speed 
Facility (LLF) of DNW German-Dutch wind tunnels, which is a high quality wind tunnel with a 
9.5x9.5 m2 open test section.  
The rotor model has three blades with a diameter of 4.5 m. Three different airfoil sections were 
used in the design, DU91-W2-250 from 20% to 45% span, RISOE-A1-21 from 55% to 65% span and 
NACA 64-418 from 70% to 100% span. 148 dynamic pressured sensors were installed at five sections 
of 25%, 35%, 60%, 82% and 92% span to measure the blade surface pressure. Besides the pressure 
measurements, flow fields were also investigated by stereo PIV.  
In the MEXICO experiment, various loads were measured using strain gauge techniques. These 
include the blade root flap moment, the edge moment and the low-speed shaft torque. Further details 
regarding the experiment can be found in Schepers et al.7 The turbine was tested about 944 operational 
conditions, most of them under axial inflow conditions. Table 1 shows the operational axial-inflow 
conditions of the 9 cases used in the present study. 
 
Table 1. Operational conditions used in the present study 
Case 
number Data file 
Air density 
(kg m-3) 
Wind speed 
(m s-1) 
Rotational 
speed (rpm) 
Tip speed 
ratio 
Pitch angle 
(deg) 
1 R011P0011D000111 1.188 10.00 423.5 10.0 0.7 
2 R011P0011D000115 1.189 18.10 424.3 5.5 0.7 
3 R011P0011D000117 1.188 24.00 424.4 4.2 0.7 
4 R011P0011D000093 1.192 14.93 423.6 6.7 -2.3 
5 R011P0011D000094 1.191 18.05 429.0 5.6 -2.3 
6 R011P0011D000104 1.190 11.04 424.5 9.1 -2.3 
7 R011P0011D000114 1.189 14.91 423.5 6.7 -5.3 
8 R011P0011D000124 1.188 10.00 429.6 10.1 1.7 
9 R011P0011D000127 1.188 14.96 424.4 6.7 -1.3 
 
3 Numerical simulation 
3.1 Numerical method 
Steady numerical simulation method is employed to calculate the flow field of one blade passage 
under non-yawed condition. The size of the computational domain is shown in Figure 1(a). The inlet 
boundary is located at 4 times blade radius upstream and the outlet is located at 8 times bade radius 
downstream. The radius of computational domain is 4 times blade radius. The software of ICEM is 
used to generate the computational grid, the stationary domain is discretized by an unstructured 
tetrahedral mesh and the rotating domain is discretized by a structured hexahedral mesh. There are 3.6
×106 mesh elements in the one-third calculated domain as is shown in Figure 1(b). The hight of the 
first floor mesh element is about 3.6×10-5 m, which assures that y+ is below 5 on the blade surface. 
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According to reference 8, the turbulence is modeled using Menter’s k- SST turbulence model, which 
have the advantages of both k  and k  models. At the same time, the cross-flow dissipation 
derivative integral is added into SST model, and the transport process of turbulence shear stress is 
taken into consideration in the definition of turbulent viscosity. So the SST model is more accurate of 
predicting the area of flow separation caused by adverse pressure gradient. SIMPLE algorithm is 
adopted to solve the full three-dimensional steady Reynolds time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, 
and the convection terms are discretized with the second order upwind scheme.  
Boundary conditions are as follows: prescribed axial velocity and static temperature at inlet; 
prescribed static pressure at outlet; non-slip flow is used on the surface of hub and blade; opening 
boundary conditions and circumferential periodic boundaries are used on outface and side surface 
respectively; the frozen technique is applied to dealing with the interface of rotational and stationary 
domains. 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 1: Computational domain and mesh generation 
 
3.2 Numerical simulation results 
Numerical simulations are performed for case 1, 2, 3 in table 1. The distribution of pressure coefficient 
Cp at 60% span under three operating conditions is shown in Figure 2. From the figure it can be seen 
that the calculated Cp agrees well with experimental results when the tunnel velocity Vtun equals to 10 
m/s and 18.1 m/s. When Vtun = 24 m/s, the calculated Cp on the pressure side agrees well with 
experimental results, while the Cp on the suction side is lower than experimental data, some pressure 
deviations exist between calculation and measurements, which may be caused by flow separation on 
the suction side. The limiting stream lines on the suction side are given in Figure 3. The figure shows 
that flow separation occurs at 60% span when the tunnel velocity is 24 m/s, while flow separation 
doesn’t occur at the same blade when the inflow velocity is 10 m/s and 18.1 m/s. The separation flow 
area is increased with the increase of tunnel speed. The axial and tangential force can be calculated 
from the sectional pressure distribution. The comparison of axial and tangential force between 
calculations and measurements is shown in Figure 4. The figure indicates that the calculated force 
agrees well with the measured data. The axial force on the blade increases from hub to tip, while the 
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 tangential force changes slightly along the radial direction. With the increase of tunnel velocity, the 
axial and tangential force at the same span increases. 
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(a) Vtun=10m/s                  (b) Vtun= 18.1m/s                   (c) Vtun= 24m/s 
Fig. 2: Pressure distributions at 60% span of the MEXICO blades threat the tunnel speeds of 10, 15 and 24 m/s. 
 
 
 
(a) Vtun=10m/s 
 
(b) Vtun=18.1m/s 
 
（c）Vtun=24m/s 
Fig. 3: Limiting stream lines on the suction side of the MEXICO blades 
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(b) Vtun=18.1m/s 
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(c) Vtun= 24m/s 
 
Fig. 4: Comparison of axial and tangential force distributions between experimental results and CFD results 
 
4 Extraction of airfoil characteristics 
4.1 Determination of the angle of attack 
Because of the effect of centrifugal force and Coriolis force on the rotating blades, the airfoil 
characteristics have larger deviations between the static two-dimensional airfoil and the rotating three-
dimensional airfoil. The flow field at the root part of blade is more complex, the two-dimensional 
airfoil data cannot be used by BEM directly and it should be corrected before it is used. In this article, 
the airfoil characteristics at the span of 25%, 35%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 75%, 82%, 85%, 92% is extracted 
from the numerical results.  
The averaged azimuthally axial velocity Vza and tangential velocity Vta  on every section is 
calculated from the monitor points, shown in Figure 5, which are located in the circumferential 
direction every five degrees and in the rotating plane at a distance of one chord-length away from the 
leading edge. At last the relative velocity of a profile can be calculated according to the formula 
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 22
tazarel VVV  . As shown in Figure 6, the inflow angle can be defined as 
ta
za
Vr
V

1tan , and 
the angle of attack can be expressed as:   ， can be determined according to the pitch 
angle and twist angle. The distribution of local pitch angle along the radial direction is given in Figure 
7. 
The distribution of angle of attack along the radial direction under three operating conditions is 
shown in Figure 8. It is obvious that, when the inflow velocity equals to 10 m/s, the angle of attack in 
the middle part is lower than that in the root and tip part of the blade. When the inflow velocity is 
equal to 18.1 m/s and 24 m/s, the angle of attack decreases monotone from the hub to the tip. 
Generally speaking, the variation amplitude of angle of attack under low inflow velocity is smaller 
than that under high inflow velocity. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: Points for extraction velocity 
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Fig. 7: Local twist angle along blade 
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Fig. 8: Exacted angle of attack from CFD at three tunnel flow conditions 
 
4.2 Determination of the lift and drag coefficient  
From Figure 6, the local tangential force 2½
t
t
rel
F
C
cV  and normal force 2½
n
n
rel
F
C
cV  can be 
obtained from the computational pressure. When the local angle of attack and relative velocity are 
known, the lift and drag coefficients are calculated by formulae (1) and (2). 
cos sinl n tC C C                                   (1) 
sin cosd n tC C C                                   (2) 
Where,  is the density of air, relV is the local velocity, c is chord length and denotes the angle of 
attack.  
4.3 Sectional airfoil characteristics 
Three wind speeds are used to derive the airfoil characteristics in the present study, and the sectional 
airfoil data are fitted using spline interpolation functions. For comparison, 2D lift and drag coefficients 
are also plotted in Figure 9.  
For the DU airfoil at the span of 25% and 35%, the stall angle of attack in the 2D case is about 10 
degrees, which are less than the value of the rotating case. This phenomenon is called stall delay. 
When the angle of attack is less than 10 degrees, air is attached to the airfoil surface, the lift coefficient 
of the DU airfoil at both 25% and 35% span of the rotating blades is less than that in the 2D case and 
they are close to each other at the two spans. When the angle of attack is larger than 10 degrees, the lift 
coefficient of the DU airfoil at 25% span is larger than that in the 2D case, while at 35% span it is less 
than that of the 2D case. For the Risø airfoil at 55%, 60% and 65% span of the blades, the derived lift 
coefficient values are close to each other and less than that of the 2D case. With the increase of radius, 
the lift coefficient of the NACA airfoil in the outer part of blade decreases gradually. 
The derived drag coefficient of the rotating DU airfoil is larger than that of the 2D case under the 
condition of both high and low angle of attack, while it is less than the 2D drag coefficient when the 
angle of attack is close to 15 degrees. For the Risø airfoil, the drag coefficient of 3D airfoil is less than 
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 that of 2D airfoil. For the NACA airfoil, the 3D drag coefficient is larger than that of the 2D airfoil at 
high angle of attack, while the derived drag coefficient is less than that of the 2D airfoil at low angle of 
attack.  
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Fig.9. Airfoil characteristics of three airfoils extracted from CFD 
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5 Check on the extracted airfoil data using a BEM code 
The BEM method is the most popular technique for computing loads and power of wind turbines. The 
method is a one-dimensional approach based on the actuator disc principle that corresponds to a rotor 
with an infinite number of blades. To account for the difference in circulation between an N-bladed 
rotor and an actuator disc, a tip loss factor was derived by Prandtl and introduced in the BEM 
technique by Glauert. In Glauert’s method a correction factor, F, is introduced as follows,  
 
)]
sin2
)([exp(cos2 1  r
rRBF   ,                (3) 
 
where B denotes the number of blades and (R-r) is the distance from the tip to the local radial cross-
section. Different tip loss correction models have been developed to calculate load and power of wind 
turbines. Shen et al. 9 analyzed a few existing tip loss correction models and found inconsistencies in 
the existing correction models, which results in incorrect predictions of the aerodynamic behaviour in 
the proximity of the tip. To remedy the inconsistencies, a new tip loss correction model was proposed: 
 
          )]
sin2
)([exp(cos2 11  r
rRBgF   ,              (4) 
 
Where             1.0)]21(125.0exp[  Bg ,              (5) 
 
Where,  is the tip speed ratio.  
In order to validate the technique of determination of angle of attack, the obtained 10 sectional 
airfoil data are put into the BEM code without further correction. The same three cases where 
computation data were used for extracting airfoil data are first investigated. In Figure 10, the 
reproduced normal force distribution from the BEM with the derived airfoil data is compared with the 
original experimental data and BEM code using the Shen’s tip loss correction model with 2D airfoil 
data. From the figure, the trend is consistent and small differences are seen at the blade root at the 
wind speed of 24 m/s. This is mainly due to the flow separation. It is worth noting that the load from 
BEM with 2D airfoil data is not smooth because the blade is consisted of different airfoils. 
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 vtun = 10 m/s                     vtun = 15 m/s                    vtun = 24 m/s 
Fig. 10: Force distributions from experimental data, BEM using derived airfoil data and BEM using Shen’s tip 
loss corrections for the MEXICO rotor at rotation speed of 424 rpm and a pitch angle of 0.7o. 
 
To check whether the obtained airfoil characteristics can be used to predict the performance of the 
MEXICO rotor at other operating conditions, different tunnel speeds, pitch angles and rotor speeds are 
selected. Figure 11 show the axial and tangential forces at a rotor speed about of 424 rpm, different 
pitch angles and tunnel wind speeds. From the figure, very good agreements between the BEM code 
with extracted airfoil data and the experimental data are seen for both axial and tangential forces.  
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(e)                                     (f) 
Fig. 11. Comparison of force distributions from experimental data and BEM using the derived airfoil 
data for the MEXICO rotor at rotation speed of 424.0 rpm. 
(a) Vtun=11 m/s,θp=-2.3º; (b) Vtun=14.93 m/s,θp=-2.3º; (c) Vtun=18 m/s,θp=-2.3º; 
(d) Vtun=14.91 m/s,θp= -5.3º; (e) Vtun=10 m/s,θp=1.7º; (f) Vtun=15 m/s,θp=-1.3º; 
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6 Conclusions 
In the present paper, the flow fields of the MEXICO rotor under three axial flow conditions are 
simulated by CFD with k- SST turbulence model. The local airfoil characteristics were derived from 
CFD computations using the azimuthally averaged velocity and the forces on the blade to extract lift 
and drag coefficients, lC  and dC . The sectional airfoil data are fitted using spline interpolation 
functions and they are very different from the 2D airfoil data. The derived airfoil data are loaded into a 
BEM code without any correction model and checked by comparing the axial and tangential forces on 
the blade with experiments at the same operational conditions. Although the azimuthally averaged 
velocity is not exactly identical to the local velocity used for defining the angle of attack, there was a 
good agreement between the mechanical power predicted by BEM and experiment results. Because of 
the flow separation, the recalculated forces are lower than the experiment value near the root span at 
the wind speed of 24 m/s. The results from BEM with Shen’s tip loss correction are also presented, 
and the calculated forces change suddenly on mid span. The reason may be that the MEXICO rotor 
constructed with three geometrically different airfoils. The derived airfoil data are also used to 
calculate the forces under the conditions of other pitch angles and tunnel wind speeds. Good 
agreements are also obtained in these results when compared with the measurements. 
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ABSTRACT 
A free vortex wake (FVW) model is developed to predict the aerodynamic performance and wake geometry 
of a large-scale offshore floating wind turbine (LOFWT). A new time-marching algorithm D3PC of 
third-order accuracy is applied in the FVW model. The representation of the additional degrees of freedom 
caused by the floating platform motions is introduced into the model. The FVW model is used to predict the 
steady performance in axial flow and the unsteady performance under different conditions including wind 
direction change and floating platform motions. The calculated rotor powers compare well with those from 
FAST codes for the majority of wind speeds. The FVW model can predict the overshoot before the next new 
equilibrium in an extreme wind direction change condition. The reorganising process of the wake geometry 
behind the wind turbine is observed. The platform kinematics results in the oscillation of electric power and 
the durative wake distortion. 
KEYWORDS 
Offshore floating wind turbine; free vortex wake; unsteady aerodynamic load; wake geometry; floating 
platform motion 
 
1．INTRUDCTION 
When the water is about more than 50 meters deep, the floating platform is a good choice for the tower 
foundation for the offshore wind turbine because of its economy and feasibility. The aerodynamic issue of 
the large-scale offshore floating wind turbine (LOFWT) is even more complex than that of the onshore wind 
turbine. The aerodynamic performance prediction is one of the most important bases for the design of wind 
turbine parts. Considering the accuracy and the economy, the free vortex wake (FVW) methods perhaps are 
the more suitable tools of simulations. 
  The FVW methods have been successfully applied in helicopters. Leishman [1], Bliss [2], Bagai [3], 
Bhagwat[4], et al have investigated the stability and convergence of the wake iterations in the FVW under 
different flight conditions, which can be introduced into wind turbine aerodynamic study due to the 
similarity between helicopter and wind turbine rotor flowfields. Garrel [5] introduced a non-linear 
vortex-line strength model into the FVW method incorporating the rotor wake rollup and the non-linear 
aerodynamic characteristics of blade. Sant et al used a FVW model to estimate the angles of attack from 
blade pressure measurements respectively in the axial conditions [6] and yawed conditions [7] providing 
better insight into how circulation formed at the blades. For steady conditions, the relaxation iterative 
algorithm can be used in the wake geometry resolution. However, for the unsteady conditions, a 
time-marching algorithm is needed to calculate the wake geometry which changes with time. Gupta 
developed a PC2B (Predictor-Corrector 2nd Backward) scheme [8] for wind turbine application and studied 
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the stability of PC2B [9], validating the Free-Vortex Model [10][11]. These works illustrate that the FVW 
method is efficient and reliable for wind turbine aerodynamic prediction and wake analysis. 
  The floating platform motions will result in additional aerodynamic unsteadiness compared to onshore 
systems. Sebastian et al [12] demonstrated that offshore floating wind turbines are different significantly 
from conventional offshore systems in terms of aerodynamics and characterized the aerodynamic 
unsteadiness. Sebastian et al [13] also developed a free vortex wake code for offshore floating wind turbines, 
but the validation calculation did not consider the effects of the floating platform motions. A new 
time-marching algorithm for the FVW method is presented in this study. The FVW model will be used to 
calculate the steady and unsteady aerodynamic performance of a 5-MW offshore floating wind turbine. The 
wake distortion and rotor power response due to unsteadiness will be analysed. 
2．FREE VORTEX WAKE MODEL 
2.1 Difference approximation of wake governing equation 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of the discretized tip vortex geometry 
The FVW model assumes that the flow field is incompressible and potential. The blade is modeled as a 
series of elements, which are represented as a line of bound vorticity lying along the blade quarter chord line. 
The vortex filaments, extending downstream from the trailing edge of the blade element boundary, are 
allowed to freely distort under the influence of local velocity field. The governing equation of the vortex 
filaments is often written in the form of a partial differential equation as 
  trVVrr ind ),,(
1),(),(




 









              (1) 
where the blade azimuth angle   is a temporal coordinate and the wake age angle   is a spatial 
coordinate. On the right hand side of Eq. 1, indV  equals to the mean value of the values at the surrounding 
four grid points calculated by the Biot-Savart law. To solve the partial differential equation numerically, the 
finite difference approximations are used to approximate the derivatives on the left hand side. For the spatial 
( ) derivative, a five-point central difference approximation has been used in other algorithms like the PCC 
(Predictor-Corrector Central difference) [14] and the PC2B (Predictor-Corrector 2nd Backward) [15] and is 
also used in this paper. The accuracy of the temporal ( ) derivative approximation is a significant part in a 
time-accurate free vortex method. The PCC algorithm still used a five-point central difference approximation, 
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whereas the PC2B algorithm used a second-order backward difference approximation. In the present work, a 
new time-accurate algorithm is developed. The Eq. 1 can be written in another form as 
  trVVrr ind ),,(
1),(),(
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
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                (2) 
The Eq.2 can be written in a general form of ordinary difference equation as 
 yxf
dx
dy
,                  (3) 
The predictor process in the predictor-corrector algorithm often adopts an explicit format, whereas the 
corrector process adopts an implicit format. Assuming the steps are equal, the general form of the linear 
multistep method for Eq.3 is written as 
 
 
 
k
j
k
j
jnijnj fhy
0 0
                 (4) 
where ),,1,0(, kjjj   are constants, jny   and jnf   represent respectively the terms of  jnxy   
and  jnjn yxf  , . The values of j  and j  can be obtained by the method of undetermined coefficients. 
An explicit three-step linear multistep method is given by 
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The local truncation error of Eq. 5 is 
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An implicit three-step linear multistep method is given by 
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The local truncation error of Eq. 7 is 
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The explicit and implicit three-step linear multistep methods are used in the temporal ( ) derivative 
approximation. A new predictor-corrector algorithm is developed as 
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It is clear from the local truncation errors of Eq.5 and Eq.7 that the new predictor-corrector algorithm has 
third-order accuracy, so this algorithm is referred to as the D3PC (Three-step and Third-order 
Predictor-Corrector) algorithm. The PCC is a single-step algorithm and has second-order accuracy. The 
single-step algorithm is simple, but its numerical stability is not good enough. The multistep method has 
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been widely used recently because it has better stability and convergence. Although the PC3B algorithm is a 
three-step algorithm, it only achieves second-order accuracy, which results in low efficiency. The D3PC 
algorithm developed in this paper is also a three-step algorithm, and it has third-order accuracy. 
2.2 Vortex core model 
The induced velocity at the control node of vortex filaments is calculated using the Biot-Savart law. The 
velocity at point P (see figure 2) induced by a spatial straight-line vortex from point A to point B with 
constant strength is 
 e
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Figure 2. Schematic of a straight-line vortex and a point 
However, when a collocation point is very close to the vortex line segment, a very high induced velocity 
will be obtained. In addition, the self-induced velocity has a logarithmic singularity. These two phenomena 
will cause convergence problems. To avoid the numerical problems, a viscous vortex core model is used in 
this paper. The core radius growth similar to the Lamb-Oseen [16] vortex model is used in the Biot-Savart 
law, and modified by an empirical viscous growth model [17]. The core radius model is given by 
 



 Lc rr
42
0                                 (12) 
where 0r  is the vortex core radius at zero wake age, L  Lamb’s constant ( 25643.1L ),   the 
kinematic viscosity of air,   a constant which is of the order of 104. Introducing the Leishman-Bagai [18] 
model, Eq. 11 can be modified as 
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4 44
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                           (13) 
Figure 3 shows the non-dimensional velocity, perpendicular to the vortex ring plane, induced by a vortex 
ring. When the point is very close to the radius position of vortex ring, the absolute values of induced 
velocities, which are calculated by the unmodified formula, increase rapidly. Moreover, a logarithmic 
singularity which is replaced by zero value is obtained at the radius position. Introducing the viscous vortex 
core in the induced velocity solution, the above numerical problems disappear and the values are continuous. 
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Figure 3. Non-dimensional induced velocity distribution in the vortex ring plane 
3．NREL 5-MW WIND TURBINE 
Table 1. Distributed blade aerodynamic properties 
r(m) Chord(m) Twist(m) Relative thickness Airfoil 
1.5000 3.542 13.308 100.00 Cylinder1 
2.8667 3.542 13.308 100.00 Cylinder1 
5.6000 3.854 13.308 90.04  Cylinder1 
8.3333 4.167 13.308 75.59  Cylinder2 
11.7500 4.557 13.308 59.25  DU40 
15.8500 4.652 11.480 46.65  DU35 
19.9500 4.458 10.162 39.03  DU35 
24.0500 4.249 9.011 33.42  DU30 
28.1500 4.007 7.795 28.45  DU25 
32.2500 3.748 6.544 24.55  DU25 
36.3500 3.502 5.361 21.42  DU21 
40.4500 3.256 4.188 19.72  DU21 
44.5500 3.01 3.125 18.00  NACA64 
48.6500 2.764 2.319 18.00  NACA64 
52.7500 2.518 1.526 18.00  NACA64 
56.1667 2.313 0.863 18.00  NACA64 
58.9000 2.086 0.370 18.00  NACA64 
61.6333 1.419 0.106 18.00  NACA64 
63.0000 0.800 0 18.00  NACA64 
To assess offshore wind technology suitable in the shallow and deep waters of offshore sites, the US 
NREL designed the ‘NREL offshore 5-MW baseline wind turbine’ [19], which is now called the NREL 
5-MW wind turbine and is studied as a calculation example in this paper. The radius of NREL 5-MW rotor is 
63 m and the blade has a length of 61.5 m. Table 1 gives the aerodynamic properties at the blade sections. 
The airfoils used in the blade are DU40, DU35, DU30, DU25, DU21 and NACA64, respectively. The lift 
and drag coefficients of these airfoils used in the calculation model are chosen from the reference 19. The 
rotational stall delay has been applied in the lift and drag coefficients for 0° to 90° angles of attack. There is 
no data for the blade thickness, so the relative thickness distribution referring to the other blades is applied to 
this study. 
Assuming the wind turbine is rigid. Six types of the platform motions considered in this study include 
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surge, sway, heave, pitch, roll and yaw, and the definitions of moving directions are showed in figure 4. The 
velocities of blade elements associated with the platform motions are calculated in the FVW model and the 
inflow conditions will be change transiently. 
 
Figure 4. Schematic of platform motions 
4．RESOLUTION PROCESS 
The steady module of the FVW model is executed as follow: 
1 Input the inflow condition and wind turbine parameters; 
2 Calculate initial wake geometry; 
3 Calculate blade condition and trailing vorticity; 
4 Calculate induced velocities at control nodes of vortex filaments; 
5 March the azimuth age. Predict the new wake geometry using Eq. 9; 
6 Calculate induced velocities at blade element control points using the new wake geometry. Calculate 
blade condition and trailing vorticity; 
7 Calculate induced velocities at control nodes of new vortex filaments using the new vorticity; 
8 Correct the wake geometry using Eq. 10; 
9 Calculate induced velocities at blade element control points; 
10 If the azimuth age does not equal to 2 , return to step 3; If the azimuth age equals to 2 , calculate 
the RMS change between wake geometries of this moment and the last period. If the RMS change is less 
than a prescribed tolerance of 10
-4
, convergence is achieved. Otherwise, return to step 3. 
11 Calculate steady performance and export the results. 
The unsteady module of the FVW model is executed as follow: 
1 Execute the steady module; 
2 March the azimuth age. Calculate the inflow condition of this moment; 
3 Predict the new wake geometry using Eq. 9; 
4 Calculate induced velocities at blade element control points using the new wake geometry. Calculate 
blade condition and trailing vorticity; 
5 Calculate induced velocities at control nodes of new vortex filaments using the new vorticity; 
6 Correct the wake geometry using Eq. 10; 
7 Calculate induced velocities at blade element control points. Calculate the blade aerodynamic load and 
rotor performance. 
8 Return to step 2. If the time course is completed, end the model. 
The above whole process of the calculation can be showed in the figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Flow chart of the free vortex wake model 
5．RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 STEADY PERFORMANCE 
The rotor power and rotor thrust of the NREL 5-MW wind turbine are calculated by the present FVW 
model at a number of given, steady, uniform wind speeds. The power production control strategy of this 
wind turbine is pitch-regulated and speed-variable. In the low wind speed regime, first the optimal tip speed 
ratio (TSR) is reached by changing the rotor speed. The optimal TSR is followed to maintain a maximum Cp 
by adjusting the rotor speed until the rated speed wind, above which the rated power and rated rotor speed 
are kept by adjusting blade pitch angle. The control curves of the pitch angle and the rotor speed (see figure 6) 
are from the NREL report [19], and are optimized by the FAST simulator in which BEM theory is used. 
Since there is no experimental data for the NREL 5-MW wind turbine, the results from FAST are used to 
compare with that of this study. 
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Figure 6. Control curves of the pitch angle and the rotor speed 
Figure 7 shows the rotor power as a function of wind speed, in which the black curve is the FAST result 
[19] and the red one is the present FVW result. The rotor power increases cubically with wind speed before 
the rated wind speed. Above the rated wind speed, the rotor power remains at about 5300 kW. The 
agreement between the predicted powers from the FVW and FAST is noted to be very good for the vast 
majority of wind speeds. The pitch regulated curve is based on the BEM theory and is sensitive at the high 
wind speeds, so the rotor power fluctuates after the rated wind speed, and deviates from the FAST results. It 
shows that the pitch regulated curve optimized by the FVW model will be different from that in figure 6. 
Figure 8 shows the rotor thrust as a function of wind speed. The rotor thrust from the FVW model is lower 
than that from FAST in all wind speed region, although the trends of them are the same. The relative 
thickness distributions used in this paper and reference 19 may be different, so the results would not be 
consistent with each other. All of the rotor thrusts from the FVW are lower than those from FAST. This is 
reasonable because that the former only takes into account the viscosity in the vortex core but not in the 
whole flow fields. 
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Figure 7. Rotor power as a function of wind speed 
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Figure 8. Rotor thrust as a function of wind speed 
The comparisons above demonstrate that the FVW model in this paper has the capability of the steady 
aerodynamic calculation for large-scale wind turbines. It is pleasantly surprised that the convergence of 
present D3PC scheme is quite good. The wake geometry can be convergent in a wide range of tip speed 
ratios from 3 to 15. 
5.2 UNSTEADY PERFORMANCE 
Wind turbines operate at all times in an unsteady condition. Factors such as atmospheric turbulence, wind 
shear, and skewed flow, etc., all have significant effects on turbine blade inflow conditions. Additionally, the 
offshore floating wind turbines need consider the factors of floating platform motions. The cumulative effect 
of these phenomena results in the blade experiencing unsteady loading, which plays an important role in both 
the aerodynamic performance of the turbine and the fatigue life of its structure. Obviously, the unsteady 
aerodynamic performance must be well understood before the structural response can be accurately 
determined. 
EXTREME DIRECTION CHANGE (EDC) 
A condition of EDC is simulated at the rated wind speed 11.4m/s in this study. The EDC shall be given by 
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where T  is the duration of the EDC transient and 6T s here. e  is the amplitude of EDC. Figure 9 
shows the EDC from 0 seconds to 60 seconds. Correspondingly, figure 10 shows the time-history of rotor 
power. It is clear that the power output drops rapidly with EDC. At 11t s the wind direction is increased to 
30 degrees. First the power drops from 5350kW to 3725kW and approximately 15s later the power settles at 
a new periodic equilibrium. 
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Figure 9. Time-history of EDC                 Figure 10. Time-history of rotor power 
Figure 11 shows the top view of the blade tip vortex filaments behind the wind turbine at different times. 
Three vortex filaments from three different blades are denoted by different colours. When t = 0s, the wake 
geometry is regular. When the wind direction change starts, the wake moves into a new skewed wake. The 
induced effect between the old regular wake and the new skewed wake occurs, which causes highly unsteady 
loads on the blades. After about 15s, the wake is reorganised and becomes essentially periodic. 
 
                    (a) t = 0s                                  (b) t = 10s 
 
(c) t = 20s                                 (d) t = 40s 
Figure 11. Top view of the blade tip vortex filaments behind the wind turbine 
(a) t = 0s; (b) t = 10s; (c) t = 20s; (d) t = 40s 
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FLOATING PLATFORM MOTIONS 
The resulting FAST-simulated platform kinematics (see figure 12 [12]) of spar-buoy for the rated operating 
condition, lasting 200 s for simulation, was adopted in this study. The inflow condition change of each blade 
element was introduced in the FVW model to calculate the effects due to platform kinematics.  
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Figure 12. Time-history of platform motions of the NREL 5 MW turbine for rated operating condition 
Figure 13 gives the rotor power responses corresponding to the platform kinematics. It is clear that the 
rotor power oscillates at the rated power 5300 kW without any rules. This is reasonable that the platform 
motions of six degrees of freedom (DOFs) are coupled with the inflow conditions. 
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Figure 13. Rotor power response correspond to pitching motion 
 
Figure 14. Lateral view of the blade tip vortex filaments behind the wind turbine at different simulating time 
The tip vortex geometries constantly distort in the simulation process. The lateral view (figure 14) and top 
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view (figure 15) of the blade tip vortex filaments are exported at the time of 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 s. In 
the lateral view, the negative direction of the ordinate actually points upward. Because an average value of 
the angles of pitch DOF is about 5°, the wakes are upward skewed. However, there is no skewed distortion in 
other two rotational DOFs. 
 
Figure 15. Top view of the blade tip vortex filaments behind the wind turbine at different simulating time 
6．CONCLUSIONS 
A new difference approximation, which is called D3PC algorithm, is developed for the FVW method in 
this paper. It is derived from the linear multistep method using the method of undetermined coefficients. The 
D3PC algorithm is a three-step algorithm of third-order accuracy.  
The FVW model has been used to calculate the steady and unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of a 
large-scale offshore floating wind turbine, the NREL offshore 5-MW baseline wind turbine. The wake 
geometry can be convergent in a wide tip speed ratio region from 3 to 15. The steady results are compared 
with the FAST code results. The agreement of the predicted rotor powers between them is noted to be very 
good for the vast majority of wind speeds, while the rotor thrust from the FVW model is lower than that from 
FAST. A condition of EDC is simulated and an overshoot before the next new equilibrium can be observed. 
The wake geometries behind the wind turbine at different times are given and the wake reorganising process 
is observed. For a spar-buoy platform, six DOFs are taken account into the blade inflows. The rotor power 
oscillates at the rated power without any rules and the rotor wakes constantly distort. 
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the impact of wave-induced dynamic effects on the aerodynamic performance of
Offshore Floating Wind Turbines (OFWTs) is crucial towards developing cost-effective floating
wind turbines to harness wind energy in deep water sites. The complexity of the wake of an
OFWT has not yet been fully understood. Measurements and numerical simulations are essen-
tial. An experiment to investigate the aerodynamics of a model OFWT was undertaken at the
University of Malta. Established experimental techniques used to analyse fixed HAWTs were
applied and modified for the floating turbine condition. The effects of wave induced motions
on the rotor aerodynamic variables were analysed in detail. An open source free wake vortex
code was also used to examine whether certain phenomena observed in the experiments could
be reproduced by the code when modelling a full-scale OFWT.
NOMENCLATURE
λ [-] Tip speed ratio
θaz [deg] Blade azimuth angle
θtip [deg] Blade tip pitch angle
ω [Hz] Wave frequency
a1 [-] Axial induction factor
(r,θ ,z) [-] Cylindrical coordinate system
v [m/s] Surge velocity
wa [m/s] Hot wire derived axial velocity relative to the measurement plane
CP [-] Power coefficient
CQ [-] Torque coefficient
CT [-] Thrust coefficient
R [m] Blade tip radius
RSD [-] Relative standard density (standard deviation/mean)
U∞ [m/s] Free stream velocity
U′∞ [m/s] Equivalent free stream velocity
Ve f f x [m/s] Velocity relative to the measurement plane measured by the hot-wire
with orientation x
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been an increase in interest among industry and academia to develop and
commercialise floating wind turbine technologies. It is believed that this technology would in
the future offer enormous possibilities for harvesting wind energy in deep waters cost-effectively
[1] [2]. Lowering the life cycle costs of offshore floating wind turbines (OFWTs) can solely be
achieved if the entire system design is optimised [3]. However studies on the operating and
failure design conditions which are unique to OFWTs have not yet been carried out with a high
level of detail [4]. Such studies are crucial in determining whether conventional methods used
in the modelling of fixed-bottom offshore and onshore wind turbines could be reliably adapted
to model OFWTs.
A number of studies have been carried out on the hydrodynamic aspects namely the influence of
the wave motion on the mooring-line and platform dynamics [5] [6] [7]. Design tools like FAST
developed by NREL have been extended in order to enable the coupled time-domain dynamic
analysis of OFWTs [8]. However the aerodynamics is still based on the Blade Element Momen-
tum (BEM) theory with incorporated models to correct for hub and tip losses, dynamic inflow
and dynamic stall. Sebastian [9] showed that the effect of the platform motion on the rotor’s
aerodynamic performance is not described by the BEM theory in a physically realistic manner.
Due to the limited amount of knowledge available, comparable rotor conditions allow the ad-
vanced aerodynamic models used in the helicopter industry to be implemented in the analysis of
the wake formation of a floating wind turbine. Potential flow methods, for instance, have been
successfully applied by Sebastian and Lackner [10] developing a free wake code to simulate the
wake development of a rotor oscillating under realistic platform motions.
Experimental measurements on both model and full-scale OFWTs are fundamental for validat-
ing numerical tools used to simulate floating rotor aerodynamics. A handful of projects such as
WindFloat [11], Hywind [12] and Sway [13] have been commissioned where prototype OFWTs
are being tested at sea. Similarly a small number of tests on model OFWTs have been carried
out in wind and wave generating facilities [14] [15]. The focus of such experiments was mainly
on the dynamic wind turbine motions and consequently rotor aerodynamic performance under
floating conditions has not yet been investigated. To try and address this issue, recently the
University of Malta (UoM) has carried out extensive power and flow measurements on a small-
scale rigid wind turbine coupled with a tension leg platform (TLP) using a dedicated wind-wave
generating facility.
OFWTWAKE AERODYNAMICS
The helical tip vortex structure is generally the predominant feature determining wind turbine
wake behaviour. At the tip region, the rotor blades have very large pressure gradients resulting
in the tip vortices having high circulation strength and swirl velocities. The result is a strong
rolled-up tip vortex originating from each individual blade [16]. Therefore it is important to
understand the physical development of the tip vortex and the impact that the velocity field in its
vicinity has on the wake induced velocities at the rotor. In the case of OFWTs, the development
of the tip vortices may differ from that of fixed-bottom wind turbines due to periodic changes in
the wind relative to the rotor blades. Variations in the tip vortex pitch, rotor-to-wake and vortex-
to-vortex interactions may lead to a higher uncertainty in determining the power developed by
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the wind turbine rotor. This further emphasises the use of advanced models such as potential
flow models and CFD to investigate these complex phenomena. This paper will therefore seek
to address the following questions:
1. Is there a change in the power characteristics in the case of an OFWT compared to a fixed
wind turbine?
2. Is there a difference in the wake features (tip vortex path, axial inductions) between float-
ing and fixed wind turbines?
3. Do these wake characteristics vary with tip speed ratio thus suggesting that wave induced
effects on the rotor performance are dependent on the latter’s operating condition?
UOM OFWT EXPERIMENT
An experiment on an OFWT model was conducted at the Fluids Laboratory at the University
of Malta. The first phase of the experiment consisted of power measurements while wake mea-
surements were carried out in the second phase. A model floating wind turbine was attached to
a TLP structure and installed in a wind tunnel and water tank respectively as shown in fig. 1.
Details of the main components of the experimental set-up are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the UoM OFWT Experiment
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Wind Turbine Properties
Blade length 0.2 m
Hub radius 0.03 m
Rotor diameter 0.46 m
Aerofoil type S3034
Tower height 1.2 m
Chord type constant
Chord length 0.04 m
Blade twist 1.2 ◦/cm
Platform Properties
Type Tension-Leg Platform
Maximum diameter 0.26 m
Height 0.6 m
Wind Tunnel Properties
Configuration Open-Jet Suction type
Test Section diameter 0.9 m
Maximum test section velocity 13 ± 0.1 m/s
Wave Generator Properties
Wave type One dimensional intermediate/deep waves
Wave tank dimensions 8 x 0.75 m
Water depth 0.87 m
Sensory equipment
Platform surge Multi-turn potentiometer
Wave height Multi-turn potentiometer
Torque Omega TQ513-012 electric torque meter
Wake velocity Auspex U-Wire Probe (AHWU-100)
Rotor frequency Incremental digital rotary encoder
Rotor frequency control PID controller
Data acquisition device SCC-68 I/O
Interfacing software LabVIEW R©
Table 1: Details of UoM OFWT experimental setup
PHASE I: POWERMEASUREMENTS
(a) METHODOLOGY
The first phase of the experiment was directed towards obtaining platform motion, rotor torque
and frequency measurements under different wave and turbine operating conditions. This data
was compared to the fixed platform condition. Blockage effects were assessed by applying the
actuator disk method presented by Mikkelson [17]: for U′∞/U∞ < 1.02, a θtip of greater than 6◦
together with a CT of less than 0.6 had to be maintained. In fact for the fixed platform condition,
good agreement in the CP and CQ curves was obtained between experimental measurements and
simulations using GH Bladed. For all measurement runs, a sampling frequency of 100 Hz and
a total of 1000 data samples were recorded. Four different one dimensional wave frequencies
were considered: 0.36, 0.43, 0.67 and 0.83 Hz. The chosen frequencies were within the range of
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the system natural frequency which was found to be around 0.51 Hz. These frequencies trans-
late into peak surge velocities of 0.06, 0.17, 0.28 and 0.11 m/s respectively. With the tension
leg platform, the most predominant degree of freedom was the translation in the wave direction
(surge). The maximum translation normal to the wave direction (heave) was found to be only
1.2% of the peak-to-peak surge displacement while the remaining degrees of freedom (pitch,
roll, yaw and sway) could be assumed to be negligible. In order to derive the OFWT perfor-
mance characteristics for all wave conditions over a range of λ , the wind tunnel speed was kept
constant at 8 m/s ±5% while the rotor speed was varied over the range of 360 - 1800 rpm.
Wind turbine performance characteristics are determined by non-dimensional parameters such
as CP and CQ. For fixed wind turbines the extracted power or torque is related to the available
kinetic energy of the wind intersecting the wind turbine rotor. In the case of OFWT, the addition
of the wave induced velocity component would technically contribute to the available kinetic
energy relative to the turbine blades. Bayati et al [18] for instance analysed the power charac-
teristics on an OFWT (with the use of a moving platform structure) with respect to the apparent
wind. However in order to deduce the effect that different wave frequencies have on the aerody-
namic power output at different λ the surge velocity was not included in the definitions of CQ
and CP (see eqns. 1 and 2 respectively).
CQ =
Q
1
2ρA(U∞)2R
(1)
CP =
QΩ
1
2ρA(U∞)3
(2)
(b) RESULTS
The relative standard deviation of the rotor frequency and the free stream velocity was kept be-
low 1% and 3.5% respectively. Fig. 2 shows that there is no appreciable difference in the mean
CP and CQ at the different wave conditions at low tip speed ratio. At high tip speed ratios where
the rotor operates in attached flow, a slight difference in the mean CP and CQ among the test
wave frequencies is evident.
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Figure 2: Measured power and torque characteristic curves for different wave frequencies
(0.16 < CT < 0.32)
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The relative standard deviation in torque readings was examined to investigate whether the
torque variations increase at high λ . Fig. 3 shows that the torque variations were not affected by
changes in the surge frequency. Although an increase in torque fluctuations was to be expected
for the floating platform compared to the fixed platform condition, variations in the aerodynamic
loads could not be excluded. However the limited sensitivity of the torque sensor together with
the inertia of the rotary system would have likely made it very difficult to measure the small
variations in the aerodynamic torque as a result of surge frequency on such a small rotor.
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Figure 3: Relative standard deviation of torque against λ
PHASE II: WAKE MEASUREMENTS
(a) METHODOLOGY
In the second phase of the experiment, velocity measurements in the near wake of the rotor
at different λ were carried out for both fixed and floating platform conditions. Wake velocity
measurements using single probe hot wire anemometry were based on the traditional method
applied in similar experiments conducted by Haans et al [19]. This involves measurements to
be taken at three hot wire orientations for each spatial location. This method was implemented
in the UoM OFWT experiment in order to obtain the three dimensional velocity components at
intermittent radial locations within the range of 0.35 <r/R < 1.3 along two measurement planes
located downstream at z/R = 0.17 and 0.34. For this method speed and angular calibration of
the single wire probe were required before readings at three different probe orientations at each
spatial location could be obtained. For a given (r,θ ,z) location a total of 36000 hot wire samples
(1 sample every 1◦ of blade azimuth) were taken for the fixed platform condition while a 60
second measurement run was executed for the floating platform condition (ca. 50 surge cycles
and 800 rotor revolutions).
The major constraint when using only a normal hot wire probe is the inability to simultaneously
deduce the direction of the 3D velocity components. Furthermore during floating conditions,
the surge displacement is introduced as an additional independent variable. Due to the fact that
simultaneous measurements of the three hot wire orientations was not possible, the wake at any
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position within the fluid stream was assumed to be periodic. However in order to deduce the
3D velocity components, both θaz and the surge position have to be equal for the three hot wire
signals, Ve f f1,2,3. Zero-phase digital filtering was applied to the hot wire data using a second
order Butterworth function, in order to eliminate the high frequency noise from the signal. The
data was binned to obtain the Ve f f1,2,3 measured by the hot wire to derive the instantaneous ef-
fective velocity for a given rotor frequency, r/R, z/R, surge position, surge direction, and θaz. For
each selected surge location a tolerance of ± 2 mm was used. It should also be noted that since
surge is a vector the algorithm had to differentiate between different surge positions where the
platform is either moving upstream and downstream.
Figure 4: Flowchart of the hot-wire measurements algorithm
(b) RESULTS
With the algorithm discussed previously the velocity data measured in the three hot wire orien-
tations was sorted according to θaz, surge position and direction. Hence the magnitude of the
axial, tangential and radial near-wake velocity components could be deduced. This could have
only been achieved through a high repeatability (0.9 %RSD) in the peak-to-peak surge displace-
ment. Due to the inability of the single hot wire to deduce changes in flow direction only the
axial velocity was considered for the subsequent analysis.
The flow measurements were taken below, above and at the optimum tip speed ratio (λ = 2.5,
3.7, 3.2) for a θtip of 11◦ and U∞ of 8 m/s. At these operating conditions, the measured CT
ranges from 0.3 to 0.32 when the platform is fixed. Furthermore the Reynolds Number of the
rotor at the 0.7R location, as defined by Vermeer [20], reaches a maximum of 55600 at λ =
3.7. In the case of the floating platform condition a wave frequency of 0.83 Hz was considered.
The limitations in rotor frequency and wind tunnel size, requiring a low CT to be maintained to
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minimize blockage effects, consequently constrained the operating Re0.7R to relatively low val-
ues. This may have provided for higher viscous effects compared to what is encountered during
full-scale wind turbine conditions.
The axial velocity patterns obtained in this study are similar to other hot wire experiments carried
out at TUDelft by Vermeer [20], Haans et al [19] and Sant [21]. The periodic fluctuations in the
axial induction factor (see eqn. 3) brought about by the passage of the 2 blades are evident
while the tip vortex path could be detected when the hot wire probe is traversed across the wake
boundary (see fig. 5).
a1 = 1− waU∞ (3)
Figure 5: Surface plot of a1 (see eqn. 3) against θaz and r/R for λ = 3.2,
ω = 0.83 Hz, surge position = 30 mm, and z/R = 0.17 and 0.35
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Figure 6
Analysis of the tip vortex pitch was carried out by considering the parameter τ: the time taken
for the detection of the tip vortex, shed by a particular blade, relative to the θaz = 0 position of
that same blade. The axial velocity signal outward of the tip vortex path (r/R=1.1) was used to
determine the θaz,pk at which a sharp peak in the velocity signal occurs (see fig. 6a). τ could thus
be determined from the product of θaz,pk and the sampling frequency. τ was analysed in order
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to determine whether its distribution characteristics vary between the fixed and floating condi-
tions. No difference was found in the skewness of the distribution however a higher kurtosis was
observed at random surge locations for the floating condition compared to the fixed condition.
This provides evidence that aperiodicity in the tip vortex passage axially downstream was not
detected. The mean and deviations from the mean of τ for different surge positions and λ were
also investigated as shown in fig. 6b. The difference in the mean of τ at the neutral surge location
(-7.5mm) when the platform was moving upstream and downstream was found to be less than
1%. Moreover the 95% confidence limits do not vary substantially with both surge location and
λ .
The time taken by the tip vortex to be detected by the hot wire from z/R = 0.17 to 0.35 was anal-
ysed by considering dτ deduced from dθaz,pk shown in fig. 6a. A difference in the mean of dτ
among the surge locations considered was less than 3%. Therefore no substantial information
was found with regards to possible changes in the tip vortex path in a direction parallel to the
oncoming wind. However from fig. 5 it should be noted that the tip vortex core itself was not
detected and hence the peak in the velocity only signifies a certain position within the tip vortex
outer radius.
Further investigation was directed towards the magnitude of the axial velocity induced by the
tip vortex passage at θaz,pk. As shown in fig. 7a, for all λ investigated under floating conditions
it was found that the peak axial velocity magnitude varied periodically with a frequency corre-
sponding to the platform surge frequency and a maximum amplitude of 0.25 m/s. This effect
may be linked to the addition of the surge velocity to the effective wind relative to both the
OFWT and the hot wire. However it should be noted that a maximum amplitude of the surge
velocity was only 0.11 m/s which may suggest the occurrence of indirect effects of the surge
velocity on the wake aerodynamics. Therefore although temporal variations in the tip vortex
transport velocity in the axial direction and hence the tip vortex pitch were not established from
the hot wire measurements, platform oscillations may result in fluctuations in the strength of the
trailing tip vortices. Moreover such fluctuations may also result from radial changes to the he-
lical vortex path, that is, periodic compression and expansion of the path’s diameter. Capturing
such radial variations is practically not possible with a single hot wire probe.
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Figure 7
The effect of the surge velocity on the near-wake flow characteristics was also analysed by con-
sidering the variations in the axial wake velocity at (z/R = 0.17,0.35) against r/R and θaz. In
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order to describe the hot wire velocity measurements relative to the resultant wind intersecting
the blade, the surge velocity vector was deducted from wa as shown in fig. 7b.
Fig. 7b clearly shows that the axial wake velocity varies with surge location. This phenomenon
was observed for all λ where an average difference in the axial wake velocity of 17% was
obtained. Therefore despite of the fact that for each surge location the average surge velocity
was deducted from wa, a high variation in the axial wake velocity was still obtained. In fact the
maximum surge velocity measured at the base of the tower (0.11 m/s) was only a small fraction
of the relative wind speed. It has yet to be investigated whether such an occurrence is due to
complex wake phenomena which are unable to be detected by a single probe hot wire.
FREE-WAKE VORTEX SIMULATIONS
An advanced numerical model was used to verify and obtain a better understanding about the
physical observations obtained from the UoM OFWT experiment. The Wake Induced Dynamic
Simulator (WinDS) developed at the University of Massachusetts and written by Sebastian and
Lackner [10] [22] was used to analyse the wake formation of a full-size OFWT subjected to real-
istic platform oscillations. The free wake vortex code is based on the lifting line theory validated
with the MEXICO and TUDelft experiments for fixed wind turbine rotors. The simulations were
carried out by considering the NREL 5MW turbine with a TLP structure designed by MIT. To
simplify the analysis, a flat plate aerofoil was used throughout the entire blade span. The plat-
form surge motion was specified by fitting a 1D sinusoidal equation to the FAST simulated MIT
TLP response [9]. This sinusoidal fit (frequency of 0.016 Hz and amplitude 0.435 m) for the
surge displacement as function of time was prescribed to the free wake vortex model. Shaft
tilt and turbine pre-coning were also neglected while the Scully viscous core model was used.
The simulations were set at the rated velocity of 11 m/s while varying the rotor frequency and
hence also λ . For the fixed platform conditions a number of time steps equivalent to 10 rotor
revolutions were set while 1 surge cycle was simulated in the case of the floating condition. The
simulations were run on Albert, a super-computing cluster situated at UoM.
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Figure 8: WinDS simulation results
From fig. 8a it can be seen that as opposed to the results of the UoM OFWT experiment, surge-
induced fluctuations in the aerodynamic torque are evident and account to an RSD of 1% at
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λ = 7. This further verifies the limitations mentioned in the results of Phase I. The time lag
between the surge displacement and the torque also shows the importance of investigating the
effect of stability on the OFWT performance. Fig. 8b shows that at high λ a difference in CP
emerges between the fixed and floating conditions. While this may suggest that the blade-wake
interactions have a considerable effect on the wind turbine aerodynamics, the higher standard
deviation in CP shows that at high λ the accuracy of the chosen viscous core and vortex core
growth models together with the numerical integration scheme needs to be analysed in detail.
CONCLUSIONS
From experimental results on a model OFWT evidence of wake-induced torque fluctuations was
not found. This was likely due to the fact that the experiment was undertaken at low CT and Re
values. On the other hand numerical simulations on a full size OFWT under realistic conditions
proved the existence of fluctuations in the aerodynamic torque under one dimensional platform
surge motions. From the UoM OFWT experiment variations in the mean and distribution of the
tip vortex path in a direction parallel to the oncoming wind between fixed and floating conditions
were found to be minimal. However the wave-induced effects on a1 were found to be substantial.
Moreover higher variations in the mean CP between the floating and fixed conditions at higher
λ were observed in both the experiment and the numerical simulations. Further analysis on
the wake development of an OFWT using free-wake vortex models will shed more light on the
results presented in this paper.
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ABSTRACT
This paper tackles the numerical modelling of fluid-structure interactions in the context of float-
ing wind turbines. Two finite-element models are coupled in order to represent the mutual
interactions between fluids and floating solids. The fluid-dynamics model ‘Fluidity-ICOM’ [15,
17] solves the Navier–Stokes equations on a fluid mesh covering the whole computational do-
main (containing both fluids and solids), whereas a super-imposed solid mesh represents the
solid structures. The solid dynamics is solved using the finite-discrete element model (femdem)
‘Y3D’ [25]. The fluid and solid meshes are both unstructured. The fluid model can further re-
fine dynamically the regions of high shear, through mesh adaptivity. The effect of the solid on
the fluid dynamics, and vice-versa, is modelled through a volumetric penalty force added to the
momentum balances of the fluids and solids. In order to satisfy the action-reaction principle at
a discrete level, a supermesh [6] is constructed from the intersections between fluid and solid
meshes. This enables: (i) arbitrarily-high orders of representation of the discrete fields, and (ii)
different representations of the discrete fields on each mesh [23]. The present models are applied
to two different cases. First, a fixed actuator-disc representing a wind turbine is subjected to a
uniform flow. The numerical results obtained for different mesh resolutions and thrust coeffi-
cients are compared with a semi-analytical solution [4]. It is highlighted how adapting the mesh
dynamically to the curvatures of the velocity and pressure fields predicts well the velocity deficit
induced by the disc. Second, the dynamics of a buoyant pile is analysed when placed at the
interface between air and water. It is qualitatively shown that the numerical solution provided
by the coupled models satisfies Archimedes’ principle. This work is a first-step towards the
fully-coupled simulation of offshore wind turbines supported by a floating spar.
INTRODUCTION
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The numerical modelling of fluid-structure interactions is important in the context of renewable
energy production using offshore floating devices. This work targets floating wind turbines,
where a floating pile supports the wind turbine and is moored to the seabed. Such devices are
attractive in deep seas (typically deeper than 50 metres), where bottom-mounted foundations
are too expensive. The numerical modelling of floating wind turbines is very challenging due
to the dynamic interactions between the moving air-water and fluid-solid interfaces, and the
presence of solid components of different physical properties. Numerical models are attractive
in studying such coupled fluid-solid problems, because they can analyse different configurations
while limiting expensive laboratory testing. A number of numerical methods exists to analyse
the behaviour of fixed or floating structures, including: (i) linear radiation-diffraction codes, (ii)
inviscid fully-nonlinear models (typically based on a velocity potential formulation), and (iii)
viscous fully-nonlinear models (for solving the Navier–Stokes equations) [21]. The latter are
particularly suitable for investigating extreme wind and wave conditions, for which the effects
of fluid viscosity and air entrainment are important. In the case of floating bodies, the mutual
interactions between fluids and solids further require the fluid- and solid- dynamics equations to
be coupled [22]. The coupling can be achieved using either a single or multiple models. Two
separate models, based on different spatial and temporal discretisations, are used in this work.
On the one hand, the Navier–Stokes equations governing the fluid dynamics are solved using
the open-source finite-element model ‘Fluidity-ICOM’ [15, 17]. The solution is computed on a
fluid mesh, which covers the whole computational domain (containing both fluids and solids).
In the regions covered by the solids, the effect of the solids on the fluid dynamics is accounted
for as an additional force in the momentum equations. The volumetric force aims at relaxing
the behaviours of the fluids and solids to one another in the regions covered by the solids. This
methodology underpins the so-called immersed boundary method [8, 12, 14, 16]. On the other
hand, the finite-discrete element model (femdem) ‘Y3D’ [25] solves the non-linear dynamics of
solid structures. The latter are meshed separately using a so-called solid mesh. The fluid and
solid meshes are both unstructured. The regions occupied by the solids are identified by mapping
the solid mesh onto the fluid mesh. A solid-concentration field is thus defined on the fluid mesh.
The volumetric force representing the effect of the solid on the fluid dynamics, and vice-versa,
is also projected between both meshes. A novel algorithm was recently developed in order to
ensure that the action-reaction principle is satisfied at a discrete level during the projections [23].
As opposed to other existing techniques, the algorithm enables: (i) arbitrarily high orders of
representation of the discrete fields, and (ii) different representations of the discrete fields in
each model. The present coupling algorithm presents further advantages. Firstly, the use of
two meshes allows for the resolution to be tailored to the specific needs of the fluids and solids.
Secondly, the present method does not yield ill-posed problems in the resolution of the Navier–
Stokes equations, when multiple solids become arbitrarily close to one another. Lastly, the
fluid mesh can be refined at the fluid-structure interfaces, which are tracked accurately as the
solids move. The interactions between two fluids (e.g. air and water) are modelled by solving
an advection-diffusion equation for a fluid-concentration field. The latter is represented by a
piecewise-constant field over the finite elements. The present interface-tracking method [24]
assumes that the fluid phases are immiscible.
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NUMERICAL FORMULATION
Governing equations
Figure 1 illustrates the typical sequence of steps when modelling fluid-structure interactions in
this study. The flow problem is solved over an extended domain V =Vf ∪Vs (step 1 in Figure 1),
where the fluid domain is Vf and the solid regions are denoted by Vs. As explained in the
previous section, the Navier–Stokes equations are solved on a fluid mesh covering the extended
domain V . However, in the regions covered by the solids, the behaviours of the fluids and solids
are relaxed to one another. This requires modifying the equations in two ways. First, they are
expressed in terms of a monolithic velocity field u = α f u f +αsus, where u f and us are the fluid
and solid velocities, and αi = Vi/V denotes the volume-fraction field (subscript f for the fluids
and s for the solids). Second, a penalty force is added to the momentum balance, in order to
relax the monolithic and solid velocities to one another in Vs. The governing continuity and
momentum equations are
∇ ·u = 0, (1)
and
ρ
∂u
∂ t
+ρ(u ·∇)u =−∇p+∇ · (2µS)+B+Ff , (2)
where ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure field, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, S is
the deviatoric part of the strain-rate tensor, B represents external body forces (e.g. buoyancy),
and Ff is the penalty force. The latter aims at discretely relaxing the velocities at the fluid-solid
interfaces, and can be expressed as
Ff = βαsα f (us−u f ), (3)
where β = ρ/∆t is a factor that dictates how fast the fluid and solid velocities relax to one
another, and ∆t is the time step. At a discrete level, the product of volume fractions in Eq. (3)
weakly enforces the relaxation condition at the fluid-solid interface. Since the fluid-dynamics
equations are solved for the monolithic velocity u instead of u f , Eq. (3) is written as
Ff = β (αsus−αsu), (4)
by using the definition of the monolithic velocity. In this work, the open-source model ‘Fluidity-
ICOM’ [15, 17] is used to solve the fluid-dynamics equations.
The solid-dynamics equations are solved using the finite-discrete element model (femdem)
‘Y3D’ [25] on a separate solid mesh covering solely the solid domain Vs (step 3 in Figure 1).
The solid-dynamics equations are expressed as
L ds +Fint = Fext +Fc +Fs, (5)
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where ds denotes the solid displacement, L is an operator dependent on the velocity gradient,
Fint stands for the internal forces, Fc is the contact force when multiple solids impact on each
other, and Fext is the external force including the surface traction force and the body forces.
Details about these forces are given in [25]. The action-reaction force due to the surrounding
fluid is denoted by Fs. Because fluids and solids interact, this force has to be exchanged between
both models at every time interval (steps 2 and 4 in Figure 1). Importantly, certain conditions
need to be ensured at the fluid-solid interface. For example, Newton’s third law states that the
total force acting on the fluids should equal the total force acting on the solids, the two forces
being oriented in opposite directions, i.e.∫
V
Ff dV =−
∫
Vs
FsdVs. (6)
The present algorithm ensures that this condition is satisfied at a discrete level. The force transfer
is performed in two distinct steps, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The part of the force depending on the
monolithic velocity, i.e. F1 =−βαsu in Eq. (3), is exchanged from fluid to solid model. It is first
computed on a supermesh [6, 7], which is formed from the intersections between fluid and solid
meshes, and then projected to the fluid and solid meshes using a Galerkin projection (Fig. 2).
As shown in the literature [23], this ensures that the volume integral of F1 is identical on both
meshes, independently of: (i) the mesh resolutions, and (ii) the polynomial orders of the basis
functions on each mesh. The part dependent on the solid velocity, i.e. F2 = βαsus in Eq. (3),
is transferred from solid to fluid model. Because the solid mesh lies within the fluid mesh, a
Galerkin projection of F2 from solid to fluid mesh satisfies the same conservation property [23].
The number of solid time-steps per fluid time-step is usually greater than one, in order to resolve
stresses propagating inside the solids. Thus, the force F2 is averaged over the solid time-steps
before being transferred to the fluid model.
Mesh adaptivity
The fluid model has the capability of optimising the mesh regularly in time, in order to refine the
spatial resolution around certain flow features. In this work, mesh refinement tracks the small-
scale dynamics developing in the turbine wake, while the mesh is coarsened far from the turbine.
Details on the mesh-adaptivity procedure in ‘Fluidity-ICOM’ can be found in the literature [7,
10]. In this work, the mesh is adapted on two fields (i.e. velocity and pressure), as detailed in the
next section. The desired geometric properties of the new mesh is described by a metric, which
is a symmetric positive-definite tensor field. The metric is computed from the Hessian H of the
solution field and a user-defined weight ε , i.e.
M = det|H(x)|− 14+n |H(x)|
ε(x)
, (7)
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Figure 1: Typical sequence of steps (numbered from 1 to 4) required when modelling fluid-solid
interactions using two distinct models.
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Figure 2: Coupling procedure between the finite-element models, with an illustration of a super-
mesh portion.
where n is the dimension of the space and the modified Hessian |H| is
|H(x)|= Q(x)T |Λ(x)|Q(x), |Λ(x)|i j =
{
|λi(x)| if i = j,
0 if i 6= j. (8)
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In Eq. (8), {λi} are the eigenvalues of the Hessian, Q is the matrix of normalised eigenvectors,
and the superscript T stands for the transpose. A metric is constructed for each of the fields
on which adaptivity is performed, and the global metric is obtained from the superposition of
each metric. The metrics provide a bound for the L2 norm of the solution’s interpolation error,
whose target value is ε . The mesh is modified through optimisation, by minimising the error
between the current size and shape of the elements and the values encoded in the global metric.
The adaptivity procedure consists in generating a meshM , such that every edge v has unit edge
length when measured with respect to the metric M, i.e.
‖v‖M =
√
vT Mv = 1 ∀v ∈M . (9)
According to Eq. (7), the mesh is refined for high curvatures in the chosen field (i.e. large
eigenvalues) or small values of the field weight ε . Conversely, the mesh is coarsened in regions
of low curvature in the field or if the field weight is increased. In this study, mesh adaptivity is
controlled solely by the target value ε of the L2 norm of the solution’s interpolation error.
RESULTS
Uniform flow past a fixed actuator-disc
Wind turbines can be parameterised by thin discs, over which a thrust force is uniformly spread.
The force acting on the fluid is derived from the actuator-disc theory [4], which assumes that the
flow is homogeneous, incompressible, steady, friction-less and that no external force acts on the
fluid up- or down-stream of the rotor. The thrust force is given by
T =
1
2
ρu20AdCT , (10)
where CT is the thrust coefficient of the wind turbine, Ad is the frontal-area of the disc of diameter
D, and u0 is the far-upstream velocity. The disc area, thrust coefficient, and fluid density, are
input parameters of the model. The far-upstream velocity u0 is calculated at every iteration of
the fluid-dynamics model, as
u0 =
ud
1−a , (11)
where ud is the numerical velocity probed at the disc, and a is the axial-induction factor [4]
defined as
a =
1
2
(
1−
√
1−CT
)
. (12)
Existing studies on flows past actuator discs include: (i) semi-analytical solutions for the uniform
potential flow past an infinitely-thin disc [4], (ii) computational fluid dynamics simulations of
turbine wakes, for example [11, 19, 20], and (iii) experimental investigations in wind tunnels
and wave tanks, e.g. [5, 9, 13]. The actuator-disc parameterisation of wind turbine however
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presents certain limitations, including the absence of swirl and tip vortices induced in the flow.
This representation is thus unsuitable for computing the aerodynamics and aero-elasticity of
a three-bladed rotor under realistic conditions. However, it is often adopted when modelling
farms of wind turbines, for which the intermediate- and far- wake regions are of interest, see
for example [2, 3, 18]. The actuator-disc representation is chosen in this study for two reasons.
First, the purpose is to validate the model on flows where a semi-analytical solution exists. At
this stage, the aero-elasticity of realistic rotors is not discussed and is the subject of future work.
Second, there is a rising interest for modelling farms of tidal turbines using ‘Fluidity-ICOM’,
in which case coupling an actuator-disc model with a hydrodynamic model for the ocean is
important. Because this paper considers a uniform flow without using turbulence model, the
numerical results are solely compared with the semi-analytical solutions [4]. However, ongoing
work focuses on non-uniform flows and high Reynolds numbers, to enable comparisons with
experimental studies. In this paper, fixed turbines are considered in order to validate the model.
Thus, the solid model does not solve the solid-dynamics equations. However, two meshes are
used as described in the previous section: the fluid mesh covers the whole computational domain,
while the solid mesh only discretises the disc. A solid-concentration field is defined on the fluid
mesh, in order to identify the region occupied by the disc. The solid concentration is obtained
by projecting a unitary field from solid to fluid mesh using a Galerkin projection. The thrust
force acting on the fluid is spread uniformly across the disc. The disc centre is placed at 20D
from the domain outlet, and 5D from the inlet and sides. The disc axis is aligned with the
flow. The Reynolds number is set to ReD = ρu0D/µ = 103, and three values of the thrust
coefficients are considered (CT = 0.2;0.45;0.7). Table 1 summarises the simulation parameters,
where ∆ is the disc thickness, N is the number of mesh nodes at steady state, le is the minimum
length of the mesh edges, Le is the maximum length of the mesh edges, and E∆p indicates the
relative error between the numerical and theoretical values of the pressure drop at the disc, when
the steady state in reached. All the simulations are ran on 32 processing cores. The typical
computational times, for running a non-dimensional time of Tu0/D = 50, vary from 80 hours
(non-adaptive cases) to 290 hours (adaptive cases). The higher run times are obtained at large
thrust coefficients and small disc thickness. In all the simulations, the time step is such that
the Courant number is fixed at 0.3. The velocity and pressure fields are further represented
by continuous piecewise-linear functions over the elements (P1 finite elements). Simulations
without dynamic re-meshing (i.e. non-adaptive) are labelled by NA in Tab. 1. In these cases,
the mesh is generated by initially setting the interpolation error on the solid-concentration field
to εαs = 0.02, and keeping the mesh unchanged throughout the simulations. By contrast, for
the simulations with dynamic re-meshing (labelled by A), the fluid mesh is re-generated at a
non-dimensional period of Tu0/D = 1. The mesh modifications are such that the interpolation
error on the pressure and velocity fields equals εp,u = 0.05. This yields mesh refinement around
the disc and in its wake. Snapshots of the mesh in the x− y plane (coloured by the streamwise
velocity field) are shown in Fig. 3, without (top) and with (bottom) mesh adaptivity. The role of
mesh adaptivity is particularly apparent in the disc wake.
Table 1 highlights that, for a given thrust coefficient, the magnitude of E∆p systematically
decreases when the disc thickness decreases. This is expected since the theoretical value of the
pressure drop is derived in the limit of infinitely thin discs. Also, E∆p is not significantly affected
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Case Adaptivity ∆/D CT N ×105 le/D Le/D E∆p (%)
NA-T1 No 0.1 0.2 4.9 0.012 1.7 -8.6
NA-T1 No 0.1 0.4 4.9 0.012 1.7 -7.7
NA-T1 No 0.1 0.7 4.9 0.012 1.7 -5.8
NA-T05 No 0.05 0.2 4.9 0.012 1.7 -1.8
NA-T05 No 0.05 0.4 4.9 0.012 1.7 0
NA-T05 No 0.05 0.7 4.9 0.012 1.7 3.9
A-T1 Yes 0.1 0.2 7.2 0.022 0.72 -5.3
A-T1 Yes 0.1 0.4 11.1 0.015 0.71 -7.4
A-T1 Yes 0.1 0.7 13.7 0.01 0.69 -6.2
A-T05 Yes 0.05 0.2 7.4 0.016 0.71 -2.3
A-T05 Yes 0.05 0.4 8.6 0.01 0.68 -1
A-T05 Yes 0.05 0.7 12.7 0.01 0.69 -4
Table 1: Summary of the parameters and results when simulating flow past a fixed actuator-disc.
by mesh adaptivity, for a given thrust coefficient and disc thickness. This is explained by the
fact that adaptivity mainly changes the mesh in the turbine wake, rather than in the disc vicinity
(Fig. 3). The streamwise evolution of the streamwise velocity at the disc centreline ux(x,r = 0)
is shown in Fig. 4, for CT = 0.2 (top left), CT = 0.45 (top right), and CT = 0.7 (bottom left). The
disc is located at x/D = 0. For each value of the thrust coefficient, results are shown without and
with mesh adaptivity. Two values of the disc thickness are also considered: ∆/D = 0.1 (labelled
by T1) and ∆/D = 0.05 (labelled by T05). The numerical results are compared with the cor-
responding semi-analytical solution [4], which is shown by a continuous line. In all cases, the
numerical results agree well will the theoretical predictions in the near-wake (x/D< 3). Without
mesh adaptivity, the streamwise velocity ux(x,r = 0) underestimates the theoretical solution for
3 < x/D < 10, and overestimates the velocity deficit for x/D > 10. These discrepancies are due
to an under-resolution of the flow field in the wake, when a fixed mesh is used. They disappear
with mesh adaptivity. The numerical results obtained with mesh adaptivity exhibit the correct ve-
locity deficit, which extends up to approximately x/D≈ 10. Further downstream, wake recovery
occurs due to the effect of the fluid viscosity in the numerical simulations. No wake recovery is
observed in the theoretical results, which are derived under the inviscid approximation. Further-
more, results are rather insensitive to the value of the disc thickness, for the range considered in
this study. It is worth noting that this study focuses on the validation of the actuator-disc model
using the present dual-mesh approach, rather than on the adequacy of the model to represent
turbine wakes. Unlike flow past three-bladed rotors, the present parameterisation presents cer-
tain limitations, including the absence of swirl and tip vortices induced in the flow. The analysis
of other turbine models accounting for these effects is beyond the scope of this study. Figure 4
(bottom right) shows the streamwise evolution of the streamwise velocity, ux(x,r = D), away
from the disc centreline and using mesh adaptivity. The numerical value of the velocity peak,
which occurs at x/D≈ 1/2, tends to overestimate the theoretical prediction, particularly at large
thrust coefficients. This results from the entrainment of surrounding fluid, which is enhanced by
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Figure 3: Numerical mesh, coloured by the streamwise velocity field, in the x− y plane: non-
adaptive (top), adaptive (bottom). The black area represents the disc.
the viscous nature of the fluid in the numerical simulations. Results without adaptivity are not
shown for brevity and because the under-resolution of the shear layer developing at the disc tip
causes spurious oscillations in the streamwise velocity in the wake at r = D. The extension to
higher Reynolds numbers and other turbine models is the subject of future work.
Truncated pile floating at an air-water interface
The previous section demonstrated the applicability of the coupling algorithm to model fixed
turbines using an actuator-disc parameterisation. In this section, the dynamic response of a
floating pile is analysed when placed at the interface between two fluids of different physical
properties. As discussed previously, a fluid mesh covers the whole computational domain and
a solid mesh discretises the pile. In this case, the mutual interactions between fluids and solids
further require to solve both the fluid- and solid- dynamics equations. The interface between the
fluids is modelled using a tracking method. The fluid phases are assumed to be immiscible and a
volume-fraction field α f is associated with each fluid. The volume-fraction fields vary between
0 and 1, and they collectively sum to unity across the domain. The fluid interface is tracked in
time by solving an advection-diffusion equation for α f . A flux-limiting scheme is used to re-
place the need for interface reconstruction and particle tracking [24]. This greatly simplifies the
interface-tracking method on unstructured meshes. Consistent discretisations for the momen-
tum and material advection steps further ensure conservation of α f . The advection-diffusion
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Figure 4: Streamwise evolution of the streamwise velocity ux(x): at r = 0 for CT = 0.2 (top
left), at r = 0 for CT = 0.45 (top right), at r = 0 for CT = 0.7 (bottom left), at r = D for CT =
0.2;0.45;0.7 (bottom right).
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Figure 5: Dynamics of a truncated pile placed at an air-water interface: t = 0s (top), t = 2s
(centre), t = 10s (bottom).
equation is solved on a dual control-volume mesh, for a piecewise-constant representation of the
volume-fraction fields. The advective fluxes are limited using the HyperC approach [24], and
the Bassi-Rebay discretisation scheme is used for the diffusion term [1]. The velocity field is
piecewise constant over the elements (P0 discretisation), while the pressure field varies linearly
(P1 discretisation). The extension to higher-order finite-element pairs for velocity and pressure
is the subject of future work.
The pile of diameter D and length 4D is centred in a box of edge length 20D. The top
half of the box is filled with air (ρ1 = 1.2kg ·m−3, µ1 = 18.27µPa · s) and the bottom half with
water (ρ2 = 1000kg ·m−3, µ2 = 1.002mPa · s). The pile density is uniform and equals half
the water density. The simulation is ran on one CPU and requires approximately 15 hours of
run time per second of physical time. The fluids are initially still and the pile lies vertically
across the fluid interface (Figure 5, top). Because the pile position is not stable, it starts moving
in heave before toppling over (Figure 5, centre). The pile eventually lies horizontally after
approximately four seconds of physical time. It however continues to pitch slightly around the
equilibrium position, which is horizontal and half submerged in water following Archimedes’
principle (Fig. 5, bottom). This is possibly due to a low level of accuracy in the numerical
representation of the interface, and is the subject of further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a novel coupling algorithm between two finite-element models is applied to the
simulation of: (i) flow past a fixed turbine represented by an actuator disc, and (ii) a truncated
pile floating at the interface between air and water. The coupling approach is novel in that spatial
conservation is verified independently of the mesh resolution and the types of mesh used in both
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models. To the authors’ knowledge, previous studies enabling spatial conservation are limited in
terms of mesh shape at the fluid-solid interface (e.g. coinciding meshes in both models) and/or
level of representation of the discrete fields. The present method is also very versatile, since the
use of two distinct models allows specific numerical requirements to be met for each material.
This paper shows the suitability of the present immersed-body approach, based on two sepa-
rate meshes for the fluids and solids, to study flows past wind turbines. Good agreement between
the theory and simulations was obtained for the velocity deficit induced by an actuator disc, when
subjected to a uniform flow. It was also demonstrated how mesh adaptivity can be used in the
fluid-dynamics model to accurately predict the turbine wake. Future work will focus on a wider
range of turbine models and comparisons with experimental results. The present study also
shows the capability of the coupled models to simulate the dynamics of a floating solid placed at
an interface between two fluids, which are initially at rest. In the context of modelling multiple
fluids, future work will focus on increasing the levels of representation of the velocity, pressure,
and fluid-concentration fields in the interface-tracking method. This is required to accurately
model wave propagation over long distances. This work is a first-step towards the fully-coupled
numerical simulation of floating foundations for offshore renewables, using non-linear finite-
element models.
This research is supported by the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-
2013) under grant agreement PIEF-GA-2010-272437.
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ABSTRACT
A wind turbine array was created for the purpose of investigating wake interaction and atmo-
spheric boundary layer recovery dynamics given standard cartesian and row-offset configura-
tions. The snapshot proper orthogonal decomposition is applied to velocity measurements. Re-
sulting POD modes are used in constructing low dimensional models of turbulent statistics in-
cluding turbulence production and the flux of kinetic energy. Convergence for low-dimensional
models determined by the absolute span of the streamwise average profile of the Reynolds stress
−〈uv〉. Models demonstrate that the flux of kinetic energy and turbulence production are accu-
rately rebuilt with approximately 1% of the total resultant POD modes.
INTRODUCTION
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) has proven to be an effective means of identifying
coherent structures in turbulent flows and the energy associated with such structures within the
energy cascade of turbulence [1-4]. Further, because POD organizes the structures within tur-
bulence according to energy content, low-dimensional models can be used to reconstruct flow
statistics omitting the energy associated with high frequencies or small structures [5].
Performing POD analysis to a set of stochastic data measurements results in a set of ordered
modes that correspond to the energy containing events in a flow field. POD can be applied to any
multi-point measurements including rakes of hot-wire probes, usually done in the classical POD,
or scalar visualization data, particle image velocimetry (PIV), or data resulting from numerical
simulations, all of which are typically done in the form of snapshot POD. The POD has been
applied to many flow configurations. Berkooz et al. provide a comprehensive survey of the early
applications [2].
The POD is limited in its ability to organize structures, events, or patterns by the nature of
input data as inherently stochastic as noted in [6]. A greater range of scales associated with any
particular flow, such as high Reynolds number flows, will typically yield a greater number of
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energy containing POD modes, whereas low Reynolds number data will exhibit a greater con-
centration of energy in fewer modes. The analysis may also neglect infrequent events, regard-
less of their dynamical importance [4]. Additionally, the POD applied to random data showing
homogeneous behavior in any particular dimension or direction reduces to a Fourier decompo-
sition. In such a case, Fourier transforms are typically applied in such a direction for numerical
efficiency, but often lead to a poor description of local flow structures and must retain a large
number of modes to describe the dynamics [7].
The POD has been applied to field measurements of wind turbine inflows by [8] in a grid
of point-measurements spanning the rotor area. The results were used to formulate a low-
dimensional representation of the inflow and subsequently fed into fatigue and loading simu-
lations for the rotor blades. The result of this application of the classical POD yielded many
results of the effects of turbulence on the loading and life cycles of a turbine. Because the out-
flow of the turbine was not investigated in this study, no correlations were made between the
energetic POD modes and the power output of the turbine. The spanwise and vertical compo-
nents of inflow velocity were omitted from the POD on the assumption that they were already
in their principle components. Reconstructions of up to the first five modes were used in the
bending fatigue load simulations.
Identifying the turbulent wake structures influencing the performance of turbines in an array
is followed in the present research. It is currently understood that the large structures are respon-
sible for a majority contribution to wake recovery by the entrainment of kinetic energy from
above. An experiment was designed at Portland State University (PSU) to test the performance
of wind turbine models in various configurations within an array. Coupled with measurements
of power output are flow measurements in the form of stereographic particle image velocimetry
(SPIV). Energy containing structures are distinguished and analyzed using snapshot proper or-
thogonal decomposition (POD) and reconstructions of the flow and quantities including the flux
of kinetic energy are made using a low-dimensional model.
THEORY
Following the development of Pedesen [9], the method of snapshots, referred to from here as
snapshot POD, is built on a basis of uncorrelated flow measurements in a field. Snapshot POD
was introduced by Sirovich [10] and applied to scalar visual data with the intent to distinguish
energetic structures on which flow fields are build. The stochastic flow filed can be written as,
un = u(x, tn) = u(x,nτ), n ∈ [1, ...,N], (1)
where x and tn refer to the spatial coordinates and time at sample n, respectively, and τ is the
typical time separation between measurements. The time separation, τ , is typically at least twice
the integral time scale to ensure that measurements remain uncorrelated. Here, the velocity data
is a collection of stochastic turbulent fluctuations. With a large number of samples, the two-point
spatial correlation tensor can be approximated as,
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R(x,x′) =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
u(x, tn)uT (x′, tn). (2)
Above, the prime indicates a spatial shift of flow measurements.
The two-point spatial correlation tensor becomes the kernel of the POD eigenvalue problem
solved numerically. It is then assumed that a basis of N modes can be written in terms of the
original data as,
Φ(x) =
N
∑
i=1
A(t i)u(x, tn), (3)
where Φ(x) is a deterministic field set sought by the POD. The POD modes Φ(x) can then be
expressed as solutions to the eigenvalue problem
R(x,x′)Φ(x′) = λΦ(x). (4)
Solving the problem proposed by equation 4 yields a complete set of eigenfunctions and
corresponding eigenvalues. The eigenfunctions can be used to then create a set of POD modes
according to equation 3. The POD modes are typically normalized to obtain an orthonormal
basis, the final expression of the POD basis:
Φi(x) = ∑
N
i=1A
i(tn)u(x, tn)
‖∑Ni=1Ai(tn)u(x, tn)‖
. (5)
The stochastic velocity fields can be reconstructed using the eigenfunctions of the POD,
u(x, tn) =
N
∑
n=1
anΦn(x), (6)
where an are a set of coefficients obtained by back-projecting the set of stochastic velocity fields
onto the deterministic POD modes as,
an =
∫
Ω
u(x, tn)Φn(x)dx′. (7)
The cross correlation tensor, Ri j, can also be reconstructed using the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues obtained through the POD:
Ri j(x,x′) = λ nΦni (x)Φ
n
j(x
′). (8)
Contraction of the reconstructed correlation tensor, Ri j shows that the total energy in the
domain, Ω is equal to the summation of the eigenvalues, λ n, as
E =
∫
Ω
〈ui(x)ui(x)〉=
N
∑
n=1
λ n. (9)
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Thus, the POD provides an optimal set of eigenfunctions that decompose the energy in the
turbulence domain and the eigenvalue measures the energy associated with each mode. Fluctu-
ating velocity measurements are reconstructed as in equation 6 and, as an extension, Reynolds
stresses can be directly reconstructed as,
〈
uiu j(x)
〉
=
〈
N
∑
n=1
anΦniΦ
n
j(x)
〉
. (10)
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The snapshot POD detailed in the previous section was applied to stereographic particle im-
age velocimetry (SPIV) data collected in a wind tunnel experiment conducted at Portland State
University (PSU).
The wind tunnel experiment consisted of SPIV measurements taken directly upstream and
downstream of entrance and exit row wind turbines in an array. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the experimental arrangement including inflow conditioning in the form of a passive grid,
vertical strakes and surface roughness. Wind turbine models were manufactured in-house and
consisted of an electric motor for the nacelle and rotors formed of bent sheet steel.
Figure 1: Schematic of experimental setup viewed from the user-side of the wind tunnel. Detail
of PIV recording area and model wind turbine. Inflow parameters u?, ∆U+, and y0 were obtained
by a logarithmic fit in the constant shear layer of the ABL. The schematic above is for reference
only, dimensions are not to scale.
Measurements were made for different configurations of a wind turbine array shown in figure
2. A (4× 3) cartesian arrangement formed the base case to which two different row-offset
configurations were tested. In each of the offset cases, alternating rows of turbines were given
a spanwise shift of 1.5 rotor diameters such that non-leading turbines were directly between
turbines of preceding rows in a spanwise sense. The (3− 2− 3− 2) arrangement yielded an
entrance row turbine whose particular inflow and dynamics are statistically identical to those
of the base arrangement and the (2−3−2−3) arrangement provided an empty position at the
entrance row and an exit row turbine differing from that of the base arrangement.
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(a) Schematic of the base wind turbine configuration
(b) Schematic of the first offset wind turbine configuration
(c) Schematic of the second offset wind turbine configuration
Figure 2: In all cases, the streamwise spacing between rows is to six times the rotor diameter
(0.72 m). The spanwise spacing between turbines is three rotor diameters (0.36 m).
RESULTS
Application of the snapshot POD to the SPIV data discussed above is detailed below. The
eigenvalues, λ , yielded by equation 4 are discussed first regarding their relative content of the
turbulent kinetic energy. Recalling that the sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the mean turbu-
lent kinetic energy in each measurement location (equation 9), selecting a threshold of energy
detailed by the eigenvalues is equivalent to selecting sets of turbulent structures containing the
same level of turbulent energy.
For easy comparison of λ for each location, a successive sum is shown in figure 3. The
successive sum, En, is,
En =
n
∑
k=1
λk (11)
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Figure 3: Successive summation of eigenvalues, λn. Locations where energy converges to the
full turbulent kinetic energy faster demonstrate a sharper bend. A more even distribution of
energy in eigenvalues show as slower convergence as in the downstream trends of BCF and
BCB.
and describes the energy contained in the first n modes. Each case requires the full set of 2000
modes to rebuild the full turbulent kinetic energy as in equation 9. The figure also shows pre-
scribed levels (50,75,95 and 100%) of energy as dashed horizontal lines. Points where the
curves of En cross the horizontal thresholds correspond to the figures in table 1. Note that cases
that converge to thresholds with fewer modes are those in which the difference in energy con-
tained in large small scales is greater. Slow convergence to the full turbulent kinetic energy
suggests that energy in the flow is more evenly distributed across a range of scales.
Figure 4: Side by side comparison of the successive sum of energy contained in modes, En, for
wind turbine locations. From left, the subfigures correspond to the entrance row of the base
arrangement, the exit row of the base arrangement, and the exit row of the (2−3−2−3) row-
offset case.
Figure 4 shows the successive summation of eigenvalues for the three turbine positions in
the arrays. Each subfigure compares En for the upstream (solid line) and downstream (dashed
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line) measurement locations. In every case, the upstream set of eigenvalues converges more
quickly than the downstream position. For the measurement locations without turbines (OCF
and OC1, not shown), the upstream and downstream trends are virtually identical as the turbulent
kinetic energy is very similar in both positions. Without a turbine rotor to influence the relative
content of energy in each scale, the turbulence is not expected to evolve significantly in a short
downstream distance (approximately three rotor diameters). The slight differences seen in the
two positions is due to the decay of turbulent structures at different downstream locations.
Figure 5: Comparison of λ values for each measurement position. The subplot on the left is
the upstream location for each case and the right is downstream. Note that the first mode for all
cases is higher downstream than upstream. Trends shown in log scale and show typical falloff
according to n−1.2 for large and intermediate scales (low mode number).
An alternate presentation of the distribution of energy contained in the eigenvalues of the
POD is presented in figure 5. In the figure, the eigenvalues are self-normalized, such that for each
case, ∑λn = 1. In the downstream measurement location (right subfigure) positions following
wind turbines show a strong deviation from the n−1.2 trend seen in the low mode numbers. The
increase of energy contained in high mode numbers is attributed to the energy directed into
smaller scales through the rotation of the turbine rotor.
The modes required to recover a specified threshold of the total turbulent kinetic energy are
shown in table 1. These thresholds (with the exception of 90%) are shown as dashed horizontal
lines in figures 3 and 4.
Table 1: Modes required to reconstruct a prescribed portion of turbulence energy (upstream–
downstream)
BCF BCB OCF OC1 OC2
Modes for 50% energy 30 – 348 13 – 168 38 – 39 13 –10 8 – 42
Modes for 75% energy 266 – 860 94 – 661 317 – 324 85 – 77 61 – 349
Modes for 90% energy 789 – 1370 488 – 1222 857 – 845 404 – 410 323 – 918
Modes for 95% energy 1158 – 1621 883 – 1561 1219 – 1204 758 – 776 640 – 1282
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The table details that the upstream position of each measurement location reaches the 50%
threshold with fewer modes than the downstream position with the exception of the exit row
position in the (3-2-3-2) offset arrangement. This agrees well with expected results as the tur-
bulence coming into a turbine position is less than that of the outflow. In the case of OC1, the
inflow requires more modes to rebuild 50% of the energy as energy is dissipated from the small
scales of turbulence, leading to an apparent increase of energy in large scales. However, the
information in the table is built on normalized sets of eigenvalues. That is, the energy is in fact
decreasing in OC1 but the energy in the small scales decreases faster than the energy in the large
scales.
To rebuild 50% of the energy in the inflow, between 0.4 (OC2) and 1.9 (OCF) of the modes
are required. For the outflow up to 17.4 of the modes are required to reach the 50 threshold,
as in BCF. The inflow of OC2, an exit row position with a turbine, has had between 10 and 12
rotor diameters to recover. This is also the position requiring the fewest modes to reconstruct a
50% of turbulent energy, approximately 20-30% of the modes required to reach he same energy
level for inflow to the turbine array. This suggests that the relative amount of energy is more
concentrated in larger scales for recovered wake positions than in the simulated ABL.
When the input data for the POD is homogenous, the resulting POD modes reduce to Fourier
modes. In positions where there is at least a weak homogeneity, the POD modes demonstrate
some Fourier-like behavior. This is evident in the low modes in upstream windows of the en-
trance row turbine locations as seen in figure 6. In such positions, the gradients in the streamwise
direction are very small compared to the wall-normal direction. The POD modes of the entrance
row of the base case (BCF) shown in figure 6 demonstrate some Fourier-type behavior in the
streamwise direction. The color scale has been omitted from the figure as the modes alone have
no physical meaning beyond the shapes of the structures they contain. It is only when they are
multiplied by their respective coefficients an according to equation 6 that the magnitudes of the
modes become representative of flow structures.
Also illustrated by the figure is the effect of the rotor blade on the POD modes of the flow. In
figure 6(b) the upstream and downstream modes of Φu are nearly identical as the only physical
change in the flow geometry is the mounting plate for the turbine models on the floor of the wind
tunnel. This difference is seen most clearly as a distortion of the third and fourth downstream
modes. Comparing these to the downstream modes corresponding to a turbine position in figure
6(a), there is much less homogeneity in the eigenfunctions. This effect is resultant of the motion
of the rotor blade in the flow.
The POD modes shown in figure 6 are demonstrative of the orthogonal vector basis produced
by the POD. The magnitudes of the modes have no physical relevance on their own. According
to equation 7, the coefficients, an, are obtained by projecting the original stochastic velocity
data onto the basis of deterministic POD modes and integrating over the measurement domain.
Fluctuating velocity fields can then be reconstructed according to equation 6. By inference, one
can use a subset of the POD modes to reconstruct velocity fluctuations with a portion of the total
turbulent kinetic energy determined ahead of time.
Low-dimensional models in the following analysis are those comprised of a limited set of
POD modes based on the ordered set of eigenvalues according to equation 9, above. Several
approaches are taken in the creation of such models. The first approach to low-dimensional
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(a) First four modes of Φu from BCF (b) First four modes of Φu from OCF
Figure 6: Comparison of upstream and downstream scalar POD modes corresponding to the
streamwise direction for both entrance row measurement positions. Upstream modes in the left
column of each subfigure are nearly identical between cases. Downstream modes vary greatly
due to the presence of a wind turbine in BCF 6(a). Upstream and downstream modes for empty
array position are very similar as flow has changed little between measurement locations.
modeling is considering a specific portion of the total turbulent kinetic energy according to the
eigenvalues, λn. Most commonly, statistical quantities are reconstructed using only the POD
modes required to assemble 50% of the total energy. Reconstructions in this sense can be to any
prescribed percentage of the total energy in the measurements. Table 1 shows the number of
modes required to reach several levels of the energy at each measurement location.
Figures 7 and 8 show the reconstructions of F12 using only 50% of the energy in the flow
as detailed by the eigenvalues, λn, and shown in table 1. In the figures, the reconstructed flux
of kinetic energy is nearly identical to the calculations shown resulting from statistics of mea-
surements. This is demonstrative that the vertical entrainment of kinetic energy is reliant pre-
dominantly on the large structures of turbulence. Because turbulence is a three dimensional
phenomenon and it tends to greatly increasing mixing rates and transport, an increase of tur-
bulence kinetic energy in the near wake can lead to a shorter recovery length of the wake. The
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increased energy of large structures in the upper wake area tends to increase the energy entrained
from above into the turbine canopy.
Figure 7: Reconstructions of the flux of kinetic energy Fi j for all measurement positions. Plot-
ted data comprised of −uv with only the modes containing the first 50% energy and the mean
velocity field U from SPIV results.
Figure 8 shows the 50% reconstruction of F12 only in the near wakes of the the three wind
turbine positions measured in the experiment, BCF, BCB, and OC2. Although each mode has
a net positive contribution to the total turbulent kinetic energy in the field as denoted by λn
and shown in figures 5 and 3, modes may make negative local contributions to stresses. The
reconstructions shown in figure 8 show an overestimation of the flux of kinetic energy compared
to the original statistical data. The implication of this is that the intermediate and small scales
(associated with large mode numbers) make a contribution to F12 that is opposite the trend seen
in the mean statistics.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiment conducted at PSU compares the turbulent dynamics of entrance and exit row
wind turbines with cartesian and row-offset array configurations. Statistical fields of the flow
measurements clearly show the difference of wakes and stresses produced in the interaction of
wind turbines with the ABL.
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Figure 8: Reconstructions of the flux of kinetic energy Fi j for the immediate wake areas. Plot-
ted data is the same as in figure 7 From left to right, the entrance and exit rows of the base
arrangement, and the exit row of the second offset arrangement (2-3-2-3).
The snapshot POD was applied to the set of flow measurements collected in the experiment.
From the resulting eigenvalues, it is observed that the energy contained in the POD modes varies
considerably with measurement location and flow dynamics. The distribution of eigenvalues for
each turbine demonstrate a similar trend for upstream measurements where energy falls off at
approximately n−1.2. The presence of wind turbines changes the distribution of energy amongst
the modes greatly. Comparing the successive summation of eigenvalues λn shown in figure 3
to the power curves suggests a connection between the difference of upstream and downstream
energy distributions and the power produced by wind turbine models.
According to theory, the POD modes demonstrate increasing complexity of structure as
mode number grows. Vectorial modes in the upstream location associated with wind turbines
show more homogeneity for a span of mode numbers whereas the downstream measurement
location shows that the modes rapidly grow in complexity and structures decrease in size. Inco-
herent and transient structures are not typically associated with POD modes regardless of their
dynamical importance.
Low-dimensional reconstructions of the flux of kinetic energy and turbulence production
were approached through a convergence of the streamwise averaged profile of the reconstructed
Reynolds stress, −〈uv〉 to the profile obtained in the original statistics. It was shown that for
turbines whose inflow is the undisturbed ABL (BCF) or a recovered wake (OC2), it requires
approximately 0.6% of the total modes to reconstruct 95% of the span of −〈uv〉. For the wind
turbine with a greater momentum deficit in the inflow (BCB), the reconstruction requires ap-
proximately twice the number of modes to reach the convergence criterion.
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1 Introduction
Wind energy has proven to be a significant source of renewable energy. Accurate projections of
energy production are difficult to achieve because the wake of a wind turbine is highly intermit-
tent and turbulent. It is well documented that the turbulent behavior within the internal boundary
layer of a wind farm is influenced by turbine geometry, atmospheric conditions, and geographic
features surrounding the farm. The interaction of these conditions creates an infinitely complex
turbulent system which makes modeling the power production of a wind farm difficult. Among
all of the values that can be measured, it has been shown that turbulence intensity within the
internal boundary layer plays a significant role in the power output and mechanical fatigue of a
wind turbine [1]. Therefore, effort is being put forth to predict the turbulence intensity through-
out the internal boundary layer of a wind farm.
In observing Markovian processes, characteristics of the turbulence become evident within
the wind turbine canopy. Markov chain theory of statistical development offers a valuable ap-
plication to aid in the improved power production models. Markov theory states that if the
development of a system can be determined, then the knowledge of the current state can provide
enough information to determine the future state of the system. Markovian statistical prediction
methods have been applied in many ways, including multi-scale reconstruction of time series
[16], to provide a diagnostic tool for identifying patients with congestive heart failure [10], and
financial models [12, 9, 14].
Fundamental experimental studies have been conducted to describe the development of tur-
bulent flows. Among other methods and studies, the statistics of small-scale turbulence are
analyzed, searching for the existence of Markov processes. Markov processes have been discov-
ered in several turbulent flows, such as a high Reynolds number axisymmetric jet [17], within
the wake behind a cylinder [18], and fractal-generated grid turbulence [19]. In each of these
studies, the flows demonstrated Markov process behavior for scale differences larger than or
equal to the Taylor microscale, λ . The Taylor microscale is considered to be the scale at which
viscosity begins to play a role in the dynamics of the turbulent cascade, hence the dissipation
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of turbulent kinetic energy becomes important and given by λ 2 = 〈u(x)2〉/〈( ∂u∂x )2〉, where the
Taylor’s frozen field hypothesis is recalled. Results from these studies also revealed that the ex-
tension of Markov process down to the Taylor micro scale was independent of Reynolds number
when 100 < Reλ < 1000 [17].
For wind farm applications, Markov models have been used to represent the degradation
pattern of wind turbine components, as repair times are stochastic and turbine access is limited
by weather conditions [5]. The use of partially observed Markovian decision process has been
suggested as a way to improve maintenance scheduling [5]. A Markov model for the perfor-
mance of wind turbines that accounts for component reliability, the effect of wind speed, and
turbine capacity was found to predict repair schedules with an accuracy of 10% or better when
the number of turbines is greater than approximately 100 [2].
Application of Markovian theory to atmospheric turbulence was first addressed as a way to
predict power production of a wind turbine by Anahua et al.[1]. From this study, it followed that
even with different turbulence intensities, the characteristic of the wind turbine power perfor-
mance can be properly reconstructed. The method was not only more accurate than the current
standard procedure of ensemble averaging but it also allowed a faster and robust estimation of
wind turbines power curves. This study addressed the turbulent fluctuations experienced by a
wind turbine, which are not dealt with correctly by use of ensemble averaging [1].
Markov property analysis is applied to a model wind turbine array boundary layer. Hot-wire
anemometry signals within the array are analyzed to determine the existence and limitations of
Markov properties in the wake. The results are discussed in the context of turbulence theory and
wind turbine wake development.
2 Theory
Kolmogorov defines turbulent flow as a combination of a wide range of scales, or so-called
eddies, within the flow. The largest scales, also known as integral scales, are responsible for
the injection of kinetic energy into the flow. The kinetic energy is then transferred through the
turbulent cascade from large scales eddies to smaller scale eddies. At the smallest scales the
kinetic energy is transferred into internal energy through viscous dissipation, thus these smaller
scales are referred to as dissipative scales. This process is described in depth by Kolmogorov’s
turbulent cascade theory [11]. Kolmogorov suggests that in between the energy injecting scales
and dissipative scales there exists a series of intermediate scales which are considered to be, at
sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, independent of either end of the spectrum.
The interaction of scales is represented mathematically by the nonlinear term of the Navier-
Stokes equation. Describing this interaction requires multipoint statistics in order to fully capture
the behavior of the cascade. By analyzing the simultaneous interaction of all of the scales in
a turbulent flow, it is theoretically possible to create a complete statistical description of the
cascade. Through the application of Markov chain theory it becomes possible to evaluate the
statistical behavior of the turbulent system as a diffusion process.
Statistics of velocity increments are used to characterize the turbulent cascade in physical
space. The longitudinal velocity increments are considered for this analysis and are described
as,
v(x,r) = u(x+ r)−u(x) (1)
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where v and u represent velocity increment and velocity fluctuation respectively. The spatial dis-
tance between the two measurements is denoted by r, while x represents the origin. Kolmogorov
[11] predicts nth - order structure function, 〈v(r)n〉 to be strictly a function of r and n, where
〈v(r)n〉 ∼ rn/3. Also, when n = 2, the second order structure function, 〈v(r)2〉 quantitatively
describes the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy over different scales defined by the spatial
separation, r [19].
One way of studying moments of velocity increments is to calculate the probability density
function (pdf) of the velocity increments at different scales, p(v,r). Since a complete description
of the turbulence cascade is only possible by taking into account the interaction of all scales of
motion, a multi-scale (N-point) joint pdf, p(v1,r1;v2,r2;v3,r3; ...;vn,rn) must be constructed. An
essential quantity used in utilizing the theory of Markov processes is the conditional probability
density functions. Given a joint pdf p(v1,r1;v2,r2) used to find the probability of v1 occurring
at scale difference r1 and v2 occurring at scale difference r2, where r1 < r2. One can find the
conditional probability of v1 occurring at scale difference r1, given that velocity v2 is occurring
at scale difference r2 by using the following equation:
p(v1,r1|v2,r2) = p(v1,r1;v2,r2)p(v2,r2) . (2)
This technique can be extended to all present velocity increments and scale differences
within a respective system. For instance, to find the conditional pdf of v1 at r1 conditioned
by all velocities and scales present, the conditional pdf is defined as p(v1,r1|v2,r2; ...;vn,rn). To
find the conditional pdf for this case, joint pdfs can be used and given by,
p(v1,r1|v2,r2; ...;vn,rn) = p(v1,r1;v2,r2; ...;vn,rn)p(v2,r2; ;vn,rn) . (3)
Obtaining an N-point conditional pdf provides a complete velocity increment - scale relation
throughout the cascade. This is particularly difficult to do in practice, due to the large number
of scales that exist in a turbulent flow field.
Applicability of Markov’s theory offers a significant simplification in the calculation of the
N-point conditional pdf. If the system is Markovian then the probability of the current state can
be fully determined by the most recent state. Thus, the N-point conditional pdf of the velocity
increments with Markovian properties can be simplified as follows:
p(v1,r1|v2,r2; ...;vn,rn) = p(v1,r1|v2,r2). (4)
From there, N-point joint pdf of the process can be constructed in terms of multiplication of
the conditional pdfs as,
p(v1,r1;v2,r2; ...;vn,rn) =
N−1
∏
i=1
p(vi,ri|vi+1,ri+1)p(vn,rn). (5)
The implication of equation (5) is that knowledge of a conditional pdf p(vi,ri|vi+1,ri+1) for
any scale ri and ri+1 is enough to reconstruct the complete statistical description of the velocity
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increments embedded in the N-point pdf, p(v1,r1;v2,r2; ...;vn,rn). In order for the process to be
considered Markovian, equation (4) must be satisfied. It is clearly difficult to analyze all present
scales of turbulence, however with a data set of 4x106 measurements it is possible to examine
the joint probabilities up to values of n = 3. Thus, equation (4) is transformed and expressed as:
p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3,r3) = p(v1,r1|v2,r2). (6)
A comparison of the two and three point conditional pdfs is conducted to evaluate the sim-
ilarity between the two data sets in an effort to determine the Markovian nature of the process.
The process of comparing overlapping conditional probabilities gives qualitative evidence to the
existence of a Markov process. In order to create a quantitative understanding of the condi-
tional pdfs equality, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is employed. Departure from the outcome of
the Wilcoxon test, denoted by ∆Q∗, from 1 indicates a departure of the process from being a
Markovian one.
3 Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted in the Corrsin Wind tunnel at The Johns Hopkins University.
The test section of the wind tunnel is 10 m long, 0.9 m high, and 1.2 m wide. The wind tunnel is
a closed-loop return type, with two contractions. To replicate the atmospheric boundary layer in
which wind turbine arrays commonly encounter, strakes, an active grid as well as a rough surface
composed of sandpaper were used to generate a mean shear profile and free-stream turbulence.
A 3 × 3 array of model wind turbines with a rotor diameter, D, of 12 cm and tower height
of 12 cm were placed in the turbulent boundary layer. A reference mean velocity of 9.4 ms−1
was selected as a characteristic wind velocity. Each turbine column was spaced 3D from the
next in the cross-stream direction and each row was spaced 7D down stream from the preceding
row. The wake statistics past the third row of turbines are representative of an infinite array.
For more information on the experimental setup, see [6]. Using X-type hot wire anemometry
to collect data, velocity measurements were taken at a sampling frequency of 40 kHz for 100
seconds at each location of the sample set. The sampling set includes one streamwise - wall-
normal (XY) plane, behind the middle row wind turbine located in the last row of the array. The
plane extends from the exit of the turbine to 8D downstream, measurements were taken 1 cm
increments in wall-normal direction at 21 locations starting at 0.5 cm above floor at downstream
increments of 1D, as shown in Figure 1. Measurements were initially collected for wall-normal
and streamwise velocities, then the probe was rotated to collect data for the cross-stream and
downstream velocities. More detail on the hot-wire anemometer and accuracy of the data is
provided in [6].
4 Results
In the absence of the ABL, a wind turbine wake is in itself a highly complicated system. Con-
tained within the near-wake of a wind turbine wake, the flow is marred by complexity includ-
ing tip vortices, stalled flow and three-dimensional effects caused by the rotating blades [20].
The standard is to space turbines 5-7 diameters downstream of each other to reduce the im-
pact of these near-wake structures on the preceding turbines. More tightly arranged farms
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Figure 1: Schematic of streamwise and transverse measurement locations behind the middle
turbine of the last row in model wind farm.
suffer from this close proximity spacing; leading to higher levels of turbulence intensity ex-
perienced by downstream turbines. In field measurements, it is important to note that most
‘tracking/maintenance’ measurements are done at the nacelle. Nevertheless, the characteristics
of the wake are highly dependent upon the location of the probe, both in the longitudinal, x/D,
and the vertical, y/D, locations.
To characterize the flow present behind a wind turbine within an array, the mean longitudinal
velocity profiles are analyzed. The data plotted in Figure 2 contains the mean longitudinal ve-
locity, U , which is normalized by the reference mean velocity of the wind tunnel, Uo = 9.4 m/s.
The figure presents nine wall-normal profiles, one for each x/D location. The dotted transversal
lines represent the top and bottom tip of the turbine rotor. The results show that the velocity
deficit is most pronounced in the near-wake region as expected. By x/D = 5, the velocity pro-
file has recovered and increases uniformly, which indicates the existence of the far-wake region
[15]. These results are similar to previous studies that addressed wind turbine wake recovery
[7, 6, 21].
Figure 2: Mean longitudinal velocity profiles for each measurement location. Data are organized
by downstream location. The horizontal dashed lines represent the locations of the top and
bottom tip of the rotor blade.
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Figure 3: One dimensional conditional pdfs, from x/D= 3, p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3 = 0,r3) [blue] and
p(v1,r1|v2,r2) [red], where ∆r = λ and v3 is conditioned to 0.
4.1 2-point and 3-point conditional pdf comparison
To verify the existence of a Markovian behavior from equation (6), a comparison between the
contour plots for p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3 = 0,r3), in blue, and p(v1,r1|v2,r2), in red, is performed.
Shown in Figure ??, the velocity increment data was taken at x/D= 3 at hub height, broken into
closer scales of r1 = L/2−λ , r2 = L/2 , and r3 = L/2+λ . v1 and v2 are overlaid in the contour
plots as well as normalized by σL, the standard deviation. The close proximity of the contour
lines indicates that equation (6) is satisfied and thus the flow is a Markov process for this specific
velocity increment scale as figure 3(a) suggests. Furthermore, for scale differences larger than
λ , the flow is Markovian at this location. Horizontal cuts at v2/σL = ±0.2 are applied to the 3
dimensional pdfs to show the relative proximity of the two. It is clear that the pdfs for both cuts
are in perfect agreement, thus again stating Markovianity of the flow at this particular location.
This can be observed in figures 3(b) and 3(c), where p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3 = 0,r3), represented by
blue circles, and p(v1,r1|v2,r2), represented by red stars.
In stark contrast, if the scales of ∆r are smaller than λ , then the conditional pdfs no longer
satisfy equation (6), where ∆r = 0.3λ . To be explicit, the velocity increment data is divided
into r1 = L/2− 0.3λ , r2 = L/2 , and r3 = L/2+ 0.3λ . As shown in Figure 4(a), the contours
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Figure 4: One dimensional conditional pdfs, from x/D= 3, p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3 = 0,r3) [blue], and
p(v1,r1|v2,r2) [red], where ∆r = 0.3λ and v3 is conditioned to 0.
for these smaller scale differences shows that the conditional pdfs are clearly different. There
is a distinct difference between the skewness and kurtosis of the two pdfs, which is highlighted
by the horizontal cuts through the pdfs shown in Figure 4(b) and 4(c). This indicates that the
process is no longer Markovian at this smaller scale difference. This type of exploration of the
small scale differences is helpful to visualize the scale dependence of the Markov property but
does not give quantitative results. Therefore, to precisely determine the range of scales where
Markovian properties hold at each location, a Wilcoxon test is performed.
4.2 Wilcoxon test
Wilcoxon rank-sum test is utilized to explore the range of scales where a Markov process ex-
ists. Subsequently, 〈∆Q∗〉 is a function of the physical separations r1,r2, and r3. It is therefore
possible to visualize the dependence of the Markovian behavior on rn and the size of the scale
differences, ∆r. In order to get the full picture of the longitudinal velocity increments display
of Markovian behavior, r1 and ∆r are varied in the following ranges: 1.5λ ≤ r1 ≤ 20λ and
0 ≤ ∆r/λ ≤ 5. These variations are shown in figures 5 and ??, where variations in the stream-
wise direction and vertical direction are assessed.
In the following figures, 〈∆Q∗〉 is plotted as a function of ∆r/λ . Figure 5 shows the stream-
wise dependence of 〈∆Q∗〉 at hub height, y/D = 1. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show 〈∆Q∗〉 from
the near-wake for x/D = 0.5 and x/D = 3 respectively, while figures 5(c) and 5(d) reflect the
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(a) x/D= 0.5 (b) x/D= 3
(c) x/D= 5 (d) x/D= 8
Figure 5: Wilcoxon test results showing downstream trend at hub height, y/D= 1.
results from the far-wake at x/D = 5 and x/D = 8. A cartoon has been included in each sub-
figure for reference in regards to the particular measurement location. In the location nearest to
the hub at x/D = 0.5, the values of 〈∆Q∗〉 converge to 1 at ∆r = 5λ for all scales r1, as shown
in Figure 5(a). At this location it is seen that for scales below ∆r = 2λ the values for 〈∆Q∗〉
increase rapidly and the Markov behavior falls apart for these smaller scales of turbulence. The
smallest initial scales, r1, take the longest to reach 1 showing that near to the hub the flow is
characterized by large scale intermittency. The level of departure from the small scale Marko-
vian behavior may be an indication of why Barthelmie et al. found that despite differences in
the measurement height and period, overall agreement is better between the turbulence intensity
derived from power measurements and the meteorological mast than with those derived from
data from the nacelle anemometers [3].
Further downstream in Figure 5(b) at x/D= 3, the Wilcoxon test results show that all values
of r1, 〈∆Q∗〉 = 1 for scale differences of ∆r > 1.1λ . At this location the rapid departure of
〈∆Q∗〉 from one is seen again, although this time the departure begins at scale differences of
∆r > 1.1λ . A similar result is seen in Figure 5(c), where the value of 〈∆Q∗〉 = 1 for scale
differences of ∆r> λ . This behavior is taken as an indication that the wake has begun to recover
and that the large energy entrainment, present near the hub has decreased significantly. This
result means that the conditional probability density functions are equivalent for these scales
and thus over this range of scales the flow is a Markov process.
In Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) it is shown that for scales greater than, ∆r ≥ λ , the wake is
a Markov process. It should be noted that once a 〈∆Q∗〉 value of one is reached, the Markov
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Figure 6: Spatial representation of Wilcoxon test results of streamwise and transverse measure-
ment locations behind the middle turbine of the last row. Values of ∆r/λ are given as values
where ∆Q∗ = 1
Figure 7: Spatial representation of Wilcoxon test results.
properties are not dependent upon the selection of r1. This is a similar result to what has been
shown to be the case for homogenous, isotropic turbulence in prior investigations [19, 17].
For x/D = 8, the values of ∆r where 〈∆Q∗〉 = 1 increase to 1.3λ as shown in Figure 5(d).
At this location the wake of the turbine has remediated. These regions are characterized by low
levels of shear. It is likely that at this point the level of shearing occurring is to low and there is
a significant level of mixing between the ABL and the wake of the turbine.
As the flow moves downstream of the turbine, in Figures 5(b), 5(c), 5(d), the value of 〈∆Q∗〉
for scale differences ∆r/λ < 1 approach unity. This behavior also demonstrates dependence
upon the selection of the initial scale, r1, where larger values of r1 become closer to 〈∆Q∗〉= 1
relative to the smaller values of r1, most clearly seen in Figure 5(d).
For the measurements of points located vertically at x/D = 0.5. Starting with locations
just above the floor 〈∆Q∗〉 = 1 at scales above the Taylor microscale. Within the lower (wall)
boundary layer, these values vary from ∆r = 1.1λ to 1.4λ past the lower tip until just below
hub height, 〈∆Q∗〉 increases to values of ∆r > 2λ . This trend continues behind and just past the
hub. The slight asymmetry between locations above and below the hub show that the turbine
mast and the wall play a role in the flow characteristics. Where below the hub values of 〈∆Q∗〉
rarely converge to 1 at ∆r = λ , while above hub height there are several locations where flow is
Markovian for values of ∆r < 1. Where starting at x/d = 2 〈∆Q∗〉 values reach as low as 0.8λ .
Perhaps the most interesting results are found at x/D= 4 where the flow is showing Marko-
vian properties down to the Taylor microscale at all locations above the bottom tip of the rotor.
This location is often marked as the end of the near-wake and beginning of the far-wake region.
It shows complete scale independence of the Markov property, as all scales of r1 and subsequent
∆r are Markovian at λ . It is also interesting to note that this location falls within the standard
spacing of wind turbines, offering the possibility of usable information for more accurate power
prediction and maintenance scheduling at these locations.
To further investigate the flow characteristics that affect the Markovian properties of the
wake, a second look at the normalized energy spectra for specific locations of interest is taken.
Previously, the spectra were presented in a traditional manner, but in order to identify the true
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Figure 8: Flattened energy spectra have been shifted vertically to highlight the inertial sub-range
at critical locations in the wake x/D = 0.5 at y/D = 1, x/D = 2 at y/D = 1.4, x/D = 8 at
y/D= 1.75
length of the inertial sub-range, the spectra are multiplied by the wave number raised to the
5/3 power, k5/3. The effect of this manipulation is that for the range where the spectra have a
−5/3 slope, the spectra will lay flat. From the results of the Wilcoxon test, it is found that the
turbulence cascade 0.5D downstream of the hub is a Markov process for scale differences of
∆r = 5λ . This value is reflected in Figure 8 where the inertial range is very short. This result
is quite different from the Wilcoxon test result 2D downstream at the top tip, where 〈∆Q∗〉 = 1
at ∆r = 0.8λ . The energy spectra from this location shows a longer inertial sub-range of nearly
a decade. This range is nearly the same length at the near free stream turbulence found at 8D
location above the top tip. This figure leads to the conclusion that, for a larger inertial sub-range
the process will be markovian for smaller scale differences, ∆r.
5 Conclusions
Hot-wire anemometry data obtained in a wind tunnel experiment was used to evaluate the be-
havior of the turbulence statistics behind the center turbine in the exit row of a 3× 3 wind
turbine array. Profiles of mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy production, and kinetic en-
ergy flux are used to characterize the wake. Furthermore, by comparing the conditional pdfs for
p(v1,r1|v2,r2;v3 = 0,r3) and p(v1,r1|v2,r2), the wake is shown to demonstrate the presence
of a Markov process for scale differences of ∆r∼ λ . A Wilcoxon rank-sum test is preformed for
numerous scale differences to investigate the equality of 2- and 3-point conditional pdfs for each
measurement location. Results show that for hub height locations at x/D = 0.5 and x/D = 1,
the flow is not a Markov process. Locations in the near-wake demonstrate incremental scale, r,
dependence for the Markov process which is attributed to the geometric influence of the wind
turbine and periodic structures caused by the rotation of the blades such as tip vortices. For other
locations downstream of turbine array, the Wilcoxon test results show that the wind turbine wake
is a Markov process for scales down to and occasionally below the Taylor microscale, λ . There
is an apparent asymmetry between locations above and below hub height. Below hub height,
〈∆Q∗〉 equals unity at ∆r = 1.2λ . For scales larger than this, the turbulent cascade is a Markov
process at all measurement locations, but above hub height, 〈∆Q∗〉= 1 at ∆r = 1 or less.
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It is found that the presence of energy entrainment regions in the flow has a negative impact
on the emergence of Markovian behavior at the scale differences smaller than λ , but does not
eliminate the process altogether. At x/D= 4, most locations within the vertical profile that show
Markovian behavior down to the Taylor microscale. This occurs at locations across the rotor
diameter and above, an important implication for potential power prediction as the properties
of the flow at these locations will serve as the inlet conditions for the next wind turbine. It
is also shown that there is a correlation between the presence of an inertial sub-range and the
Markovian process. Where a longer inertial sub-range leads to an extension of the range of the
Markov process into smaller scales of turbulence.
As it is applied to wind energy, this holds great potential for improving maintenance sched-
ules as well as improving the overall efficiency of the turbines. It has been shown in previous
work [4, 8, 13] that prediction of power production becomes difficult with current techniques,
where point measurements are taken upstream of a large scale wind farm. Once the wind enters
the array, the complex interaction of the subsequent wind turbine wakes lead to poor estimation
of power output. In this study, the downstream vertical locations that show the most consistent
Markov properties are found to occur at four diameters downstream of a wind turbine within an
array. With the experimental spacing of the turbines of x/D= 7 the resulting statistics are taken
to represent the flow behavior found in an “infinite turbine array” [7]. This in combination with
downstream spacing of turbines in a large wind farm is often larger than 4 diameters, offers a
potential solution to the issues experienced by large scale arrays.
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ABSTRACT
The influence of atmospheric turbulence on the development of the flow along a long row of wind
turbines is studied, in search for an asymptotic wake deficit state. Calculations are performed
using EllipSys3D, a CFD code that solves the Navier-Stokes equations in their incompressible
form using a finite volume approach. In this code, the Large Eddy Simulation technique is used
for modelling turbulence, and the wind turbine rotors are represented as actuator disks whose
loading is determined through the use of tabulated airfoil data by applying the blade-element
method.
Ten turbines are located along a row and separated from each other by seven rotor diameters,
which is representative of the distance used in today’s offshore wind farms. Turbulence is pre-
generated with the Mann model, with imposed turbulent levels of 4.5 and 8.9%. The turbines
are in this study isolated from their environment, as no effect from the ground is modeled.
This makes the proposed study of the asymptotic wake state behavior easier. Analysis of the
characteristics of the flow as a function of the position along the row of turbines is performed
in terms of turbulence intensity, mean velocity, and power spectra of the velocity fluctuations.
Power production along the row of turbines is also used as an indicator.
Calculations are performed below rated power, where a generator torque controller imple-
mented in EllipSys3D renders it possible for the turbines to adapt to the inlet conditions in which
they operate.
The results obtained for the turbulence intensity, power and mean velocity as a function
of downstream distance show that an asymptotic wake state seems close to be reached near
the end of the 10 turbine row. They also show a certain dependency on the imposed level of
turbulence. Uncertainties obtained in the power spectra of the velocity fluctuations suggest that
further investigation is necessary.
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1 Introduction
Offshore conditions are normally associated with low turbulence levels and stable wind condi-
tions. However, the flow situation deep inside a wind farm is highly turbulent. Since offshore
farm are getting larger, it is of great importance to increase the understanding of the flow char-
acteristics deep inside the farm since these will influence not only the performance of the farm
but also the lifetime of the individual turbines.
The present work will study how the flow is behaving in a long line of turbines. The question
then arises as to if a wake state can be achieved after a certain number of turbines for which the
velocity deficit in the wake would reach an asymptotic behavior, and how this would depend on
the level of atmospheric turbulence.
The work is performed using numerical computations with the large-eddy simulation (LES)
technique and the EllipSys3D code, Michelsen [1][2] and Sørensen [3]. The wind turbines are
parameterized using an actuator disc (ACD) method, Mikkelsen [4] and Troldborg et al. [5],
which models the wind turbines using body forces determined from airfoil data. This method
substantially reduces the computational costs since the boundary layer of the blades is no re-
solved compared to modeling the full geometry of the turbines. Pre-generated synthetic turbu-
lence generated using the method of Mann, see Mann [6][7], is imposed in the domain. The
simulations are performed using uniform inlet conditions and no shear is considered.
Similar simulations have been performed earlier by Troldborg et al. [8][9] which used an
actuator line method in combination with LES to study the wake behavior of turbines in uniform
and atmospheric boundary layer conditions. However, in these works, as the aim was not to
study the asymptotic wake deficit state, a maximum of two turbines was modeled. Other work
in the field field of wind turbine simulations using LES have been performed by Ivanell et al.
[10], Ivanell [11], Porte´-Agel et al, [12], Lu and Porte´-Agel [13] among others. Furthermore,
for an extensive list of different wake models, the reader is referred to Crespo et al. [14] and
Vermeer et al. [15]. To the authors knowledge, however, no analysis such as the one suggested
here, where a large number of aligned turbines are isolated from their environment and focus is
put on the characteristics of the flow, has been performed with LES before.
As a first step, computations are performed with two different turbulence levels without the
influence of wind turbines in order to study how the turbulence generated synthetically with the
Mann method is developing as function of the downstream distance. In this case the turbulence
intensity (TI) is determined for a number of downstrem postions. Furthermore, spectral analyses
of the velocity fluctuations are performed at different downstream positions in an attempt to
provide more information about the characteristics and evolution of the turbulence in the domain.
As a second step, computations are performed for three different turbulence levels with 10
aligned wind turbines. The mean streamwise velocity, TI and power production are determined
as functions of the downstream distance. Spectral analyses are also performed as a function of
the downstream position, in order to provide more information about the effect of the turbine
rotors on the turbulence characteristics, and to help in determining if an asymptotic wake state
is reached. Comparisons will also be performed in terms of production with experimental data
obtained from two offshore wind farms.
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2 Turbine specifications
A downscaled version of the conceptual NREL 5MW turbine is used in this study, see Jonkman
et al. [16]. The used turbine has a radius of 46.5m and a nominal power of 2.3MW. The chord
is downscaled linearly using the diameter ratio between the downscaled turbine and the full size
NREL turbine as the scaling parameter. The twist together with CL and CD airfoil data for the
different sections of the downscaled turbine blades are the same as presented in Jonkman et
al. [16]. The power output of the turbine is actively controlled using the method described in
Nilsson [18].
3 Numerical model
The simulations are performed with the EllipSys3D code developed at DTU / Risø. The El-
lipSys3D code is a general purpose 3D solver, originally developed by Michelsen [1][2] and
Sørensen [3]. The code has been used and described in numerous studies and will hence not
be described in detail here. The reader is referred to Mikkelsen [4], Troldborg et al. [5][8][9],
Ivanell et al. [10][17] and Nilsson [18] among others for more information.
The computations are carried out as LES. With the LES technique large eddies are resolved
explicitly and eddies smaller than a certain size are filtered out and modeled by an eddy-viscosity
based sub-grid scale (SGS) model. For this work the mixed scale model developed by Ta Phuoc
[19] is used. For more information about the LES technique and the SGS model, the reader
is referred to Sagaut [20] and Ta Phuoc [19]. The code is formulated in primitive variables,
i.e., pressure and velocity, in a collocated storage arrangement. The numerical method uses
a blend of a third order Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinematics (QUICK)
scheme (10%) and a fourth order Central Differences Scheme (CDS) (90%) for the convective
terms, while it uses a second order CDS for the remaining terms. The use of the blend is a
compromise between avoiding non-physical numerical wiggles and limiting numerical diffusion.
The pressure correction equation is based on the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked
Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm.
3.1 Grid, boundary conditions, and simulation configuration
The grid used in this study has a resolution in the inner equidistant region of 0.1R. This value is
based on experience from previous studies, see Ivanell [11]. This is the region of interest where
all turbines are placed and where the wake calculations are performed. In order to save grid
points, the grid is stretched towards all boundaries as seen in Fig. 1 where the xy (left figure)
and xz (right figure) planes of the grid are shown, respectively. The coordinate system is defined
by (z,x,y), which refer respectively to the streamwise, vertical, and longitudinal directions. The
grid measures totally 167×20×20R3. The equidistant region size is 150×4×4R3. It is centered
in the xz plane, as seen in Fig. 1 (left), and it begins at a z value of 8R.
For simulations where wind turbines are present, 10 wind turbines are placed at positions
(z,10R,10R). The first turbine is placed in position z = 17R and the remaining turbines are
positioned just after each other with a spacing of 14R.
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Figure 1: xy (left) and xz (right) planes plot of the grid. In the xz plane, only the inlet and outlet
parts of the grid are shown and the remaining part of the grid is denoted by three dots.
Slip conditions are imposed at the bottom and at the top of the domain, cyclic conditions are
imposed at the lateral boundaries and a convective condition is imposed at the outlet. Dirichlet
conditions are employed for velocities and pressure at the inlet and a constant and uniform
streamwise velocity component is applied at the upper and lower boundaries of the domain.
80000 timesteps are performed in each simulation, which corresponds to about 12 longitudinal
flowtimes, with a flowtime referring to the time taken for the undisturbed flow to travel once
through the domain in the axial direction.
3.2 Actuator disc method
The turbines are modeled in the simulations using the ACD method, see Mikkelsen [4] and
Troldborg et al. [5]. In the ACD method the rotor is modeled as a disc on which body forces are
imposed. The body forces are determined from local angles of attack and airfoil data (lift and
drag coefficients as a function of the angle of attack). The velocities at the disc are computed
by the flow solver in the global Cartesian grid. These velocities are being interpolated to a
local polar grid. The rotor is initially given a rotational velocity, which is left to adapt to the
conditions in which it operates through the use of a controller, as described in Nilsson [18]. The
local angle of attack is determined by the local flow angle, the twist and the possible pitch of
the blades. The forces acting on the disc are computed on the local polar grid by using the local
angle of attack. In a last step the forces are interpolated back to the global Cartesian grid. It is
emphasized that the disc loading is not uniform since the forces are computed using the local
velocities determined for each grid point of the rotor disc. In order to avoid numerical problems,
the body forces are regularized using a one-dimensional Gaussian approach. The regularization
is performed using a standard deviation of ε/
√
2, where ε is the regularization parameter which
set to 0.2R. The local polar grid is defined using 21 grid points on the radius and 81 points in
the azimuthal direction.
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Figure 2: Schematical figure explaing how the time series of velocity are extracted.
3.3 Modeling turbulence
The modeling of the ambient turbulence is performed by introducing pre-generated synthetic
ambient turbulence. The ambient turbulence is generated using the Mann model, [6][7]. The
turbulent field computed by the model is homogeneous, Gaussian, anisotropic, and has the same
second order statistics as the atmospheric turbulence. For the generation of ambient turbulence
a box is defined measuring 333× 3.9× 3.9R3 with an equidistant resolution of approximately
0.16R. The box consists of 2048× 32× 32 grid points. As each position in the streamwise di-
rection in the box corresponds to a timestep according to Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis,
the box consists of 2048 timesteps. In order to impose the fluctuations in the CFD domain, the
xy-planes at each z position are determined from the box. The fluctuations at these planes are
recalculated into body forces and these are imposed using an analogy to the immersed bound-
ary technique, Troldborg et al. [21]. The lower right corner of the planes of turbulence are at
each timestep introduced at approximately (z,x,y) = (13R,8R,8R) to ensure the entire plane
to be within the equidistant region of the grid but upstream from the first turbine. The planes
are then convected downstream by the flow solver. As the resolution and the timestep in the
turbulence box differ from that of the LES, spatial and temporal interpolation are performed.
The turbulence intensity (TI) is determined only by considering the streamwise component of
the fluctuations. However, all three components are used in the computations. The input to the
Mann model is a mean velocity of 8m/s and the roughness lengths 2.0 ·10−5m and 3.5 ·10−2m.
The idea is to perform simulations with an imposed atmospheric TI equal to approximately 4 and
8%. Additionally, cases without atmospheric turbulence are simulated for comparison purposes.
3.4 Characterization of turbulence
In order to efficiently track time series of velocity at several points of interests, probe sheets are
inserted at different z positions. The probe sheet at each z postion is distributed according to Fig.
2 and its center is placed at (z,10R,10R). The first sheet is placed at z = 17R, the second sheet
is placed at 24R, and the remaining sheets are placed after each other with a spacing of 14R, i.e.,
in-between each pair of turbines.
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As mentioned above, the simulations are performed both without and with the influence
of wind turbines. The former is used to analyze the TI and velocity fluctuations as a function
of downstream distance, in an attempt to study the development of the synthetically generated
turbulence throughout the domain, whereas the latter is used to analyze the impact of different TI
levels on the wake flow, on the power production of the turbines, and on the eventual obtention
of an asymptotic wake state.
The TI and mean streamwise velocity as functions of the downstream distance are deter-
mined as mean values over all the points starting from 0R to 1R in Fig. 2. They are averaged
over the last 6 flow times of the simulations. In this paper, the ambient TI level, which corre-
sponds to the imposed level of atmospheric turbulence in the simulations, will be referred to as
T Iamb,0. We define it as the TI at the position of the first turbine (17R) when this turbine is not
present. The TI at different axial positions in the absence and presence of wind turbines will be
denoted respectively as T INT and T IWT .
Power spectra of the velocity fluctuations are also calculated as a function of downstream
position, radial position, and incoming turbulence intensity, in order to provide more informa-
tion about the turbulence. This is done following the method outlined by George [22], at each
position depicted in Fig. 2. In order to minimize fluctuations in the spectra, FFT’s are per-
formed on each of the last four 13336-timestep blocks of the 80000 timestep simulations, and
are averaged together. Each block corresponds to the number of timesteps required for a Mann
turbulence box to travel through the domain at the mean velocity (which also corresponds to
two longitudinal flowtimes). Four flowtimes were then left for the flow to travel through the
domain before starting to analyse the velocity fluctuations data. Results are finally presented as
azimuthal averages of the spectra calculated at the four azimuthal positions around the circles
shown in Fig. 2. Each resulting spectra, associated to a certain radial position, is in this way
averaged over 16 13336-timestep blocks. Spectra were in this article only performed on the axial
velocity fluctuations.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 In the absence of turbines
As a first step the T Iamb,0 is determined and it is found that the LES overestimates it with approx-
imately 10% compared to values found directly by analyzing the Mann data set. T Iamb,0 in the
LES are found to be 4.5% and 8.9%. In Fig. 3, T INT as a function of the downstream position is
depicted for T Iamb,0 = 4.5% and 8.9%. It is seen that the turbulence is dissipating significantly
as the downstream distance increases. This behavior is expected since the turbulence is imposed
only at one upstream position and since there is no other turbulence generated in the domain to
sustain the T Iamb,0 value. The decay is however not very large at the positions of the two first
turbines, making a study of the influence of T Iamb,0 on the first axial positions possible. Further
downstream, it will be seen that the influence of T Iamb,0 on the wake development will decrease
as the turbulence produced by the turbine rotors increases.
Fig. 4 shows the power spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the absence of turbines cal-
culated at a radial distance of 1R as a function of the downstream distance, for the two studied
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Figure 3: TI as a function of downstream distance in the absence of wind turbines.
levels of T Iamb,0. For the sake of clarity, some axial positions behind turbines were omitted in
these graphs. Only one radial position is shown here for space considerations. The resulting
figures are however enough to demonstrate the general behavior obtained.
The spectra are seen to consist in three distinct regions. In the low frequency region, the
spectra are seen to follow the theoretical slope of -5/3 associated to the inertial range, where
energy is transferred from large eddies to smaller ones. From a value of f ∗R/V0 of about 1,
the spectra depart from this slope, corresponding to the frequency at which energy dissipation
starts to occur. In the present case where the grid spacing is 4.65m and incoming velocity is
8m/s, the time taken for non disturbed flow to travel one grid cell is 0.58s. This can be trans-
ferred into a Nyquist frequency of 0.86Hz, which is associated to a f ∗R/V0 value of about 5,
corresponding to the highest frequency of the structures that can be resolved in our calculations.
After this, the eddies are modeled by the SGS model. In our spectra, energy dissipation starts
to happen at a value of f ∗R/V0 of about 1. The difference with the value of 5 calculated above
might be explained by the fact that a certain number of cells might be needed to resolve a vor-
tex structure. The last region at high frequencies is seen to have smaller fluctuations than the
other regions, and a slope which goes back towards a value of -5/3. Such a behavior for the
slope of the spectra at high frequencies is reported to have been seen in previous simulations
performed with EllipSys3D with the blades modeled as actuator lines [23]. However, this does
not appear to be the case with simulations performed in similar conditions using OpenFoam
with the turbine rotors modeled as actuator discs (see [24] for a description of the setup used
for these simulations). The different SGS model used in the LES simulations performed with
OpenFoam (”classic Smagorinsky”) might explain the differences observed. A different convec-
tion scheme (QUICK in OpenFoam), related among other things to unequal levels of numerical
diffusion, could also contribute to these distinct results. More work is however needed to be able
to conclude on this matter.
The spectra associted to a T Iamb,0 of 8.9% depict a higher intensity than the ones associated
to a T Iamb,0 of 4.5%, consistent with the fact that more energy is found in the wake for a higher
level of turbulence. When looking at the two first regions described above, the spectra are
seen to decrease in intensity as the downstream distance increases. This is consistent with the
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Figure 4: Power spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the absence of wind turbines, azimuthally
averaged on a 1R circle centered at the position where the rotors will be located, for different
downstream positions, with an T Iamb,0=4.5% (left) and 8.9% (right)
decrease of TI with increasing downstream distance seen in Fig. 3. This behavior is however not
observed at high frequencies, where no clear trend can be found. Differences were actually also
obtained at high frequencies when looking at different radial positions (not shown here), which
was not the case at lower frequencies. A varying behavior is not expected for different radial
positions, as flow properties are not awaited to change with radial position in the absence of
turbines and influence from the ground. For this reason, and the fact that the results obtained at
high frequencies are different from the ones predicted by Openfoam, the behavior of the spectra
at high frequencies is deemed uncertain, and is currently under investigation.
The spectra seen in these figures however suggest that the turbulent fluctuations imposed
with the Mann method, although decaying, remain significant along the region of interest, mak-
ing the study suggested here possible. As mentioned above, in the presence of turbines, the level
of turbulence will quickly be dominated by the turbine generated turbulence.
4.2 In the presence of turbines
T IWT and the mean streamwise velocity are depicted in Fig. 5 as a function of axial position,
in the presence of turbines. It is seen that the T IWT (left figure) in the wake clearly depends
on T Iamb,0, even at positions where T INT is more or less independent of T Iamb,0 (see Fig. 3 for
comparison). A higher T Iamb,0 indeed results in a higher TI in the wake flow. This suggests that
the wake structures somehow remember the initial turbulence conditions, as they are influenced
by the initial flow conditions even far downstream.
The mean streamwise velocity determined at the same locations as the TI is shown in Fig. 5
(right). It is seen in this figure that the normalized velocity at position z = 17R is just below 0.9,
and is independent of T Iamb,0. Further downstream, the level of the mean velocity is dependent
on T Iamb,0. It is also seen that the velocity is slowly decreasing with the downstream distance
but is found to be more or less constant for the last 3 position for a given T Iamb,0. The impact
of the imposed turbulence is also evident when comparing with the case where T Iamb,0 = 0%,
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Figure 5: T IWT (left) and mean streamwise velocity (right) as a function of downstream distance.
where a significant drop of the velocity is found at z = 24R and z = 38R. After z = 52R the wake
flow has however recovered and the differences between the T Iamb,0 = 0%, T Iamb,0 = 4.5% and
T Iamb,0 = 8.9% cases are minor. A higher T Iamb,0 is seen to result in a higher mean velocity.
This is expected since a higher turbulence results in a higher level of mixing of the wake flow
and the surrounding flow, allowing a quicker velocity recovery.
The trends show that all curves representing TI and mean velocities are aiming for an asymp-
totic value when the downstream distance increases. It is noted that this seems to happen faster
with higher values of T Iamb,0.
The mean power output of the individual turbines as a function of streamwise position is
depicted in Fig. 6. The power is normalized by the power of the first turbine in the line for
each T Iamb,0 level. The trend for the production is found to follow a similar trend as that for the
mean velocity (Fig. 5, right), which is expected. A higher T Iamb,0 results in a higher production.
This can be seen earlier in studies, see e.g. Hansen et al. [25], and is expected since the mean
velocity recovers faster when increasing T Iamb,0. It is noted that the power is extracted at the
turbine positions while the mean velocity is extracted in between each pair of turbines. Also,
to fit the measurement data the power curves are starting at z = 0R while the velocity curves
start at z = 17R. These aspects makes the velocity and power curves slightly shifted. The
trends for the mean velocity and the production curves however follow each other as expected.
For comparison purposes, the relative power measured at the Horns Rev and Lillgrund wind
farms is plotted as a function of downstream distance, see Hansen et al. [25] and Nilsson et
al.[26]. In the Horns Rev case the T Iamb,0 is equal to approximately 7% and in both the Lillgrund
cases it is equal to approximately 5%. It is seen that there are large differences between the
production in the Lillgrund cases and the the present simulations. This difference is believed
mainly to be due to the spacing between the turbines which is much smaller in the Lillgrund
case. Earlier comparisons between EllipSys3D simulations performed with a right spacing and
the experimental data from Lillgrund have shown very good agreement, Nilsson et al.[26]. The
results from the simulations performed here and the Horns Rev measured data show a similar
trend. In this case, the same distance was used in the simulations between each turbine than
in the real-life case. Obtaining the right trends from the simulations seem to be dependent on
the use of a right distance between the simulated turbines. Let us note that the actual Horns
Rev turbines have a nominal power of 2MW, compared to the 2.3MW nominal power used in
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Figure 6: Relative power production for the different values of T Iamb,0. For comparison purposes
also the measured production at the Horns Rev and Lillgrund wind farms are plotted.
the present simulations. In the experimental case, less kinetic energy is then extracted by each
turbine, letting more energy pass to the following turbine. This should lead to higher production
levels in the measured production, which is a likely explanation for the differences that can be
seen between the simulations and experimental data for turbines 2-5 in the row.
Fig. 7 shows the power spectra of the velocity fluctuations corresponding to the ones showed
in Fig. 4, but in the presence of turbines. In addition to spectra obtained with a T Iamb,0 of 4.5%
and 8.9%, a spectrum is also shown for a T Iamb,0 of 0%. The same three regions that were
described to make up the spectra in the absence of turbines in Fig. 4 can be observed here as
well. In the case where T Iamb,0=0%, the intensity of the first spectrum (at 24R) is much smaller
than at greater downstream distances. The wake takes in this case the form of a shear layer
that appears to be very stable, and has not yet broken down. The velocity as a function of time
inside this shear layer (not shown here) was seen to vary very little. The same phenomenon was
observed for different radial positions around the 1R value. This can be related to the very low
mean TI observed in Fig. 5. This changes drastically with increasing T Iamb,0, which causes the
shear layer to break down and the wake to become unstable, resulting in a very large increase in
the intensity of the spectra. The second turbine has a similar effect on the wake: it contributes to
breaking down the shear layer that otherwise would remain stable over large distances, as seen
in a previous work Breton et al [27].
At T Iamb,0=4.5 and 8.9%, an important difference in intensity is seen, in the whole frequency
range shown, between the spectrum calculated at a distance of 24R and the ones corresponding
to greater downstream distances. Indeed, in the first two regions, the intensity associated to this
spectra is larger. In the third region, the opposite result is obtained, as the intensity is smaller for
this spectra at high frequencies.
These differences suggest, as expected and seen above from looking for example at the turbu-
lence intensity, that the turbulence characteristics of the wake are changing in an important way
when going from behind the first turbine to behind the second turbine. Thereafter, it becomes
however difficult, when looking at low frequencies, to differentiate between spectra obtained for
distances greater than 24R. Indeed, from a distance of about 38R, the spectra become very close
to each other and are hardly discernible, a behavior that can be related to the one observed in Fig.
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5, where after a distance of 24R, the level of TI stays almost constant, except at 0% incoming TI,
which shows a little variation that cannot be detected in the corresponding spectrum. The spectra
differ somehow at high frequencies, but do not show a clear trend with increasing downstream
distance. As explained when discussion Fig. 7, one should be careful with the results shown
here at high frequencies, which require further investigation.
The spectra, in their current form, do not seem to make it possible to determine when an
asymptotic state is reached. They become indeed too close together already from behind the
second turbine to be discernable. It is hoped that a further investigation in the behavior of the
spectra at high frequencies will allow to give more information in this regard.
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Figure 7: Power spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the presence of wind turbines, azimuthally
averaged on a 1R circle centered at the rotor, for different downstream positions, with a T Iamb,0
of 0% (top left), 4.5% (top right) and 8.9% (bottom)
However, when considering the mean streamwise velocity, the TI and the power as functions
of downstream distance for a given value of T Iamb,0, the conditions far downstream in the wake
structure are believed to reach a near-asymptotic state since these mean quantities are considered
as more or less independent of the downstream position. The dependency of this result on the
imposed level of turbulence does not seem very strong, although imposing a certain level of
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turbulence intensity seems to favor the obtention of this state, and accelerate its reach. A rather
great uncertainty is however believed to be found in the dissipation of the imposed turbulence,
and more work is needed to clearly conclude on the influence of the imposed level of turbulence
on the obtention of an asymptotic wake state.
5 Conclusion
LES simulations were performed with EllipSys3D on a line of 10 wind turbines modeled as actu-
ator discs, under different levels of imposed turbulence generated synthetically with the method
of Mann, in search for an asymptotic wake deficit state. The characteristics of the turbulence
were first studied in the absence of turbines. It was observed that the level of turbulence im-
posed in the simulations seems somehow to be remembered further downstream when looking
at evolution of the turbulence intensity (TI), although it was observed to be decaying in the ab-
sence of wind turbines. The power spectra of the velocity fluctuations were observed to be in
agreement (at least for a large part of the spectra), with what was expected, and provided inter-
esting information about the characteristics of turbulence. However, the fact that their behavior
was not fully understood at high frequencies and that no clear trends could be observed at these
frequencies limited the amount of information available. Differences observed with similar sim-
ulations performed with OpenFoam in this frequency region also called for more investigations.
An asymptotic wake deficit seemed very close to being obtained with 10 turbines when analyz-
ing the mean velocity, power and turbulence intensity in the wake, and a higher level of imposed
turbulence seemed to help reach this state. Comparisons in terms of power with experimental
data from the Horns Rev offshore in which the turbines were separated by 7 rotor diameters as
in the present case showed that similar trends were obtained
Future work will push this study further by considering a greater number of turbines, and
a greater number of T Iamb,0, in hunt for a truly asymptotic wake state, and of its dependency
on the imposed level of turbulence. This could be made easier by considering a finer grid,
which should limit the decay of the imposed turbulence by numerical dissipation. It is also
desired to study the effect from curtailment, where different turbines would be pitched, and the
effect on the obtention or not of an asymptotic wake state will be studied. The effect from the
distance between the turbines will also be investigated, along with the influence from the ground.
Further comparisons between the results obtained with OpenFoam and EllipSys3D will be made
in order to learn more about the differences obtained in the velocity fluctuations spectra at high
frequencies. It is wished to perform simulations in very simple configurations aimed at isolating
the effects from the different SGS model and convection scheme, in order to determine their
impact on the results obtained, and she more light into the behavior of the spectra obtained at
high frequencies, which could provide valuable information about the turbulence characteristics
in the wake.
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ABSTRACT
The characteristics of the turbulence field in wakes produced by horizontal-axis wind turbines
under a uniform inflow are studied. To this aim, LES simulations of a rotor subjected to different
types of inflow are performed with OpenFOAM R©. Two different Actuator Disk (AD) models
for the rotor are implemented with the goal of assessing their capabilities to reproduce the tur-
bulence characteristics of the wake: a uniformly loaded rotor and an AD model based on the
blade element theory that employs tabulated airfoil data to calculate the distribution of forces
over the disk as well as the geometry and other physical parameters from a conceptual 5 MW
offshore wind turbine. The latter AD implementation makes use of a control system to adjust
the rotational velocity of the rotor to the conditions of the wind flow.
The turbulent wakes produced by the two AD models are analyzed over three different inflow
conditions: laminar and two turbulent inflows of intensities 3.2 % and 6.7 % measured at the
location of the rotor when the turbine is not present. The turbulence is pre-generated using
the Mann model, that produces turbulent fields with the same second order statistics of the
atmospheric turbulence. The turbulence is introduced in the computational domain at a position
ahead of the rotor instead of at the inlet, to minimize its decay as it is convected downstream in
the domain.
A study of the turbulence evolution in the absence of the rotor reveals a discrepancy between
the values of the turbulence intensity of the pre-generated field when it is measured before and
after it has been introduced in the computational domain. This in turn suggests a numerical
issue caused by imposing a turbulent velocity field in the flow. However, once the turbulence is
introduced, it is found to exhibit a very small decay as the flow moves downstream.
The simulations of the turbulent wake show differences in the turbulence characteristics of
the near wake of each AD model. We also observe a dissimilar behaviour of the turbulence in-
tensity along the wake for the different inflow conditions which difficult the task of determining
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a conclusive trend. Nonetheless, the results show that the turbulence characteristics in the far
wake are nearly independ of the AD model or the inflow turbulence characteristics.
This new implementation of the AD techniques and the use of the Mann method in Open-
FOAM can be also proved useful in the future when comparing with the results of similar studies
for which other CFD platforms are used.
1 Introduction
In the process of characterization of wind turbine wakes, one of the main elements consists of
an adequate model of the turbine. One of the most recurred techniques to model the rotor is
the Actuator Disk (AD) in which the rotor is represented as a permeable surface where a distri-
bution of forces acts upon the flow. In its simplest formulation, the AD comprises a surface of
uniform loading modelled by one-dimensional forces in the streamwise direction. This has been
proved computationally affordable and sufficient to reproduce the turbulence characteristics of
the wake [1],[2]. In spite of this, it has also been observed that the inclusion of non-uniform
loading (which induces wake rotation) leads to a considerable improvement in the prediction of
the mean velocity and turbulence intensity in the near wake [3],[4]. Similar studies have been
performed with the Actuator Line (AL) model that permits a greater detail in the reproduction
of the aerodynamic features of the rotor, overcoming the problem of the lack of tip vorticity
reproduction of the AD [5],[6], [7]. Despite of these advantages, the AL (as well as the actu-
ator surface) is still too computationally expensive to be used in the simulation of wind parks.
Furthermore, turbulence features in the far wake are less affected by the precision of the aerody-
namics of the rotor [8], making the AD a frequent choice for the simulation of wind turbines.
In the present work, we present a comparative study of the turbulence characteristics in the
wake of a rotor modeled with an uniformly loaded AD and an AD where loading and torque
are calculated using the blade-element theory [9] with a control system developed in [10] to
regulate the rotational velocity. Furthermore, we include the comparison between the wake
characteristics found using inflows of different turbulence intensities. The inflow turbulence has
been generated using the Mann method [11], [12] in which a three-dimensional velocity field is
generated by modelling the spectral tensor of the neutral atmosphere. In this way, the model is
capable of producing turbulence fields with the same second-order statistics as the atmospheric
turbulence. Moreover, following the technique applied in previous works [6], [7], we introduce
this pre-generated turbulence in a plane ahead of the rotor instead of the inlet to minimize the
effects of the turbulence decay. In addition to the comparative study, the decay of the turbulence
in the absence of the rotor is also analyzed.
The studies are carried out using OpenFOAM 2.1.0 R©, a second-order finite-volume open-
source CFD platform. The implementation of the techniques employed in this work in Open-
FOAM represents a novel approach that, in addition, could be useful to perform comparisons
with similar studies that use other CFD software.
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2 Model description
2.1 Flow model
The simulations are performed using the Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) model, that allows to
resolve the large (energy-containing) motions whereas the effects of the smaller eddies are mod-
elled. More precisely, the Navier-Stokes equations are decomposed into a filtered (or resolved)
component and a residual (or sub-grid scale, SGS) component. In the present simulations, the
effect of the residual scales is parametrized following the classic Smagorinsky model. There, the
subgrid viscosity is assumed to be proportional to the Smagorinsky coefficient Cs and the local
cell length ∆= (∆x∆y∆z)1/3. The value of CS is set to 0.168.
2.2 Modelling of turbulence
In order to reproduce a turbulence field that resembles the characteristics of the atmospheric
turbulence we employed the technique developed by Mann [11], [12] which provides a model
for the spectral tensor of surface layer turbulence in a neutral atmosphere. More specifically,
this technique employs Rapid Distortion Theory to estimate the anisotropy in the turbulence
field (initially described by the von Ka´rma´n tensor) caused by wind shear, based on two fun-
damental assumptions: a) that shear is a linear function of the height above the surface and b)
the concept and calculation of the eddy lifetime. The calculations performed by Mann result in
a model with three adjustable parameters, which are in turn evaluated by comparing the model
to different measurements of the ABL as well as analytical expressions of the spectrum, used
in engineering applications. Finally, the three dimensional turbulent velocity field is determined
from a decomposition of the spectral tensor, approximated by a Fourier transform. In this work,
the formulation of the Mann model provided by recommendations of the IEC standard for wind
turbine design [13] is employed.
The model of Mann is used to generate a stationary turbulence velocity field (a turbulence
box), that is spatially homogeneous and has the same second-order statistics of the atmospheric
turbulence. In our computations, a turbulence field is pre-generated in a spatially uniform do-
main. Assuming the Taylor hypothesis of equivalent spacial and temporal correlations, the
streamwise axis of the turbulence box is assumed equivalent to time, so the cross-sectional
planes of the box are introduced in the computational domain time step. In order to minimize
the turbulence decay when introducing the turbulence in the inflow of the rotor, the turbulent
velocity field is introduced at a plane ahead of the AD instead of the inlet.
2.3 Actuator disk
The rotor of a horizontal-axis wind turbine is modelled as an Actuator Disk (AD) [14], where
the effect of the blades on the wind flow is reproduced by forces distributed over a disk. As the
actual geometry of the blades is not reproduced, the load of the turbine is taken as an integrated
quantity in the azimuthal direction.
Two different AD concepts are implemented in the course of our work with the goal of
performing comparisons of the turbulence characteristics in their wakes. In the first case, it is
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assumed that the forces over the AD are only in the axial direction and are distributed uniformly
over the disk. If U0 is the uniform inflow velocity, the force is calculated as
Fx =
1
2
ρU0ACT (1)
where A is the area of the disk and CT is the thrust coefficient. In the second approach, the
forces are calculated following the blade element theory [9], where the lift and drag coefficients
are obtained from tabulated airfoil data. This model is simply referred to as AD with rotation
throughout this work. In this formulation, the forces per unit area acting on the AD are calculated
from
dF =
1
2
ρU2rel
B
2pir
(CLel+CDed)dA (2)
where B is the number of blades and CL, CD are the lift and drag forces that are evaluated in
function of the angle of attack, with el and ed being the unit vectors pointing in the directions
of lift and drag, respectively. The factor B/2pir is commonly derived from spatially integrating
over an annular element of area dA= 2pirdr [9]. However, in this work such term is conceived
as coming from a time averaging. In effect, as it was shown by [15] and [16], considering the
time the blades spend over any given control volume during one rotation, the average force on
the rotor is exactly equal to eq. (2). An interesting result of this formulation is that the force can
be calculated with this expression independently from the shape of the control volume cells in
the grid. As a result, the grid can be formed by squared cells which is highly desired in order to
maintain a uniform grid-filter size in LES.
The introduction of the forces represents an abrupt discontinuity in the flow field, so large
velocity gradients occur at the vicinity of the AD and oscillations (wiggles) on the velocity field
appear. To avoid this effect, we distribute the forces that comprise the AD in the axysymmetric
direction. This is done by taking the convolution of the forces and a Gaussian function f (x) =
1
σ
√
2pi exp
[
−( x2σ )2]. In this manner, the value of the standard deviation σ (i.e. the distribution
width) will define the thickness of the disk. The force distribution is defined between the limits
[−3σ ,3σ ] so that it contains 99.7% of magnitude of the forces computed for the original —one
cell thick— disk.
This AD implementation also includes the use of a control for the rotational velocity with
respect to the inflow conditions, henceforth called controller. This system is designed to work
below rated power, so the inflow velocity used is within that range. The model for this controller
is described in [10].
2.4 Reference turbine model
Airfoil parameters are obtained from the conceptual 5 MW offshore wind turbine designed by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [17]. This is a conventional horizontal
axis, three bladed (twisted and tapered), pitch-controlled and variable speed turbine created
from design information of other turbines, mainly the REpower 5M. The radius of the rotor is
63 m with a peak power coefficient ofCP = 0.482, found when the tip-speed-ratio has a value of
λ = 7.55 and the blade pitch angle is zero. Information regarding the torque vs. rotational speed
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response of the turbine is also contained in that report and it was used to regulate the angular
velocity of the turbine according to the method of [10].
3 Numerical model
Simulations are carried out using a uniform inflow ofU∞ = 8 m/s at the inlet. Within the compu-
tational domain, a central region where cells are equally spaced in the flow direction x is located
at Lx = 6.4 R from the inlet and continues until the outlet. The region is separated from all the
lateral boundaries by a distance of 6.9 R. Outside this region, the cells are stretched towards
the boundaries. The side boundaries are set to periodic while the top and bottom are symme-
try planes (the latter is chosen to relax the restrictions that periodic boundaries impose on the
decomposition of the computational domain). At the outlet Neumann boundary conditions are
imposed.
We performed a study to analyze the sensitivity of the solution, such as the computed power
coefficient, to the changes in domain size, mesh and axial distribution of AD forces. In the study,
the AD with rotation has a fixed rotational velocity of Ω= 9.16 RPM which corresponds to the
peak power coefficient for the given U∞, as reported in [17]. We employed the domain size and
mesh points from previous works [10],[18] as a reference.
Ω [RPM] CP CT
Reference WT (at peak CP) 9.16 0.482 ∼1.023
BEM calculation 9.16 0.489 0.863
Steady-state, laminar solver 9.16 0.508 0.808
Table 1: Performance values of the wind turbine obtained from a steady state, laminar solver
compared to the ones provided by [17].
The results of the sensitivity studies indicated that the optimal computational domain con-
sists of a rectangular mesh of size Lx×Ly×Lz = 30.4 R ×20 R ×20 R, with a number of points
equal to Nx×Ny×Nz = 240×136× 136. The resolution of the central region is comprised by
uniform cells of side length ∆= 0.05 R. The values for the performance of the turbine obtained
with these parameters are shown in Table 1. These are compared to the reported values of the
turbine designer [17], obtained by performing simulations using FAST at Ω = 9.16, when the
peak power coefficient is reported to be obtained. In addition, the values obtained using an in-
house BEM code are also included. The agreement between the reported values of CP from the
designer and the steady-state simulation are generally good, being the largest difference that of
the CT , that is underestimated. The reasons of this are being currently investigated. The CT of
the designer report is calculated assuming that the total thrust is 500 kN, which is not exact as it
is read from a curve.
LES simulations are performed using the domain size and mesh reported above. AD loca-
tion, inflow and boundary conditions are the same as previously described. An adaptive time
step solver is used where the CFL number is kept below 0.6. A QUICK interpolation scheme
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is applied for the solution of convection terms. Simulations are run for three longitudinal flow-
times (i.e. the time that takes to the freestream flow to cover the distance Lx) in order to allow
stabilization of the turbulence in the flow and after this, measurements are taken during 10 flow-
times. Computations are carried out for both AD implementations, uniformly loaded and AD
with rotation. In the case of the latter, the controller is activated only after 0.5 flow-times have
passed, as it was otherwise observed that since the rotational velocity and torque are not well-
predicted at the beginning, the input values of the controller produce a rotational speed outside
the range of our table. The starting value of Ω is 8 RPM. The load of the uniform AD is deter-
mined by the averageCT obtained from the AD with rotation under a non-turbulent inflow, which
is found to be 0.8. Note that this allows a more direct comparison between results of the two
rotor conceptions as equation (1) does not consider the load variations during the computations.
The ADs are exposed to three different inflow conditions: a non-turbulent inflow, a turbulent
flow with a turbulence intensity (TI) of 3.2 % and another where TI is 6.7 %. The turbulent
simulations are also referred to as the low and high turbulence cases. Turbulence intensities
are measured at the location of the AD before it is placed in the domain. The turbulence is
pre-generated according to the method outlined in Section 2.2 in a domain of 4096× 64× 64
uniformly distributed cells. The planes of turbulence are introduced in the computational domain
at 1.6 R upstream of the rotor. The cross-section area and number of points of the box coincide
with that of the uniform region in the computational domain. Bearing the frozen turbulence
hypothesis in mind, the cell spacing of the turbulence box is equivalent to the time it takes the
flow, moving at CFL = 1. Therefore, since a plane needs to be introduced at each time step,
linear interpolations are employed to calculate the value of the turbulence at the given time. The
process continues by swapping the turbulence box along its length. When the complete box has
been mapped into the domain, the process is repeated from the first plane so the turbulence is
recycled. Lastly, we should make note that the length of the turbulence box is enough to cover
almost the totality of the simulation, as it is desired to avoid the appearance of the recycling
period of the box in the calculations of the spectra.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Turbulence decay
As a first step we assess the properties of the turbulence field introduced in the computational
domain in the absence of the rotor. It is evident that the introduction of a turbulent velocity
field in a close location to the rotor represents a discontinuity in the flow and as such, it can
be a source of numerical complications. For this analysis, we have chosen to record the veloc-
ity fluctuations at the location where the turbulence plane is introduced, at the position where
the AD will be located and then downstream of it at 0, 2, 6, 10 and 20 R. This is done using
a probe located along a line normal to the turbulence plane. As the turbulence is convected
downstream, the flow field solution has to adapt to the imposed conditions, so differences in
the turbulent velocity field with respect to the one generated in the box are to be expected.
Certainly, when comparing the intensity of the turbulence of the box (spatially averaged) with
respect to that of the turbulence introduced in the computational domain (temporally averaged),
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Figure 1: Turbulence decay in the absence of the rotor. Top: Average turbulence intensities
at different positions along the domain. Bottom: Variances of the velocity fluctuation in each
direction.
a relatively large difference is observed. The spaced average TIs measured in the box were
5.5 % and 11.7 % whereas the TIs measured in the computational domain using a probe were
3.2 % and 6.7 %, respectively. This is most likely the result of the numerical discontinuity result-
ing from the introduction of a turbulent velocity inside the flow field. This potential problem has
been commented by authors of previous, similar studies [6], [7] where an alternative approach is
implemented to avoid it. In summary, this method consists in producing the turbulent velocity in
the computational domain by using source terms in the momentum equation, in analogy to the
technique used to model the AD. We will explore this approach in the future. For the time being,
we present our results by referring to the TIs calculated at the position where the rotor will be
located once the wakes are simulated. Make note that results show averages of the recorded
velocities at the probes during 10 flow-times.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the TI downstream of the plane where turbulence is intro-
duced. It is interesting to note that despite of the disagreement mentioned above, the decay is
relatively low, especially for the low turbulence case. Also in the Figure 1 we can observe the
evolution of the variances of the velocity fluctuations. While the low turbulence variances in all
direction remain more or less stable, the high turbulence case show an appreciable decrease in
the streamwise and vertical directions. On the other hand, the time-averaged Reynolds stresses
show in Figure 2 a steady decrease, which is to be expected in the absence of shear. However,
note that uu does not largely vary between 1 R ahead of the assumed rotor position until about
10 R downstream of it.
To complete the analysis of the turbulence decay in the absence of a rotor, the spectral
characteristics of the velocity fluctuations in all directions are shown in the Figure 3 for different
streamwise positions. The spectra are calculated from the values of the velocity fluctuations at
each time step. For their calculation, a set equal to 214 values is considered. For each case,
the spectrum in the figure is calculated as the average of the spectra of subsets of 211 values
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Figure 2: Evolution of the time-averaged Reynolds stresses at different downstream positions.
The shaded region represents the side length of the plane where fluctuations are introduced into
the computational domain, which coincides with the size of the uniform region of the domain.
Negative values correspond to positions upstream of the rotor.
of the complete set. The spectra of the turbulence box is also shown, which is the result of a
spacial average of subsets of 212 values. At a first glance, we observe that for each direction, the
spectra from the probes are shifted with respect to those of the Mann box. This is likely to be
an indication of the variation of the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations when the turbulence
planes are introduced in the computational domain. However, once the turbulent velocity field
is being carried along the flow, there is little variation of the turbulence scales. In fact, there is
a variation of dissipative scales for each position that does not follow a particular order. This
is potentially due to the readjustment of the velocity field downstream of the plane where the
turbulence is introduced. This feature has also been observed by [6] in a similar analysis.
4.2 Wake characteristics
After the assessment of the turbulence decay, we introduce the rotor in our computations to study
the characteristics of the turbulence in the wake. In Figure 4 we can visualize some of the results
from these simulations. There, the vorticity allows us to appreciate the development of the
vorticity structures in the cases of laminar and turbulent inflows, for each rotor representation.
In the case of laminar inflow, the structures develop earlier when using the AD with rotation
than with the uniformly loaded technique. Yet, close to the outlet the turbulence field does not
appear too different between these cases. The same comparison is not as evident in the case of
turbulent inflow, the structures appear at about the same distance behind the rotor when using
one or the other AD models. As expected, the incoming turbulence triggers the apparition of
instabilities in the shear layer much sooner than in the laminar inflow cases. These observations
are complemented by the features observed in Figure 5, where the vorticity contours illustrate
the turbulence structures appearing in the case of the AD with rotation under a laminar and
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Figure 3: Spectral characteristics of the velocity fluctuations in the three spacewise directions
at different downstream positions from the plane where synthetic turbulence is introduced. Left
column low turbulence case, 3.2 % TI . Right column: high turbulence, 6.7 % TI. The spectra of
each direction are presented row-wise.
a turbulent inflows. On the other hand, the velocity profiles in Figure 6 do not show a large
difference in the estimation of the average velocity amongst the different rotor models in the
cases of turbulent inflow, except for the first downstream positions where the AD with rotation
reflects the fact that different loads are calculated radially. In contrast, the differences in the
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velocity calculation between the two AD models are more noticeable for the laminar inflow
case, where an appreciable difference remain even at 20 R behind the rotor.
Figure 4: Visualization of the turbulence structures in the wakes with vorticity. Left: the wake
of the uniformly loaded disk. Right: the wake of the AD with rotation. The images correspond
to the cases of laminar inflow (top) and high turbulence inflow (bottom) at 13 flow-times from
the start of the simulation.
Figure 5: The wakes of the AD in uniform inflow (left) and high turbulence inflow (right) drawn
using vorticity contours coloured with the velocity magnitude (in [m/s]) . In the latter, the plane
where the turbulence velocity is introduced can be seen. Contours are calculated at 13 flow-
times.
4.3 Turbulence characteristics in the wake flow
After having reviewed the turbulence evolution in the absence of turbines by means of the TI
and the spectral characteristics of the velocity fluctuations, we perform a similar analysis in the
wakes of the rotors for the different inflow conditions. Figure 7 shows the development of the TI
at different streamwise positions. In order to observe the differences between the development
of turbulence in different parts of the wake, two radial positions are monitored: the position at
the rotational axis (as in the turbulence decay study) and the position y =R from the centreline
within the area of the shear layer. The first feature that we can notice is that for the laminar inflow
simulations, the turbulence increases both in the centre and at R in the uniform load model. On
the contrary, in the AD with rotation, it increases at the centreline while at R it goes through
a period of constant increase until about 10 R downstream, where it begins to drop. This trait
exemplifies the importance that the rotating model of the disk has in the representation of the
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Figure 6: Averaged velocity profiles of the wake at different downstream positions.
turbulence field in the near wake. On the other hand, the results show a peculiar behaviour of
the TI for the cases with inflow turbulence at the shear layer: for the low turbulence case, the
turbulence rapidly increases until around 5 R, and from there it starts to decrease. In contrast,
the high turbulence case shows a consistent reduction of TI downstream of the disk. The TIs
in the low turbulence case starts at a lower value than the high turbulence case but at the next
downstream position (5 R) it equals its value (for the uniformly loaded AD) and even overtakes
it (AD with rotation). Thus, it appears as if the shear layer of the AD modelled with both
techniques would not add up intensity to the velocity fluctuations when the incoming flow has
the high TI. A similar behaviour is observed also at centreline positions in the case of the AD
with rotation, although with a lower intensity. In spite of all this, the most remarkable feature is
that in all cases, the value of TI at the last probes is almost the same, ≈8 %. This is consistent
with previous observations, e.g. [3], that the turbulent velocity field in the far wake is relatively
well represented by AD without rotation when comparing different models.
The spectral characteristics shown in Figure 8 complement this study. Here, we only present
the spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the streamwise directions and for the probes located
at R. The most visible difference amongst the different cases are seen in the spectra of the
laminar inflow cases. There, we see that is not until the last downstream positions that the
spectra takes the characteristic shape of a turbulent flow, in particular, the inertial sub-range
with a slope of -5/3. Notice that the range of the spectra of the laminar flow, unlike all the
other spectra shown in this work, goes down to 10−6. Looking at the turbulent inflow cases, we
can see that the low turbulence flow exhibits a tendency to increase the energy associated to the
fluctuations downstream of the uniformly loaded disk (specially at the dissipation ranges) while
for the AD with rotation the energies increase and then decrease with the downstream position.
These features are consistent with the observations of the TI of Figure 7. Finally, spectra of the
high turbulence case reveal little changes in the energy content of the fluctuations downstream
of both AD representations. This tendency is also in agreement with what we can observe in the
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Figure 7: Turbulence intensity downstream of rotor modelled as an AD of uniform load (left)
and as an AD with rotation (right). The upper graphs show the results from probes located at
a distance R from the centreline of the domain whereas those at the bottom are extracted from
probes along the centreline.
previous figure for the TI.
5 Conclusion
LES simulations of the turbulent wake of a rotor have been performed with the aim of character-
izing the turbulence field produced therein. The rotor is modelled using two different Actuator
Disk techniques, the uniformly loaded disk and a disk where the forces are calculated following
the blade element theory, where the lift and drag are obtained from tabulated data. In addition
to this, the rotating AD model includes the implementation of a rotational velocity controller.
The purpose of employing two rotor representations was to examine the differences in the wake
characteristics produced by each rotor model. As it has been pointed out in previous studies, the
use of a non-uniform load in the AD that also considers the rotational velocity of the rotor leads
to different estimations of the turbulence field, particularly in the near wake. Preliminar studies
of the AD with rotation in laminar, steady-state flow show a good agreement of the power pre-
dicted for the rotor with respect to the values provided by the designer of the wind turbine that
we model.
A study of the turbulence decay in the absence of a rotor reveals a discrepancy between the
values of the turbulence intensity of the pre-generated turbulence when is measured in the box
with respect to its value measured when the box is introduced in the computational domain.
This suggests a numerical problem that shall be adressed in the future. Despite this issue, the
turbulence is seen to decay very little as it is convected downstream.
Simulations under different inflow conditions with turbulence created using the Mann method
showed that, when using the different rotor representations, differences in the turbulence char-
acteristics are indeed observed just downstream from the rotor whereas they approach closely to
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Figure 8: Energy spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the axial direction at different down-
stream positions from the plane where synthetic turbulence is introduced, for different types of
inflow. Left column: uniformly loaded AD, right column: AD with rotation.
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each other when moving further downstream, in the far wake region. The tendencies followed
by the turbulence in the wake of the rotor are similar between both AD techniques when the
inflow is non-turbulent. In contrast, the evolution of the turbulence characteristics when a tur-
bulent inflow is employed is harder to qualify, which suggests that further studies are needed to
achieve a proper characterization of the turbulence. Moreover, it is necessary to compare the
results of our model with experimental results to better assess the validity of the techniques em-
ployed. Nevertheless, the implementation of the AD techniques and the use of the Mann method
in OpenFOAM represents a novel approach that we expect can contribute to the study and char-
acterization of the turbulence in the wakes of wind turbines. It will be of particular interes to
compare the performance and accuracy of our implementation with other simulation platforms
currently in use within the wind energy community.
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the present paper is to further validate the predictive capability of the DWM/HAWC2 
package for simulation of structural loadings in wind farms. The validation in particular focus on 
tower fatigue loading characteristics (i.e. equivalent moments) as function of turbine relative position, 
including turbine interspacing.  
To accomplish this, comparative studies of predicted and measured fatigue load characteristics are 
performed. The involved data relates to full-scale measurements from the Danish Rødsand 2 offshore 
wind farm, where 6 turbines are instrumented with strain gauges providing tower top and bottom 
bending moments as well as tower the top torsion moment. The numerical predictions are based on a 
simulation package, where the Dynamic Wake Meandering model is interfaced with the in-house 
aeroelastic code HAWC2.     
Comparing simulated and measured tower fatigue loading, good agreements were found between the 
extend of wake affected direction regimes. As for the magnitude of the (mean) wake loading, the 
tower top moments were under-estimated with of the order 15%, whereas the tower bottom moments 
were found to agree well with the measured results. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wind turbines located in wind farms experience inflow wind conditions that is substantially modified 
compared to the ambient wind field, which apply for stand-alone wind turbines. This drastic change of 
the environmental wind field conditions is caused by wakes emitted from upstream turbines, and it has 
significant implications not only for the power production of a wind farm, but also, and equally 
important, for the loading conditions of the individual turbines in the farm. 
Recent research [1], [2], [3] has identified wake meandering as an important load driver for wind 
turbines operating in wind farms, and the Dynamic Wake Meandering (DWM) model [4] offers an 
efficient description of this intermittent flow field phenomenon. Compared to conventional 
methodologies for prediction of structural loads in wind farms, the DWM approach includes the effect 
from both modified turbulence structure and increased turbulence intensity of the wind farm flow 
field. This has interesting perspectives not only for the tower and foundation design loads, but 
certainly also for the optimal layout of a wind farm. 
An interesting consequence of the intermittent type of wind farm turbulence field characteristics, 
predicted by the DWM model, is that, for turbines aligned with the mean wind direction, the imposed 
tower fatigue loading on downstream turbines depends in a non-monotonic way on the turbine 
interspacing. This is contrary to conventional approaches, where the fatigue loading increases 
monotonically with decreasing inter turbine spacing. The DWM method predicts tower/foundation 
fatigue loads that increases with the downstream spacing up to a certain point, after which they 
decrease as indicated in [5]. In the limit of infinite turbine interspacing, the imposed wind field loading 
asymptotically approaches that of a solitary turbine. The existence of a particular downstream 
distance, at which maximum tower/foundation fatigue loads are attained, is due to the meandering 
mechanism, and the downstream distance, at which maximum loading is experienced, corresponds to a 
situation where the lateral/(vertical) movements of the wake deficit causes the downstream turbine to 
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be exposed to frequent intermittent variations in the load pattern (i.e. changes in inflow characteristics 
between full wake situations, half wake situations and non-wake situations). 
Whereas a detailed full-scale validation study has been made on the wake meandering mechanism as 
wind farm flow field phenomena [2], [6], a corresponding detailed validation study on the resulting 
wind turbine fatigue loads as function of downstream spacing has up to now not been possible, due to 
lack of suitable full-scale measurements. This has motivated a full-scale measuring campaign at the 
Danish Rødsand 2 offshore wind farm. Six turbines are instrumented with strain-gauges, providing 
tower top and tower bottom measurements for various loading conditions (i.e. mean wind speed; mean 
wind direction; ambient turbulence intensity; and ABL stability conditions). 
The present paper deals with an analysis of these measurements and subsequent comparisons with 
numerical predictions. The analysis will in particular focus on tower fatigue loading characteristics 
(i.e. equivalent moments) as function of turbine interspacing. The numerical predictions are based on 
an integrated wake simulation package, combining the full non-linear aeroelastic code HAWC2 [7] 
with the Dynamic Wake Meandering (DWM) model [4], thus basically treating downstream advected 
wake deficits as passive tracers driven by the large-scale turbulent eddies in the ABL. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, the numerical method used in the analysis is introduced. Next, 
the experimental setup and the involved flow cases are described. The selected flow cases are then 
analyzed and compared to analog numerical predictions and conclusions are given. 
THE MODEL 
The numerical model is based on two key elements – a wind farm flow field model and an aeroelastic 
model, where the former provides input to the latter.  
In order to enable realistic load simulations of wind farm wind turbines, a detailed in-stationary 
modelling of the wind farm flow field is required. The DWM model [4] offers simulation of in-
stationary wind farm flow fields with an acceptable computational effort and has therefore been used 
flow model in the present study. The DWM model describes the essential physics of the problem, and 
accounts for both the observed increased turbulence intensity (TI) of wake flow fields and the 
modified turbulence structure. The model has been successfully verified against both full-scale 
measurements [2] and against detailed CFD LES actuator line (ACL) computations [8]. The core of 
the model is a split of scales in the wake flow field, with large scales being responsible for stochastic 
wake meandering, and small scales being responsible for wake attenuation and expansion in the 
meandering frame of reference as caused by turbulent mixing. Thus, essentially the DWM model 
assumes that the transport of wakes in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) can be modeled by 
considering the wakes to act as passive tracers driven by a combination of large-scale turbulence 
structures and a mean downstream advection velocity, adopting the Taylor hypotheses. 
Based on a simulated in-stationary wind farm flow field, the structural loading of each individual wind 
turbine (WT) in the wind farm can by predicted using the  aeroelastic code HAWC2 [9]. HAWC2 is a 
finite element code with all essential non-linearities taken into account. The structural part of this code 
is based on a multi-body formulation as described in [10] using the floating frame of reference 
method. Each body includes its own coordinate system with calculation of internal inertia loads, when 
this coordinate system is moved in space, and hence large rotation and translation of the body motion 
are accounted for, thus providing a fully non-linear kinematic formulation. The aerodynamic part of 
the code is based on the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory, but extended from the classic 
approach to handle dynamic inflow, dynamic stall, skew inflow, shear effects on the aerodynamic 
induction and effects from large deflections to match the non-linear kinematic formulation of the 
structural part. In addition to structural elements and aerodynamics, the code includes modeling of 
generator, gear box and WT control system. Details on the interfacing of the DWM model with 
HAWC2 can be found in [8]. 
A crude heuristic estimate of the most critical turbine inter spacing for turbines aligned with the mean 
wind direction follows from a conjecture stating, that the most critical wake load situation is 
associated with wake meandering displacements centered around a half wake situation. In a statistical 
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framework, the mean wake lateral displacement, dw, at a given down stream position, L, may be 
estimated as 
           
where σv is the lateral wind speed standard deviation, and tw is the wake transportation time from wake 
emission at the rotor plane to the down stream position defined by L. Adopting the Taylor hypothesis 
for the wake down stream transportation, with advection speed equal to the mean wind speed, we have 
          
where U denotes the mean wind speed. Expressing σv as 3σu/4 [11], where σu is the standard deviation 
of the longitudinal turbulence component, and introducing the turbulence intensity as TI = σu/U, the 
lateral mean wake displacement is finally given by 
   
  
 
      
According to the conjecture, the critical turbine interspacing, Lc, for mean wind directions aligned 
along turbine rows is associated with dw = D/2, whereby 
    
  
   
    
THE MEASUREMENTS 
An experimental campaign has been defined for the Danish Rødsand 2 offshore wind farm with the 
aim of providing full-scale data for a detailed analysis of tower and foundation loads. Six turbines are 
instrumented with strain-gauges based measuring systems that resolve selected structural loads in 
terms of tower top and tower bottom bending moments as well as the tower top torsion (i.e. yaw) 
moments. The locations of the instrumented turbines appear from figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Overview of the the Rødsand 2 wind farm with the turbines selected for the measuring 
campaign (green rotors), and the offshore met. mast (blue circle between turbines M1 and L1). 
Five of the turbines have primary been selected to support investigations of wind turbine structural 
loading as function of WT spacing for turbines located as the second turbine in a “row” (i.e. turbines 
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M1, M2, L1, L2 and L3 on Figure 1), whereas the sixth was chosen to illuminate the load conditions 
of a WT located deep inside a wind farm (i.e. turbine K18 on Figure 1). Furthermore, data from an 
already existing offshore meteorological mast, recording relevant atmospheric parameters as wind 
speed, wind direction and atmospheric stability conditions, are available for the analysis along with 
selected WT SCADA data (i.e. power production, rotational speed, nacelle wind speed and yaw 
position). However, for the available recording perod the wind speed sensors at the meteorological 
mast was dismounted for re-calibration, and consequently WT SCADA data for wind turbine M1 (in 
terms of yaw position and nacelle anamometer recordings) have been used to replace these in the 
present investigation.   
The strain gauge recordings have initially been calibrated against closed form expressions for uniform 
prismatic Euler beams. A model based calibration is the only realistic possibility for offshore recorded 
tower torsion moments. As for the tower bending moments, however, these will at a later stage be 
subjected to a redundant calibration based on yawing the (known) nacelle/rotor mass 360 during a 
time span with wind speeds close to zero.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The available structural measurements covers the period extending from January 11 to February 28 in 
2013. The data are stored as 10-minute sequencies. To ensure a reasonable population of the data set – 
and to avoid wind speed regimes with very active WT blade pitching – the mean wind speed bin [7;9] 
m/s was chosen for the analysis. Depending on the mean wind direction, various single wake cases can 
be identified, of which 3 were selected for the present analysis. These represents WT inter spacings of 
6.3D (direction 228); 8.6D (direction 353); and 10.5D (direction 273), respectively. 
To match the recorded data, simulations representing a mean wind speed of 8 m/s were performed 
with a 2 resolution of the inflow direction for each of the selected WT inter spacings. A simulation 
sequence represents a 30 minute period, and for each event, defined in terms of direction and spacing, 
3 different turbulence seeds were used mimic the variability in the full scale data due to different 
realizations of the inflow stochastics. Neutral atmospheric conditions are assumed, and a 
representative inflow turbulence intensity of 7% was used, as based on a site characterization 
performed before construction of the wind farm. 
Three tower bending moments were analysed – the magnitude of top and bottom bending moments 
and the tower top torsion moment. For each of these, the fatigue loading, quantified in terms of fatigue 
equivalent moments based on a Wöhler exponent equal to 4, were determined. Both measurements and 
simulations are normalized with respect to the free stream condition. However, especially for the 
measurements, the free stream conditions are challenging to identify and consequently associated with 
some uncertainty. The results are shown in figures 2-4 below. 
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Figure 2: Measured (left) and simulated (right) tower equivalent moments associated with 6D spacing. 
For all three investigated structural moments, the measured fatigue wake loading is approximately 
doubled compared to free inflow conditions. A significant scatter is observed on the data, reflecting 
both that fatigue equivalent moments are highly sensitive to different realizations of stochastics with 
same characteristics, but most likely also that the characteristics of the inflow stochastics change from 
sequence to sequence due to e.g. variations in atmospheric stability. The range of the wake affected 
regime can for the 6D case be identified to approximately ±15around the wind direction defining this 
case. The same wake affected range is observed for the simulated results. The magnitude of the 
simulated fatigue loading corresponds well to the measurements for the tower bottom moment, but is 
under-estimated with approximately 30% for the tower top moments.      
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Figure 3: Measured (left) and simulated (right) tower equivalent momend ts associated with 8.6D 
spacing. 
For the 8.6D case, the wake affected regime is narrowed down to approximately  ±10around the 
wind direction defining this case, which seems to agree with the measured results at least for the left 
hand wake regime boundary, corresponding to the most well populated part of this data set. As for the 
6D case, good agreement is observed between measured and simulated tower bottom fatigue loading, 
whereas the tower top fatigue loading is under-estimated with approximately 15%. Compared to the 
6D case, the wake loading is generally attenuated. For the simulations, however, the fatigue loading, 
corresponding to the direction defining the case, is slightly increased. Such an effect is not visible in 
the highly scattered measured results. 
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Figure 4: Measured (left) and simulated (right) tower equivalent moments associated with 10.5D 
spacing. 
For the simulations, the wake affected regime associated with the 10.5D case is analog to the one 
observed for the 8.6D case; i.e. approximately  ±10around the wind direction defining the case. For 
the measurements, however, the large scatter in the data prevents a meaningful definition of the wake 
affected regime. The (mean) magnitude of the tower bottom moment is over-estimated of the order of 
10% in the simulations, whereas the (mean) magnitude tower top fatigue equivalent moments are 
under-estimated of the order of 20%. Compared to the 8.6D case, the wake loading is slightly 
attenuated in the simulated results – a similar effect is difficult to identify in the measured data due to 
the large scatter. 
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In general, it is characteristic that the scatter in the measured results are massive and larger that 
observed in the simulated results. This is believer to be caused by: 1) The simulations being associated 
with one particular mean wind speed only (i.e. 8 m/s), whereas the measurements represents a range of 
mean wind speeds in the interval [7; 9] m/s with derived consequences for the turbine operational 
conditions; 2) Conventional measurement uncertainty; and 3) The simulations all refer to an ambient 
turbulence intensity of 7%. However, for the messurements, each 10 minute record will refer to 
individual turbulence intersities due to directional dependencies (i.e. upstream fetch characteristics) 
and variations in atmospheric stability conditions etc.  
The directional dependence of the site turbulence intensity is substantial and is illustrated in figure 5, 
corresponding to a site characterization performed before construction of the wind farm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Turbulence intensity as function of mean wind direction for the Rødsand 2 site. 
Unfortunately, the present data do not support identification of individual turbulence intersitues due to 
the preciously mentioned lack of wind speed recordings from the site meteorological mast during the 
recording period extending from January 11 to February 28 in 2013. 
The load critical down stream distance, associated with the inflow direction aligned along turbine 
rows, is difficult to identify as based on the present data. However, with the available very crude 
spatial resolution, the simulations show maximum wake loading for this particular wind direction at 
the 8.6D spacing, which compares reasonable well with the crude engineering estimate, which 
suggests 9.5D as based on an ambient turbulence intensity level equal to 7%.   
CONCLUSION 
We have investigated measured wake affected fatigue loads for three different turbine inter spacings 
ranging from 6D to 10.5D and compared those with simulated results. A one-to-one mapping of the 
full-scale experimental data to analog numerical predicted results is in general difficult due to primary 
variations in inflow stochastics from time series to time series. For the presently available data set this 
mapping has been particularly difficult, due to lack of site meteorological recordings and thus 
especially individual turbulence intensity information associated with the investigated 10-minute time 
series. Further, even moderate WT yaw errors will impact the study more drastically that if site 
meteorological data were available. 
Comparing simulated and measured tower fatigue loading, good agreements were found between the 
extend of wake affected direction regimes. As for the magnitude of the (mean) wake loading, the 
tower top moments were under-estimated with of the order 15%, whereas the tower bottom moments 
were found to agree well with the measured results. 
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In a future perspective much more data will be investigated, hopefully opening for a significantly more 
detailed comparison between measurements and simulations and also including more inter turbine 
spacing cases. 
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ABSTRACT
This article presents full wind farm simulations using a free-vortex wake method. The free-
vortex wake code (UWAKE), developed at the University of Wyoming, has been coupled with
the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) and also the Mann model to allow ac-
curate representation of the turbulent atmospheric inflow. Multi-level Fast Multipole Methods
(MLFMM) are used to accelerate the computational speed of the simulations. The goal of this
research is to develop a physics based method that, when coupled with precursor large eddy
simulations (LES) or synthetic inflow turbulence, can provide fast and accurate wind farm sim-
ulations. The steps in validating the MLFMM implementation are first shown for single and two
turbine simulations with both the HOLEC WPS-30 turbines at the Sexbierum wind farm and
the Siemens 2.3 MW turbines at the offshore Lillgrund wind farm. The 48 wind turbines at the
Lillgrund site are then simulated and power results are compared with field data and with past
simulations using actuator line/disk with LES. The results with turbulent inflow show moderate
differences depending on the method for producing the precursor inflow. The MLFMM free-
vortex wake with both the WRF and Mann inflow produce similarly accurate results to prior
actuator line/disk LES simulations, with the Mann simulations producing the closest match to
the field data.
Introduction
At the University of Wyoming, we have developed and tested the full gamut of available compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) models being used for wind farm simulations. One of the specific
goals was to produce a lower complexity physics based model that could be developed, tested
and cross-compared concurrently with the higher complexity methods such as LES and detached
eddy simulations (DES). It has been shown in several articles [1, 2] that the tip and root vortices
are the most dominant structures of a wind turbine near wake, therefore, the free-vortex wake
model (UWAKE) simulates only these vortices. This method has shown promise in producing
the same levels of accuracy as full-rotor computations with DES [3, 4]. This code is also cur-
rently part of the IEA Task 31 WAKEBENCH study.
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A key step in the progression of UWAKE was the development of a new vortex core growth
model [4] for use with turbulent inflow simulations. Free-vortex wake models are developed
under the assumption of potential flow and have typically only been used to predict the near
wake region. The near wake is usually defined as the region directly downstream the turbine in
which the helical vortices from the turbine blades are distinct and stable. This near wake region
can extend to several diameters downstream of the turbine depending on the turbine loading.
In the free-vortex wake method diffusion is modeled empirically through the core growth of
the tip and root vortices. The development of this new core growth method has broadened the
potential application of free-vortex methods to both accurate prediction of the unstable far wake
and prediction of wakes in atmospheric turbulent inflow.
An example of the solution produced by the free-vortex wake method is given in fig.1, where
the vorticity iso-contours produced by the UWAKE method in steady and turbulent inflow (Mann
model) for a single turbine are shown. The simulation was for the WPS-30 wind turbine at
the Sexbierum wind farm. Both images are shown with an axial velocity of 8 m s−1 and the
turbine is rotating at 35 RPM. The version of UWAKE used for fig. 1 did not yet utilize Fast
Multipole Method (FMM) for evaluation of mutually induced velocity contributions between
vortex markers.
(a) Steady (b) Turbulent
Figure 1: Iso-vorticity contours for the Sexbierum turbine at 8 m s−1 for a) steady and b) turbu-
lent inflow
The objective of this paper is to accelerate UWAKE using the Multi-level Fast Multipole Method
(MLFMM) and demonstrate success for wind farm computations. All computations are intended
to be amenable to execution in massively parallel compute systems. Incremental validation and
sensitivity studies are performed, first utilizing single turbines and then moving to higher com-
plexity cases that involve two turbines and finally a wind farm scenario.
MLFMM [5] provides a computationally efficient way for computing interactions with multiple
bodies (or vortex filaments as in the case of UWAKE). For a simulation of N bodies, the space
is first divided into sub-domains, and then each body is assigned to the appropriate sub-domain.
Within a given sub-domain, interactions between particles are calculated on an individual basis,
while the forces acting between sub-domains are determined using a multipole expansion of
the sub-domains. By using a multilevel tree scheme to divide the domain, interactions between
bodies can be weighted as a function of the distance separating them, decreasing computation
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time without introducing substantial error. While an N-body problem normally requires O (N2)
calculations, FMM with a multilevel tree can achieve similar accuracy with O (N) calculations.
Validation Data
The authors have previously tested the non-MLFMM version of UWAKE with several experi-
mental cases including the data from the Sexbierum wind farm. While the turbines at the Sex-
bierum wind farm are outdated, this test study is continually used by researchers to test modeling
methods due to extensive wake details that were measured and the data’s availability to the pub-
lic. In this study, the implementation of the MLFMM will first be verified by comparing to past
results for the turbines at this site. Once the implementation is verified, the free-vortex method
with MLFMM is used to predict the power of the turbines at the Lillgrund wind farm, so a brief
description of the setup of the Lillgrund farm is given.
Sexbierum Wind Farm: The Dutch experimental wind farm at Sexbierum was utilized for a
measurement campaign that took place between June and November of 1992 and concerned the
measurement of wind speed, turbulence and shear in the turbine’s wake, as well as measurements
of the turbine’s power[6]. The site contains 18 variable speed/variable pitch HOLEC WPS-30
turbines arranged in a 3 x 6 array as shown in fig. 2. These turbines have a rated power of 310
kW, a 30.1 meter (m) rotor diameter and use six different NACA 230XX airfoils along the span.
The hub height of the tested turbine was 35 m. Meteorological masts were placed at 2.8 rotor
diameters (D) upstream and 2.5, 5.5, and 8 D downstream of turbine T18 in order to measure
inflow conditions and wind speed deficits in the wake. In fig. 2 the predominant wind direction
is from turbine T18 to turbine T27.
Figure 2: Layout of the 18 turbines at the Sexbierum wind farm
The specific conditions used to most closely model the site were recently defined as part
of IEA Task 31 Wakebench study. The met-mast placed 2.8 D upstream of the tested turbine
measured a range of hub height wind speeds from 5-10 m s−1. It was shown by Cleijne[6]
that the relative wind speed deficit results varied little between hub-height wind speeds of 6-10
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m s−1. The wind turbines operate at a constant tip speed ratio and the thrust coefficient is nearly
constant in this wind speed range. A hub height velocity of 8 m s−1 was used for all calculations
in this study.
Lillgrund Wind Farm: Lillgrund is a operational offshore wind farm operated by Vattenfall
Vindkraft AB and is located between Denmark and Sweden. The installed wind turbines in
the farm were 48 Siemens SWT-2.3-93 three-bladed, upwind, horizontal-axis turbines. These
turbines have a hub-height of 65 m. As the wind turbine blade information is not available
to the public, an approximate method proposed by Churchfield[7] was used for generation of
the aerodynamic information of the wind turbine blade, required for any blade element based
models. Churchfield’s method uses all the publicly available information about the turbine to
construct a model of the turbine that produces similar performance to the actual turbine. The
selected values of wind speed and turbulence intensity at hub-height used for simulations are 8.5
m s−1 and 5% respectively, which closely match the site conditions[7].
The layout of the 48 turbines at the Lillgrund wind farm and the wind direction is shown
in fig. 3. The available field data is comprised of time-averaged power production results for
turbines in rows B-D. These results are taken from a database that includes more than a years
worth of data. The entire wind farm is simulated, but in order to compare to the field data, the
rows B-D, as shown in the figure, are analyzed in detail. This wind farm is ideal for studying
the effects of turbine wakes as the turbines are closely spaced with 4.3 D between the turbines
in the wind direction and 3.3 D in the direction perpendicular to the wind. Row D of the wind
farm also includes a gap after the third turbine in the row, so there is 8.6 D spacing between the
third and fourth turbines in the row.
Figure 3: Layout of the 48 turbines at the Lillgrund wind farm
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Numerical Methods
UWAKE Free-vortex Wake Method
In the free-vortex method, the vorticity transport equation can be written in partial differential
form as
d~r(ψ ,ζ )
dψ +
d~r(ψ ,ζ )
dζ =
1
Ω
~V (~r(ψ ,ζ )), (1)
where~r(ψ ,ζ ) defines the position vector of a wake marker, located on a vortex filament that is
trailed from a turbine blade located at an azimuth ψ , and wake age ζ . The turbine’s rotational
speed is given by Ω. The right hand side velocity, ~V (~r(ψ ,ζ )) accounts for the instantaneous
velocity field encountered by a marker on a vortex filament in the rotor wake. This includes the
free-stream velocity, the induced velocities due to the vortex filaments present in the wake, and
the induced contributions of the bound circulation representing the lifting turbine blades. The
precursor inflow velocities are included as the free-stream velocity at the appropriate marker
location and are then allowed to convect downstream. The vorticity transport equation is dis-
cretized into a set of finite difference equations that can then be numerically integrated. The
time marching algorithm is a 2nd order backward predictor corrector algorithm and is based on
the work by Bhagwat[8].
In the free-vortex method, viscous diffusion is modelled by the growth of the core radius
given by Squire[9]
rc(ζ ) =
√
r2initial +
4αδνζ
Ω
, (2)
where, α = 1.25643, is an empirical factor, δ is the apparent viscosity coefficient, ν is the
kinematic viscosity, rinitial is the initial size of the vortex core and Ω is once again the rotational
speed of the rotor. The δ parameter is formulated from the vortex Reynolds number Reν , where
Reν is given by
Reν =
Γν
ν
, (3)
where Γν is the vortex circulation. δ is then defined as
δ = 1+a1Reν . (4)
The empirical factor a1 has been determined in the past by Ramasamy[10] and the value of δ
ranges between 101 and 106 depending on the scale of the turbine considered.
Modifications for Turbulent Inflow Simulations: The core model in UWAKE must be mod-
ified for use with precursor turbulent inflow to account for the added sub-grid scale (SGS) eddy
viscosity. The new core growth model for turbulent inflow originates from Equation (2) and
also uses the value of a1 that was determined by Ramasamy. The use of turbulent inflow with
a free-vortex wake method for wind turbine applications is a relatively new venture. The mo-
tivation for the coupling of inflow with a free-vortex wake code is that ideally it could lead to
a faster, but equally accurate method to LES that incorporates a similar idea of resolving the
large-scales and modeling the small-scales of turbulence. Velocity fluctuations from precursor
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inflow simulations, when input to the free-vortex wake code, cause the wake to meander as pre-
viously shown by the authors[3]. Depending on the spatial/temporal resolution of the inflow, the
inflow velocity fluctuations also cause varying levels of vortex filament stretching and instabil-
ity/breakdown of the tip and root vortex structures. The additional modification now included in
the free-vortex diffusion model is to account for the increased diffusion of the wake caused by
the SGS eddy-viscosity in the precursor inflow. The full description of the modifications made
to the core growth model for turbulent inflow are given in the author’s prior work[4].
MLFMM Implementation: MLFMM was used to replace all direct vortex dynamics inter-
actions within the existing version of UWAKE. MLFMM first divides the domain into boxes
using an adaptive tree mesh, only subdividing boxes where either evaluation points or sources
exist. A different tree was set up for each turbine, focusing primarily on the wake markers for
that turbine but expanded to contain nearby evaluation points. An image of the wake markers
after 100 timesteps and their containing boxes can be found in fig. 4. Note that there are ad-
ditional evaluation points (sensor locations) where velocities are probed for postprocessing and
evaluation. This is the reason for having refined meshes at regions where vortex markers are not
present.
Figure 4: Adaptive mesh refinement after 100 timesteps
This implementation of MLFMM calculates velocities, ~V , induced on wake markers due to
vorticity, ~ω , using the Biot-Savart kernel. The code assumes that the length of a wake marker is
small compared to the distance between markers, and that ~ω is not a function of its position x.
These assumptions yield Equation 5,
~V (x) =
1
4pi
∇× ω
|x− y|
. (5)
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From here, a vector potential ~φ(x) is defined as ~φ (x) = ~ω|x−y| , such that the velocity field can
be calculated as ~V (x) = ∇×~φ(x). The velocity induced at ~x by a group of N vortex filaments
located at~yi(i = 1,N) is then given by:
~V (x) =
1
4pi
∇×
N
∑
i=1
~ωi
|x− yi|
. (6)
From Equation 6, it can be seen that the main task is to find the near- and far-field series expan-
sions to the vector potential ~φ (x) using a fast evaluation method.
Once a tree has been established, this algorithm finds expansion coefficients for the far field
(S-expansion coefficients) on all boxes at every level. To start, these coefficients are computed
about the origin,
~φ (x) =
p
∑
n=0
n
∑
m=−n
~Mmn
rn+1
Y mn (θ ,φ). (7)
In Equation (7), ~Mmn represents a moment of expansion that acts as a translation operator, and~Y mn
represents the spherical harmonic coefficients generated using associated Legendre polynomials.
Next, the S-expansion coefficients are S-S translated, such that the S-expansion coefficients can
be applied anywhere that is outside a given distance from the source box, as shown in Equation
(8),
~φ (x− x∗2) =
p
∑
j=0
j
∑
k=− j
~Mkj
r
j+1
1
Y kj (θ1,φ1). (8)
This completes the upward pass of the routine, and now the downward pass starts, where the
S-expansion coefficients are first translated into near-field expansion coefficients (R-expansion
coefficients) in Equation (9),
~φ(x− x∗2) =
p
∑
j=0
j
∑
k=− j
~LkjY
m
n (θ1,φ1)r j1. (9)
In Equation (9), ~Lkj is the translation operator. Finally, R-expansion coefficients are translated
such that they can apply on a shifted basis (i.e. not the origin),
~φ (x− x∗2) =
p
∑
j=0
j
∑
k=− j
~LkjY
k
j (θ1,φ1)r j1. (10)
At this point, computation of the induced velocities can be performed by simply adding the exact
solution for points within neighboring boxes and the curl of both R- and S- expansion terms to
the wake markers.
Modifications to Parallelization Scheme: The operators that allow UWAKE to use many pro-
cessors in parallel were modified to better work with MLFMM. UWAKE assigns one processor
for each turbine in a farm simulation. For the direct evaluation method, UWAKE passed all wake
markers for each individual turbine to every other turbine. Each turbine would then calculate
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induced velocities on its own wake using the wake markers from every other turbine. If a similar
strategy was employed when using MLFMM, the calculation would be inefficient. The box size
for each turbine would be similar to the size of the wind farm and the MLFMM algorithm would
require a large number of levels in order to resolve the local turbine’s wake. Instead, a reverse
calculation was employed where the locations of all wake markers are sent to each turbine, and
each turbine then calculates its own contribution to the induced velocity at every marker. The
velocity contributions at each marker can then be easily passed back to the appropriate turbine
and the contributions from all turbines can be aggregated. The efficiency was improved using
this reverse calculation method, as the contributions of a single rotor to far away wakes can be
modeled as just the curl of the far-field expansion, leading to fewer performed calculations.
WRF LES
Version 3.3.3 of the WRF model has been used as the mesoscale solver for performing LES of
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). The WRF dynamical core and its surrounding software
framework and physics interfaces are well suited to application of atmospheric boundary layer
flows, and the modeling system has been validated for numerical weather prediction. WRF
contains a number of SGS stress models for calculation of the SGS stress tensor. The current
study uses the nonlinear backscatter and anisotropy (NBA) model of Kosovic[11, 12] with a
1.5-order SGS TKE closure. The surface shear stress calculations were modified to specify the
roughness length z0 explicitly in the calculations. The surface heat flux was set to zero in all the
WRF simulations while the friction velocity was calculated using the Monin-Obukhov theory.
The default numerical schemes are used for spatial discretization and time marching.
For the Lillgrund wind farm simulations with WRF LES precursor inflow, the WRF simu-
lations were performed on a domain size of 4096(x)× 4096(y)× 1024(z) m with a horizontal
grid resolution of 16 m and a vertical grid resolution of 4 m. The turbulence intensity at hub
height matched the site conditions of 5%. 256 seconds of data in 1 second time steps were
saved for simulations with UWAKE. The WRF domain was chopped to half its original size for
implementation with UWAKE. This gave a final horizontal and vertical dimensions of 2048 m
and 512 m to help reduce the computational requirements. The horizontal dimension is slightly
smaller than the expanse of the Lillgrund wind farm, which was strategic as only the inner rows
of the farm were a focus in this study. At at wind speed of 8.5 m s−1, it takes longer than 256
seconds to pass through the farm, so the data was padded to ensure periodicity.
Mann Synthetic Turbulence
The method of Mann[13, 14] was also used to generate inflow turbulence. The Mann method
models the spectral tensor (three-dimensional (3-D) spectrum) using rapid distortion theory,
combined with an assumption of linear shear and a model for eddy lifetime[2]. This model
is used to simulate the 3-D velocity field and includes a coupling of the u-w velocities. The
generated turbulence field is incompressible, homogeneous, stationary, Gaussian, anisotropic
and has the same second order statistics as the atmosphere[2]. Once the Mann simulation is
completed, the output is a spatial box of turbulent velocity fluctuations. The flow direction
is inferred as the time axis using Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypotheses. In order to create a
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sheared boundary layer flow, the log-law profile in Equation (11) was added to the Mann velocity
fluctuations in the streamwise direction.
U =
u∗
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
(11)
In Equation (11), U is the stream-wise velocity, u∗ is the friction velocity, κ is the Von Ka´rma´n
constant, z is the height and z0 is the roughness length.
For the Lillgrund farm simulations, the Mann inflow was generated to produce a hub height
turbulence intensity of 5%. The Mann inflow varied slightly from the WRF inflow, as the hori-
zontal spatial resolution was reduced from 16 m to 10 m. The time resolution was also halved to
0.5 seconds. The domain of the Mann inflow was to 2560(x)× 2560(y)× 512(z) m. The 2560
m in the flow (x) direction allowed for the extraction of 512 time steps or 256 seconds of data.
Similar to the WRF inflow case, the Mann data was padded to ensure periodicity.
Results
0.1 Single Turbine MLFMM Verification
Verification of the MLFMM implementation is done by comparing to the non-MLFMM version
of the code. The power of the Sexbierum turbine was first compared for the non-MLFMM and
MLFMM versions of the code. The number of MLFMM levels (l) was varied as well as the
truncation number (p) (the number of terms in far- and near-field MLFMM expansions). Figure
5 shows the power and thrust results plotted with the real or physical time on the horizontal axis.
The outcome is that there are more fluctuations in the power when either l is increased or p is
decreased. Increasing p leads to longer simulation times, but also more accurate calculations.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the a) power and b) thrust of the Sexbierum turbine with varying
MLFMM parameters
The wake velocities were also considered for this single turbine Sexbierum case and the
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results are shown in fig. 6, where l and p are once again varied. Only the l = 5 with p = 2 case
shows any noticeable degradation of the solution.
(a) Original (b) Level=4,p=3 (c) Level=4,p=2 (d) Level=5,p=2
Figure 6: Comparison of the wake velocities with varying MLFMM parameters, a) original
code, b) level=4, p=3, c) level=4, p=2 and d) level=5, p=2
0.2 Two Turbine Parameter Sensitivity
A two turbine case was created for both the Sexbierum and Lillgrund turbines to test the effects
of the adjustable parameters in UWAKE. The sensitivity of the forward and rear turbine’s power
due to the number of wake revolutions and the artificial viscosity (δ ) were tested. In UWAKE,
the number of wake revolutions that are modeled with wake markers is defined as an input. Each
full rotation of a turbine blade creates a full wake revolution where the tip and root vortex are
modeled.
In the presented sensitivity results, the MLFMM method with l = 1 and p = 3 is used,
which gives a nearly identical solution to the non-MLFMM method. Only the power results are
presented, but similar trends were also seen with the thrust. First for the Sexbierum turbine, fig.
7 shows the power variation for the forward and rear turbine due to the number of revolutions
and fig. 8 shows the dependency of the power on the δ parameter. The rear turbine is placed at
5 D behind the forward turbine. The number of revolutions has little effect on the power of the
forward turbine as long as a certain minumum (revs ≈ > 10) is met. On the other hand, the
number of wake revolutions modeled has a significant effect on the rear turbine. It appears that
near 25 revs the power of the second turbine begins to converge.
δ also has a minimal effect on the forward turbine’s power, but greatly effects the down-
stream wake velocities of the forward turbine and therefore there are large differences in the
power of the rear turbine when this parameter is varied.
The same study was then performed for the much larger Lillgrund turbine. The rear turbine
was place at 4.3 D behind the forward turbine to mimic the row separation at the site. Figure
9 shows the power variation for the forward and rear turbine due to the number of revolutions
modeled for the Lillgrund turbines. Similar to the Sexbierum case, the number of revolutions
that are modeled barely changes the power of the forward turbine, but has a dramatic effect on
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Figure 7: Power of Sexbierum turbine with varying wake revolutions for a) forward and b) rear
turbine
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Figure 8: Power of Sexbierum turbine with variation of δ for a) forward and b) rear turbine
the power of the rear turbine. Modeling 30-40 revs appears to converge the power of the rear
turbine.
Figure 10 shows the dependency of the power of each turbine on the δ parameter. δ has
a more pronounced effect on the power of both the forward and rear turbines for the Lillgrund
case. For the forward turbine, increasing δ decreases the wake deficit which also leads to higher
velocities near the rotor and therefore the power increases. For the rear turbine, δ needs to be
increased drastically from the Sexbierum case to avoid overly large wake deficits. With δ too
low, the large circulations produced at the wake markers actually cause instability in the wake.
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Figure 9: Power of Lillgrund turbine with varying wake revolutions for a) forward and b) rear
turbine
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Figure 10: Power of Lillgrund turbine with variation of δ for a) forward and b) rear turbine
0.3 Lillgrund Full Farm Simulations
Parametric Study of MLFMM Implementation: First, the number of wake markers used in
a simulation was compared with the time needed to complete a given number of timesteps. This
helps to establish at what point the algorithm becomes more efficient compared to the direct
calculation. A typical MLFMM solver working on randomized points generally breaks even at
around 16000 evaluation points. However, as fig. 11a shows, in the UWAKE implementation
the break even point was not found for any number of wake markers. While a randomized point
assortment tends to have source and evaluation points uniformly spread across the entire domain,
the UWAKE implementation is mainly comprised of points that are a significant distance from
one another. As a result, the interactions between wakes can be handled almost entirely with
S-expansion coefficients, decreasing the time required for calculation.
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Figure 11: Comparison of MLFMM to direct calculation based on number of wake markers, and
comparison of calculation time for different values of l and p to 100 timesteps
While the number of calculations required to perform MLFMM optimally goes to O (N),
the actual number of calculations can vary significantly based on the parameters used. For this
study, the effect of l and p was taken into account. As l goes to 1, the number of interactions
that need to be calculated using an exact kernel increases dramatically, decreasing the efficiency
of the algorithm. However, as l increases, the memory that needs to be allocated becomes more
significant. The p term has a direct effect on the number of operations that need to be performed,
with the current model performing O (p4) operations. By allowing l to vary from 3 to 8 and p
to vary from 1 to 4, the most accurate set of variables were found that still fall within acceptable
time constraints. For all trials, the wake markers were modeled to 35 revolutions and the cases
were simulated for 50 revolutions.
The dependency of calculation time on l and p can be seen in fig. 11b. For lower numbers
of levels, the curve begins to level out as the solver approaches a direct solution. Above l=5 the
curves take the same shape, with more time required for higher number of levels as the tree takes
longer to generate. This would suggest that l=5 would be the most efficient for most simulations,
and l=3 would be best for p above 3.
Results of the full parametric study show that the actual effects of p on accuracy are very
much a function of l. Figure 12a shows results over Row B (defined in fig. 3) for l=3 and fig.
12b for l=4.
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Figure 12: Comparison of relative turbine power for row D for the Lillgrund wind farm with
MLFMM simulations run with l=3 and l=4 versus field data
Results were also compared for varying l with p held constant. Figure 13 shows the results
for p=1 with l varying from 3 to 8.
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Figure 13: Relative turbine power for varying l
It is worth noting that since these results were collected with a low p value, it is expected
that the truncation error will increase with l, as the number of translations that use p increase.
From these results, it would seem that the ideal settings for MLFMM simulation of the Lillgrund
wind farm would be with an l value of either 3 or 4, and p set to either 1 or 2, which should yield
results in about 12 hours for 50 revolutions.
Power Results: The results for the UWAKE Lillgrund simulations of wind farm rows B, C and
D using steady inflow, WRF turbulent inflow and Mann inflow are shown in fig. 14. These values
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can be compared with the Lillgrund field data and the past actuator disk/line simulations from
Churchfield and Gopalan[7, 15] in fig. 15. It should be noted that in comparing these power
results from simulations to the field data, the field data has been averaged over much longer
periods with varying atmospheric conditions, wind speed and wind direction. Contrastingly,
simulations are performed for a single wind speed, direction and atmospheric conditions. In
fig. 15 the data labeled ’Uniform Inflow’ is Gopalan’s simulation with the acuator disk, the data
labeled ’Turbulent Inflow-C’ and ’Turbulent Inflow-F’ are Gopalan’s simulations with WRF and
the actuator disk and the data labeled ’Churchfield’ is an actuator line simulation with Open-
FOAM. The WRF inflow data used with UWAKE is identical to what was used in Gopalan’s
turbulent inflow results with the actuator disk.
First for the steady inflow case, there are significant differences in all three rows between
UWAKE and Gopalan’s actuator disk results. The UWAKE results appear to be more intuitive.
There is a large drop in power for the second turbine in each row, as this row sees the undisturbed
wake from the front turbine. Then moving down the row, the power recovers to higher levels
since the interaction of each forward turbine’s wake with each rear turbine creates more mixing
and recovery of the wake wind speed deficits. These results suggest the UWAKE is producing
significantly more wake generated turbulence than the actuator disk method.
Moving to the WRF simulation, in all three rows there is slightly less wind deficit when
using UWAKE with WRF than when the actuator disk is used with WRF. The introduction of
turbulent inflow reduces some of the discrepancy between UWAKE and the actuator disk as
seen in the steady inflow case. The steady inflow cases showed that UWAKE is predicting more
turbulence generated in the wake than the actuator disk, so it is consistent that the wake deficits
are also less when using turbulent inflow. Compared to the experimental results, the UWAKE
with WRF solution is slightly under predicting the wake effects which leads to more power at
each turbine in the row.
Finally, for the UWAKE simulation with the Mann inflow, the results in general are closer
to the actuator disk and line calculations, as well as the field data. The Mann inflow has a
smaller spatial and temporal resolution compared to the WRF inflow and appears to be more
appropriately modeling the inflow at the site. The under prediction of the wake effects in the
WRF case compared to the Mann case is hypothesized to be a product of excessive meandering
of the wake. This was seen in a previous study[4] and was because of the large spatial resolution
of the WRF data and more energy contained in the larger scales of inflow turbulence. This will
need to be verified in a future study by running a WRF simulation with finer spatial resolution.
The largest difference between the Mann and WRF simulations is at turbine number 27 in row
D. This is an interesting case, as there is double the spacing in front of this turbine, so the power
jumps higher due to the reduced wake from turbine 28. UWAKE with the Mann model is very
close to field data for this scenario, where as the WRF simulations over-predict the power at this
turbine, which is once again expected to be an outcome of the excessive wake meandering.
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Figure 14: UWAKE comparison of relative turbine power for rows B-D for the Lillgrund wind
farm in steady inflow, WRF turbulent inflow and Mann turbulent inflow versus field data
(a) Row B (b) Row C (c) Row D
Figure 15: Comparison of relative turbine power for rows B-D for the Lillgrund wind farm
between actuator disk with steady inflow, coarse grid turbulent inflow (denoted by - C), fine
grid, turbulent inflow (denoted by - F)[15], field data and simulations of Churchfield et. al[7]
Flow Visualization: The hub height velocity contours for the Lillgrund farm simulation for
UWAKE in steady inflow, WRF turbulent inflow and Mann turbulent inflow can be seen in
fig. 16. The B, C and D rows are labeled for each contour plot. In the visualization of the
steady inflow, small amount of turbulence can be seen to be generated after the first turbine-
wake interaction. The WRF inflow case shows large scales and associated meandering of the
wake while the Mann inflow shows small scale structures and slightly increased wake dissipation
rate.
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(a) Steady Inflow (b) WRF Turbulent Inflow
(c) Mann Turbulent Inflow
Figure 16: Hub height velocity contours at 8.5 m s−1 for UWAKE with a) steady inflow, b) WRF
turbulent inflow and c) Mann turbulent inflow
Conclusions
The development and testing of MLFMM accelerated free-vortex wake full wind farm simula-
tions have been presented. The results for the Lillgrund wind farm prove convincing with the
free-vortex method producing comparable results to actuator line/disk LES simulations. The
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key differentiator is that the free-vortex simulations were conducted with only a fraction of the
computational resources and time of the LES – 6 hours on 48 CPUs for UWAKE compared to 6
days on 256 CPUs for LES.
The different methods for producing precursor inflow showed moderate effects on the solu-
tion. Simulations with the WRF inflow showed lesser wake deficits than the Mann inflow. This
is because the WRF Inflow was generated with a larger spatial and temporal scale and there was
more energy contained in the larger scale velocity fluctuations. This causes the wake to mean-
der excessively. On the other hand, the Mann inflow has more energy contained in the smaller
scale velocity fluctuations, and generated slightly lesser amounts of meandering. However, the
energy in the smaller scales did increase the instability in the vortex wake. The smaller scale
fluctuations appear to considerably effect the diffusion and stability of the wake. From these
simulations the Mann inflow appears to more closely recreate the conditions that the turbine was
experiencing during the experimental campaign. A finer spatial resolution simulation with WRF
will need to be evaluated and compared with Mann inflow to further characterize the differences
between precursor meso-scale simulations and synthetic turbulence.
Whenever simulations are compared to field data, such as presented in this article, there is
always the issue that the field data has been averaged over much longer periods with varying at-
mospheric conditions, wind speed and wind direction. Contrastingly, simulations are performed
for a single wind speed, direction and atmospheric conditions. One of the further advantages
that this new free-vortex method provides is the ability to run several test cases with varying
inflow conditions in the same amount of time as a single LES case. The simulations can also be
run and averaged for anywhere from 10 minutes to an hour of physical time, rather than just a
few minutes of physical time. Further investigation on this aspect is intended using this model.
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Abstract
In this paper we compare three wind-farm parametrisations for mesoscale models against
measurement data from the Horns Rev I offshore wind-farm. The parametrisations vary
from a simple rotor drag method, to more sophisticated models. Additional to (4) we inves-
tigated the horizontal resolution dependency of the considered approaches.
1 Introduction
The offshore wind-farm (WF) technology has matured significantly in the past decade. Currently
the largest installed WF (London array phase I) with a nominal capacity of 630 MW, is almost
four times larger then the Horns Rev I (160 MW) WF, which began to operate in 2005. The
North Sea area, which is at the moment the most lucrative region for offshore WFs, is however
limited. Therefore it will become increasingly important to study the effect of large WFs on the
atmosphere from an economical (WF efficiency, WF interaction), as well as from an ecological
point of view.
We use in this study the mesoscale model for it’s ability to take atmospheric conditions into
account, which can influence the wake extension. Its drawback is the lack in resolution compared
to Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models, implying that it is not possible to simulate
single turbine wakes. Instead a WF parametrisation should model the average effects of wind
turbines inside a mesoscale grid cell.
Three WF schemes will be analysed. The first approach, hereafter Rotor Drag, adds only a drag
force to the flow, which proportional to the turbine blade area intersection with the model grid
level. The second parametrisation, hereafter WRF-WF, is included in the Weather Research and
Forecast Model (WRF) (3), a publicly available open source model written in fortran. It applies
a drag and a turbulence kinetic energy source term to the flow at each rotor intersecting vertical
grid level and adds turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) to the flow. The third WF scheme, Explicit
Wake Parametrisation (EWP) (4) has been developed at DTU Wind Energy and adds a drag force
based on similarity principles. It models the wind turbines by effecting the vertical distribution
of the horizontal velocity field with a Gaussian distributed deceleration. The approximately
Gaussian form could be confirmed by wind tunnel experiments (1). The parametrisation has
been implemented in at WRF model.
1
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In a previous study (4) we analysed the WRF-WF and EWP approach against long term mea-
surements from the offshore WF Horns Rev I. We found that the additional TKE in the WRF-WF
approach caused a intensive mixing zone, leading to a too fast velocity deficit recovery close to
the WF. The additional TKE caused, furthermore, the scheme to be vertical resolution dependent,
consequently the energy extracted from the flow will vary with vertical resolution. In this article
we extend the previous study by analysing the horizontal dependency of both parametrisations.
This is done by simulating the same WF size with a 1.12 km, 1.68 km and 2.24 km horizontal
resolution. We will verify the WF parametrisations against long term in-situ measurements from
the Horns Rev I WF. The mesoscale model was run in the idealised case mode with 40 vertical
layers. The vertical resolution was in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in the order of 10 m
(the five lowest layers were on 10, 30, 50 ,71 and 92 meter respectively). Unlike CFD models,
mesoscale models are not expected to be horizontal resolution independent.
2 Mesoscale Model
Mesoscale models are designed to forecast weather phenomena with typical length scales down
to 5 km. Therefore, to limit computational costs, a coarse horizontal resolution in the order of
kilometres is required. The vertical resolution is in the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) typi-
cally in the order of decametres to allow the vertical temperature and moisture structure to be
resolved sufficiently. Mesoscale models are intended to resolve, similar to Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models, only the mean flow, whereas the turbulence part of the spectrum
is completely modelled. The basic assumption is the scale separation of the resolved mesoscale
processes and the unresolved turbulent ones, since no explicit filtering is applied. This means
that the solution will not converge to the expected value with horizontal grid refinement, since
from a certain horizontal scale onwards double counting will take place. Mesocale models are
generally non hydrostatic and fully compressible. This means that they contain a prognostic
equations for all three wind velocity components and a complete continuity equation. Further-
more, they contain a prognostic equation for the temperature as well as for all moisture com-
ponents. Finally, the pressure is obtained via the equation of state. The time step used in the
prognostic equations is determined by the Courant number, which is a function of the advection
velocity and the horizontal grid size. The lower boundary values, are over land provided by soil
(diffusion) models and over water they are generally obtained from reanalysis data.
2.1 Parametrisation of Wind Turbines
All unresolved processes need to be parametrised. Examples are local and non-local (convec-
tion) turbulent transport, turbulent surface fluxes, moisture phase changes and radiation. Since
D0 << ∆x, where D0 is the wind turbine diameter and ∆x the horizontal grid spacing, the effect
of wind turbines are also unresolved. On the other hand, since D0 > ∆z, where ∆z is the vertical
grid spacing, the vertical turbine wake structure can be described. Due to the coarse horizon-
tal resolution we will typically find several turbines in one mesoscale grid cell. It is therefore
not possible to resolve single turbine wakes and hence to take into account single turbine in-
teraction explicitly by the model. Instead the parametrisation should apply a grid cell averaged
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deceleration, accounting for the average impact of all the grid cell containing turbines. Then
the mesoscale model is intended to simulate the WF wake. We should aim to describe the grid
cell average deceleration as accurately as possible, since the near WF wake is sensitive to the
amount of energy extracted by the wind turbines. The energy extracted from a single turbine
can be modelled by adding an additional force (in the opposite flow direction) to the velocity
balance equation. For a compressible fluid, neglecting viscous effects, the most general form of
the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes reads
∂Ui
∂ t
+U j
∂Ui
∂ x j
+
∂uiu j
∂ x j
= Fi. (1)
Here, we use capital letters for mean quantities and lower-case letters for the fluctuations. The
index i is equal to x,y and z. All the forcing contributions are incorporated in the force (per
mass) term Fi on the right hand side, such as the pressure gradient force or coriolis force. Also
the turbine induced drag force is be part of the forcing term Fi.
2.2 Rotor Drag
A simple way to take turbine effects into account, is to apply a thrust force at every turbine blade
intersecting model level k to the horizontal components of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equation. The additional thrust force reads
Fi,k =
CT Nn,m Ak Ui,k |Uk|
2(∆x)2 ∆zk
, (2)
where CT is the thrust coefficient, Nn,m the number of turbines located in grid cell (n,m), Ak the
turbine blade area intersecting with model level k, Ui,k the horizontal wind velocity component
in the direction i = x,y. The absolute horizontal velocity on level k is |Uk|=
√
U2k +V
2
k , where
Uk and Vk are the horizontal velocity components in the x and y direction, respectively. ∆x and
∆zk are the horizontal and vertical grid spacing at level k. In this way the subgrid velocity deficit
expansion in the vertical direction is neglected, since the vertical velocity deficit is restricted to
the turbine blade extension.
2.3 WRF-WF
The WRF-WF scheme is from version 3.2.1 included in the WRF model. This parametrisation
applies a drag force eq.(2), as well as an additional source term of turbulence kinetic energy
(TKE), to the flow. The total TKE applied to the model level k reads
ui,k ui,k
2
=
(
ui,k ui,k
2
)
m
+CTKE
Nn,m Ak |U3k |∆t
2 (∆x) ∆zk
, (3)
where the subscript m stands for the model TKE. The factor of proportionality CTKE is equal to
CT −Cp, where CP is the power coefficient and ∆t the model time-step. The second term on the
right hand side represents the wind turbine induced TKE. The additional TKE will lead to an
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increased turbulence (diffusion) coefficient for momentum Km = qlS(m), where q =
√
2T KE is
the turbulence velocity, l the turbulence length scale (obtained from a diagnostic relationship)
and S(m) a stability correction. In this way the vertical sub grid scale wake expansion is obtained
implicitly.
2.4 Explicit Wake Parametrisation
In the Explicit Wake Parametrisation (EWP) (4), it has been assumed that inside a turbine con-
taining grid cell the additional turbine caused turbulence will be balanced by its dissipation. This
is justified by the large ratio between the horizontal grid spacing and the turbine blade diame-
ter. The downstream sub-grid scale velocity deficit development is described explicitly via a
turbulence diffusion process.
The velocity deficit is assumed to be approximately Gaussian shaped and it is described by a
characteristic length and velocity scale. From an one dimensional diffusion equation we obtain
the characteristic length scale,
`2 =
(
2Km
U0
)
x+ `20, (4)
where `0 is the initial length scale and U0 the hub height velocity. The one dimensional diffusion
has a Gaussian distribution as analytical solution. If this is used, we obtain for the velocity deficit
∆U(z) =Us e−
1
2(
z−h
` )
2
=Us f (z, `) , consequently U =U0−Us f (z, `), (5)
where h is the turbine hub height and Us the maximum velocity deficit. The function f (z, `)≡ f
expresses the velocity deficit distribution. The maximum velocity deficit Us can be obtained
from the total thrust equation. This gives
1
2
ρCT pi R20U
2
0 =Wρ
zmax∫
0
U0 (U0−U)dz, (6)
where ρ is the atmospheric density, R0 the turbine blade radius and W the horizontal wake width.
Combining eq. (5) and eq. (6), integrating over the domain height zmax gives for the maximum
velocity deficit
Us =
√
pi
2
CT R20 U0
W `
. (7)
We obtained finally a full set of equations, which describe the velocity deficit completely. We
notice that the final thrust equation is independent of the width W of the wake.
3 Measurements Data
For the evaluation of the different WF description, we used the measurements from the Horns
Rev I WF, see fig.(1). The Horns Rev I WF consists of 80 2 MW wind turbines, each with a
diameter of 80 m and a hub height of 70 m. The turbines are arranged in 10 columns from east
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Figure 1: Location of the Horns Rev I WF and the meteorological masts.
to west and 8 rows from south to north as described in (5). The turbine spacing is 560 m in the
west to east direction. For the model validation only measurements from 2005 to 2009 in the
upstream wind sector of 255◦ ≤ θ ≤ 285◦ 30◦ has been used for a wind speed interval 7.5 m s−1
to 8.5 m s−1 in neutral conditions have been selected. In this case the northerly wind direction
is defined to be at 0◦ and the rotation is in the clockwise direction. The inflow conditions are
determined with reference to a) wind speed based on mean power for wind turbine 07 (seventh
turbine from the north in the first column) in combination with the official power curve; b) wind
direction from M7 at level 68 m. The neutral conditions are defined for Monin-Obukhov lengths
|L| > 500 m, but all observations have been included without filtering. The wind speed along
the west-east row of turbines is derived from the mean power level in combination with the
official power curve. The uncertainty of the mean wind speed (U) along the row of turbines is
determined as the standard uncertainty σ .
4 Model Set-Up
We used the WRF model in idealised case mode with open boundaries and no surface fluxes.
The model is initialised with a constant geostropic wind, which converge to U = 7.97 m s−1
and V = 0.09 m s−1 (θ = 269.4◦) at hub height. In this model configuration the Coriolis force
acts on the velocity perturbation from the initial condition. The dry atmosphere converges to a
neutral temperature profile with an inversion height at around 700 m. The surface fluxes were
set to zero. The cloud microphysics, as well as the convection scheme, were turned off. For
all simulations the MYNN (1.5) PBL turbulence diffusion scheme (2) was used as required for
the WRF-WF parametrisation. The model was set up with 80×30 grid cells in the horizontal
direction. In the vertical direction we used 40 layers (the lowest layers were on 10, 30, 50 ,71
and 92 m respectively). To study the horizontal dependency of the three WF parametrisations,
we have run the WRF model with a horizontal grid spacing of 1120 m (R1120), 1680 m (R1680)
and 2240 m (R2240) respectively. The model set-up is summarised in table (4).
Table 1: WRFV3.4 simulation set up
(R1120) (R1680) (R2240)
Domain (x,y,z): 80 × 30 × 40 80 × 30 × 40 80 × 30 × 40
Top (m): 10000 10000 10000
Horizontal grid spacing: 1120 m 1680 m 2240 m
Boundary condition: OPEN OPEN OPEN
PBL scheme: MYNN (1.5) MYNN (1.5) MYNN (1.5)
Coriolis: TRUE TRUE TRUE
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4.1 Wind-Farm Layout
The WF layout for the three runs is depicted in fig.(2). The WF contains in all simulations 8
rows and 10 columns. We use the dotted lines for the grid cells in which the turbine density does
not change.
R1120: 5∆x×4∆y R1680: 4∆x×3∆y R2240: 3∆x×2∆y
Figure 2: On the left side the WF layout for the R1120 simulation has been plotted, in the centre
the WF layout for the R1680 simulation and on the right side the WF layout of the R2240.
We notice that the number of turbines per grid cell is not constant in the R1680 and R2240
simulation.
4.2 Wind-Farm Scheme Adjustments
WRF-WF scheme
The WRF-WF scheme uses per default an empirical power curve to obtain the power coefficient
CP. The thrust coefficient is then derived by a empirical relationship CT = min(7Cp/4,0.9).
To guarantee the same applied thrust in all simulations, we used the thrust coefficient from the
Vestas V80 thrust curve as in the EWP scheme. Afterwards the inverse relationship from above
is applied to obtain the power coefficient (Cp = CT/1.75). In this way the ratio between the
thurst and power coefficient remains unchanged in the WRF-WF parametrisation.
EWP scheme
The initial length scale has been set to `0 = 1.5R0. Here we included vertical meandering and
viscous effects to the inviscid fluid solution `0 = R0.
5 Evaluation
In this study we use the near and far WF wake for a 10% and 5% velocity, respectively. This
definition was made for terminology convenience only.
Near Wind-Farm Wake
In fig.(3) we plotted the normalised velocity deficit for the three approaches. We used Uh for
the downstream grid cell averaged hub height velocity and U0h for the WF upstream velocity at
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hub height. The upstream velocity is obtained from the reference run without WF. The velocity
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Figure 3: Velocity deficit recovery plot for the Rotor Drag, WRF-WF and EWP scheme re-
spectively. The measurements are represented by dots and diamonds. The dots are the derived
velocity deficits from the power measurements, whereas the diamonds are directly derived from
cup anemometer measurements. Top: Rotor Drag , centre WRF-WF and bottom EWP approach.
The error bars represent the standard deviation σ of the measurements.
deficit for every downstream grid cell has been obtained by averaging over the complete WF
extension in the cross-stream direction, i.e. for the R1120 simulation over 4 rows, for the R1680
simulation over 3 rows and for the R2240 run over 2 rows (see fig.(2)). The figure on the top
shows the results from the Rotor Drag approach, the one on the centre shows the results from
the WRF-WF approach and the bottom one the results from the EWP scheme. From fig.(3a)
we can conclude that the modelled velocity deficit, inside the WF and in the near WF wake, is
deeper then the measured one. This is expected since no sub grid scale wake expansion in the
vertical direction is taken into account, consequently the wake impact at hub height is too strong.
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Furthermore, we find a horizontal grid size dependency. The maximum difference in velocity
deficit is 3% at the end of the WF, at mast 7 the difference is reduced to less then 1%. From
the WRF-WF simulation, fig.(3b), we can conclude that the hub height velocity deficit is in line
with the measurements. However the recovery is faster then observed. The scheme is almost
horizontal grid independent (less then 1%). From fig.(3c) we notice that the velocity deficit is
well described by the EWP approach. The difference between the R1120 run and the R2240
one is slightly higher then 1% at the end of the WF, after M6 the velocity deficit differences
converge.
Wind-Farm Wake
In fig.(4), fig.(5) and fig.(6), we plotted the normalised velocity deficits for the Rotor Drag,
WRF-WF and EWP approaches respectively. The plot on the top panel shows always the veloc-
ity deficit from the R1120 simulation, the one on the centre that from the R1680 simulation and
the one on the bottom that from the R2240 simulation.
Rotor Drag Approach
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Figure 4: Velocity deficit recovery plot for the Rotor Drag approach. For the R1120, R1680 and
R2240 simulation respectively.
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From fig.(4) we find that the 10% velocity deficit recovery is reached at around 8 km down-
stream in all simulations. The far WF wake with a 5% velocity deficit, is not wide enough
anymore to be resolved in the R2240 simulation.
WRF-WF Scheme
From fig.(5), where the velocity deficit for the WRF-WF has been plotted we find that the 10%
velocity deficit varies almost 40% (∼1.7 km in the R1680 run and ∼2.8 km in the R2240 simu-
lation). Although the maximum velocity deficit in the WRF-WF approach is around 15%, which
is around 10% less then with the Rotor Drag approach, we find that the WF wake extension is
similar in both approaches.
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Figure 5: Identical to fig.(4), this time for the WRF-WF approach
EWP Scheme
We find from fig.(6) that the extension of the 10% velocity deficit level varies by circa 6%
between the R1120 and R2240 simulation (∼8.0 km in the R1120 compared to ∼ 7.5,km in the
R2240).
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Figure 6: Identical to fig.(4), this time for the EWP scheme
Discussion and Conclusion
We analysed three WF approaches (Rotor Drag, WRF-WF and EWP) against long term aver-
aged measurements from Horns Rev I.
For the near WF wake, fig.(3), we found that the velocity deficit was overestimated in the
Rotor Drag approach, while in the WRF-WF approach it was too fast. The velocity deficit from
the EWP scheme fitted the measurements well. Furthermore, we found that the Rotor Drag ap-
proach was the most sensitive to the horizontal resolution variation. The EWP scheme is shown
to be sensitive to the horizontal resolution variation within the WF (1% difference), whereas the
velocity deficits for the different resolutions converged already 2 km after the the WF. The hor-
izontal resolution sensitivity within the WF was smaller for the WRF-WF. However, in the WF
wake a slight sensitivity to the horizontal resolution was found. We have to remind ourselves
that the turbine density per grid cell in this analysis was not constant in the R1680 and R2240
simulation.
Furthermore, we investigated also the horizontal resolution dependency of the WF wake ex-
tension. We found that the mesoscale model is not able to simulate the narrow (in cross-stream
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direction) far WF wake velocity deficit. This leads to a shorter WF wake extension in the R2240
simulation for all the schemes. The near WF wake extension was less sensitive to the horizontal
resolution in the Rotor Drag approach, followed by the EWP scheme (6%). In the WRF-WF the
near WF wake extension varied around 40%.
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ABSTRACT
A hybrid numerical model is developed for the simulation of offshore wind farms. In the model,
the wind turbulence is simulated using the large-eddy simulation technique; the ocean wave
field is simulated using a potential-flow based method; and the wind and wave simulations are
coupled through a two-way feedback scheme. The effect of wind turbines on the wind field is
represented by an actuator disk model. Using this numerical model, the effect of ocean waves
on the wind farm dynamics is studied by considering a variety of fully-developed and fetch-
limited wind-sea conditions. The simulation results indicate that the offshore wind farm obtains
a higher wind power extraction rate under the fully-developed wind-sea condition compared
with the fetch-limited condition.
INTRODUCTION
Having larger available space, higher wind energy, and relatively less visual impact and noise,
offshore wind power has become a new frontier of wind energy study. Unlike their land-based
counterparts, offshore wind farms are operated in a complex environment in which the sea sur-
face is covered by progressive surface waves of various sizes that interact with the wind over a
wide range of scales. Thus, better understanding of the offshore wind farm dynamics and accu-
rate predictions of offshore wind farm performance require consideration of turbine–wind–wave
coupling dynamics.
In recent years, advancements in large-eddy simulation (LES) of atmospheric flows com-
bined with wind turbine models have made LES a useful tool for wind energy research (e.g.,
Jimenez et al. [1, 2]; Troldborg et al. [3]; and Wu and Porte´-Agel [4]). By performing LES of a
wind turbine array with periodic lateral boundary conditions, Calaf et al. [5] were able to capture
the complex interaction of wind turbine wakes as well as the large-scale interaction between the
wind farms and the atmospheric boundary layer. Particularly, their statistical analyses of the
LES results revealed that for a fully developed wind turbine array boundary layer, the wind at
†Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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the turbine rotor height obtains kinetic energy mainly through the vertical flux of energy from
the atmosphere above, rather than from horizontal energy flux.
While wind power on land is being actively explored, there is a lack of LES tools for the
simulation of offshore wind farms. In this study, a hybrid numerical capability is developed for
the simulation of large-scale offshore wind farms. The numerical framework consists of: (i) a
LES of wind turbulence on a curvilinear coordinate that follows the wave surface motion [6]; (ii)
a spectral simulation of nonlinear sea-surface waves with high resolution, which is dynamically
coupled with the wind LES [7]; and (iii) an actuator-disk model for the wind turbines. For the
first time, these modeling tools are coupled in the simulation to capture the complex flow physics
of the offshore wind farms.
Following Calaf et al. [5], in our simulation, a very large wind farm is modeled with an
“infinite” turbine array (by means of periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal directions).
The turbine array boundary layer is considered to be fully developed. The sea surface is covered
by wind-generated wave field, with both fetch-limited condition and fully-developed condition
being considered. For the wind farm configuration, various streamwise spacing (i.e. sx = 10:5,
7, and 5:25, with sx being the ratio of streamwise turbine spacing to the turbine diameter) are
investigated. Based on the simulation data, the characteristics of offshore wind turbine array
boundary layer are studied.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the numerical method used in our hybrid model is
introduced, followed by the validation of the model. Next, the problem setup and the parameters
for the simulation cases are discussed. The results of these cases are then analyzed to study the
effect of ocean waves on wind farm dynamics. Finally, conclusions are given.
NUMERICAL METHOD
For the wind field, we consider a neutrally stratified atmospheric boundary layer flow in a
horizontally periodic domain. The coordinate system is denoted as xi(i = 1;2;3) = (x;y;z),
where x and y are the horizontal coordinates and z is the vertical coordinate, with z = 0 be-
ing the mean sea surface. The velocity components in x-, y-, and z-directions are denoted as
ui(i= 1;2;3) = (u;v;w), respectively.
In LES, the motion of wind turbulence is described by the filtered Navier–Stokes equations
for incompressible flows,
¶ eui
¶ t
+ eu j ¶ eui¶x j =  1ra ¶ ep

¶xi
  ¶t
d
i j
¶x j
  1
r
¶ p¥
¶x
di1+ fTdi1 ; (1)
¶ eui
¶xi
= 0 : (2)
Here, (e:::) indicates filtering at the grid scale D; ra is the density of air; ti j = guiu j   euieu j is
the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor, and tdi j is its trace-free part; and ep = ep+ tkk=3  p¥
is the filtered modified pressure. In this study, we consider the condition of mean wind being
perpendicular to the wind turbine rotor plane, i.e. along the +x-direction. The imposed pressure
gradient ¶ p¥=¶x models the effect of geostrophic wind forcing [5]. The friction velocity for the
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wind above the turbine array is thus u =
p
 H(¶ p¥=¶x)=ra, where H is the height of the top
boundary of the simulation domain with respect to the mean sea surface.
In this study, we consider the sea surface being covered by pure wind-generated waves.
Under such conditions, the floating offshore wind turbine platforms from many of the practical
designs, e.g., the MIT/NREL TLP [8] and the WindFloat [9], result in only small motions in
response to the wind and waves. Therefore, in this study, we neglect the motions of the platform
and assume the wind turbines to be fixed in space. The turbine-induced force in Eq. (1), fT ,
is calculated by the actuator-disk model originally applied in LES by Jimenez et al. [1, 2]. In
the present study, we use the modified version proposed by Meyers and Meneveau [10]. In this
model, the turbine induced force per unit mass in the streamwise direction is given by
fT (xi;y j;zk) = 12
CT
(1 a)2 hu
T i2d
g j;k
Dx
: (3)
Here, (xi;y j;zk) denotes the position of a given grid point with index (i; j;k); CT = 3=4 is the
thrust coefficient and a = 1=4 is the induction factor [1, 5]; huT id is the local reference wind
velocity evaluated by spatial averaging over all grid points within the turbine disk; g j;k is the
fraction of area overlap between the grid cell ( j;k) and the turbine rotor circle; and Dx is the
streamwise grid size.
In Eq. (1), the SGS stress tensor is modeled using the Lagrangian-averaged scale-dependent
dynamic Smagorinsky model, as described in Bou-Zeid et al. [11]. On the other hand, the
molecular viscous term is neglected because the Reynolds number for the flows considered in
this study is very high. This also prevents the resolving of the turbulence boundary layer near
the wave surface. Consequently, in the simulation, a surface-layer model is employed to impose
proper sea-surface stress to the wind turbulence, which is expressed as [11]
tSGSi3 (x;y; t) =  

k
ln(d2=z0)
2 beU r(x;y; t)beur;i(x;y; t) ; i= 1;2 : (4)
Here, k = 0:4 is the von Ka´rma´n constant; (be:::) indicates filtering at the test-filter scale 2D; z0
is the sea-surface roughness associated with the SGS waves; beur;i are the filtered horizontal wind
velocities relative to the water surface at the first off-surface grid-point (i.e., in the LES code, at
height d2 above the sea surface),beur;i(x;y; t) = beui(x;y;d2; t) beus;i(x;y; t) ; i= 1;2 : (5)
Here, the values of beus;i are obtained by the test-filtering of the sea surface velocities us;i; and
beU r(x;y; t) =rhbeur(x;y; t)i2+hbevr(x;y; t)i2 (6)
is the magnitude of horizontal wind velocity relative to the wave surface.
In the simulations, the streamwise and spanwise boundaries are treated as periodic, so that
the finite number of wind turbines in the simulation domain represent a subset of an infinitely
large wind farm [5]. The top of the simulation domain is considered to be rigid and slip-free.
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The bottom is bounded by the wave surface, with von Neumann condition for the velocity field
given by Eq. (4). A time-dependent boundary-fitted grid is used to follow the curvature of the
wave surface. The irregular wave surface-bounded domain in the physical space is transformed
to a right rectangular prism in the computational space using an algebraic mapping [6].
For spatial discretization, we use a Fourier-series-based pseudo-spectral method on a collo-
cated grid in the horizontal directions, and a second-order finite-difference method on a stag-
gered grid in the vertical direction. The governing equations are integrated in time with a
fractional-step method. First, the momentum equations without the pressure terms are advanced
in time with a second-order Adams–Bashforth scheme. Then, a Poisson equation is solved for
the pressure to provide correction for the velocity field so that the incompressibility constraint
is satisfied. The effect of resolved-scale sea-surface waves on the wind field, i.e. the form drag,
is captured by this wave-correlated pressure field. The details and validations of the numerical
scheme are provided in Yang and Shen [6].
The motion of the sea-surface waves is simulated using a high-order spectral method (HOSM)
[12]. The HOSM simulates nonlinear waves using the Zakharov formulation [13], in which
the wave motion is described by the surface elevation h and the surface potential Fs. Here,
Fs =F(x;y;z= h(x;y; t); t) with F being the velocity potential. With a perturbation series of F
with respect to the wave steepness to the order ofM and Taylor series expansion about the mean
water level z= 0,
Fs(x;y; t) =
M
å
m=1
M m
å`
=0
h`
`!
¶ `
¶ z`
F(m)(x;y;z; t)

z=0
; (7)
and an eigenfunction expansion of each F(m) with N modes,
F(m)(x;y;z; t) =
N
å
k=1
F(m)k (t)Yk(x;y;z) ; (8)
the kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions are written as [12]
¶h
¶ t
= Ñhh ÑhFs+
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1+ jÑhh j2
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: (10)
In this paper, we consider deep water waves, for which the eigenfunctions Yk are
Yk(x;y;z) = exp(jkjz+ ik x) : (11)
Here i=
p 1; and k=(kx;ky) is the wavenumber vector, which is related to the scalar wavenum-
ber k through k= jkj=
q
k2x + k2y . In HOSM, Eqs. (9) and (10) are advanced in time by a fourth-
order Runge–Kutta scheme. The equations are discretized in space by a Fourier-series-based
pseudo-spectral method. The quadratic terms are de-aliased with the 3=2 rule. The HOSM
simulation of sea-surface wave field is coupled with the LES of wind turbulence through a
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Figure 1: Vertical profiles of time-averaged velocity u¯ at the central cross-section of the wake
behind a single turbine at four downstream locations: (a) x=D = 2; (b) x=D = 5; (c) x=D = 10;
and (d) x=D= 20. Here, D is the diameter of the turbine rotor, andUhub is the mean inflow wind
velocity measured at 1D upstream of wind turbine hub. The wind tunnel measurement data of
Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [16] is denoted by , and the current LES result is denoted by    .
fractional-step scheme. Details and validations of the coupling scheme are given in Yang and
Shen [7].
VALIDATION
The current turbulence flow solver has been tested extensively for various wind–wave problems
[14, 15, 6, 7]. Therefore, the validation of wind–wave interaction simulation is not taken up in
this paper. Here, we focus on the validation of wind turbine modeling by comparing the current
LES result with existing experimental data in the literature.
We perform a LES of air flow past a single wind turbine, with the parameters matching
those in the laboratory measurement of Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [16]. The wind turbine has a
diameter ofD= 0:15m and a hub height ofHhub= 0:125m. The mean inflow velocity (measured
at 1D upstream of wind turbine hub) is Uhub = 2:2m/s. The wind friction velocity is u =
0:102m/s. The bottom boundary is flat and has a surface roughness of 0:03mm. The simulation
domain has a size of (Lx;Ly;H) = (4:32;0:72;0:46)m. The domain is sufficiently long in the
streamwise direction (Lx=D = 28:8), so that the effect of periodic boundary condition on the
statistics of the inflow wind towards the turbine rotor is negligibly small. The grid resolution is
NxNyNz = 2564864, with evenly distributed grid points in all of the three directions.
Figure 1 shows the vertical profiles of time-averaged streamwise velocity u¯ at the central
cross-section of the turbine wake. LES results at x=D = 2, 5, 10, and 20 are shown. The wind-
tunnel measurement data from Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [16] are plotted for comparison. Using
an actuator-disk model of the wind turbine, the current LES captures the velocity deficit in the
wake behind the turbine rotor (0:33 < z=D < 1:33, with the center of turbine rotor at z=D =
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Table 1: Parameters of wave spectra for the HOSM simulations. Here, U10 is the mean wind
velocity at the height of 10m above the mean water level; and F is the distance over which
the wind has been blowing the water surface. At the peak of the wave spectra (denoted by the
subscript ‘p’), kp is the wavenumber; and cp is the wave phase speed.
wave spectrum U10 (m/s) F (km) kp (m 1) cp (m/s)
JONSWAP 12:5 80:0 0:1 9:7
P–M 12:5 ¥ 0:04 15:3
Hhub=D= 0:83). The magnitude of velocity deficit obtained by the current LES agrees with the
measurement data. In the near-turbine region (figure 1a), the LES result shows a relatively flat
velocity profile within the turbine rotor region. This flattening is caused by the use of the disk-
averaged reference velocity in the actuator-disk model when calculating the turbine-induced
force (Eq. 3). Similar LES results have also been reported by Wu and Porte´-Agel [4]. At the
further downstream locations (Fig. 1b), the mean wind velocity profiles obtained by the LES
agrees very well with the wind-tunnel measurement data. Due to the turbulent mixing, the mean
velocity at hub height recovers and increases to 0:70Uhub at x=D = 5, compared with 0:56Uhub
at x=D= 2.
PROBLEM SETUP
For the simulation of offshore wind farms, we consider a turbulent wind turbine array boundary
layer over an open sea area. For the sea-surface wave field, we consider both fetch-limited and
fully-developed sea conditions. For a wind-sea with limited fetch (defined as the distance of
waves being blown by wind, and denoted by F), we use the wave spectrum obtained during
the Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project (JONSWAP) [17]. For a fully developed sea,
its surface wave field satisfies the Pierson–Moskowitz (P–M) spectrum [18]. In this study, we
consider an environmental wind field (before encountering the wind farm) with a mean wind
velocity ofU10 = 12:5m/s at the height of 10m above the mean water level. The key parameters
of the corresponding wave fields for the given wind condition are listed in Table 1.
For the LES of offshore wind farms, we consider an Nrow3 wind turbine array within the
simulation domain, which is a periodic representation of a large wind farm under fully developed
condition. Here, Nrow is the number of turbine rows (in the streamwise direction) in the simula-
tion domain, and three values of Nrow = 2, 3, and 4 are considered in this study. For these three
values of Nrow, the cases for JONSWAPwave condition are named as J2, J3, and J4, respectively;
the cases for P–M wave condition are named as PM2, PM3, and PM4, respectively. The wind
turbines have a hub height of Hhub = 100m and a rotor diameter of D = 100m. The computa-
tional domain of the LES has a size of (Lx;Ly;H) = (2:1;1:5;1:0)km, so that the streamwise
wind turbine spacing parameter is sx = (Lx=Nrow)=D= 10:5, 7:0, and 5:25 for Nrow = 2, 3, and
4, respectively; and the spanwise spacing parameter has a fixed value of sy = (Ly=3)=D = 5:0.
The bottom of the wind field is bounded by sea-surface waves and has a prescribed value of
2:0 10 4m for the subgrid-scale sea-surface roughness z0, consistent with typical observed
values [19, 20].
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Figure 2: Illustration of three-dimensional flow field in the fully developed wind turbine array
boundary layer over water waves for case PM3. Contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity
u (normalized by u) are plotted on the three representative (x;y)-, (x;z)-, and (y;z)-planes. For
the visualization of sea-surface waves, only half of the (x;y)-plane is shown.
For the LES, we use a grid resolution of Nx Ny Nz = 192 128 192, with evenly
spaced grid in all of the three directions. For the HOSM, a higher horizontal grid resolution
of Nx Ny = 512 384 is used to resolve the energy-containing wave modes in the spectra.
During the early stage of each simulation, the imposed pressure gradient P in Eq. (1) is fine-
tuned to approach a steady-state constant value so that the mean velocity at the top boundary
Utop remains the same constant value among different cases. As a result, the wind turbine array
boundary layer satisfies the desired geostrophic wind condition [5]. An example of the results
of case PM3 is shown in Fig. 2.
We note that after the dynamically coupled wind and waves encounter the offshore wind
farm, the wind speed near the sea surface is reduced and the waves near the spectrum peak
propagate a bit faster than the wind. Therefore, within the wind farm region, the sea-surface
wave field is effectively in a “fully developed” condition for both JONSWAP and P–M cases
[18]. Under such condition, the wave field is able to maintain its basic spectral form without
significant growth or decay. Thus the horizontally periodic boundary condition for both the
wind farm and the wave field serves as a reasonable assumption in the current LES.
RESULTS
For wind blowing over waves, the total streamwise stress acting on the wind at the sea surface
consists of two components, i.e.
ttotal = rA
ZZ
A
tSGSxz dxdy| {z }
ts
+
1
A
ZZ
A
eps ¶ eh¶x dxdy| {z }
tp
: (12)
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Figure 3: Budget of sea-surface stress as a function of streamwise turbine spacing sx: M, surface
shear stress ts; , wave form drag tp; and , total surface stress ttotal. Results for JONSWAP
wave condition are denoted by red color; results for P–M wave condition are denoted by green
color.
Here, ts is the surface shear stress, with tSGSxz given by Eq. (4); tp is the wave form drag, with eps
being the air pressure acting on the wave surface; and A is the total horizontal sea-surface area
in the simulation domain.
Figure 3 shows the sea-surface stress budget for the various LES cases (represented as a
function of sx). Compared with the corresponding P–M wave cases, the JONSWAP wave cases
have slightly smaller shear stress but larger wave form drag and total surface stress. Note that
the dominant waves in the P–M cases are longer than those in the JONSWAP cases. Based on
the dispersion relation of water waves, the dominant waves in the P–M cases are faster. Faster
waves have smaller relative velocity with respective to the wind above. As a result, P–M cases
have less wave form drag than JONSWAP cases. The current LES result is consistent with the
results of previous studies on wind–wave interaction, which showed that faster waves induce
smaller resistance to the wind [21]. Moreover, for a given wave condition, the turbine number
per unit surface area increases as the streamwise turbine spacing sx decreases. This results in an
increase of turbine-induced stress and consequently a decrease of total surface stress ttotal (when
normalized by the external wind friction velocity u above the turbine layer).
For the study of offshore wind farm dynamics, a key quantity to investigate is the power
extraction rate of the wind farm. Based on the LES results, the power extracted by the wind tur-
bines can be calculated directly based on the turbine induced force and wind velocity. Following
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Figure 4: Extracted wind power density for wind turbines at different columns (denoted by ‘c’)
and rows (denoted by ‘r’) for case J3. In (a), the three wind turbines in the first row are shown:
red solid line, (c1;r1); green dashed line, (c2;r1); and blue dotted line, (c3;r1). In (b), the three
wind turbines in the first column are shown: red solid line, (c1;r1); green dashed line, (c1;r2);
and blue dotted line, (c1;r3). Here, Utop is the mean wind velocity at the top of the simulation
domain; and t0 is the time when statistical sampling starts.
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Figure 5: Averaged extracted power density of the wind farm for two different wave conditions:
red solid line, J3; and green dashed line, PM3. Here, Utop is the mean wind velocity at the top
of the simulation domain; and t0 is the time that statistical sampling starts.
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Figure 6: Time-averaged extracted power density of the wind farm and vertical flux of kinetic
energy into the wind farm: M, PT ; and , DFe. Results for JONSWAP wave condition are
denoted by red color; results for P–M wave condition are denoted by green color.
Calaf et al. [5], the extracted power density by an individual wind turbine is defined as [5]
Pi j =
 1
2CT
p
4D
2huT i3d

i j
sxsyD2
; (13)
where the subscript ‘i j’ denotes the turbine at the i-th row and j-th column. The averaged
extracted wind power density over the entire wind farm is then calculated as
PT =
1
NrowNcol
Nrow
å
i=1
Ncol
å
j=1
Pi j : (14)
As illustrated in Fig. 2, there exists large spatial variation for the instantaneous wind field
around different wind turbines, caused by the complex interactions among the turbines within the
turbine array as well as their interactions with the atmospheric boundary layer. Consequently,
the extracted power densities Pi j by different turbines exhibit appreciable variation, as shown
in Fig. 4. Particularly, the variation of Pi j among turbines in different columns is significant
in both long and short terms (Fig. 4a); the variation of Pi j among turbines in different rows is
mainly in short term, and the long term variation is relatively small (Fig. 4b). Figure 5 shows the
averaged power extraction rate PT of the entire wind farm for cases J3 and PM3. The averaged
performance of the entire wind farm has much less temporal variation than those of the individual
turbines shown in Fig. 4.
The time-averaged values of PT for various cases are calculated and plotted in Fig. 6. For
a given turbine spacing, a wind farm above P–M waves extracts more power than that above
JONSWAP waves. This increase of wind farm performance is caused by the stronger wave
motion in the P–M wave cases compared with the JONSWAP wave cases. In the wake region
behind each wind turbine, the strong deficit of wind speed causes waves to feed momentum
back to wind. As shown in Table 1, under the same wind forcing, the fully-developed (P–M)
wave field has larger peak wave phase speed than the fetch-limited (JONSWAP) wave field. As a
result, within the turbine wake regions, the P–Mwaves have relatively stronger capability to help
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recover the wind speed; out of the wake regions, the wind field experiences less wave resistance
in the P–M wave cases than in the corresponding JONSWAP wave cases, resulting in slightly
larger wind velocity near the wave surface as well as at the turbine rotor height. The turbines
above the P–M waves thus have larger incident wind energy and achieve higher performance
than the turbines above the JONSWAP waves.
When the streamwise turbine spacing decreases from sx = 10:5 to sx = 7, the near-surface
wind velocity decreases and the long waves in the wave field become faster relative to the wind,
resulting in an enhancement of the wave effect. Therefore, the difference of PT between cases J3
and PM3 is larger than the difference between cases J2 and PM2. As the turbine spacing further
decreases to sx = 5:25, the distance between turbines is too small so that the waves in neither the
P–M nor the JONSWAP cases have sufficient time to help recover the wind speed deficit in the
turbine wake regions, thus resulting in insignificant difference between cases J4 and PM4.
Calaf et al. [5] showed that a large wind farm gains energy supplement mainly by the vertical
flux of kinetic energy from the wind above it. The net kinetic energy flux into the wind farm can
be calculated by
DFe =
  hu0w0 i hu00w00ihuiz=Hhub D=2z=Hhub+D=2 : (15)
Here, the overbar ui denotes the time averaging; the brackets huii denotes the horizontal aver-
aging; u0i = ui ui denotes the fluctuating velocity due to temporal variation; and u00i = ui huii
denotes the fluctuating velocity due to both temporal and spatial variations. The values of DFe
for various cases are also plotted in Fig. 6, which show consistent trend as PT when sx changes.
For all the cases, the values of PT and DFe are close, indicating the balance between the vertical
energy flux and the turbine power extraction. The difference among them is caused mainly by
kinetic energy dissipation through turbulence.
CONCLUSIONS
Offshore wind energy has become an important frontier of sustainable energy research. In this
study, LES of wind turbulence coupled with potential flow simulation of ocean waves is per-
formed for offshore wind farms. LES of the lower atmospheric boundary layer over ocean
waves is performed using a boundary-fitted grid that follows the wave motion. The nonlinear
evolution of the wave field is simulated using a high-order spectral method. Large wind farms
are modeled as periodic wind turbine arrays, with the effect of turbines on the wind modeled us-
ing an actuator disc method. Statistical analysis of the wind farm dynamics shows that the wind
field is influenced by the sea-surface waves due to the effect of wave-induced form drag. As a
result, the energy extraction rate of the wind turbines varies with wave condition, with a higher
extraction rate being obtained over fully-developed wind-sea conditions than over fetch-limited,
developing wind-sea conditions.
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ABSTRACT 
Understanding the interactions of wind turbine arrays with the atmospheric boundary layer is 
necessary for many issues involved, including turbine siting and array power prediction. Although 
three-bladed turbines dominate the onshore market, two-bladed wind turbines continue to be viable, 
especially in offshore applications. Understanding the influence of the number of rotor blades on the 
flow field through a wind turbine array is vital to wind turbine siting and increasing the installed 
capacity of wind energy. The goal of this study is to compare fluxes of turbulent kinetic energy in two 
arrays with the same spacing, where one utilizes two-bladed turbines and the other utilizes three-
bladed turbines, in a wind tunnel. This wind tunnel study was performed at the Wind Energy and 
Turbulence laboratory at Portland State University. Both arrays have three turbines in the spanwise 
direction and four turbines in the streamwise direction; the spanwise spacing was 3D and the 
streamwise spacing was 6D. A particle image velocimetry (PIV) system is used to generate data planes 
along the centerline of the array. Contours of mean velocity, Reynolds stresses, energy flux, and 
energy dissipation are generated. In each array, the integrated flux gives consistent results through the 
array and similar patterns in the streamwise direction are seen in both arrays. These similar patterns 
may indicate that some scaling exists for the turbulent kinetic energy flux, but none is presented in this 
paper. 
Introduction 
As wind turbines are deployed in increasingly larger arrays, a greater understanding of the interactions 
between turbines and the atmospheric boundary layer is necessary. These interactions influence the 
transport of energy from upper to lower levels of the altered boundary layer. These interactions are 
even less understood when comparing two-bladed and three-bladed wind turbines operating in an 
array. This paper presents results from a wind tunnel study comparing the effects of two-bladed and 
three-bladed rotors on the fluxes of kinetic energy in an array. In previous works, three-bladed wind 
turbine arrays have been studied extensively, while several recent works have begun to investigate the 
role of fluxes of kinetic energy in energy recovery within the array. 
 
In (Chamorro & Porté-Agel, 2011), a wind tunnel study of two wind turbine array layouts was 
performed. Both arrays were 3 X 10 and had spanwise spacing of 4D; one array had streamwise 
spacing of 5D while the other had streamwise spacing of 7D. Although energy fluxes were not 
investigated, the flow was found to be characterized by two regions above and below the top tip 
height. The region above top tip height was then found broken into an inner and outer layer, resulting 
in the prescription of a roughness length to the wind turbine array. 
 
In order to investigate energy recovery between turbines, experiments were performed on arrays of 
model wind turbines. In (Cal, Lebrón, Castillo, Kang, & Meneveau, 2010) and (Lebron, Castillo, & 
Meneveau, 2012), PIV measurements of the volume surrounding the middle wind turbine in the last 
row of a 3 X 3 array were investigated with 7D spacing in the streamwise direction and 3D spacing in 
the spanwise direction. Flow characteristics were averaged on horizontal planes to compare with 
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analytical models. By integrating contributing terms in front and behind of the turbine, it was shown 
that turbulent kinetic energy flux was on the same order as the power produced by the turbine, 
illustrating the importance of vertical entrainment of energy from the atmosphere above. 
  
Multiple large eddy simulations were performed in (Calaf, Meneveau, & Meyers, 2010), investigating 
multiple turbine layouts. Each simulation was run using periodic boundary conditions such that “fully 
developed” conditions were generated. For one layout, whose dimensions were 7.85D in the 
streamwise direction and 5.23D in the spanwise direction, an analysis similar to that performed in 
(Cal, Lebrón, Castillo, Kang, & Meneveau, 2010) was used to find contributing terms in the simulated 
data. It was again concluded that the main mechanism of energy recovery in the array was turbulent 
kinetic energy flux.  
 
Although these studies have illustrated the importance of turbulent kinetic energy flux in an array, the 
effect on these fluxes of the number of blades on the rotor has not been quantified. Therefore, the goal 
of this paper is to demonstrate the differences in mean kinetic energy fluxes in model wind turbine 
arrays with two bladed and three bladed rotors. 
Conservation Equations 
Relevant terms for flow development are found through analysis of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equation in the streamwise direction with atmospheric boundary layer assumptions included. In 
this case, x, y, and z are the streamwise, vertical, and spanwise directions, respectively, and u, v, and w 
are their corresponding velocities; velocities are separated into time-averaged and time-varying terms 
(eg  = 	  + ′). Thrust forces from the turbine are included in the body force term, ̅; because no 
analysis is carried out across a wind turbine, this term is effectively zero. Viscous terms are neglected 
as no analysis is performed near the wall. 
 
  + ̅

	 = −
1


̅
 	− 	

	 ′′ + 	 ̅ (1) 
 
When the momentum equation is multiplied by the mean streamwise velocity, the mechanical energy 
equation is produced. This is shown in Equation (2) where 

 is the kinetic energy. In large arrays, 
the developing terms are expected to be small, and the important terms are expected to be those in 
Equation (3).   indicates the product of the streamwise velocity and the thrust force from the turbine; 
again, this term is zero when away from a wind turbine. 
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	 	 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

 + 	  (3) 
 
The quantities which will be measured and compared between two arrays are the mean velocity, , 
Reynolds shear stresses, ′′, turbulent kinetic energy flux, , and turbulent kinetic energy 
production, 

. These terms are shown to be significant to energy exchange by (Cal, Lebrón, 
Castillo, Kang, & Meneveau, 2010), (Lebron, Castillo, & Meneveau, 2012), and (Calaf, Meneveau, & 
Meyers, 2010). Because the focus of this paper is on vertical fluxes of mean kinetic energy, the 
pressure gradient is neglected, though it is noted that this term can contribute significantly in the 
energy transport in the streamwise direction. In the context of comparing number of blades, all terms 
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from Equation (3) will be evaluated. Further, due to the lack of spatial averaging in the spanwise 
direction, no dispersive stresses or fluxes are calculated. 
Experimental Setup and Data Analysis 
Measurements were performed at the Wind Energy and Turbulence Laboratory at Portland State 
University. A scaled atmospheric boundary layer was generated for both arrays. 2D PIV measurements 
were then performed along the centerline in the two-bladed and three-bladed arrays to characterize the 
flow field within the arrays, as in Figure 1. The experiment was performed in a closed loop wind 
tunnel with a 0.8 meter high, 1.2 meter wide, and 5 meter long test section. A boundary layer 
representing an atmospheric boundary layer was created using a passive grid, strakes, and surface 
roughness elements. 
 
The turbines were arranged in a 3 X 4 array, with four turbines in the streamwise direction. Both 
arrays utilized 6D spacing in the streamwise direction and 3D spacing in the spanwise direction. The 
passive grid created turbulence through the flow profile, while strakes were utilized to generate a flow 
profile modeled on a neutrally-stratified atmospheric boundary layer. Nine strakes were cut from 12.7 
mm thick acrylic plastic and distributed uniformly through the cross-section of the test section. Each 
strake has a higher blockage ratio near the floor, creating more shear. This allows for less upstream 
distance to develop an appropriate profile. Chains placed every 10.7 cm on the floor of the wind tunnel 
produced the desired surface roughness, each with a height of approximately 4 mm. Coriolis forces are 
neglected in this experiment. 
 
 
Figure 1. Experimental Layout 
 
The model wind turbines for both cases were 12 cm diameter and 12 cm hub height. For both two-
bladed and three-bladed rotors, the blade chord and twist profiles were held constant. Blades were 
twisted sheet metal, with 20º twist at the root and 15º twist at the tip. Only the number of blades was 
different between the two rotors, as seen in Figure 2. 
 
The model wind turbines have been scaled down approximately 833 times when compared to a full 
scale wind turbine of 100 meter height and 100 meter diameter. The Reynolds number with respect to 
incoming wind speed and rotor diameter will not be matched between the model and full scale, so full 
dynamic similarity is not achieved; however, Reynolds number effects are known to be less significant 
when investigating large scale properties of turbulent flow rather than individual turbine performance.  
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Figure 
 
The coefficient of power, Cp, is defined in E
turbine to the mechanical power in the wind. To compare the effect of the number of blades in a rotor 
on flow development within an array, Cp is matc
hypothesized that, if the power extracted from the flow was matched non
be found to match the power entrained in the array from the upper levels of the boundary layer.
 
In order to measure Cp, a torque sensor similar to that in 
measure the torque of the turbine, while the rotor frequency was measured using an optical sensor. 
range of power levels were produced by varying the electrical load on the motor, while the incoming 
flow was held constant. This operation was performed first at the first row, after which a Cp was 
chosen for the first row. With the Cp fixed for the first row, power data was then collecte
second row. This allowed for constant inflow at each row.
 
Using dimensional analysis, it is found that Cp is a function of tip speed ratio λ
inlet speed), ratio of height to diameter h/d, the Reynolds number based on diameter and inlet velocity 
ReD, and the number of blades N. 
throughout both arrays. Holding a constant Cp between two rotors with differing numbers of blades 
resulted in a different tip speed ratio for each.
 
Figure 3. Cp Curve from Third Row
 
 
2. Two- and Three-Bladed Turbines 
quation (4); it is the ratio of power produced by the 
hed between the two rotors at each row
-dimensionally, a scale 
(Kang & Meneveau, 2010)
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 Table 1. Power and Cp Measurements through the Array 
 
Although Cp is matched at each row, the characteristic drop in power is seen between each subsequent 
row in the streamwise direction, with power output reduced by ½ in the fourth row for both arrays. In 
both arrays, the frequency varies between each row. In the three bladed array, the frequency ranges 
from 243 to 288 hz, while in the two bladed array it ranges from 167 to 221 hz. The larger frequencies 
in the three bladed array are due to choosing to match Cp on the right hand side of the curve. Because 
 = 	 		

, choosing Cp values from the right hand side of the curve implies allowing the turbine to 
spin faster, thus torqueing the shaft less. This is a more feasible scenario than over-loading the turbine. 
 
In order to calculate values for the flow characteristics and their development throughout the array, 
PIV measurements were taken along the centerline of the array. A LaVision PIV system was used with 
a laser sheet thickness between 1 and 1.5 mm. Time between laser pulses 100 µs. 2000 samples were 
taken at each plane and time averaged. A total of 10 planes were collected for each array. 
 
Inlet conditions were calculated 1D upstream of the first row using PIV measurements. The velocity 
averaged over the rotor area was calculated to be approximately 4.5 m/s. The inlet velocity profile and 
Reynolds stresses are given below in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The inlet velocity conditions were nearly 
consistent with a scaled atmospheric boundary layer. There is some difference in the Reynolds shear 
stress values at the inlet; this is likely due to the higher blockage ratio of the three bladed rotors 
affecting the upstream flow. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Inlet Streamwise Velocity  Figure 5. Inlet Shear Stresses 
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Results 
Isocontours of streamwise and vertical velocity are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, while contours of 
Reynolds shear stress are shown in Figure 8. In all contour plots, the flow direction is from left to 
right. For each field between turbine rows, a 4th order polynomial interpolation in the streamwise 
direction was applied for each quantity.  
 
Figure 6 shows the streamwise velocity field for the two-bladed array in the upper part of the figure 
and the three bladed array in the lower part of the figure. Data was not collected in the regions near the 
turbines due to potentially damaging laser reflections. In both fields, the wake is clearly visible, as is 
the slowdown effect as the flow approaches a turbine. It is clear that the velocity deficit is much 
greater in the three-bladed array than in the two-bladed array. The larger slowdown effect in the three-
bladed array is also evident. 
 
 
Figure 6(a) Two-Bladed Array 
 
Figure 6(b) Three-Bladed Array 
Figure 6 – Average Streamwise Velocity Field 
 
Figure 7 shows the vertical velocity fields for the two arrays. In both, the effect of the rotor on the 
incoming flow is apparent, causing a distinct vertical speed-up in order for the air to move around the 
blockage. These effects are also seen after the rotor, where a small area of negative vertical velocity is 
seen at the bottom tip of the rotor. 
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 Figure 7(a) Two-Bladed Array 
 
Figure 7(b) Three-Bladed Array 
Figure 7 – Average Vertical Velocity Field 
 
Time averaged Reynolds shear stress fields were also generated, as seen in Figure 8. Here the effect of 
the wake is seen to extend all the way from one row of turbines to the next. Additionally the Reynolds 
shear stresses at the top of the wake and the bottom of the wake have opposite signs, indicating that 
energy may be re-entering the array through the top and the bottom of the array. 
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 Figure 8(a) Two-Bladed Array 
 
Figure 8(b) Three-Bladed Array 
Figure 8 – Average Reynolds Shear Stress Field 
 
Analysis 
As previously identified, turbulent kinetic energy flux is the primary mechanism by which energy is 
vertically entrained into the array from upper levels of the boundary layer. This flux is assumed to 
operate over a rectangle just behind a turbine whose area is spanwise and streamwise spacing of the 
array. Further, this area is considered at the top and bottom tip height.  
 
Rather than consider only one value of flux to represent the entire area, the flux is averaged over 
lengths of one diameter in the streamwise direction. These fluxes are then integrated to calculate the 
flux for the entire area. The contribution to the power in the wind can then be calculated as below.  
 
 = 	 	′′ − 	′′	
		 (5) 
 
Below are the averaged fluxes at one diameter increments downstream. Various values, such as power 
output from the turbine and power in the wind at the inlet, were investigated as scales for the values of 
the turbulent kinetic energy fluxes, but none was able to collapse the data. The similar patterns of the 
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fluxes between the arrays, however, may indicate that there is some scaling relationship that is more 
complicated than a single scaling value. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Flux into Array 
 
The energy loss due to turbulent kinetic energy production was also calculated. The production term, 


, was integrated through the same control volume as the flux term. This resulted in a 
quantification of the energy lost to production of turbulence. Again, no consistent scaling was found 
between the two arrays. 
 
 = 		 
		  	 		


 (6) 
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 Figure 10. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Production inside Array 
 
In Table 2, a summary of the above quantities is given as well as the turbine power output for 
comparison. Note that the integrated power values of production are significantly lower than 
integrated power values of the flux. 
 
 
Table 2. Summary of Results 
  
Conclusion 
Results comparing the vertical energy entrainment in a two-bladed and three-bladed model wind 
turbine array have been presented. Although power produced by the turbines was matched non-
dimensionally through the power coefficient, Cp, no scale was found to match the vertical energy 
entrainment. This difference can not be explained by the difference in energy loss due to production, 
indicating that the scaling relationship between the two arrays, if it exists, may be more complicated 
2 Bladed Array 3 Bladed Array
Pturbine [W] Pflux [W] Pproduction [W] Pturbine [W] Pflux [W] Pproduction [W]
Behind Row 1 0.09 0.15 0.07 0.1 0.19 0.09
Behind Row 2 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.18 0.06
Behind Row 3 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.19 0.07
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than a dependence on one quantity such as power produced by the turbine. This idea is reinforced by 
the similar patterns between the fluxes as the flow progresses in the streamwise direction. 
 
An interesting feature of the flux of turbulent kinetic energy into the array is  the consistent power 
contribution to the flow when integrated over top-tip and bottom-tip areas. In both the two and three-
bladed arrays, the integrated flux between rows stays approximately the same:  approximately 0.15 W 
for the two-bladed array and approximately 0.19 W for the three-bladed array. This result is 
unexpected, as the power extracted at each row in both arrays is different at each row. Further 
investigation may indicate reasons for this consistent pattern. 
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ABSTRACT
The linear k− ε eddy viscosity model and modified versions of two existing nonlinear eddy vis-
cosity models are applied to single wind turbine wake simulations using a Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes code. Results are compared with field wake measurements. The nonlinear mod-
els give better results compared to the linear model, however, high turbulence levels can produce
numerical instabilities.
1 INTRODUCTION
The energy losses in a wind farm due to interaction of wakes can often range between 10% to
20% [1]. Therefore, reliable and practical modeling of the influence of wind turbine wakes in
wind farms is necessary in order to estimate the wind farm annual energy production. Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or Reynolds Average
Navier-Stokes (RANS) can be employed to simulate wake effects. Results of LES has proven to
compare well with results of wake measurements [2] but the computational costs are still high.
RANS is roughly two orders of computational effort cheaper than LES, however, previous studies
have shown that the most widely used turbulence models in RANS, e.g. the linear k− ε eddy
viscosity model (EVM), fail to predict the wake deficit and the Reynolds-stresses in a wake [3].
The basis of a linear EVM is the eddy viscosity hypothesis of Boussinesq that linearly relates
the Reynolds-stresses to the symmetrical part of the velocity gradients (i.e. the strain rate tensor
Si j = 1/2(Ui, j +U j,i)) [4]. As a result, the linear EVM cannot represent effects caused by the anti
symmetric part of the velocity gradients (i.e. the vorticity tensor Ωi j = 1/2(Ui, j−U j,i)) and ef-
fects caused by products of the velocity gradients, e.g.: normal Reynolds-stress anisotropy, swirl
and stream line curvature. A turbulence model that can include all these effects is the nonlinear
eddy viscosity model (NLEVM) of Apsley and Leschziner [5], which is based on an extended
eddy viscosity hypothesis where nonlinear terms of products of Si j and Ωi j are present up to the
third order. The cubic NLEVM is used in this research with minor modifications such that the user
can control the (undisturbed) turbulence intensity. In addition to the cubic NLEVM of Apsley and
Leschziner, the quartic NLEVM of Taulbee [6] is investigated, which was previously studied by
Crespo et al. [7]. The background, definition and modifications of the cubic NLEVM and the
quartic NLEVM are given in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 both NLEVMs are tested and compared with field
measurements of two single wind turbine wake cases.
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In this paper tensors are written with bold symbols and index notation: a ≡ ai j. Traces of
tensors are written as: {a} ≡ aii. Summation is only done with roman indices. Greek indices are
not summed up. In addition, a tensor product is written as: as≡ aiksk j and {as} ≡ aklslk.
2 NONLINEAR EDDY VISCOSITY MODELS
The background and definition of the cubic and the quartic NLEVM are discussed in Sec. 2.1.
The calibration of the model constants is addressed in Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3. Limiter functions for
guaranteeing positive, bounded eddy viscosity are presented in Sec. 2.4 and Sec. 2.5, respectively.
Sec. 2.6 provides details about the implementation.
2.1 Background and definition
The foundations of the nonlinear stress-strain relationship used in the NLEVMs is based on al-
gebraic Reynolds-stress models (ARSMs) where the Reynolds-stress is calculated via an implicit
algebraic set of equations. The ARSMs are derived from differential Reynolds-stress models by
using Rodi’s weak assumption [8]. In addition, the pressure-strain model of Launder et al. [9] is
used to obtain the full algebraic set of equations:
a = −αs−β
(
sa−as−
2
3{as}I
)
+ γ (aω−ωa) , (1)
where a ≡ ai j ≡
u′iu
′
j
k −
2
3δi j is the normalized anisotropic Reynolds-stress tensor, with k as the
turbulent kinetic energy, u′iu′j as the Reynolds-stress tensor and I ≡ δi j as the Kronecker delta.
The tensors s≡ si j ≡ 12
k
ε (Ui, j +Ui, j) and ω≡ωi j ≡
1
2
k
ε (Ui, j−Ui, j) are the normalized strain-rate
tensor and the normalized vorticity tensor, respectively, with Ui, j as the mean velocity gradient
and ε as the dissipation. In addition, three parameters are present in Eq. 1: α , β and γ , which
are a function of the ratio of turbulent production and dissipation: P/ε , and two constants: C1
and C2 that originate from the pressure-strain model of Launder et al. The implicit algebraic
equations of Eq. 1 often behave numerically stiffly. Therefore, Pope [10] proposed a method to
derive an exact explicit solution which has been adopted by Gatski and Speziale [11] to obtain
the full explicit solution in three dimensional space. However, this solution has singularities and
is not useful for practical applications. Taulbee [6] made the assumption that β = 0 to obtain a
simplified ARSM and used the method of Pope to derive the corresponding NLEVM. (Note that
in the literature these explicit solutions are also referred to as explicit algebraic Reynolds-stress
models, however, the term NLEVM will be used in this research.) Apsley and Leschziner [5] used
a different approach to obtain an explicit solution. Instead of using the method of Pope, a formal
iteration procedure is employed to approximate the full explicit solution.
In the notation of Pope, the explicit solution of Eq. 1 can be written as:
a =
10
∑
λ=1
G(λ) (ηi)T(λ) (s,ω) , (2)
with ten linearly independent tensors T (λ):
T(1) = s, T(6) = ω2s+ sω2− 23{sω
2}I,
T(2) = sω−ωs, T(7) = ωsω2−ω2sω,
T(3) = s2− 13{s
2}I, T(8) = sωs2− s2ωs,
T(4) = ω2− 13{ω
2}I, T(9) = ω2s2 + s2ω2− 23{ω
2s2}I,
T(5) = ωs2− s2ω, T(10) = ωs2ω2−ω2s2ω,
(3)
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G(λ) (ηi) are scalar functions of invariants ηi. There is a finite number of linearly independent
tensor groups because any other higher order tensor, e.q. ωs3ω2−ω2s3ω, can be written as a
linear combination of T (λ) employing the Cayley-Hamilton theorem [10]. Any rewritten higher
order tensor group will break up into lower order tensors multiplied by invariants which are stored
in the scalar functions G(λ). In total five linearly independent invariants exist:
η1 = {s2}, η2 = {ω2}, η3 = {s3}, η4 = {sω2}, η5 = {s2ω2}. (4)
Due to the linear independence, all tensor groups T (λ) must share the properties of a, hence, each
T (λ) is a second order symmetric deviatoric tensor.
The nonlinear stress-strain relationships in the NLEVM of Taulbee and the NLEVM of Apsley
and Leschziner can be written in the form of Eq. 2. The corresponding scalar functions are given
in Table 1.
G(λ) linear EVM cubic NLEVM quartic NLEVM
G(1) −α −α
(
1+ 23β 2η1 +2γ2η2
)
−α
(
1− 12η2γ2
)
/Q
G(2) 0 αγ αγ
(
1−2η2γ2
)
/Q
G(3) 0 2αβ 0
G(4) 0 0 −6αγ4η4/Q
G(5) 0 −3αβγ 0
G(6) 0 −3αγ2 −3αγ2/Q
G(7) 0 0 3αγ3/Q
Table 1: Scalar functions of stress-strain relation of linear EVM and NLEVMs. G(8−10) = 0.
Q≡ (1−2η2γ2)(1− 12 η2γ2).
2.2 Calibration
The NLEVMs given in Sec. 2.1 include two or three parameters, namely α ,β and γ . In theory, the
parental ARSM of Eq. 1 defines the parameters. However, the logarithmic region of a boundary
layer is not properly described when the same parameters in the NLEVMs are used because the
NLEVMs are approximated explicit solutions of the ARSM. Therefore, α ,β and γ are determined
from calibration. Apsley and Leschziner determined α ,β and γ by a calibration with a simple
shear flow in which the only non zero components of the strain-rate tensor and the vorticity tensor
are: s13 = s31 =
1
2 σ˜ and ω13 =−ω31 =
1
2 σ˜ , respectively. Note that the shear parameter is defined
as σ ≡ kε
√
(Ui, j)2 and the ∼ symbol denotes calibration parameters. In addition, the standard
atmospheric Cartesian system is used in which the flow direction is x- or 1-axis and the wall
normal direction is z- or 3-axis. The normalized anisotropic Reynolds-stress in simple shear flow
is defined as:
ai j =

 a˜11 0 a˜130 −a˜11− a˜33 0
a˜13 0 a˜33

 . (5)
Substituting si j, ωi j and ai j , belonging to the simple shear flow, into Eq. 2 leads to three linearly
independent equations for the cubic NLEVM. The solution is derived by Apsley and Leschziner
[5] and it is given in Table 2. The same procedure is carried out for the quartic NLEVM of
Taulbee. The resulting two linearly independent equations are:
a˜11 =
(ασ˜)(γσ˜)
˜Q
(
1+ 1
4
(γσ˜)2
)
, a˜13 =−
(ασ˜)
˜Q
(
1+ 1
4
(γσ˜)2
)
, (6)
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with
˜Q≡
(
1+(γσ˜)2
)(
1+
1
4
(γσ˜)2
)
, (7)
and the solution is also given in Table 2.
cubic NLEVM quartic NLEVM
ασ˜ −a˜13 +
√
a˜213 +(a˜11− a˜33)
2−3(a˜11 + a˜33)2 −2a˜13
(
1+
(
a˜11
a˜13
)2)
βσ˜ 3(a˜11+a˜33)ασ˜ 0
γσ˜ (a˜11−a˜33)ασ˜ −
a˜11
a˜13
Table 2: Definition of NLEVM parameters α ,β and γ determined by calibration.
2.3 Choice of calibration parameters a˜11, a˜33, a˜13 and σ˜
In the previous section the two NLEVMs are calibrated with a simple shear flow. The simple
shear flow is characterized by the anisotropic Reynolds-stress components a˜11, a˜33, a˜13 and the
shear parameter σ˜ . The choice of these four constants will determine the scalar functions G(λ) in
Eq. 2, hence, the model performance of the NLEVM is directly related to a˜11, a˜33, a˜13 and σ˜ .
For atmospheric flows describing a simple shear flow with P˜/ε = 1, it is desired to be able to
set the turbulence intensity Ire f at the inlet boundary for a certain reference height z = zre f . Using
the linear (k−ε) EVM, the turbulence intensity is determined by setting ˜Cµ . Since the solution of
the linear k− ε EVM for the logarithmic region of a simple shear flow for a rough wall is [12]:
U
u∗
=
1
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
, k = u
∗2√
˜Cµ
, ε =
u∗3
κz
, (8)
using U =Ure f and z = zre f , then:
Ire f ≡
√
2
3k
Ure f
= ˜C−
1
4µ
√
2
3
κ
ln
(
zre f
z0
) . (9)
Note that U is the stream-wise mean velocity, u∗ is the friction velocity, κ is the Von Karman
constant, z is the distance from the wall and z0 is the wall roughness. In addition, ˜Cµ is used to
distinguish from the (non constant) Cµ present in the NLEVMs. The value of σ˜ and a˜13 can be
related to ˜Cµ by using Eq. 8:
σ˜ =
k
ε
∥∥∥∥∂U∂ z
∥∥∥∥= u
∗
κz
=
1√
˜Cµ
, (10)
and
P˜/ε ≡−{a˜s˜}= 1
=−2a˜13s˜13 =−a˜13σ˜ =−a˜13 1√
˜Cµ
}
⇒ a˜13 =−
√
˜Cµ . (11)
The other two calibration parameters a˜11, a˜33 cannot be related to ˜Cµ . Instead, either measure-
ments or computation can determine the values of a˜11, a˜33 in simple shear flow with a rough wall.
Apsley and Leschziner used a direct numerical simulation of channel flow to obtain wall functions
for all four calibration parameters. In this research the asymptotic value (normal wall distance
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→ ∞) of a˜11, a˜33 of the same direct numerical simulation is used [5]: a˜11 = 0.333, a˜33 =−0.263.
In the work of Crespo et al. [7] the NLEVM of Taulbee was calibrated with atmospheric measure-
ments in which a˜11 = −a˜33 = 0.38. However, in the current work it is preferred to use the direct
numerical simulation data. A consequence of using the calculated calibration parameters with
a˜11 6= −a˜33 for the quartic NLEVM is that the resulting a11 and a33 for a simple shear flow are
not equal to the intended value of the calibration parameters. Instead a11 = 12 (a˜11− a˜22) = 0.298
and a33 =− 12 (a˜11− a˜22) =−0.298.
2.4 Boundedness
The scalar function G(1) of the cubic NLEVM is not bounded. Apsley and Leschziner proposed
to use a limiter function fP(σ) for all scalar functions which has been adopted in the present
research. Except for G(4), all scalar functions G(λ) of the quartic NLEVM are all bounded by the
invariant η2 in the denominator:
lim
η2→0
,G(1) = −α , lim
η2→0
,G(2) = αγ , lim
η2→0
,G(6) =−3αγ2 lim
η2→0
,G(7) = 3αγ3, (12)
lim
η2→−∞
G(1,2,6,7) = 0.
The boundedness of the scalar function G(4) is not obvious since it has the invariant η4 in the
numerator, which could hypothetically grow faster than its denominator. η4 = {sω2} is a function
of all nine velocity derivatives Ui, j, however, η2 = {ω2} is only a function of the off-diagonal
velocity derivatives. As a result, the derivatives Uα ,α , present in the nominator of G(4), are not
bounded by the denominator. In the flow around a wind turbine, the derivative ∂U/∂x is large in
vicinity of the rotor which might cause unstable behavior of the NLEVM because of G(4). In the
test case of Sec. 3 a bounding function for η4 is found to be redundant. In addition, the limiter
function fP(σ) that is used for the cubic NLEVM is not applied to the quartic NLEVM.
2.5 Effective Cµ
The NLEVMs of Sec. 2.1 include a flow-dependent Cµ that is used to define the eddy viscosity:
µT = ρCµ k
2
ε . In the notation of Pope the NLEVM can be written as:
a =−2Cµs+
10
∑
λ=2
G(λ) (ηi)T(λ) (s,ω) , (13)
where −2Cµs is the linear part of the NLEVMs with an effective Cµ :
Cµ =−
1
2
G(1) =
{ 1
2α
(
1+ 23 β 2{s2}+2γ2{ω2}
)
(cubic)
1
2 α(1−
1
2 {ω
2}γ2)
(1−2{ω2}γ2)(2−{ω2}γ2) (quartic)
(14)
The calibration parameters α , β and γ and the first invariant {s2} are always positive, however,
the second invariant is always negative: {ω2}. This means that effective Cµ in the cubic NLEVM
is not unconditionally positive. The effective Cµ in the quartic NLEVM is always positive but can
still become zero. Apsley and Leschziner made the same observation about their cubic NLEVM
and proposed to use a different Cµ in the eddy viscosity relation: Cµ = ˜Cµ fP where fP is the
limiter function used to keep the scalar functions bounded. However, omitting the complete flow-
dependent Cµ reduces the model performance. In present research the definition of Eq. 14 is used
for both NLEVMs and an unconditional positive and nonzero Cµ is forced by a maximum limiter:
Cµ = max
(
−
1
2
G(1),a ˜Cµ
)
, (15)
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where a is a positive small number such that Cµ 6= 0, i.e. 1×10−4.
2.6 Implementation
The NLEVMs are implemented as an extension of the linear k− ε EVM. The nonlinear part of
the stress-strain relationship of the NLEVMs is implemented as a momentum source term. The
effective Cµ is used to define the eddy viscosity and the transport equations for k and ε used in the
linear EVM are also employed for the NLEVMs.
3 WIERINGERMEER TEST CASE
The cubic and quartic NLEVMs are used to simulate the wake of a single wind turbine. Wake
measurements from the Wind Turbine Test Site Wieringermeer (EWTW), owned by the Energy
Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN), are used to compare with the numerical simulations.
The results of almost 5 years of measurements have been published by Schepers [13]. In addition,
the 10 minute averaged data was made available for this research. In the two subsequent sections,
a brief overview of the site is presented and the choice of input parameters for the numerical
simulations are motivated. The single wake simulations are discussed in Sec. 3.3.
3.1 Site overview
EWTW is located in the North West of the Netherlands. The landscape mainly consist of flat
farmland. 2 km East from the meteorological mast a large lake (IJsselmeer) is present. The land
and the lake are separated by a dike which is 8 m and 3 m tall with respect to the land and the
lake, respectively.
The meteorological mast is located South of five 2.5 MW wind turbines with a 80 m rotor
diameter and hub height. The layout of the five wind turbines is given in Fig. 1. Two single wake
cases are measured for wind directions around 31◦and 315◦with a corresponding downstream
distance of 2.5D and 3.5D, respectively.
IJsselmeer
0◦
30◦
60◦
90◦
120◦
150◦
180◦
210◦
240◦
270◦
300◦
330◦
Figure 1: Research wind turbines at EWTW site. Left: geometrical sketch, source: [13]. Right:
satellite image of 4 km radius around meteorological mast MM3 (blue dot), five red dots: research
wind turbines, source: Google Earth.
3.2 Input parameters for numerical simulations
In order to compare the measurements with the numerical simulations the following input param-
eters for the numerical simulations are necessary: the undisturbed stream-wise wind speed at hub
height UH,∞, the undisturbed friction velocity u∗, the thrust coefficient CT , the undisturbed turbu-
lence intensity at hub height IH,∞ and the roughness height z0. The estimated input parameters are
listed in Table 3 and are motivated in subsequent sections.
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wake case 2.5D 3.5D
UH,∞ [m/s] 10.9 10.7
CT [-] 0.63 0.63
dir. [◦] 1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 285-345
z0 [cm] 13 11 9.1 7.0 5.5 4.3 3.4 2.8 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.2 0.94 3.0
u∗ [m/s] 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.54
IH,∞ [%] 7.8 7.5 7.3 7.1 7.0 6.9 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 10
Table 3: Summary of input parameters for numerical computations of the two single wake cases.
Undisturbed velocity
The meteorological mast is instrumented with sonic anemometers, cups and vanes at 80 m. Unfor-
tunately, upstream measurements are not carried out. Therefore, the upstream undisturbed wind
speed at hub height is estimated from power measurements of wind turbine T5 (3.5D case) and
wind turbine T6 (2.5D case). Only data with undisturbed wind speeds between 10-12 m/s are
selected. The average of the wind speed between 1-61◦and 285-345◦, corresponding to the two
single wake cases, are 10.9 m/s and 10.7 m/s, respectively.
Friction velocity
The friction velocity is calculated with the log law: u∗ =UH,∞κ/ ln(zH/z0).
Atmospheric stability
The lack of upstream measurements makes it impossible to identify and disregard non-neutral
atmospheric measurements. However, the probability of a near neutral atmospheric boundary
layer increases with high wind speeds, i.e. 10-12 m/s.
Thrust coefficient
The thrust coefficient curve is measured and calculated by Schepers [14]. The measurements are
based on the tower bending moment and the calculations are carried out with PHATAS [15]. Both
methods estimate at thrust coefficient of 0.63 for the averaged undisturbed wind speeds of 10.7
m/s and 10.9 m/s.
Turbulence intensity
Since there is a the lack of upstream measurements an estimation of the undisturbed inflow tur-
bulence intensity for the 3.5D case is made by averaging the corresponding closest ’undisturbed’
sector. Between 250◦and 280◦the average turbulence intensity is equal to 10%. Note that only
undisturbed wind speeds between 10-12 m/s are considered. The turbulence intensities for North
Eastern winds are calculated by a number of precursor simulations, as discussed in the following
section.
Roughness height
For Western winds the roughness is dictated by flat farmland with sparse larger vegetation, as
shown in Fig. 1. By physical inspection the roughness height is estimated to be 0.03 m. For
Eastern winds the roughness height is affected by the lake and the farmland. Therefore, the stream-
wise velocity profile at the location of wind turbine T6 is calculated with a RANS precursor
simulation of the most important terrain features: the water to land roughness change, the height
difference between the land and the water and a Gaussian shaped dike. EllipSys3D is used as
flow solver [16]. In total thirteen different wind directions are investigated between 1-61◦with
equidistant intervals. At the inflow a loglaw profile is prescribed where the friction velocity is
set such that the hub height velocity at the original wind turbine location is approximately equal
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to the measured average of 10.9 m/s (deviations are within 0.3%). The linear k− ε turbulence
model is used with constants that are applicable for atmospheric terrain flows, i.e. Cµ = 0.03 and
Cε1 = 1.21 [16].
All precursor simulations show that the wind turbine rotor is operating in the transition zone
between the inner boundary layer, caused by the roughness change and the outer boundary layer.
The velocity profile in the mixing layer is approximated by a logarithmic profile based on linear
curve fit between 60 m and 100 m in the ln(z)− u domain. From the curve fit the effective
friction velocity and the effective roughness height are calculated. The results for all thirteen
wind direction are listed in Table 3 and will be used in the wake simulations. Note that the non-
equilibrium profile could also be used directly as an input for the wake simulations, however, the
NLEVMs show numerically unstable behavior when the non-equilibrium profile is prescribed at
the inlet. Therefore, only the fitted logarithmic profile belonging to the mixing layer will be used
as inlet condition.
3.3 Numerical simulations
The two measured wake cases (2.5D and 3.5D) are simulated with RANS using three different
turbulence models: the linear k− ε EVM and the two NLEVMs from Sec. 2.
Method
The in-house incompressible finite volume code EllipSys3D is used as flow solver [16].
The wind turbine is modeled as an Actuator Disk (AD) [17] on which the blade forces are
distributed in the radial direction and constant in the circumferential direction. The real blade
forces of the research wind turbines of EWTW are not available. Therefore, the force distribution
of the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine blade, calculated with a detached eddy simulation, is
used in which the total thrust force is scaled with CT .
3D
25D
3D
x
y 
12D2D
6.5D
16D 3D
x
z
10D
25D
3D 12D2D
Figure 2: Computational domain. Left: top view. Right: side view. Dotted black box marks the
wake domain. Actuator disk is illustrated as a red filled box. One in every two nodes is shown.
The AD is placed in a box shaped domain of dimensions: 25D× 16D× 10D, as shown in
Fig. 2. In total 192× 64× 96 = 1.18 million cells are used to discretize the domain. The wall
at z = 0 is modeled as a rough wall where the first cell height is in the order of the roughness
height. The boundaries at x = 0 and x = 25D is an inlet and an outlet, respectively. At the
inlet a stream-wise logarithmic profile is specified. The top boundary at z = 10D and the side
boundaries at y = 0 and y = 16D are modeled as symmetric walls. Around the AD a wake domain
of dimensions: 14D× 3D× 3D is defined where uniform spacing of ten cells per diameter is
applied in all directions. (Below z = 12 zH the cells in the wall normal direction are refined due to
the presence of the wall.) A mesh study has shown that ten cells per diameter is sufficient [17].
Outside the wake domain stretching is allowed with a maximum edge growth ratio of 1.2.
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The input parameters from Table 3 are used in the AD simulations. However, the NLEVMs
show numerically unstable behavior for a turbulence intensity of 10%. (Note that the instabilities
are also seen when the AD is switched off and they are not related to the unboundedness of G(4)
of the quartic NLEVM.) Therefore, the 3.5D wake case is simulated with a turbulence intensity of
8% such that a comparison between the turbulence models can be made. The 2.5D wake case is
performed with thirteen simulations corresponding to wind directions between 1-61◦with uniform
intervals. One AD simulation is conducted for the 3.5D wake case.
The turbulence intensity is set through Cµ by using Eq. 9 and the logarithmic solution is
preserved by adapting Cε ,1 as: Cε ,1 =Cε ,2−κ2/
(√
Cµσε
)
. The other turbulence constants in the
transport equations for k and ε are chosen to be: Cε ,2 = 1.92, κ = 0.40, σε = 1.30 and σk = 1.00.
Standard values for the density and the dynamic fluid viscosity are used: ρ = 1.225 kg/m3
and µ = 1.784×10−5 kg/(m.s).
Results
The results of the numerical simulations are plotted with the results of the measurements in Fig. 3.
For each wake case, three quantities at hub height are plotted against the relative wind direction,
namely: the stream-wise velocity U/UH,∞, the stream-wise Reynolds-stress
√
u′u′/UH,∞ and the
vertical Reynolds-stress
√
w′w′/UH,∞.
2.5D case
For the 2.5D case the linear EVM under predicts the measured wake deficit by 20% as shown in
Fig. 3a. The NLEVMs calculate a much deeper wake deficit compared to the linear EVM but still
under predicted the measured one by 5-10%. The reason for the improved performance is further
explained in the paragraph: Influence of effective Cµ .
The wake at 2.5D is slightly asymmetric. Schepers [13] hypothesized that as this site the
asymmetry of wake is caused by terrain effects. The hypothesis is confirmed by all three turbu-
lence models in which a similar wake asymmetry is seen. Thus, the directional dependency of
the wind profile and the turbulence intensities, calculated by the precursor field simulations, are
capturing the dominant terrain effects.
The Reynolds-stresses calculated by the NLEVMs are closer to the measured Reynolds-
stresses compared the ones calculated by the linear EVM. The vertical Reynolds-stress
√
w′w′/UH,∞
from Fig. 3e calculated by the linear EVM is roughly 25% higher than the measured ones, also
outside the wake. The main reason for the offset is coming from the fact that the linear EVM
is isotropic (aαα = 0 in simple shear) and can only be tuned for the undisturbed turbulent ki-
netic energy. The NLEVMs match the measurements better because the NLEVMs include nor-
mal Reynolds-stresses anisotropy. The stream-wise Reynolds-stress
√
u′u′/UH,∞ from Fig. 3c
calculated by the NLEVM simulations still unpredicted the magnitude of the measured Reynold-
stresses.
3.5D case
As mentioned before, the NLEVMs show numerically unstable behavior in the 3.5D wake case
when the measured turbulence intensity of 10% is used. Therefore, the numerical simulations
cannot directly be compared with the measurements. Compared to the wake deficit of the 2.5D
case, the results of the linear EVM are even more different from the results of the NLEVMs, as
seen in Fig. 3b. The wake deficit calculated by the NLEVMs is 15% larger then the one calculated
by the linear EVM. Similar observations can be made about the Reynolds-stress as done for the
2.5D case. The asymmetry of the measured wake deficit are not induced by terrain effects [13].
Zahle and Sørensen concluded that the combination of shear and wake rotation can cause wake
asymmetry [18]. However, a similar effect is not seen in the current simulations even though
rotational forces are applied on the AD.
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k− ε EVM cubic NLEVM quartic NLEVM ECN measurements
2.5D case 3.5D case
3a. Wake deficit 3b. Wake deficit
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3c. Stream-wise Reynolds-stress 3d. Stream-wise Reynolds-stress
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3e. Vertical Reynolds-stress 3f. Vertical Reynolds-stress
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Figure 3: Wake deficit and Reynolds-stresses at hub height for relative wind directions. Left: 2.5D
case with UH,∞ = 10.9 m/s, right: 3.5D case with UH,∞ = 10.7 m/s. The measurements include
error bars of one standard deviation. For 3.5D case: measured: IH,∞ = 10% and the simulation
are carried out with IH,∞ = 8%.
Influence of effective Cµ
The wake deficit calculated by the NLEVMs is much larger compared to the linear EVM. The
main reason for the difference is the effective, flow-dependent Cµ of Eq. 14. Within 1D down-
stream of the at z = zH + 0.5D, a large positive peak of normalized mean velocity gradient
k/ε∂u/∂ z is present. This gradient is the dominant term in the two invariants η1 ≈ −η2 ≈
1/2(k/ε∂u/∂ z)2. Without the limiter function of Eq. 15, the effective Cµ in the cubic model
for the 2.5D wake case at 31◦becomes negative:
Cµ ≈
1
2
α
(
1+
(
k
ε
∂u
∂ z
)2(1
3β
2− γ2
))
≈−6. (16)
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Hence, the limiter function is active and the effective Cµ is equal to 1×10−4 ˜Cµ . As a result, the
turbulent eddy viscosity µT = ρCµ k
2
ε in the cubic NLEVM, is decreased downstream of the AD
and the NLEVM behaves less dissipative compared to the linear EVM. A similar conclusion can
be made about the quartic NLEVM in which the lowest effective Cµ is equal to ≈ 1×10−3.
Using the proposed Cµ formulation of Apsley and Leschziner, in which Cµ is flow-dependent:
Cµ = ˜Cµ fP(σ) through the limiter function fP(σ), the eddy viscosity is also lowered downstream
of the AD, since the shear parameter is large: σ 2 ≈ (k/ε∂u/∂ z)2. However, the decrease of eddy
viscosity is less compared to using the true effective Cµ of Eq. 14.
Wake recovery
In Fig. 4 the stream-wise velocity U/UH,∞ at hub height at a relative wind direction of 0◦is plotted
against the stream-wise downstream distance (x−xAD)/D for all three turbulence models and both
wake cases. Except for undisturbed turbulence intensity at hub height, the simulation parameters
used in the two wake cases are similar, as listed in Table 3 (31◦and 285-245◦). Hence, the influence
of IH,∞ on performance of the turbulence models can be investigated. The wake recovery calcu-
lated by the linear k− ε EVM is faster with increasing turbulence intensity, however, the opposite
is observed for the NLEVMs. Higher turbulence levels should enhance mixing which accelerates
the wake recovery. Therefore, the NLEVMs show unphysical behavior towards changes of IH,∞.
The unphysical behavior is caused by the flow-dependent Cµ . For higher undisturbed turbulence
intensities, the largest derivative k/ε∂u/∂ z increases, which lowers the flow-dependent Cµ , as
discussed in the previous paragraph. As a result, the eddy viscosity decreases with increasing
undisturbed turbulence intensity and the wake recovery is delayed.
2.5D k− ε EVM 2.5D cubic NLEVM 2.5D quartic NLEVM
3.5D k− ε EVM 3.5D cubic NLEVM 3.5D quartic NLEVM
x−xAD
D [−]
U
UH,∞ [−]
0 10-4 -2 2 4 6 8 12
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.1
Figure 4: Wake deficit recovery at hub height at a relative wind direction of 0◦. 2.5D case:
IH,∞ = 6.8% and 3.5D case: IH,∞ = 8%.
4 CONCLUSION
The linear k− ε EVM and modified versions of the cubic NLEVM of Apsley and Leschziner and
the quartic NLEVM of Taulbee are tested and compared with wake measurements from Wieringer-
meer for two single wake cases: 2.5D and 3.5D at different wind directions. In the 2.5D case the
performance of the NLEVMs is much better compared to the linear EVM, however, the wake
deficit and the stream-wise Reynolds-stress are still under predicted compared to the measure-
ments. The numerically unstable behavior of the NLEVMs at high turbulence intensities makes
it impossible to simulate the 3.5D case with the observed-based undisturbed turbulence intensity
of 10%. Not having the full flexibility of setting the undisturbed turbulence intensity is a major
drawback of the NLEVMs. The 3.5D case is simulated by all three turbulence models with a tur-
bulence intensity of 8%. In terms of wake deficit and Reynolds-stresses, the difference between
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the linear EVM and the two NLEVMs is even larger compared to the 2.5D case.
The performance increase of the NLEVMs is caused by the flow-dependent Cµ which lowers
the eddy viscosity downstream of the AD. Unfortunately, the flow-dependent Cµ is also respon-
sible for predicting a faster wake recovery for lower undisturbed turbulence intensities, which is
unphysical behavior.
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ABSTRACT 
 
The mixing properties of the self-induced flow in a wind turbine wake are studied. The wake of a model 
horizontal axis wind turbine is analysed with the Particle Image Velocimetry technique and a triple 
decomposition of the flow. The process of wake re-energising is studied and its dependency on the wake flow 
structures and stability is shown. The streamwise development of the wake velocity is presented, as well as its 
clear dependency on the onset of the pairwise instability of the tip-vortices. The mean flow kinetic energy 
transport  and turbulence production is calculated for different regions of the wake. The main conclusion is that 
the stability of the tip-vortex helix has a strong influence on the mixing of the wake with the outer flow and its 
re-energising.  A thorough estimation of the energy transport at wake scale and the modelling of its dependency 
on the turbine characteristics would be a first step towards a rotor design process which does not only take into 
account the aerodynamic and power optimisation of the rotor itself, but also the re-energising properties of the 
wake, namely the “design of the wake”.  
 
Introduction 
The wake of a horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) is a complex three-dimensional turbulent  flow. 
Its physics has been studied in depth with experiments and field measurements and modelled with 
numerical analysis. The large inaccuracy in the prediction of loads and energy yields of a wind turbine 
in a wind farm encountered in the current numerical codes is largely due to the poor modelling of the 
wake [1], still based on the actuator disc assumption, which does not allow for a correct prediction of 
the kinetic energy transport and turbulence creation in the flow of a turbine’s wake, as shown in [9]  . 
These factors are of paramount importance, because turbulent mixing governs the re-energising 
process of the wake. In a large wind farm, the energy is provided mainly by the entrainment of high 
kinetic energy air from the flow above the wind farm itself, apart from the front rows, as demonstrated 
in previous studies [2]. This phenomenon happens at two different levels: at the atmospheric turbulent 
flow level and at the wake-induced level. The second one is of particular interest because it concerns 
the mixing process owing to the presence of the tip vortex helix, its instability and its breakdown, 
namely parameters which are directly depending on the turbine design and its operation. This becomes 
even more important for off-shore wind farms, where the role of atmospheric turbulence is much 
lower than on-shore. However, currently there is no model which allows to quantify the wake induced 
mixing, nor there is a detailed set of experimental observations in controlled conditions for 
understanding the physics of this phenomenon and validating a possible model.  
Previous studies focussed on the self-induced mixing properties of the wake can be found in [3], [6] 
and [11], who demonstrate how different turbine parameters affect the wake development in terms of 
wake stability. [7]   makes the hypothesis that the near wake tip vortices prevent the wake to mix with 
the outer air, but the quantification of the effect of the vortices and their break-down in terms of 
energy transport is not in his focus; also, this assumption seems to be in contradiction with previous 
statements of [5], who says that the tip vortices are contributing to the entrainment of air in the wake. 
[4] demonstrates the importance of vertical transport of kinetic energy to replenish the wakes and to 
enable the power extraction in the array. This inspiring study is focussed on analysing the mixing 
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process due to the large scale atmospheric turbulence and its effect on the smaller scale flow structures 
within a wind farm. In the present project, the environment turbulence is not taken into consideration, 
in order to study the mixing properties of the wake per se, solely caused by the wake induced flow. To 
the authors knowledge, there is no available study on the effect of the different wake flow structures 
on the kinetic energy balance of the wake itself and that shows what is their dependency on the turbine 
characteristics.  
 
The aim of this project is to visualise the dependency of the wake re-energising on the tip vortex helix 
instability and breakdown. An experimental study is conducted to characterise the evolution of the 
vortex structures in the wake of a 60 centimetres-diameter two-bladed HAWT model. The 
measurements are performed in the Open Jet Facility (OJF) wind tunnel of Delft University of 
Technology and a high-resolution Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV) system is used to achieve 
detailed flow measurements. The wake is measured up to 4 diameters downstream. The zone of 
interest in the present paper however is up to 2.7 diameters. The wake recovery is estimated in terms 
of wake velocity and its clear dependency on the onset of wake instability is shown. The wake mixing 
is determined in terms of mean flow kinetic energy transport. The turbine’s wake velocity field ݑ௜ is 
decomposed according to [8] as ݑ௜ ൌ ݑపഥ ൅  ݑప෥ ൅ ݑԢ௜ .The terms in the right hand side indicate 
respectively the mean flow, the periodically fluctuating coherent structures (tip vortices) and a random 
fluctuating component (turbulence). The phase-locked mean flow kinetic energy transport equation for 
inviscid flow is:  
 
൫ݑఫഥ ൅ ݑఫ෥ ൯ డ௄ாതതതതడ௫ೕ ൌ െ ቀ
డ௣ҧ௨ഢതതത
డ௫೔ ቁ െ ݑపഥ
డ௨ഢ෦
డ௧ െ ݑపഥ ݑఫഥ
డ௨ഢ෦
డ௫ೕ െ ൫െ൏ ݑ௜Ԣݑ௝
ᇱ ൐ െݑప෥ ݑఫ෥ ൯ డ௨ഢതതതడ௫ೕ െ
డ
డ௫ೕ ൣݑపഥ ൏ ݑ௜Ԣݑ௝
ᇱ ൐ ൅ݑపഥ ൫ݑప෥ ݑఫ෥ ൯൧. Eq. 1 
 
where <-> indicates the phase-locked average of the quantity, the kinetic energy is ܭܧതതതത ൌ ଵଶ ݑపഥ ݑపഥ ,  p is 
the barometric pressure and ݑప෥ ݑఫ෥  and ݑ௜ ′ݑ௝′  are respectively the Reynolds stresses due to coherent and 
incoherent fluctuations. The most important terms to be calculated are the fourth and the fifth term of 
Eq.1’s right-hand side, which represent respectively the mean flow kinetic energy loss into turbulence 
and vortices and the kinetic energy transport due to the periodic vortices and the turbulence. the latter 
is represented by a gradient of kinetic energy fluxes. The fourth term can also be written substituting 
the mean velocity with the phase-locked average velocity and discarding the periodic contribution, 
obtaining the equation of the turbulence kinetic energy production in one phase. This is shown in 
Equation 2 in the x-y plane: 
ۃܲ݁ۄ ൌ െݑᇱଶ డۃ௨ۄడ௫ െ ݒᇱ
ଶ డۃ௩ۄ
డ௬ െ ݑԢݒԢ ቀ
డۃ௨ۄ
డ௬ ൅
డۃ௩ۄ
డ௫ ቁ.          Eq. 2 
In this paper it will be shown how the kinetic energy transport is strongly dominated by the disruption 
of coherence of the vortical structures in the wake. The objective for the near future is to quantify 
these terms for both a wind turbine rotor’s and a porous disc’s wake (simulating the actuator disc used 
in numerical models) and to show the differences in the process of kinetic energy entrainment and 
destruction (turbulence production) along the two wake’s shear layers. This will help understanding 
the limitations in the current wake models, based on the actuator disc assumption, and will help 
researchers to understand what level of accuracy (and at what flow scale) the future improved models 
must have for correctly simulating the wake effect in large wind farms. Ultimately, this will extend the 
knowledge on the wake re-energising properties for exploiting them in the future wind turbine and 
wind farm design.  
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Experimental setup 
 
Wind tunnel and measurement conditions 
 
Experiments have been conducted in the closed-loop open jet wind-tunnel of Delft University of 
Technology. The wind-tunnel has an octagonal nozzle with an equivalent diameter of 3 m and a 
contraction ratio of 4:1. Powered by a 500 kW motor, the wind tunnel can achieve a maximum 
velocity of 34m/s (120kmph).  It provides a uniform flow with 0.5% turbulent intensity. The uniform 
velocity  area contracts with a 4.8° semi-angle, due to the shear layer at the boundary of the jet. The 
flow temperature is kept constant through a heat exchanger which provides up to 350 kW of cooling 
power. In a previous experimental campaign, aimed analysing the wind tunnel flow oscillations, the 
stable jet length has been establish as long as 3m from the exit, corresponding to 5 turbine diameters. 
 
Tip Speed Ratio [-] Frequency of wind turbine [Hz] Wind speed [m/s] Thrust coefficient [-] 
4.8 9.67 3.8 0.82 
6 18.00 5.7 0.89 
Table 1: test cases 
 
 
 
Figure 1: measurement matrix 
 
The measurements were performed on the wake of the wind turbine up to 4 rotor diameters. In this 
paper the results up to 2.7D are presented as shown in Figure 1. Each window represents a field of 
view (FOV) in a plane parallel to the ground at the hub height; the darker shade between the windows 
shows the overlap between two adjacent FOV, which varies from 97 mm to 147 mm in the x direction. 
The flow was also captured at two inboard positions A and B with an overlap of 102 mm to 98 mm 
respectively. The measurements were performed in unconditioned sampling and in phase-locked for 
different azimuthal positions of the blades (-5, 0 and 5 degrees), using an optical trigger positioned 
inside the nacelle. The device provides one pulse for each rotation and triggers the laser and the 
cameras. By changing the trigger delay, different phases can be captured. The distance between the 
turbine and the wind tunnel exit is approximately 0.5 rotor diameters. 
 
 
≈ 2.7 rotor diameters 
Wind 
Tunnel x 
y 
4 2 3 5 6 7   1 
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Wind turbine model 
The wind turbine used in the experiment is a 2-bladed wind turbine with a design tip speed ratio of 6. 
The rotor radius is 30cm (which provides a low model to tunnel area ratio of 0.04) with a maximum 
twist of about 18.0 degrees at the root and a minimum twist of 4.4 degrees at the tip. The maximum 
chord of the blade is 7.4 cm which occurs at a distance of 5.5 cm from the axis. An Eppler E387  [10] 
airfoil with a thickness to chord ratio of 9.06% is used along the blade span. The Reynolds number at 
the tip region is about 100,000 at TSR=6. The twist and chord distribution are shown in Figure 2. The 
nacelle is designed in order to be compact, so that its effect on the flow is minimal. The nacelle which 
occupies about 6% of the total diameter, houses a DC brushless motor, a gearbox, a hall encoder and 
the optical trigger. The turbine is mounted on a tower which is 3m tall.  
 
 
Figure 2: Blade Characteristics 
 
 
Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry 
A stereoscopic PIV setup has been installed in a traversing system able to scan the flow field in the 
wake of the horizontal-axis wind-turbine wake. The required illumination is provided by a Quantel 
Evergreen Nd:YAG laser system with 200 mJ/pulse energy at a max frequency of 15 Hz (527 nm 
wavelength). The laser light is conveyed to form a 2 mm laser sheet of about 35 cm width at the field 
of view, by combination of a spherical lens of focal f = -50 mm and two cylindrical lenses of 
f = +80 mm and f = -40 mm. Two LaVision Imager Pro LX 16 Mpix (4870 × 3246 px2, 12 bits) with 
pixel pitch of 7.4 μm/px are used to image a field of view of 357 × 253 mm2, obtained with two Nikon 
lenses of f = 180 mm and aperture f# = 2.8 - 4, at a magnification M of 0.10 The focusing plane has 
been slightly offset with respect to the laser plane (defocusing), to obtain an image of the particle of 
about 2-3 px, to mitigate the bias errors associated with peak locking [13]. Seeding was provided in 
the test section by a SAFEX smoke generator with SAFEX MIX, able to produce liquid droplets of 
less than 1 μm. The entire setup was mounted on a traversing system able to translate in two 
directions. Ensemble of 400 (phase-locked), 720 (unconditioned) double-frame recordings have been 
acquired and processed by LaVision Davis 8.1.4. Interrogation windows of 24 × 24 px2 with 50% 
overlap allows to have a vector resolution of 1.76 mm, and a vector pitch of 0.88 mm.  
 
The laser control, camera synchronization, and image acquisition are triggered by an opto-coupler 
TCST 2103, together with a disc perforated at a specific azimuthal position and rotating with the 
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turbine’s shaft  providing a one-pulse digital signal for each rotation. The cameras and the laser are 
mounted on the same structure which in turn is mounted on a traversing system, thus guaranteeing the 
same setup while the traversing systems travels.  
 
 
Figure 3: Setup for wake location 
Separation Time between the images 200µs 
Final interrogation window size 24 x 24 
Number of Images For phase locked sampling: 400 
For unconditioned sampling: 720 
Pixel size 0.0074 mm/px 
Table 2: PIV parameters 
 
Experimental results 
In this section, the near- and transition- wake velocity fields till ~2.7 diameters downstream are shown 
for two different tip-speed ratios. Results are both for phase–locked and unconditioned sampling, 
namely representing the phase-locked average velocity field and its unconditioned average on all 
phases. Figure 4 depicts the normalised axial velocity field in the shear layer between the wake and the 
outer flow till about 1.6 metres (~2.7 diameters) downstream averaged on all phases. The most evident 
feature in these plots is the location of the wake breakdown, where vortices start a pairwise interaction, 
the so-called leapfrogging, as shown also in [3,11] and presented later in this paper. In the average 
field, this appears as a sudden enlargement of the shear layer, starting at ~1 diameter downstream for 
TSR=6 and ~1.3 diameters downstream for TSR=4 and reaching its maximum at ~1.4 diameters for 
TSR=6 and at ~1.7 diameters  for TSR=4.8. The onset of wake instability is therefore clearly 
depending on the TSR as shown in [5]. Figure 5 shows the phase-locked velocity field of the shear 
layer and the inboard region till the hub centreline. The evolution of the tip vortex is shown and the 
pairwise interaction is now evident. In this picture the nacelle’s wake is visible in the inboard region. It 
is also evident how the tip-vortex has almost completely diffused after the first leapfrogging. This 
would suggest a strong influence of the large scale wake instability on the tip-vortex diffusion. This 
hypothesis will be addressed in future studies. Figure 6, depicting the streamwise profiles of axial 
velocity at different radial locations, shows that the re-energising process starts right after the 
instability around locations ~1.4 diameters for TSR=6 and at ~1.7 diameters  for TSR=4.8. Comparing 
Figure 6 and Figure 5, it is clear that the onset of the re-energising process coincides with the location 
of the leapfrogging event. After reaching a minimum at the maximum wake expansion, the axial 
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velocity intakes a process of re-energising, starting from the outer regions where the turbulent mixing 
with the external flows happens as evident in Figure 7.  
In Figure 8 and 9 the terms ݑపഥ ൫ݑప෥ ݑఫ෥ ൯ and ݑపഥ ۃݑ௜Ԣݑ௝ᇱ ۄ of Equation 1 in the x-y plane (namely ݑതሺݑ෤ݒ෤ሻ and 
ݑതۃݑԢݑ௝ᇱۄ) are estimated. These represent the fluxes of mean-flow kinetic energy by means of the 
periodic vortices and the turbulence respectively. Positive values mean downward fluxes of kinetic 
energy. Two zones can be identified. The first zone, where the wake expansion occurs, shows the 
tip-vortices structures to be the only structures determining a mean flow kinetic energy transport 
across the wake layer, although with a zero net value. The second zone, after the onset of the wake 
instability, is characterised by a downward net entrainment of kinetic energy, i.e. towards the inner 
region of the wake., signifying a dominant role of incoherent structures in the mean flow kinetic 
energy transport and therefore in the re-energising process. The finding is in accordance with the 
hypothesis of Medici (2005) who stated that the near wake tip-vortices are acting as a shield 
preventing the wake to mix with the outer flow. Figure 10 shows the production of turbulent kinetic 
energy, which constitutes a sink of mean flow kinetic energy. Equation 2 describes the process of 
destruction of the phase averaged flow kinetic energy by mean of the turbulent fluctuations. Again, it 
is possible to see how the generation of turbulence becomes more violent in the downstream regions 
after the instability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: normalised average axial velocity field ݑത/ ௜ܷ௡௙in the wake shear layer till 2.7 diameters 
downstream at two different tip-speed ratios; (up)TSR=6; (down)TSR=4.8 
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Figure 5: phase-locked averaged normalized axial velocity field ۃݑۄ/ ௜ܷ௡௙  for TSR=6 (up) and TSR=4 
(down) 
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Figure 6: streamwise profiles of normalized phase locked axial velocity field ۃݑۄ/ ௜ܷ௡௙  at 4 different 
radial locations compared with the momentum theory value at the maximum wake expansion ܷ௪௔௞௘ ൌ
௜ܷ௡௙ሺ1 െ ܽሻ at two different tip-speed ratios; (left)TSR=6; (right)TSR=4.8. The red dot indicates the 
location of the “maximum leapfrogging” in that phase, when the vortex filaments are one on top of 
each other. 
Figure 7: vertical profiles of normalized phase locked axial velocity field ۃݑۄ/ ௜ܷ௡௙  at 7 different 
downstream locations compared with the momentum theory profile at two different tip-speed ratios; 
(left)TSR=6; (right)TSR=4.8. 
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Figure 8:flux of mean flow kinetic energy [m3/s3] ݑതۃݑᇱݒᇱۄ in one phase at 4 different downstream 
locations at TSR=6; (up) flux due to periodic (coherent) fluctuations; (down) flux due to random 
(incoherent) fluctuations 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 9: flux of mean flow kinetic energy [m3/s3] ݑതۃݑᇱݒᇱۄ in one phase at 4 different downstream 
locations at TSR=4.8; (up) flux due to periodic (coherent) fluctuations; (down) flux due to random 
(incoherent) fluctuations 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: production of turbulent kinetic energy   ۃܲ݁ۄ ൌ െݑᇱଶ డۃ௨ۄడ௫ െ ݒᇱ
ଶ డۃ௩ۄ
డ௬ െ ݑԢݒԢ ቀ
డۃ௨ۄ
డ௬ ൅
డۃ௩ۄ
డ௫ ቁ in 
one phase at 4 different downstream locations at two different tip-speed ratios; (up)TSR=6; 
(down)TSR=4.8 
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Conclusions and future work 
 
The wake of a 60-centimetres HAWT has been measured with SPIV and analysed in order to 
investigate a relationship between the wake recovery and the evolution and instability of the tip-vortex 
helix. Unconditioned and phase-locked sampling of the velocity field have been conducted up to 2.7 
diameters downstream in order to show the average field as well as the evolution of the tip vortices 
and their pairwise interaction. The main observation is a clear dependency of the onset of the 
instability on the value of TSR according to [3] and a strong influence of the leapfrogging event on the 
re-energising process of the wake. The finding is in accordance with the hypothesis of [7] who stated 
that the near wake tip-vortices are acting as a shield preventing the wake to mix with the outer flow. 
As last it is shown how the transport of the mean flow kinetic energy in the wake shear layer changes 
after the wake breakdown. The study suggests the possibility of a rotor design process which does not 
only take into account the aerodynamic and power optimisation of the rotor, but also the re-energising 
properties of the wake, in order to obtain more unstable and faster re-energising wakes. In the near 
future, the same experiment will be performed with a porous disc for simulating the actuator disc case 
and to show the differences in the process of kinetic energy entrainment and destruction along the two 
wake’s in order to cast more light on the limitations in the current wake models based on the actuator 
disc assumption. 
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ABSTRACT
A large-eddy simulation (LES) framework is used to model multiple wake flows and associated power
losses within the Horns Rev offshore wind farm under conditions of near-neutral stability. A tuning-
free Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic model is used for the parameterization of the subgrid-scale
stresses. The turbine-generated power outputs and the turbine-induced forces (e.g. thrust, lift, drag) are
parameterized using two models: (a) the traditional actuator-disk model without rotation (ADM-NR),
which uses 1D momentum theory to relate the power output and the thrust force with a representative
velocity over the rotor (e.g., the disk-averaged velocity); and (b) the actuator-disk model with rotation
(ADM-R), which adopts blade element theory to calculate the lift and drag forces (which produce thrust,
rotor shaft torque and power) based on the local blade and flow characteristics. The ADM-NR and the
ADM-R require dynamic specifications of the thrust coefficient and the blade angular speed, respectively,
in wind farm simulations. Here the ADM-R turbine model is coupled with a new dynamic procedure to
predict the blade angular speed (and the power) based on a turbine-model-specific relationship between
shaft torque and rotational speed. This relationship, which is unique for a given turbine model, is derived
from simulations of a stand-alone wind turbine in conditions for which the thrust coefficient can be
validated. Comparison with observed power data shows that better agreement with the predicted power
outputs is obtained with the ADM-R than with the ADM-NR, which ignores the torque effect on the
turbine wakes and rotor power. Besides, simulations using different inflow conditions show that the
mean wind direction has a strong effect on the spatial distributions of the time-averaged velocity and the
turbulence intensity within the farm. These, in turn, affect the power outputs and the fatigue loads on the
turbines. When the prevailing wind direction is parallel to the turbine rows, the velocity deficit and the
power losses are greatest, and the turbulence intensity levels are highest and have a symmetric pattern
(dual-peak at hub height) on both sides of the turbine wakes.
Keywords : Actuator-disk models; Atmospheric boundary layer; Blade element theory; Horns Rev
offshore wind farm; Large-eddy simulation; Power deficit; Wind-farm wakes
1 Introduction
When wind turbines are clustered together in a finite area, power losses due to turbine wakes are in-
evitable and vary with their arrangement and the incoming wind conditions. In large offshore wind farms
(e.g., Horns Rev, Lillgrund, Middelgrunden, and Nysted), average power losses are in the order of 10%
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to 23% of the total power output [1; 2]. These power losses are associated with the wind velocity dis-
tribution inside the wind farms, which is modulated by complex interactions between the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) turbulence and multiple wind-turbine wakes. This ABL-wind-farm interaction is
multiscale and fully coupled, and is in turn affected by several factors such as atmospheric stability, land-
/sea-surface characteristics, wind-farm layout and wind direction. Accurate numerical prediction of the
ABL flow and its interaction with wind turbines and wind farms, as well as of power losses due to wakes
and loads, is necessary for designing wind energy projects (wind-turbine siting) in order to minimize the
impact of upstream wakes on the productivity of downstream turbines.
Some wind-farm design tools that include different wind-turbine wake models have been developed
and implemented in predictions of power losses in operational wind farms [3; 1; 4]. These wake mod-
els can be grouped into analytical wake models [5; 6; 7] and numerical wake models [8; 9; 10]. In
general, analytical wake models are simplified such that they are fairly straightforward and require less
computational time to estimate the wind-farm wind resources and power losses due to wakes. These
models involve algebraic models for turbine-induced wake velocities and superimpositions of multiple
turbine wakes. Some analytical wake models, such as the Park Model [11], have been implemented
in ‘industry-standard’ softwares (e.g., Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program (WAsP), Wind-
Pro and WindFarmer) for the assessment of wind resources and the micro-siting of wind turbines and
wind farms. Another alternative for predicting turbine power output is the use of numerical wake models,
which parameterize the turbine-induced forces using 1D momentum theory or blade-element theory. Nu-
merical wake models are incorporated in steady/unsteady computational-fluid-dynamics (CFD) models.
In particular, unsteady CFD models can provide detailed information on wind-turbine-induced wakes
and turbulence over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, as well as turbine-generated power out-
puts. Note that computers are getting more powerful and promote the use of CFD modeling as a design
tool for large wind farms in industry. Accuracy of the modeling technique, in both the turbine wakes and
power outputs, still needs to be further validated.
In [1], both analytical and numerical wake models are used to predict the turbine power losses at
Horns Rev for different wind directions and different wind sectors. The predicted power output results
are in disagreement with the observed data for a wind sector of less than 10 degrees. In particular, the pre-
dicted power outputs are underestimated by up to 55% in the full-wake conditions, in which the incoming
wind direction is parallel to the turbine rows. This discrepancy reflects the need for improvements in both
turbulence modeling and turbine parameterization in the wind-farm design tools.
In previous studies, both Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) and large-eddy simulation (LES)
models, coupled with actuator disk-/line-based models for turbine rotor parameterization, have been used
for the modeling of the turbulence in ABL flows through wind turbines [e.g., 12; 13; 14; 15]. In particu-
lar, the actuator-disk model without rotation (ADM-NR), the actuator-disk model with rotation (ADM),
or both have been increasingly used in the wind farm simulations [16; 17; 18]. Until recently, rigorous
validation studies [19; 20; 18] have shown that using LES, coupled with the Lagrangian scale-dependent
dynamic model for the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress and the ADM-R for turbine-induced lift and drag
forces, is able to reproduce the magnitude and spatial distribution of the most relevant turbulence statis-
tics (e.g. mean velocity, turbulence kinetic energy and turbulent stresses) of turbine wakes in turbulent
boundary layer flows.
Some recent studies [21; 22] have examined the power losses from large wind farms using LES
coupled with actuator-disk/actuator-line models and a designed controller. However, these studies retain
uncertainties, in both the turbulence modeling and the turbine parameterization, which may strongly
affect the characteristics of multiple turbine wakes and the estimation of associated power losses in large
wind farm simulations.
In this study, we adopt the LES framework to investigate the effect of multiple turbine wakes on
power losses in a large wind farm. A Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic model is used to model the
sub-grid-scale (SGS) stress [23]. Two actuator-disk type models for turbine parameterization are used:
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the traditional actuator-disk model (ADM-NR) and the actuator-disk model with rotation (ADM-R).
Numerical simulations are carried out to examine the effect of different incoming wind directions on the
power losses in the Horns Rev wind farm under near-neutral conditions. A short description of the LES
framework is given in Section 2. The Horns Rev wind farm and turbines are specified in Section 3. The
numerical set-up is presented in Section 4. The predicted power losses as well as the spatial distribution
of the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity obtained from the turbulence statistics are shown and
discussed in Section 5. Finally conclusions are given in Section 6.
2 Large-Eddy Simulation Framework
2.1 Governing equations of the flow
We use a modified version of the LES code developed by [24; 25; 26; 23; 20; 18]. The code solves the
conservation of mass and the conservation of momentum written in rotation form:
∂ u˜i
∂xi
= 0 , (1)
and
∂ u˜i
∂ t
+ u˜ j
(
∂ u˜i
∂x j
− ∂ u˜ j
∂xi
)
=− 1
ρ
∂ p˜∗
∂xi
− ∂τ
d
i j
∂x j
+ν
∂ 2u˜i
∂x2j
− fi
ρ
+Fi, (2)
where the tilde represents a three-dimensional spatial filtering operation at scale ∆, u˜i is the resolved
velocity in the i-th direction (with i = 1,2,3 corresponding to the streamwise (x), spanwise (y) and
vertical (z) directions in a Cartesian coordinate system), ρ is the air density, p˜∗is the modified pressure,
τdi j is the deviatoric part of the SGS momentum flux, ν is the kinematic viscosity of air, fi is an immersed
force (per unit volume) for modeling the effect of wind turbines on the flow, andFi is a forcing term (e.g.,
a mean pressure gradient). The SGS momentum flux is modeled using a Lagrangian scale-dependent
dynamic model [23]. An immersed force (per unit volume) fi is parameterized using the two actuator-
disk type models (i.e. ADM-R and ADM-NR) [20; 18] for modeling the effect of wind turbines on the
flow. MoninObukhov similarity theory is applied to compute the instantaneous (filtered) surface shear
stress as a function of the velocity field at the lowest vertical grid point. More details on the numerical
method of the LES code can be found in [25; 26; 23].
2.2 Actuator-disk model without rotation (ADM-NR)
The actuator-disk model without rotation (ADM-NR), also called the traditional/Rankine-Froude actuator-
disk model, is a popular numerical wind turbine model implemented in both in-house CFD codes [13; 14]
and commercial software (e.g., WindSim) [4]. The ADM-NR only considers a uniform thrust load over
the circular rotor disk and neglects the effect of wake rotation. Suggested by [16], it is more natural that
the axial normal (thrust) force acting on the actuator disk is modeled as
FADM−NRx =
ρ
2
〈u˜0〉2CT ·Ae = ρ2
〈Vx〉2
(1−a)2CT ·Ae, (3)
where the angle bracket denotes a spatial average within the rotor disk, u˜0 is the unperturbed streamwise
velocity of the incident flow, Vx is the velocity at the rotor, and CT is the thrust coefficient. For turbines
whose thrust and power coefficients are known, the ADM-NR can be used to predict the power output
of a wind farm. For simplicity, we compute the power output of a wind turbine based on its power curve
and the unperturbed velocity corrected with the disk-averaged velocity and axial induction factor (i.e.,
〈u˜0〉 = 〈Vx〉/(1−a)). The axial induction factor a is calculated using a = 0.5
(
1−√1−CT
)
derived
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from 1D momentum theory.
2.3 Actuator-disk model with rotation (ADM-R)
A common parameterization strategy in turbine models consists of computing the turbine-induced lift
and drag forces with the blade element approach. In this approach, both lift and drag forces acting on
each blade element (see Figure 1a) are parameterized based on the relative wind velocity, the geometry
of a blade airfoil, and tabulated airfoil data. The decomposition of the resultant force F as well as the
relative wind triangle are shown in Figure 1a and their relationships are formulated as follows:
Lift force: L =0.5ρV 2rel c∆r CL (4)
Drag force: D =0.5ρV 2rel c∆r CD (5)
Relative wind velocity : Vrel =
√
V 2x +(Ωr+Vθ )
2 (6)
Angle of relative wind : φ = tan−1 [Vx/(Ωr−Vθ )] = θp+ γ+α (7)
Normal force : Fx =Lcosφ +Dsinφ (8)
Tangential force : Fθ =Lsinφ −Dcosφ (9)
where c is the local chord length, ∆r is the radial length of the airfoil element, Vx is the axial velocity on
the rotor, Vθ is the tangential velocity on the rotor, Ω is the blade angular velocity, θp is the pitch angle,
γ is the twist angle, and α is the angle of attack. CL and CD are the lift and drag coefficients obtained
from tabulated airfoil data, respectively. It should be noted that the above-mentioned forces are modeled
for each blade element, and therefore a method that distributes the forces on the computational mesh is
needed.
Ωr-Vθ =Ω r(1+a’) 
L 
D 
Fx 
Fθ θ 
α 
φ 
γ 
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Vx = u(1-a) ~ 
x 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a cross-sectional airfoil element (a) and a cylindrical mesh for actuator-disk
approaches (b)
(a) (b)
A computationally efficient way to distribute the blade-induced forces in large wind farm simulations
is using the rotating actuator-disk concept. In this model, the rotor-swept area is represented by an
actuator disk on which both normal and tangential forces act upon the incoming flow at a rate that
coincides with the period-averaged mechanical work extracted from the flow. The normal force slows
down the speed of the flow passing through a rotor, while the tangential force induces the wake rotation
behind a turbine. Hence this approach has been referred to as the actuator-disk model with rotation
(ADM-R). In the ADM-R, the normal and tangential forces are computed on a cylindrical mesh in order
to represent the circular disk shape. The equations for power, shaft torque, and the forces are written as
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follows:
Power output: PO =PR ·η (10)
Rotor power: PR =Q ·Ω (11)
Total (shaft) torque: Q =Σr ·FADM−Rθ (12)
Normal force : FADM−Rx =
ρV 2rel
2
Bc
2pir
(CL cosφ +CD sinφ) ·Ae (13)
Tangential force : FADM−Rθ =
ρV 2rel
2
Bc
2pir
(CL sinφ −CD cosφ) ·Ae (14)
where η is the mechanical efficiency of a wind turbine, B is the number of blades, and Ae is the frontal
area of each element on a cylindrical mesh system (see Figure 1b). In order to avoid singular behavior and
numerical instability, both normal and tangential forces are distributed smoothly in a three-dimensional
Gaussian manner by taking the convolution of the local load and a regularization kernel. Besides, note
that the ADM-R has no capability to dynamically specify the blade angular velocity based on the incom-
ing wind velocity. Therefore, a new dynamic procedure for the ADM-R to predict the angular speed (and
the power) is introduced next.
2.4 Dynamic calculation of a blade angular speed for the ADM-R
To predict the mechanical power of a rotor, we have to know shaft torque and its relationship to the ro-
tating speed. In general, this relationship, which is unique for a given wind turbine, implies a one-to-one
relation between the shaft torque and the blade angular speed regardless of incoming wind conditions.
The torque-speed relationship can be derived from a series of single wind turbine simulations in which
the blade angular speed corresponding to the undisturbed incoming wind velocity is specified a priori.
In these simulations, the results also can be used to validate the ADM-R through comparison with rotor
thrust coefficient if available from the turbine manufacturer. In the present study, both the thrust co-
efficient comparison and the torque-speed relationship for a chosen wind turbine (i.e., Vestas V80) are
presented in the next section.
As mentioned earlier, the ADM-R adopts blade element theory to parameterize the turbine-generated
power output and the turbine-induced forces. However, it is known that the ADM-R is unable to predict
the angular velocity of a rotor and thus the power. To overcome this limitation, here we couple the ADM-
R with a new dynamic procedure to predict the angular speed based on the torque-speed relationship. In
the ‘dynamic’ ADM-R, the important numerical operations, in the order of their execution, are detailed
below:
• Step 1: Interpolate Vx and Vθ on the cylindrical mesh based on the resolved velocity components
(u˜, v˜, w˜) at the rotor plane, and then calculate Vrel using Equation 6;
• Step 2: Guess an initial value for Ωo;
• Step 3: Calculate the total (shaft) torque Q;
• Step 4: Calculate the new Ωn based on the computed Q and the torque-speed relationship;
• Step 5: Calculate εtol = |1−Ωo/Ωn| and then replace Ωo with Ωn;
• Step 6: Return to Step 3 until εtol is less than a given tolerance value (e.g., 0.001);
• Step 7: Calculate FADM−Rx , FADM−Rθ , and PO.
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3 The Horns Rev wind farm and the turbine characteristics
The Horns Rev offshore wind farm is located in the eastern North Sea, around 15 km off the westernmost
point of Denmark. It consists of eighty Vestas V-80 2MW wind turbines within an area of about 20
km2. Each turbine has a hub height Hhub = 70 m (above sea level) and a rotor diameter d = 80 m.
The wind farm layout has a rhomboid shape with a minimum spacing of 7 rotor diameters between
two consecutive turbines in both the 10 rows (approximately 7 degrees turned from North-South) and 8
columns (see Figure 2). Due to the effect of the farm layout, the variation in incoming wind direction
causes a spatial change in the wake region behind each turbine. For example, in full-wake conditions the
turbine separation distances are 7.0d, 9.3d, and 10.4d for θwind=270.0o, 221.5o, and 311.5o, respectively
(see Figure 2). These different separation distances lead to a strong effect on the power outputs of the
turbines located downstream [27]. In this wind farm, the operational records of the turbines (i.e. power
output, pitch angle, and rotor angular velocity) were extracted from the Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition (SCADA) system with a reference period of 10 minutes, and corrected with meteorological
data measured by the cup anemometers on three nearby masts (M2, M6 and M7) [3; 1; 28]. Based on
the analysis of meteorological data [3; 1; 21], the incoming flow to the wind farm is characterized by 10
min turbulence intensity ≈ 7% for a mean wind speed of 8±0.5 m s−1 at hub height and in near-neutral
stability conditions (i.e., |z/L| < 0.1, where z is the height and L is the Monin−Obukhov length).
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Figure 2: Layout of Horns Rev wind farm and three surrounding masts (M2, M6 and M7)
Even though the detailed geometry of the V80 turbine blades is unknown, some key parameters have
been disclosed in the literature. For example, the chord length at the blade root and tip positions is 3.52 m
and 0.48 m, respectively. The twist angle decreases from 13 (root) to 0 (tip). The V80 blade is composed
of a NACA 63-xxx airfoil between the blade tip and its center, and an FFA W3-xxx airfoil between
the center of the blade and the hub [29]. Here we use the above-mentioned parameters in the blade-
element momentum (BEM) approach [30] and create the radial distribution of the twist angle and the
chord length based on the aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 63-415 and the FFA W3-241 airfoils.
The distribution of both lift and drag coefficients versus the angle of attack can be found in [31] for the
NACA 63-415 airfoil and in [32] for the FFA W3-241 airfoil.
The blade geometry (i.e. chord length and twist angle) has been tested in a series of LESs of the ABL
flows through a stand-alone V80 turbine. In these simulations, the range of hub-height mean wind speeds
varies from 5 to 20 m s−1. The rotor angular velocity is specified a priori in the ADM-R to compute
the rotor thrust coefficient, shaft torque, and rotor power. In particular, the computed total rotor thrust
coefficient values show acceptable agreement with the manufacturers thrust coefficient curve (Figure
3a). This comparison can serve as the ADM-R model validation. The shaft torque and the corresponding
rotor angular velocity provide a significant relationship (Figure 3b) that is used to predict the rotating
speed of each turbine in the LES of the Horns Rev wind farm. Besides, the mechanical efficiency of the
Vestas V80 wind turbine is determined based on the computed rotor power and its power output curve,
and has a value of about 0.93.
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Figure 3: (a) Power curves and thrust coefficient curves with respect to a range of wind speeds for Vestas
V80-2MW turbines; (b) relationship between the total shaft torque and the rotor angular velocity
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Table 1: Numerical set-up for neutral ABL simulations with different incoming wind directions
Case Wind angle Sx Sy Lx Ly Lz ∆x ∆y ∆z
[deg] [d] [d] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]
HR-266 266.0 - - 14896.96 8333.57 500 23.28 13.02 7.94
HR-268 268.0 - - 14924.24 6253.99 500 23.32 9.77 7.94
HR-270 270.0 7.00 6.95 14933.33 9881.58 500 23.33 15.44 7.94
HR-272 272.0 - - 14924.24 6253.99 500 23.32 9.77 7.94
HR-274 274.0 - - 14896.96 8333.57 500 23.28 13.02 7.94
HR-218 217.5 - - 12126.65 10152.19 500 18.95 15.86 7.94
HR-220 219.5 - - 12670.40 9873.94 500 19.80 15.43 7.94
HR-222 221.5 9.28 5.24 13198.73 9583.66 500 20.62 14.97 7.94
HR-224 223.5 - - 13710.97 9281.70 500 21.42 14.50 7.94
HR-226 225.5 - - 14206.50 8968.44 500 22.20 14.01 7.94
HR-308 307.5 - - 17766.33 8395.38 500 27.76 13.12 7.94
HR-310 309.5 - - 17279.40 8771.82 500 27.00 13.71 7.94
HR-312 311.5 10.48 4.64 16771.40 9137.58 500 26.21 14.28 7.94
HR-314 313.5 - - 16242.98 9492.21 500 25.38 14.83 7.94
HR-316 315.5 - - 15694.77 9835.27 500 24.52 15.37 7.94
4 Numerical set-up
The LES framework, coupled with the ADM-R and the ADM-NR, is used to model the multiple tur-
bine wakes and the associated power losses in the Horns Rev wind farm. In particular we focus on
cases in which observed power data are available under near-neutral stability conditions for a hub-height
wind speed of 8±0.5 m s−1 and with wind direction sectors of θwind = 270.0±1o, 270.0±5o, 221.5±1o,
221.5±5o, 311.5±1o, and 311.5±5o. To systemically investigate the power losses in these cases, we
perform a series of LESs with different simulation domain sizes (Lx, Ly, Lz), as shown in Table 1. The
height of the computational domain is set to Lz = 500 m, corresponding to the boundary-layer depth δ .
This height is close to the boundary-layer depth observed by [33] at Horns Rev. A constant streamwise
pressure gradient is used to drive the flow within the boundary layer. The domain is divided uniformly
into Nx×Ny×Nz = 640×640×64 grid points, with a grid resolution (∆x, ∆y, ∆z). As a result, the turbine
rotor diameter is covered by at least 5 points in the spanwise direction and 10 points in the vertical direc-
tion. Based on previous resolution sensitivity results [34; 18], the grid resolution over the rotor is well
suited for the LES framework to account for the most significant characteristics of wind-turbine wakes.
The simulations are carried out by employing an incoming flow condition that has a mean wind
speed of 8 m s−1 and a 10-min turbulence intensity of 7% at hub height level. In the surface layer of the
incoming flow (around 20% of the boundary layer depth), the mean velocity profile is characterized by a
log law with a friction velocity of 0.287 m s−1 and an aerodynamic roughness length equal to 0.001 m.
The turbulence intensity is computed in 10-minute intervals based on the instantaneous (filtered) velocity
components u˜ and v˜, since the Horns Rev meteorological data were measured by cup anemometers and
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analyzed using 10-minute intervals.
In the simulations using the ADM-NR, the thrust coefficient CT is dynamically specified based on
the manufacturers thrust coefficient curve (shown in Figure 3b) and the incoming wind velocity. The
incoming wind velocity is estimated from a disk-averaged velocity (at rotor) corrected with the axial
induction factor (i.e., 〈u˜0〉 = 〈Vx〉/(1−a)). For all the turbines, the thrust force and the power output
are modeled based on the thrust coefficient curve and power curve (shown in Figure 3b), respectively.
It should be pointed out that these two curves are applicable to V80 turbines operating in unperturbed
inflow conditions.
All the simulations using the ADM-R and the ADM-NR were run for a period (physical time) of 100
min, and the flow statistics were computed during the last 60 min, which guarantees quasi-steady flow
conditions as well as the statistical convergence of the results presented in the next section.
5 Results
Both the ADM-R and the ADM-NR are used to model the turbine power outputs in the Horns Rev wind
farm with a range of inflow wind directions from 265o to 275o, which corresponds to five cases of HR-
266 to HR-274 (see Table 1). In order to compare the observed and simulated power outputs for the
10o wake sector, we average the simulated power results obtained from the five cases (i.e., HR-266 to
HR-274). Figure 4 shows the comparison of observed and simulated power outputs for the two wake
sectors of θwind = 270.0±1o and 270.0±5o. The simulated power outputs obtained using the ADM-R
show acceptable agreement with the observed power data from the Horns Rev wind farm. The ADM-
NR tends to underestimate the power output, with greater discrepancy on downstream turbines located
between the second row and fifth row. The largest discrepancy between observed and simulated power
outputs is in the second row of turbines, where the simulations underpredict the power by 17% and 6%
for the ADM-NR and ADM-R, respectively. In the ADM-NR results the obvious underestimation is
attributed to two reasons: first, the ADM-NR only considers a uniform distribution of the thrust force
and ignores the wake rotation effect; second, both the thrust and power coefficients, which are applicable
for the turbines in undisturbed inflow conditions, are used for the downstream turbines operating in the
wakes of upstream turbines.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the observed and simulated power output data for the wake sectors of θwind =
270.0±1o (left) and 270.0±5o (right)
In this study, we also use two wind-farm design tools, WindSim and WAsP, for the turbine power
comparison and focus on the two cases with a wake sector of θwind = 270.0±1o and 270.0±5o. In simu-
lations performed by WindSim, a uniform actuator-disk model (similar to the ADM-NR) built in a steady
RANS flow solver with the standard κ-ε turbulence model is used to predict the turbine power output.
To calculate the power output for the wake sector of θwind = 270.0±5o, the simulations corresponding
to five different incoming mean wind directions (i.e, θwind = 266o, 268o, 270o, 272o, 274o) are carried
out. Besides, unlike WindSim that can evaluate the turbine power within a narrow wake sector, WAsP
has the minimum allowable wind sector of 10o and, therefore, is used only for the larger wake sector
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Figure 5: Comparison of the observed and simulated power output data for the wake sectors of θwind =
221.5±1o and 221.5±5o (left) as well as θwind = 311.5±1o and 311.5±5o (right)
case. In WAsP, the turbine-generated wakes and power output are calculated by a linearized wake model
using the inflow data following a two-parameter Weibull distribution. The power outputs predicted using
WindSim and WAsP are shown in Figure 4. From this figure it is obvious that these two wind-farm de-
sign tools predict power outputs that are far below the observed data and the simulated results obtained
from the LES framework with the ADM-NR and the ADM-R. This comparison, particularly the results
obtained using the ADM-NR and WindSim, highlights the importance of turbulence modeling on turbine
power prediction.
Figure 6: Contours of the time-averaged streamwise velocity on a horizontal plane at hub level for
different incoming wind directions
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In this study, the ADM-R is used to predict the power losses in the Horns Rev wind farm for different
wake sectors around three different mean wind directions. These wind directions are θwind = 270.0o,
221.5o and 311.5o, corresponding to a turbine separation of 7d, 9.4d and 10.4d (along the prevailing
wind direction) respectively. Figure 5 shows the comparison of observed and simulated power outputs
for the wake sectors of θwind = 221.5±1o and 221.5±5o as well as θwind = 311.5±1o and 311.5±5o.
The simulated power outputs for the wake sectors of θwind = 270.0±1o and 270.0±5o are shown in
Figure 4. From these two figures, we find that the simulated power outputs using the ADM-R show
acceptable agreement with the observed data except for the θwind = 311.5±1o wake sector case. It should
be noted that the observed power data on the downstream turbines, particularly in the second and third
rows, is larger for the wake sector of θwind = 311.5±1o rather than θwind=311.5±5o. This is in apparent
contradiction with the expected consequences of power data analysis (i.e., the wider wake sector the
larger power output) for large wind farms [1; 2].
Figure 7: Contours of the 10 minute streamwise turbulence intensity on a horizontal plane at hub level
for different incoming wind directions
In order to better understand turbine power degradation, here we focus on the structure and charac-
teristics of the multiple turbine wakes and their variability with incoming wind directions inside the wind
farm. Figures 6 and 7 show contours of the time-averaged streamwise velocity and the (resolved) stream-
wise turbulence intensity (obtained with the ADM-R), respectively, on a horizontal plane at hub level for
different mean wind directions. From these figures, it is clear that the power degradation is associated
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with a strong wake effect. In particular, in full-wake conditions (i.e., HR-270, HR-222, and HR-312)
the turbines located downstream are exposed to an inflow with a lower velocity (Figure 6) and higher
turbulence (Figure 7), which leads to a larger wind power reduction compared with other partial-wake
conditions. Besides, the simulation results show that the inflow wind direction causes a strong effect on
the spatial distributions of the time-averaged streamwise velocity and the streamwise turbulence intensity
within the farm. These are associated with the variation in turbine separation distances (in the direction
of the wind) under different incoming wind directions and, in turn, affect the fatigue loads and the power
output on the turbines. Due to the effect of full wake interactions in the cases of HR-270, HR-222, and
HR-312, the turbulence intensity levels are strongly enhanced and have a symmetric pattern (dual-peak
at hub height) on both sides of the turbine wakes.
6 Conclusions
A recently-developed LES framework is used to investigate the effect of multiple wake flows and as-
sociated power losses in a large wind farm. The SGS stresses are parameterized using a Lagrangian
scale-dependent dynamic SGS model. The turbine-generated power output and the forces (e.g. thrust,
lift, drag) are modeled using two approaches: (a) the traditional actuator-disk model without rotation
(ADM-NR) and (b) the actuator-disk model with rotation (ADM-R). In order to predict power output
from wind farms, the turbine models require dynamic specifications of some important parameters, such
as the power coefficient for the ADM-NR and the blade angular speed for the ADM-R. In this study, we
propose a new dynamic procedure coupled with the ADM-R to predict the turbine power output based on
a turbine-model-specific relationship between the shaft torque and the blade angular speed. This torque-
speed relationship is specific for a given wind turbine model regardless of inflow conditions. This is
unlike the turbine thrust and power coefficients, which are different for different inflow conditions (e.g.,
undisturbed inflow vs. wake inflow).
We choose the Horns Rev wind farm as a case study since data were available for a range of inflow
conditions. The wind farm consists of eighty Vestas V80 2MW wind turbines. The torque-speed rela-
tionship for the V80 turbines is obtained from a series of stand-alone turbine simulations in which the
blade angular speed is specified a priori and the computed thrust coefficient is compared with data from
the turbine manufacturer. This comparison shows an acceptable agreement, which provides confidence
in the blade geometry and the torque-speed relationship that are used in the wind farm simulations.
The simulations results show that the predicted power outputs obtained using the ADM-R are in good
agreement with observed power data from the Horns Rev wind farm. The ADM-NR tends to underes-
timate the power output due to two reasons. First, the ADM-NR only considers a uniform distribution
of the thrust force and ignores the wake rotation effect, which cannot accurately account for the turbine
wakes. Second, both the thrust and power coefficients, which are suitable for the turbines in undisturbed
inflow conditions, are used for the turbines operating in the wakes of upstream turbines. Besides, two
commercial wind-farm design tools, WindSim and WAsP, are used to model the turbine power losses.
The turbine power outputs obtained using WindSim and WAsP together with the two actuator disk mod-
els are compared. The results show that these two design tools substantially under-predict the turbine
power outputs since they cannot accurately model turbulence in the complex turbine wake flow within
the wind farm.
Simulations using different inflow conditions show that the mean wind direction has a strong effect
on the spatial distributions of the time-averaged velocity and the turbulence intensity within the farm.
These, in turn, affect the power output and the fatigue loads on the turbines. When the prevailing wind
direction is parallel to the turbine rows, the velocity deficit and the power losses are greatest, and the
turbulence intensity levels are highest and have a symmetrical pattern (dual-peak at hub height) on both
sides of the turbine wakes.
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ABSTRACT 
Based on linear models, WAsP software predicts wind energy distribution, with a good accuracy for flat 
terrain, but with a large error under complicated topography. In this paper, numerical simulations are carried 
out using the FLUENT software on a mesh generated by the GAMBIT and ARGIS software to predict wind 
speed distribution in complex terrain. TECPLOT software post-processing is used to get the whole wind 
flow field, the wind speed distribution characteristics and distribution of wind energy. The obtained results 
are compared with the results of WAsP software and are also more accordance with the actual conditions. 
Keywords: wind farm, complex terrain, wind energy resources evaluation, CFD numerical simulation 
 
0 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, wind energy has become the fastest growing renewable energy [1-3]. Wind 
energy resource assessment is a basic work for the construction of wind farms. Power calculation of 
a wind farm is directly related to economic factor and wind power grid connection. Currently, wind 
energy resource and power capacity are usually calculated by WAsP software developed by Danish 
RisФ laboratory. The linear model was adopted in the software.Wind energy resource assessment 
and wind power output are often accurate for the flat terrain and would be higher error for the 
complex terrain. The software should be further improved for increasing the prediction accuracy [4-5]. 
With the wind energy resource exploitation further development, wind farm site is transferring from 
flat terrain of wind speed stability and good construction conditions to complex terrain of high 
turbulence and bad construction conditions [6-8]. So it is essential to develop a novel method or code 
to estimate the wind energy distribution or the wind farm layout. 
Due to the complex topography, wind energy distribution and turbine output calculations are 
difficult currently because of the aerodynamic detouring flow and the turbine wake models, and the 
former is usually the key point. At present wind mast data are very too limited to estimate the whole 
wind farm energy distribution accurately. With rapid development of CFD technology in recent 
years, many researchers tried to apply the technology to estimate the wind energy for the wind farm 
[9-13]. This paper tried to develop a numerical calculation method by combining the topography data 
process, CFD model and calculation, post-processing. Through the calculation analysis of wind 
speed and wind energy distribution of a wind farm, the results obtained are compared to the results 
of WAsP software and it could show the more accordance with the actual conditions. At the same 
time the method developed by the paper is easy to apply to the actual engineering.  
 
1  TERRAIN DIGITAL PROCESSING 
       Complex terrain of a wind farm is usually depicted by Autocad isohypse contour, But when 
calculating aerodynamic field by CFD, it needs to digitize the complex terrain for developing the 
physical model. Argis is a powerful software which can analysis geographic information system, 
digital map, geographic information acquisition, and is also the most powerful and the most widely 
used in geographic information system industry. This paper uses the Argis to get tin file by 
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separating contour figure of Autocad file, and the tin file can be turned into dem file of coordinates 
by discretization. In this paper, the wind farm calculated is from north China. The original Autocad 
isohypse contour is shown in figure 1, and the terrain discreted is shown in figure 2 by the Argis 
software. Figure 3 is the wind farm contour map, which is fitted to the results obtained by Argis at 
height. By the comparison and analysis, the topographic map discreted by ARGIS software is in 
accordance with the original digital topographic map with very high accuracy. 
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional Autocad terrain isohypse contour 
 
Figure 2: Argis map 
According to the complex topography and discreted digital files, develop the physical model of 
topography in the Gambit software. According to the topographic data, the selection of calculation 
area is 7000 m * 7000 m * 500 m, the blank terrain in original map complemented by surrounding 
terrain ,as shown in figure 4, The height is 500 m, choose the unstructured grid, ground surface grid 
for 30 m by 30 m, In the vertical direction on the surface to mesh with 500 m height is divided into 
three layers, 0 to 50 m, 50-200 m, 200-500 m respectively, and the grid interval is 5 m, 10 m and 30 
m respectively . 
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Figure 3: Wind farms contour map 
 
 
Figure 4: Wind farm calculation zone 
2  MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CALCULATION 
      Standard Navier - Stokes equations (cartesian coordinate system) are expressed as 
equations  (1)-(4) [14]： 
                                     
( ) 0div u
t
   

                                                              
( 1 ) 
( ) ( )u pdiv uu div grad u
t x
      

                                         
( 2 )
 
( ) ( )v pdiv vu div grad v
t y
      

                                    
（3） 
( ) ( )w pdiv wu div grad w
t z
      

                                       ( 4 ) 
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       This article chooses the steady, constant physical property control equations and 
the standard k  -   turbulence models are used [15] ： 
( ) ( )k
k div ku div grad k G
t
       

                                 （5）
 
1( ) ( )k
Ck div u div grad G
t k
      
 2
2C k
                  （6） 
     is the density of air, and u , v  the horizontal wind speeds respectively, w  the 
vertical wind speed, p  the air pressure,   the turbulence viscosity, k diffusion 
coefficient of  k , G the turbulent energy generation rate or the kinetic energy 
dissipation rate, G  the net source term and the model constant. Equation 
parameters are set as: second order discretization form of the upper wind method，
bottom boundary conditions are processed with the wall function method, entrance is 
velocity inlet, outlet is outflow, others are all symmetry conditions. Equations are 
solved by the simplic algorithm. According to the wind speeds from the wind masts in 
the wind farm. Wind rose diagram is divided by 12 sections, the average wind speeds 
of each section are calculated. And the boundary condition is used by equation (7): 
*
0
( ) lnu zu z
z
                                                
（7） 
*u  is speed of surface friction coefficient,  is the von Karman constant (0.4), 0z  is 
surface roughness length . Inlet boundary condition is coupled by Fluent UDF editor. 
Wind velocity inlet of 0 to 300 direction is shown as Figure 5, it can be seen the trend 
of velocity inlet increases along the height direction. The ground wind speed is close 
to zero. 
.  
Figure 5: speed inlet condition from 0 to 30 degree  
3   RESULT ANALYSIS 
3.1 Wind calculation results 
       Wind energy density is defined as wind energy power per area [16], Thus wind 
energy density formula, also called wind power density formula is expressed as: 
31
2
w v                                                      （8） 
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.  
Figure 6: Wind energy distribution ( z=1600m) 
Aerodynamic field computations are carried out by FLUENT software in 12 
directions. Wind energy distributions are summerized according to wind speed 
probability distribution of each direction by TECPLOT software. Wind energy 
distribution is shown as from Figure 6 to Figure 8 at different heights. Wind energy 
distribution will increase with height increasing. But there is very big difference at the 
same height level because of different height and detouring flow. Figure 9 and Figure 
10 show the local wind energy distribution and velocity distribution at the position of 
the topographic map, which the specific scope of coordinates is x = 2500-5000 m and 
y = - 3000 m. In Figure 9, the wind energy distribution is obtained from 12 wind 
speeds due to probability distribution, Figure 10 is the wind velocity distribution 
when the wind blowing hillside at the wind direction of 0 to 30 degree zone, which 
can be seen from the figure leeward slope wind velocity is smaller than windward 
slope wind velocity, the wind speed decreases caused by slope block as a result of the 
energy loss.  
 
Figure 7: Wind energy distribution ( z=1700m) 
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Figure 8: Wind energy distribution ( z=1800m) 
 
Figure 9: Local wind energy distribution 
 
Figure 10: Local wind velocity distribution 
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3.2 Comparison between numerical simulation and WAsP software 
      In the CFD calculation result of the wind farm, along the prevailing wind direction, 
20 evenly distribution points are checked by the results of the CFD numerical 
simulation and the WAsP software respectively. Results show that there are some 
differences between these two methods. In the Tab.1, points from 6  to 20 , CFD 
results are smaller around 100-200 w/m2 than the results of the WAsP, and the first 
five points is close to the edge of the terrain, the result of  range is bigger. From 
Figure 11,we can intuitively see, just the second calculation point in the distribution 
of wind energy outweighs the WAsP. The other CFD calculation results are less than 
the WAsP calculation results. The calculation results are consistent with the 
engineering results, which wind distribution calculated in complex terrain using 
WAsP is often bigger than the measurement from the wind farm at present. This is 
because the WAsP is just taking consideration of the height influence on the wind 
speed by Lissaman model, while ignoring the detouring flow of the terrain. Otherwise, 
CFD numerical simulation method takes the terrain height and detouring flow effect 
on wind speed distribution, thus more accord with the actual wind power distribution 
results obtained.
Tab.1 distribution of wind energy in 20 calculated point by CFD and WAsP 
Points X/m Ym/ Z/m CFD/ （w/m2） 
WAsP/
（w/m2） 
Difference/
（w/m2） 
1 150.8621 -6849.14 1428.775 352.0798 378.3076 26.2278 
2 452.5862 -6547.41 1487.5 568.931 432.9725 -135.9585 
3 754.3103 -6245.69 1459.047 394.0908 412.5912 18.5004 
4 1056.034 -5943.97 1415.502 214.5136 354.0609 139.5473 
5 1357.759 -5642.24 1428.367 319.9514 377.6848 57.7334 
6 1659.483 -5340.52 1419.449 215.2356 362.272 147.0364 
7 1961.207 -5038.79 1447.859 270.9516 402.0661 131.1145 
8 2262.931 -4737.07 1434.054 195.2646 385.8512 190.5866 
9 2564.655 -4435.34 1438.466 246.8089 391.5182 144.7093 
10 2866.379 -4133.62 1419.913 149.0633 363.1724 214.1091 
11 3168.103 -3831.9 1435.779 163.1859 388.1296 224.9437 
12 3469.828 -3530.17 1480.485 271.2416 428.591 157.3494 
13 3771.552 -3228.45 1455.358 220.3219 409.3249 189.003 
14 4073.276 -2926.72 1452.328 235.1058 406.4986 171.3928 
15 4375 -2625 1441.018 205.4146 394.5711 189.1565 
16 4676.724 -2323.28 1459.547 265.2732 413.0201 147.7469 
17 4978.448 -2021.55 1482.582 293.8114 429.9375 136.1261 
18 5280.172 -1719.83 1477.5 316.9961 426.6165 109.6204 
19 5581.897 -1418.1 1433.579 194.8793 385.2088 190.3295 
20 5883.621 -1116.38 1415.281 254.5544 353.5692 99.0148 
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Figure 11: Wind energy diagram in calculation 20 points by CFD and WAsP 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
(1) In the complex terrain, it was compared that the wind power distribution 
calculation results of the CFD and the WAsP software, and CFD calculation method 
calculates more accurately the wind flow over the complicated topography and the 
distribution of wind energy.  
(2) WAsP is a traditional wind resource evaluation software based on the linear wake 
model and Lissaman model. Calculation error is often a little big for complex terrain. 
CFD numerical simulation method for complex terrain can take the effects of wind 
speed change with height by detouring flow accurately, the wind energy calculation 
results are often smaller than the results of WAsP. This matches the fact that WAsP 
calculation results are often over-estimated in complex terrain. 
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Evaluation of SKIRON mesoscale model at FINO-1 as a
function atmospheric stability.
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Abstract
Wind resource assessment from mesoscale models has traditionaly focused on the mean
wind speed over a region of interest. Detailed characterization of wind speed and direction
at hub height, wind shear and atmospheric stability, are also important aspects to consider
in order to meet the very demanding accuracy required by wind energy projects.
With this paper our purpose is to present a validation of Skiron mesoscale model used
for offshore wind resource characterization. A year-long wind simulation is carried out
to determinate whether it can reliably estimate the mean vertical profile, wind direction
distribution and the wind speed magnitude at FINO-I offshore tower.
The FINO-1 offshore platform is a good site for validation since it offers a rather com-
plete dataset that includs flux-profile measurements. Hence, it is possible to produce a
characterization of atmospheric stability and classify the vertical structure of the marine
boundary layer.
Our results indicate that SKIRON model is able to capture the essential wind characteris-
tics: with an mean bias of the 90 m annual wind speed of just -0.041 m/s and a correlation
coefficient of 0.898.
]
1. Introduction
Wind resource assessment from mesoscale models has traditionaly focused on the mean
wind speed over a region of interest. Detailed characterization of wind speed and direction
1
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at hub height, wind shear and atmospheric stability, are also important aspects to consider
in order to meet the very demanding accuracy required by wind energy projects. Mesoscale
models are tipicaly used to obtain a preliminary coarse wind map in order to identify suitable
areas for wind energy deployment. Long term mesoscale model simulation provide a very
useful information to locate regions suitable for wind measurement campaigns. In the offshore
environment, industry is very keen at substituting measurements with virtual met masts from
mesoscale models in order to reduce the high costs of installing and maintaining a real met
mast. We explore the possibility of using long term meteorological simulations to extract the
relevant information for wind resource characterization.
2. Methodolgy
Skiron, as other numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, exhibits skill in predicting
the synoptic weather for conventional forecasting purposes. However, the parameters critical
for wind resource assessment, such as near-surface wind speeds, wind directions, vertical wind
shears between the surface and turbine blade tip, and turbulence, have less impact on routine
weather forecasts, and so have not received as much attention as other weather phenomena
(precipitation, thunderstorms, hurricanes). Large errors in boundary-layer parameters, sig-
nificantly impact wind energy projects, contributing to costly errors in wind farm siting and
energy forecasting. An extended validation beyond the mean wind speed is required in order
to provide improved knowledge about the provide a full picture of other relevant parameters
in wind energy assessment.
2.1. The NWP model
The model used by CENER for long term simulation is SKIRON. The regional weather
forecasting system SKIRON was developed for operational use at the Hellenic National Me-
teorological Service. The entire system is fully parallelized and requires Unix computational
environment. Its central component is the Eta limited area weather forecasting model. The
atmospheric model used is the Eta model. It uses a specific ’step mountain’ vertical coordinate.
Partial differential equations are represented by finite-difference schemes in the model. In the
horizontal, the model is discretized over a semi-staggered E grid.
2
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Figure 1: Computational domain including the North Sea and the UK offshore areas
Year 2006 has been simulated with SKIRON for the area shown in Figure 1. The model
configuration corresponds to the standard settings used by CENER for routinely day-ahead
wind power forecasting, which has been optimized after years of experience.
The genaral model setting is as follow:
Global Forecasting System (GFS, from NCAR/NCEP) from the 12 UTC cycle provide initial
and boundary conditions. Horizontal Resolution: 0.05◦x0.05◦ latitude/longitude. Vertical
Resolutions: 50 Eta vertical levels. Temporal resolution: output frequency = 1h (52h horizon)
and model time step = 15 sec. No nesting technique is used. A unique domain able to capture
the synoptic patterns governing the meteorology of the region of interest is configurated.
Model physics packages:
Convection schemes: Betts-Miller-Janjic (Janjic 1994);
Cloud mycrophysics: Ferrier scheme (Ferrier et al. 2002);
Radiation scheme: SW - Lacis and Hansen (1974); LW aˆ Fels and Schwarzkopf (1975);
Land surface scheme: Noah (Chen et al. 1997) with 12 types of vegetation and 7 types of soil
texture, 4 soil layers;
Turbulence and PBL: Mellor-Yamada 2.5, and Monin-Obukhov similarity theory in the surface
layer, with Paulson stability functions.
3
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Only wind simulated on the four lowest Eta levels are used in this study. The hight of
this levels are 9.99m, 34.03m, 68.61m and 116.47m.
2.2. Observational data
Flux-profile data for 2006 from the FINO-1 offshore platform has been used for validation.
Fino-1 is a 100-m mast, fully equipped for the characterization of the marine boundary layer.
Measurements of cup-anemometer wind speed at 8 levels (33, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100m),
temperature and relative humidity at 5 levels (33, 40, 50, 70 and 100m) and 3D turbulent
flux measurements from sonic anemometers located at 40, 60 and 80m have been used. A
data quality check has been applied. Only profiles with good data in all the levels have been
used. Although the main quality filer applied in this study is realted with mast shadow effects.
The direction sectors affected by mast shadow effects are not taken into account at this point.
The large structure of the mast is responsible for a large flow distortion on the instruments,
which results in 5% reduction of the annual wind speed if the data from the shadowed sector
is included. So, in this study only correct wind direction sector (225◦±67.5◦) is considered for
the analysis.
Figure 2: Prevaling wind direction in Fino mast
As expected when only the South-West sector is considered, the mean velocity measured
at Fino mast increases on average from 9.25m/s to 10.5m/s.
As a result, a unified dataset is obtained with synchronized measured and simulated
data for all levels. Atmospheric thermal stratification dominates the offshore ABL at Fino1
in the wind turbine operational range [1]. Atmospheric stability is here defined in terms of
4
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the Obukhov length L, a measure of the length aboth the sea level where mechanical shear-
generated turbulence dominates over thermal-driven turbulence.
L = − u∗
3
κ g
Θ0
wθ
(1)
where κ = 0.4 is the von Karman constant, g the acceleration due to gravity, Θ0 is a reference
temperature, wθ is the local kinematic heat flux and u∗ the local friction velocity.
The Obukhov length is used to classify the wind conditions according to the following classes:
N=neutral |L|>1000m, SU=slightly unstable -1000m<L<- 200m, VU=very unstable -200m<L<0,
SS=slightly stable 200m<L<1000m, VS=very stable 0< L <200m.
Figure 3: stability at 80m level and velocity at 90m (N=neutral |L|>1000m, SU=slightly unstable -1000m<L<- 200m,
VU=very unstable -200m<L<0, SS=slightly stable 200m<L<1000m, VS=very stable 0< L <200m)
5
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3. Wind shear
The study uses the shear exponent α (alpha) from the power law equation between two
vertical levels:
U2
U1
= (
z2
z1
)α (2)
where U is the horizontal wind speed and z is the height above the sea surface. There are several
approaches to calculate α from a wind time series. For instance, to use mean wind speeds at
two heights to calculate an overall mean shear parameter. Or to use 1-hour wind speeds at
two heights to calculate a hourly shear parameter [8]. Wind shear values were calculated by
averaging hourly alpha values from individual values between levels for this study.
4. Results
While the selected evaluation period is of one year duration, we are confident that the
results can be generalized for longer periods.
A comparison between each level of Fino mast data and the nearest grid point of the model
has been made. Simulated and measured hourly time series of wind speed, direction and wind
shear have been compared.
4.1. Annual Wind Characteristics
Looking at the annual wind direction measured at differents levels no significant wind
direction shear is appreciated. The main direction corresponds with open water conditions.
Skiron shows very good skill at predicting the wind rose at any level (Figure 4). Here we only
show 90m wind rose because the wind rose at other leves are almost the same.
6
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Figure 4: Wind rose measured and simulated at 90m, excluding the sector affected by mast shadow effects
The offshore daily cycle in open-sea conditions, i.e. resulting from a long fetch from the
coast, is characterized by its weak amplitude compared with onshore conditions. In effect,
the sea surface temperature has considerably more inertia than the land and the temperature
differences between day and night are less pronounced. Skiron model fits perfectly this fact.
Simulated diurnal wind is almost identical to observational pattern (Figure 5) : lowest winds
at midday increasing during the evening.
Figure 5: Diurnal variation of wind speed at two heights (90m and 40m) from the model and measurement
Figure 6 presents the mean profiles at 00UTC and 12UTC. The differences between the
7
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measured and simulated vertical wind shear are not significant.
Figure 6: Diurnal variation of vertical wind profile. Model (lines) and measurements (dots)
Figure 7 shows the annual diurnal pattern of alpha values. Skiron predicts lower values
of alpha, although the daily pattern is quite similar: highest wind shear during evening hours
(around 0,12) and lower values early in the morning, with a minimum wind shear around 0,07.
8
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Figure 7: Wind Shear between 90m-50m and 70m-33m levels for prevaling wind direction. Lines corresponds to Skiron
wind shear and crosses to the observational wind shear
Wind shear values from measurements for different levels show a typical diurnal behavior,
with highest values during evening hours, and the lowest wind shear close to sunrise time
(Figure 7). Skiron simulates very well this diurnal pattern although doesn’t shows the intra-
levels variability observed on the measurements (Figure 7).
4.2. Classification of Wind Characteristics by Stability
The observed stability, in terms of the Obukhov length, is used to classify the wind
conditions. Regardless of the level used to define the stability, the distribution of the stability
versus wind speed is quite similar. The higher the wind speed the more numerous neutral cases
and the lower the wind speed the more frequent the stable and unstable situations (Figure 8).
9
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Figure 8: Left: stability at 80m level and velocity at 90m; Right: stability at 40m level and velocity at 50m;
(N=neutral |L|>1000m, SU=slightly unstable -1000m<L<- 200m, VU=very unstable -200m<L<0, SS=slightly stable
200m<L<1000m, VS=very stable 0< L <200m)
It is worth analysing the wind rose for different stability classes. When only stable or very
stable conditions are selected, the wind rose shows prevailing winds from South-West (Figure
9). The same happens under neutral conditions. The prevailing wind sector is the South-
SouthWest (Figure 10). On the other hand, unstable and very unstable conditions are more
predominant in the West and North-West sectors (Figure 11). Skiron shows good agreement
in predicting the prevailing winds under the various stability classes.
10
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Figure 9: Wind roses under Slightly Stable (up) and Very Stable (down) conditions. Excluding the sector affected by
mast shadow effects.
Figure 10: Wind roses under neutral conditions. Excluding the sector affected by mast shadow effects
11
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Figure 11: Wind roses under Slightly Unstable (up) and Very Unstable (down) conditions. Excluding the sector
affected by mast shadow effects.
The vertical wind profile is a strong function of the atmospheric stability. For very stable
or very unstable conditions wind speed is quite lower than for neutral conditions (Figure 12
and 13). Skiron simulates this fact. But for very stable and slightly stable conditions the wind
is not well stimated by the model. Although Skiron shows similar wind vertical profile shape.
12
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Figure 12: Vertical wind profile under diferent stability conditions at 12UTC. Points: observations. Lines: Skiron
model
Figure 13: Vertical wind profile under diferent stability conditions at 00UTC. Points: observations. Lines: Skiron
model
It is well know that α strongly varies with atmospheric stability (intimately related to
thermal stratification and wind shear), as well as surface roughness [2]. This is noticed at
Fino 1 observing the wind shear behavior by stability (Table 1). The shear exponent shows
13
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VU SU NE SS VS
V90 Fino 6.922 11.135 14.50 12.97 10.030
V90 Skiron 6.975 10.836 14.07 13.05 10.405
Error (%) 1% 3% 3% 1% 4%
Wind Shear Fino 90m-50m 0.036 0.049 0.086 0.145 0.1960
Wind Shear Skiron 90m-50m 0.056 0.066 0.084 0.121 0.1379
Error (%) 54% 35% 2% 16% 30%
Table 1: Wind Speed and Wind Shear values and errors (only wind shear between 90m and
50m is show here)
a wide variability, with low shear values associated with unstable conditions, as shown by the
measurements and simulations.
Nevertheless, while wind speed error remains constant with stability, the error on the
stimated wind shear shows a hard dependency on the stability. Wins Shear is clearly oversti-
mated and understimated under very unstable and very stable conditions respectively. In the
other hand, for neutral conditon the error of wind shear is negligible, increasing this error as
the stability goes far from the neutral conditions.
5. Conclusions
In this study SKIRON model was evaluated to determinate its capability to represent
offshore site specific wind characteristics. Wind direction, diurnal wind pattern and vertical
profiles from one year SKIRON’s simulation were compared to observational data from Fino1
tower. The overall performance of Skiron is very good at predicting the wind speed and
direction distributions. The diurnal wind pattern and mean vertical profile are practically
equal. When the wind conditions are classified according to the atmospheric stability, the
model still shows good performance at predicting the stability-dependent wind rose, showing
quite important differences between the stable and unstable regimes. Wind shear is predicted
fairly well by Skiron in the unstable and neutral regimes while some underestimation of the
shear exponent is observed in the stable regime. In the stable regime the boundary layer
becomes shallower and it is neccesary to increase the number of vertical levels in the lower
part of the atmosphere.
14
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Effect of different sea surface dynamical roughness parameterization on wind 
speed simulation on offshore area 
Zhou Rongwei He Xiaofeng Zhu Rong 
CMA Public Meteorological Service Center 
Abstract: Wind field offshore area and coastal area was affected by the scheme of sea 
surface dynamical roughness parameterization greatly. Three methods were selected 
to simulation the wind field with WRF model in Hangzhou Bay such as: constant 
value of 0.0001, scheme of WRF model, scheme of Yelland and Taylor. The 
simulation period was January, April, July and October, 2010. The following 
conclusions were drawn by comparison between simulation results and observation 
data: the simulation results of the scheme that sea surface dynamical roughness was 
parameterized by friction velocity were better than that of the scheme that the 
dynamical roughness was constant, and the results of Yelland and Taylor scheme was 
in more agreement with observational data than that of WRF scheme. During sea 
wind, the improvement was more obvious in the scheme considering variation ofd 
dynamical roughness as friction velocity. It was found out by relative error of each 
wind speed segment by 1m/s: the relative error of three scheme was all decrease with 
the increase of wind speed when the observational wind speed was less than 8m/s, and 
the results of Yelland and Taylor method was best, that of constant value was worst. 
While the relative error of all three scheme was increase with the increase of wind 
speed when it was greater than 8m/s, and the relative error of scheme of Yelland and 
Taylor was greatest, while that of constant value was least. 
Key Words: sea surface dynamical roughness, wind speed, numerical simulation 
1. Introduction 
With the development and utilization of wind energy resource, offshore wind 
energy resource was more and more getting attention. Besides observation by wind 
mast, the simulation results were also adopted to assess offshore wind resource. At 
present, the methods commonly adopted were wind energy resource assessment 
software based on computational fluid dynamics(CFD) such as WindSim, Meteodyn 
WT and so on, mesoscale meteorological model such as MM5, WRF and so on, and 
combined method on mesoscale model and microscale model such as MM5/Calmet, 
WRF/Calmet and so on. 
Besides synoptic background, wind field of sea surface was also effected by 
dynamical condition of sea surface. The dynamical parameter that could influence 
wind field in the height focused by wind power industry was dynamical effect of sea 
surface wave such as dynamical roughness. Sea surface dynamical roughness was 
considered as constant such as 0.0001 that not varied as wind speed in CFD software, 
while in mesoscale meteorological model it was parameterized by other 
meteorological parameter such as wind speed, friction speed, and so on. The sea 
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surface dynamical roughness was parameterized with  friction speed by 
Charnock(1955) firstly as guz
2
*0  . 0z was sea surface dynamical roughness.   
was empirical constant. *u  was friction speed. g was acceleration of gravity. And 
then Charnock scheme was developed by adding effect of smooth flow as 
*
2
*0 11.0 uguz   , and   was viscosity constant. The empirical constant was 
considered by different wind speed segment respectively by Yelland and Taylor(1996). 
Taylor and Yelland(2001) parameterized dynamical roughness by effect wave height 
and wave steepness other than friction speed. Oost(2002) considered mainly effect of 
wave age. The scheme of Taylor and Yelland(2001) and Oost(2002) were based on 
wave parameters that were not involved in meteorological model. 
     In this paper, the developed scheme based on friction speed by Charnock was 
adopted to study effect of sea surface dynamical roughness to wind speed, influence 
of different schemes of sea surface dynamical roughness to simulation results of 
offshore wind speed, and applicability of different schemes was analyzed. 
 
2. Method and numerical settings 
The wind field of China offshore area was simulated with three parameterization 
schemes of sea surface dynamical roughness such as constant value as 
0.0001( scheme P03), parameterization scheme in WRF model(scheme P04)(MMMD, 
NCAR, 2010), and Yelland and Taylor(1996) parameterization method(scheme P05). 
WRF parameterization scheme: 
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Fig. 1 simulation domain of D04 and D05 
The simulation area was around Hangzhou Bay, Zhejiang province with 5 
domains in WRF model. The horizontal resolution of each domain was 27km(D01), 
9km(D02), 3km(D03), 1km(D04) and 0.333km(D05) respectively. Horizontal grid 
number was 121×91, 91×91, 121×121, 181×181 and 181×181, and vertical grid 
number was 30. Except that SRTM3 data that was terrain data with horizontal 
resolution of 3 second( about 90m) in domain D05 and D04, while WRF terrain data 
with 30 second resolution was used in domain D01, D02 and D03. Fig. 1 showed area 
and terrain of domain D04 and D05. As shown in fig.1, the horizontal resolution of 
terrain data in domain D05 was 333.333m, while it was 1km in domain D04. And the 
dots in fig. 1 described automatic weather stations and wind masts that observation . A 
day was a simulation case from UTC 18 on last day for 30 simulation hours. The 
simulation results from UTC 00 to UTC 23 on the simulation day were used to 
analyze. Table 1 described the adopted parameterization schemes of physical process. 
NCEP reanalysis data with 0.5°×0.5°resolution was used as initial and boundary 
condition. The offshore wind field around Hangzhou Bay was simulation in January, 
April, July and October 2010. 
Table 1 Physical parameterization scheme in WRF model 
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physical option parameterization scheme 
microphysics option Ferrier (new Eta) microphysics 
longwave radiation option Rrtm scheme 
shortwave radiation option Dudhia scheme 
surface-layer option Monin-Obukhov scheme 
land-surface option Unified Noah land-surface model 
boundary-layer option YSU scheme 
  
3. Verification of simulation results 
    The simulation results were verified with observation data of automatic weather 
stations and wind masts. As there were only three observation dots in domain D05, all 
verification results concerned D05 was average results of the three dots, while that 
concerned D04 and D03 was average results of all 18 dots. The verification 
parameters were correlation coefficient, relative error and root-mean-square error. The 
monthly verification results of each observation station were obtained firstly, then 
monthly average results were got by mean of 18 or 3 stations, and annual average 
results were the mean value of four month results. The average verification results of 
18 stations were obtained by comparison between observations and simulation results 
of domain D03 with 3km horizontal resolution, that of domain D04 with 1km 
resolution. As described in table 1, except correlation coefficient, the results of 
relative error and root-mean-square error indicated that scheme P05 of Yelland and 
Taylor was best, followed by scheme P04 of WRF model, and scheme P03 of constant 
dynamical roughness was worst. The verification results of all 3 scheme also 
indicated that the simulation results were basically equal with 3km and 1km 
horizontal resolution. There were 3 observation stations in domain D05. The mean 
verification results of these 3 stations in domain D03 with 3km resolution, domain 
D04 with 1km resolution and domain D05 in 333.333m resolution indicated that the 
simulation results of scheme P03 with constant dynamical roughness was worst, and 
that of scheme P05 was best with all 3 horizontal resolution. And with the same 
dynamical roughness scheme, the results of domain D04 with 1km resolution was best, 
followed by that of domain D05 with 333.333m resolution, and that of domain D03 
with 3km resolution was worst. The following conclusion was drawn as that the 
simulation results were not developed only by increasing horizontal resolution. 
Although with the same parameterization scheme simulation results with 333.333m 
resolution were worse than that with 1km resolution, the results with 333.333m 
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resolution by Yelland and Taylor scheme were better than that with 1km resolution by 
WRF model scheme and constant value scheme.  
   To further analyze the improvement of wind speed simulation results in offshore 
and coastal areas by Yelland and Taylor scheme, table 3 indicated verification results 
of all 18 observation stations with 1km horizontal resolution by 3 different 
parameterization schemes. 
Table 2 Verification results of different parameterization schemes 
domain 
mast 
number 
correlation coefficient relative error RMSE 
P03 P04 P05 P03 P04 P05 P03 P04 P05 
D03 18 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.50 2.81 2.71 2.58 
D04 18 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.53 0.50 2.82 2.73 2.59 
D03 3 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.39 0.37 0.31 2.77 2.68 2.49 
D04 3 0.52 0.51 0.49 0.32 0.30 0.25 2.54 2.47 2.34 
D05 3 0.51 0.51 0.48 0.35 0.33 0.28 2.65 2.59 2.46 
Table 3 Verification results of each station in domain D04 
station 
correlation relative error RMSE 
P03 P04 P05 P03 P04 P05 P03 P04 P05 
58477 0.61 0.61 0.59 0.89 0.87 0.82 2.92 2.86 2.71 
58484 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.35 0.34 0.29 2.36 2.30 2.16 
58561 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.99 0.95 0.92 3.25 3.12 2.96 
58562 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.55 0.53 0.53 2.13 2.08 2.04 
58563 0.45 0.45 0.43 1.35 1.32 1.22 4.28 4.13 3.82 
58565 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.40 0.39 0.42 2.13 2.10 2.12 
58566 0.47 0.47 0.48 1.54 1.51 1.48 3.53 3.46 3.36 
58567 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.56 0.53 0.55 2.49 2.45 2.41 
58568 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.79 0.77 0.77 2.37 2.35 2.36 
58569 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.48 0.45 0.36 3.66 3.45 3.06 
58570 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.29 0.27 0.22 2.42 2.33 2.19 
58573 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.12 0.07 0.03 2.18 2.00 2.04 
11001 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.42 0.41 0.35 2.99 2.90 2.77 
11002 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.11 0.09 0.04 2.52 2.36 2.19 
11003 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.24 0.23 0.18 2.23 2.19 2.07 
11004 0.61 0.61 0.59 0.32 0.29 0.22 2.76 2.62 2.38 
11005 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.10 0.11 0.10 3.06 3.07 3.07 
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11006 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.44 3.46 3.33 2.99 
average 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.53 0.50 2.82 2.73 2.59 
    There were 12 automatic weather stations and 6 wind masts in domain D04 with 
1km horizontal resolution. As indicted by mean results of all observation stations by 
different parameterization schemes that correlation coefficient results were basically 
the same, relative error and root-mean-square error of scheme P04 of WRF model and 
scheme P05 of Yelland and Taylor were better than that of scheme P03 of constant 
dynamical roughness, and the results of P05 was better than that of P04. But the 
verification results of each stations by scheme P05 was not all better than that by 
scheme P04. As indicated in table 3, there were 2 stations that results of WRF model 
was best. Except these 2 stations, the results of all the other 16 stations by Yelland and 
Taylor scheme were best. The main reason was that the parameterization scheme only 
changed the dynamical roughness on sea area and improved wind speed results of 
offshore and coastal areas obviously, while it was weaker in relatively distant areas 
away from coastline. Therefore the following conclusion was drawn as that: the result 
with considering the parameterization scheme of dynamical roughness was better than 
that of constant value, and Yelland and Taylor scheme was more suitable than WRF 
model scheme. 
 
(a)58570                 (b)58573 
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 (c)11001                  (d)11002 
Fig 2 Relative error of wind speed in different wind direction 
   Figure 2 showed the relative error of mean wind speed in different wind direction 
with 3 parameterization schemes in automatics weather station 58570, 58573 and 
mast 11001, 11002. All simulation results in figure 2 were that of domain D04 with 
1km horizontal resolution. As indicated in figure 2 that the results of scheme P04 and 
P05 were better that that of P03 with constant value, and the improvement of P05 with 
Yelland and Taylor scheme was more obvious. The improvement of schemes 
considering dynamical roughness parameterization was more obvious in sea breeze 
condition. 
 
(a)58570              (b)58573 
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(c)11001               (d)11002 
Fig 3 Relative error of wind speed in different wind speed segment 
Figure 3 described relative error of average wind speed at different wind speed 
segment of 58570, 58573, 11001 and 11002. All simulation data was the result of 
domain D04 with 1km horizontal resolution. As indicated in figure 2, with all 
parameterization schemes, the relative error was decreased with wind speed 
increasing until wind speed ascended to about 8m/s, and then it increased with wind 
speed increasing. Hence, it was not well of wind speed on offshore and coastal areas 
in windy condition with all parameterization schemes of sea surface dynamical 
roughness. Among relative error of three schemes, when wind speed was less than 
about 8m/s, relative error of Yelland and Taylor scheme was lest and that of constant 
value scheme was biggest. While when wind speed was larger than about 8 m/s, 
relative error of Yelland and Taylor scheme was biggest and that of constant value 
scheme was lest. The error was bigger with parameterization scheme in windy 
condition because of that there was much waves foam, it made sea surface smooth 
and the dynamical roughness was descended. Therefore the real phenomenon in 
windy condition was not well described by parameterization scheme of sea surface 
dynamical roughness even with Yelland and Taylor scheme which considered the 
coeficient at different wind speed condition, and the simulation error of wind speed 
was big in windy condition on offshore and coastal areas. 
 
5. Conclusions and discussions 
The simulation of wind speed on offshore and coastal areas was influenced by 
parameterization scheme of sea surface dynamical roughness. Three methods were 
adopted to simulate wind field of offshore and coastal areas in Hangzhou Bay such as 
constant value of roughness, WRF model scheme, Yelland and Taylor scheme. The 
following conclusions were drawn by comparison between observations and 
simulation results as: 
1) The simulated results of wind speed was improved on offshore and coastal 
areas with parameterization scheme of sea surface dynamical roughness, and that of 
Yelland and Taylor scheme was better than that of WRF model scheme. 
2) With same parameterization scheme, the simulation results of 1km horizontal 
resolution was best, followed by that of 333.333m resolution. But the simulation 
results of Yelland and Taylor scheme with fine resolution was better than that of WRF 
model scheme with coarser resolution. 
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3) As indicated by relative error of wind speed simulation results at different 
wind direction of all observation stations: Yelland and Taylor scheme was best, and 
the simulation results of wind speed was improved obviously in sea breeze condition 
with parameterization scheme. 
4) As shown by relative error of average wind speed at different wind speed 
segment with 3 schemes, when wind speed was less than about 8 m/s, the relative 
error decreased with wind speed increasing, the error of Yelland and Taylor scheme 
was lest, and that of constant value scheme was biggest. While when wind speed was 
bigger than about 8 m/s, the relative error increased with wind speed increasing, the 
error of Yelland and Taylor scheme was biggest, and that of constant value scheme 
was lest. 
    It was important that choosing suitable parameterization scheme of sea surface 
dynamical roughness to improve simulation results of wind speed in offshore and 
coastal areas. But the dynamical characteristic of sea surface in windy condition was 
not well described by parameterization schemes based on friction speed. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a technical description on the parameterization of two environ-
mental variables (ocean surface currents and wind stress) to map the coastal surface
wind field, based on empirically and analytically derived transfer functions. As the ac-
curacy and dynamical consistency of transfer functions are crucial in the estimate of the
coastal wind field, we compare the two transfer functions to quantify their uncertainty
and signal-to-noise ratio and to interpret them in a dynamical framework. This analysis
has potentials to design and locate the offshore wind farms and serves as a useful tool
to analyze the offshore wind conditions and resources in a hindcast mode.
1 Introduction
Evaluation of wind energy resource is an important research question in planning and
locating the near-shore and offshore wind farms [1]. The surveys for wind resource
have conducted with available wind data collected, typically, from shore-based and
buoy-mounted platforms as well as satellite remote sensing [2], numerical simulations,
and data-assimilated products. In observations of the coastal wind field, their tempo-
ral resolution and spatial coverage have been a trade-off to capture the variability of
wind. For instance, the point measurement of wind at a single station may guarantee
high-density temporal sampling. On the other hand, the satellite-based measurements
can be advantageous to cover a broad region. However, they may have limitations in
covering the coastal areas within 100 km from the shoreline due to low signal-to-noise
ratio of instruments and producing maps with high-temporal resolutions due to the
orbital period.
The statistical relationships between wind stress and kinematic parameters derived
from coastal ocean radars have been investigated to indirectly estimate the wind field
[3, 4]. In particular, thewind field has beenmapped using parameters inmulti-frequency
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coastal radars with statistical techniques such as multivariate linear regression and
Kalman filter [5, 6, 7]. On the other hand, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery
has been used to retrieve the surface wind velocity field [8, 9].
The novelty of this paper is to statistically parameterize two dynamic variables
(wind stress and currents) in the governing equations of the wind-current system for
mapping coastal wind field, which were not addressed in the previous work [5]. The
transfer function and response function estimated from observed wind stress and sur-
face currents are compared with those derived from the analytical model. In this short
paper, we focus on providing a feasibility to map coastal wind field using the transfer
function analysis and leave the full-scale comparison and validation for a companion
paper. As the statistical and analytic derivations have been investigated in previous
studies extensively [10, 11], their brief introduction will be given.
2 Observations
2.1 Surface currents
The high-frequency radar (HFR)-derived hourly and km-resolution surface currentmaps
contain the upper ocean responses to geophysical driving forces of winds, tides, low
frequency atmospheric and oceanic forces, and their interactions, varying frommesoscale
to submesoscale [12]. The maximum extent of HFR varies from 50 to 150 km from
shoreline where are potential locations of the near-shore and offshore wind farms, de-
pending on the radar operating frequency. This shore-based radar network provides an
operational near-real time monitoring system and can be used to estimate the coastal
wind field resources. An example of observed surface currents off southern San Diego
(1 km resolution) is shown in Figure 1, and their spatially averaged hourly time series
are used in this paper.
2.2 Coastal winds
The wind observations off southern San Diego are collected from shore stations, off-
shore buoys, and quikscat satellite. In this paper, we use the shore-based wind obser-
vation at a single location in order tominimize complexity in regression and to compare
the analytic and empirical transfer functions directly.
The decorrelation length scales of coastal wind field and surface currents can be
an indicator to determine the density of samplings in space and time. Moreover, the
spectral energy of winds can identify the primary frequency bands containing major
variance.
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3 Methods
3.1 Surface current mapping
Statistical formulations between wind stress (t) and surface currents (u) at a given lo-
cation and depth (x = (x,y,z)) are given in the frequency and time domains:
uˆ(x,s) =H(x,s)tˆ(x,s), (1)
u(x, t) =
Z
t0
G(x, t  t0)t(x, t0)dt0, (2)
where H and G are the (current mapping) transfer function in the frequency domain
and the response function (or Greens’ function) in the time domain, respectively.
In coastal regions, the wind-current system can be anisotropic and asymmetric,
which means the current response is a function of wind direction, differing from the
isotropic response in the open ocean [13, 14, 10, 12]. The wind-driven currents can
generate pressure gradients against the coastal boundaries, and the frictional balance
due to bottom bathymetry can be anisotropic and asymmetric. In other words, the
wind direction relative to the coastline can be a crucial factor to determine the wind-
current system in the coastal areas [13]. Thus, the parameterization of vector quantities
(equations 1 and 2) may reflect these physical constraints. For simplicity, we adapt the
isotropic constraint (u = u+ iv, t = tx + ty) in this paper. The anisotropic analysis has
been addressed elsewhere [10].
The current mapping transfer function can be also derived from the linearized mo-
mentum equations at a given depth (z) [13], which is consistent with the open ocean
environment.
H(z,s) =
elz
rln
, (3)
where l=
p
i (s+ fc)/n, fc is the Coriolis frequency and n is the kinematic viscosity of
sea water. The interpretation of wind transfer function and momentum balance in the
context of coastal boundaries were examined in [15]. By definition, when the impulse
of a delta function is applied to the system
t = d(t  a), (4)
the response (u) is identical to the Greens’ function (G) of the system:
u(x, t) =G(x, t  a). (5)
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3.2 Mapping coastal wind field
The wind field can be mapped using a similar parameterization:
tˆ(x,s) =H(x,s)uˆ(x,s) (6)
t(x, t) =
Z
t0
G(x, t  t0)u(x, t0)dt0. (7)
From the analytic model, the wind mapping transfer function (H) at surface (z = 0)
is presented as an inverse of the current mapping transfer function (H) in equation 1:
H(s) =
1
H(s)
= r
q
i (s+ fc)n (8)
Note that the data-derived windmapping transfer function should be estimated us-
ing the inverse method in frequency-by-frequency instead of simply inverting the cur-
rent mapping transfer function. Particularly, the wind mapping and current mapping
response functions (G and G) may not have relevance, so their empirical estimation
needs to be examined with care.
4 Results
4.1 Mapping currents with wind
The current mapping transfer function (H) and response function (G) estimated from
observations and an analytic model (e.g., linearized momentum equations) are shown
in Figure 2. The overall shapes of transfer functions are similar except for a peak at low
frequency (jsj < 0.4 cpd, Figures 2a and 2b). This mismatch is a result of the pressure
setup of thewind-driven sea level near the coastal boundary because the analytic model
does not include the coastal boundary conditions. The fluctuations of phase at high
frequency (jsj > 3 cpd) are nearly converged into 45 (Figure 2b). Both response
functions (Figures 2c and 2d) exhibit the temporal decay with inertial oscillations in the
wind-current system, which shows how wind energy is dissipated as the response to a
delta function-shaped wind impulse.
4.2 Wind mapping with currents
In a similar way, the wind mapping transfer function (H) and its response function (G)
are shown in Figure 3. The upside down shapes of the magnitude and phase of transfer
functions are well captured and comparable with the analytic model results (Figures
3a and 3b). The response function in the time domain decays rapidly and converges
into zero within 12 hours without temporal fluctuations because most of variance is
from high-frequency noise and the variance at the inertial frequency has the minimum
(Figures 3c and 3d).
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4.3 Uncertainty and dynamical consistency
The estimates in this paper are based on non-overlapped and evenly subsampled time
series of wind stress and surface currents. The linear model is derived from the training
data and applied to independent test data to compute the cross-validated error. More-
over, the mean and standard deviation of transfer functions and response functions
across the subsamples are used to visualize the uncertainty and signal-to-noise ratio of
estimates. In particular, the standard deviation and fluctuations of the transfer function
become dominant [10].
The numerical simulations and extensive analysis for the current mapping transfer
functions have been addressed elsewhere [10, 15].
4.4 Comparison with conventional approaches
The final outputs of the proposed analysis will be the wind field having equivalent
resolutions to surface currents (e.g., km in space and hourly in time) at the elevation
where the wind observations were sampled. The extrapolation of wind profiles using
an assumption of the atmospheric boundary layer can be made to generate the wind
climatology.
In-situ wind observations frommultiple sources (e.g., ships, lighthouse, and buoys)
in the coastal regions have been griddedwith objective analysis and the data-assimilation
technique with help of numerical models [16]. As the proposed analysis is a purely
data-derived approach, the signal-to-noise ratio in the observations may affect the qual-
ity of final outputs.
5 Conclusion and discussion
This paper shows a feasibility to map coastal surface wind field based on empirically
estimated transfer functions, computed from the high-frequency radar-derived surface
currents and wind stress at a shore-based station. As the accuracy and dynamical con-
sistency of transfer functions are crucial in this estimate, the analytic and empirical
transfer functions are compared. In particular, these two transfer functions help to
quantify the uncertainty in the data-derived model and to identify the frequency band
having low signal-to-noise. The proposed work can be used to design and locate the
offshore wind farms and serve as a useful tool to analyze the offshore wind conditions
in a hindcast mode.
In the wind resource assessment using the transfer function analysis, the vertical
profiles of wind and atmospheric turbulence may not be directly addressed. This sta-
tistical framework separates the wind-coherent and wind-incoherent signals and is ap-
plicable to map the coastal wind field from the observed surface currents.
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Figure 1: A study domain to estimate the wind mapping transfer function. Three HF
radars [R1 (Point Loma), R2 (Imperial Beach), and R3 (Coronado Islands)] for surface
currents, one station at the Tijuana River Valley (W, TJR). The bottom bathymetry con-
tours are indicated by thin curves with 10 m (0< z < 100 m) and 50 m (100< z < 1000
m) contour intervals and thick curves at the 50, 100, 500, and 1000 m depths.
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Figure 2: Comparison of isotropic current mapping transfer functions and response
functions (H and G). (a) Magnitudes of data-derived (black) and analytic-model-
derived (red) transfer functions. (b) Phases of data-derived (black) and analytic-model-
derived (red) transfer functions. Dotted vertical lines indicate the local inertial fre-
quency ( fc = 1.07 cpd). (c) Amplitudes of the data-derived response function. (d) Am-
plitudes of the analytic-model-derived response function.
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Figure 3: Comparison of isotropic wind mapping transfer functions and response func-
tions (H and G). (a) Magnitudes of data-derived (black) and analytic-model-derived
(red) transfer functions. (b) Phases of data-derived (black) and analytic-model-derived
(red) transfer functions. Dotted vertical lines indicate the local inertial frequency
( fc = 1.07 cpd). (c) Amplitudes of the data-derived response function. (d) Amplitudes
of the analytic-model-derived response function.
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the present project is to evaluate OpenFoam as a Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) solver for numerical simulation of neutral Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) wind 
flow, especially the wind conditions over complex terrain, because nowadays, more and more 
wind farms are located at hilly or mountainous areas, especially in China. As an initial study, 
the existing solver simpleFoam is adopted to solve the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equations, along with modified standard k- turbulence model and wall functions. 
Wind flow over flat terrain is used as testing case, and the simulation results show that the 
CFD model is consistent with logarithmic wind profile. Then, the Bolund case is adopted for 
site simulation. The wind measurement campaign[1] performed at the Bolund peninsula in 
Denmark in the winter of 2007–2008 is important work for research of wind flow models, 
same is the Blind comparison[2] based on the measurement campaign. The Bolund island 
exhibiting a significantly steep escarpment in the main wind direction. The physical shape of 
Bolund represents, in a scaled-down form, a typical wind turbine site in complex terrain[1]. 
The overall CFD simulation error is around 13%, this is, in a way, acceptable result. 
1. Methods 
Meshing: The Bolund island is situated about 200m150m of the region, with a height of 11 
meters above sea level. The simulation domain is 800m500m, with the coordinate origin 
locate at the center of the island horizontal projection. Average horizontal grid spacing is 
7m7m with refinement at steep terrain area (Figure 2). Average grid spacing is also 7m for 
vertical direction, but applying increment scheme, the first layer grid nodes are about 0.5 
meter above ground (or sea lever). 
 
Figure 1 Bolund island and mast sites 
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 Figure 2: Meshing of the ground boundary, applying SnappyHexMesh 
Wind conditions: There are totally 4 coming wind conditions simulated (Table 1). For case 
1~3, wind direction are west or west southerly, the wind flowing from the sea with roughness 
length z0=0.0003. For case 4, wind direction is east, the wind flowing from land with 
z0=0.015. 
Table 1 Simulated wind conditions 
Case Wind direction[°] 
Roughness length, 
z0[m] 
2*
00 / uTKE   
*
0u [m/s] 
1 270 0.0003 5.8 0.4 
2 255 0.0003 5.8 0.4 
3 239 0.0003 5.8 0.4 
4 90 0.015 5.8 0.5 
The coming wind velocity is for full height ABL:  
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                                           (1) 
where u* is friction velocity,  is the von Karman constant (approximately 0.4), H is height of 
ABL, given by[3] 
 fuH 6/*                                                           (2) 
the coriolis parameter f is defined as 
 sin2f                                                          (3) 
where  is the angular speed of the earth’s rotation, and  is the local geographical latitude.  
LM  is a the length scale for middle of ABL[4], given by 
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Turbulence model: The standard k- turbulence model, with modified model constants, has 
proven to be capable of correctly modeling the atmospheric boundary layer flows[5, 6]. The 
transport equations of turbulence kinetic energy k and its’ dissipation rate  are 
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where Pk is generation rate of turbulence kinetic energy,  
i
j
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u
uuP 
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 (7) 
and then turbulence eddy viscosity t is calculated from 
 
2kCt 
                                                         
 (8) 
C , k, , C1, C2 along with  are model constant, consider atmospheric surface layer and 
steady, homogeneous, logarithmic wind flow, the model constants should satisfy the 
following equation[7] 
  212    CCC
                                                 
 (9) 
Most wind measurements suggested a model constant C around 0.3, a site measurement in 
northwest China suggested a C=0.36[8]. For Bolund case, C=0.3 is adopted. 
Table 2 k- turbulence model constants  
C  k ,  C1, C2 
0.03 0.4 1.0 1.3 1.209 1.92 
 
Turbulence of coming wind: The coming profiles of turbulence kinetic energy k and it’s 
dissipation rate  are proposed by Yang Yi, et al[9], 
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Constants C1 and C2 are derived as following: when z=z0, Cuk /
2* ; when z=H, 0k , 
here k=10-6 is used for zH. 
Wall functions: The simpleFoam solver use wall functions based on roughness height, Ks. 
Wind profile within the surface layer of ABL is always described with logarithmic function 
based on friction velocity and based on roughness length, z0. To solve this problem, wall 
functions adopting roughness length could be used[10, 11], or use roughness height with the 
relationship Ks=9.793z0/Cs[12], where Cs is roughness constant. The second scheme is 
adopted for current work. 
Test case: A test simulation is carried out for homogeneous wind flow over flat terrain, the 
simulation domain is regular hexahedron, it’s length is1200m, width is 200m and thickness is 
700m. Roughness length of the terrain as well as the coming wind is 0.03. for wind velocity 
profile at inlet, x=500m and x=1000m, the maximum error is within 5% (Figure 3).  
 
 
Figure 3: wind profile along flat terrain. 
2. Results:  
Figure 4 shows the measured and simulated velocity speedups along line B with wind 
direction of 270. The simulated results at windward side three points at 5 meter’s high are in 
agreement with measurement very well, but for 2 meter’s high, the simulated result is lower 
than measurement at mast 7 and higher than measurement at mast 6. The simulated wind 
speed at lee side is higher than measurement. Figure 5 shows the measured and simulated 
velocity speedups along line B with wind direction of 255, most CFD data agree with 
measured data very well, except mast 6 at 2 meter, where simulated wind speed is 
accelerating but measured wind speed is slowing down. The real flow structure at this point is 
unknown, we can image that there is a swirl motion at the front top location because of a 
steep cliff, but the CFD model cannot give accurate description. Because simulated results 
agree with measurements very well for front top 5 meter high point, we can image that the 
cliff induced swirl does not extend very high. 
The simulated and measured wind data along line A with Wind direction of 239 is shown in 
Figure 6, in this case, mast 1 locates at front bottom of the cliff, and mast 2 locates at front 
top of the cliff. At 5 meter high, CFD results and measurements are consistent, at 2 meter 
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high, again, CFD result is lower at bottom and higher at top of the cliff, compare with 
measurements.  
At lee side of the island, that is, mast 8 for wind direction of 270 and mast 4 for wind 
direction of 239, the deviation of simulated results from measurement is a little larger. In 
case of 270 wind direction, simulated wind speed is higher than measurement, at both 5 and 
2 meter high. In case of 239 wind direction, simulated wind speed is lower than 
measurement, at both 5 and 2 meter high. 
Cases of 270, 255 and 239 wind directions show that atmospheric boundary flow with 
windward cliff is very complicated, there will be swirl, reflux and separated flow in the flow 
field. When the wind is coming from 90 direction, the windward side of the island is gentle 
slope, and CFD results agree with measurements very well, as shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 4: velocity speedups along Line B, wind direction is 270 
 
Figure 5: velocity speedups along Line B, wind direction is 255 
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 Figure 6: velocity speedups along Line A, wind direction is 239 
 
Figure 7: velocity speedups along Line A, wind direction is 90 
3. Conclusion: 
CFD simulation based on RANS equations and k- turbulence model is relatively mature 
technique in industry application. For Atmospheric Boundary Layer, the case study shows 
that the simpleFoam solver provided in OpenFoam is suitable for simulation of neutral ABL 
flows over complex terrain. This is very attractive because OpenFoam is open source, free 
and much more open than some commercial CFD tools.  
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Abstract 
 
Large-eddy simulation is used to study the influence of free-atmosphere stratification on the structure 
of atmospheric boundary-layer flow inside and above very large wind farms, as well as the power 
extracted by the wind turbines. In the simulations, tuning-free Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic 
models are used to model the subgrid-scale turbulent fluxes, while the turbine-induced forces are 
parameterized with an actuator-disk model. It is shown that for a given surface cover (with and 
without turbines) thermal stratification of the free atmosphere reduces the entrainment from the flow 
above compared with the unstratified case, leading to lower boundary-layer depth. Due to the fact that 
in very large wind farms vertical energy transport associated with turbulence is the only source of 
kinetic energy, lower entrainment leads to lower power production by the wind turbines. In particular, 
for the wind-turbine arrangements considered in the present work, the power output from the wind 
farms is reduced by about 35 percent when the potential temperature lapse rate in the free atmosphere 
increases from 1 to 10 K/km (within the range of values typically observed in the atmosphere). 
Moreover, it is shown that the presence of the turbines has significant effect on the growth of the 
boundary layer.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Within a very large and sufficiently dense wind farm, the atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL) flow 
asymptotes to the fully-developed regime. In this regime, the performance of the wind turbines is not 
affected by the farm entrance region, and the power extraction from the wind farm is mainly due to the 
vertical energy transport from the flow above [1-3]. In other words, the kinetic energy must be 
entrained from the free atmosphere to balance that extracted by the farm, leading to an increased 
boundary-layer depth [4,5]. 
In the absence of wind turbines, entrainment and boundary-layer growth are controlled by different 
factors such as earth’s rotation, surface momentum and buoyancy fluxes, and static stability of the free 
atmosphere immediately above the ABL. The shear at the surface and the positive surface buoyancy 
fluxes facilitate the growth of the boundary layer, while the Earth’s rotation, the negative surface 
buoyancy fluxes, and the static stability of the free atmosphere limit the boundary-layer growth [6]. 
Since the power extracted by the turbines in very large wind farms is directly linked to the entrainment 
of kinetic energy from the external environment, it is of great importance to investigate how the above 
mentioned parameters (buoyancy fluxes, free-atmosphere stability, and earth’s rotation) can affect the 
performance of wind farms.  
Most of the previous numerical studies on the interaction between atmospheric boundary layer and 
wind farms, using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [2,5] and one-dimensional models [1,3], have 
focused on the purely neutral ABL. In that case, the effect of surface buoyancy fluxes and free-
atmosphere stratification can be ignored. However, it has been shown that the purely neutral ABLs are 
rarely observed in the atmosphere, and most of the real ABLs that are classified as neutral are almost 
always conventionally neutral [7]. Conventionally neutral ABLs are defined as neutrally-stratified 
ABLs capped by the stably-stratified free atmosphere. The main effect of the free-atmosphere 
stratification is to reduce the entrainment from the free atmosphere, leading to lower boundary-layer 
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depth. The smaller boundary-layer depth limits the size of the largest eddies, which have a relatively 
important contribution to the turbulent kinetic energy and fluxes. As a result, the free-atmosphere 
stability limits the turbulent transport away from the surface compared with the unstratified case [8-
11].  
In order to isolate the effects of free-atmosphere stratification on the turbulent flow through wind 
farms and the turbines performance, in this study we focus on the interaction between conventionally 
neutral ABLs and very large wind farms. In this regard, a suit of large-eddy simulations (LES) of 
fully-developed wind-farm ABL flow is performed including the effect of earth’s rotation and free-
atmosphere stability. Different values of the potential temperature lapse rate (  
  
  
 ) in the free-
atmosphere within the range of 1 to 10 K/km, typically observed in the atmosphere [12], are 
considered. In the simulations, tuning-free Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic models [13] are used 
to model the subgrid-scale fluxes, while the turbine-induced forces are parameterized with an actuator 
disk model [14]. It should be highlighted that considering the Coriolis forces in the governing 
equations allows investigating how the wind direction changes inside and above the farm due to the 
presence of the turbines, which is not possible in the unidirectional boundary layer flow resulting from 
an imposed pressure gradient. Moreover, the important effect of the wind farm on the boundary-layer 
growth can be explicitly resolved and studied. In Section 2, the LES framework used in this work is 
described. In Section 3, the results obtained from the LES of ABLs over very large wind farms are 
presented. Finally, a summary and conclusions are provided in Section 5. 
 
2. Large-eddy simulation framework 
 
2.1. LES governing Equations 
LES solves the filtered continuity equation, the filtered Navier-Stokes equations (written here using 
the Boussinesq approximation), and the filtered transport equation for potential temperature: 
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where the tilde represents a spatial filtering at scale  ̃,   is time,  ̃  is instantaneous resolved velocity in 
the  -direction (with         corresponding to the streamwise (x), spanwise (y) and vertical (z) 
direction, respectively),  ̃ denotes the resolved potential temperature,    is the reference temperature, 
the angle brackets represent a horizontal average,   refers to the gravitational acceleration,    is the 
Coriolis parameter,     is the Kronecker delta,      denotes the alternative unit tensor,  ̃
   ̃  ⁄  
 
 
    
is the effective pressure,    is a forcing term (e.g., wind-turbine induced forces),       ̃   ̃  ̃ 
denotes the SGS heat flux,         ̃   ̃  ̃  represents the kinematic SGS stress, and    
  is its 
deviatoric part. Note that    
  and    are unknown and need to be parameterized as a function of filtered 
(resolved) fields.  A common parameterization strategy in LES consists of computing the deviatoric 
part of the SGS stress with an eddy-viscosity model [15],    
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SGS heat flux with an eddy-diffusivity model,      ̃
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, where 
 ̃   (  ̃    ⁄    ̃    ⁄ )  ⁄  is the resolved strain rate tensor and  ̃  √  ̃   ̃   is the strain rate 
magnitude.    represents the Smagorinsky coefficient and   
      
   is the lumped coefficient, where 
      is the SGS Prandtl number. Here, we employ the scale-dependent Lagrangian dynamic models 
[13] to compute the local optimized value of the model coefficients without any ad hoc tuning. In 
contrast with the traditional dynamic models [16,17], the scale-dependent dynamic models compute 
dynamically not only the value of the model coefficients in the eddy-viscosity and eddy-diffusivity 
models, but also the dependence of these coefficients with scale. More details on the formulation of 
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scale-dependent dynamic models for the SGS stress and the SGS scalar fluxes can be found in Porté-
Agel et al. [18], Porté-Agel [19] and Stoll and Porté-Agel [13].  
 
2.2. Wind-turbine parameterization 
To parameterize the turbine-induced forces, the actuator-disk model with rotation [14,24] is used. 
Through this model, the lift and drag forces acting on the turbines are parameterized using the blade 
element momentum (BEM) theory, and are distributed over the rotor area. Unlike the standard 
actuator-disk model, which assumes the loads are distributed uniformly over the rotor disk and acting 
only in the axial direction, the actuator-disk model with rotation includes the effect of turbine-induced 
flow rotation as well as the non-uniform force distribution. Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional element of 
radius r in the (   ) plane, where   is the axial direction.  Different forces, velocities and angles are 
shown in this figure.      (   ) and      (   ) are axial and tangential velocities of the incident 
flow at the blades, respectively, in the inertial frame of reference. The local velocity relative to the 
rotating blade is defined as      (        ), where   is the turbine angular velocity. The angle of 
attack is defined as      , where        (
  
     
) is the angle between      and the rotor plane 
and   is the local pitch angle. The resulting force is given by: 
      
  
  
 
 
 
     
   
   
(         )   (2) 
where an annular area of differential size is         ,   is the number of blades,      (    ) 
and      (    ) are lift and drag coefficient, respectively,    is the chord length, and    and    
denote the unit vectors in the directions of the lift and the drag, respectively. Porté-Agel et al. [25] 
provided details of the SWT-2.3-2.9 wind turbine in a simulation of an operational wind farm.  
 
Figure 1: A cross-sectional aerofoil element. 
2.3. Numerical Setup 
The LES code used in this study is a modified version of the one described by Albertson and Parlange 
[26], Porté-Agel et al. [18], Stoll and Porté-Agel [13] and Wu and Porté-Agel [14]. In the simulations, 
tuning-free Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic models are used to model the subgrid-scale turbulent 
fluxes, and the turbine-induced forces are parameterized using the above-mentioned actuator-disk 
model. Since the Reynolds number of the ABL is very high, no near-ground viscous processes are 
resolved, and the viscous term is neglected in the momentum equation. The vertical derivatives are 
approximated with second-order central differences and the horizontal directions are discretized 
pseudo-spectrally. Periodic boundary conditions are applied horizontally; as a result, a very large 
(infinite-size) wind farm is simulated. Full dealiasing of the nonlinear terms is obtained by padding 
and truncation according to the 3/2 rule [27]. The time advancement is carried out using a second-
order-accurate Adams–Bashforth scheme [28]. The finite-difference scheme in the vertical direction 
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requires specification of boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the domain. The upper 
boundary condition consists of a stress-free/flux-free condition. A Rayleigh damping region is also 
used to limit gravity-wave reflection from the top of the domain. At the bottom surface, the standard 
formulation based on local application of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [29] is used. Although this 
theory was developed for mean quantities, it is a common practice in LES of atmospheric flows to 
compute the instantaneous filtered surface momentum flux [30,31]. In this study, we focus on the 
conventionally neutral ABL and, therefore, the surface heat flux is set to zero.  
The boundary layer is driven by an imposed uniform geostrophic wind ( ) of 10 m/s; the Coriolis 
parameter is set to        
   rad/s. The initial mean vertical profiles are specified as linearly 
increasing potential temperature with a prescribed depth-constant temperature gradient  , and a 
constant wind velocity (equal to geostrophic wind magnitude) at all levels. The initial flow is laminar 
with imposed very small perturbations at the first 100m from the surface. It should be mentioned the 
angle of the geostrophic wind is set so that, when the flow reaches the quasi-steady state, the mean 
velocity direction is aligned with the turbine axes at the hub-height level. The code is run for a long-
enough time to guarantee that quasi-steady conditions are reached. The domain is divided into   ,   , 
and    uniformly spaced grid points in streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal directions, respectively. 
The grid planes are staggered in the vertical direction, with the first vertical velocity plane at a 
distance      (    )⁄  from the surface, and the first horizontal velocity plane      from the 
surface. The filter width is computed using the common formulation  ̃ (      )
  ⁄
, where    
    ⁄  and        ⁄ . The Siemens SWT-2.3-93 wind turbines, with rotor diameter ( ) of 93m and 
a hub-height (  ) of 80m, are “immersed” in the flow. In order to investigate the layout effects, the 
framework is also applied to study several cases of aligned and staggered wind farms with different 
streamwise (  ) and spanwise (  ) spacings. The key parameters of the various LES cases are 
summarized in Table 1.  
Table 1. Key parameters of the various LES cases. 
Case    ( ) Abbreviation   (
 
  
) 
Number of 
wind turbines 
(       ) 
      Turbine 
arrangement 
         ( 
 )          
A1 0.1       1 No farm - -                           
A3 0.1        10 No farm - -                           
B1 0.1         1         Staggered                            
B2 0.1         1         Aligned                            
C1 0.1          10         Staggered                           
C2 0.1          10         Aligned                           
D1 0.1         1         Staggered                            
D2 0.1         1         Aligned                            
E1 0.1          10         Staggered                           
E2 0.1          10         Aligned                           
 
3. LES Results 
 
Fig. 2 shows the vertical profiles of the horizontally-averaged velocity magnitude   and wind 
direction in very large wind farms for two different values for  . As expected, for a given surface 
cover (with and without turbines), the stronger stratification (i.e., larger value for  ) leads to lower 
entrainment from the free atmosphere and, consequently, shallower boundary-layer depth. It is also 
evident that the presence of the turbines has significant effect on the growth of the boundary layer. It is 
also observed from Figure 6b that the ratio of the ageostrophic to geostrophic velocity component 
increases due to the presence of the wind turbines. In other words, the wind direction (arctangent of 
the ratio of the ageostrophic to the geostrophic velocity components) changes inside the wind farm due 
to the presence of the turbines. Recently, a similar trend was reported by Johnstone and Coleman [5]. 
They performed numerical simulation of the neutral turbulent Ekman layer over an infinite wind farm, 
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and showed that the Ekman spiral becomes more pronounced when the wind turbines are present. It is 
important to note that the Reynolds number used in the mentioned work was extremely small in 
comparison to that of the real atmospheric boundary layer.         
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Vertical profile of (a) horizontally-averaged velocity magnitude  , and (b) wind 
direction inside the ABL for two different values of   with and without wind farm. The 
horizontal dotted lines show the top-tip and bottom-tip heights. 
The vertical profiles of the total shear stress are presented in fig. 3. In the absence of turbines 
increasing the free-atmosphere stability reduces the surface momentum flux. This reduction of the 
surface shear stress is mainly due to the fact that the smaller boundary-layer depth limits the size of the 
largest eddies, which have an important contribution to the turbulent kinetic energy and fluxes [9]. In 
very large wind farms, as observed in this figure and also reported in previous studies [2,5,24], the 
surface shear stress decreases due to extraction of momentum by the turbines compared with the no-
farm case. Besides, the total shear stress has a peak at the turbine-top level, where the strong wind 
shear occurs, and has a higher value compared with the surface shear stress in the absence of turbines. 
It should be mentioned that the previous studies were limited to the purely neutral condition, thus 
ignoring the influence of free-atmospheric stratification. As shown in fig. 3, applying the plane-
averaged momentum balance between the top-tip and the bottom-tip heights shows that the extracted 
momentum by the farm increases when the static stability of the free atmosphere decreases. It can be 
concluded that more kinetic energy can be entrained from the flow above when the potential 
temperature lapse rate decreases, leading to higher power production by the farm.  
 
Figure 3: Vertical profile of total shear stress (√         ) for two different values of  . 
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In this study, we also investigate the effect of wind farm layout (aligned vs. staggered) on the flow and 
the power extracted by the farm. Fig. 9 shows vertical profiles of the horizontally-averaged velocity 
and the total shear stress. Note that, above the wind-turbine region, the profiles are almost identical for 
different layouts. The main effect of configuration is found below the turbine region, where the 
staggered wind farms extract more momentum compared with the aligned ones. Using the plane-
averaged momentum balance between the top-tip and the bottom-tip heights, one can show that the 
momentum and, consequently, the power extracted by the farm is higher when the layout changes 
from aligned to staggered. In particular, for the wind farms considered here, the power output from the 
staggered wind farms is about 10 percent higher than the aligned ones. 
  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4: Vertical profile of (a) horizontally-averaged velocity magnitude  , and (b) total 
shear stress for two different values of   and two different layouts. 
Fig. 5 displays the contour plots of mean and instantaneous streamwise velocity (at the hub-height 
level) for the aligned and staggered layout for    . As shown in this figure, in aligned farms, the 
presence of high-speed “channels” between the turbine rows and low-speed regions along the turbine 
axes is clear. In contrast, in the staggered farm, the flow is more uniform in the spanwise direction and 
no high-speed channels are clearly visible. Similar flow pattern has been shown by Meyer and 
Meneveau [38], Markfort et al. [39] and Wu and Porté-Agel [24]. In addition, in the staggered farms, 
the turbine wakes have a longer distance to recover before the next downwind turbine, which results in 
a higher velocity at the turbines and, consequently, larger power output compared with the aligned 
counterparts. For this reason, although the power extracted by the staggered farms is higher compared 
with the aligned ones, the horizontally-averaged velocity is lower for the staggered cases (see fig. 4a).  
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Figure 5: Contour of mean (left) and instantaneous (right) streamwise velocity (m/s) at the 
hub-height level for    . Only a section of the domain is shown. 
 
4. Mean kinetic energy budgets 
 
In this study, the LES framework is also used to investigate the effect of free-atmosphere stability on 
all the terms in the budgets of mean kinetic energy inside and above infinite-size wind farms. This 
study can provide valuable insights to have better understanding about the relative significance of 
various physical processes that govern turbulent motions. By performing a time- and horizontal 
averaging on equation (1), one can have: 
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
  
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
   
  
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
   
       〈 ̅̃ 〉  
 
   
(〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃ 
   ̃ 
  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)  〈 ̅ 〉    (3) 
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where  ̃ 
    ̃  〈 ̅̃ 〉  overbar and angle brackets denote temporal and horizontal averaging, 
respectively. The balance for the mean kinetic energy can be obtained by the product of equation (3) 
with 〈 ̅̃ 〉 as follows: 
 〈 ̅̃〉
  
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
 〈 ̅̃〉
   
             (4) 
The terms in equation (4) are defined as follows: 
〈 ̅̃〉  
 
 
〈 ̅̃ 〉〈 ̅̃ 〉  
      (   〈 ̅̃〉    〈 ̅̃〉)  
  
   
   
          〈 ̅̃ 〉(〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃ 
   ̃ 
  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)  
   (〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃ 
   ̃ 
  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)
 〈 ̅̃ 〉
   
  
    〈 ̅̃ 〉〈 ̅ 〉  
(5) 
where 〈 ̅̃〉 represents the kinetic energy of the mean flow,   is the work done on the boundary layer 
in maintaining the pressure gradient [5],    and     are the geostrophic wind components in 
streamwise and spanwise direction, respectively,   denotes the transport of the kinetic energy by 
turbulence,    is the total flux of kinetic energy in   direction,   is the production of turbulent kinetic 
energy and    is the work done by the turbines. In a fully-developed wind-farm ABL flow, equation 
(4) reduces to: 
            (6) 
where       (   〈 ̅̃〉    〈 ̅̃〉),   
   
  
,     [〈 ̅̃〉(〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃   ̃  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)  〈 ̅̃〉(〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃   ̃  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)], 
   [(〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃   ̃  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)
 〈 ̅̃〉
  
 (〈 ̅  
 〉  〈 ̃   ̃  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉)
 〈 ̅̃〉
  
], and    (〈 ̅̃〉〈 ̅ 〉  〈 ̅̃〉〈 ̅ 〉). 
Fig. 6 shows the effect of free-atmosphere stability on the mean kinetic energy budgets in the absence 
of wind turbines. It is observed that the thermal stratification in the free atmosphere reduces the 
entrainment of kinetic energy from the flow above, leads to lower boundary layer depth.  
 
Figure 6: Mean kinetic energy budgets (     ) for two different values for  .  
The mean kinetic energy budget terms in Equation (6) for very large wind farms are displayed in fig. 
7. It is observed that, with the presence of wind turbines, the work done by the pressure gradient 
increases due to in the growth of the boundary-layer depth. As mentioned before, in very large wind 
farms, the extracted energy by the turbines must be entrained from the external environment. For a 
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given surface cover, by decreasing the static stability of the free atmosphere higher amount of kinetic 
energy can be entrained from the external environment, leads to higher power output from the 
turbines. In addition, it is observed that the turbulent production has a peak at the turbine-top level, 
which is consistent with the fact that the peak shear stress also happens at this level, but its value near 
the surface decreases compared with no-farm case. This effect is also consistent with the observed 
trend in fig. 3 where the surface shear stress has lower value compared with the surface shear stress in 
the absence of the turbines. The influence of free-atmosphere stability on the reduction of kinetic 
energy entrainment and, consequently, the work done by the turbines is clear in this figure.   
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7: Mean kinetic energy budgets (     ) for two different values of  : a)     and b)    .     
Fig. 8 shows the total flux of kinetic energy inside the ABL. It is observed that the turbulent energy 
flux has a peak at the turbine-top level and its value increases with decreasing the stratification in the 
free atmosphere. This figure shows that how the energy is transported from the flow above the turbine-
top level to below that level. Applying the plane-averaged kinetic energy balance between the top-tip 
and the bottom-tip heights shows that more kinetic energy can be entrained from the flow above when 
the potential temperature lapse rate decreases, leading to higher power production by the farm. 
 
Figure 8: Vertical profile of turbulent energy flux (  ) (     ) inside the ABL. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
The present work focuses on the influence of thermal stratification of the free atmosphere on the 
structure of ABL flow, as well as the power extracted by the wind turbines. A suite of large-eddy 
simulations of fully-developed wind-farm ABL flow has been performed including the effect of 
earth’s rotation and free-atmosphere stability. In the simulations, tuning-free Lagrangian scale-
dependent dynamic models [13] are used to model the subgrid-scale turbulent fluxes, while the 
turbine-induced forces are parameterized with the actuator disk model with rotation [14].  
The large-eddy simulations performed in this study demonstrate that the presence of the turbines has a 
significant effect on the boundary-layer depth. In very large wind farms, the vertical energy transport 
associated with turbulence is the only source of kinetic energy. As a result, the kinetic energy must be 
entrained from the external environment, leading to an increase in the ABL height. On the other hand, 
the results presented here indicate that the thermal stratification of the free atmosphere reduces the 
growth of the boundary-layer height, leading to lower kinetic energy entrainment from the flow above 
and, consequently, lower power production by the turbines. In particular, for the wind-turbine 
arrangements considered in the present study, the power output from the wind farms is reduced by 
about 35 percent when the potential temperature lapse rate in the free atmosphere increases from 1 to 
10 K/km.  
Future research will focus on developing a similar model to include the effect of surface buoyancy 
fluxes in stable and convective boundary layers on the power production in large wind farms.  
Furthermore, the LES framework will also be used to investigate the effect of free-atmosphere stability 
on all the terms in the budgets of mean and turbulent kinetic energy inside and above infinite as well 
as finite-size wind farms.   
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Abstract
Using Large Eddy Simulation (LES), we investigate the influence of the alignment of successive
turbine rows on the average power output of a finite length wind-farm with a stream-wise spacing
between the turbines of Sx = 7.85D and a span-wise spacing of Sy = 5.23D, where D is the
turbine diameter. Different turbine alignments affect the extent to which wakes from upstream
turbines interact with downstream turbines. We consider 13 turbine rows in the stream-wise
direction and change the layout of the wind-farm by adjusting the angle ψ = arctan SdySx with
respect to the incoming flow direction, where Sdy indicates the span-wise offset from one turbine
row to the next. For the case considered here, ψ = 0 degrees corresponds to an aligned wind-
farm, while a perfectly staggered configuration occurs at ψ = arctan[(5.23D/2)/7.85D] = 18.43
degrees. We simulate the interaction between each wind-farm and the atmospheric boundary
layer using a LES that uses a newly developed concurrent-precursor inflow method. For an
aligned configuration we observe a nearly constant average turbine power output for the second
and subsequent turbine rows, which is about 60% of the average power produced by the turbines
in the first row. With increasing ψ the power loss in subsequent turbine rows is more gradual. We
find that the highest average power output is not obtained for a staggered wind-farm (ψ = 18.43
degrees), but for an intermediate alignment of around ψ = 12 degrees. Such an intermediate
alignment allows more turbines to be outside the wake of upstream turbines than in the staggered
configuration in which turbines are directly in the wake of turbines placed two rows upstream.
Introduction
At the end of 2011 almost 3% of global electricity demand came from wind power (1) and
various scenarios (2; 3) aim for this contribution to increase to 20% by 2030. Several countries
have already achieved a relatively high usage of wind power in 2011, such as 26% in Denmark,
and 16% in Portugal and Spain (4). To realize the worldwide targets for wind power production
large wind-farms will be required.
The problem can be approached at many different spatial and temporal scales. From the
perspective of atmospheric dynamics on large regional or global scales wind turbine arrays are
often modeled as surface roughness elements or net drag coefficient. This parameterization
leads to an increased roughness length that needs to be parameterized. This approach is useful,
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ψ
Figure 1: Snapshot of the stream-wise velocity at hub-height in a staggered wind-farm in which
the stream-wise distance between the turbines is Sx = 7.85D and the span-wise distance is Sy =
5.23D. The wind-farm layout is parameterized by the angle ψ = arctan SdySx with respect to the
incoming flow direction, where Sdy indicates the span-wise displacement and Sx is the stream-
wise distance between the subsequent rows, indicates the wind-farm layout. The color scale
indicates u/u∗, the stream-wise wind velocity in units of friction velocity.
among others, in simulations in which the effect of large wind-farms at regional and global
scales is considered. Examples are studies that aim to predict the effect of large wind turbine
farms on the global climate (5; 6), regional meteorology (7), or short time weather patterns
(8; 9). In such simulations, the horizontal computational resolution near the ground is often
significantly coarser than the height of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and therefore
insufficient to study the physical mechanisms that are important in large wind-farms. RANS
(Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) simulations have traditionally been the main tool to model
large wind-parks (10; 11), but recently Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of the interaction between
wind turbines and the turbulent ABL have become available (10).
There are several LES studies that model the interaction between one or two turbines and
the ABL (12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20). However, only a limited number of LES have
focused on large wind turbine parks. Ivanell (21) performed LES of two of the ten rows of
the Horns Rev farm in Denmark and assumed periodic conditions in the span-wise direction to
approximate the full plant aerodynamics. That work employed a power law profile for the mean
wind inflow condition and a plane of fluctuating body forces parallel to and near the upstream
boundary to create turbulence. In that study the wind inflow angle was varied by ±15◦ with
respect to the alignment of the turbine rows. Churchfield et al. (22; 23; 24) used LES to model
the Lillgrund wind-farm plant using a precursor simulation of an ABL to generate the turbulent
inflow condition. The time-averaged power production of the turbines for their simulation of
a wind-farm with aligned rows agrees well with field observations up to the sixth turbine row.
Meyers and Meneveau (25) and Calaf et al. (26; 27) performed LES in a horizontally periodic
domain in order to study infinitely long wind-farms. They looked at the effect of the spacing
between the wind turbines on the total average power output and the scalar transport. Their
results showed that in infinite wind-farms the total average power output is mainly determined
by the vertical fluxes of kinetic energy in the wind-farm, which was confirmed in the wind tunnel
experiments of Cal et al. (28). Later Yang et al. (29) showed that in infinite aligned wind-farms
the stream-wise spacing has a stronger influence on the average power output than the span-wise
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spacing. Wu and Porte´-Agel’s (30; 31) simulations of finite length wind-farms demonstrated
that when successive turbine rows are staggered (i.e. turbines are aligned with those two rows
ahead of them) the relatively longer separation between consecutive downwind turbines allows
the wakes to recover more, thus exposing the turbines to higher local wind speeds and lower
turbulence intensity levels compared to an aligned farm. Just as Churchfield et al. (22; 23; 24)
they used a separate precursor simulation to obtain the turbulent inflow conditions.
Method
Here we discuss the influence of turbine alignment on the average power output of wind turbines
in a finite length wind-farm in which the stream-wise distance between the turbines is Sx =
7.85D and the span-wise spacing is Sy = 5.23D, where D is the turbine diameter. The diameter
and hub-height of the considered turbines is 100m. The domain size we use is 12.57 km x
3.14 km x 2 km in the stream-wise, span-wise and vertical direction and we use a roughness
height of 5× 10−5Lz (where Lz = 2km is the domain height) and a computational grid with
1024× 128× 256 computational points. We consider a wind-farm with 13 turbine rows in the
stream-wise direction and 6 turbines in the span-wise direction. We change the wind-farm layout
by adjusting the angle ψ = arctan SdySx with respect to the incoming flow direction, where Sdy
indicates the span-wise displacement of subsequent downstream turbine rows, as illustrated in
figure 1. For the configuration specified above ψ = 0 degrees corresponds to an aligned wind-
farm, while ψ = arctan[(5.23D/2)/7.85D] = 18.43 degrees corresponds to a staggered on. In
all of the studies considered herein, the area covered by our wind-farm remains constant, and we
look at the influence of the layout of the wind-farm on the average power production.
We simulate the different finite length wind-farms with a recently developed concurrent-
precursor method (32). This method considers two interacting computational domains simulta-
neously, i.e. in one domain a turbulent ABL is simulated in order to generate the turbulent inflow
conditions for a second domain in which wind turbines are placed. In each domain we consider
a neutral ABL and solve the filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations together with
the continuity equation. This means that stratification effects and changes in the wind direction
over time are not included. The dynamic Lagrangian scale-dependent Smagorinsky model is
used to calculate the subgrid-scale stresses (33). In our code the skew-symmetric form of the
NS equation is implemented, which uses a spectral discretization in the horizontal directions
and a second-order finite differencing scheme in the vertical direction. A second-order accurate
Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for the time integration. The top boundary uses zero vertical
velocity and a zero shear stress boundary condition. At the bottom surface a classic imposed
wall stress boundary condition relates the wall stress to the velocity at the first grid point and in
the span-wise direction we use periodic boundary conditions. The turbines are modeled using
an area average actuator disk method (12; 26; 27; 32).
In the remainder of this paper we first compare the current LES results with field measure-
ments from Horns Rev and other model results, and then discuss the influence of the alignment
of the turbine rows on the average power production of the wind-farm.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the average power output as function of the downstream position be-
tween field measurements in Horns Rev, our LES, LES results from Ivanell (21), and several
models. Adapted from figure 5 of Ref. (10). Note that the Wakefarm model results have been
updated based on Fig. 11.13 of Ref. (37).
Comparison with other data
To evaluate the quality of the LES used in the present work we compare the average power
output as function of the stream-wise position downstream of the first turbine position with field
measurements fro Horns Rev. The span-wise and stream-wise distance between the turbines
used in this study are comparable to the ones used in Horns Rev (34), but not exactly the same.
These differences could have some influence on the absolute values, but presumably not on the
observed trends. Figure 2 shows that our LES results compare very well with the Horns Rev field
measurements. In particular, one can see that our LES correctly captures the nearly constant
average power output as function of the downstream position for the second and subsequent
rows. Note that such a behavior was also observed in wind tunnel studies by Wu and Porte´ Agel
(31) as well as in their LES results. The average power output in the fully developed regime
(as will be seen later, for most cases we approach a fully developed regime in our LES near
the 10th row) is likely to have some dependence on the model parameters. It should be noted
that there is some uncertainty in the field measurements taken in Horns Rev. (35; 34; 10), which
show variations in the average power output in the fully developed regime on the order of 6%,
with a standard deviation of about 15%. Nevertheless, the trend observed in the mean power
output data, i.e. the almost constant average power for the second and subsequent downstream,
is similar in all reported measurements for aligned wind conditions and is well predicted by our
LES.
This nearly constant average power as function of the down stream position is due to the
complex interaction between the turbines and the ABL. The average power output of down-
stream turbines is mainly determined by the wake recovery, which depends on the vertical kinetic
energy flux that is created by the turbine wakes. In order to capture this large scale phenomenon
one needs to accurately model the properties of the ABL and our LES seem to capture these
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processes well. Figure 2 shows some differences between the LES of Ivanell (21), who only
simulated the two central columns, and the Horns Rev measurements. In Ref. (21), this effect is
attributed to the sensitivity of the downstream average power production to the alignment of the
wind with respect to the turbines and it is pointed out that there is a significant uncertainty in this
alignment in the measurement data. However, they also use a different subgrid scale model and
method to generate the turbulent inflow condition than we do in our simulations and this could
also account for some of the observed differences.
A number of engineering models have also been proposed to capture the wake effects in
large scale wind-farms. A comparison of different studies along with the Horns Rev data is
presented in figure 5 of Sanderse et al. (10) and figure 6 of Ref. (36) and this information is also
presented in figure 2 together with updated results from Ref. (37). A description of the main
features of the models is given by Barthelmie et al. (34). The models vary in the level of detail
(complexity) but in general they use some empirical relation for the interacting wakes and/or
solve some form of the RANS equations with a k−ε turbulence closure scheme. It is worth not-
ing that considering the inherent uncertainties in experimental data the agreement between these
engineering models and the field measurements is reasonably good. Averaging over wider wind
angles significantly improves the results obtained by the models, for example the the Farmflow
model shows excellent agreement with Horns Rev data when the wind directions are averaged
over 255 to 285 degrees (37). Barthelmie et al. (34), who presented the comparison of these
models with the Horns Rev data, mention that although standard models perform adequately for
the prediction of wakes in small wind-farms the models seem to have difficulties in predicting
the behavior in large multi-row wind-farms when standard parameters are used. They indicate
that the interaction of turbulence generated by wind turbines wakes with the overlying atmo-
sphere could be the reason for this. These interactions can be modeled better with LES than by
RANS models as LES are better able to predict the unsteady, anisotropic turbulent atmosphere.
In addition, the concurrent precursor method we use to generate the turbulent inflow condition
is able to capture the time-evolving streaky structures that are natural in an ABL, but difficult to
include in synthetic models or in statically swept spatial fields, which is important to accurately
model the interaction between the ABL and a wind-farm (32). Therefore we consider LES to
be a good research tool to obtain insights about the physical processes that are important in very
large wind-farms. We remark on two important assumptions of the present study: it considers
only neutral atmospheric conditions (no stratification), and the overall inflow velocity direction
is held constant in time. Under realistic conditions, additional meandering of the overall inflow
direction would be expected to generate some smearing over results covering a range of angles
ψ . In the remainder of this paper we will use LES to consider the effects of wind turbine layout
on the average power production in a finite length wind-farm.
Results
We study the effect of the turbine alignment with respect to the incoming flow on the average
power output by adjusting the angle ψ , shown in figure 1. Note that changing the wind-farm
layout in this way makes sure that the land area that is covered as well as the total number of
turbines remains constant. The average power output is evaluated according to P = 〈−FUd〉,
where F = −12C
′
TρU2d A is the local force used in the actuator disk model. Here Ud is the disk
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Figure 3: Panel a shows the average power output per turbine normalized by the average power
output of turbines in the first row as function of the downstream position for different alignment
angles ψ . Panel b shows the average power output in the different rows as function of the
alignment angle ψ . Here ψ = 0 indicates that the turbines in the wind-farm are aligned and
ψ = 18.43 corresponds to the fully staggered configuration
averaged velocity, A = piD2/4 is the turbine rotor area, ρ is the density of the fluid, and C′T =
CT/(1−a)2, where a is the axial induction factor. Using typical values CT = 4/3 and a = 1/4
leads to C
′
T = 4/3 (26; 27; 38; 12; 39). Figure 3a shows the averaged normalized power output
as function of the downstream position for the different alignments. This figure reveals that
for an aligned wind-farm there is a very strong drop in the average power production at the
second turbine row and then the average power output from each row remains nearly constant
for subsequent downstream turbines. With increasing ψ the power loss in the first couple of rows
is more gradual until we get to ψ = 11.31 degrees and then the slope begins to increase again.
Thus, the staggered arrangement does not necessarily generate the highest average wind-farm
power output.
In order to understand this effect it is helpful to look at the data in a different way. Figure 3b
shows the normalized power output as function of the alignment angle ψ for the different turbine
rows. For the second turbine row the figure reveals a significant power loss for the aligned or
nearly aligned cases, while the average power output approaches the value of the first turbine row
for the staggered configuration (18.43 degrees). It is important to note that an alignment angle
of 11.31 degrees is already sufficient to make sure that the power production at the second row
is not hindered by the wakes created by the turbines in the first row. Thus for a wind-farm with
two turbine rows the power output will be the same for any alignment angles between 11.31 and
ψ = 18.43 degrees. However, the alignment becomes much more important for longer wind-
farms. The power output of the third turbine row as function of the alignment angle ψ reveals an
optimum around ψ ≈ 11.31 degrees. Interestingly the power output of the third turbine row is
approximately equal to the power output of the second row when 0 < ψ . 11.31 degrees, while
the power output is significantly lower in the third row than at the second row when ψ & 11.31
degrees.
In order to understand these observation we show the time-averaged stream-wise velocity
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(a) 0 degrees (aligned)
(b) 7.59 degrees (highest power output in fourth row)
(c) 11.31 degrees (highest power output in third row)
(d) 18.43 degrees (staggered)
Figure 4: The time-averaged stream-wise velocity at hub height for (a) ψ = 0 degrees (aligned)
(b) ψ = 7.59 degrees (highest average power output in fourth row) (c) ψ = 11.31 degrees (high-
est average power output in the third row and for the entire wind-farm) and (d)ψ = 18.43 degrees
(staggered). The color scale indicates u/u∗, the averaged stream-wise wind velocity in units of
friction velocity.
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Figure 5: The normalized averaged turbine power output as function of the alignment angle ψ
in the fully developed regime of the wind-farm.
at hub height for several cases in figure 4. As periodic boundary conditions in the span-wise
direction are used all statistics are periodic in this direction. To improve the statistics we have
therefore averaged the stream-wise velocity in 1/6th of the original span-wise domain, i.e. the
periodicity imposed by the turbines, and subsequently this averaged velocity profile is shown
over the original span-wise domain (40). The figure reveals that for ψ . 11.31 degrees the tur-
bines in the first three rows influenced only by the wakes created by turbines directly upstream.
For the ψ = 11.31 degrees case, which gives the highest power output for turbines on the third
row, one can see that both the turbines in the second and third row experience a nearly undis-
turbed inflow as the alignment angle ψ is sufficient to ensure that the wake of the upstream
turbines do not influence them. For smaller alignment angles the turbines experience some neg-
ative effect of the expanding and meandering wakes of the upstream turbines. For ψ & 11.31
the turbines in the third row are starting to encounter the wake created by the first turbine row
and for the staggered configuration (18.43 degrees) the turbines in the third row are directly in
the wake of those in the first turbine row, which limits the power production of these turbines.
Figure 3b reveals that the power output in the fourth turbine row is highest for an alignment
angle of ψ = 7.59 degrees. Figure 4 shows that for ψ = 11.31 degrees the average power
production in the fourth turbine row is limited due to the effect of the wake created by the first
turbine row. With the more moderate ψ = 7.59 degrees the turbines in the fourth turbine row are
not influenced by the wakes created by the turbines in the first row and only feel the meandering
wake created by turbines in the third row. For further downstream turbine rows a small further
reduction of the turbine power output is observed when ψ > 0 degrees. The reason is that the
average kinetic energy that is available at hub height slowly decreases inside the wind-farm.
Therefore the average wind speed that reaches the subsequent downstream turbines gradually
decreases, as is seen in figure 4b and figure 4c, until the fully developed regime is reached. In
this fully developed regime the vertical kinetic energy flux that is created by the turbine wakes
supplies the power that is extracted by the turbines (26; 28) and the turbine power output seems
nearly independent of the angle ψ , as seen in figure 3b. However, figure 5 shows that there are
some small differences in this fully developed regime. This figure shows that the average power
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Figure 6: Panel a shows the average power output per turbine normalized by the average power
output of turbines in the first row for different wind-farm lengths as function of the alignment
angle ψ and panel b shows the total power output for different wind-farm lengths normalized by
the power output of the first turbine row.
output is highest for the staggered case. As pointed out by Wu and Porte´-Agel (31), this effect
can be explained by the longer recovery length that is available for the wakes in the staggered
case as compared to the aligned case.
So far we have seen that the highest power output that is found at a particular turbine row de-
pends on the alignment. In particular, in the third row the highest power output is obtained with
an alignment angle of ψ = 11.31 degrees, whereas the maximum occurs at ψ = 7.59 degrees
in the fourth row, and in the fully developed regime for a staggered configuration (ψ = 18.43
degrees). Therefore one may wonder which wind-farm layout gives the highest power output for
the whole wind-farm. Assuming that the power output of turbines is not influenced by down-
stream turbines we can calculate the average power output per turbine for different wind-farms
lengths. Figure 6 shows the average power output per turbine normalized by the power pro-
duced by turbines on the first row for wind-farms ranging from 2 to 13 turbine rows as function
of the alignment angle ψ . The highest average power output is obtained for the ψ = 11.31
degrees case. Figure 6a shows that for a wind-farm with 13 rows in the stream-wise direction
the average turbine power output can range from approximately 60% up to about 75% of the
power output of the first row. Figure 6b shows the corresponding total power output for different
wind-farm lengths normalized by the power output of the first row.
Figure 7 shows the average power output per turbine for different wind-farm length normal-
ized by the power output of an aligned wind-farm of the same length. It shows that the effect
of the alignment is strongest for wind-farms with four turbine rows, where an increase in the
power production of about 40% is observed for the ψ = 11.31 case with respect to the aligned
case. For shorter wind-farms the relative increase is lower as a smaller percentage of wind tur-
bines are affected by wake effects. For longer wind-farms the relative power output increase that
can be obtained with respect to the aligned cases decreases as the power output in rows further
downstream depends less on the orientation than in the first rows.
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Figure 7: The averaged turbine power outputs for different wind-farm length normalized by the
power output obtained by an aligned wind-farm of that length.
Conclusion
Here we discussed the use of Large Eddy Simulations (LES) to study finite length wind-farms.
We have seen that the LES is capable of capturing the main trends observed in field experi-
ments. The availability and flexibility of the simulations can therefore be exploited to study
large wind-farms in more detail. We studied the effect of the wind-farm layout, parametrized
by the alignment angle ψ with respect to the incoming flow, on the average power output of a
wind-farm. With fixed land area our results show that under very specific circumstances and
depending on the wind-farm length, the average power output of the wind-farm can reach values
40% higher than the power output of an aligned wind-farm. Interestingly the highest average
power output is not necessarily obtained for a staggered wind-farm (18.43 degrees in this case),
but for an intermediate angle of 11.31 degrees. It is important to stress that each of these results
have been obtained using a single inflow direction. In realistic applications, one should average
over different inflow directions, depending on the distribution of inflow angles. In future work
we want to use the LES results to study the development of the vertical kinetic energy flux,
which is crucial for the power production in the fully developed regime of the wind-farm (26)
and want to compare the results with various engineering models.
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Abstract 
 
Wind farm layout optimization is to find the optimal positions of wind turbines inside a wind farm, so 
as to maximize and/or minimize a single objective or multiple objectives, while satisfying certain 
constraints. Most of the works in the literature divide the wind farm into cells in which turbines can be 
placed, hence, simplifying the problem from with continuous variables to with discrete variables. In 
this paper, a refinement method, based on continuous formulation, by using random search is proposed 
to improve the optimization results based on discrete formulations. Two sets of optimization results of 
a widely studied test case are refined using the proposed method.  One set of the results is from a 
published work using GA based on discrete formulation, the other set is the improved results using 
authors’ own GA code. Steady improvements are obtained for both sets of results. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Wind farm is a group of wind turbines located at a site to generate electricity, which is also called as 
“plant”, “cluster”, “array” and “park” in the literature. The world’s first onshore wind farm was 
installed in 1980 on the shoulder of Crotched Mountain in southern New Hampshire, USA, with the 
capacity of 0.6 MW, consisting of 20 wind turbines rated at 30 kW each [1]. In 1991, the world’s first 
offshore wind farm, Vindeby offshore wind farm was erected off the north coast of the Danish Island 
Lolland, which marked the beginning of offshore wind energy development. It had a total capacity of 
4.95 MW and consisted of 11 Bonus 450 kW turbines [2]. Nowadays, the progress of technologies, 
such as power electronic [3], wind speed forecasting [4], coordinated control [5], together with the 
increased experience of wind farm construction and operation have enabled the development of 
modern wind farms, i.e., larger, smarter wind farms, which are typically consisted of hundreds of 
utility-scale (multi-MW sized) wind turbines and with a total capacity of hundreds MW. In parallel 
with this trend, the efforts for increasing the percentage of wind power of the total electricity 
consumption have led to the proliferation of modern wind farms. 
 
     Due to the multi-disciplinary nature and the evolution towards larger size, smarter control and more 
advanced capabilities, the development of wind farm is becoming a highly complex process which 
pursues multiple and in many cases conflicting objectives under different constraints. It involves 
different design and engineering tasks, which may come from technical, logistical, environmental, 
economical, legitimacy and even social considerations [6].  
 
     Among all these tasks, the optimization of wind farm layout is a critical one. In the literature, wind 
farm layout usually refers to the placements of wind turbines inside the wind farm. Therefore, wind 
farm layout optimization is to determine the positions of turbines inside the wind farm to maximize 
and/or minimize some objective functions, such as to maximize the energy production and minimize 
the cost, while meeting various constraints, which may include wind farm boundary, wind turbines 
proximity, noise emission level, initial investment limit, and so on. In the most general case, i.e., 
considering the selection of wind turbine number, different wind turbine types, discrete hub heights, 
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wind farm layout optimization is a multi-objective mixed integer-discrete-continuous nonlinear 
constrained optimization problem without analytical formulation. It is mathematically complex and 
can’t be solved by using classical analytical optimization techniques.   
 
     In the last two decades, this complex problem has received more and more attentions. Different 
problem formulations have been proposed and various optimization algorithms have been used to 
tackle this problem.  Previous works are based on various simplified formulations, which range from 
an array of equally spaced turbines [7,8], to an array of unequally spaced turbines [9], to aligned or 
staggered grid like (row-column) layout [10, 11], to pre-divided discrete grid points for possible 
turbine location [12], to continuous searching space for possible turbine positions [13,14]; using a 
range of algorithms, such as Monte Carlo [11,15], genetic algorithm (GA) [12,16], simulated 
annealing (SA) [14], (PSO) [17]; seeking different kinds of objectives, e.g., maximize the power [9], 
annual energy production (AEP) [14], profit [8,13], net present value (NPV) [11], minimize the cost of 
energy (CoE) [12, 15-17], levelized production cost (LPC) [18]. More comprehensive survey of 
published works can be found in several papers [19-21]. 
 
     Most of the published works are using grid based discrete formulation, which simplifies the 
searching space of the optimization problem from continuous space to discrete space. By removing the 
grid and formulating the problem in the continuous space, the searching space will be enlarged and the 
potential to find better solutions will be increased. Considering this, a refinement method is proposed 
in this paper, which formulates the locations of turbines as continuous variables and tries to improve 
the optimization results from any other methods. This method is applied to a widely studied ideal test 
case. This case was first proposed and solved using GA by Mossetti et al. [12]. Later improved results 
were obtained by Grady et al. [16] also using GA. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method 
over different results, the same problem is also solved using a GA code developed by the authors, 
which obtains better results for two wind cases than Grady et al. [16]. These two sets of GA 
optimization results are then both refined by the proposed method, which both obtains steady 
improvement.  
 
 
2. Problem formulation 
 
In their seminal work in 1994, Mossetti et al. [12] proposed an ideal test case. This test case is set to 
find the optimal number and positions of wind turbines in a 50D×50D square field, where D=80m is 
the rotor diameter of wind turbine and the minimum distance between two turbines is 5D. The area is 
subdivided into 100 cells with same size. The center of each cell is a possible location for placing wind 
turbine, which makes the whole field with 100 possible locations and the searching space with 2100 
possible layouts. The subdivided wind farm area is shown in Fig. 1, where solid lines represent the 
boundary of wind farm, dashed lines represent the effective boundary, i.e., the boundary of possible 
locations for wind turbines, and every cross at the center of each cell means a possible location. 
 
Fig. 1. Subdivided wind farm area. 
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     In order to calculate the wind field in the wind farm, the wake effects between turbines have to 
been modeled appropriately. In Mossetti study, Jensen wake model [22] is used, which is developed 
by considering that momentum is conserved within the wake, and that the wake region expands 
linearly in the direction of wind flow. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of this model.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of Jensen wake model. 
 
     The wind speed downstream of the turbine is governed by the following expression: 
 
                                                           ݑ ൌ ݑ଴ ቂ1 െ ଶ௔ሺଵାఈሺ௫/௥ೝሻሻమቃ,                                                           (1) 
 
where ܽ is the axial induction factor, ݔ is the distance downstream the turbine, ݎ௥ is the downstream 
rotor radius, which is related to rotor radius ݎ଴ by the following expression:  
 
                                                                      ݎ௥ 	ൌ ݎ଴ට ଵି௔ଵିଶ௔ ,                                                                 (2) 
 
and ߙ is the entrainment constant, also known as the wake decay constant, which is empirically 
computed as 
 
                                                                      ߙ	 ൌ ଴.ହ୪୬	ሺ௭ ௭బ⁄ ሻ ,                                                                   (3) 
 
where ݖ is the hub height and ݖ଴ is the surface roughness of the terrain. The axial induction factor ܽ 
can be calculated from the turbine thrust coefficient ܥ் as 
 
                                                                      ܽ	 ൌ ଵିඥଵି஼೅ଶ  ,                                                                  (4) 
 
     And the radius of the downstream wake is increased linearly with the distance as 
 
                                                                      ݎଵ 	ൌ ߙݔ ൅ ݎ௥ ,                                                                  (5) 
 
     For a wind turbine affected by multiple wakes and/or partial wakes, the effective wind speed it 
experienced is derived based on the kinetic energy deficit balance assumption, which is obtained as 
 
                                          ݑത௜ ൌ ݑ଴ ቈ1 െ ට∑ ஺೔ೕ஺బ ቀ1 െ
௨೔ೕ
௨బቁ
ଶே௝ୀଵ,௝ஷ௜ ቉ ,                                                      (6) 
 
where ܣ଴ is the rotor area, ܣ௜௝ is the part of the area of the ith turbine’s rotor which is affected by the 
wake generated by the jth turbine (in the case the ith turbine is no effected by the wake of the jth 
turbine, ܣ௜௝ ൌ 0), and ݑ௜௝ is the wind speed of the wake generated by the jth turbine at the position of 
the ith turbine , which can be determined by Eq. (1). 
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     Using an ideal power curve [16], the total power extracted from the wind by a wind farm consisting 
of N wind turbines are given by 
 
                                                                    ௧ܲ௢௧ 	ൌ ∑ 0.3ݑത௜ଷே௜ୀଵ                                                              (7) 
 
    Then the wind farm efficiency can be defined as 
 
                                                                            ߟ ൌ ௉೟೚೟ே∙௉೔ೞ೚                                                                    (8) 
 
where ௜ܲ௦௢ is the power produced by an isolated wind turbine under the same wind condition. 
  
    The wind turbine properties used in this test case are listed in Table 1, and the surface roughness is 
assumed as ݖ଴ 	ൌ 0.3	m. 
 
Table 1. Wind turbine properties 
 
Hub height (h) 60 m 
Rotor radius (ݎ଴) 40 m 
Rotor diameter (D) 80 m 
Thrust coefficient (ܥ்ሻ 0.88 
 
     The cost of wind farm is modeled by a simple function which only depends on the number of 
turbines. The total cost per year for the entire wind farm is expressed as follows [12]  
 
                                                        Cost ൌ ܰ ቀଶଷ ൅
ଵ
ଷ ݁ି଴.଴଴ଵ଻ସே
మቁ                                                        (9) 
 
     The following objective function, which represents the cost of per unit of energy produced, will be 
minimized 
                                                                  CoE ൌ Cost/ ௧ܲ௢௧                                                                (10) 
 
     Besides, there are constraints about the locations of turbines which are not explicitly stated but 
satisfied by the 5D width cells setting, which means that the minimal distance between any two 
turbines is 5D. The minimal distance constraints can be stated as 
 
                         ݀௜௝ ൌ ට൫ݔ௜ଶ െ ݔ௝ଶ൯ ൅ ൫ݕ௜ଶ െ ݕ௝ଶ൯ ൒ 5ܦ,    for		݅, ݆ ൌ 1,2,⋯ܰ, and	݅ ് ݆                   (11) 
 
where ݀௜௝ is the distance between two turbines, ݔ௜ and ݕ௜ are the coordinates of the ith turbine. 
 
     Three wind cases are considered [12]: Case (a): uniform north wind with a speed  of 12m/s; Case 
(b): Equally distributed (36 directions) wind with a speed of 12m/s; Case (c): Ununiformly distributed 
(36 directions) wind with speeds of 8, 12 and 17 m/s. The distribution of the wind case (c) is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
 
     The above problem formulation defines a complete ideal test case for wind farm layout 
optimization, which is especially suitable for algorithm study. It was first developed and solved with 
GA by Mossetti et al. [12], then Grady et al. [16] tackled this case with their improved GA and 
obtained better solutions, other algorithms, such as Monte Carlo [15], PSO [17] have also been applied 
to study this test case. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of wind case (c): ununiformly distributed wind [16] 
 
 
 
3. Refinement algorithm 
 
Because of the discrete nature of the formulation stated in Section 2, it is very convenient to apply all 
kinds of discrete type meta-heuristics [23], such as the binary coded GA [12, 16]. In this test case, one 
solution, i.e., one possible layout can be represented by a 100 bit string consisting of 0 and 1, where 1 
means that a turbine is located in the relative cell, and 0 means no turbine.  
 
     For a general wind farm layout optimization problem, if the number of turbines is not specified, the 
searching space for optimal solution is mixed integer-continuous type, where the number of turbines is 
represented by an integer and the locations of turbines are represented by continuous variables. By 
assuming that all turbines can only be placed in the center of the pre-divided cells, the searching space 
is simplified into a discrete type, by which solutions can be easily formulated as binary strings. 
Although this simplification is very important for the application of discrete type meta-heuristics, there 
are no physical constraints that the turbines have to be placed in the center of cells, and there are no 
real cells or grids in the actual wind farm field. Therefore by removing this grids and cells setting, the 
possible searching space for layout is largely increased, from discrete space to continuous space. This 
increase of searching space may be utilized by certain algorithms to find better solutions, i.e., to refine 
the optimization results based on the discrete searching space. 
 
     In this work, a simple method is proposed to find better solution, using the optimization results 
obtained from any discrete type of optimization methods. The algorithm is shown as follows: 
 
Algorithm 1: Random search (RS) algorithm for optimization refinement of wind farm layout 
 
Initialize: 
Select initial solution s0 from the optimization result of an existing method 
Evaluate fitness value: f0=f(s0) 
 
While stop condition is not true: 
1. Random Move 
Select a turbine randomly, move its position in a random direction with a random step: 
s=s0+∆s 
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2. Feasibility Check 
Check feasibility of s using constraints of the problem 
If s is not feasible:  
          repeat the Random Move (step 1) 
end If 
 
3. Fitness Evaluation 
Calculate the fitness value of feasible solution s: f=f(s)  
 
Optimal Solution Update 
If f<f0:  
          set s0=s, f0=f    
end If 
 
End While 
S0 is the refined optimization solution  
 
     It should be noticed that there is a feasibility check step in the algorithm, which deals with the 
constraints of the problem. As stated in Section 2, the minimal distance constraints, i.e., the 
requirements of locations of turbines governed by equation (11), also the effective boundary 
constraints (as shown in Fig. 1), are automatically satisfied by the cells setting of the problem 
formulation. Now, when the grids and cells are removed and the turbines are allowed to randomly 
move, these constraints have to be treated explicitly. So for every new solution introduced by random 
move, its feasibility has to be checked. Only when all the constraints are satisfied, the solution is 
considered to be feasible and the algorithm moves to next step. 
 
     The other feature needs to be pointed out is that the number of turbines is fixed in this algorithm, 
which stays the same as in the initial solution from any other optimization method. 
 
     This algorithm is simple, intuitive and easy to implement. It can be used as a last stage refinement 
tool to improve the results obtained by any other algorithms, especially for those based on discrete 
formulation.  
 
 
4. Results and Comparisons 
 
In this section the proposed refinement algorithm is used to improve the results obtained by Grady et 
al. [16], which are improved GA optimization results comparing to the original results presented in 
Mossetti study [12]. In order to verify the effectiveness of this algorithm, the test case in Section 2 is 
also solved by using a GA developed by the authors. Comparing to Grady study [16], our GA treats 
the same test case with the same problem formulation, but uses different crossover, mutation and 
selection methods, also adds an elitist strategy, which successes in finding the same optimal solution 
for wind case (a), and better solutions for wind cases (b) and (c). 
 
     These two sets of optimization results are both refined with the same refinement algorithm (RS), 
the numerical results presented in Table 2 show steady improvements for all wind cases.  
 
      It can be seen from Table 2 that the proposed refinement algorithm with RS can obtain steady 
improvement for both sets of GA optimization results. The greatest improvements are achieved for the 
wind case (a), in which the power and wind farm efficiency increases by more than 6%, and the cost of 
energy decreases by more than 5%. For the wind cases (b) and (c), improvements are also achieved for 
Grady GA results and present GA results. Comparing these two sets of GA results, it can be concluded 
that our own GA is able to find better layouts than the results in Grady study [16]. Based on the 
improved initial solutions, better refined results are also obtained for these two wind cases. The fact 
that the greatest improvements are for wind case (a) may be explained by the smallest number of 
turbines of this case, which means the wind farm field is less densely filled, thus the space for 
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improvement is also larger. The results in Table 2 suggest that the quality of initial solutions, which 
are the starting point of random evolution towards better results, is very important for the success of 
the proposed refinement method.  
 
Table 2. Comparison of layout performance of GA optimization results and refined results 
 
 
 Case (a) Case (b) Case (c) 
 N CoE P(kW) η(%) N CoE P(kW) η(%) N CoE P(kW) η(%) 
Grady GA 
Published  30 0.001544 14310 92.0 39 0.001567 17220 85.2 39 0.000803 32038 86.6 
Grady GA  
Re-eval. 30 0.001545 14294 91.9 39 0.001578 17056 84.4 39 0.000859 31336 84.2 
Discrepan-
-cy (%) / 0.06 0.11 0.11 / 0.70 0.95 0.94 / 6.97 2.19 2.85 
RS  
result 30 0.001454 15190 97.7 39 0.001558 17279 85.5 39 0.000840 32044 86.5 
Exe. Time 36045 s 39479 s 48341 s 
Improve- 
-ment (%) / -5.90 6.27 6.27 / -1.29 1.31 1.31 / -2.21 2.26 1.31 
             
Present 
GA  
The same as for Grady GA 
41 0.001511 18572 87.4 39 0.000855 31478 85.0 
Exe. Time 86420 s 345871 s 
RS  
Result 41 0.001462 19195 90.3 39 0.000837 32178 86.9 
Exe. Time 39741 s 50403 s 
Improve- 
-ment (%) / 3.25 3.35 3.35 / -2.18 2.22 2.22 
Note:  1. The ‘Grady GA Re-eval.’ are re-evaluated results of the published Grady study, using our code, the  
               discrepancy is introduced by the difference in detailed wake modeling, coding, computation, and  
               especially the exact data of wind case (c) (this paper uses data extracted from the figure in [16]); 
           2. Improvement percentage is calculated based on re-evaluated results of Grady GA; 
           3. The improve percentage of CoE is negative, which means the CoE is minimized further; 
           4. ‘Exe. Time’ is the execution time using a personal computer with 2.33GHz CPU and 1.96GB RAM. 
 
The optimal layouts for all wind cases, from the original and refined results of both the Grady and our 
own GA, are shown in Figs. 4-6. 
 
 
    
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of optimal layout for case (a) 
(In this case, our own GA and Grady GA get the same solution.) 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of optimal layout for case (b) 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of optimal layout for case (c) 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, a refinement method by random search is developed. The algorithm is simple, intuitive 
and easy to implement, it has the ability of treating the constrained wind farm layout optimization in 
the continuous formulation. The application of this method to improve the optimization results from 
GA of a widely studied test case demonstrates its effectiveness. The performance of the algorithm is 
dependent on the quality of initial solutions, which may be obtained by other optimization methods. 
The results shown in this paper indicate that this algorithm can serve as a last stage refinement tool, by 
improving existing optimization results and obtaining better solutions. This algorithm could be further 
investigated and combined with other optimization methods, to tackle more realistic wind farm layout 
optimization in future study. 
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ABSTRACT
Here, we evaluate a modified version of the Park wake model against power data from a west-east
row in the middle of the Horns Rev I offshore wind farm. The evaluation is performed on data
classified in four different atmospheric stability conditions, for a narrow wind speed range, and a
wide range of westerly wind directions observed at the wind farm. Simulations (post-processed
to partly account for the wind direction uncertainty) and observations show good agreement for
all stability classes, being the simulations using a stability-dependent wake decay coefficient
closer to the data for the last turbines and those using the WAsP recommended value closer to
the data for the first turbines. It is generally seen that under stable and unstable atmospheric
conditions the power deficits are the highest and lowest, respectively, but the wind conditions
under both stability regimes are different. The simulations do not approach the limits of the
infinite wind farm under any stability condition as winds are not parallel to the row.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years, investigation of the effect of atmospheric stability on the production of wind
farms has gained attention, partly because it has been observed, particularly at large offshore
wind farms, that under stable and unstable atmospheric conditions, the wind farms under- and
over-perform, respectively, when compared to wind farm data under neutral conditions [1]. Most
wake models do not account for stability conditions other than neutral and, thus, model under-
performance–when compared to wind farm data–is sometimes attributed to the effect of atmo-
spheric stability.
The Park wake model [2] used in the Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program (WAsP)
[3] is based on the model of Jensen [4], which makes use of the wake decay coefficient kw to
estimate the wind speed reduction for a given thrust coefficient, downstream distance, turbine
diameter, and upstream wind speed. It is recommended in WAsP to use kw = 0.05 for offshore
wind farms (lower than the recommended value onshore of 0.075). This is because kw is related
to the entrainment of the wake in the atmosphere (it is in fact the slope of the expansion of the
wake) and as such it is a function of the surface roughness zo (the lower the roughness the less
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wake expansion). Frandsen [5] by semi-empirical means suggested kw = 0.5/ ln(h/zo), where
h is the turbine’s hub height, which generally translates into lower kw values than the WAsP
recommendations (kw = 0.039 for a typical wind turbine offshore). Barthelmie and Jensen [6]
found that using kw = 0.03 adjusted well the results of the Park wake model at the Nysted
wind farm when compared to data. Interestingly, at Nysted, i.e. in the South Baltic Sea, stable
conditions are mostly observed.
Here, we present an analysis of wind farm data carried out at the Horns Rev I offshore wind
farm, where we are able to classify wind turbine power data into different atmospheric stability
classes. A set of simulations using a modified version of the Park wake model are performed
using different kw values correspondent to particular atmospheric stability conditions. The sim-
ulations are post-processed in order to partly take into account the wind direction uncertainty
and compared to the data. Since Horns Rev I is a rather large wind farm, for the wind directions
analyzed we might expect that some cases will approach the limits of an infinite wind farm.
Therefore, we also present the results of the Park wake model evaluated to its infinite theoretical
limits.
MODIFIED PARKWAKEMODEL
We implemented the Park wake model described in Katic et al. [2] in a Matlab script to run
simulations for a wide variety of wind directions, wind speeds, wind farm layouts, wind turbine
specifications, and kw values. We refer to it as “modified” because in WAsP the model has
been extended to account for the effect of ground-reflected wakes from upwind turbines and our
version takes into account the wakes upwind (directly or sideways) only.
Pen˜a and Rathmann [7] showed that adjusting kw to match the wind speed reductions es-
timated by a stability dependent infinite wind farm boundary layer model (a totally different
model based on the concept of Frandsen [5], which generally gives higher wind speed reductions
in stable compared to unstable conditions) resulted in lower kw values under stable compared to
unstable conditions. The adjustment was performed evaluating the Park wake model for an in-
finite wind farm. Similar results were found when evaluating this ‘infinite’ Park wake (IPW)
model assuming,
kw = u∗ f ree/uh f ree = κ/ [ln(h/zo)−ψm(h/L)] , (1)
where u∗ f ree and uh f ree are the undisturbed friction velocity and hub-height wind speed, respec-
tively, κ = 0.4 is the von Ka´rma´n constant, and ψm(h/L) is the extension to the logarithmic
wind profile to account for stability and depends on the height (in this case the hub-height) and
atmospheric stability by means of L (the Obukhov length). The expressions for ψm can be found
in Pen˜a [8]. Expressions for the IPW model are also given in Pen˜a and Rathmann [7]. Since our
Matlab implementation only accounts for upwind wakes, we use the expressions for the same
type of wakes.
HORNS REV I WIND FARM
The Horns Rev I wind farm is located in the Danish North Sea at about 17 km west from the
coast (from the wind farm’s northwest corner). A layout of the wind farm showing the positions
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of the 80 wind turbines (rows are named from A to H and columns from 1 to 10) and three
meteorological (met) masts is shown in Fig. 1-left. The turbines are Vestas V80 2 MW machines
of 80-m rotor diameter and 70-m hub height. Power and thrust-coefficient curves are illustrated
in Fig. 1-right.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Layout of the Horns Rev oﬀshore wind farm. (b) Power and thrust
coeﬃcient curve of the Vestas V80 wind turbine.
4.1.1 Horns Rev Data
Experimental data were extracted by Hansen [29] from the wind farm supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system for 3 years of wind farm operation
(January 1st 2005 to December 31st 2007). This 10-minute average dataset was
then processed and quality checked as described by Hansen et al. [31]. It must be
underlined that no ﬁltering for atmospheric stability was applied in order to keep
as many data points as possible in each bin. In consequence, the dataset includes
stable, neutral and unstable stratiﬁcations. However, Hansen et al. [31] documented
that unstable and stable conditions shared similar percentage of occurrence at Horns
Rev over the three years of data in the wind direction sector 270◦± 45◦. It can hence
be argued that neutral conditions prevail in average over the three years.
Four diﬀerent test cases are investigated in relation with the wind direction 270◦
(see Figure 4.1a). First, a single wake situation where the power of G2 normalized
to the production of G1 is presented in Figure 4.2a. The values represent the wind
speed range 8m/s ± 1m/s and the wind directions 270◦ ± 20◦. The data points
were averaged using a 5◦ moving window technique [31]. The error bars represent 0.5
standard deviation on each side of the mean. Figure 4.2b presents the normalized
power reduction in row E for 8m/s ± 0.5m/s using three diﬀerent averaging sectors.
The large averaging sector (±15◦) enables more wake free conditions and a higher
power output for the ﬁrst wind turbines in the row. Further downstream, the wakes
reach a suﬃcient lateral expansion that yields full wake conditions independently
of the averaging sector. The standard deviation for each data point is not shown
in Figure 4.2b for clarity, but it will be presented along with the results in the
subsequent chapters.
Figure 1: (left) The Horns Rev I offshore wind farm. (right) Power and thrust coefficients as
function of wind speed for the Vestas V80 wind turbine (figures taken from [3])
A met mast (M2) is located about 2 km north from the northwest edge of the wind farm. Met
data from this mast have been extensively analyzed for atmospheric stability studies (e.g. in Pen˜a
and Gryning [9], Pen˜a et al. [10], and Pen˜a and Hahmann [11]). Here we use measurements
from the cup anemometers at 62 and 15 m above mean sea level (AMSL–all measurements are
referred to AMSL hereafter unless otherwise stated), a wind vane at 43 m, temperature sensors
at 13 and –4 m (the latter is below mean sea level), and humidity and pressure sensors at 13 and
55 m, respectively.
DATA TREATMENT
Concurrent 10-min data from the wind turbines and M2 are used. Data from the turbines include
a power quality signal indicating the status of the turbine and the power signal (stopped, down-
regulated, etc). We choose to use data when all turbines show status equal to 1 (i.e. a validated
measurement where the turbine does not stop and there are no spikes or drop outs).
Atmospheric stability at the wind farm is assessed using the observations at M2. In order
to filter data where the climate/conditions are not similar at the two places, we first analyze
the wind direction observed at M2 and that at turbine 07 (row G, column 1). For the latter we
use the nacelle position, which was found to be optimal for analyzing the wake effect for wind
dir ctions 270± 60◦ [12]. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot between the t o measurements where
it is obse ved a very good correspondence for most cases. We select cases where the difference
between both signal is lower th 15◦ and where th wind direction at turbine 07 is 270±60◦
(the l tter criterion also ensures that no wakes affect the stability estimations at M2 and might
allow us to study the array in the limits of the infinite wind farm).
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Figure 2: Wind direction observed at M2 at 43 m and the nacelle position (NP) of turbine 07.
The lines illustrate the filtering criteria used for the data (see text)
We further study the agreement between the wind speeds observed at M2 at 62 m and the
nacelle one at M7 at 70 m (Fig. 3-left). As illustrated both signals show very good agreement
and so we use them to further filter data: we choose the wind speed range 5−10 m s−1 (since the
thrust coefficient is nearly constant within this range) and the difference between both signals
needs to be lower than 1 m s−1. Before this ‘filtering’ step, we check the power performance
using the wind speed and power signals of turbine 07, which as seen in Fig. 3 compares well
with the one provided by the manufacturer (slightly over and under-estimating the power below
and above ∼ 10 m s−1, respectively).
Our analysis is focused on the wind speed deficits of row E and so we extract power data
correspondent to the turbines on that row only. We use another filtering criterion based on the
standard deviation of the power signal. It is noted a good amount of data with negative power
values and we were advised to use values higher than 5 kW for the standard deviation of the
power for the analysis (Kurt Hansen, personal communication). We increase the criterion to
12 kW. These final reduced dataset is then complemented with the concurrent measurements
from M2 (atmospheric static stability is derived as in Pen˜a and Hahmann [11], i.e. estimating
the bulk Richardson number, which translates into a measure of L), and the nacelle position and
wind speed of turbine 05 (row E, column 1). Figure 4-left shows the power performance of
turbine 05 where a very similar behavior to that observed for turbine 07 is found (Fig. 3-left).
For the rest of the analysis, we use the wind speed resulting from converting the power to wind
speed of turbine 05 (through the power curve in Fig. 1-right) as a proxy for the undisturbed
wind speed. For completeness, we illustrate in Fig. 4-right that the nacelle position of turbine
05 cannot be used for wake analysis since it is rather different to that of turbine 07.
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Figure 3: (left) Wind speeds at M2 at 62 m and that at the nacelle of turbine 07 at 70 m. The lines
illustrate the filtering criteria used for the data (see text). (right) Power performance at turbine
07 based on its nacelle wind speed. The lines show two power curves: the one used in this study
(solid line) and that from the offshore Vestas V80 wind generator in WAsP (dash-dotted line)
RESULTS
The final dataset results in 1525 10-min values. The data is classified in four stability classes:
very unstable (−75 m≤ L≤−10 m), unstable (−500 m≤ L≤−75 m), neutral (|L| ≥ 500 m),
and stable (500 m ≥ L ≥ 5 m). Figure 5-left shows the ensemble average of power deficits of
row E (normalized with the power of turbine 05) for the different stability classes. Although it is
observed a general higher power reduction in stable compared to unstable conditions, this type
of comparison is misleading, since the wind speed and direction conditions under each stability
class are not the same. Figure-5-right illustrates the histograms of wind speed for the different
stability conditions and is noticed that they show different distributions. We further narrow
the analysis to wind speeds of 8.5± 0.5 m s−1 to reduce the variability of wind conditions
maximizing the amount of data.
Although the reduction in the variability of power deficits, for each stability class the dif-
ference in the individual 10-min power deficit values is very large. One of the main reasons
for this is that the observed wind direction range is rather broad and the distributions are dif-
ferent (Fig. 6). However we cannot narrow the range any further as we might find very few or
no data: e.g. most very unstable and unstable conditions are seen within the range 290◦–310◦,
whereas there are no data and nearly nothing for that range under neutral and stable conditions,
respectively.
For each stability class we choose to run simulations using the Horns Rev I layout (thrust
coefficient and power curves as in Fig.1) using the modified Park wake model for uh f ree =
8.5 m s−1 and a wide undisturbed wind direction range of 180◦–360◦ (at a resolution of 0.5◦).
This is performed for kw values of 0.05, 0.0349, 0.0338, 0.0313, and 0.0231, which correspond,
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Figure 4: (left) As Fig. 3-right but for turbine 05. (right) Comparison of the nacelle position
signals of turbines 05 and 07
respectively, to the WAsP recommended one, and those for very unstable, unstable, neutral,
and stable conditions. For the estimation of these coefficients, we average the bulk Richardson
number under each class, convert this average into a L value, estimate the ψm correction at hub
height, and evaluate Eq. (1) assuming zo = 0.0002 m.
The simulations are further post-processed to take into account part of the wind direction
uncertainty as in Gaumond et al. [13], i.e. assuming that within a 10-min interval the wind
direction distributes as a normal distribution with a given standard deviation σ (we use a value
of 2.5◦). The procedure is briefly as follows: for each observed 10-min wind direction θ under
each atmospheric stability class, we extract the simulations correspondent to the range [θ −
3σ ,θ+3σ ]. We then weight each simulation using the normal probability distribution function.
For each observed 10-min wind direction and speed deficit, there is therefore a single simulated
wind speed deficit (derived from 31 gaussian-weighted simulations).
Figures 7–10 show the results of the comparison of the observed 10-min power deficits and
those simulated at row 5 for the different stability classes. They are not shown in the same
figure as they correspond to observations/simulations under different wind direction conditions.
The ensemble average of both simulations (with a stability-specific kw value) and observations
are also shown together with that of the simulations using kw = 0.05. As the results of the
simulations are wind speed deficits, we translate them into power deficits with the power curve
in Fig. 1.
The results generally show a very good agreement between the ensemble averages of sim-
ulations and observations. For each stability condition the result using the stability-specific kw
value shows higher power reductions compared to that using kw = 0.05, as a lower kw value in-
creases the wake effect. Particularly, under neutral stability conditions, the ensemble average of
the simulations using both the stability-specific and WAsP recommended kw values shows that
the model predict higher power deficits than observed for all turbines in the row. This is very
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Figure 5: (left) Ensemble average power deficit of row E (normalized with the power of turbine
05 PE1) for different atmospheric stability conditions. (right) Wind speed histograms (based on
the power-converted value from turbine 05) for each stability condition
interesting because in most of the studies at Horns Rev I and at other large offshore wind farms
where the Park wake model has been used, the results are normally the opposite: model under-
prediction of the power deficits. This might be partly due to range of wind directions we use
for our analysis and to the post-processing of the simulations accounting for the wind direction
uncertainty.
Apart from the neutral case (which is the one with the less data), the simulation with the
stability-dependent kw fits better the power deficit at the last turbines in the row compared to the
simulations using kw = 0.05, which in turn generally fit well the results of the first turbines in the
row. However, most of the outliers (i.e. the individual 10-min power deficits where PEi/PE1 > 1)
are found at those first turbines in the row (there are fewer outliers at the last turbines). Removing
such ‘outliers’ brings the ensemble average closer to the simulation but there is no good reason
to remove them as they seem to be good observed data.
We can also note that the range of the results of the simulations and that of the observations
for each stability class is well predicted (except for the clear outliers). The cloud of observations
(and simulations) of power deficits for unstable conditions is clearly between 0.5 and 0.8 and for
very unstable conditions between 0.6 and 0.8.
The largest power deficit drop is observed at turbine E2 (as expected) and appears in the
neutral class (this is the one where most of the observed wind comes from 270◦). The infinite
limits of power reduction are 0.26, 0.15, 0.28, 0.30, and 0.44 for neutral, stable, unstable, very
unstable, and the WAsP-recommended kw-values, respectively; none of the ensemble observed
power deficits seem to approach the infinite limits.
Also interestingly, under very unstable atmospheric conditions the ensemble average of
power deficit (simulated and observed) at turbine E2 is very similar to that at turbine E1; as
shown in Fig. 6 for this atmospheric stability condition, there are no observation of winds paral-
lel to the row and winds mostly come from 300◦. Turbine E2 is thus mostly affected by partial
wakes from turbines E1 and D1.
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Figure 6: Wind direction histograms (based on the nacelle position of turbine 07) for each
stability condition: very unstable (top left), unstable (top right), neutral (bottom left), and stable
(bottom right)
CONCLUSIONS
Power deficit data from the Horns Rev I offshore wind farm are analyzed under different at-
mospheric stability conditions, a nearly constant undisturbed wind speed, and a wide range of
westerly wind directions. The resulting dataset is compared with simulations using a modified
version of the Park wake model and the limits of the Park wake model when evaluated as an
infinite wind farm.
It is found a very good agreement between simulations and observations for a west-east row
in the middle of the wind farm. The simulations using a stability-dependent kw value are closer
to the observations at the last turbines and those using the WAsP recommended kw value of 0.05
closer to the observations at the first turbines on that row.
Due to the range of observed and simulated wind directions, it is difficult to conclude
whether under stable or unstable atmospheric conditions the wind farm, respectively, under-
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Figure 7: Power deficits of row E (normalized with the power of turbine 05 PE1) for neutral
conditions. The gray solid lines show the 10-min power deficits (in gray dashed lines for each
simulation), the colored circles the ensemble average (error bars with ± the standard deviation),
the solid colored line the ensemble average of the simulations with the stability-specific kw value,
and the black dashed line that of the simulations with kw = 0.05
or over-performs. However, it is seen higher power reductions under stable than unstable atmo-
spheric conditions. In none of the conditions, the observations seem to approach the limits of
the infinite wind farm.
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ABSTRACT
A scaled down array 3 x 5 of wind turbine was analyzed to gain further understanding of how
turbulent transport brings mean kinetic energy (MKE) into the array from the Turbulent Bound-
ary Layer above. Particularly, it is of great interest to know which length scales contribute to
the energy of the wind farm. This was examined by applying a Proper Orthogonal Decompo-
sition (POD) to 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV) data and constructing modal expansions
for the Reynolds stress terms i.e. 〈u′v′〉. A by-product of this analysis was a demonstration that
POD modes of the Reynolds stress fields calculated using PIV data resolved at different times
can still be used to give a modal expansion of these fields as if all PIV data were resolved si-
multaneously. It was also shown that a few modes carry the bulk of the Reynolds shear stress.
Thus, 75% of the total Reynolds shear stress was carried by the first 13 modes. A high degree
of correlation between a POD mode’s Reynolds shear stress contribution and its contribution to
the MKE entrainment was demonstrated in this study. Specifically, a methodology for defining a
characterstic length for each Reynolds stress mode based on its MKE flux was developed. From
this analysis it was shown that the modes fall into two catagories: 1) Idiosyncratic modes with
characteristic length scales of O(D) (rotor diameter) and 2) smaller scales consisting of Fourier
type modes. The idiosyncratic modes capture the inhomogeneity in the flow and account for
much of the MKE entrainment. Therefore, the sum of the first 6 modes captures 45% of the
MKE entrainment into the array. On the other hand, the higher mode numbers are related to the
small scales of turbulence and homogeneity - their length scales decay as 1/n where n is mode
number.
1 Introduction
For wind energy to become a prominent source of energy, advanced analysis tools are re-
quired to understand the interaction between the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and the
wind park. In the past, development of these tools has taken place by considering approaches
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such as stream-tube analysis, 1-D wake models, Large Eddy Simulations (LES), blade element
momentum theory, modeling turbines as roughness elements and using classical boundary layer
theory [1-3] Recently focus has shifted to the physics of entire wind farms rather than a sin-
gle turbine. In particular, recent studies by Cal et al. [4] and Calaf et al. [5] showed, using
experimental and numerical methods respectively, that the most important term in the mean ki-
netic energy (MKE) equation was the vertical transport of MKE by the Reynolds shear stress:
−〈U〉〈u′v′〉. Both studies showed that the energy entrainment due to this term was of the same
order of magnitude as the power extracted by turbines in a wind farm. Thus, the Reynolds shear
stress is a very important quantity in bringing energy into the wind farm from the ABL above.
Also, there has been much recent development in fundamental turbulence using the concepts
of large and very large scale motions (LSM, VLSM). These large structures are important in
the current context because they have repeatedly been shown to carry large percentages of the
Reynolds shear stress (33%-66%) [8-10]. Because of the importance of Reynolds shear stress
mentioned above, it is anticipated that such turbulent structures will play a critical role in provid-
ing energy for the wind park. In terms of practical implications it is expected that identification
of the length scales which are critcal in the entrainment of MKE will lead to better designed
placement, and thus more effecient wind farms. The thought process being that one must first
identify these length scales, then determine how wind farm parameters such as spacing, stagger-
ing, hub height, rotor diameter etc. influence the energy produced in the wind farm. Eventually,
one would like to design a wind farm which acts like a band pass filter in wavenumber space
which admits the energy containing range. However, these scales must be identified first and
this requires spectral analysis be performed on the data.
Spectral analysis has been used in wind energy research dating back almost 30 years. Kris-
tensen and Frandsen [9] developed a model to predict the power spectrum of the streamwise
velocity which acounted for the rotation induced by the turbine and found good agreement be-
tween models and experiments. Hojstrup [10] studied spectral coherence in the wake of a wind
turbine. He found that conventional coherence models work well in the wake case due to the fact
that the seperations investigated were likely smaller than the characteristic length scales of the
turbulence generated in the wake. Chamorro and Porte´-Agel [11] used wind tunnel experiments
to demonstrate that the spectral stucture of the flow around the top-tip height of the turbines is
described well by the von Karman spectral formulation. Crespo and Hernandez [12] developed
a wake spectrum law by modifying an expression commonly used in undisturbed atmospheric
flow to use a non-linear combination of turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation as a vertical
length scale. More recently, Chamorro et al. [13] showed that different regions of the turbines
amplify certain frequency ranges and that LSM and VLSM are dampend in the turbine wake. In
these studies, the spectral analysis is done in the frequency domain due to difficulties in com-
puting spatial correlations over large distances. Additionally, these studies did not examine the
spectral characteristics of the physical mechanisms which bring MKE into the array.
Using the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and a method developed herein, the
MKE entrainment is decomposed in modes each of which has a characteristic length scale. In
this way we are able to asses the spectral content of the MKE entrainment. Thus, the paper is
organized as follows: The MKE equation and vertical entrainment terms are considered in §2.1,
the POD is discussed in §2.2, the experimental setup is discussed in §3, modal contributions to
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the Reynolds shear stress and MKE are examined in §4, characteristic length scales and spectral
content are examined in §5 and lastly the conclusions are articulated in §6. The major questions
we seek to address in this article are: (i) which scales of turbulence are responsible for energy
entrainment into the wind park? and, (ii) how many modes are necessary to capture 75% of the
energy entrainment?
2 Analysis
2.1 The Mean Kinetic Energy Equation
The conservation equation for the Mean Kinetic Energy, E¯ = 12〈U〉 · 〈U〉, can be written as
follows, [14].
D¯E¯
D¯t
=−∇ · T¯−P− ε¯, (1)
where
D¯
D¯t =
∂
∂ t + 〈U〉 ·∇ ,
T¯i = 〈U j〉〈uiu j〉+ 〈Ui〉〈p〉/ρ−2ν〈U j〉S¯i j,
P = −〈uiu j〉 ∂ 〈Ui〉∂x j ,
ε¯ = 2ν S¯i jS¯i j,
S¯i j = 12
(
∂ 〈Ui〉
∂x j +
∂ 〈U j〉
∂xi
)
,
〈Ui〉 and ui are the ith components of the mean and fluctuating velocity respectively, 〈p〉 is
the mean pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity, S¯i j is the mean rate of strain tensor, P is the
production of turbulence by the mean flow, 〈uiu j〉 is the Reynolds stress and ε¯ is the mean flow
dissipation. Furthermore, the term 〈U〉 ·∇ represents the transport of MKE by the mean flow,
〈U j〉〈uiu j〉 represents transport of MKE by the turbulent fluctuations in the form of Reynolds
stresses.
For the present study, we are interested in contributions from the first term in T¯i that is
〈U j〉〈uiu j〉. Specifically, we want to examine MKE flux through a horizontal surface at the top tip
height of the turbines: y∗ = yh+ D2 where yh is the turbine hub height and D is the rotor diameter.
Therefore, we consider taking a volume integral of Eqn. 1, and applying the divergence theorem
to get a surface integral for the mean fluxes, this is then examined on a horizontal surface at y∗
where nˆ= eˆ2 to yield:
−
∫
x
〈U〉〈u′v′〉+ 〈V 〉〈v′v′〉dx|y∗ . (2)
In the current study we present results only for 〈U〉〈u′v′〉, which is the flux of streamwise
MKE through the horizontal surface due to the Reynolds shear stress. This becauase effects
from the wall normal fluxes 〈V 〉〈v′v′〉 were found to be an order of magnitude smaller than those
from 〈U〉〈u′v′〉.
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2.2 The POD
The POD results from attempting to find an orthonormal basis whose partial sums capture
more turbulent kinetic energy than any other basis. The technique was first introduced in turbu-
lence by Lumley [15] and has been used in innumerable studies of turbulence. Derivation of the
equations is presented in [16] and it was shown here that the POD eigenfuctions are solutions of
a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the 2nd kind. Thus
1
S
∫
S
〈ui(x, t)u˜ j(x′, t)〉φ nj (x′)dx′ = λ nφ ni (x). (3)
The factor of 1S (the area of the integration domain) is included so that our eigenfunctions
will be dimensionless and the eigenvalues will have the dimensions of velocity squared and can
thus be representative of the modal TKE content (see [16]). In this section x denotes a vector
whereas x denotes a component of a vector i.e. x = (x,y). An accent of ˜ indicates a complex
conjugate, though in the present analysis we will deal with only real quantities. Furthermore,
the orthogonal eigenfuctions, φ , are normalized so that they satisfy,
1
S
∫
S
φ ni φ˜
m
i dx= δnm. (4)
where δnm is the kronecker delta. Moreover, Eqn. 3 is most easily solved by writing the average
of ui(x, t)u j(x′, t) as 1Nt ∑
Nt
p=1 ui(x, tp)u j(x
′, tp) and using the direct computation method (see for
instance [17], [18]). Effectively, the POD modes are constructed as linear combinations of the
Nt snapshots as follows:
φ ni (x) =
Nt
∑
p=1
cnpui(x, tp) (5)
where cnp is the p
th component of the nth eigenvector of the time correlation matrix between the
velocity snapshots. This procedure produces an expansion for the fluctuating velocity field ui in
the form:
ui(x, t) =
Nt
∑
n=1
an(t)φ ni (x). (6)
The time dependent coefficients an(t) are determined from projections of the instantaneous fields
onto the POD modes:
an(t) =
1
S
∫
S
ui(x, t)φ n∗i (x)dx (7)
At this point, important remarks about the POD modes that are computed from the PIV data
must be made. First, from Figure 1, it can be seen that the domain being analyzed is comprised of
separate PIV planes. Second, the fact that these data were shot at different times presents a prob-
lem in the POD analysis in that the two-point, one time correlation Ri j = 〈ui(x,y, t)u j(x′,y′, t)〉
cannot be computed between multiple planes of PIV data. Instead we have the following formu-
lation:
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Rˆi j(x,x′) =
{
Ri j(x,x′) x, x’ in the same plane (same time)
〈ui(x,y, t)u j(x′,y′, t+4t)〉 x, x’ in different planes (different times) (8)
where Ri j is the standard two point correlation. The description of the kernel in eqn 8 is critical
to the analysis that follows.
Most important is the fact that for certain values of x and x′, the kernel that we have at our
disposal is known to be the same as the kernel that would exist if all PIV data had been shot
simultaneously. According to Hilbert-Schmidt theory [19], the solution of the integral equation
is also used to give a diagonal decomposition of the kernel. Thus, for the case of all PIV data
planes being shot simultaneously, this would yield:
Ri j(x,x′) =
Nt
∑
n=1
λ nφ ni (x)φ
n
j (x
′), (9)
and similarly,
Rˆi j(x,x′) =
Nt
∑
n=1
λˆ nφˆi
n
(x)φˆ j
n
(x′), (10)
where λˆ n and φˆi
n
(x) are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions resulting from solving the POD
equation using the kernel Rˆi j(x,x′) as opposed to Ri j(x,x′). For zero spatial separation i.e.
x = x′ the two point correlation gives an expansion of the Reynolds stress in terms of the POD
modes, namely:
Ri j(x,x) = 〈uiu j〉(x) =
Nt
∑
n=1
λ nφ ni (x)φ
n
j (x). (11)
Also, from equation 8 when Rˆi j has zero separation, x and x′ are in the same domain so it is
equal to Ri j. It follows that:
Rˆi j(x,x) =
Nt
∑
n=t
λˆ nφˆi
n
(x)φˆ j
n
(x) = Ri j(x,x) = 〈uiu j〉(x). (12)
Therefore, Eqn 12 is the key result of this analysis and it is crucial to understand very clearly
what this equation shows. First, from eqn 12, it is clear that even though the PIV planes were
not shot simultaneously, we may still use it to perfrom two important steps in our analysis:
1) we can compute the Reynolds stress field as if the PIV data had been shot simultaneously.
This also follows from statistacal homogeneity. and 2) we are able to easily construct modal
decompositions of the Reynolds stresses. Second, the φˆ ′s are the modes which we analyze here
and a total of Nt = 100 uncorrelated snapshots were used to generate the modes. The analysis
is performed on the domain St as shown in Figure 1. Notice that the PIV planes lie along the
center - line of the scaled down array.
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Figure 1: The scaled turbine array with streamwise analysis locations presented in the current
study boxed in dotted lines. Solid black lines represent planes of PIV data collected in [1]. Only
the planes analyzed in the current study were taken with turbines in place.
3 Brief Experimental Description
The experimental setup used in the current study is that of Lebron [1]. However, some details
of the experimental set up are summarized here. Experiments were conducted at the Corrsin
Wind Tunnel at Johns Hopkins University. This is a closed loop wind tunnel with primary and
secondary contraction ratios of 25:1 and 1:1.27. Free stream turbulence of this facility has been
shown to be less than 0.1%. Dimensions of the test section are 10 x 1.2 x 0.9 m (L x W x H).
During the experiments, the free stream velocity was held constant at 8 m/s and measured using
a pitot tube upstream of the array. This lead to a wind speed of 6.1 m/s at hub height at the inlet
to the experimental domain.
Scaled turbines with rotor diameter (D) and hub height both equal to 12 cm were set up in a 3
x 5 wind turbine array with separations of 5D and 3D in the streamwise and spanwise directions
respectively. Dimensions of the scaled down array are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Furthermore,
dimensions of the experiment are approximately 1/830 scale of a real wind turbine array with
rotor diameters and hub heights of 100 m with a tip speed ratio of 4. In order to approximate
actual flows found in the atmospheric boundary layer under neutrally stable conditions, the in-
flow of the test section was conditioned using vertical strakes, the scaled array was set up on a
flat plate and chains with roughness height 15mm were laid down perpendicular to x to simulate
roughness (see Figure 2). From the PIV data collected in front of the array the maximum turbu-
lence intensity resulting from these chains was found to be 0.33. Power measurements in watts
were determined by the empirical equation
P¯wt = ω¯T¯wt = ω¯ (0.27063+5.6824I)10−3, (13)
established by Kang and Meneveau [20] where ω¯ , T¯wt and I are respectively the rotor angular
velocity (in 1/s), DC motor shaft torque (in N−m) and DC motor electric current (in Amperes).
These measurements were averaged over each row of turbines and are presented in Table 1.
PIV measurements were collected using a TSI Stereoscopic PIV system at a sampling rate
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Row Power (W)
1 0.40
2 0.25
3 0.24
4 0.22
5 0.25
Table 1: Turbine power measurements in watts averaged over each row of turbines.
of 7 Hz and 3000 samples were collected. Three planes of data (like that shown in Figure 2)
were collected along the centerline of the array between the turbines (i.e. the data planes are
x− y planes). These data planes are shown as black lines in Figure 1. The field of view of the
PIV planes was 23 cm × 23 cm.
Figure 2: Elevation view of the experimental setup used in [1]
4 Modal distributions of Reynolds shear stress and MKE entrain-
ment
Figure 3(a) shows that as expected, low order modes have large contributions to the Reynolds
shear stress. Modal contributions to Reynolds stresses were evaluated from Pi jn /P
i j
T where
Pi jn =
∫
St λˆ
nφˆ ni φˆ nj dx and P
i j
T =
∫
St 〈uiu j〉dx. PT can be seen to be the total Reynolds shear stress
content of the analysis domain. This type of behavior was also observed by [6] and it is very
interesting to see similar qualitative behavior between the current study and those results in [6]
since the data in the current study lack streamwise homogeneity. It may be noted that the decay
is not strictly monotonic. Recalling that modes are ordered in terms of decreasing eigenvalue λˆ ,
this effectively means that the eigenvalues λˆ are not strict indicators of a mode’s contribution
to Reynolds shear stress. Alternatively, the modes could have been ordered in terms of decreas-
ing contribution to Reynolds shear stress, then the curve would have been strictly monotonic
decaying and the eigenvalues would not have been.
Figure 3(b) shows graphs of the MKE fluxes, −〈U〉〈u′v′〉 as functions of wall-normal co-
ordinate y/y∗ as well as curves for the first 3 modes, and the sum of the first N75% (number of
modes necessary to recapture 75% Reynolds shear stress) modes. These plots were generated
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(a) Modal contributions to total Reynolds shear stress. (b) −〈U〉〈u′v′〉 integrated in x.
Figure 3: (a) Modal contributions to total Reynolds shear stress. n indicates a single mode num-
ber, N indicates the sum of mode number N and lower. Pi jn =
∫
St λˆ
nφˆ ni φˆ nj dx, P
i j
T =
∫
St 〈uiu j〉dx.
(b) Kinetic energy entrainment terms −〈U〉〈u′v′〉, first three modes and sum of first N75% modes
as a function y for St .
by integrating the fields in x ∈ St at each y.
From Figure 3(b) it can be seen that−〈U〉〈u′v′〉|y/y∗=1 > 0 for data above the hub height and
thus the net effect of Reynolds shear stress is to entrain MKE into the wind farm. Alternatively,
it can be seen that at the bottom of the rotor (y/y∗ = 1/3) energy is extracted from the array since
−〈U〉〈u′v′〉|y/y∗=1/3 < 0. This shows that the effect of −〈U〉〈u′v′〉 averaged over the length of St
is to move energy down from above the rotors and eject it below the rotors.
Values of the entrainment at y* from the first three modes and the sum of the first N75%
for each domain are summarized in table 2. This table shows that the first three modes decay
monotonically in terms of their contribution the MKE entrainment. It can also be seen that there
is a more significant change in the contribution from mode 1 to mode 2 than from mode 2 to
mode 3.
In order to evaluate modal contributions to vertical entrainment, the quantity Qi jn /Q
i j
T where
Qi jn =
∫
x〈Ui(x,y∗)〉λˆ nφˆ ni (x,y∗)φˆ nj (x,y∗)dx and Qi jT =
∫
x〈Ui(x,y∗)〉〈u′i(x,y∗)u′j(x,y∗)〉dx (summa-
tion is not implied on repeated indicies here) is examined. Notice that QT is the MKE flux per
unit spanwise width from the Reynolds stress 〈uiu j〉. Figure 4(a) shows modal behavior for
Reynolds shear stress entrainment contributions which mirrors behavior of the modal contribu-
tions to the total Reynolds shear stress. That is, modes which contain a large amount of Reynolds
shear stress also contribute substantially to MKE entrainment. The first mode of St contributes
about 12%. Again, it may be observed that the modal contribution to the MKE entrainment is
not decaying monotonically. Like the Reynolds shear stress this indicates that λˆ is not a perfect
indicator of the modes contribution to the MKE entrainment.
Evidently, there are Reynolds shear stress modes which extract energy from the array, but
modes which do have higher mode numbers e.g. (n = 87 in St) and thus, have a much more
negligible effect in the entire energy exchange to and from the array.
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5 Length Scales
The goal of the current section is to determine which length scales are dominant in adding or
extracting MKE to the wind farm. So the question is: how should a length scale be related to the
POD modes? Typical length scales in flows are associated with coherent motions or eddies [14].
Coherent motions are determined from the velocity field which is not available in the current
analysis (c.f. §2.2). However, it is desired to know how these coherent motions bring MKE
into the array; and thus the interest is really in coherent energy transfers. If the scales involved
in these coherent energy transfers could be determined directly, the question of how coherent
motions bring energy into the array could be answered. Consequently, a coherent energy transfer
is defined as energy transfer into the array which occurs over an extended streamwise distance.
The next question is: do such coherent energy transfers exist and if so, how do they differ
between modes?
Figure 5 (a) shows the coherent energy transfer over St for mode 1 and Figure 5 (b) for mode
20. Clearly from Figure 5, such coherent energy transfers can be observed in the first mode.
Thus, the current approach is to examine data of the type shown in Figure 5 for each mode and
to determine the largest coherent transfer of energy for each mode. In this way, each mode may
be characterized as coherently transferring energy on this length scale and smaller. The quantity
Lnmax is defined as the length of the longest positive run of 〈U〉λˆ nφˆ n1 φˆ n2 and is calculated for each
mode (i.e n = 1,2,3...). This approach is similar to that developed by [6] to associate length
scales with the POD velocity modes in the inhomogeneous direction of a turbulent channel flow.
Figure 4(b) shows L
n
max
D calculated in this way for each mode. The length scales of the first
three modes and the sum of the first N75% modes is shown in Table 2. From Figure 4(b), it is
observed that lengths defined in this way have excellent modal decay properties. That is, low
modes have larger coherent energy transfers than high modes. Furthermore, from Figure 4(b)
one can observe that the largest Lmax is 1.7D for St . The smallest scales found in the flow are,
of course, the Nyquist cutoff of 24x = 0.007 m or 0.058D. In addition, from Figure 4(b) , an
interesting trend is also observed in the high order mode lengths. Here, a line with slope of 1n
is also plotted and it is seen that the higher order modes decay approximately as 1n . This Figure
represents a key result of the current study as it demonstrates that Reynolds stress modes can
be separated into 2 distinct categories: idiosyncratic modes (the first 6 modes) which capture
the bulk of the flow inhomogeneity and Fourier type modes which are essentially homogeneous
(their modal length decays like 1n ). Further, it can be observed that the idiosyncratic modes are
responsible for large transfers of MKE into the array - the sum of the first six modes captures
45% of the entrainment, and have length scale O(D). It may be observed that like the modal
contributions to the Reynolds shear stress and the MKE entrainment, the decay of the modal
length scales is not strictly monotonic. This shows that like the Reynolds shear stress and MKE
entrainment contributions, the modal length scale is not strictly indicated by the eigenvalues.
While not a strict indicator, the correlation between larger eigenvalues and larger length scales
is still very good.
The tendency of higher order modes (for a turbulent channel and Rayleigh convection) to
asymptote towards Fourier modes with period Lnpi was also observed by [21]. They found that
approximately the first 5 modes did not follow this behavior. Clearly, from Figure 4(b) this
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Figure 4: (a) Modal contributions to MKE entrainment by Reynolds shear. n indicates
a single mode number, N indicates the sum of mode numbers N and lower. Qi jn =∫
x〈Ui(x,y∗)〉λˆ nφˆ ni (x,y∗)φˆ nj (x,y∗)dx, Qi jT =
∫
x〈Ui(x,y∗)〉〈ui(x,y∗)′u j(x,y∗)′〉dx (Summation not
implied on repeated indicies). (b) Comparison of LmaxD for St with a
1
n slope.
Mode −〈U〉〈u′v′〉 m3s3 Lmax/D
1 0.54 1.4
2 0.45 1.6
3 0.42 1.7
N75% 2.70 13
Table 2: Numerical values of the MKE entrainment terms −〈U〉〈u′v′〉 from the first three modes
and from the sum of the first N75% at y* and characterstic length scales for each.
behavior begins around n = 6. Furthermore, it is encouraging to see that this newly defined
length scale obeys a similar trend as length scales associated with POD modes of velocities
found in other studies.
(a) St , n = 1 (b) St , n = 20
Figure 5: (a) −〈Ui〉λˆ 1φˆ 1i φˆ 1j . (b) −〈Ui〉λˆ 20φˆ 20i φˆ 20j . Solid lines are i = 1 j = 2, dashed lines are
i= j = 2.
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6 Conclusions
A POD analysis was performed on the 2D PIV data from a scaled 3 x 5 wind turbine array.
This was done in order to examine modal contributions of the Reynolds stresses and mean kinetic
energy (fluxes) entrainment and subsequently to establish over which length scales the bulk of
the mean kinetic energy is entrained. In order to do this, it was necessary to establish what
information could be extracted from 2D PIV data shot at different times. It was demonstrated
that the full Reynolds stress field may still be computed and that a modal decomposition of these
fields may be constructed.
In addition, from the modal expansions of the Reynolds stresses it was established that low
order modes have large contributions to Reynolds shear stress . For instance, mode 1 contained
13% of the total Reynolds shear stress. From knowledge of the overall trend of stress transport, it
was established that Reynolds shear stress mode 1 accounts for 12% of the total energy transfer.
Furthermore, the concept of coherent transfers of energy was introduced as entrainment of
mean kinetic energy which occurs over an extended length in the streamwise direction. From
this definition, length scales could be associated with each mode based on the length of its largest
coherent energy transfer so that a particular mode could be taken to execute energy transfers at
this length scale and below. From this concept length scales were introduced for each mode
and it was established that the Reynolds shear stress modes fell into two distinct categories
based on length scale. The first group were the idiosyncratic modes which had length scales
O(D) (the largest being 1.7D), behaved in a non homogenoues manner and accounted for 45%
of the entrainment of MKE. The second group were the Fourier type modes, which behave
homegenously and individually contribute little to the MKE entriainment. These modes’ length
scales decay like 1/n, similary to what was found in other studies for channel flow. Lastly
it should be mentioned that the Reynolds number scaling of the Reynolds shear stress modes
should be investigated so as to better elucidate how these results will apply to full scale turbines.
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ABSTRACT
Vertical entrainment of kinetic energy has been shown to be a limiting factor for performance
of very large arrays of wind turbines. In this study, Large Eddy Simulations of fully-developed
turbulent atmospheric flow over infinitely large wind farms modeled using actuator disks are
used to analyze this vertical entrainment. Numerical experiments that attempt to enhance the
transfer of kinetic energy from the high-velocity flow above the turbines down to the turbine
level are performed using additional vertical forcing applied at the turbine disks. The vertical
forcing chosen for the numerical experiments is taken to be proportional to the axial drag force
the turbine exerts on the flow and is a function of the instantaneous disk-averaged velocity. The
direction of the forcing (i.e. upward or downward) is dependent on the magnitude of the axial
velocity at the disk: in one set of LES, a downward force is prescribed in conjunction with a high
axial velocity, whereas a low axial velocity results in an upward force. Such additional forcing
is found to have a discernible effect on the total power generated by the wind turbine array.
Consistent with previous findings, the net kinetic energy flux to the level of the turbines is found
to vary along with the total power produced by the wind turbine array. The most significant
effect of the forcing at the turbine disks is found to be a change in the effective roughness of the
wind turbine array which directly influences the availability of high-velocity flow at the turbine
height.
INTRODUCTION
As offshore wind turbines are installed in increasingly large arrays, the need to better understand
large-scale interactions between neighboring turbines and the atmospheric flow is motivating
new research in the field. The relevant spatial scales range from millimeters to kilometers,
making both experimentation and computation a challenge. Similarly, the range of time scales,
variability of atmospheric conditions, thermal stratification, and non-trivial terrain effects serve
to further increase the complexity. A significant amount of work has been directed toward the
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design and understanding of a single wind turbine or a small number of wind turbines [1], but
when turbines begin to interact with each other and the atmospheric boundary layer in large
wind turbine arrays, their performance can drop quite dramatically [2, 3]. Understanding the
mechanisms that cause this reduction in power is crucial for the design of future wind turbine
arrays. Early analytical studies modeled these effects with a superposition of wakes that expand
in a predefined manner [4, 5], but these provided no information about the dynamics of the flow.
Similarly, RANS calculations provide limited insight into the dynamics, though they can be
significantly cheaper than a time-resolved simulation [6]. In this study, Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) [7] is used in conjunction with a wind turbine actuator disk model [8, 9, 10] to provide
good temporal resolution of the flow’s large-scale turbulent structures.
For wind turbines placed together in an array, it is well-known that the wake of upstream tur-
bines reduces the available energy to downstream turbines. The power produced by subsequent
rows has been shown to decrease, but often tends to level off [2, 3]. At some point, for very
large arrays, the flow becomes fully-developed and there is a balance between the forcing of the
atmospheric boundary layer and the resistance of the wind turbines. One relevant parameter for
this analysis is the kinetic energy in the mean flow, given by 1
2
u¯iu¯i where the overbar denotes an
average in time. Vertical entrainment of this quantity from the high-velocity flow above the array
must become an important factor in array performance when the flow reaches a fully-developed
state. This entrainment of mean kinetic energy, and the means to modify it, is the focus of the
present study.
The transport equation for mean kinetic energy in a flow driven by a mean pressure gradient
d p∞/dx is given by
0=−u¯ j∂ j(
1
2
u¯iu¯i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
−∂i(u¯i p/ρ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure flux
+ν∂ j∂ j(
1
2
u¯iu¯i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous
diffusion
−ν∂ ju¯i∂ ju¯i︸ ︷︷ ︸
pseudo-dissipation
+ u¯i f¯i︸︷︷︸
power extraction
by wind turbines
−∂ j(u¯iu′iu
′
j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
turbulent
KE flux
+ u′iu
′
j∂ ju¯i︸ ︷︷ ︸
turbulent
KE dissipation
−u¯1∂1(p∞/ρ).︸ ︷︷ ︸
work done by mean
pressure gradient
(1)
Previous analyses have shown that, for large wind turbine arrays, the horizontally-planar-averaged
form of this mean kinetic energy energy, given by 1
2
〈u¯i〉〈u¯i〉 with spatial averaging denoted by
the angle brackets, is primarily a function of two mechanisms at the level of the turbines: a
decrease in energy by power extraction at the turbines and an increase in energy by turbulent
kinetic energy flux [8, 11]. These results lead us to believe that increasing the kinetic energy
flux to the level of the turbines could potentially improve the array efficiency, particularly in the
far-downstream portion of the array. In the present work, we explore the question of whether
modifications to individual wind turbine aerodynamic characteristics, represented here in a first
exploratory attempt by additional vertical forcing at the disk, could affect the overall vertical
kinetic energy flux in very large wind turbine arrays. The results are intended to provide in-
formation about the possibilities and inherent limitations of using modified rotor designs and/or
control schemes to affect the entrainment of kinetic energy.
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DESCRIPTION OFMETHOD
Large Eddy Simulation code
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) code used for this analysis solves the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations for pressure driven flow without thermal stratification (neutral):
∂iu˜i = 0, (2)
∂t u˜i + u˜ j(∂ ju˜i −∂iu˜ j) =−∂i p
∗+ 1
Re
∂ j∂ ju˜i + f˜i−∂ jτ
d
i j −∂1p∞δi1, (3)
with the deviatoric part of the subgrid-scale stress term and the modified pressure given by
τdi j = u˜iu j − u˜iu˜ j −
1
3
δi j(u˜kuk − u˜ku˜k) =−2(cs,∆∆)
2|S˜|S˜i j, (4)
p∗ = p˜+ 1
2
u˜ ju˜ j +
1
3
(u˜kuk − u˜ku˜k). (5)
The variables are implicitly filtered by the coarse grid of LES and are non-dimensionalized by
density, ρ , the height of the atmospheric boundary layer, H , and the friction velocity, u∗=
√
H
ρ
dp∞
dx
.
The non-dimensionalization is implied for eqns. 2-9 but will be shown explicitly in the results
section.
The flow is driven by a mean pressure gradient d p∞/dx=1 (non-dimensional), and the tur-
bines are represented by a drag force given by f˜i. The Reynolds number is taken to be very
high so the viscous term is neglected. The deviatoric part of the subgrid-scale stress term, τdi j, is
represented using the Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic model [12]. The domain is periodic
in the horizontal directions to allow for the use of a pseudo-spectral method. In the vertical
direction a second-order finite difference approach is used. Time advancement is accomplished
using a second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme.
The turbines are modeled as actuator disks [8, 9, 10] to avoid the need for high resolution in
time and space. The effect of the turbine on the flow is represented by the drag force given by
Ft =−
1
2
ρC′T
(
uTd
)2
A (6)
where C′T is the modified thrust coefficient, u
T
d is the velocity averaged across the disk and
smoothed in time, and A is the frontal area of the turbine disk. This total force is distributed onto
the grid using a Gaussian-filtered indicator function, φ , which varies smoothly in space so as to
avoid numerical errors during calculation of derivatives using the pseudo-spectral method. The
force per unit mass at each gridpoint is given by
fx =−
1
2
C′T
(
uTd
)2
φ/∆x (7)
with ∆x as the effective thickness of the turbine disk. For these simulations, the turbine diameter
is given by D/H=0.1 and the hub height is given by zh/H=0.1. In the fully-developed turbulent
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Figure 1: Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours are shown on three planes in the domain,
and the turbines are indicated by the grey ellipsoids. A mean pressure gradient drives the flow
in the x-direction.
flow around these wind turbines, an undisturbed upstream velocity, as is typically used to calcu-
late the drag force, is not available, so the averaged velocity at the disk is used in its place and the
thrust coefficient, CT , is replaced by the modified thrust coefficient C
′
T =CT/(1−a)
2 [8] which
is a function of the induction factor, a. For this analysis, the use of a=0.25 and CT=0.75 lead to
C′T=1.33. The velocity u
T
d is averaged across the disk and smoothed in time using a one-sided
exponential filter
uTd =
1
T
∫ t
−∞
ud(t
′)exp
(
−
t − t ′
T
)
dt ′ (8)
which can be advanced in time as (uTd )
n+1 = (1− ε)(uTd )
n + ε(ud)
n with ε = ∆t
T
/
(
1+ ∆t
T
)
when
discretized to first order. The time-scale of this filter was selected to be approximately T=10
seconds. This additional smoothing is required to justify the use of a constant C′T which is
consistent with the actuator disk approximation (i.e. the turbine model is only accurate in an
average sense). Lastly, the instantaneous power produced by each turbine is approximated as
the product of the drag force and the time-filtered disk averaged velocity,
P = Ftu
T
d . (9)
An instantaneous snapshot of the domain is shown in fig. 1 with contours of streamwise
velocity on three orthogonal planes. The streamwise direction is x, the spanwise direction is y,
and the wall-normal direction is z. The turbine locations are indicated by grey ellipsoids, and
they exert a drag force opposite the x-direction. The length of the domain in the horizontal direc-
tions is given by L and the height of the domain is given by H . For these simulations, a domain
size ratio of L/H=pi was used. Since the domain is periodic in the streamwise and spanwise
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directions, the wind turbine array modeled here is infinite and the flow is fully-developed. The
number of gridpoints used to discretize the domain is given by nx x ny x nz = 128 x 128 x 61.
The boundary condition at z/H=1 is zero shear and zero vertical velocity. A standard log-law
based wall-stress boundary condition is used (as in ref. [8]) to enforce no-slip at z/H=0, since
the viscous term has been neglected and viscous sublayers are not being resolved.
Vertical forcing at the turbine disks
In an attempt to increase the net kinetic energy flux to the turbines, additional synthetic forcing
is applied to the flow at the turbine disks. In our numerical experiments, this approach is meant
to mimic the effects of fast-acting rotor control schemes that could generate net thrust compo-
nents in the vertical directions (e.g. by suitably controlled angle-dependent pitch variations).
Alternatively, such additional forcing could perhaps be caused by an active structure (e.g. some
kind of stator blades) mounted on the turbine tower behind the blades so as to influence the flow
without significantly decreasing the performance at the rotor. We stress that these are meant as
numerical “what if” experiments and are not meant, as of yet, to represent the effects of any
fully realistic device. The synthetic vertical force applied at the turbine disks is chosen to be a
function of the disk-averaged velocity, ud , and is given by
fz = A fx sign(ud/u∗−7.2) (10)
such that a high velocity at the disk coincides with a downward force for positive values of A
(since fx < 0 in the chosen coordinate system). This forcing scheme is shown in table 1 for easy
reference. The mean value of the non-dimensional disk-averaged velocity was estimated to be
approximately ud/u∗=7.2 based on previous simulations. Since stronger winds imply higher fx
(and therefore higher fz for a given A) we expect the net forcing to be in the downward direction
for positive A. For this analysis, we chose a suite of values to be tested, i.e. A=[1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/10,
1/20, 0, -1/20, -1/10, -1/4, -1/2, -1].
Table 1: Direction of vertical forcing based on sign of A
A > 0 A < 0
high velocity → force downward high velocity → force upward
low velocity → force upward low velocity → force downward
The cases with large |A| would likely be unrealistic to implement in practice, but they serve
to accentuate the differences between cases so as to ensure that observed trends are not merely a
result of noise in the calculations. Regardless, at this stage the investigation is primarily intended
as a proof of concept to identify whether such additional forcing near the turbine disk could have
an appreciable effect on the flow’s rate of vertical entrainment of mean kinetic energy.
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Rescaling from friction velocity to Geostrophic velocity
The LES results are non-dimensionalized by the friction velocity, u∗=
√
H
ρ
dp∞
dx
, which itself can
vary between cases, so another velocity scale is needed for a fair comparison among cases. Since
the Geostrophic velocity, G, acts as a measure of total available wind resource for a wind farm
located on flat and homogeneous terrain, the results are rescaled to be a function of G rather than
u∗. To accomplish this rescaling, the following implicit scaling law from ref. [13] is used:
G
uˆ∗
=
1
κ
√[
ln
(
Ro
uˆ∗
G
)
−A
]2
+B2 (11)
where Ro=G/( f zˆ0) and the constants A=1.7 and B=4.5 are chosen to agree with the survey of
ref. [14]. This formula was derived for a neutral boundary layer in the region where zˆ0 ≪ z≪ H
(recalling that zˆ0 is the effective roughness height and H is the thickness of the boundary layer),
but is applied to our results for the logarithmic region located above the wind turbines. The
presence of such a logarithmic velocity region above the wind turbine array was first postulated
by refs. [1, 4] and later demonstrated by LES of ref. [8].
10−2 10−1 100
8
10
12
z/H
〈u¯
〉/
u
∗
Figure 2: The effective roughness and friction velocity are calculated by fitting eqn. 12 to the
logarithmic region above the wind turbines. The turbines are located in the region between the
dashed lines.
To determine the effective roughness of the wind turbine array, zˆ0, and the effective friction
velocity, uˆ∗, for use in eqn. 11, we fit a log-law profile of 〈u¯〉/u∗ vs. z/H (output from LES
simulations) above the wind turbines to find the non-dimensional zˆ0/H and uˆ∗/u∗ according to
the equation
〈u¯〉
u∗
=
uˆ∗
u∗
1
κ
ln
(
z/H
zˆ0/H
)
. (12)
The value of zˆ0/H is then used in eqn. 11 to find uˆ∗/G. Finally, u∗/uˆ∗ from eqn. 12 and uˆ∗/G
from eqn. 11 are combined to determine u∗/G which will be used to rescale the LES results.
The fit for the baseline case (A=0) is shown in fig. 2. For this analysis, the von Ka´rma´n
constant is κ=0.41 and the Rossby number Ro=G/( f zˆ0) is calculated using G=20 m/s, f=10
−4
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1/s, and zˆ0 determined by the log-law fit. The use of eqn. 11 for rescaling of flow around a wind
turbine array with pressure gradient forcing has also been described in ref. [15], and a discussion
of the relationship between pressure forcing and Geostrophic velocity can also be found in the
appendix of ref. [8].
RESULTS
Velocity profiles and log-law fits
For each of the cases considered here, a logarithmic region of mean streamwise velocity, 〈u¯〉/u∗,
was found to exist above the wind turbines. Fig. 3 shows the velocity profiles for the cases with
the strongest forcing (A =±1). In both of these cases, two distinctive logarithmic regions above
the turbine array were identified (in addition to the logarithmic region below the turbines). Not
surprisingly, the addition of strong vertical forcing increased the size of the ‘inner’ region that
is directly affected by the turbines. The ‘outer’ region, the higher of the two logarithmic regions
above the turbines, was chosen for the fit using eqn. 12. For the cases with weaker vertical
forcing, the profiles were similar to the one shown in fig. 2 with only a single logarithmic region
above the turbines, as in ref. [8]. The effective roughness and effective friction velocity from the
log-law fit are given for each case in fig. 4. For positive values of A, the forcing decreases the
apparent roughness of the wind turbine array. For a given driving pressure gradient, this would
imply higher velocity throughout the boundary layer.
10−2 10−1 100
7
8
9
10
11
〈u¯
〉/
u
∗
z/H
(a)
10−2 10−1 100
8
10
12
〈u¯
〉/
u
∗
z/H
(b)
Figure 3: The streamwise velocity profiles are shown for the cases with (a) A=1 and (b) A=-1.
A logarithmic region is present above the turbine array for both cases. The wind turbines are
located in the region between the dashed lines.
The ratio of friction velocity to Geostrophic velocity, calculated from eqns. 11 and 12, is
shown in fig. 5 for each case. Here, it is important to distinguish between the array’s apparent
friction velocity, uˆ∗, and the friction velocity used to non-dimensionalize the governing equa-
tions, u∗=
√
H
ρ
dp∞
dx
. The apparent friction velocity in fig. 5a is consistent with the effective
roughness heights given in fig. 4a: an effective increase in roughness translates to an increase in
the effective wall drag τˆw =
√
ρ uˆ2∗. If the height of the boundary layer is taken to be constant,
then an increase in roughness would necessitate an increase in the driving pressure gradient
which would lead to an increase in u∗ as is shown in fig. 5b.
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Figure 4: The ratios (a) zˆ0/H and (b) uˆ∗/u∗ from the log-law fit of velocity given by eqn. 12 are
shown as a function of forcing magnitude.
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Figure 5: The ratios (a) uˆ∗/G and (b) u∗/G are shown as a function of forcing magnitude.
The direction of the vertical forcing was determined by comparing the magnitude of the
disk-averaged velocity to the value ud/u∗=7.2, the mean value from previous simulations with-
out vertical forcing. This approach was not ideal since there was no guarantee that the mean
disk-averaged velocity would remain at this value once the additional forcing was applied. Sur-
prisingly, the mean velocity remained quite close to 7.2 for all cases. Probability density func-
tions (PDFs) of ud/u∗ are given for each case in fig. 6. Also, surprisingly, the vertical forcing
had quite a strong effect on the distributions. For negative values of A the PDF tended to be-
come more narrow with a large proportion of the velocities near the mean. For positive values
of A a bimodal distribution was found with the highest probability for sub-mean velocities but
with long tails for very high velocities. Examination of individual PDFs for each turbine show
that this bimodal distribution is present for each turbine and is not merely a result of spanwise
inhomogeneities.
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Figure 6: PDF of disk-averaged velocity for each case with A shown in the legend.
Applied vertical force
The magnitude of the vertical force, averaged in time and across horizontal planes, is shown
in fig. 7 for each case. Since force is proportional to the square of velocity, the high-velocity
forcing dominates the time-average. Hence, the net vertical forcing is downward for positive A
and upward for negative A. This net force could also be estimated from the velocity histograms
as proportional to E[Asign(7.2− ud/u∗)(ud/u∗)
2] where E[·] denotes the expected value. The
high-velocity long tails in the PDFs for strong positive A lead to an increase in the time-averaged
vertical forcing compared to the strong negative A cases. As such, the effect of the forcing is
expected to be more significant for the cases with A > 0.
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Figure 7: The horizontal average of the applied vertical force is shown for each case. The raw
LES output in (a) is normalized by u∗, but has been rescaled to G in (b). The value of A is given
in the legend.
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Turbine power and turbulent kinetic energy flux
The intention of the additional vertical forcing scheme was to increase the net kinetic energy
to the level of the turbines with the hope of increasing the power produced by the wind turbine
array. The total power generated by the wind turbine array, estimated for each turbine according
to eqn. 9 and then summed, is given in fig. 8a as a function of the forcing magnitude. The
turbine power is highest for A > 0, largely due to the high values of u∗/G for these cases.
The net kinetic energy flux to the level of the turbines is given by
ΦT = ρ
L∫
0
L∫
0
zh+D/2∫
zh−D/2
[
−∂ j(u¯iu′iu
′
j)−∂ j(u¯iτ
d
i j)
]
dzdydx = ρ
L∫
0
L∫
0
[
−u¯iu′iu
′
3− u¯iτ
d
i3
]zh+D/2
zh−D/2
dydx, (13)
which simplifies due to the periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions. The net
kinetic energy flux to the turbine level is given in non-dimensional form in fig. 8b for all cases.
There is a clear correlation between the power produced by the turbine array and the net kinetic
energy flux to the turbine level. The increase in these quantities is strongest for highest values
of A > 0 which corresponds to downward forcing for high-velocity flow. Note that the slightly
larger power output at turbines compared to the integrated energy flux can be attributed to the
work done by the pressure forcing which in the turbine region can slightly exceed the turbulent
dissipation term (see eqn. 1). Table 2 shows the resulting trends for this analysis based on the
sign of A.
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Figure 8: (a) Mean turbine array power and (b) net kinetic energy flux to the level of the turbines
are shown as a function of forcing magnitude.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, it appears that additional vertical forcing at the turbines can
have a significant effect on the rate of mean kinetic energy entrainment in a large wind turbine
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Table 2: Summary of results based on sign of A
A > 0 A < 0
high velocity → force downward high velocity → force upward
low velocity → force upward low velocity → force downward
net force downward net force upward
smaller effective roughness larger effective roughness
higher turbine array power lower turbine array power
higher mean KE flux to turbine level lower mean KE flux to turbine level
array. When downward forcing corresponds with high velocities, the net drag force exerted on
the atmospheric boundary layer by the wind turbine array is reduced, leading to higher velocities
at the turbine disk for a given Geostrophic velocity. This increase lead to an improvement of
turbine power and kinetic energy flux to the turbines. Interestingly, the vertical forcing also had
an effect on the distribution of velocities at the disk which may be relevant to prediction of power
generation and turbine operating regimes.
Clearly, the vertical forces imposed for the extreme cases in this study would be impractical
or impossible to implement in practice. Also, no attempt was made to compare the net energy
gain with the energy that would be required to impose this active forcing. Since only a small
subset of possible forcing schemes were examined in this study, it appears possible that prac-
tically realizable and effective active forcing schemes could be developed. The analysis in this
study also focused primarily on horizontally-averaged quantities in order to isolate variation in
the vertical direction, but the mean kinetic energy field has a complex three-dimensional struc-
ture. It would be interesting to further examine the kinetic energy flux, along with the other
terms in the mean kinetic energy balance equation, in a fully-three-dimensional sense. Also,
future efforts can be focused on studying the coherent structures responsible for these fluxes, for
instance using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition tools.
As wind turbine arrays continue to grow in size, it becomes increasingly important to develop
innovative strategies to improve the performance of the wind turbines in the far downstream por-
tion of the array. A design that enhances entrainment of kinetic energy could make that possible.
With the aid of Large Eddy Simulation we now have the capability to experiment with designs
and flow control concepts that would be difficult to test in physical experiments. While such
numerical studies have their advantages in facilitating such initial “what if” experimentations,
their inherent limitations must also be kept in mind, especially the further need for developing
technically or economical feasible implementations.
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ABSTRACT 
Wind farm layout optimization in complex terrain is a pretty difficult issue for onshore wind 
farm. In this article, a novel optimization method is proposed to optimize the layout for wind 
farms in complex terrain. This method utilized Lissaman and Jensen wake models for taking 
the terrain height and the wake loss from the upstream turbines into the wind turbine power 
output calculation. Wind direction is divided into sixteen sections, and the wind speed is 
processed using the Weibull distribution. The objective is to maximize the total wind farm 
power output and the free design variables are the wind turbines’ park coordinates which 
subject to the boundary and minimum distance conditions between two wind turbines. A 
Cross Particle Swarm Optimization (CPSO) method is developed and applied to optimize the 
layout for a certain wind farm case. Compared with the uniform and experience method, 
results show that the CPSO method has a higher optimal value, and could be used to optimize 
the actual wind farm micro-sitting engineering projects. 
Keywords: wind farm micro-sitting, complex terrain, wake model, probability density, cross 
particle swarm optimization (CPSO) 
1 Introduction 
  In the past few years there is a growing energy demand with the worldwide 
economic development, where fossil fuel almost accounts for all of the energy 
consumption. It’s well known that the fossil fuel is nonrenewable and could generate 
all kinds of emissions which pollute the environment as well as affect human’s health 
[1]. Global people’s minds are being awakened to develop and utilize renewable 
energy which covers wind energy, solar energy, wave energy, hydrogen energy, etc. 
Nevertheless, with the current technology status, wind energy is almost the 
lowest-cost in all the renewable energy utilization fields and can be installed on a 
large scale or distributed power. It is promising to be the third energy supply in 
addition to fossil energy and hydro energy in China. 
During the last 10 years, the total installed wind turbines capacity in China has 
reached 65 000MW which is the top one position in the world, most of them are 
scaled wind farm utilizations and at the same time, are located on flat terrain with 
good wind energy resources. The zone in addition to flat terrain is called complex 
terrain. The next stage in wind farm development will be focused on complex terrain 
[2]. There are often a few advantages for the decision maker to exploit the wind energy 
resources in complex terrain on the lower land, operation and environment costs. At 
the same time this kind of projects often creates many high quality job opportunities 
and incents the local economic as well. However, it is difficult to predict the wind 
energy distribution and layout the wind farm due to the detouring flow in the complex 
terrain and the wakes in the wind farms are very hard to be modeled. Currently, how 
to make full use of the wind energy and lay out the wind farms are both academic and 
engineering issues. 
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Many factors will affect the wind power output of a wind farm, such as wind 
turbines selection, layout method, grid connection, etc. However, the layout of a wind 
farm is one of most effective ways to improve wind energy utilization efficiency [3-5].  
There are some studies or software applied in the actual wind farm micro-sitting. 
Common software include WAsP, Windfarm, Windsim, Meteodyn WT, etc. WAsP 
from Danish Risø National Laboratory is the most widely used software up to now, 
however WAsP itself has some drawbacks, such as, WAsP can’t optimize the 
placement of wind turbines independently without the help of other necessary 
techniques and is proved to be not accurate enough from the practical data in complex 
terrain [6]. The CFD can simulate the flow field in complex terrain accurately and the 
velocities in front of each wind turbine can be determined. On the other hand CFD 
computations are excessive computational costly, with a considerable long process 
runtime and it is unsuitable to implement in the practical use of the optimization issue 
[7]. Rasoul rahmani [8], Alireza Emami [9], C. Szafron [10] and Chunqiu Wan [11] 
presented a simplified wake model accompanied with Weibull wind speed distribution 
in their studies, but the model didn’t consider the wind direction and elevation which 
had great influences on the turbine wake. Liu [12] applied the Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
to the wind farm layout optimization, but the efficiency of the overall algorithm was 
not discussed and the power calculation was too rough to predict accurately the 
energy production. Furthermore, the above mentioned methods are all based on the 
rectangular and flat topography. However, most of the wind farms are located on 
irregular and uneven topography which increases the difficulties in wind farm 
modeling and calculation of the optimal results.  
In this paper, a novel methodology is used to optimize the wind turbines’ park 
coordinates for maximizing the wind farm’s power production in a specified irregular 
zone wind farm with knowing the number of turbines. In the proposed approach, 
Lissaman wake model and Jenson wake model are established that can be applied in 
complex terrain with different wind directions. The calculation of the power output 
based on the probability density method by wind speed Weibull distribution combined 
with wind speed-power curve. The CPSO algorithm is implemented for the 
optimization problem, and compared with uniform distribution method and 
experienced distribution method. The feasibilities and reliabilities are analyzed for the 
wind farm layout optimizations as well. 
2 Mathematical Models 
2.1 Wake model 
Wind turbine in a wind farm extracts energy from atmosphere, reducing the wind 
velocity and producing swirling eddies behind the rotor which is called wind turbine 
wake [13]. The mean velocity and turbulence intensity in the wake zone are different 
from that in the free stream. If a turbine locates behind an upstream turbine in the 
wind direction, the turbine will be affected by the wake created by the upstream 
turbine, which will reduce its power output. The wind speed has the stochastic 
characters in both direction and magnitude [14]. In order to calculate wind power 
production under different speeds, different directions and different layouts in the 
wind farm should be transformed and wind speed distribution should be modeled.  
  In this paper, the wind directions are divided into 16 intervals with 22.5o for each 
interval from 0o to 360o. The angular bisector of the interval can be deemed to the 
direction of each interval.  
  The statistical characteristic of the wind speed at a certain height has been 
approximated by the two-parameter Weibull distribution function which is proved to 
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be appropriate enough distribution pattern for the wind energy field [15-16]. For a given 
wind speed v in the direction interval θiv, with a shape parameter Kiv and a scale 
parameter Civ of the Weibull distribution function, its frequency g(v,θiv) can be 
calculated as: 
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where T(θiv) is the probability in the wind direction interval iv, iv is from 1 to n 
(n=16). 
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where εiv is the count statistics that the wind speed direction within the range of 
(iv-1)*22.5o and iv*22.5o, εsum is the total count statistics of wind speed.                          
  According to Lissaman wake model [17], wind speed varies with elevation by index 
relationship. Suppose that a set of wind data is measured at a certain height z0 (Fig.1), 
the wind speeds at turbine i and j can be calculated by equations (3) ~ (4): 
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Fig.1 Lissaman wake mode 
 where z(i) and z(j) are the elevations of turbine i and turbine j, respectively, h is the 
wind turbine tower height, v0 is the wind speed measured at z0, andαis the friction 
coefficient which is determined by the terrain (α=1/7 for the paper) .the actual wind 
speeds of turbine i and j are:  
                            
'v (1 )i i iv d                            (5)                   
'
j (1 )j jv v d                             (6) 
Where di and dj are wind speed deficits, in this paper, we apply Jenson wake model to 
calculate the value.  
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Fig.2 Jenson wake mode 
When the wind blows from left to right, the turbine i is the upstream turbine,it will not 
be affected by any other turbine, so the speed deficit of two turbines are[12]: 
                               0id                                     (7) 
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Where CT thrust coefficient, r is the blade radius, R is the wake radius and Aw swept 
area of a turbine’s rotor. 
  When the wind blows from right to left, the wind speed deficit of two turbines can be 
calculated as : 
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 Suppose there are N turbines in a wind farm and the kinetic energy deficit keeps 
conservation due to all the wakes, the inlet velocity of a turbine for a certain wind 
speed and a wind direction interval can be obtained by equation (11):   
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Where vij represents the turbine i’s inlet velocity after the effects of the turbines j. 
 2.2 Power model   The power that a turbine obtained from the wind is associated with the wind speed, 
and the power curve could be linearly approximated [18]: 
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Where vin, vout and vrated are wind turbine’s cut-in, cut-out and rated wind speeds 
respectively. Prated is the rated power. λ and η are the coefficients of the wind turbine 
power curve.  
  Combined with the equation (1) and (12), a wind turbine power output can be 
calculated by: 
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The total power that all wind turbines produced the of the wind farm is:                  
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E( lP ) is the power of function of turbine l and E( sumP ) is the power function of the 
total wind farm.  
III Algorithms for the turbine placement optimization Cross Particle Swarm 
Optimization (CPSO) algorithm 
    In this paper, the target of the optimization issue is the maximization of the wind 
farm total power production, which means the minimization of the power loss due to 
wind direction and turbines coordinates. The objective function of an individual for 
the evolutionary algorithms is the logarithmic of total power production’s 
multiplicative inverse:  
                          ))(/1( sumPElnf                           (15) 
  The fitness value of an individual for evolutionary algorithms is: 
                            fF
1                               (16)                
Where ψ is a small positive value to ensure the fitness value be a positive value. 
The basic steps of standard PSO algorithm can be simplified as[19]: 
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Where: 1tiv ,velocity of agent i at iteration t; ω, inertia weight; β1, β2, positive 
weighting constants; r1, r2, random number between 0 and 1; tix , current position of 
individual at iteration t; pi, local best of the individual i; pg, global best of all the 
individuals.  
  The standard PSO algorithm would be easily traped into local optimal point 
compared with other population based algorithms for lacking of population diversities 
[20]. In this paper, some operators are designed to overcome this drawback. Firstly the 
strategy is inertia weight is gradually decreased. In the standard PSO, the inertia weight 
is a fixed constant, while the inertia weight ω is responsible for the searching area. A 
big ω means search the optimization solution in the large space , and A small ω means 
small local searching space [21]. Therefore, The big ω is efficient at the beginning of the 
iterations and the small ω will be better to get the optimization result at the later stage 
of the iterations. The inertia weight in the paper is defined: 
                    umsTtminmaxmax
101
1
)(                          (19)  
Where ωmax and ωmin are max and min inertia weights, t is the current generation or 
inertia time and Tsum is the total generations or inertia times.  
Secondly，the inferior particles will be eliminated. In the behavior of the swarm, 
there will always be some particles far from the optimal results,which affect the overall 
optimization efficiency. The improved algorithm introduces some new particles that 
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based on cross operator to replace the bad ones. The new particle's positions and 
corresponding speeds are: 
                         tg
t xqxq
1b21r
)1(x                         (20) 
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t vqvq
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Where t is the current generation, trx  and 
t
rv  are the inferior particle and its speed, 
xg and vg are the global best particle and its speed, tbx 1 and
t
bv 2 are random selected 
particle and speed from other particles respectively. q1, q2, q3 and q4 are random 
numbers from 0 to 1. 
  Thirdly, individual optimal position and global optimal position mutate. During the 
iteration, particles gradually approach the local optimal and global optimal，and the 
search efficiency may be trapped into stagnation. In order to keep the search ability at 
this time, individual optimal position and global position both mutate if the particles’ 
position close to optimal over the limitation.  
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 Where c1, c2, c3, c4 are random numbers from 0 to 1,▽and ▽1 are the limitation 
constants. 
4 Case study 
4.1 Wind farm description 
  In order to compare the reliability and feasibility of the proposed method. The 
efficiencies of the three evolutionary algorithms are checked in the same wind farm of 
north China. The wind farm is the complex terrain shown as Fig. 3. The wind farm is 
an irregular graphic with X-axis and Y-axis both from 0 m to 7000 m , and elevation 
from 1337.5 m to 1517.5 m .  
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Fig.3 Wind farm topographic contour 
  The wind farm locates in the rich wind resource zone.Fig.4 and Fig.5 describe the 
wind’s frequency and power density distribution. Tab.1 shows the Weibull 
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distribution parameters，K value, C value，probability, and power density of 16 wind 
direction sections. 
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Fig.4 Wind direction rose chart 
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Fig.5 Wind power density rose chart   
 4.2 Results and analysis 
  Objective function convergence curves and optimal placement distributions are 
checked and analyzed for the three evolutionary algorithms applied in the wind farm 
layout optimization. Objective function convergence curve for CPSO is shown as 
Fig.6, Optimal placement distribution results for CPSO is shown as Fig.7. 
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Fig.6 Objective function convergence curve (CPSO) 
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Fig.7 Optimal placement distribution (CPSO) 
  Wind turbine uniform layout scheme（Uniform distribution）is often applied for the 
flat terrain wind farm. Higher elevation positions with good wind energy resource are 
also usually chose to place the wind turbine by the experienced engineer for the 
complex terrain（Experience distribution). The regulations of these two schemes are 
the turbines are required to keep 5 to 9 diameters in the prevail direction and 3 to 5 
diameters in the direction perpendicular to the prevail direction, and wind turbines 
configurate plum blossom [22].Uniform layout scheme for the wind farm is shown as 
Fig.7. Distribution scheme by choosing high elevation is shown as Fig.8 for the 
complex terrain wind farm. Data of wind speeds, wind directions, topography and 
wind turbine parameters can be loaded into WAsP, and WAsP can exports wind 
turbines power outputs for these two layout methods [23]. 
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Fig.7 Placement of uniform distribution 
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Fig.8 Optimal placement of experience distribution 
The result comparisons of the five layout methods are shown as in Tab.1, where the 
power is wind farm annual average power production for all turbines.  
Tab.1 Optimization results comparison 
 Optimal objective Power(kW) 
Converge 
Time(h) 
Uniform distribution -9.0141 8218.3 2.1 
Experience distribution -9.0346 8388.4 2.1 
CPSO -9.0589 8594.7 7.2 
  From the Tab.3, the uniform distribution and experience distribution methods get the 
lower power production and the lower time than the three proposed evolutionary 
algorithms because of no optimization computation process. After testing, the 
coordinate distributions of the three algorithms meet the requirements of distance and 
boundary restrictions at the same time. The layouts of the three optimization 
algorithms concentrate on the high position (compare the layout with the wind farm 
topographic contour in Fig.2) where the power density is higher than the others. The 
CPSO have improved the total power production by 2.46% compare with the 
experience distribution method. The uniform distribution and experience distribution 
methods concentrate on the prevail wind direction and distance from each other, 
without considering the effect of elevation and optimizing distribution, so the schemes 
of these two methods are both not competent.  
5. Conclusion 
  In this paper, a wake model was established which could be implemented in 
calculating wind farm power output of the complex terrain. The wake model utilized 
the Lissaman model and Jensen model which process the wind speeds of different 
elevation in the wind farm , and consider the effect of the wake intersection area with 
the rotor on the wind turbine power output. The wind direction was divided into 16 
sections and the wind speed was processed by Weibull distribution. The probability 
density of each section was used to calculate of wind turbine power output. A 
optimization algorithm called CPSO is proposed in the paper. Results from the CPSO 
optimization were compared with the uniform and experience method. Results show 
the CPSO optimization methods perform better than the uniform and experience 
method in the wind farm layout optimization. CPSO proposed by the paper shows the 
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best performance in the distribution problem and can be used to optimize the wind 
farm layout engineering issue.  
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